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Abstract 
It is essential to attract, recruit and retain quality teachers in rural and remote 

schools for provision of quality education to rural and remote students. A robust body 

of research confirms that teacher quality contributes to quality of education (Darling-

Hammond, 2000; Hay McBer, 2000; Kaplan & Owings, 2002; OECD, 2002; Ramsay, 

2000). Staffing histories of rural and remote schools identify persistent difficulties in 

recruiting and retaining teachers, but previous research has failed to address the 

experiences and perspectives of rural and remote teachers from the earliest phases of 

appointment, tracking their experiences over time. In times and places of persistent 

teacher shortages, teacher quality of worklife issues are paramount. Factors impacting 

on teacher quality of worklife may impact on teacher retention, staffing levels and 

ultimately the quality of education for children. For these reasons, this study aimed to 

develop substantive theory about the experiences of teachers commencing 

appointments in rural and remote schools by investigating the perspectives of novice, 

interstate and overseas-qualified teachers. The study sought to develop understandings 

of rural and remote teachers‟ quality of worklife.  

In order to achieve this aime, the experiences of 29 teachers were examined, in 

four categories  of teachers likely to be appointed to rural and remote locations: young 

novices; mature-aged novices; interstate; and overseas-qualified teachers in a 

qualitative collective case study. Their experiences were examined over a period of up 

to 15 months from the time of appointment. Participants were initially located at 17 

rural or remote schools, many of which were classified as Difficult to Staff.  

An interpretivist approach was taken in order to examine experiences from 

participants‟ perspectives; to identify their constructions of their lived experiences. 

The direct voices of rural and remote teachers have been given limited coverage in 

research, with early Australian studies typically using questionnaires (Duck, 1988; 

Duck et al., 1988) and most studies collecting data at a single point of time (Crowther, 

1988; Crowther et al., 1991). This study collected data longitudinally, from telephone 

interviews, participant journals, emails, documents, on-site observation and interviews 

and a questionnaire, to construct contextualised case studies. The case studies were 

collectively analysed to provide insights across all categories of teachers and all sites. 

The findings of this study show that the quality of organisational and workplace 

environments are far more significant influences on the quality of teacher worklife in 
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remote and rural schools than previous studies have indicated. By understanding the 

protective and risk factors related to each of the multiple environments encountered by 

teachers newly relocating to rural and remote locations, protective factors can be 

enhanced and risk factors reduced to improve rural and remote teachers‟ quality of 

worklife and improve teacher retention. Awareness of the variety of factors in multiple 

environments, and the complex interplay between them, helps to account for the 

diversity of perspectives and quality of worklife outcomes for rural and remote 

teachers. 

Two theories were generated from ten propositions. The first theory, Quality of 

Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers: Person-Environment Fit to Multiple 

Environments, identified protective and risk factors associated with workrole, 

workplace, organisation, geographic and socio-cultural community environments. The 

theory recognises spillover between work and non-work life experiences, impacting on 

quality of teacher worklife; however, factors directly associated with worklife 

impacted most significantly on quality of worklife. 

The second theory, Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Rural and Remote 

Environments, identified processes (teacher expectations, evaluations of environments, 

responses to environments) and coping strategies (direct-action, palliative and 

avoidant) as leading to one of four outcomes: integration; resilient integration; 

disequilibrium; and withdrawal.  

The case study findings offer original understandings of experiences of teachers 

newly appointed to rural and remote schools, through the development of theory about 

multiple environments teachers encounter and processes of adaptation associated with 

their relocation to rural and remote areas. The findings have implications for theory, 

policy and practice, and contribute new dimensions to the general quality of worklife 

literature.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

This thesis reports the findings of a study intended to develop substantive theory 

regarding experiences of teachers newly appointed to rural and remote schools in 

Western Australia. A qualitative collective case study design was used to investigate 

the perspectives of 29 participants appointed to rural and remote schools, in four 

categories: young novices; mature-aged novices; interstate; and overseas-qualified 

teachers. By examining their experiences over a period of up to 15 months, the study 

generated two theories: Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers: Person-

Environment Fit to Multiple Environments; and Processes of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers.  

The ultimate motivation for this study is the enhancement of quality educational 

experiences for students, which depends on the availability of highly skilled and 

professional teachers (Alloway, Gilbert, Gilbert & Muspratt, 2004; Creswell & 

Underwood, 2004; Roberts, 2005). Current and recurring teacher shortages jeopardise 

the quality of education for students, particularly those in marginalised locations and 

perennially difficult to staff schools. Over half of rural and remote schools in Western 

Australia fall into this category (Department of Education and Training [DET], 2007; 

P. Denton, personal communication, 13 April 2000), and have high rates of teacher 

and leadership turnover (Workman & Fielding, 2006). The Department of Education 

and Training of Western Australia (DET), Catholic and Independent schools all have 

difficulty recruiting and retaining rural and remote teachers (Home, 1999), with 

staffing shortages increasing since this study commenced (Department of Education 

Services [DES], 2006; Edith Cowan University [ECU], 2007). This study focussed on 

the experiences of teachers newly appointed to rural and remote schools to understand 

influences on teacher quality of worklife and their impact on retention and attrition. 

My interest in these issues developed from current and past professional 

experiences. As a novice teacher appointed to a rural secondary school and later, as a 

tertiary educator in a remote Technical and Further Education College, I became 

intrigued by people who relocate to rural and remote areas; their motivations, how 

they deal with their experiences, why some move on, and occasionally, some stay. 

Currently, in my role as a pre-service teacher educator, preparing novice teachers, I 
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require understandings to foster positive educational outcomes for all rural and remote 

stakeholders. 

Research addressing the experiences of teachers in rural and remote schools in 

Western Australia is very limited. For years, policy decisions have been made on the 

assumptions of other stakeholders, influenced by the mythology and nostalgia 

surrounding the experiences of novices in country locations (Boylan & McSwan, 

1998). By directly seeking the perspectives of teachers currently in rural and remote 

schools, from the beginning of their appointment, and over a period of time, this study 

has generated authentic understandings of teachers‟ current, lived experiences of 

relocation to rural and remote environments.  

This introductory chapter presents an overview of the thesis, in six sections, 

which link to all subsequent chapters. In the first section, the aim of this study is 

outlined. The second section provides an overview of the field of rural education and 

the status of rural education research, developed in Chapter Two. The third section 

provides an overview of the literature to be examined in Chapter Three. The fourth 

section presents a summary of the methodology, including the general research 

question, to be developed in Chapter Four. The fifth section summarises the 10 

propositions on which the theories presented in Chapters Six and Seven are based. The 

propositions are developed from case studies, a sample of which is presented in 

Chapter Five to contextualise the subsequent theory development. Finally, a summary 

of the contribution of this study and its implications for theory, further research, policy 

and professional practice is outlined and will be developed in Chapter Eight.  

The thesis is primarily written from the „detached‟ researcher point of view; 

however, at times a first person point of view is needed to access the direct, personal 

perspective of the researcher. For example, earlier in this chapter, in the methodology 

chapter, and in the presentation of case studies, first person point of view is 

intentionally used and is not a lapse of style. American Psychological Association 

[APA] referencing style is used throughout.  

Aims of the Study 

The specific aim of this study was to develop theory about the experiences of 

teachers commencing appointments in rural and remote schools by investigating the 

perspectives of novice, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers employed by DET in 
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rural and remote Western Australia. The study sought to identify significant quality of 

worklife factors and generate new theory about worklife experiences of rural and 

remote teachers. From existing research on these contexts, it seemed that factors, 

additional and alternative to those experienced in urban environments, may influence 

teacher quality of worklife (Crowther, Cronk, King & Gibson, 1991; Miles, Marshall, 

Rolfe & Noonan, 2003; Mills & Gale, 2003). For the purposes of this study, quality of 

worklife was defined as the extent to which individuals find their work satisfying 

(Hart, 1994). This is conceptualised as the outcome of interactions between work-

related and other psychological, social, personal and contextual factors, including 

those in the non-work domain. In fulfilling this aim, two theories were generated: 1) 

Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers: Person-Environment Fit to 

Multiple Environments; and 2) Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for 

Rural and Remote Teachers. 

The study aimed to provide knowledge to inform policy formation and practice, 

particularly in education workforce management. With enriched understandings of 

rural and remote teachers‟ experiences, policy development that meets teachers‟ needs, 

improves job satisfaction and increases retention in rural and remote schools can 

proceed in Western Australia. Further, the knowledge may have relevance to rural and 

remote education within Australia, internationally, and to other public sector 

professions (police, health, and local government), where work-based relocation 

occurs.  

Rural Education Background 

Attempts to define terms such as rural and remote have raised complex issues, 

discussed in detail in Chapter Two of this thesis (Kannapel & De Young, 1999). 

Simplistic definitions involve distinctions between large urban centres and all other 

areas. Ambiguity also exists with the term rural education which can be interpreted as 

education occurring in rural locations or education specifically addressing curriculum 

relevant to rural living, regardless of place of instruction (Coladarci, 2007). This study 

focused on education provision only in rural and remote locations.  

The education of rural children has been recognised as a significant equity issue 

in Australia, in recent years. Darnell (1992) observed that internationally, interest in 

rural education is cyclical, with intense bursts of interest, followed by periods of 
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inertia. In Australia, evidence of resurging interest can be seen with the establishment 

of the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 

(MCEETYA) taskforce
1
in 1999 to report on strategies to improve employment, 

education, training and children‟s services to rural and remote Australia and the 

commissioning of the Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission (HREOC, 

2000d) report. This resurgence was attributed to “renewed recognition of the value of 

the economic and social contributions made by country people and country 

communities to the nation‟s output, and to the nation‟s well being” (MCEETYA, 

2001, p. 113), with rural schools seen as central to the regeneration and long term 

sustainability of rural towns (McSwan & Stevens, 1995). The MCEETYA taskforce 

developed an Australian National Framework for Rural and Remote Education, 

identifying Essential Enablers for provision of quality education in rural and remote 

areas. Despite the promise of the National Framework, the taskforce, and its successor, 

were disbanded (Pegg, 2007). 

In Western Australia, rural and remote educational quality has been the focus of 

several empirical studies and government reports (Ministerial Review of Schooling, 

1994; Stokes, Stafford & Holdsworth, 1999; Young, 1998). The state government 

released a rural and remote education policy in 2000, recognising the need for “fair, 

reasonable and equitable access to, and participation and achievement in, education 

and training by people who live in rural and remote Western Australia” (Rural & 

Remote Education Advisory Council [RREAC], 2000, p. 1). The policy, developed in 

consultation with rural people, advocated reduction of teacher turnover, attraction of 

experienced staff, improved access to professional development and improved student 

achievement, comparable to city students. The policy recognised that rural and remote 

teacher quality of worklife influences the contribution teachers make to schools. The 

Ministerial Review of Schooling and the RREAC policy prompted development of 

initiatives and organisational units: the Rural and Remote Advisory Service; DET‟s
2
 

Remote Teaching Service (RTS); support for new graduates through the Centre for 

Excellence in Teaching (CET) (J. Klap, personal communication, 27 April 2000); and 

                                            
1
 In Australia, education is a State Government responsibility; however, the Federal 

Government influences policy development through Ministerial committees such as MCEETYA. 
2
 The Department of Education and Training of Western Australia has changed its name four 

times since 1988. This background is provided in Chapter Two. For the purposes of consistency 
in this thesis, the state education bureaucracy will be referred to as the Department of 
Education and Training (DET), regardless of the title at the historical time being discussed. 
References will use the relevant authorial title. 
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subsequently the Professional Learning Institute (DET, 2006); however, the 

implementation of policy into practice was limited. 

Difficulty with recruitment and retention of highly qualified and experienced 

teachers to rural and remote schools is a national and international phenomenon 

(Barley & Beesley, 2007; Boylan & McSwan, 1998; Carlson, 1992; Education 

Workforce Initiatives, 2007b; Garman & Alkire, 1992; Logan, Dempster, Chant & 

Warry, 1990; Lunn, 1997; Miles et al., 2003; MCEETYA, 2003). In Western 

Australia, with the largest rural and remote area in Australia, these challenges are 

particularly evident. Yet, few research studies report the experiences of Western 

Australian rural and remote teachers (English, Jones, Malone & Barrat-Pugh, 2006; 

Institute of Service Professions [ISP], 2006; Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994). 

More generally, research on rural and remote teaching has typically focused on 

community perceptions of teachers (HREOC, 1999; Stokes et al., 1999), pre-service 

teacher perceptions and implications (Boylan & Hemmings, 1993; Gibson, 1994; 

Gregson, Waters & Gruppetta, 2006; Jackiewicz, Lincoln & Brockman, 1998; 

Meiklejohn & Barrett, 1994; Sharplin, 2002, 2001), and principals‟ perceptions 

(Lemke, 1989). It has been assumed that only a small proportion of teachers accept 

appointments with long term commitment or lifestyle objectives in mind and that the 

majority of teachers choose rural and remote locations for monetary or career 

incentives such as permanent employment status. Accurate, empirical knowledge of 

rural and remote teachers‟ perspectives and how they deal with their experiences is 

needed to move beyond assumed problems and solutions. 

Rural or remote appointments, colloquially known as country service were 

traditionally perceived by novices as an inevitable purgatory, to be borne with 

fortitude as a „rite of passage‟ into teaching (Gibson, 1994). Novice teachers „did their 

time‟ before escaping to urban areas. While country service is no longer compulsory 

for new recruits, appointment to rural and remote areas has been, at times, the only 

means of accessing DET employment and is still advocated as a direct route to 

permanent teacher status. Satisfactory service of two years in a rural or remote school 

is offered as a condition for permanency (DET, 2008) and therefore, is still considered 

a „necessary evil‟ for some teachers trying to gain employment security.  

In the design stages of this study, based on anecdotal evidence, it was assumed 

that teachers other than young novices were being recruited to rural and remote 
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schools. Initially, three categories of participants were envisaged: novices; temporary 

teachers; and overseas-qualified teachers. The category of temporary teacher was used 

to capture the diversity of teachers seeking permanent tenure. In fact, only teachers 

from interstate were identified and the category was relabelled interstate teachers. In 

addition, the novice category was subdivided, producing, in total, four groups of 

teachers: young novices; mature-aged novices; interstate; and overseas-qualified 

teachers. These groups included highly vulnerable teachers in terms of career, social 

and personal development (Weiss, 1999). Teachers‟ experiences, and the ways they 

deal with them, have consequences: for the teachers personally and professionally; for 

the cost to and quality of education systems; and, most importantly, for the educational 

outcomes of students. 

With the exception of young novices, there is limited research in relation to 

these other groups of teachers. Research about teachers employed on short-term 

contracts (temporary status) (Tromans, Daws, Limerick & Brannock, 2001; Tromans, 

2002) or overseas-qualified teachers is scarce (Inglis & Philps, 1995; Michael, 2006). 

The Australian literature is primarily derived from studies in Queensland and New 

South Wales (NSW) (Duck, Webb, Cunningham & McSwan, 1988; Higgins, 1993; 

Meyenn, Sinclair & Squires, 1991; Yarrow, Herschell & Millwater, 1999). While this 

knowledge has application in Western Australia, the context warrants examination and 

exploration in its own right.  

Overview of the Literature 

This study synthesised three broad areas of research: issues impacting on 

teachers‟ quality of professional (worklife) and personal lives (non-worklife); issues 

impacting on the four nominated groups of teachers; and factors associated with rural 

and remote teaching contexts. The theoretical and empirical literature is presented in 

detail in Chapter Three. Here a brief overview is provided. 

Given that teachers represent the major occupational group in Australia, their 

quality of worklife has the potential to impact significantly on the fabric of Australian 

society (Maclean, 1992). Research has examined specific variables impacting on 

teachers‟ worklife – stress, burnout, commitment, job satisfaction, and efficacy 

(Boylan & McSwan, 1998; Hart, 1994; Haughey & Murphy, 1985; Hoover & Aakhus, 

1998); however, there have been limited attempts to develop an integrated framework 
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of teacher quality of worklife and none examining rural and remote contexts. Louis 

(1998) was the first to develop a quality of worklife framework for education, 

identifying seven teacher quality of worklife criteria: respect from relevant adults; 

participation in decision-making; frequent stimulating peer interaction; structures and 

procedures that contribute to a high sense of efficacy; making full use of existing skills 

and knowledge; resources to fulfil the job; and congruence between personal and 

school goals. According to Louis, these criteria influenced teacher performance and 

student outcomes.  

A limitation of Louis‟ framework (1998) is its narrow focus on worklife, 

perceived as completely separated from teachers‟ non-worklives. After 

industrialisation, individuals‟ workroles became spatially and temporally separated 

from non-worklife (Geurts & Demerouti, 2003). With diversification of the workforce 

to include greater numbers of women and dual-income families, the interface between 

these domains is now seen as more complex (Parasuraman & Greenhaus, 1997). 

Contemporary viewpoints support the position that domains of work and non-

worklives are highly interrelated, with multi-directional influences (Allan, Loudoun & 

Peetz, 2007; Clark, 2000; Voydanoff, 2005a, 2005b, 2005c). 

In remote and rural contexts, the literature and anecdotal reporting from teachers 

suggest a complex relationship between worklife, social, personal, community and 

cultural aspects of teachers‟ non-worklives. The literature frequently identifies 

relationships between teachers and communities, which link work and non-worklives 

(Boylan & Bandy, 1994; Higgins, 1993; McShane & Walton, 1990; Yarrow, 

Ballantyne, Hansford, Herschell & Millwater, 1999) and impact on teacher retention 

(Boylan et al., 1993; Mills & Gale, 2003; Yarrow, Ballantyne, Herschell & Millwater, 

1997). Non-worklife in rural and remote contexts has been considered a negative 

influence on teachers‟ worklife decisions; absence of metrocentric entertainment, retail 

opportunities, separation from family and friends, and harsh geographic and climatic 

conditions were cited as reasons for teachers leaving rural and remote appointments 

(Boylan & McSwan, 1998; Duck et al., 1988). The specific ways that teachers‟ non-

worklives impact on worklife experiences in rural and remote contexts has not 

previously been empirically examined.  

For most teachers, acceptance of a rural or remote appointment involves 

relocation to an unfamiliar location, distant from their previous metrocentric existence. 
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Not only is the teachers‟ worklife relocated, but, to varying degrees, their non-

worklives are disrupted. Relocation to a place, which may be culturally and 

geographically unfamiliar, has immediate, direct impact on the non-worklife of 

teachers, creating stresses that may be difficult to separate from worklife. In earlier 

research, teachers in most rural and remote schools were predominantly young, female 

and single, often moving to independent living for the first time (Duck et al., 1988; 

Jarzabkowski, 2003). With workforce diversification and teacher shortages, it has 

become increasingly likely that rural appointees will include teachers with a variety of 

family structures and responsibilities. Relocation that involves movement of family 

members or separation from partners/children/elders may create further complex 

interfaces between work and non-worklife.  

Overview of the Research Methodology 

This study is located in the interpretivist paradigm which seeks to understand the 

participants‟ lived experiences by accessing their perspectives (Patton, 2002). There is 

little direct qualitative reporting of rural and remote teachers‟ perspectives, with 

Cameron (1994, p. 15) describing such studies as “rare”. This study aimed to give 

these teachers opportunities to voice their perspectives about their quality of worklife, 

and to scrutinise assumptions of others.  

A qualitative collective case study design was adopted to examine the 

perspectives of 29 participants commencing employment at 17 rural or remote DET 

schools. Data were collected from participants through: an initial questionnaire; 

ongoing telephone interviews; on-site interviews; journal reflections; email; and 

document sources. The data were analysed using Miles and Huberman‟s (1984) 

inductive processes initially and more emergent grounded theory approaches in later 

stages (Punch, 2005; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The qualitative software QSR N6 

facilitated the analysis, coding and reduction of data. Individual case studies were 

constructed for each participant, then analysed collectively. From the cross-case 

analysis, propositions emerged to form the basis of theory development. 
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General Research Question 

The general research question addressed in this study was: 

What are the experiences of teachers in their first years of appointment to rural and 

remote government schools?  

In seeking to answer this question, two specific research questions were 

considered at the outset: 

 What are the perspectives of teachers in relation to the quality of their 

worklife?  

 How do young novices, mature-aged novices, interstate and overseas-qualified 

teachers deal with their experiences?  

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following terms require clear definition: 

Young novice - a teacher in their first or second year of employment who has entered 

teacher employment directly after the completion of secondary school and a 

teacher education qualification; the teacher will be in their early twenties.  

Mature-aged novice - a teacher in their first or second year of employment who has 

entered teacher employment after years of employment (paid or unpaid) in a 

field other than education. The teacher is likely to be over 25 years of age. 

Overseas-qualified teacher – a teacher who gained their first teaching qualification and 

the majority of their teaching experience outside Australia. The teacher may 

have gained additional educational qualifications in Australia.  

Interstate teacher – a teacher with experience of teaching in other states of Australia. 

Quality of worklife – denotes degree of satisfaction with aspects of worklife as 

determined by the interaction of work-related and other psychological, social, 

personal and contextual factors, including those referred to, for convenience, as 

non-worklife factors. 

Non-worklife – denotes aspects of life which are not focused on work-based activities, 

but which may influence quality of worklife. This includes family, leisure and 

community involvements.  
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The terms quality of worklife, rural and remote, which are central to this study, 

are more extensively defined in Chapters Two and Three. 

Original Contribution to Knowledge 

This study generated two theories to explain the experiences of teachers newly 

appointed to rural and remote schools: Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote 

Teachers: Person-Environment Fit to Multiple Environments; and Processes of 

Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers. The first theory, 

and associated model, identifies multiple environments, and factors associated with 

each environment, that impact on rural and remote teachers‟ ability to integrate within 

environments. The second theory explains the processes affecting adaptation to the 

multiple environments and possible outcomes, represented in a Model of Processes 

and Outcomes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural and Remote 

Teachers. These theories and associated models provide knowledge which may have 

application to other rural and remote educational sites, and professions operating in 

similar contexts. 

In addition, two analytic and conceptual frameworks were developed to assist 

with the analysis of quality of worklife, one for general use and the other specifically 

in relation to teachers newly appointed to rural and remote locations. The first, 

Framework of Teacher Experience and Role/Sector Congruence provides a tool for 

categorising the match between the skills, knowledge and experience of professionals 

and their match with the role and sector of employment appointment. The second, 

Framework for Worklife Quality for Teachers Commencing Rural and Remote 

Appointments presents eight quality of worklife criteria. 

This study has given voice to the perspectives and experiences of teachers in 

rural and remote Western Australian schools. The qualitative case study design 

generated “thick”, rich understandings (Page, 2000, p. 102), from longitudinal data, in 

contrast to single point surveys frequently used in other rural and remote research. By 

examining the experiences of teachers for up to 15 months, patterns and processes 

were identified, and critical time periods became evident. Such findings have 

implications for practice and intervention to support teachers newly appointed to rural 

and remote schools. Teacher experiences in a diversity of school contexts were 

accessed, including primary and a variety of secondary school configurations. The 
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theory has potential to inform policy by identifying ways of improving quality of 

worklife for rural and remote teachers and the application of this knowledge may 

contribute to improved quality of education for students. 

This study addressed the Western Australian context and specific categories of 

teachers for the first time. In particular, this study examined the experiences of two 

groups of teachers not explicitly represented in rural research: teachers who immigrate 

from outside the local education system – from interstate and overseas. Studies of 

overseas teachers are particularly scarce (Kamler, Santoro & Reid, 1998; Santoro, 

2000). These aspects of the study provide specific new knowledge and understandings 

that may be of value to the broader Australian and international field.  

The findings of this study, although specific to educational contexts, may extend 

existing theory on the quality of worklife to other organisational contexts, where 

relocation to isolated and circumscribed communities is involved. The theories suggest 

complex relationships between work and non-worklife factors in education and other 

professional fields. 

Conclusion 

This chapter provided an overview of the whole thesis, outlining the aim of 

generating theory in relation to the experiences of teachers newly appointed to rural 

and remote schools in Western Australia. The broad policy and empirical background 

was presented to contextualise the design and contributions of this study. Detailed 

development of each of these areas will occur in subsequent chapters. Through this 

study the voices of rural and remote teachers are projected to enhance understanding 

of the issues impacting on, and the processes involved in, achieving quality of 

worklife for rural and remote teachers, to ultimately benefit students in rural and 

remote schools.  
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CHAPTER TWO: RURAL AND REMOTE EDUCATION 

CONTEXT 

Introduction 

This chapter outlines the policy and service context of rural and remote 

education in Western Australia, making links with rural and remote education 

nationally and internationally. The complexity of defining the terms rural and remote 

is discussed, in conjunction with the concept of isolation. The approach favoured in 

this study was to contextualise rural and remote research, rather than pursuing 

definitional uniformity. National and state rural education policies are outlined to 

provide a broad historical and political background, before presenting the generic 

features of rural and remote schools in Western Australia. Details of DET 

organisational structure, policies and practices relevant to rural education (recruitment, 

appointment and retention of teachers) are examined, with connections made to other 

rural and remote professional fields. 

Definitions of Rural and Remote 

The definitions of rural and remote are persistently debated in the field of 

rural research, with dismay expressed about inconsistent usage. In the most simplistic 

definitions, rural and remote denote areas that are not urban. The Commonwealth 

Schools Commission (1987, p. 24) defined rural Australia as being “all of the nation 

excluding…[seven] greater metropolitan regions and, generally, areas within 50 km of 

those regions”. By this definition, 99% of Western Australia is rural or remote. Such 

gross definitions promote a rural-urban binary, marginalising rural populations, 

asserting the dominance of metrocentric views and promoting rural-deficit models of 

the world (Ankrah-Dove, 1982). This binary view emerged from Tonnie‟s concepts of 

gemeinschaft and gesellschaft (Halsey, 2006a; Sunic, 1994). Rural communities are 

indicative of gemeinschaft communities which emphasise organic connectivity 

between individuals based on kinship, neighbourhood, friendship and face to face 

interactions (Squires & Sinclair, 1991). Gesellschaft communities are impersonal and 

contractual with individual work relationships based on position, typical of urban 

living; however, Hungerford (2007) argues that there has been increasing convergence 

between rural and urban lifestyles. 
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Rural and remote definitions are often driven, or skewed, by instrumental policy 

and political purposes (Griffith, 2002; Rios, 1988). According to Sher and Sher (1994, 

p. 3) “inaccurate stereotypes and prejudices about rurality have shaped – or more 

precisely mis-shaped public policies”. Policy definitions are primarily used to provide 

“Service Access Classification” (Griffith, 2002, p. 3), framed from geographic or 

sociological data. Geographic perspectives emphasise geo-physical characteristics 

(distance from centres of varying size and population masses), while sociological 

perspectives focus on psycho-cultural aspects (relationships between people and 

places) (Ankrah-Dove, 1982; Halsey, 2006a). In Australia, there are several 

established national classifications for measuring remoteness and access disadvantage 

such as the Rural, Remote and Metropolitan Areas classification (RRMA) developed 

by the Department of Primary Industry and Energy (DPIE, 1988) and Commonwealth 

Department of Health and Aged Care (DHAC) and the Access/Remoteness Index of 

Australia (ARIA). ARIA has been adopted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 

(ABS) as part of its Australian Standard Geographical Classification and Remoteness 

Structure (ASGCRS) (Commonwealth Department of Health and Aged Care, 1999; 

Griffith, 2002).  

The classifications used in these systems are summarised in Table 1 (p. 14). The 

ASGCRS identifies five regional types: major cities of Australia; inner regional 

Australia; outer regional Australia; remote Australia; and very remote Australia (Pink, 

2007). The ARIA and its further development ARIA+ (ABS, 2000b) uses a hierarchy 

based on five sizes of population centres: A= more than 250,000; B=48,000-249,999; 

C=18,000-47,999; D=5,000-17,999 and E=1,000-4,999 persons. The RRMA splits 

Australia into three zones, divided into seven groupings based on population centres. 

Metropolitan areas have two groupings; Non-Metropolitan Zones have three 

groupings; and the Remote Zone has two groupings (Griffiths, 2002). Each 

classification offers a different level of sensitivity to population distribution.  

Education research in Western Australia adopted the DPIE system (Ministerial 

Review of Schooling, 1994; Young, 1994, 1998a). Categories were developed using 

an index of remoteness based on distance to the nearest city, with five types of rural 

localities classified: large rural centres; small rural centres; other rural centres; remote 

towns; and other remote areas. The specific classifications used by DET for policy 

formation in Western Australian schools will be detailed later in this chapter. 
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Table 1: Australian Classifications of Rurality and Remoteness. (Adapted from 

ABS, 2000; Griffith, 2002; Pink, 2007). 

 

Similarly, in the international arena, there is no definitional uniformity, despite 

recurrent discussion of the problem (Coladarci, 2007; Kannapel & DeYoung, 1999) and 

continuing calls for standardisation (Arnold, Newman, Gaddy & Dean, 2005). In 

Scandinavia, for example, rural is defined as countryside with 200-300 residents, while 

a population of fewer than 10,000 residents defines rural in Italy, Spain, Portugal and 

Switzerland (Sher, 1981). In the United States of America (US), Ballou and Podgursky 

(1998) used an urban–rural continuum with the largest counties having metropolitan 

locations with over 1,000,000 people and the “remote-rural” category having a 

population of less than 20,000. Quantitative geographic definitions do not enable 

discrimination or comparisons between places reported in research, and fail to capture 

the complexity of phenomena characterising rural and remote locations. Any attempt to 

Accessibility/ 

Remoteness 

Index of 

Australia 

(ARIA+) 

 Rural, Remote and Metropolitan 

Area Classification (RRMA) 

 Australian Standard 

Geographic 

Classification 

Remoteness Structure 

(ASGCRS) 

A 

 

more than 

250,000 

 Metropolitan Zones 

Capital Cities 

All capital 

cities  

 Major Urban 

Areas  
>100,000 

B 48,000-

249,999 

 Metropolitan Zones 

Other Metropolitan 

Centres 

> 100,000  Other Urban 

areas with  
1,000 

to 

99,000 

C 18,000-

47,999 

 Non Metropolitan 

Zone 

Large Rural Centres 

 

25,000- 

99,999 

 Rural 

Localities  
200-999 

D 5,000-

17,999 

 Non Metropolitan 

Zone Small Rural 

Centres 

 

10,000 to 

24,999 

 Rural 

Remainder 
< 199 

E 1,000-

4,999 

 Non Metropolitan 

Zone Other Rural 

Centres 

 

< 9,999    

   Remote Zone 

Remote Centres 

 

> 5,000    

   Remote Zone 

Other Remote 

Areas 

< 4,999    
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equate international definitions with those used in Australia is nonsensical. Ballou and 

Podgursky‟s “remote-rural” category equates to population centres described as “other 

urban areas” and “small rural centres” by the ASGC and the RRMA.  

To address this problem, the Organisation for Economic Development (OECD) 

proposed working definitions to facilitate comparability between countries (Black, 

Duff, Saggers & Baines, 2000). Others have identified attributes that provide 

additional complexity to the terms, including descriptors as divergent as ethnic groups 

and tax zones (McShane & Walton, 1990). Nachtigal (1982), for example, 

differentiated between rural and urban on 14 attributes presented in Table 2. These 

attributes are seen as continua, with rural or remote contexts displaying varying 

degrees of the characteristics. Despite these refinements, vast differences confirm the 

redundancy of conceptualisations of rurality and remoteness that are not 

contextualised (Coladarci, 2007; Howley, Theobold & Howley, 2005; McShane & 

Walton, 1990; Moriarty, Danaher & Danaher, 2003; Sher & Sher, 1994). Rural and 

remote locations are not homogenous or readily comparable entities due to differing 

economic resources, cultural priorities, purpose and politics (Nachtigal, 1982). 

Rural……………………..………...………………………………………...Urban 

Personal/tightly linked………………………………... Impersonal/loosely coupled 

Generalists……………………………………………………………….Specialists  

Homogenous……………………………………………………….....Heterogeneous  

Nonbureaucratic……………………………………………………….. Bureaucratic 

Verbal communication…………………………………………….. Written memos 

Who said it…………………………………………………………….. What‟s said 

Time by seasons…………………………………………………….. Time by clock 

Traditional values…………………………………………………… Liberal values 

Entrepreneur……………………………………………….. Corporate labour force 

Make do/respond environment……… Rational planning for environmental control 

Self-sufficiency…………………………………… Problem solving left to experts 

Poorer……………………………………………………………………….. Richer 

Less formal education……………………………………... More formal education 

Smaller/less density………………………………………… Larger/greater density 

Table 2: Rural/Urban Continuum. (Source: Nachtigal, 1982, p. 270). 
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The Concept of Isolation 

The concept of isolation, which is similarly difficult to define, is embedded in 

definitions of rural and remote. Darnell and Higgins (1983, Figure 1) represented six 

types of isolation: geographic, ethnic/cultural; language; social; economic; 

professional; and exceptionality. Their three dimensional model connected types of 

isolation to ways of coping with isolation and conditions for affecting change. 

Inverarity (1984) proposed six different typologies: physical (geography and climate); 

interpersonal (proximity of family and friends); cultural (community values and 

expectations); intellectual (professional development); personal (identification with 

others of similar interests); and informational (access to information services). These 

typologies convey the multiplicity of ways people are disconnected from others, 

services and resources, but with most including a geographic component. More 

recently, d‟Plesse (1992) argued that information technologies challenge traditional 

geo-physical notions of isolation. As with the terms rural and remote, isolation needs 

to be understood in context.  

Contextualising research is a strategy to address these definitional problems 

favoured in this research; however, one limitation is that contextual detail can 

compromise the anonymity and confidentiality of participants and places, particularly 

in remote and unique locations. Consequently, some caution must be exercised with 

contextual detail. In this thesis, broad policy and service provision contextual detail is 

provided in this chapter, with more specific contextual detail provided for each case-

study in Chapter Five and Appendix A. 

Communities in rural and remote Western Australia are some of the most 

isolated in the world (RREAC, 2000). Western Australia covers 2,529,880 square 

kilometres (ABS, 2000a), an area the size of Western Europe (Newton & Newton, 

1992). The state is sparsely populated with only 25% of the population living outside 

the capital city of Perth (Education Workforce initiatives, 2007b). Sher and Sher 

(1994) described Australia as simultaneously one of the most urbanised and most 

sparsely populated countries in the world. Other areas of Australia have large rural and 

regional contexts, and internationally, rural populations in the US and Canada are 

similar to Western Australia, at 30% and 24% respectively; however, different 

settlement patterns create unique conditions which impact on education provision in 

different ways (Moriarty et al., 2003; Newton & Newton, 1992). In the next section, 
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features of rural and remote education provided by DET in Western Australia are 

outlined. 

 

 

Figure 1: Three Dimensional Model for Assessing the Interrelatedness of Factors 

Impinging on Education in Isolated Places. (Source: Darnell & Higgins, 1983, p. 29). 

 

Rural Education Policy in Australia 

Education provision in Australia is a state government responsibility; however, 

federal governments have attempted to influence state government action. Over the 

last 30 years, national reports repeatedly advocated strategies to improve the 

accessibility and quality of educational provision (Commonwealth Schools 

Commission, 1988; National Board of Employment, Education and Training 

[NBEET], 1991), and the quality of teachers and teacher supply in rural areas 

(Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1988; National Inquiry into Teacher 
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Education, 1980; NBEET, 1989). By 1991, a national education strategy for rural 

Australia was advocated to provide a coordinating mechanism for rural education 

(NBEET, 1991). National policies on rural schooling between 1987 and 1991 

emphasised cost effective and equitable provision of educational services to rural 

communities, to ensure access and participation for all rural children (Gibson, 1994); 

yet Gibson noted “that little of this concern at the policy level has been translated into 

effective practice” (p. 68).  

Six years later, HREOC (2000d) concluded that previous rural education policies 

had failed to overcome rural and remote educational disadvantage. In response to the 

HREOC recommendations, MCEETYA (2001) established The National Framework 

for Rural and Remote Education to examine strategies to improve employment, 

education, training and children‟s services in rural and remote areas. It was intended to 

develop national policies and services, provide high quality educational provision, 

facilitate partnerships and guide non-government providers. The framework identified 

six Essential Enablers for quality education in rural and remote locations: Personnel; 

Relevant Curriculum; Information Communication Technologies; Multiple Modes of 

Delivery; Environment Formed through Effective Community Relationships and 

Resourcing. The Essential Enablers were to be core elements for translating principles 

into practice, by providing a focus for the strategic priorities of state education 

systems. The Essential Enabler of Personnel was directly relevant to this research. The 

key personnel challenges identified were: recruitment; retention; training and 

development; succession planning; and developing community expertise and 

leadership. Despite its promise, limited use was made of the National Framework, and 

since 2004, development of a National Rural Education Strategy, modelled on the 

National Health Strategy, has been advocated (Pegg, 2007; REFA, 2004, 2007).  

The plethora of national policy statements was mirrored at state level, with 

calls to enhance rural education quality through recruitment and retention of quality 

teachers (Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994; Rawlinson, 1984), careful pre-

service teacher preparation (Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994; Ramsey, 2000; 

Vinson, 2002), and by addressing inadequate support for inexperienced teachers in 

remote schools (Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994; Queensland Department of 

Education, 1990).  
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In Western Australia, the most influential report, Schooling in Rural Western 

Australia (Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994), evaluated rural-urban school 

performance, concluding that economic disadvantage in rural locations was linked to 

educational disadvantage. The report made extensive recommendations for school 

resourcing, staffing, pre-service teacher preparation, distance learning and education in 

indigenous communities. Specific recommendations included: selection procedures to 

match teachers to school and community characteristics; improved pay and conditions 

for teachers and school executives; staffing practices to reduce numbers of young 

teachers appointed to rural schools; specific pre-service preparation of rural teachers; 

improved induction; partnerships with rural communities; increased resources for 

professional development; improved housing; improved information about rural 

teaching; and establishment of a Remote Teaching Service. The RTS was established 

in 1996 and a country incentive scheme was developed to attract teachers state-wide.  

The most recent policy statement in Western Australia, Country roads: 

Pathways to better education and training for rural and remote Western Australia 

2000-2003 (RREAC, 2000), identified seven priorities: access to participation in 

education and training for students to achieve potential; cross-sectoral partnerships; 

retention of quality education professionals; meeting the needs of students at risk; 

recognition and support of cultural diversity; enhancement of the value of education; 

and appropriate resourcing. As with rural education policies at all levels, practical 

implementation failed to be achieved. There has been persistent failure to implement 

recommendations to improve the quality and accessibility of rural education in 

Australia, and it is yet to be seen whether current calls for a national strategy will be 

more successful than the endeavours of the preceding 30 years of policy. 

Rural and Remote Schooling in Western Australia 

Education Provision Structures 

Education in Western Australia is provided by the state government, religious 

and private institutions (HREOC, 2000c). The focus of this study was on state 

provision of rural education by DET. When this study commenced, DET was 

structured into 16 districts, (reducing to 14 in 2003): four metropolitan districts, two 

outer metropolitan districts and ten rural and remote districts (Figure 2). All teaching 

and non-teaching staff were employed by DET, with 80% of staff appointed through 
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centralised processes and approximately 20% through school-based selection 

(Oerlemans-Buma, 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Rural and Remote Education Districts for DET, Western Australia. 

(Source: http://www2.eddept.wa.edu.au/schoolprofile/district.do). 

 

At the time of data collection (2002/2003), 349 DET schools were located in rural 

and remote areas. Their student population was 82,684 or approximately 30% of DET 

enrolments. The configuration and classification of DET schools is shown in Figure 3. 

The school sites in this research included primary schools, district high schools (DHS), 

remote community schools (RCS) and senior high schools (SHS) located in seven of 

the ten rural and remote districts in northern, eastern and south-eastern regions of the 

state. In rural and remote areas (as shown in Figure 3), the student intake in schools is 

sometimes extended beyond the usual configuration, to meet local community needs. 

For example, some primary schools enrol students up to Year 10, instead of Year 7 

and some DHSs enrol students to Years 11 and 12, instead of Year 10.  
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Figure 3: Western Australian Public Schools by Type. (Source: DET, 2006, p. 52).  

 

DET rural and remote schools were staffed with 17,855 teachers, approximately 

30% of DET‟s teacher workforce in 2002/20003 (DET, 2003). Staffing of these schools 

occurred through two sections of DET: the state-wide centralised staffing unit and the 

RTS. With staffing allocations and appointment incentives tied to school categories, it is 

important to clarify the criteria used to determine school classification. At the time of 

data collection, DET identified schools as: metropolitan, rural or remote according to 

DPIE classifications (Figure 4). Distinction between metropolitan and rural schools was 
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based on ABS divisions (P. Denton, personal communication, 13 April 2000). Rural 

schools were further classified according to a points transfer system. Two 

discriminators were used to allocate transfer points: an index of isolation; and an index 

of disadvantage. The index of isolation used six indicators: school size; distance from a 

population centre of 10,000; distance from a population centre of 5,000; distance from 

the nearest school; distance from district office; and distance from Perth.  

 

Figure 4: Metropolitan Rural and Remote Regions – Western Australia (DPIE). 

(Source: Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994, p. 4). 

More recently (DET, 2006b), schools labelled difficult to staff are identified as 

“Country Teaching Program” (CTP) and “Metropolitan Teaching Program Schools” 

(MTP). The current criteria for classification of CTP schools are: transfer point 

allocation and location desirability for teaching staff, based on the number of 

applications for placement at the schools in the previous two years and the number of 
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times positions are declined by teachers. One hundred and nineteen schools are currently 

identified as CTP schools and 28 as MTP schools (DET, 2006b). 

A separate list of RTS schools was ratified by agreement between DET and the 

State School Teachers‟ Union of Western Australia (SSTUWA), subject to biennial 

review. Forty-four schools in four education districts (Midwest, Pilbara, Goldfields 

and Kimberley) were on the remote schools list in 2006 (DET, 2006b). The list 

contained: 33 RCS, five primary, three pre-primary schools and three DHS. The 

schools were categorised according to three levels: Level 1 – in excess of 150 

kilometres from a town; Level 2 – less than 150 kilometres from a town; and Level 3 – 

having access to supermarket/general store/ mail, banking and social entertainment 

facilities (G. Piggott (Chair), EDWA Minutes, 25 October, 1994).  

Pre-service Education for Rural Teachers 

Despite reiteration of the need for specialised rural and remote teacher 

preparation (Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1987; Halsey, 2005; HREOC, 

1999, 2000d; Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994; REFA, 2005; Yarrow et al., 

1997) translation into practice has been limited. Attempts to prepare rural teachers 

have improved since Watson (1988) reported that 88% and 84% of teacher graduates 

in NSW and Western Australia, respectively, had not received any rural component in 

their pre-service education. By 1998, Gibson and King reported that 91% of Australian 

universities claimed some rural focus in pre-service courses, although what constituted 

a rural focus and data about the percentage of pre-service teachers involved was not 

available. More specifically, Halsey (2005) examined the extent of country practicum 

placements in pre-service education, finding that 22% of placements were in country 

locations, in data collected from half of Australia‟s teacher education programmes. 

With over 30% of teachers employed in rural or remote locations, higher rates of 

participation in rural practicums are desirable (Sharplin, 2005). 

Concerns about ineffective rural teacher preparation prompted innovations 

(Gregson et al., 2006; Meiklejohn & Barrett, 1994; Sharplin, 2002, 2001), and further 

research (Halsey, 2006b). Factors inhibiting rural teacher preparation and practicum 

placement were: costs; appropriate support and supervision by institutions; difficulty 

maintaining standards of assessment accountability; costs for pre-service teachers 

(accommodation, travel and living expenses); family responsibilities; and part-time 

work commitments (Halsey, 2005; House of Representatives Standing Committee, 
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2007). Boylan (2004, p. 9) concluded that provision of rural pre-service teacher 

education could “best be described as piecemeal”. Yet, a review by the Queensland 

Priority Country Area Program (1997) corroborated earlier research by Hatton (1991) 

that novice teachers with experience of rural schools were better able to adjust to and 

enjoy rural appointments (cited in Australian Council of Deans of Education [ACDE], 

1999).  

Staffing of Rural and Remote Schools 

Staffing rural and remote schools to achieve equity remains a challenge for state 

education systems (Auditor General, 2000; Martinez, 1993). The attraction and 

retention of quality teachers is considered essential to improving the quality of 

education for students (Parliament of Australia: Senate Committee, 2000). Reviews of 

teacher appointment processes consistently identified the need for effective rural 

teacher placement and action to improve teacher retention (Carrick, 1989; Ministerial 

Review of Schooling, 1994; Scott, 1990), but years later the issues remain (Auditor 

General, 2000; ECU, 2007; Rice, 2006; RREAC, 2000). Significant numbers of new 

graduates and overseas-qualified teachers, who lack relevant experience, continue to 

be appointed due to difficulties recruiting experienced teachers (Auditor General, 

2000; ECU, 2007; Mills & Gale, 2003; Mulford, 2003; RREAC, 2006). Reasons for 

teacher reluctance to accept rural appointments are presented in the next chapter. 

Recruitment to Rural and Remote Locations 

In Australia, and internationally, it is accepted that rural areas have more 

difficulty recruiting and retaining qualified staff (Amosa & Cooper, 2006; Archibald, 

Pidgeon, Janvier, Commodore & McCormick, 2002; Ballou & Podgursky, 1998; 

Clarke, Imrich, Surgenor, & Wells, 2003; Davis, 1985; Education Taskforce 

Initiatives, 2007b; Fishbaugh & Berkeley, 1995; Gibson, 1994; Harmon, 2001; Martin, 

1994; McEwan, 1999; Nachtigal, 1982). A review of teacher supply and demand in 

English speaking countries (MCEETYA, 2001) identified rural teacher shortages in 

the United Kingdom (UK), the US, New Zealand (NZ), and Canada. According to 

Ballou and Podgursky (p. 12), US “rural schools have not been able to staff their 

schools with teachers whose academic background and professional preparation equal 

those of the central city and suburban instructors”. Similarly, Canadian, Latin 

American and African teachers in rural schools have less formal schooling (Haughey 
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& Murphy, 1985; McEwan, 1999; Mentz, 2001). In Western Australia, teachers are 

required to meet minimum standards of certification (a four year tertiary qualification), 

but “Limited Authority to Teach” status is granted for Difficult to Staff vacancies. In 

practice, this means under-qualified people, or people with qualifications of marginal 

relevance to the role, are appointed to some rural and remote schools (Auditor 

General, 2000; Home, 1999). 

However, significant differences exist between the international and Australian 

rural contexts, in addition to the geo-physical classifications discussed previously. For 

example, in the US, rural communities are perceived to be relatively racially and 

socioeconomically homogenous (Nachtigal, 1982), especially compared to urban 

communities, with remote rural schools more likely to be staffed by male teachers 

(Ballou & Podgursky, 1998). The same cannot be said for the Australian context 

(Kannapel & DeYoung, 1999), where higher rates of indigenous students exist and 

teachers are predominantly female (HREOC, 2000b; Ministerial Review of Schooling, 

1994). Mills and Gale (2003) in the US, concluded that rural schools had more stable 

staffing than urban schools, a generalisation not relevant to Australian rural schools. 

For these reasons, caution must be exercised when comparing studies from 

international rural contexts with Australia.  

With an international teacher shortage, there is fierce recruitment competition 

and global teacher mobility (GHK Consulting, 2005; Goodenough, 2001). MCEETYA 

(2003) predicted continued imbalances between supply and demand for teachers for 

2008-2012. Policies for attracting and retaining teachers are central to stabilising 

supply and demand (Auditor General, 2000; DES, 2006). All state and territory 

education authorities have strategies and initiatives to promote teacher recruitment, 

including the use of web-sites, financial incentives and stakeholder liaison strategies, 

but what is needed most are “explicit and defensible criteria for appointment and 

promotion” to enhance “teacher morale and effectiveness” (Taylor, 1992, p. xiii).  

Historically, new graduates staffed rural and remote schools in Australia, the US 

and Canada (Butorac, 1998; Haughey & Murphy, 1985; HREOC, 2000b; Kannapel & 

DeYoung, 1999; Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994). Western Australian figures 

for 1993 indicated that 90% of graduates were appointed to rural and remote schools 

(Kerr & Lake, 1994). McGaw (1977) presented a similar figure in Queensland with 

87% of country teachers in their first two years of teaching. The Ministerial Review of 
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Schooling (1994) found a disproportionate number of young, inexperienced teachers 

in most rural and remote areas of Western Australia; for example, in Kalgoorlie, 

Karratha and South Geraldton Districts, approximately 50% of teachers had less than 

five years experience. Similarly, in the US, the National Education Association (NEA) 

(1998) found teachers in rural schools were younger and received lower pay and 

benefits. The employment of inexperienced teachers in rural and remote schools 

remains a current issue. ECU (2007, p. 10) attributed the “disproportionate numbers of 

less experienced, fixed term teachers in less favoured locations [to] the automated 

transfer system”. Sixty-five percent of graduates from The University of Western 

Australia (UWA) were placed in country schools in 2000 (D. Gardiner, Director of 

Teaching, personal communication, 20 April 2000). Thirty-four percent of teachers 

employed by the RTS in 2000 were new graduates (EDWA, personal communication, 

April 2000).  

The establishment of the RTS in 1996 was intended to “enhance equity and 

quality of student outcomes in the Department‟s most remote schools” (RTS, nd, np; 

also Auditor General, 2000). Appointment of teachers to RTS schools is by 

application, with increased incentives offered. Between 1995 and 1998 the staff 

turnover in RTS schools dropped from 70% to 30% (EDWA, cited in HREOC, 

2000a). The RTS appointment system is an improvement on the situation reported by 

Gibson (1994, p. 72) where: 

all staff were processed centrally…and the same set of expectations 

were used for all teachers.…[N]o special arrangements existed for 

selecting teachers for rural postings…[with] no concerted effort on the 

part of most states or regions to guarantee specific selection practices 

…to match rural teaching experiences and expertise to rural settings.  

While the RTS provides specialised appointment processes for the most remote and 

disadvantaged schools, centralised staffing remains for all other rural and remote 

schools (DET, 2006; Home, 1999; MCEETYA, 2003).  

Although accurate data about teacher supply and demand is not available from 

state systems (DES, 2006), MCEETYA (2001) and DET (2006) concluded that 

location and specialist imbalances exist, despite no total supply/demand imbalance. 

Media releases by the Minister of Education in Western Australia and the Australian 

Education Union (AEU) recognised short-term and specialist shortages with the AEU 

(2003a) predicting a national shortfall of up to 25,000 teachers by the end of the 
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decade. A survey of 437 principals reported that 54% had experienced teacher supply 

problems over the previous year and 57% believed teacher supply problems had 

worsened (AEU, 2003a). In Western Australia, between 2002 and 2007, teacher 

vacancies at the beginning of the school year increased from 55 to 206 (Education 

Workforce Initiatives, 2007b). The most difficult to fill vacancies occurred in the 

Goldfields and Pilbara Districts. According to Home (1999, p. 5) “there is also 

indisputable evidence that quality was compromised in finding teachers willing to fill 

some of these vacancies.” 

Similar difficulties were evident in 2006 and continue to the present (DET, 

2006; Haynes, 2007). ECU (2007) noted 53 and 38 unfilled vacancies in January 2004 

and January 2005. At the end of 2007, the Western Australian Minister for Education 

acknowledged a continuing shortage of 10% of teachers, mainly in rural secondary 

schools, while the SSTUWA forecast a shortage of up to 600 teachers for the 

beginning of 2008 (Haynes, 2007). Difficulties were noted with recruiting primary and 

secondary teachers for inland rural and remote areas, particularly the north-west of the 

state. In addition, available figures did not indicate numbers of teachers placed in 

subjects for which they were not qualified. Amosa and Cooper (2006) established 

highly significant relationships between casual teacher staffing rates and 1) the 

percentage of indigenous students within a school and 2) school remoteness. Not 

surprisingly, permanent full-time teachers were most likely to be teaching in large 

urban schools.  

Incentives for recruitment to rural and remote schools.  

In most Australian states and overseas, incentives have been introduced to 

recruit rural and remote teachers (MCEETYA, 2003; McEwan, 1999). In Western 

Australia, incentives depend on school location and context. Incentives are available to 

teachers appointed to 119 rural schools covered by the Country Teaching Programmes 

and 44 schools currently included on the RTS list. The incentives for teachers in 

designated country schools include: permanency after two years; increased transfer 

points; financial incentives of $2,000 to $20,000 before tax, over three years; 

subsidised housing; a locality allowance; removal allowance; disturbance allowance; 

and subsidised air-conditioning. Teachers appointed to the RTS receive: financial 

incentives of $8,500 to $11,500 before tax, per annum; a locality allowance; 10 weeks 

paid leave after three years service or 22 weeks paid leave after four years service; 
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permanency after two years; free housing; and increased short leave (DET, 2007). 

According to Ryan, country incentives, particularly the offer of permanency, 

significantly improved teacher retention rates (J. Ryan, personal communication, 8 

August 2000). Teachers (and other government employees) in rural and remote areas 

may apply for housing through the Government Employee Housing Authority 

(GEHA), subsequently named Government Regional Officers Housing (GROH). 

Depending on location and availability, housing (furnished or unfurnished) is provided 

at subsidised rates or free, but single teachers can be required to share accommodation. 

In 2005/2006 GROH operated 2061 properties for DET (DET, 2006).  

In addition to employment incentives, final year teaching scholarships are 

offered to pre-service teachers prepared to accept state-wide appointment. Recipients 

agree to work for three years in country schools; however, in 2005-2006 20% of 

participants withdrew from scholarships, while 77% of recipients were satisfied or 

very satisfied with the scholarship programme (DET, 2006). 

Despite these initiatives, staffing difficulties in rural and remote schools still 

exist. In one difficult to staff DHS there was a turnover of 17 administrators in five 

years, and a class had five teachers in three terms. In 2000, this school had two 

graduates, three overseas-qualified teachers and only four teachers employed from 

within Western Australia (J. Noweiki, Principal, personal communication, 18 

September 2000). With the forecast of continuing and increasing teacher shortages 

(MCEETYA, 2003), the magnitude of recruitment and retention problems in rural and 

remote schools is only likely to increase.  

Gibson (1994) suggested that attitudes to rural school appointments have 

changed since Richards (1953, p. 117) described rural teachers as “condemned to…the 

inescapable dullness of village life”. Gibson‟s view was supported by Boylan and 

McSwan (1998) who believed negative stereotypes of rural schools were unjustified, 

arguing studies demonstrating novice rural teacher satisfaction challenged stereotypes. 

In contrast, Martinez (1993) argued that remote, rural and Aboriginal Community 

schools in Queensland were contexts where novice teachers faced enormous 

challenges to their new theories of schooling and pedagogy. Clearly, diverse attitudes 

to rural teaching exist and further investigation of teacher experiences is warranted. 
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Interstate teacher recruitment. 

Although shortages of teachers exist in most states of Australia, recruitment 

from interstate is seen as a strategy adding flexibility to teacher labour markets 

(MCEETYA, 2003). A similar strategy is used in the US with South Carolina and 

Georgia recruiting 25% and 30% of teachers, respectively, from outside the state 

(Maxson, Nweke & Stephens, 2003). Recruitment lures include opportunities to see 

new places, have new cultural experiences and gain career and financial incentives. 

Interstate teachers are employed as temporary teachers with fixed date contracts (Lowe 

& Schellenberg, 2001). Very limited data are available on rates of interstate teacher 

employment, but in Catholic schools in the Kimberley District of Western Australia 

over 60% of teachers were from interstate in 1999. Twenty-six interstate teachers were 

recruited by the Catholic Education Office from 1996-1999 in a recruitment 

programme (Home, 1999).  

Overseas teacher recruitment. 

Teachers with overseas-qualifications are recruited from existing Australian 

residents and directly from overseas. DET has labour agreements with the 

Commonwealth Government to bring teachers from the UK and NZ. In 1999, 150 

applicants from the UK were interviewed and 30 migrant teachers were appointed to 

rural and remote areas (J. Ryan, personal communication, 8 August 2000). Australia 

has reciprocal working holiday arrangements with the UK, Canada, the Netherlands, 

the Republic of Ireland, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Malta, Germany, Sweden, 

Denmark, Norway and Hong Kong (MCEETYA, 2003). The process of applying for 

Australian teaching positions was considered difficult by overseas applicants, with 

scant information and existing information often presenting embellished views of 

teaching contexts (Inglis & Philps, 1995). In Western Australia, in 2000-2001, resident 

overseas-qualified teachers were able to complete a short tertiary bridging course, but 

the course was discontinued. Only seven appointments were made from the first 

cohort in 2000 (J. Ryan, personal communication, 8 August 2000). 

Immigration is widely used to overcome skilled labour market shortages, 

although “school teaching, of all the professions, includes the lowest rates of overseas 

recruits – 10.6 percent in 1981 decreasing to 8.6 percent in 1986” (Baker, Robertson & 

Sloan, 1993, p. 12). National teacher surveys conducted in 1979 and 1989 indicated 
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7% of teachers completed their initial training overseas in 1979, with the rate 

remaining similar in 1989. Migration contributed 0.2% of the teaching workforce in 

2000-2001 (MCEETYA, 2003). In a demographic study of 308 government secondary 

schools in Victoria, Kamler, Santoro and Reid (1998) found that only 2% of teachers 

were bicultural and born overseas. Of this 2%, only 44%, or less than 1% of teachers 

in the study, were teachers in their country of origin, falling into the category of 

overseas-qualified teachers as defined in this study. 

In Canada, during the 1970s, Hartrick, Hill and Wallin (1971) found that many 

remote schools were staffed by immigrants and temporary residents. Similarly, 

recruitment of teachers from overseas peaked in Australia in the 1970s (Inglis & 

Philps, 1995). Recruited overseas teachers entered Australia with an employment 

contract and assisted passage. While contract conditions varied from state to state, 

arrangements were typically for a two year contract, tax concessions and travel 

provided.  

The countries of origin of overseas-qualified teachers changed significantly for 

two periods of immigration identified by Inglis and Philps (1995). Up to the late 

1970s, overseas-qualified teachers were recruited from mainly English speaking 

countries; 7% of teachers were from overseas in 1979, with 3% from the UK, 1% from 

NZ and the US, and the remaining 2% from a range of countries. Less than one in five 

overseas-qualified teachers came from non-English speaking (NES) backgrounds. In 

contrast, after the 1970s overseas-qualified teachers represented a broader range of 

NES countries: Japan; Fiji; the Middle East; Malaysia; and Hong Kong (Inglis & 

Philps, 1995). 

Since the late 1970s, an oversupply of teachers in most areas reduced overseas 

recruitment, except in niche markets of secondary education, such as Languages Other 

than English (LOTE), Maths, Science and Special Education (Inglis & Philps, 1995). 

Overseas-qualified teachers seeking Australian employment during this time usually 

arrived without arranged employment, as dependents of principal immigration 

applicants (Inglis & Philps, 1995). The diversity of origins increased, but employment 

contracts included less generous conditions. Since the 1990s, teacher shortages have 

again emerged, especially for secondary subject specialists in Languages, Home 

Economics (HE), Design and Technology (D & T), Mathematics and Science (DES, 

2006; Lonsdale & Ingvarson, 2003). The few studies of overseas-qualified teachers 
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since the 1990s focused on LOTE teachers (Kamler, Santoro & Reid, 1998; Kato, 

2001; Santoro, 2000).  

There is a dearth of current statistics on overseas-qualified teachers. Inglis and 

Philps (1995) recommended collection of state and national data, yet to date, this 

recommendation has not been implemented by DET. Inglis and Philps called for more 

quantitative and qualitative studies of overseas teachers‟ experiences, something this 

study has addressed. Existing research reports very small scale findings. Kamler et al., 

(1998) reported the distribution of overseas-born teachers, a more inclusive category 

than overseas-qualified teachers. Of the schools surveyed, 42.7% had at least one 

overseas-born teacher working on staff. The majority of overseas teachers were 

employed in metropolitan schools, with 7.6% employed in regional cities and 12.7% 

employed in rural areas. None of the rural schools had more than one overseas-born 

teacher (Kamler et al., 1998). 

Overseas-born teachers in rural schools were predominantly 20-29 years of age, 

of Asian origin, with fewer years of experience and located in current schools for a 

shorter time than overseas-born teachers in non-rural areas (Kamler et al., 1998). They 

were teachers in their country of origin, had lived in Australia an average of 12.4 

years, but taught in Australian schools for only an average of 7.3 years. This gap 

indicates teachers retrained or waited for processing of overseas qualifications 

(Kamler et al., 1998). Census statistics showed a significant difference between 

numbers of overseas-qualified teachers in Australia and those employed in education. 

Under-utilisation of immigrant teachers was noted as a waste of resources (Martin, 

1978), a trend which was reaffirmed in 1980 and 1990 (Bassett, 1980; Logan et al., 

1990). Logan et al. noted evidence that overseas-recruited teachers, even those on 

permanent resident visas, remained in the Australian labour force for only short 

periods. Inglis and Philps (1995, p. 28) concluded: 

The relatively small numbers of overseas trained teachers who have 

become teachers in Australia constitute only a small proportion of 

primary and secondary teachers. This, together with their lack of 

seniority, suggests that their impact on the labour force and indeed on 

the operation of Australian schools and education has inevitably been 

limited.  

While this may be the case broadly in Australian education, anecdotal discussion with 

school executives suggests that overseas-qualified teachers have a significant impact 
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within specific school sites and on the quality of education for students. Their 

anecdotal views warrant further empirical examination. 

Retention and Attrition of Teachers 

In addition to recruitment difficulties, persistent problems exist with retention of 

rural and remote teachers. Given the consistently high novice teacher attrition rate in 

all schools (Macdonald, 1999), high rates of teacher attrition in rural and remote 

schools, predominantly staffed by novice teachers, are hardly surprising. More than 

20% of US public school teachers leave their positions within three years and 9.3% 

resign before finishing their first year (Weiss & Weiss, 1999). The attrition rate was 

estimated at 30% in the US and 10% in Canada (Goddard & Foster, 2001). In 

Australia, the attrition rate for beginning teachers has remained around 25% in the first 

three years for the last 30 years (Committee for the Review of Teaching and Teacher 

Education, 2003; Goddard & Goddard, 2006; Ramsey 2000). In seven of 16 rural 

districts in Western Australia, two-thirds of staff were in their current school for less 

than five years (Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994) and in 44 schools, mainly 

rural, at least half of the staff were new in 2000 (Auditor General, 2000). 

The difficulty of attracting and retaining teachers to rural and remote 

locations is shared by other public sector professions (ECU, 2007; Miles et al., 2003; 

Millsteed, 2000). Importation of professionals has been used to overcome difficulties 

staffing health facilities with qualified and experienced personnel. A report by the 

Department of Local Government and Regional Development (2003) predicted 

shortages of public sector employees in regional areas. One prediction was for a 

shortfall of between four and 22% by 2020 (Kelly, Adams, Lewis & Mulvey, 2003, 

cited by ECU, 2007).  

Induction. 

Rural and remote teachers in Western Australia are offered induction by DET 

in Perth, before relocation. At the time of data collection, two days of induction were 

offered; this increased to three days in 2006. Further induction was provided by some 

District Education Offices during first term and schools were required to provide on-

site induction (DET, 2001). Despite the importance of induction noted in policy and 

operational documents (ACDE, 1998; DET, 2001; Queensland Board of Teacher 

Registration, 1991), practical and effective induction remains patchy. Bleach (2001, p. 
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1) asserted that induction of beginning teachers and mentoring was often left to the 

“whim of the individual local education authorities and schools” (Sharp, 2006). The 

House of Representatives Standing Committee (2007) recommended a 12 month 

induction programme for all beginning teachers and commencement on reduced 

teaching loads. 

Since 1999, all novice teachers in Western Australia have been invited to a 

New Teachers‟ Seminar (NTS) held in Perth, before mid-year school holidays. The 

idea emerged from a Professional Development Survey (ECU, 1998, cited in Klap, 

1999) and aimed to recognise novice teachers‟ concerns. In 1999, 43% of NTS 

participants were rural or remote teachers. Schools receive additional funding ($1,500) 

to assist novice teacher professional development and this funding could be used for 

NTS attendance. The seminar is now called the New and Returning Teacher Seminar. 

Conclusion 

This chapter presented the policy and service context of rural and remote 

education in Australia and internationally. It was argued that concern about 

definitional consistency with the terms rural and remote should be replaced by 

contextualised rural research. The divergence between geo-physical classifications 

demonstrated the futility of such classifications for comparative research. Other 

attempts to define the terms by expanding criteria to include socio-cultural elements 

and the concept of isolation enriched understandings, but did little to improve research 

comparability.  

The continuing problem consolidates the case for contextualised studies, but 

raises the risk that tightly contextualised studies may be too localised to contribute 

significantly to generation of transferable knowledge or theory. This chapter provided 

a contextual framework of Western Australian rural and remote education, including 

reference to classifications commonly used in educational research and service 

provision for DET schools. Details of DET staffing policy and practices illustrated the 

organisational context. The general policy background influencing rural education 

from a national and state level was used to conceptualise the difficulties of rural and 

remote educational provision. In the process, similarities with other public service 

sectors within Australia emerged. More specific information about participant contexts 

is provided in Chapter Four and as part of each individual case study; however, the 
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degree of contextual detail was limited by concerns for ethical considerations such as 

participant anonymity, made difficult by the contextual uniqueness of rural and remote 

locations and the visibility of participants within them. The next chapter explores the 

empirical literature relevant to teacher quality of worklife and rural education 

experiences in a broad career and life stage framework. 
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CHAPTER THREE: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The previous chapter argued the conceptual inadequacy of the key terms, rural 

and remote, as the basis for knowledge generation in empirical studies. This study has 

adopted an alternative position of contextualising to enhance transferability of 

findings. Consequently, policies and structures relevant to provision of rural and 

remote education in Western Australia were provided in Chapter Two with linkages 

established to the fields of national and international rural education research. Staffing 

characteristics and issues relevant to the context of this study were provided, 

recognising the diversity of the rural and remote teacher workforce.  

This study focused on experiences of teachers because quality of teaching is a 

key component in delivery of quality education to children (Darling-Hammond, 2000; 

Hay McBer, 2000; Kaplan & Owings, 2002; OECD, 2002; Ramsay, 2000). Attitudes 

and behaviours of teachers are fundamental to learning in schools (Maclean & 

McKenzie, 1991; Maclean, 1992) and school improvement (Boston, 1999). Hay 

McBer (2000) calculated that 30% of variance in pupil progress was due to teacher 

quality. Further, Darling-Hammond (2000) reported teacher quality variables were 

more strongly related to student achievement than class size, spending levels, teacher 

salaries or promotion. Studies directly investigating the relationship between rural and 

remote schools and the quality of teaching have been difficult to locate (Amosa & 

Cooper, 2006); however, the OECD (2001, 2004) reported that student performances 

in reading, mathematics, science and foreign languages worsened with teacher 

shortages, and given the documented shortages in rural areas, it can only be assumed 

that the quality of education in rural and remote areas is at risk. Factors impacting on 

teacher quality of worklife may influence teacher shortages, impinging on the quality 

of education for children. Consequently, those factors deserve thorough investigation. 

This chapter reviews teacher quality of worklife literature in relation to specific 

teacher categories and career stages, then considers literature relevant to rural and 

remote teacher experiences. The fields of the literature reviewed are depicted in Figure 

5. 

In this literature review, related quality of worklife fields are subsumed in a 

broad conceptual career and life-stages framework. Quality of worklife research draws 
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on cognate concepts such as teacher efficacy, commitment, stress, satisfaction, 

dissatisfaction and person-environment fit. While much of the existing quality of 

worklife literature focuses narrowly on specific worklife events, this thesis argues 

there is a strong linkage between worklife and non-worklife associated with workplace 

relocation. Consequently, relevant research on employment relocation and work/non-

worklife relationships is reviewed to argue that non-worklife experiences should be 

integrated with the quality of worklife literature for rural and remote teachers. Career-

stage theory provides an encompassing framework for the deconstruction of teacher 

experiences, because with workforce diversification, it can no longer be assumed that 

rural and remote teachers are predominantly young and single. 

 

 

Figure 5: The Relationships between Fields of Literature Pertinent to this 

Study. 

 

This chapter includes reviews of empirical literature based on non-rural contexts 

to assist in the framing of the context, research instruments and interpretation of 

findings of this thesis because of the paucity of research focussed solely on relevant 

concepts in rural and remote contexts. The field of rural education research was 

described by Sherwood (2000, p. 159) as “something of an „endangered species‟ that 
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has…been misunderstood, under funded, unencouraged” (also Storey, 1993). In a 

meta-analysis of rural research in the US, between 1991 and 2003, 330 research 

projects were categorised as rural studies. Of these, only 43 projects were loosely 

connected to this research. Moreover, it has been argued that much research labelled 

„rural‟ fails to substantiate its claims to rurality (Arnold et al., 2005; Howley et al., 

2005), and does not “speak unequivocally to the rural circumstance” (Coladarci, 2007, 

p. 3). Coladarci urged the use of cross-disciplinary research to enhance the complexity 

of rural research knowledge. This study adopted a cross-disciplinary perspective, 

synthesising theory and research from education, sociology and psychology. In the 

final section of this chapter, the literature review narrows, unequivocally, to research 

on rural and remote teachers and other professionals. 

Career and Life-Stage Theory 

A teaching career can last a matter of weeks or most of a lifetime. Variance in 

career span and progression poses problems in conceptualising teacher career 

development. The models of Huberman (1989) and Fessler (1992) identify career 

stages and associated factors that influence teacher quality of worklife. The term stage, 

originally denoting a fixed step in a linear progression, is often used in vocational 

discourse without traditional assumptions of linearity. Alternative terms such as career 

state (McCormick & Barnett, 2006) and career cycle (Fessler, 1992) have been 

proposed to emphasise that stages can be missed, reverted to and are prone to “inter-

individual variation in timing” (McCormick & Barnett, 2006, p. 2). 

Huberman‟s model (1989, Figure 6, p. 38) identifies seven teacher career stages: 

career entry; stabilisation; diversification and change; stocktaking and interrogation; 

serenity and affective distance; conservatism; and disengagement. The model posits 

that teachers enter and stabilise their career skills within the first six years, experiment 

and master skills over the next 20 years, before disengaging and withdrawing after 30 

years. A deficiency of Huberman‟s model is that disengagement and withdrawal occur 

only after extended service. The teachers in this study were inexperienced novices and 

experienced teachers with between seven and nineteen years of service. According to 

the model, only three stages should be relevant to this study; yet with teacher 

resignations the final stage of disengagement should also be considered.  
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The Teacher Career Cycle Model (Fessler, 1992, Figure 7, p. 39) presents 

teacher career development as dynamic, flexible, and interconnected with personal and 

organisational environments. According to the model, teachers move dynamically 

through eight career stages described as: pre-service; induction; competency building;  

 

Figure 6: Huberman’s Model Sequences of the Teacher Career Cycle. (Source: 

Huberman, 1989, p. 37). 
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profession in a community, societal expectations and activities of professional 

organisations) also impact on career development. 

Fessler‟s career stages (1992) closely match phases identified by Huberman 

(1989); however, Fessler‟s model is more relevant to this study because it presupposes 

multidirectional work and non-worklife interaction, makes links between the 

workplace and organisation and, through the inclusion of life-stages, acknowledges 

diversification of the workforce, including the existence of mature-aged novices, who 

may be at significantly different life-stages to their younger counterparts. It also 

acknowledges that teachers exit careers before retirement. 

 
 

Figure 7: Dynamics of the Teacher Career Cycle. (Source: Fessler, 1992, p. 36). 
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Quality of Worklife Theory 

The concept of quality of worklife, according to Hart (1994, p. 119) “refers to 

the judgements that teachers make about the extent to which their work is satisfying 

and meeting their needs. It reflects the overall impression that teachers have about 

their work”. Designated quality of worklife studies were prevalent during the 1980s 

and early 1990s (Hart, 1994; Haughey & Murphy, 1985; Lawler & Ledford, 1981; 

MacPhail-Wilcox & Hyler, 1985; Rice, McFarlin, Hunt & Near, 1985; Rice, Frone & 

McFarlin, 1992; Seyfarth & Bost, 1986; Weiss, 1999), and have recently re-emerged 

(Hillier, Fewell, Cann & Shepherd, 2005; Schouteten & de Witte, 2007; Sturman, 

2002). These studies examined relationships with organisational climate (Hart, 1994); 

professional relationships (Haughey & Murphy, 1985; Mentz, 2001; Sturman, 2002); 

decision-making (Sturman, 2002); working conditions (Haughey & Murphy, 1985); 

teacher commitment (Louis, 1998); students (Haughey & Murphy, 1985; Mentz, 

2001); teacher autonomy (Haughey & Murphy, 1985); attitudes of community 

(Haughey & Murphy, 1985); job satisfaction; stress; workload; salary (Sturman, 

2002); opportunities for professional growth (Hart, Conn, Carter & Wearing, 1993); 

supportive leadership (Hart, 1994); productivity (Lawler & Ledford, 1981); work and 

non-work conflict (Mander, 1997; Rice et al., 1992; Schouteten & de Witte, 2007); 

motivation (MacPhail-Wilcox & Hyler, 1985); teacher turnover (Seyfarth & Bost, 

1986); employee health (Hillier et al., 2005); and goal congruency (Hart, 1994). 

Relationships between many of the concepts have not been conclusively verified, with 

researchers increasingly recognising the complex, dynamic, multidirectional and 

multi-dimensional nature of the concepts.  

The research of Hart (1994) is the only teacher quality of worklife study 

conducted in an Australian context. Given that teachers represent the major 

occupational group in Australia, at three percent of the labour force (Webster, Wooden 

& Marks, 2004), their quality of worklife has potential to impact on the texture of 

Australian society (Maclean, 1992). Hart examined quality of worklife in three studies 

of 1,593 Australian primary and secondary teachers, investigating relationships 

between negative work experiences, positive work experiences, distress and morale. 

He concluded that correlations existed between psychological distress and five 

dimensions of negative work experiences: authoritarian leadership; Ministry of 

Education demands; parent demands; poor staff relations; and student behaviour. 
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Positive work experiences contributed to morale and positively impacted on teacher 

quality of worklife. Authoritarian leadership and poor staff relations were more 

strongly correlated with psychological distress than parent demands and student 

behaviour, indicating organisational factors were stronger influences than classroom 

variables on teacher quality of worklife. Interestingly, Hart also established that 

organisational factors, particularly collegial interaction and feedback, were more 

important sources of morale than factors associated with teaching, such as curriculum 

consultation and discipline policy. Positive experiences related to morale were: 

collegial relationships; receiving feedback and engaging in professional development; 

clear roles and personal goals aligned to the school; supportive leadership; 

involvement in decision-making; and effective discipline policy. Hart‟s findings 

demonstrated that to address quality of worklife issues and promote teacher well-

being, positive and negative work experiences must be considered.  

Louis (1998) criticised early quality of worklife research in education, for its 

limited framework, focused primarily on teacher engagement and commitment. She 

synthesised quality of worklife concepts from the broader field of organisational 

worklife into seven criteria applicable in education. To restate from Chapter One, 

these were: respect from relevant adults; participation in decision-making; frequent 

stimulating professional interaction with peers; structures and procedures contributing 

to efficacy; making full use of existing skills and knowledge; resources to perform the 

job; and congruence between personal and school goals. For Louis, social and 

psychological conditions of teaching were important intervening variables between 

teacher performance and student outcomes. She concluded that “creating effective 

working conditions for teachers requires paying attention to the multiple dimensions 

along which individuals experience their work…which can be potentially affected by 

changing the social organisation of the school” (1998, p. 18). 

In the quality of worklife field, Schouteten and de Witte (2007) identified two 

main research perspectives. The conditional approach assumes work conditions 

determine employee quality of worklife. For example, the Job Demand–Job Control 

Model of Karasek (Doef, 1999) postulates that balance is required between job 

demands and workers‟ ability to fulfil demands (through control and decision-

making). The alternative fit approach examines worker‟s perceptions of job factors and 

their capacities to influence those factors. This perspective accounts for differences 
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between workers‟ evaluations of the same job. For example, Hackman and Oldham‟s 

(1980) Job Characteristics Model (Behson, Eddy & Lorenzet, 2000) posits that core 

job characteristics (skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and 

feedback) influence workers‟ psychological states, engendering meaningfulness, 

responsibility and results‟ knowledge. These job characteristics and psychological 

states are moderated by knowledge, skills, need for growth and degree of satisfaction 

with the work context, contributing to motivation levels and job outcomes (Louis, 

1998; Reyes, 1990). This study adopted the fit approach, consistent with an 

interpretivist framework, recognising the significance of individual perceptions of 

workplace characteristics and conditions.  

Person-Environment Fit (P-E Fit) 

P-E fit, derived from interactional psychology (Caplan & Van Harrison, 1993), 

is based on the assumption that human beings must interact with their environment in 

order to survive; therefore, human action is determined jointly by the characteristics of 

the person and the properties of an environment (Rice et al., 1985). P-E fit is broadly 

defined as “the compatibility between an individual and a work environment that 

occurs when their characteristics are well matched” (Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman & 

Johnson, 2005, p. 281). It is an exchange where:  

the person brings a supply of abilities to the environment and demands 

that the environment satisfy certain personal needs. In turn, the 

environment makes demands on the person and supplies the person 

with opportunities for getting certain resources and rewards. (Rice et 

al., 1985, p. 297)  

According to Rice et al., motivation to perform in certain ways is determined by the fit 

between personal needs and environmental opportunities for rewards and resources, 

with behaviour motivated by degree of match between needs, opportunities and the 

anticipated fit between future needs and opportunities. People are motivated to 

maintain positive P-E states and escape negative P-E states. The concept was widely 

applied in quantitative vocational psychology studies of organisations, job satisfaction, 

and job stress (Barnett, Gareis & Brennan, 1999; Hesketh & Gardner, 1993; Kristof-

Brown et al., 2005; Ostroff, 1993; Pithers & Sodden, 1999; Scroggins, 2007). Edwards 

(1991, cited in Caplan & Harrison, 1993) reported 92 studies measuring a person‟s 

desires or abilities and job supplies or demands as predictors of individual or 

organisational outcomes, between 1960 and 1989. Chatman (1991) suggested poor fit 
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between employee and employer values produces role conflict, leading to stress, low 

self-esteem and lack of acceptance in the work-place. One of the basic premises of P-E 

fit theory is that lack of congruence produces stress (Voydanoff, 2005b).  

Variants of P-E fit include person-culture, person-organisation, person-group, 

and person-supervisor fit (Kristof-Brown et al., 2005; Vancouver & Schmitt, 1991; 

Verquer, Beehr & Wagner, 2003). Individuals with poor person-culture fit during 

initial stages of employment are likely to leave within two and a half years. A meta-

analysis of person-organisation fit studies (Verquer et al., 2003) reported a sizable 

relationship between person-organisation fit and job satisfaction, organisational 

commitment and intent to turnover, role ambiguity and conflict (Reyes, 1990; Reyes & 

Shin, 1995). Similarity among individuals in organisations facilitated understanding of 

one‟s interpersonal environment. A relationship was established between person-job 

fit, person-organisation fit and retention, with degree of person-organisation fit the 

best predictor of employee turnover. Both Kristof-Brown et al. (2005) and Scroggins 

(2007) concluded that fit sub-types are part of a multi-dimensional concept and that 

organisations must focus on the “multiple facets of fit for the management of job 

attitudes and behaviors” (Scroggins, 2007, p. 1660).  

To avoid early closure in developing the conceptual framework for this research, 

studies examining concepts related to quality of worklife were clustered without 

attempting to delineate specific relationship between variables. Research findings, 

considered of relevance to this study, were loosely collected into the categories of self-

efficacy and locus of control, learning communities, cultural cohesion, collegiality, 

commitment, satisfaction, dissatisfaction, well-being, resilience, and stress.  

Teacher Efficacy and Locus of Control 

Following Bandura (1986, 1994), sense of efficacy is a psychological 

characteristic of individuals, who believe they are capable of mastering desired goals. 

Studies have related sense of efficacy to: teaching concerns (Ghaith & Shaaban, 1999); 

teacher commitment (Rosenholtz, 1989; Rosenholtz & Simpson, 1990; Rots, 

Aelterman, Vlerick & Vermeulen, 2007; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001; 

Ware & Kitsantas, 2007); teacher well-being (Aelterman, Engels, Van Petergern & 

Verhaeghe, 2007); burnout (Brouwers & Tomic, 2000; Byrne, 1994); colleague and 

principal support (Aelterman et al., 2007); persistence and resilience (Gu & Day, 
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2007; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy; 2007); teacher influence in decision-

making, positive collegial relationships, student achievement (Ashton & Webb, 1986; 

Ingersoll, 2001; Newman, Rutter & Smith, 1989); morale (Young, 1998b); stress 

(Hutchinson, 1996); and organisational characteristics (autonomy, school size, student 

behaviour, leadership, and sense of community), (Coladarci, 1992; Lee, Dedrick & 

Smith, 1991). Louis (1998) found respect from peers, opportunity to develop and use 

skills, goal congruence, and opportunities for collegiality showed the strongest 

relationships with self-efficacy. Not surprisingly, Glickman and Tamashiro (1982, 

cited in Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007) found those leaving teaching have 

significantly lower self-efficacy beliefs, and significant declines occurred in efficacy 

during the first year of teaching (Witcher, Onwuegbuzie, Collins, Witcher, Minor & 

James, 2002; Woolfolk Hoy & Spero, 2005). 

While Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2007) reported efficacy was not 

related to school context, others (Ghaith & Shaaban, 1999; Gu & Day, 2007) argued 

self-efficacy was a situated concept, influenced by availability of in-school support, 

leadership, staff collegiality, teacher-pupil relationships and pupil behaviour. Schools 

in which teachers felt more efficacious were likely to be environments in which human 

relationships were supportive, teachers shared beliefs, and felt accepted and respected. 

Given the linkages established in the studies above, including relationships to 

organisations, contextual influences on efficacy appear likely. 

A related concept to self-efficacy is locus of control. According to McCormick 

and Barnett (2006, p. 3) locus of control: 

is an individual‟s generalised belief (expectancy) about the extent to 

which personal outcomes are contingent upon her personal 

characteristics or behaviours, or external factors. Typically, a person 

with a high internal locus of control has generalized expectancy 

beliefs about being capable of controlling his personal outcomes. On 

the other hand, a person with a high external locus of control typically 

believes that personal outcomes are contingent upon the environment.  

External locus of control is associated with lower job satisfaction (McCormick & 

Soloman, 1992), greater work stress (Glazer, Stetz & Izso, 2004), non-participation in 

decision-making related to the daily work environment and role conflict (Byrne, 

1994). An external locus of control is perceived to mediate perceptions of occupational 

stress and low satisfaction (McCormick & Soloman, 1992). McCormick and Barnett 

(2006, p. 14) established that school environments contributed to teachers‟ locus of 
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control and career stage, concluding that schools should “deliberately engender work 

environments that nurture teachers‟ sense that they are in control of what happens.” 

Both the concept of self-efficacy and locus of control link teacher empowerment to 

personal accomplishment and school context, suggesting implications for wellbeing 

and quality of worklife (Alkire, 2005).  

Learning Communities, Collective Efficacy, Collegiality and Cultural Cohesion 

Given the link between efficacy, locus of control and school environment, 

aspects of school culture appear highly relevant to teacher quality of worklife. 

Hargreaves (1994) described schools as displaying balkanized and isolated school 

cultures, rather than cohesive and collaborative cultures. School improvement research 

advocated creation of collaborative cultures (Deal, 1985; Leithwood & Jantzi, 1990) or 

communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace & 

Thomas, 2006) in which socially interdependent people share mutually-defined 

practices, beliefs, and understandings to pursue common enterprises. A community, 

according to Traweek (1988, cited by Barab, Barnett & Squire, 2002, p. 495) is a 

“group of people who have a shared past, hope to have a shared future, have some 

means of acquiring new members, and…recognising and maintaining differences 

between themselves and other communities”. New members of a community move 

from peripheral participant to core member through enculturation (Barab et al., 2002). 

Eight dimensions of a learning community were identified by Bielaczye and Collins 

(1999): a community has goals; engages in a variety of learning activities for 

individual development and collaborative construction of knowledge; the teacher's role 

is organiser and facilitator of student-directed activities; members embrace different 

roles at various times, respecting other's differences; the resources and processes of 

learning are shared among community members; members provide feedback to one 

another, developing ways to share ideas, knowledge and skills; members develop in-

depth understanding of key ideas, sharing knowledge for community growth; and 

members create products to further community understanding.  

Teacher collegiality is persistently advocated as necessary to create learning 

communities and improve the productivity of schools (Imants, 2002; Jarzabkowski, 

2003; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Louis & Marks, 1998; Louis, Marks & Kruse, 1996; 

Rosenholtz, 1989). Social relationships and processes constitute, shape and constrain 
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teachers‟ work (Maclean, 1991; Meyenn, Sinclair & Squires, 1991). Group size and 

stability influence the degree of collaboration, with collaboration positively impacting 

by assisting coping, providing control with methods of instruction, assessment 

procedures, grouping of students and allocation of time (Wallace, 1999). Collegiality 

is necessary to deal with the challenging work and non-work circumstances that 

“impact negatively on job satisfaction and professional self-esteem” (Ministerial 

Review of Schooling, 1994, p. 69), particularly in geographically isolated 

environments (Jarzabkowski, 2003). In Western Australia, between 40-50% of teacher 

respondents in rural and remote schools felt the time available for collegial 

interactions was inadequate (ISP, 2006). 

An important aspect of community is the existence of collective efficacy, which 

“refers to the individual‟s belief in the group‟s capabilities” (Ware & Kitsantas, 2007, 

p. 303). It requires judgement, effort, persistence and willingness to create cohesion 

and collective responsibility. The extent to which teachers perceive themselves to be 

part of a group, the extent of group unity and collective efficacy is likely to impact on 

teacher quality of worklife and student achievement (Goddard, Hoy & Woolfolk Hoy, 

2000). Schools influence collective efficacy by cultivating and providing 

organisational support, positive collaboration with teachers and executives through 

supervision, resource provision and direction, and participative decision-making 

(Ingersoll, 2001; Weiss, 1999). Riggs and Knight (1994) related perception of 

collective efficacy to satisfaction and organisational commitment. The challenge for 

rural schools is to create collectively efficacious communities, given the high rates of 

executive, teacher and student transience, because environmental stability moderates 

the relationship between group efficacy and performance (Gibson & Earley, 2007). 

Teacher Commitment 

Louis (1998, p. 3) defined commitment as consisting of “personal and 

professional investment in a specific workplace and its goals, as indicated by specific 

behaviours that indicate extra effort as well as attitudes”; however, the concept has 

been applied beyond the workplace to occupational and organisational structures 

(Maclean, 1992). Rosenholtz (1989) found task autonomy and feedback impacted on 

teacher commitment, with more committed teachers providing students with more 

learning opportunities. As reviewed earlier, teacher commitment is strongly associated 

with efficacy. It is also linked to retention of beginning teachers (Chapman, 1984; 
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Chapman & Green, 1986; Rots, 2007; Weiss, 1999), collegial exchange and feedback 

(Bakkenes, De Brander & Imants, 1993), respect from the community (Firestone & 

Rosenblum, 1988), relationships with students (Coladarci, 1992), administrator 

leadership, particularly provision of supportive feedback (Coladarci, 1992; 

Rosenholtz, 1989; Ware & Kitsantas, 2007; Weiss, 1999) and job satisfaction (Ma & 

MacMillan, 1999; Reyes, 1990; Reyes & Shin, 1995). 

Louis (1998) demonstrated that the variables showing strongest relationships 

with commitment were the ability to develop and use skills related to one‟s work and 

being respected by peers, students, the principal and others outside school. To retain 

teachers‟ professional commitment, Nieto (2003) recommended schools become 

places where teachers find community and engage in intellectual work (Gu & Day, 

2007). Further, “teachers‟ capacities to sustain their commitment…were moderated by 

their professional life phases and their identities…mediated by the contexts…in which 

they lived and worked” (Gu & Day, 2007, p. 1306). Commitment was mediated by 

personal (non-worklife), situated (workplace), and professional (organisational) 

dimensions. 

Teacher Job Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction 

Job satisfaction refers to the overall level of affect associated with a person's 

work (Hart, 1994). According to Locke (1969, p. 316), "job satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction are a function of the perceived relationship between what one wants 

from one's job and what one perceives it is offering". Teachers make value judgments 

about their relationship with objects, actions and conditions available in the job. If 

teachers perceive these aspects enhance personal values, the job is judged as good or 

attractive. These concepts are very similar to definitions provided for person-

environment fit. Locke concluded that "the causes of job satisfaction are not in the job, 

nor solely in man, but lie in the relationship between them" (1969, p. 316). Once 

again, this is consistent with the fit approach adopted in this study.  

Mertler (2002) identified 23% of teachers as dissatisfied with teaching, similar 

to rates of between 25-32% in studies reviewed by Mertler. In the US, 50% of teachers 

resigning reported job dissatisfaction, a desire to pursue a better job, or to improve 

career opportunities as reasons for their departure (Ingersoll, 2001, 2002a). Job 

dissatisfaction was associated with teacher burnout and stress (Della Rocca & 
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Kostanski, 2001; Hastings & Bham, 2003; Montgomery & Rupp, 2005; Pillay, 

Goddard & Wilss, 2005).  

In Australia, MCEETYA (2003) identified sources of teacher satisfaction as: 

professional achievement; student progress; support from other teachers; desirability 

of location; and professional development (see Figure 8). Kyriacou and Coulthard 

(2000) reported that motivation to teach was associated with: working with children; 

contributing to society; responsibility; caring for others; security; and intellectual 

challenges. Teachers expressed dissatisfaction with: the status of teachers in society; 

workload; and rates of pay. Work conditions were linked to job satisfaction (Lent & 

Brown, 2006), with early career teachers indicating higher levels of job satisfaction 

than mid-career teachers (Mertler, 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: General Elements Contributing to Overall Teacher Work Satisfaction. 

(Source: MCEETYA, 2003, p. 17, derived from Watson & Hatton, 2002). 
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Professional Well-Being 

Many quality of worklife concepts are embedded in the well-being and ill-being 

literature. A profusion of recent studies use the generic concept of well-being (see for 

example Butt & Retallick, 2002; ECU, 2007; ISP, 2006; Kelly & Colquhoun, 2003; 

Pillay et al., 2005; Teacher Support Network, 2006). Headey, Holstrom and Waring‟s 

(1985) Australian study identified factors linked to well-being: self esteem; personal 

competence; having well developed social networks; and leisure activities. Joining 

community organisations was linked to development of friends and intimates. Headey 

et al. concluded “while social networks and satisfaction with friends and shared leisure 

activities can greatly enhance one‟s sense of well-being they do little to ward off 

negative feelings of ill-being induced by stressful events and circumstances” (p. 226). 

This is consistent with Hart‟s finding (1994) that both positive and negative work 

experiences must be considered independently. These findings suggest an important 

nexus between non-worklife and worklife experiences, relevant to teachers relocating 

to new environments. 

A significant recent Western Australian study (ECU, 2007) investigated the 

well-being of three professional public sector groups (teachers, nurses, and police), in 

regional and remote areas, producing findings comparable with the MCEETYA (2003) 

conclusions. ECU reported that teachers perceived they had adequate autonomy, were 

satisfied with support from managers and leadership in schools, were highly motivated 

by the role of teaching and were reasonably committed, feeling pride in their work. 

Interaction with colleagues rated very favourably. Teachers were concerned by: 

limited opportunities for informal feedback and coaching, management of 

organisational change and the under-valuing of staff. They identified high levels of 

work pressure and were not committed to their employing agency, which is contrary to 

the requirements for collective efficacy previously noted (Ingersoll, 2001; Rigg & 

Knight, 1994; Weiss, 1999). Eighty percent of teachers had unfavourable views about 

the status of the profession and a majority reported difficulty achieving healthy life-

work balance, which impacted adversely on their emotional and personal well-being.  

Teacher Stress 

Teacher stress is the experience of unpleasant emotions such as tension, 

frustration, anxiety, anger and depression (Kyriacou & Sutcliffe, 1978). A study of 
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teacher stress in Western Australia (Louden, 1987) found that 10-20% of 2,138 

respondents experienced psychological distress and an additional 9% suffered severe 

psychological distress. Tuettemann (1991) reported that 45% of 574 secondary 

teachers in another Western Australian study reported some extent of stress. These 

proportions were larger than figures for general populations. Studies of teacher stress 

in the US and Britain reported similar findings with up to one third of teachers stressed 

or extremely stressed (Pithers & Sodden, 1999), and nearly half of secondary school 

teachers suffered mental health problems due to worsening student behaviour 

(Guthrie, 2006). In 2000-2001 Education had 20.8% of lost-time stress claims in 

Western Australia, the highest proportion of any industry. Other States and Territories 

also reported high levels of stress-related claims in Education (Guthrie, 2006).  

Kyriacou (2001), citing international studies, identified 10 stressors for teachers: 

teaching students who lack motivation (Geving, 2007); maintaining discipline (Liu & 

Meyer, 2005); time pressures and work-load (Austin, Shah & Muncer, 2005; Guthrie, 

2006; Naylor, 2001; Yagil, 1998); coping with change (Guthrie, 2006); being 

evaluated by others; dealings with colleagues; self-esteem and status issues; problems 

dealing with administration and management; role conflict and ambiguity; and poor 

working conditions. Interaction with parents was also identified as a source of teacher 

stress (Yagil, 1998). High teacher stress, associated with psychological distress (Chan, 

1998), was mediated through different means of coping and personality traits; 

however, Kyriacou (1987) found only a small to moderate correlation between self-

reported teacher stress and job satisfaction. Some teachers reported both high stress 

and high job satisfaction, but sustained high levels of stress result in teacher burnout 

and resignation (Pillay et al., 2005).  

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) investigated individuals‟ stress coping 

mechanisms. Consistent with the fit approach to quality of worklife, they posited that 

in stressful situations, individuals appraised events and cognitively evaluated personal 

and environmental resource capacity to confront situations. Individuals then used 

cognitive and behavioural adaptive strategies to respond to events. Montgomery and 

Rupp (2005, p. 479) concluded that the “subjectively perceived quality of the 

environment and the support structures available to individual teachers, both at home 

and at work, are important for dealing with stressful situations”, supporting the work-

nonwork quality of worklife link. Others emphasised the importance of good 
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administration and leadership to reduce teacher stress and develop supportive school 

cultures (Austin et al., 2005; Kelly & Colquhoun, 2003). 

Coping strategies have been classified in a range of ways. Kyriacou (2001) 

identified direct action coping strategies focused on stress source elimination and 

palliative techniques which reduce feelings of stress (Austin et al., 2005). 

Alternatively, Admiraal, Korthagen and Wubels (2000) referred to problem-focused 

strategies, (confrontational problem-solving), and emotion-focused coping (defensive 

strategies such as avoidance, reappraisal and minimisation). Defensive strategies were 

used when individuals could not modify their environment; that is, they experienced 

low self-efficacy and operated from an external locus of control. Lower rates of 

burnout were correlated with low level physical exercise, meditation, relaxation, 

hobby and recreational activities (Seidman & Zagar, 1991). Positive coping was linked 

to seeking support, positive appraisal and planful problem-solving, while avoidant 

strategies were associated with emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and lack of 

accomplishment (Chan & Hui, 1995). Austin et al. (2005, p. 73) concluded that 

“teachers with high levels of stress are more likely to use negative coping strategies 

such as escape avoidance…participants with lower stress more frequently used 

positive coping strategies.” 

Resilience 

Associated with coping is the concept of resilience, defined as “the ability to 

adjust to varied situations and increase one‟s competence in the face of adverse 

conditions” (Bobek, 2002, p. 202). It is influenced by interactions between individuals 

and external environments (Gu & Day, 2007). Studies of resilience emanated from 

child development research during the 1980s (Garmezy, Masten & Tellegen, 1984; 

Gordon & Coscarelli, 1996) with application to adults and workplaces occurring more 

recently (Antonucci, 1991; Bobek, 2002; Brunetti, 2006). Resilience research 

examined constructs of risk and protective factors, such as: significant relationships; 

sense of connectedness; personal efficacy; social and problem solving skills; sense of 

competence; future orientation; sense of achievement; individual characteristics; 

environmental factors (Gordon & Coscarelli, 1996) and processes involved in the 

development of resilience. Resilient individuals overcome effects of adversity, develop 

protective mechanisms and use challenging life events as opportunities for self-

improvement (Kaplan, 1999). 
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Kumpfer (1999) developed a framework for resilience research identifying six 

major predictors of resilience: stressors or challenges; external environmental context 

(risk and protective factors within family, culture, community); person-environment 

interactional processes (perception, reframing, changing environments, active coping); 

internal self characteristics (cognitive, emotional, physical, spiritual, behavioural); 

resilience processes (reintegration, adaptation and maladaptive reintegration) and 

positive outcomes or successful life adaptations.  

Howard and Johnson (2004) examined the resilience of Australian teachers by 

focusing on “what is going right” rather than “what is going wrong” (p. 402). 

Participants reported a strong sense of agency and ability to depersonalise unpleasant 

or difficult events. Other strategies included: recognising mistakes without feeling 

guilty or at fault; learning from experiences; and seeking to understand the behaviour 

and motivation of individuals contributing to their stress. The teachers also reported a 

sense of “moral purpose” (p. 410); they were committed to making a difference in 

children‟s lives. 

Establishing strong connections contributed to teacher resilience (Howard & 

Johnson, 2004). Teachers reported having “diverse caring networks of family and 

friends outside school…caring partners with whom they could talk about their work 

[and] strong support from colleagues and school leadership” (p. 412). By discussing 

difficult experiences, morale was maintained. Finally, Howard and Johnson noted 

development of competence in key areas such as behaviour management, lesson 

preparation, planning, resource management and pride in achievement, all protective 

factors, contributed to confident interactions with students. Gu and Day (2007), like 

Howard and Johnson (p. 415), argued that protective factors are “relatively simple to 

organise, easy to support and/or are learnable”. Provision of caring educational 

settings, positive high expectations, positive learning environments, a strong 

supportive social community and supportive peer relationships are all associated with 

promotion of resilience (Gu & Day, 2007).  

Quality of worklife and person-environment fit provide an expanded framework 

of professional and psychological concepts with which to examine the workplace 

experiences of teachers. In post-industrialised society, research related to these 

theoretical constructs endorsed the bifurcation of work from the non-worklife or 

social/personal/family life (Moen & Yu, 2000). The resilience literature just reviewed 
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re-connects personal, professional and organisational dimensions of teachers‟ lives. 

The next section develops the linkage between work and non-worklife, arguing that 

quality of worklife must include consideration of non-worklife experiences, for 

teachers relocating to rural or remote environments. 

Relationship between Worklife and Non-worklife 

Frequently, life activities are separated into the two domains of work and non-

worklife with the non-worklife domain defined by exclusion; all things that are not 

work fall into this category. A domain is “a component of life associated with 

particular places, things, activities, people, social roles or elements of the self-concept” 

(Andrews and Withey, cited in Rice et al., 1985, p. 298). Early philosophers and 

sociologists adopted the concept of life domains to separate and examine specific areas 

of life (see Near, Rice & Hunt, 1980). More recently, academics challenged the “myth 

of separate worlds” (Kanter, 1977), arguing that work and non-work are interrelated 

with multi-directional influences between domains (Clark, 2000; Rice et al., 1985; 

Voydanoff, 2001) creating highly permeable interfaces (Guerts & Demerouti, 2003; 

Moen & Yu, 2003; Rice et al., 1985; Schouteten & de Witte, 2007). Rice et al. used 

the analogy of life as a mosaic, constructed from separate tiles, asserting that attention 

was needed to the integrated whole, not merely individual tiles. The discourse of non-

work domains expanded from the term “family” with its narrow focus, excluding 

leisure and community-based activities. In this review, family studies are subsumed as 

a subset of the non-work domain.  

In Voydanoff‟s application (2005, p. 822; 2001) of ecological systems theory, 

domains of work and family are conceptualised as microsystems consisting of 

“patterns of activities, roles and interpersonal relationships experienced in networks of 

face to face relationships”. Using Bronfenbrenner‟s (1989) nomenclature, linkages can 

be formed between microsystems at the meso level, allowing domains (such as work 

and family) to influence each other (Ashforth, Kreiner & Fugate, 2000). Microsystem 

domains are both permeable and flexible. People make cognitive appraisals of their 

experiences in relation to microsystem environments, assessing the demands of 

environments and resources available to deal with demands (Lazarus & Folkman, 

1984). Demands are:  

structural or psychological claims associated with role requirements, 

expectations and norms to which individuals must respond or adapt by 
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exerting physical or mental effort. Resources are structural or 

psychological assets that may be used to facilitate performance, 

reduce demands or generate additional resources. (Voydanoff, 2005, 

p. 823)  

With the permeability of borders between work and family, demands and resources 

within a microsystem may induce conflict across domains (Greenhaus & Beutell, 

1985; Schouteten & de Witte, 2007).  

Rice et al. (1985) developed a model of relationships between work and 

perceived quality of life, making linkages between work and non-work domains 

(Figure 9). This model, adopted in social and behavioural sciences, predicts that 

changes to perception in one domain impact on perception of quality in other domains 

with multi-directional changes occurring. They cited the example that “work-required 

geographic relocation can alter the environment in which parental or spouse roles are 

performed through restraints on time and location available for the performance of 

these non-work roles” (p. 306). The example is pertinent to this thesis, which argues 

that work-required relocation does alter non-work and work environments. Rice et al. 

(1992) identified that work variables such as job satisfaction influenced non-work 

considerations and that quality of life variables influenced work considerations. 

Moreover, Pittman (1994) asserted that family members evaluate benefits provided by 

a job and organisation in relation to the demands on the individual, with the ability of 

organisations to meet family needs mediated by work hours and burnout (Barnett et 

al., 1999).  

Voydanoff (2005, p. 825), defined work-family fit as “a form of inter-role 

congruence in which the resources associated with one role are sufficient to meet the 

demands of another role such that participation in the second role can be effective”. 

The concept of work-family fit is synonymous with work/family balance, with the 

relationship between work and family being multidirectional and multifaceted. 

Tenbrunsel, Brett, Maoz, Stroh and Reilly (1995) identified that time-based demands 

or resources drain in one domain limited time available for participation in other 

domains. Conversely, enabling resources in one domain may generate resources in 

another domain, enhancing participation in the second domain. Examples of enabling 

resources are autonomy and support from supervisors, and rewards or psychological 

resources associated with feeling esteemed and valued (motivation, sense of 

accomplishment and self esteem). They operate similarly to strain-based demands, 
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causing psychological spillover. While Voydanoff (2005) does not define the term 

„strain-based‟ it is taken to be synonymous with stress. 

 

 

Figure 9: A Model of Work and the Perceived Quality of Life. (Source: Rice et al., 

1985, p. 303). 

Boundary-spanning impacted on segmentation and integration across domains. 

Time spent travelling for work increased segmentation between work and family roles, 

increasing the difficulty of transitions across domains. Difficult transitions limited role 

performance in both domains. Where work and family activities overlapped, 

boundaries were permeable and role blurring was high. For example, workers bringing 

work home may ease transitions between work and non-worklife, but this may 

negatively affect role performance and employees may have difficulty managing 

boundaries between work and family (Ashforth et al., 2000; Nipert-Eng, 1996). 
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Both positive and negative variables are related to work-family balance. Work-

family balance was negatively related to within domain and boundary-spanning 

demands, such as long work hours, job demands, job monitoring intensity, elder care 

responsibilities and job related travel (Allan et al., 2007; Voydanoff, 2005b). Work-

family balance was positively related to within-domain and boundary-spanning 

resources, such as job autonomy and complexity, part-time work, supervisor work-

family support and supportive work-family cultures (Voydanoff, 2005b).  

Relocation for Employment 

Relocation for employment is a necessity for many individuals in post- 

industrialised society, with immediate, direct impact on non-worklife. Movement to 

remote and rural locations, which may be culturally and/or geographically unfamiliar, 

creates stresses that are difficult to separate from professional life. It can be argued 

that these stresses are similar to those experienced by teachers relocating to 

international schools. Joslin (2002, p. 34) described this as a “logistically, legally and 

emotionally complex” experience, yet there is a paucity of data associated with teacher 

work relocation, and work relocation practices generally (Canadian Employee 

Relocation Council [CERC], 2005). Findings of Cowley (1999) reported by Churchill 

and Carrington (2000) suggest that relocation following teacher transfer produces 

contextual changes (in school environment and culture, professional activities and 

personal lives) which impact on self-confidence, self esteem, family harmony, stress 

levels and health. Protective factors in schools can reduce the negative effects of 

relocation.  

More generally, Munton (1990) in the UK reported that 250,000 people move 

house per year at an employer‟s request, with 40% of participants rating relocation as 

„quite a bit‟ or „very‟ stressful. In fact relocation ranks among the top three most 

stressful life events (Steele-Carlin, 2001). The period before the move until the 

relocation of worker, with family rejoining him/her was considered stressful by 34% 

(Munton, 1990). Those moving a greater distance found the move more stressful. 

Family and housing issues were cited as the major obstacles for employees, with 

relocation most frequently rejected for family reasons (CERC, 2005). Increasingly, 

managers reject career opportunities involving relocation because of family disruption. 

Burke (1986) identified that a wife‟s adjustment to a spouse‟s work transfer affected 

spouses‟ work performance and job satisfaction. Employees with working spouses 
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were less likely to relocate due to difficulty of spouses regaining employment, a 

finding supported by a recent Western Australian study (ECU, 2007). Men‟s attitudes 

about working away from the family have changed (ECU, 2007), with increased 

expectations that families will relocate, with adequate provisions (Broomhill & Sharp, 

2005). It is also likely that women may be family breadwinners, necessitating 

relocation of male spouses (Bittman, 1998). Additionally, Munton (1990) identified 

concern with: lack of social support in the new location; property issues; and 

education for children. Families who experienced the greatest stress found the loss of 

social relationships to be most difficult.  

Unlike employees of large national or transnational corporations, teachers 

relocating to rural and remote areas do not receive extensive pre-departure, cross-

cultural training and orientation programmes (Joslin, 2002). Joslin cited the work of 

Oberg (1960) who first coined the phrase culture shock and the work of Fennes and 

Hapgood (1997) who described phases of culture shock in relation to teachers 

relocating to international schools. She identified a honeymoon phase of euphoria and 

optimism, a period of confusion and anxiety, followed by recovery and readjustment. 

Marx (1999, cited by Joslin) represented culture shock as a dynamic interplay between 

emotions, social skills, individuals‟ identities and ways of thinking. These concepts are 

transferable to the experience of teachers relocating from urban to rural cultures 

(Figure 10). 

Joslin (2002, p. 50) outlined the process of retreat into a “culture-bubble” where 

new arrivals rely heavily on support of others from familiar cultural backgrounds as an 

“anchor”. This contrasts with the experiences of those who “go native”, immersing 

themselves in local culture. Joslin argued the need to strike a balance that “allows 

individuals to maintain their respective core cultural identities, while…sharing 

understanding of the cultural heritage of others” (p. 50). She identified qualities and 

skills desirable for working in an international context: mental flexibility to reframe 

fields of reference; an ethnorelativist view of the world; awareness of one‟s own 

cultural heritage; sensitivity to different cultures; respect for other cultures; emotional 

balance; and professional/technical expertise. These have relevance to urban-rural 

cultural relocation.  
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Figure 10: The Rural Culture Shock Triangle. (Source: Adapted from Joslin, 2002, 

previously adapted from Marx 1999, p. 153). 
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1999, identified the same issues with additional concerns expressed about lack of 

support from administration, knowledge of policies and procedures, personal stress 

(isolation from family, lack of banking facilities, costs, visibility in community, 

housing and maintenance), and teaching children of colleagues (CET, 2002). The 

views of rural and remote teachers were extensively represented in this report, with 

factors such as visibility in the community and housing reflecting concerns 

specifically relevant to these teachers. Both social and professional adjustment caused 

novices anxiety, stress, feelings of inadequacy, and isolation (Green, Roebuck & 

Futrell, 1994), exacerbated by a belief, often shared by colleagues, that they must 

endure negative experiences as a rite of passage (Howe, 2006). They expressed a need 

for information about the community, school philosophy and support in coping with 

transitions from student to teacher (Borko, 1986; Manley, Siudzinski & Varah, 1989; 

Olson & Osborne, 1991). 

Because of difficulties during the career entry phase (Fessler, 1992; Huberman, 

1989), the first year of teaching is consistently perceived as unrewarding, with survival 

the main objective (Flores, 2006; Scott, 1987). Veenman (1984, p. 143) labelled the 

negative reactions of novices to the reality of teaching as “reality shock”. Novice 

teachers were concerned about lack of personal and professional support (Flores, 

2006; Sharp; 2006); however, they feared requests for assistance would be interpreted 

as incompetence (Ballantyne, Hansford & Packer, 1995; Borko, 1986). Goddard and 

Foster (2001) accurately, but pessimistically observed that issues identified in their 

study were consistent with Veenman‟s findings from 15 years earlier. Enduring 

research findings across 40 years of novice teacher research suggest ineffectual 

practical responses to these concerns, although the first year of teaching is recognised 

as “the most crucial stage of a teacher‟s career”, with potential for “promoting or 

forever stunting professional development” (Power, 1987, p. 136). 

In Queensland, 67% of male, novice teacher participants reported the first six 

months had been difficult (Moore & Knight, 2006). They recommended lighter 

teaching loads and help in dealing with social and personal issues of students and 

workplaces (issues outside the classroom such as community expectations and 

workplace culture) as solutions to their problems. Surprisingly, 73% of the researched 

schools had induction programmes and 68% of novice teachers were assigned a 

mentor, but Moore and Knight noted that simply having a mentor was not adequate if 
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mentor quality and system effectiveness was not evaluated (Halai, 2006; Sundli, 2007; 

Wang & Odell, 2007). Participants found the most valuable forms of support were 

from colleagues and helpful principals (Moore & Knight, 2006).  

Clearly, when novices enter schools they experience steep learning curves that 

include the development of professional and pedagogical competence, establishment 

of professional relationships and professional identity. Novice teachers are socialised 

to the work role, work-place, organisation, the community and its culture. The next 

section examines the literature related to teachers‟ socialisation.  

Workplace Socialisation  

The socialisation experiences of novices, in the school and broader community, 

impact on their perspectives of worklife and subsequent career choices. They 

powerfully influence teachers' attitudes and practice throughout their careers (Gratch, 

1998; Zeichner & Gore, 1990). Inkles (1969, p. 615) defined socialisation as: 

the process whereby individuals acquire the personal system 

properties – the knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, needs and 

motivations, cognitive, affective and cognitive patterns – which shape 

their adaptation to the physical and socio-cultural setting in which 

they live.  

Sabar (2004, p. 5) used a migration metaphor to describe this process:  

Novice teachers are strangers…they come from one normative system 

– the teacher education institute with a clear set of norms of 

behaviour, and try to enter another one – the school – whose norms 

are unfamiliar and different from theirs. They want to belong to the in-

group which is often a cohesive group of teachers with accepted 

norms and habits. The knowledge they come with is often 

contradictory or irrelevant to the knowledge they need in order to cope 

when concrete problems arise in the school. 

Hillier et al. (2005) cited Van Gennep (1909) in describing employees‟ socialisation 

process in three phases: the pre-liminal phase, where initiates leave their old life; the 

liminal phase, a form of limbo where initiates are disassociated from both their former 

and desired groups; and a post-liminal phase, where successful individuals become full 

members of the new group, and others lose or leave their position, suffering a grieving 

process. These socialisation processes are rarely recognised by organisations and 

consequently, formal strategies are rarely provided to assist people through the 

transitions (Hillier et al., 2005).  
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Goddard and Foster (2001), similar to Fessler (1992), identified stages in the 

development of neophyte teachers. The stages relevant to this study are: approaching 

the gates and feeling insecure; clearing the gate and identifying the challenges; 

dawning concern about lack of balance between personal and professional life; a 

period of disillusionment and blaming; before making decisions about career futures. 

While “approaching the gates” and “addressing the insecurity of the job” (Goddard & 

Foster, 2001, p. 353) pre-service teachers developed inaccurate expectations that 

created conflict during initial days of employment. The cultural differences between 

teacher education institutions, novices‟ expectations and school realities created 

“culture shock” (Fennes & Hapgood, 1997; Oberg, 1960; Sabar, 2004; Veenman, 

1984), causing depression and turmoil.  

Stanulis, Campbell and Hicks (2002) identified school culture as the largest 

influence on teachers‟ beliefs and actions. They argued organisational culture was a 

more significant influence than pre-service education; however, school cultures are 

rarely unitary; encompassing multiple cultures (Hargreaves, 1994). Processes and 

strategies such as induction and mentoring assist with the formal socialisation of 

teachers into the profession, the workplace, the organisation and the specific school 

community context (Ballantyne, Hansford & Packer, 1995; Gore, Williams & Ladwig, 

2006; Greiman, Walker, Birkenholz, 1995; Harrison, Dymoke & Pell, 2006; Norman 

& Feiman-Nemser, 2005; Pithers & Sodden, 1999; Sharp, 2006; Smith & Ingersoll, 

2004).  

Socialisation is strongly influenced by colleagues (Gratch, 2001; Hargreaves, 

1994; Jordell, 1987; Walsdorf & Lynn, 2002), with novices pressured to conform to 

the norms and expectations of schools. This can produce “the anguish of compromise” 

(Khamis, 2000, p. 6; Walsdorf & Lynn, 2002), when novices‟ values are compromised 

to conform to the dominant culture. Novices struggle to negotiate personally and 

professionally satisfying, institutionally acceptable places (Bullough, 1989). Dialogue 

with colleagues is essential to novices because “the socially constructed world of the 

classroom needs validation by others who inhabit the same world – the reality of the 

world is sustained by conversations with significant others” (Berger & Kellner, 1971, 

cited by Jordell, 1987, p. 171). 
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Induction  

The need for induction and mentoring are frequently identified as strategies to 

support novice teacher development (Borko, 1986; Bullough, 1990; Canning, 1982; 

CET, 2002; Flores, 2006; Gore et al., 2006; Greiman et al., 2005; Herrington & 

Herrington, 2001; Howe, 2006; Ingersoll & Kralik, 2004; Kelchtermans & Ballet, 

2002; Kerr & Lake, 1994; Lennon et al., 1990; Manuel, 2003; Martinez, 1994b; 

MCEETYA, 2003; McCormack, Gore & Thomas, 2006; O‟Brien & Christie, 2005; 

Ramsey, 2000; Sharp, 2006; Teacher Education Review Committee, 1981; Veenman, 

DeLaat & Staring, 1998; WACOT, 2003). Duck et al. (1988) reported that almost all 

respondents in a Western Queensland study of rural and remote teachers identified 

value in induction programmes for teachers commencing rural appointments.  

In some states of Australia, such as Queensland, induction is mandated as 

policy; however, the degree of effective implementation is questionable (Sharp, 2006). 

The HREOC (2000b [Online] Recruitment of staff, para. 1), concurred with Kerr and 

Lake (1994) in Western Australia, that “current arrangements for teacher induction to 

rural and remote schools are either inadequate or non-existent”. Some improvement 

has occurred since 1991, when only 44% of beginning teachers in Queensland 

participated in formal inductions (Board of Teacher Registration, 1991), with Sharp 

(2006) reporting improvement to two thirds of participants. In the US, a similar 

increase occurred from 40% of teachers in 1990 to about 80% in 2000 (Smith & 

Ingersoll, 2004); however, induction has frequently been described as inadequate 

(Duck et al., 1988; Flores, 2006; House of Representatives Standing Committee, 2007; 

National Commission on Teaching America‟s Future [NCTAF], 1996; Sharp, 2006). 

While current induction rate data is not available in Western Australia, the responses 

of new graduates identified the need for increased induction to improve novice 

teachers‟ experiences (CET, 2002). 

Effective attributes of induction programmes include: implementation prior to 

the commencement of duties (Manley et al., 1989; Power, 1987); provision of 

different information at different stages of the process (McCahon & Carpenter, 1987); 

reduced workload (Howe, 2006); and individualisation (Borko, 1986; Lennon et al., 

1990). The importance of peers was a persistent theme (Kerr & Lake, 1994), endorsed 

by Gore et al. (2006) who reported that the informal personal support of colleagues 
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was more highly valued by early career teachers in rural areas than information kits 

and meetings, which were moderately valued. 

Effective induction is associated with greater commitment to teaching and 

reduced attrition rates (Hirsh & Ponder, 1991; Rebore, 1991; Smith & Ingersoll, 

2004). Inducted teachers planned to remain in the profession longer and showed 

improved skill growth over a control group (Manley et al., 1989; also Howe, 2006). 

Administrators of inductees reported fewer discipline referrals, parent complaints and 

faculty criticisms than a control group. In urban districts in the US, a retention rate of 

93% was reported for teachers participating in programmes evaluated as effective 

(NCTAF, 1996). Sharp (2006, p. 19) concluded that participants who received 

“adequate inductions are more happy and content and feel more professionally 

equipped to deal with their roles” than those who did not.  

Absence of induction had negative consequences for teachers‟ practice (Sharp, 

2006). These included: negative impact on student learning; wasted time locating 

information; negative feelings towards colleagues, administrators and the organisation; 

and stress. Informal, haphazard induction experiences were associated with higher 

levels of attrition and lower levels of teacher effectiveness (NCTAF, 1996). Without 

planned induction, novice teachers were informally supported by colleagues; however, 

there was no control over quality or appropriateness of assistance provided and mis-

education occurred (Thies-Sprinthall, 1986). Worse still, without induction, some 

experienced teachers perpetuated beliefs that novices should be initiated by “sink or 

swim” rituals, requiring endurance. Huberman (1989) found veteran teachers who 

remembered their first year as unpleasant were less satisfied with their profession than 

teachers reporting successful induction.  

Mentoring 

Mentoring is a strategy often included in induction. In fact, Smith and Ingersoll 

(2004) claimed mentoring is the dominant form of teacher induction in the US. 

Mentors are experienced teachers willing to share their knowledge to develop the 

professional and psycho-social expertise of novices (Harrison et al., 2006). Effective 

mentoring programmes result in increased retention (Phillips KPA, 2007; NCTAF, 

1996; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004), improved focus on student learning (NCTAF, 1996) 

and increased job satisfaction and efficacy (Holloway, 2001; Strong & St. John, 2001; 
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Wilson, Darling-Hammond & Berry, 2001). Smith and Ingersoll reported that 91% of 

mentored novice teachers found the experience helpful, reducing by 30% the risk of 

departure at the end of the first year.  

The research findings in relation to mentoring and induction are highly 

consistent. Phillips KPA (2007, p. 53) correlated the “comprehensiveness and quality 

of induction and mentoring processes and the capacity for schools and school systems 

to retain newly appointed staff”. The activities most effective for reduction of teacher 

turnover were assignment of a same field mentor, organising common planning time 

with subject area teachers and creating external networks of support teachers (Ingersoll 

& Smith, 2004; McDonald & Klein, 2003). However, similar to induction, quality of 

mentoring programmes was not consistently positive; 20% of novices had negative 

mentoring experiences (Harrison et al., 2006; Sundli, 2007).  

Attrition  

Novice teacher attrition is consistently reported as very high (Ingersoll, 2001; 

Macdonald, 1999; Ramsey, 2000; Strong & St John, 2001; Tromans, 2002). The report 

Top of the Class (2007) suggested between 25% and 40% of all newly recruited 

teachers in Australia left the profession within the first three to five years (Gore et al., 

2006; Manuel, 2003). This rate was up to 50% for teachers in their first five to seven 

years (DeWert, Babinski & Jones, 2003; Sharp, 2006; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004; Urzua, 

1999). It is predicted that attrition will increase, given that Generation Y teachers 

(those under 23) are likely to stay with a single employer for only two to four years 

compared to the six year average for other people (Education Workforce Initiatives 

Paper, 2007a). 

Education Queensland (1999) examined novice teacher resignations between 

1995 and 1998 (see Table 3) listing high stress, professional conditions in the 

workplace, transfer policy and opportunities to gain additional financial benefits as 

reasons for resignation. These differ from other findings reporting level of satisfaction, 

level of initial commitment to teaching, availability of other jobs and the quality of 

first teaching experiences as variables most strongly impacting on graduate teachers‟ 

decisions to leave the profession within five years (Chapman, 1984; Chapman & 

Green, 1986; Rot et al., 2007). 
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Reasons for novice teacher resignations, Queensland 1995-1998 Percentage 

Teacher stress 65 

Professional conditions in the workplace 52 

Teacher transfer policy 52 

Opportunities to gain additional financial benefits 50 

Physical conditions of the workplace 39 

Lack of professional development 37 

Table 3: Reasons for Novice Teacher Resignations in Queensland 1995-1998. 
(Source: Abstracted from Education Queensland, 1999). 

Mature-Aged Novice Teachers 

The term mature-aged novice is used in this study to describe people who have not 

entered the teaching profession directly after completion of high school and 

completing a tertiary qualification. It assumes a gap between high school education 

and commencement of teacher education, with people in this category likely to be over 

25 years of age. Other studies use the term “career changer” and “second career 

teacher” to describe a similar category (Chambers, 2002; Haggard, Slostad & 

Winterton, 2006; Phillips KPA, 2007; Richardson & Watt, 2005). Mature-aged novice 

is preferred in this study for its inclusivity, including people who have not participated 

in the workforce. Career-changers are a subset of the group. Phillips KPA (2007) 

reported that 34% of Australian undergraduate teacher education course entrants were 

aged over 25 and 23% over 30. In postgraduate teacher education courses, 64% were 

over 25 and 41% over 30. The figures were similar in the US with between 33% and 

48% of people entering teaching coming from other work rather than directly from 

college (Johnson & Kardos, 2005). Figures from the UK indicated that 45% of 

graduates over 25 are likely to investigate changing careers to teach (Smithers, 2006). 

Career-change candidates were predominantly female (Crow, Levine & Nager, 1990; 

Richardson & Watt, 2002). 

Research on mature-aged teacher entrants has focused on career change 

motivation (Crow et al., 1990; Richardson & Watt, 2002, 2005; Serow & Forrest, 

1994; Williams, 2006), career change programmes (Phillips KPA, 2007), experiences 

of mature-aged education students (Williams, 2006) and implications for pre-service 

teaching, with scant examination of the experiences of mature-aged novices after 

appointment (Cameron, 1994; Phillips KPA, 2007; Vallance, 1998). Career changers 
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were motivated by: fulfilment of personal ambitions (Crow et al., 1990; Phillips KPA, 

2007); a desire to make a difference (Haggard et al., 2006; Phillips KPA, 2007; Salyer, 

2003); improved work environment and conditions (Haggard et al., 2006; Phillips 

KPA, 2007; Richardson & Watts, 2002; Salyer, 2003); interpersonal interactions 

(Phillips KPA, 2007); family circumstances (Richardson & Watts, 2002); and personal 

and professional development (Williams, 2006). Mid-life issues, such as personal 

identity, relationships and generativity, were also important career change factors 

(Crow et al., 1990). 

Career change teachers had less romantic views of the teaching profession than 

other novices, and narrower views about teaching roles (Phillips KPA, 2007). Their 

perception of roles prejudiced relationships with other staff, and negatively impacted 

on career-changers‟ views of teaching. In contrast, in the UK, Vallance (1998) found 

that older, newly qualified teachers had a robust understanding of education and 

teachers‟ contributions. Mature-aged pre-service teachers brought occupational skills 

to teaching, demonstrating connections between in-school learning and real world 

applications (Haggard et al., 2006); however, these skills were not always valued in 

schools (Phillips KPA, 2007).  

Career changers‟ prior experiences of workplace socialisation and organisational 

acculturation provided a repertoire of adaptive mechanisms for responding to 

unanticipated features of new occupations (Crow et al., 1990). They had “sense 

making activities” (Louis, 1980, p. 235) and transferred coping strategies learned in 

other occupations. This was consistent with Vallance‟s findings (1998) that older, 

newly qualified teachers coped better with workplace stressors. While older teachers 

did not report fewer stressors, they “made much less” of stressors:  

In general 'stress' was not part of the older sub-group's conversation 

about teaching…When asked why they felt less stressed, the older 

group referred to previous work history, a sense of having coped with 

problematic situations before, and having a broader perspective. Their 

conversation had strong overtones of possessing a stronger sense of 

self. (Vallance, 1998, [online] Handling stress, para. 1) 

Conversely, Crow et al. (1990, p. 218) claimed that mature-aged novices “having 

attained competence in other occupations…chafed at their own feelings of 

incompetence and others‟ reluctance to acknowledge the relevance of their past skills 

for teaching”. Phillips KPA (2007) reported anecdotally that, in Western Australia, 

career changers‟ expectations of teaching were not met and financial rewards were less 
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than anticipated. In addition, mature-aged pre-service teachers faced personal 

challenges balancing family time, professional responsibilities and income 

replacement. 

While teacher education programmes specifically established for career changers 

were evaluated “as generally effective in delivering on their stated objectives to 

appoint teachers to difficult to staff locations and address shortages in specialisations 

across the curriculum” (Phillips KPA, 2007, p. 1), teacher appointment processes that 

did not correlate specialist skills of teachers with skills required in particular vacancies 

were criticised. Phillips KPA described induction for mature-aged novices as “critical 

to the success of career change initiatives” (p. 41), endorsing the need for support and 

guidance beyond the classroom role, especially for those appointed to single subject 

areas (Phillips KPA, 2007).  

Limitations of the Novice Teacher Literature 

There are two significant limitations in the novice teacher literature. The first 

relates to assumptions about homogeneity of novice teacher experiences. The second 

is the dominance of research emphasising development of a narrow skill base at the 

expense of broader conceptualisations of teacher identify and professional 

development (Bullough, 1990).  

Firstly, despite emphasis on the necessity of socialisation into workplaces and 

organisational cultures, there is an assumption in most novice teacher research, that 

school contexts are relatively homogenous. This obscures important differences and 

assumes that workplaces are the only environments to which novice teachers must 

acculturate. Research on novice teachers in rural and remote schools recognises the 

issue of acculturation into new communities and the impact of social dislocation 

(Gibson, 1994; Lunn, 1997; Meyenn et al., 1991); however, the associated processes 

and factors have been given scant attention. Secondly, Bullough (1990) argued that the 

process of professional development should be viewed in relation to biography, 

conceptions of self-as-teacher and the teacher‟s entire life situation, similar to Fessler 

(1992) rather than focusing narrowly on pedagogical competence. Similarly, Zeichner 

and Gore (1990) believed life history should be considered when examining 

socialisation issues. These views are consistent with the career and life-stage 

framework adopted in this study and linkages between work and non-worklife.  
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The limitations of homogeneity and the narrow skills base has contributed to the 

framing of research on teacher work almost exclusively within the work domain, 

rather than recognising the interconnectedness of work and non-worklife. There is a 

paucity of research investigating the non-worklife of teachers, and none that makes a 

direct link between work and non-work domains of teacher worklife quality. This is 

despite the fact that in common parlance among teachers and policy makers, non-

worklife factors are considered significant determinants of teacher retention and 

attrition in rural and remote schools. In the next section, literature on the experiences 

of the two other participant categories are examined: interstate and overseas-qualified 

teachers. 

Interstate Teachers 

The experience of teachers recruited from outside the state has been given 

minimal research attention. While recruitment of teachers across state borders is an 

increasingly common practice (Darling-Hammond, 1997; Maxon et al., 2003), there 

has been no investigation of the implications or outcomes of this practice. Existing 

studies focused on inter-district and interstate transfers in the US (Boe, Bobbitt & 

Cook, 1997); and an emphasis on portability of qualifications (AEU 2003b; Maxon et 

al., 2003). Within Australia, a study of new graduates appointed to the Northern 

Territory from interstate (Crowther, 1988) identified that personality and social factors 

are more relevant to success in a small community and remote school than familiarity 

with state specific curriculum documents. 

Overseas-Qualified Teachers 

Research on overseas-qualified or immigrant teachers is similarly very limited 

(Barber, 2003; Michael, 2006). There have been unanimous calls for further research 

exploring experiences of overseas-born and overseas-educated teachers to “better 

understand the professional and cultural isolation overseas-born teachers may 

experience in rural and or small communities” (Kamler et al., 1998, p. 16). 

Because of difficulties with visa requirements, overseas-qualified teachers 

worked in least desirable locations (Kamler et al., 1998). Kamler et al. presented the 

case of Yoshi, who accepted a position at a school that would support his visa 

requirements, without “understanding the nature of the community he was about to 
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enter” (p. 10). Similarly, in relation to teachers from the UK and NZ appointed to 

Australian schools, Inglis & Philps (1995, p. 51) noted: 

Many of those recruited...found that the conditions they faced on 

arrival in Australian schools did not encourage them to stay longer 

than they were bound by their contracts. Unfamiliar curriculum, 

difficult classroom situations and pupils with different cultural 

expectations of the pupil-teacher relationship were also compounded 

by hostility from local colleagues.  

This is consistent with the findings of Phillips KPA (2007) that teachers from NES 

backgrounds reported difficulties communicating in English, understanding the 

principles of behaviour management of Australian classrooms and implementing 

contemporary teaching and learning methodologies.  

The Experiences of Rural and Remote Teachers 

There is an obvious overlap between rural and remote teacher literature and 

literature on novice teachers, recruitment and retention. This section builds on the 

previously reviewed literature, honing in on issues associated specifically with rural 

and remote contexts.  

Pre-service Teacher’s Attitudes to Rural and Remote Teaching 

There is a preponderance of literature focused on pre-service teachers‟ 

experiences and attitudes to rural and remote schools (Gibson, 1994; Gregson et al., 

2006; Sharplin, 2002, 2001; Watson, Hatton, Grundy & Squires, 1987; Yarrow, 

Herschell et al., 1999). Pre-service teachers were reluctant to accept rural and remote 

appointments, based on limited experience of rural lifestyles (Watson et al., 1987). 

Their negative attitudes were influenced by: family attachments (11% of primary and 

19% of secondary graduates); preference for coastal appointments; poor information 

about the support available for teachers in rural schools; and a perception that they 

were poorly prepared for rural teaching. Only 20% of primary and 4% of secondary 

graduates were available for state-wide appointment. Similarly, Gibson (1994) in a 

study of 24 pre-service teachers appointed to outback Queensland found teachers were 

unfamiliar with: small schools‟ organisation and administration; multi-grade 

techniques; curriculum organisation; planning; assessment; community strategies; and 

unprepared for rural teaching; specifically lacking rural teaching strategies. One of the 

most significant factors for pre-service teachers was fear of the unknown (Sharplin, 

2002). Rural practicums and internships were strategies advocated to overcome lack of 
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familiarity (Boylan & Hemmings, 1993; Duck et al., 1988; Gregson et al., 2006; 

Sharplin, 2001).  

Recruitment and Attraction to Rural and Remote Locations 

The recruitment and attraction of professional personnel, not just teachers, to 

rural and remote areas is difficult, leading to generalised professional skills shortages 

in regional areas (Lee & Mackenzie, 2003; Milstead, 2000). Professionals‟ reluctance 

to relocate to rural or remote areas is attributed to: perceived lack of cultural diversity, 

activities or lifestyles; limited professional development and career opportunities; 

salary level; high workloads; absence of relieving staff; professional isolation; access 

to education, health services, transport, telecommunications and housing; distance 

from major centres; lack of job opportunities for partners; inadequate variety in 

employment; and negative perceptions of locations (Greiner & Allan, 2001, cited in 

Miles et al., 2003). Of these, issues such as medical access, career opportunities for 

partners, education and quality of rental housing were also cited as negatively 

influencing retention. This is consistent with literature already reviewed on employee 

relocation (CERC, 2005; ECU, 2007; Munton, 1990). Miles et al. (2003) suggested 

cross-sectoral recruitment of professionals to regional areas involving offers of partner 

employment, flexible work options and development of social and family support 

networks. 

Teacher reluctance to accept rural appointments (Home, 1999; Loney, 1993; 

Lunn, 1997; McShane & Walton, 1990; Yarrow, Herschell et al., 1999) echoed the 

concerns expressed in other professional fields. The reasons can be categorised as 

those relating to work and non-worklife. Worklife issues included: limited financial 

rewards; limited support; limited access to professional development; multi-grade 

classes; difficulties obtaining permanent employment; lower budgets; minimal 

incentives; resource issues and difficult students. Non-worklife issues included: 

greater living costs; lower housing standards; restricted social life; lack of privacy; 

partner work issues; different culture; fear of isolation from family and friends; 

distance from coast; and a perception that places were undesirable. 

The issues identified are indicative of the isolation typologies developed by 

Darnell and Higgins (1983), confirming the perception that isolation is a strong 

disincentive to teacher recruitment (HREOC, 2000a). Put simply, “rural areas present 
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more onerous living and working conditions than urban areas” (McEwan, 1999, p. 

849) for teachers from predominantly urban/suburban backgrounds (Yarrow, Herschell 

et al., 1999). Consultation with communities indicated place of birth or place of 

secondary schooling affected the location of teachers‟ first and subsequent posts 

(Lunn, 1997; Yarrow, Herschell et al., 1999). In a study of long-staying rural teachers, 

Boylan and McSwan concluded (1998, p. 54): “teachers with a rural upbringing, who 

were living with a spouse or partner and had attended a rural teacher education 

institution were more likely to accept a rural appointment and remain in a rural 

school”. In Western Australia access to teacher education institutions in rural areas is 

limited. 

The role of salary in rural recruitment is unclear, with the relative merits of 

money versus conditions unknown (Cockburn, 2000). Studies in the US reported that 

teachers “trade off monetary wages against some non-monetary aspects of their jobs 

and their location” (McEwan, 1999, p. 857) and that “rural teachers are no more or 

less satisfied with their pay than are urban teachers” (Ballou & Podgursky, 1998, p. 9); 

however, contextual differences in the international literature may contribute to the 

lack of clarity on salary. Certainly, Falch and Strom (2005) concluded that non-

pecuniary attributes are important determinants of teacher mobility and teacher quit 

decisions, but Richardson, Kirchenheim and Richardson (2006) identified pay 

satisfaction as important for teacher adjustment to international relocation. 

Misinformation about appointments was a concern of graduates appointed to the 

Northern Territory. Crowther (1988, p. 1) stated “almost all teachers surveyed were 

highly critical of some aspect of recruitment, induction and orientation…many 

teachers claimed to have been misinformed about re-location details”. Teachers 

criticised information that was sometimes grossly in error. Teachers who perceived 

they were misinformed carried “considerable animosity…for a long time” (p. 2). 

Satisfaction with Rural and Remote Teaching Experiences 

Results of research examining satisfaction with rural and remote teaching 

reaffirm many concerns identified in the recruitment and attraction literature. In 

Australia, studies by Duck et al. (1988) and Crowther et al. (1991) examined teacher 

experiences in isolated Western Queensland schools; Boylan et al. (1993) examined 

school satisfaction, commitment and lifestyle; Mills and Gale (2003) examined teacher 
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transience; and Stevens (1992) examined perceptions of two types of isolated 

Australian secondary schools. Internationally, in the US, Hoover and Aakhus (1998) 

examined job satisfaction; in Canada, Storey (2000) followed a cohort of new teachers 

for five years; and in NZ, Webster, (1998) examined perceptions of teachers.  

Duck et al. (1988) established that over 60% of rural teachers in isolated areas of 

Queensland were satisfied with their appointment, but 18% became dissatisfied after 

commencing positions. Inconsistencies existed in the identification of factors 

perceived as advantages and disadvantages. In relation to work factors: teachers 

perceived students to be unmotivated and low achievers; they experienced difficulty 

planning without adequate knowledge of local situations and adequate resources; they 

taught unfamiliar subjects; suffered professional isolation, including limited access to 

professional development (Hatton et al., 1997); and lack of support facilities. Teachers 

in rural and remote schools identified satisfaction with collegiality and student 

relationships (Boylan & McSwan, 1998; Duck et al., 1988; Hatton et al., 1997; 

Webster, 1998) with the teacher satisfaction embedded in the human relationships at 

the workplace (Squires et al., 1992).  

In relation to non-worklife, issues of social and cultural isolation and community 

relationships dominate the literature. Teachers in rural schools were “confronted by 

adjustment factors additional to and compounding those which confront all beginning 

teachers” (Meyenn et al., 1991, p. 21). Concern with problems arising from 

community situations were reported by 79% of teachers (Gibson, 1994). The factors 

studied in relation to community relationships generally included: community size; 

problems with crime; schooling quality; duration of residence; home ownership; social 

participation; and individual or aggregate measures of race, social class, and age 

(Voydanoff, 2001). Housing standards caused concern, due to shortages and poor 

quality of furnishings (Crowther, 1988).  

A recurring theme was concern about visibility in communities and community 

attitudes (Duck et al., 1988; Hatton et al., 1997). Teachers in rural and remote schools 

perceived themselves to be in the public eye and the subject of gossip (Hatton et al., 

1997). They perceived communities and parents to be unsupportive of education, 

teachers and schools (Duck et al., 1988), with community values inconsistent with 

teacher values. Teachers were expected to participate actively in communities (Duck 

et al., 1988) and felt vulnerable to community pressure (Kannapel & DeYoung, 1999). 
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They were less content with their social lives and concerned about isolation from 

family (Duck et al., 1988). The main reasons given for attrition were separation from 

family and lack of entertainment.  

Conversely, community factors were perceived to be a positive and satisfying 

element of some teachers‟ experiences. They valued: positive relationships with 

parents (Webster, 1998); interaction with the community (Crowther, 1991; Duck et al., 

1988; Webster, 1998); and lifestyle benefits (Boylan & McSwan, 1998; Loney, 1993). 

Hoover and Aakhus, (1998) in the US, identified four variables likely to predict 

staying in a rural location: satisfaction with the community as a place to live; housing 

satisfaction; distance from services and entertainment; and length of time in the 

current community. According to English et al. (2006) 60-80% of police, teachers and 

nurses expressed concern about their lack of ability to attain an appropriate work/life 

balance in rural and remote areas, but positive social contexts could outweigh negative 

geographical contexts.  

Hoover and Aakhus (1998) concluded that community and family variables were 

most directly related to attrition, whilst employment factors were most closely related 

to job satisfaction. They posited that: 

External factors (including ties to the community) more directly predict 

recruitment and retention. At the same time, personal and employment 

variables predict job satisfaction. Job satisfaction‟s impact on attrition is 

indirect, probably mediated by mobility-based issues such as 

employability, willingness to move or ability to move. (p. 88) 

Factors identified for Australian rural and remote teachers were not always consistent 

with international literature. There was congruence with the importance of collegial 

relationships; however, factors such as: support from parents; students given extra 

attention; positive impact of small classes; the ability of multi-level classes to meet 

individuals‟ needs; positive family feeling; lack of peer pressure; stable school 

populations and good access to resources (Webster, 1998 [NZ]); a more attractive 

learning environment; a higher degree of autonomy (Ballou & Podgursky, 1998 [US]); 

provision for sick leave; better teaching hours; salary; job security (Haughey & 

Murphy, 1985 [Canada]) are factors not reported in Australian studies. 

Retention 

While recruitment and socialisation of rural and remote teachers is difficult, 

retention is also viewed as a challenge (Martin, 1994). Retention is essential to 
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curriculum continuity (HREOC, 2000a, 2000b) and student learning (Burke, 1991; 

Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994). Historically, retention rates for rural teachers 

have been low (Williams & Cross, 1985). Haughey and Murphy (1985) found a 

quarter of rural British Columbian teachers desired a transfer at the end of the year. A 

similar number of teachers from rural NSW wanted transfers before or at the end of 

year (Sinclair et al., 1989). The departure rate in western Queensland schools was 

higher at two thirds of teachers (Mc Swan, 1988). Western Australian retention data is 

scarce. Both the Education Workforce Initiatives Taskforce (2007b) and Gerard 

Danials (2007) have criticized the data collection in relation to Western Australian 

teacher workforce planning. 

Many of the issues cited as disincentives to recruitment or sources of 

dissatisfaction recurred as reasons for poor retention (HREOC, 2000a, 2000b; Home, 

1999): desire to return home; professional advancement (DEET, 1991; Lunn, 1997), 

dissatisfaction with teaching; social and cultural isolation (Murphy & Angelski, 

1996/1997; Collins, 1999); lack of appropriate retention incentives (including pay) 

(DEET, 1991); selection of personnel; conflict with the dominant culture (Anderson, 

1987); and morale decreased by community expectations.  

More positively, Boylan et al. (1993) and Boylan and McSwan (1998) identified 

factors associated with retention in rural and remote schools. These were community 

appreciation and community commitment to improving and supporting education. 

Similarly, new graduates valued rapid rates of learning, close-knit teacher 

communities, positive outcomes for children from small school environments and 

diverse work experiences (Home, 1999). However, if teachers were unable to find 

favourable work circumstances they searched for more favourable environments, 

producing turnover and instability (Maclean, 1992).  

Desirable Characteristics of Rural and Remote Teachers 

Studies by Crowther (1988), Duck et al. (1988), and Webster (1998) identified 

personal attributes associated with successful integration into rural and remote 

teaching and communities. The characteristics were predominantly generic rather than 

professional attributes: readiness to adapt to a different lifestyle; positive attitudes to 

rural communities; adaptability; resourcefulness; confidence; extroversion; stability 

and resilience. The only professional characteristics were dedication and willingness to 
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be accountable (Webster, 1998). Crowther (1988) concluded that personality and 

social factors were more important for successful integration than curriculum 

knowledge.  

Conclusion 

This chapter reviewed a broad sweep of theoretical and empirical literature 

linked to experiences of teachers newly appointed to rural and remote schools. The 

underlying premise of this study was that teacher quality impacts on learning 

experiences of students. Factors which impact on teachers‟ experiences influence 

teacher quality of worklife and consequently the stability and continuity of rural 

schools‟ staffing. This chapter presented an overview of teacher career development to 

contextualise experiences of teachers in a life history perspective, which emphasised 

connectedness between work and non-worklife. Literature on teacher quality of 

worklife was examined, including concepts of teacher efficacy, locus of control, stress, 

commitment, job satisfaction, collegiality, resilience and well-being. The quality of 

worklife framework developed by Louis (1998) integrated research for educational 

contexts by identifying seven teacher quality of worklife criteria. A limitation of this 

framework, however, was its narrow focus on the workplace domain, which ignored 

complex multi-directional links between work and non-worklife. These linkages are 

central to this study, because most teachers accepting rural or remote appointments in 

Western Australia relocate, either separating from or relocating with their families.  

The review of literature relevant to the experiences of categories of teachers in 

this study has highlighted consistencies, divergence and gaps in existing research. The 

vast literature on novice teachers presents a cogent case for workplace socialisation 

that includes induction, mentoring and workload reduction. The limited body of 

research on interstate and overseas-qualified teachers indicates an emphatic need for 

further research in these areas. Given that recruitment of teachers beyond locally 

available supplies is a strategy employed internationally, there is a need to understand 

the issues and difficulties associated with these sectors of the workforce. Finally, the 

literature relevant to experiences of teachers in rural and remote schools largely 

mirrors the findings of novice teacher studies because of the predominance of novice 

teachers located in rural and remote areas. Research which explores the diversity of 

the rural and remote teacher workforce is noticeably absent, representing an empirical 
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gap which this study attempts to address. The research presents a strong degree of 

convergence in identifying the difficulties of recruitment and retention of teachers and 

other professionals in rural and remote areas, and the identification of the importance 

of teacher-community relationships as part of that experience. However, divergent 

views exist about the impact of teacher-community relationships.  

The literature in this chapter provides an overview of the empirical context 

which informed the design of this study. The next chapter presents the research 

methodology, including an outline of the methodological orientation, the research 

design, selection of participants, data collection, data analysis processes and design 

limitations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN 

Introduction 

To reiterate, the aim of this research was to develop theory about the experiences 

of teachers in their first years of appointment to rural and remote schools. Case studies 

were developed to investigate the perspectives of novice, interstate and overseas-

qualified teachers employed in government schools in rural and remote Western 

Australia. This chapter presents the theoretical framework of this qualitative, multiple- 

site, collective case study, and the methods for selection of participants, data collection 

and data analysis.  

Theoretical Framework 

This study sits within the phenomenological tradition because it examines the 

meaning of lived experiences of participants (Patton, 2002). Further, it is located in the 

interpretive paradigm, which seeks to unveil the diversity of meaning constructed by 

participants within a specific social context (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992) by examining 

“multiple dimensions of a problem or issue…in all of its complexity" (Creswell, 1998, 

p. 15). To understand social reality, it is necessary to examine individuals‟ perceptions 

of the world because social reality is constructed and negotiated by individuals 

(Patton, 2002). Within this framework, the study examined ways in which teachers 

construct and interpret their experiences within the social context of a school, 

organisation and community.  

Blackledge and Hunt (1985) identified five assumptions of interpretive 

approaches: everyday activity of ordinary people is the cornerstone of society; people 

act autonomously, creating their own patterns of actions; people assign their own 

meaning to their actions and interactions with others; these meanings are constructed 

from the culture of the social context; and interpretations of actions are subject to 

change and modification, depending on the situation. Consequently, it is necessary to 

adopt a perspectival position to understand how people define, interpret and explain 

any given situation.  

According to Pollio, Henley and Thompson (1997, p. 28): 

The task of describing what other people are aware of requires a 

method that accepts, from the beginning, the perspectival nature of 
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human experience and the fact that different people may be talking 

about similar experiences when using different words and different 

experiences when using similar words.  

Perspectives are frames or lenses people use to make sense of the world (Woods, 

1992). These frames are accessed through dialogue between researcher and 

participant, enabling the researcher to identify perceptions, feelings and attitudes of 

participants, interpreting meanings and intentions (Crotty, 1998). Therefore, this 

research aimed to discover the perspectives of teachers and the way they deal with 

their experiences as revealed through their own language; through their own voice. 

Within the interpretive paradigm, this study searches for verstehen, an empathic 

understanding of human actions. The researcher is required to bracket off 

preconceptions about the world in order to achieve epoche (Patton, 2002; Cohen & 

Mannion, 1989); that is, “getting inside the head of an actor to understand what he or 

she is up to in terms of motives, beliefs, desires, thoughts” (Schwandt, 2000, p. 192). 

The study was influenced by narrative enquiry methods which endeavour to honour 

people‟s stories by providing “translucent windows into cultural and social meanings” 

(Patton, 2002, p. 116). Martinez (1993) noted in her qualitative study that the personal, 

theoretical, and philosophical problems with which teachers struggle do not 

necessarily emerge in quantitative research. 

Many assumptions are made by policy makers and educational bureaucrats about 

the experiences of novice, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers. These 

assumptions need to be set aside for the reality of the experience to emerge, from the 

perspective of each individual. The meaning of the lived experiences of teachers was 

sought through engaging individuals in descriptions of, and comments about, their 

everyday experiences. This required the researcher to set aside prejudgments about the 

nature of the phenomena and seek the reality as perceived by the individual (Creswell, 

1998).  

In presenting the perspectives of participants, their original voices have been 

extensively retained. A full case study was constructed for each participant, which 

included extensive direct quotation for this reason. These case studies were intended to 

capture individual‟s stories, in narrative form because people continually use stories to 

“order and structure our life experiences” (Moen, 2006, p. 2; also Clough, 2002). 

Narrative research emphasises the social, cultural and institutional setting in which 
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individuals are located; participants‟ stories are fused with their socio-cultural context. 

Direct quotation allows the authentic persona or participants “multitude of voices” to 

emerge (Moen, 2006, p. 5). While this is the intention, it is also recognised that case 

studies remain a construction of the researcher and participant, involving selection, 

omission and editing of originally transcribed text. 

Case Study Method 

This study used a multiple-site, collective case study design. Individual teachers 

were selected as the bounded system, in order to examine the interaction of complex 

factors associated with a single phenomenon, while retaining the holistic and 

meaningful characteristics of the phenomenon and relationships between phenomena 

(Burns, 1994; Merriam, 1988; Punch, 2005). Case studies permit the articulation, 

explanation and elaboration of individual perspectives and experiences in the localised 

context of a rural or remote school. The cases in this research were located at 17 

initial
3
 schools. Multiple cases were located at six sites and single cases occurred at 

the remaining 11 sites. This enabled cross-case analysis within and between research 

sites. Use of multiple research sites enabled inclusion of diverse contexts in which to 

examine case experiences. 

Further, the cases can be seen as representatives of specific categories: a novice, 

interstate or overseas-qualified teacher; a representative of a school sector (primary or 

secondary), and type (DHS, SHS, RCS); a specific role (classroom teacher, support 

teacher); and so on. A model to represent the complex relationships between cases and 

the varying case contexts for this research is presented in Figure 11. The model locates 

the individual teacher case at the centre. Each individual case falls within one or more 

of the categories of novice, interstate or overseas-qualified teacher. Each case is 

located within a specific school site that can be categorized as rural or remote. This 

model provided a strong framework for recruitment of participants and a check on the 

comprehensiveness of the sample in terms of participant categories and school types. 

It allowed for cross-case analysis among individuals, groups of individuals in a range 

of categories and school contexts. 

                                            
3
 One participant was appointed to one school for a three month vacancy before transferring to 

a second location. 
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Figure 11: Model of Multiple-site Case Study Method for Teachers in Rural and 

Remote Schools. 

The Participants 

An invitation to participate in this study was included in notices of appointment 

mailed to new appointees by DET. The information included consent forms (Appendix 

B) and an initial questionnaire (Appendix C) seeking demographic and background 

details of potential participants for purposive sampling (Patton, 2002; Punch, 2005). 

This approach was used to capture major variations of teachers working within rural 

and remote contexts. Volunteers were then requested to make direct contact with the 

researcher, returning the consent form and questionnaire. From this point, the 

participant and researcher were in direct communication, with each participant and 

school allocated a pseudonym for anonymity and confidentiality. 

It was known, anecdotally, that novice teachers and overseas-qualified teachers 

were represented in rural schools. In the conceptual stage, the category of temporary 

teacher was used to seek other teachers who may have chosen a rural or remote 

appointment. It was hypothesised that teachers in the temporary category could be: re-

entrants to the teaching profession, having previously ceased employment for child 

rearing purposes; interstate recruits; those unable to gain permanency due to previous 

appointment and employment conditions; and those without necessary qualifications 

 

Individual teacher 

Temporary teacher 

 Novice Teacher 

 Overseas-Qualified Teacher 
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for permanent employment with DET. In fact, the only category emerging was 

interstate teachers. Thus the categories of novice (young and mature-aged), interstate 

and overseas-qualified teachers were created. The volunteers were displayed in a 

matrix to see the range of case characteristics represented by participants (Table 4, p. 

81). These included: representations of gender; curriculum areas; age; marital status; 

school contexts (primary and secondary); school size and configuration (DHS, SHS, 

RCS); and geographical locations. This non-probability sampling method allowed 

discovery of diverse occurrences and complex relationships (Merriam, 1988). 

Recruitment of participants occurred from November 2001 until April 2003, when an 

adequate range of participants in each category was identified, within practical time 

constraints.  

Participants were initially located in 17 school sites. Some sites included up to 

four participants. One participant was simultaneously located at two sites and another 

accepted an appointment involving a quick succession of two sites. The sites were all 

classified as rural or remote according to DET. Most sites were also classified as 

Difficult to Staff. Non-identifying details of the sites are provided for each of the cases 

to contextualise the experiences of participants. Wood and Kleine (1988, p. 5) 

criticised existing rural research for failing to: 

provide a detailed description of settings and populations studied. 

Rural schools and communities differ markedly from one another and 

careful description is particularly necessary to help practitioners and 

fellow researchers determine the extent to which the results of the 

study are appropriate for their districts, their schools and their faculty. 

However, the extent of detail is limited by needs for confidentiality and anonymity. 

School Principals and District Directors were informed about the study and their 

support was requested in allowing access to school sites for field visits. Participant 

identities were not revealed.  

Once the researcher was working in the field, additional participants were added 

to the study through a process of “snowballing” (Patton, 2002). Participants within 

specific categories were opportunistically added to make some categories more robust. 

Existing participants contacted new teacher arrivals to the school to inform them of the 

project and establish their interest to participate. Principals were encouraged to present 

information about the study to new arrivals. The approach of existing participants was 

more effective in accessing overseas-qualified teachers. This is consistent with  
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Table 4: Matrix for the Selection of Cases by Maximum Variation.  

Participant School Site Experience 
Category 

Age Education 
Sector 
Qualifications 

School  
Type 

R/ship 
Status 

Appointed Learning 
Area/Role        

Experience/ 
Qualifications 

 

Demi Scootara MN  Late 20 Secondary SHS S * English    English  

Hannah Scootara O 40s Primary SHS M*  Mathematics Primary  

Michelle Scootara I 40s Secondary SHS M (Reloc-P) Home Economics/ S & E Home Economics  

Porter Scootara O 50s Secondary SHS  M * Mathematics Mathematics  

Mandy Foldguild YN Early20 Secondary SHS  S (Reloc -P) ESL Home Economics  

Monica Foldguild YN Early20 Secondary SHS  S (Reloc -P) English    English  

Sam Foldguild YN Early20 Secondary SHS  S (Reloc -P)  ESL Mathematics  

Uken Foldguild O 30s Tertiary SHS  M (Reloc -P) Mathematics Engineering  

Cherry Westham O 30s Secondary SHS  M (sep – P) English    English  

Tate Westham MN  Late 20 Secondary SHS  M (Reloc -P)  Mathematics Mathematics  

Warren Westham MN  30s Secondary SHS  M (Reloc -P)  Agriculture Design &Technology 

(Ag) 

 

Donna Westham O Late 20 Secondary SHS  M * Science Science  

Tonia Garralarda MN  Late 20 Primary DHS M (Reloc -P)  Learning Support Primary  

Wendy Garralarda MN  40s Early 

Childhood 

DHS  M * Kindergarten Early Childhood Key 

YN – Novice (young) 

Sarah Bearinora YN Early20 Primary DHS  S  Primary Primary MN Novice (mature-aged) 

William Bearinora MN  40s Secondary DHS  S Science Science I - Interstate 

Charles Widderwodka MN  30s Secondary SHS  S (sep-P) Science Science O – Overseas-qualified 

Rhiannon Widderwodka MN  Late 20 Secondary SHS  S  English    English  

Max Oldson I 50s Secondary SHS  M (Reloc -P)  IT/Maths IT/Maths SHS Senior High School 

Audrey Holt YN Early20 Primary Primary S Primary Primary DHS District High School 

Corby Minnemarra MN  40s Primary RCS M (sep – P) Learning Support Primary RCS Remote Community  

Donald Vikeson MN  40s Secondary DHS  S D&T and Cross 

curriculum 

D&T School  

S Single 

Fiona Ashville YN Early20 Secondary DHS  S English/Maths/Science 

S&E/HE 

English M Married 

Graham Batting O 40s Primary Primary M (sep – P) Primary (ESC) Primary S* or M* Partner relocating  

Hermione Brush YN Early20 Secondary Primary S Primary LOTE Secondary Indonesian for part of time 

Jane Monkarra YN Early20 Primary DHS  S (Reloc -P)  Primary Primary Reloc-P Relocating partner 

Lorraine Yingada I 50s Tertiary RCS S Learning Support Tertiary Art Sep-P Living separate from  

Nicky Buttsea MN  30s Primary SHS  S Learning Support Primary partner 

Wilma Bicnobus MN  50s Primary SHS  S (sep – P) Learning Support Primary  
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Patton‟s view (2002) that personal knowledge of the research or researcher is likely to 

improve participation. Overseas-qualified and interstate teachers were the categories of 

participants most difficult to identify and attract because DET does not identify them in 

the system, once they have been processed as eligible to teach. There was no centralised 

system for contacting new appointees. Appointments for secondary staffing were 

handled by subject specialists and primary appointments were processed by officers for 

specific geographic regions. 

It was envisaged that the study would focus on up to 18 individuals at 4 sites, but 

the variety of characteristics presented in the matrix encouraged the researcher to 

increase the number of participants. In total, 29 participants commenced the study. 

One participant left his employment within the first three months without providing 

any further contact details to his employer or the researcher. The participant‟s 

contribution has been retained because no formal request for withdrawal from the 

study was received. The number of cases selected also needed to be sufficiently large 

to cope with an expected attrition throughout the period of research.  

In subsequent chapters, participants will be identified by their pseudonym and 

their category: Young Novice (YN); Mature-aged Novice (MN); Interstate (I) and 

Overseas-Qualified (O). 

Research Questions 

As indicated, the aim of this research was to develop theory about the 

experiences of teachers commencing appointments in rural and remote schools by 

investigating the perspectives of novice, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers 

employed in government schools in rural and remote Western Australia. The general 

research question was: 

What are the experiences of teachers appointed to rural and remote government 

schools in their first years of appointment?  

In seeking to answer this question, two specific research questions were considered at 

the outset: 

 What are the perspectives of teachers in relation to the quality of their 

worklife?  
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 How do young novice, mature-aged novice, interstate and overseas-qualified 

teachers deal with their experiences?  

Data Collection 

An emergent strategy was adopted for data collection which enabled the 

exploration of significant issues as they emerged for each individual. In this way, the 

study has used some grounded theory approaches to data collection (Punch, 2005; 

Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Six forms of data were used: questionnaire; journal; 

documents; in-depth interviews; on-site observation; and researcher memos. The 

variety of data provided triangulation to enhance consistency and reliability of the 

findings. These forms of data collection enabled the voices of participants to be heard. 

The term voice conveys three sets of interrelated ideas: 

voice as an epistemological stance about the source of knowledge and 

understanding…voice as a sociopolitical stance about who is doing the 

speaking and for what purpose…and voice as a methodological stance, 

where what lies in the data to be heard is recognised through analysis 

and advanced through the research process. (Freeman, 1996, [On line])  

All three interpretations of voice are relevant to the design of this research project. 

The data collection methods recognised that discussion of sensitive areas of a 

person‟s professional and personal life can be difficult for many people. Private, 

sensitive and discreet conditions were important. In this study, the use of written and 

spoken media provided for different levels of rapport between researcher and 

participants and provided means of disclosure to meet individual preferences. Multiple 

sources of data enabled investigator and methodological triangulation (Yin, 2003). The 

different data types yielded some differences in data. Through the repetition of 

questions at different times throughout the research the consistency of perspectives 

was examined and sources of inconsistency were probed.  

Guiding Questions 

The following questions, developed from the specific research questions, were used to 

guide the initial data collection. Early data analysis guided the subsequent data 

collection process. 
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 What expectations do novice, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers have of 

their anticipated experiences prior to commencement in a remote or rural 

teaching position (anticipatory socialisation)?  

 How do teacher experiences fit with teacher expectations on arrival and over 

time? 

 Are stereotypes of negative experiences of novice teachers an accurate 

representation of the experienced reality for Western Australian rural and 

remote teachers? 

 What are the conditions necessary to develop competence, experience a 

satisfactory quality of worklife, and complete one‟s contract in a remote/rural 

context? 

 What are the most significant factors enhancing quality of worklife? 

 What are the most significant factors inhibiting quality of worklife? 

 How do teacher perspectives impact on levels of commitment? Teacher self-

efficacy? Teacher retention? Teacher performance? 

 In what ways are the experiences of novice, interstate and overseas-qualified 

teachers different and/or similar? 

Researcher Position 

One of the mandates of qualitative research is that the researcher must “get close 

enough to the people and situation being studied to personally understand in depth the 

details of what is going on” (Patton, 2002, p. 28). In this study, the researcher walked 

a fine line between empathic neutrality and personal engagement. In qualitative 

research it is neither possible, nor desirable, to strive for a distant, objective researcher 

position. By adopting what Patton (2002, p. 64) calls an “I-thou” voice, the researcher 

was able to share the humanity of self in establishing a relationship with others. This 

type of researcher voice implies mutuality between researcher and participant and 

creates an environment for genuine dialogue, sometimes referred to as a collaborative 

dialogic relationship (Moen, 2006). 

In order for the researcher position to be transparent it is important to locate the 

“intersections” between the researcher, the researcher‟s world, and the participants. As 
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detailed earlier, the researcher‟s first teaching appointment was to a rural secondary 

school, and later, time was spent in a tertiary institution in a remote regional centre. 

The researcher has travelled extensively in rural and remote areas throughout Australia 

and feels passionately about people who live in such places: the indigenous people, 

long-term non-indigenous residents, the transient and semi-transient professionals. For 

the purposes of this research, these experiences enabled the researcher to empathise 

with the challenges and the joys of working in such contexts, creating a “shared 

background”. By sharing personal experiences the researcher was able to build trust 

and rapport. However, caution was exercised to prevent personal experiences biasing 

the questioning and analysis of data. Preconceptions that had potential to prejudice the 

analysis were memoed. Alternative questions and hypotheses were developed and 

presented to participants. Verification of the case studies by participants indicated that 

biased interpretations had not occurred.  

As a lecturer in a pre-service teacher education course, the researcher was 

personally known to two of the participants, who were former students. In these cases, 

a strong rapport already existed. This benefited the research process because the 

participants were responsive and communicative from the commencement of the 

research. Because open communication had previously been established, participants 

did not seem constrained in expressing views they would have known to be in 

opposition to the views of the researcher. 

With all other participants, the researcher sought to establish rapidly a 

comfortable rapport. To enhance disclosure, the interviews were conducted in a highly 

conversational manner. With most interviews conducted over the telephone, attention 

was given to the establishment of trust through verbal, conversational cues. According 

to Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 53) “the ultimate credibility of outcomes depends upon 

the extent to which trust has been established” because the researcher can be seen as 

the most significant research instrument (Firestone & Dawson, 1988). 

Two visits were conducted to 13 sites, one visit occurred to one other site and 

three sites remained unvisited. This was due to distance, time and cost involved in 

travelling to these locations. However, the researcher had previously travelled to two 

of the communities not visited. When on site, the researcher was able to engage 

socially with participants, often being invited into homes or sharing a meal. In this 
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respect, the researcher developed a highly personal level of engagement with 

participants. 

While the researcher sought to maintain a degree of empathic neutrality (Patton, 

2002, p. 49) the highly personal and intimate experiences shared by participants meant 

that impartiality was not an appropriate response on all occasions. Participants would 

often seek opinions or responses to their experiences. The researcher attempted to 

navigate between empathic neutrality and sympathetic listening by using questioning 

to aid participants‟ thinking about their own experiences rather than acting as an 

adviser or evaluator. This strategy was intended to empower participants to deal with 

their own dilemmas, while limiting researcher interference.  

Because of the development of relationships with participants over time, the 

researcher was aware of the potential for research processes to impact on research 

outcomes. To make the researcher effect transparent participants were asked, in final 

interviews, how involvement in the research had impacted on them. Participants 

revealed two dominant responses: that the research process had not impacted on them 

or that it had stimulated reflection.  

Data Collection Methods 

Questionnaire  

A questionnaire is a quick and practical method to obtain information 

(Sarantakos, 1998). In this study, a questionnaire (Appendix C) was used to obtain 

information for the selection of cases and to obtain preliminary data related to 

anticipatory socialisation, that is, the expectations participants had about their 

appointment. It provided initial data that influenced the shape and development of 

other initial data collection methods.  

The questionnaire contained a covering letter, fixed alternative questions to 

identify the characteristics of the individual and both fixed alternative and open-ended 

questions to elicit comments regarding the motivation of the participant for accepting 

the appointment, expectations about the commencement of their employment and 

characteristics of the location (Sarantakos, 1998). Participants who contacted the 

researcher immediately after appointment completed questionnaires, as intended, prior 

to relocation. Participants who consented to participate after arrival in schools 

completed the questionnaires retrospectively. The completion of questionnaires after 
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arrival was not identified as significantly altering the responses of the participants. 

When analysed, the responses were not anomolous with other cases at the site, other 

participants of relevant category or interview data.  

Interviews 

Semi-structured and unstructured in-depth individual interviews were used as the 

primary source of data collection. Interviews were conducted with participants in two 

ways: by telephone, with most participants contacted at least once per term over a 15 

month period; and on-site, during two rounds of visits in the second and fourth school 

terms to 14 of the 17 initial school sites.  

Interviews provided an opportunity to access “people‟s perceptions, meanings, 

definitions of situations and constructions of reality” (Punch, 2005, p. 174). The 

individual interviews were intended to provide opportunities for open discussion of 

issues sensitive to the career development of individuals. The interviews were initially 

intended to complement data collected from journals, discussed below, providing 

participants with an opportunity for reflection and summation of their experiences and 

perspectives; however, for the majority of participants the telephone interviews were a 

more convenient and sustainable form of dialogue. Telephone interviews promoted 

reflection, were cost effective, and more relaxed because of the „facelessness‟ of the 

researcher. Regular telephone contact improved the accuracy of data, because of the 

currency of contact (Dinham, 1994). Telephone interviews were conducted in the 

evenings or on weekends, according to the requests of participants. Most interviews 

lasted between 45 minutes and one and a half hours, with participants enthusiastic 

about discussing their experiences. 

Repetition of similar questions at different times throughout data collection 

enabled checks of reliability and consistency, checks for potentially changing attitudes 

and interpretation of experience over time. The end of year interviews provided 

opportunities for whole year reflection and to retrospectively identify moments of 

significance, complementing the immediate recollections. 

Participants were encouraged through conversational openers to set the interview 

direction; however, aide memoires (Minichello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander, 1990) 

were used to assist the researcher to tap into areas previously discussed, to explore 

themes from previous interviews or journal material and consider issues emerging 
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from other participants. Preliminary questionnaire data informed the content and 

structure of the initial aide memoire. Additional aide memoires were developed in 

response to emerging data and not used as a standardising instrument. A sample of 

generic questions generated in aide memoires is included in Appendix E 

Site visits were organised with participants in advance. The researcher met 

participants in a variety of locations: at home, school and hotels. On several occasions, 

the researcher was invited to stay in the residence of participants over night. The site-

interviews were conducted in a conversational style, building on the rapport 

established by telephone contact. All interviews were tape-recorded with the 

permission of participants and field notes were scribed during the interviews. During 

site visits, the Principal or a Deputy Principal was interviewed to obtain contextual 

information about the school. These enriched the researcher‟s understanding of the site 

and enhanced the validity of the analysis process. 

On-site Observation 

In addition to interviewing participants, observation of teachers‟ classes 

occurred when possible, and with the permission of participants. The researcher 

recorded observational field notes related to the students, teacher and school context. 

The in class field notes described class size, student charcteristics, student-teacher 

interaction and teacher actions. The school context notes focussed on a description of 

the school site and resources. Observation was intended to help the researcher gain an 

understanding of each participant‟s context. 

Journal 

Teachers were encouraged to make regular entries in a paper or electronic 

journal, to record thoughts and reflections about their worklife and the factors that 

impinging on it. The participant information and suggested reflection topics is 

provided in Appendix D. Journals provided a medium for self-disclosure to help make 

explicit beliefs and assumptions held by participants available to the researcher 

(Nunan, 1992). Through journals, the writer is able to reconstruct his or her experience 

(Zulich, Bean & Herrick, 1992) without researcher intrusion. Journals allowed 

teachers to record their experiences while current, capturing immediate perspectives 

and recording small insights, which may otherwise have been overwhelmed by 

subsequent events. The journal information provided unsolicited selections of the 
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detail, indicating issues of significance to participants. At times, the material contained 

in the journals was also more personal. Where journal entries were provided, the 

researcher pursued some issues in subsequent interviews, providing triangulation and 

the opportunity to check the consistency and validity of the interview data.  

Guidelines for the use of the journal were sent to participants. It was requested 

that journal entries be sent to the researcher at the beginning of the second and each 

subsequent school term. Some participants made it clear at the outset that they were 

unlikely to sustain the use of the journal. Their willingness to provide information 

through telephone interviews was considered satisfactory for the purposes of 

continuing in the study. In addition, some participants chose to send a compilation of 

emails or extracts from emails that had been sent to other friends and family, 

commenting on their experiences. Some journal material was received from nine of the 

29 participants. 

Documents 

Two main documentary sources of data were used; emails from participants and 

school-based documents. Emails were mainly used to maintain contact with 

participants and to organise times for site or telephone interviews. However, some 

participants used email as a regular informal means of providing information about 

their experiences, between telephone contacts.  

Documents such as school newsletters and school brochures were collected to 

provide additional knowledge of each context, such as the learning opportunities 

provided within the school, aspects of school culture and ethos. School websites 

provided specific statistical information about the demographics of each school site, 

such as student enrolment data, staffing numbers and structures, and the educational 

programmes offered. 

Field Notes and Memos 

In addition to tape recording all interviews, handwritten field notes were 

recorded, attempting to capture the content of interviews in their own phrases. Notes 

also recorded the timing of the interview and salient observations about the 

interviewee. These notes proved invaluable in cases where audio recording quality was 

poor. 
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At all stages of the research, the researcher recorded memos noting contextual 

detail, impressions and insights gained into the perspectives of individuals, the context 

and the developing theory (see sample of coded transcript in Appendix G). Memos 

were made from all data sources, including incidental telephone contacts used to 

sustain interest and involvement in the project.  

Data Analysis 

Qualitative data analysis involves the description of phenomena, the 

development of conceptual classifications and the identification of connections 

between concepts (Burns, 1994; Dey, 1993; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Minichiello et 

al., 1995, Punch, 2005; Richards, 2005; Silverman, 2006). Inductive data analysis 

processes were used in this research design. The processes of Miles and Huberman 

(1994) shaped the initial stages of the analysis, with more emergent grounded theory 

approaches adopted as the analysis process progressed (Punch, 2005; Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998).  

All interviews with participants were fully transcribed. Transcription continued 

throughout data collection. The transcripts were „cleaned‟ to remove identifying data 

such as names of people, places and geographic features. Case records were drawn 

together organising data for each individual case chronologically (Merriam, 1988). 

Cleaned transcripts were imported into the qualitative analysis software QSR N6 

(Dean & Sharp, 2006; QSR International, 2002; Richards, 2002) for the purposes of 

storing and coding. 

An etic approach was initially used to identify codes believed likely to emerge 

from the data, based on the questionnaire questions. As data analysis continued, an 

emic approach was used, with codes emerging from the content of transcripts, through 

an iterative and inductive process of summarising, coding and categorising the data to 

identify significant issues (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Dey, 1993). The data were 

repeatedly read and coded, re-read and re-coded. Initial concepts and typologies were 

modified and refined through on going analysis, with new codes emerging, categories 

collapsing and relationships between categories realigned. This occurred in a cyclical 

and continuous process of data reduction, data organisation and interpretation 

(Sarantakos, 1998). A sample of codes for one transcript and a summary of the codes 

for the whole transcript are provided in Appendix G and H. 
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Codes were developed to encompass setting/context, definition of situation, 

perspectives held by subject, process, events, strategies, methods, relationships and 

social structure, as appropriate. As new codes developed, the point at which they 

developed was recorded in order that previous transcripts could be analysed in the 

light of newly developed codes. A list of the complete codes generated, before the 

collapsing of categories in included in Appendix F. Codes were refined, moved, 

merged and deleted based on evolving categories and their attributes. Coding 

categories were examined for their utility, salience, credibility, uniqueness, heuristic 

value and feasibility, internal and external plausibility, and inclusivity (Patton, 2002). 

Throughout this process memos relating to the data analysis process were recorded 

and transcripts were annotated with developing concepts. Patterns, regularities and 

inconsistencies were noted for further verification. Clusters of codes were examined, 

using QSR reports, to ensure internal inconsistencies. Pattern matching provided a 

source of rigour and verification in the analysis of case studies (Firestone & Dawson, 

1988).  

The data were displayed and reduced using a variety of formats. Miles and 

Huberman (1984, p. 23) believe that by subsuming particulars into more general 

categories the researcher moves from “multiple empirical instances to single 

conceptualizations of basic social processes underlying the instances”. Reports from 

QSR N6 collated codes used for each participant. Key concepts were identified and 

synchronic analysis (Sandelowski, 1999) was used to develop a trajectory represented 

in a matrix of the key concepts, represented across time of Term 1, Term 2, Term 3, 

Term 4 and Second Year, as relevant to each participant (Appendix I). Simultaneously, 

Inspiration mind-mapping software was used to diagram developing relationships 

between concepts (see for example Appendix J), (Inspiration, 2003). During this 

process venting continued through the writing of memos. From this process individual 

case studies were constructed, extensively using direct quotation to capture the voice 

of each participant. The penultimate draft of each individual case was submitted to 

participants, where possible, for authentication of the information contained, in terms 

of the accuracy of the representation provided and satisfaction with anonymity.  

Cross-Case Analysis 

During the construction of the individual case studies, similarities between cases 

were noted in memos and cross-case participant groupings were developed. A matrix 
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to summarise the key concepts for each participant category was developed and 

continued to evolve through the process of analysis. The software, Inspiration 

(Inspiration, 2003), was used to display groupings of participants according to key 

categories. Inspiration was used to mind-map links between emerging categories to 

assist with the process of theory generation. According to Glaser and Strauss (cited in 

Covan, 2007), the use of comparison groups can strengthen the development of theory. 

Data were analysed to produce cross-case analyses within and between categories. The 

analysis of data for cross-case comparison proceeded in the same way as for single 

case studies. Analysis occurred within the categories of young and mature-aged 

novices, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers, between the categories and across 

the different school sites. A storyline was developed to “compare the shapes of 

multiple lives” (Sandelowski, 1999, p. 84) and to facilitate the integration of concepts 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998), enabling the abstraction of the core category (Pandit, 1996). 

Through these processes, propositions were developed to capture robust 

commonalities of experience and hypotheses were formulated. Potentially 

disconfirming data were examined in the process of theory refinement. These 

processes will be elaborated further in Chapter Six. 

Ethical Issues 

This research was conducted in complete accordance with the ethical 

requirements for research as specified by the Human Research Ethics committee of 

The University of Western Australia. All participants were provided information in 

writing about the project and then supplied written consent. Participants were provided 

with a copy of their consent form. Participants were able to withdraw at any time from 

the research. Permission to conduct research within the Department of Education was 

gained and permission was sought from all Principals and District Directors prior to 

accessing any site. Because site visits had the potential to compromise participant 

anonymity, participants were given the choice of visits including or excluding access 

to the school site. When contact was made with Principals they were informed that 

participant‟s identities could not be revealed by the researcher. 

All identifying information of people, places and specific schools was removed 

from transcripts and where case studies were verified, participants were satisfied with 

the anonymity provided in each case study. Data are securely stored in locked 
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cabinets, with electronic records stored on a university staff server, protected by 

firewalls and password access. 

Conclusion 

This chapter outlined the methodological framework and research design used in 

this study. The research was conducted in the phenomenological tradition of 

qualitative research, adopting an interpretive paradigm which values the reporting of 

participants‟ individual perspectives, utilising their own voice to examine issues 

grounded within a specific context, and accepting the constructed nature of reality.  

The study used a multiple site collective case design to examine the experiences 

of 29 teachers appointed to 17 initial school designated as rural or remote in Western 

Australia. The research addressed the general research question: What are the 

experiences of teachers appointed to rural and remote government schools in their first 

years of appointment?  

Data were collected from questionnaires, interviews, journals, documents, 

observation and memos and analysed inductively to develop and compare individual 

case studies. From the comparative cross-case analysis propositions were developed to 

build theory about rural and remote teachers‟ experiences of commencing 

appointments. Incorporation of multiple data sources ensures the generation of robust 

understandings. 

The study‟s design addressed deficiencies and gaps within rural and remote 

educational research. The longitudinal data collection provided development of 

insights over time, rather than isolated snapshots of teacher experiences. The inclusion 

of participants from diverse rural and remote areas, diverse career and life 

backgrounds, located in diverse school types was designed to generate more 

comprehensive understandings of rural and remote teacher experiences. 

In the next chapter, seven case studies are presented to illustrate the diversity of 

participant experiences, fully contextualised. A story line identifies commonalities of 

experience drawn from all 29 case studies, providing background to the theory 

development discussed in Chapters Six and Seven. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RURAL AND REMOTE TEACHER 

EXPERIENCES: CASE STUDIES OF NOVICE, MATURE-AGED, 

INTERSTATE AND OVERSEAS TEACHERS  

Introduction 

The aim of this study was to generate theory about experiences of teachers 

newly appointed to rural and remote schools in Western Australia. In this chapter, a 

sample of seven of the 29 case studies is presented to illustrate the range and 

complexity of issues and participants‟ experiences from each of the categories (young 

novices, mature-aged novices, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers). The 

individual accounts provide voice to the lived experiences of teachers and the chapter 

concludes with a “storyline” to illustrate the common experiences of all participants. 

These case studies contextualise the theory development presented in Chapters Six and 

Seven. 

For most categories, two case studies are presented: one which represents the 

positive experiences of teachers, resulting in integration, retention and continuity in 

the school; the second represents negative experiences, culminating in alienation and a 

decision to leave the school. The selected case studies do not represent extreme ends 

of the spectrum of experiences; they were chosen because they included fundamental 

recurring themes in the experiences of participants. Each of the case studies engages 

intimately with perspectives and experiences of participants, providing detailed 

accounts of their responses to circumstances and events, reflecting the diversity of 

their specific contexts and individual personalities. Each case study provides 

invaluable insights, so for this reason, full case studies of all participants are appended 

to the thesis as a valuable primary source for other researchers (appended as a CD - 

Appendix A). 

The case studies are presented according to a standard structure. The 

participant‟s background details are provided (age, marital status, field of education, 

relevant employment and family context) followed by a summary of the context in 

which they have been placed. This includes details of their school appointment, the 

school demographics and community characteristics, including size, primary economic 

basis and, in some cases, local facilities; however, more explicit information was not 

included to avoid identification of participants, schools or communities.  
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The story of each participant is presented chronologically according to school 

terms. For most participants the story begins in Term 1 with a retrospective account of 

their experiences in relocating to their new environment. Experiences are then 

revealed for each term, for the length of time spent at the site. A typical account 

proceeds through Term 1 to Term 4 of the first school year and Term 1 of the second 

school year. Where teachers prematurely left appointed locations, their account is 

presented for the terms they remained in the location
4
 and an epilogue summarises 

their subsequent experiences. Where participants commenced appointments mid-year 

their accounts are told from the first term of appointment. 

The cases are constructed using extensive direct quotation from participants, in 

order to present their voices. Direct quotation allows participants to convey 

experiences in their own language, capturing personality, emotion and reflecting 

individual nuances. The case studies are constructed artefacts that provide a 

representation of lived experiences, but it is the researcher‟s belief that participants‟ 

words provide a closer connection to their reality than through researcher narratives 

alone. Nevertheless, in order to achieve appropriate brevity, the accounts were 

condensed and a linking narrative provided. Accounts were verified, where possible, 

by participants. 

Young Novice Teacher Case Studies 

Fiona 

Fiona‟s Background 

Fiona is a single female secondary education graduate, in her early 20s, who left 

home for the first time to commence this appointment. She specialised as an English 

teacher. 

Fiona‟s Current Context: Ashville DHS 

Fiona accepted a two year appointment to Ashville DHS located about five 

hours from Perth. She was assigned classes across the curriculum in English, Society 

and Environment, Maths and Science for Years 9 and 10. Ashville DHS has an 

enrolment of approximately 80 students from pre-primary to Year 11. Over 90% of 

                                            
4
 The case of Graham is an exception to this pattern because he accepted two short-term end 

on rural appointments so the case follows his transition into the second school. 
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students are indigenous. The school has a small staff of seven teachers, with some 

specialist teachers and Aboriginal and Islander Education Officers (AIEOs). Six new 

teachers commenced at the beginning of the year.  

Ashville is in a mixed wheat and sheep farming region with a population of 

approximately 700 people, situated one hour by road from a regional centre. 

Term 1 

I first spoke with Fiona early in Term 1. She had reacted negatively to her 

Ashville appointment, a district she had not nominated. She did not know where it 

was, but thought it “was a hell of a long way away”. Fiona felt pressured to take the 

appointment when told by the DET staffing officer “if you don‟t take the job you 

won‟t be offered another – on the bottom of the list for next year”. She cried, but 

decided to visit the town and school with her mother. Almost before arriving, she 

decided to accept the position. A couple of weeks into the school year, she felt 

enthusiastic and positive about the decision.  

Fiona taught across all areas of secondary curriculum, beyond her subject 

specialisation of English. She claimed it “makes it really difficult for most of the time. 

Three quarters of the time I really don‟t know what I‟m talking about. So lots of 

research has to go into everything”. However, she was not daunted by this. Her 

preparation simply required additional research and planning. 

Fiona initially experienced some difficulties with classroom management, in 

particular, engaging the students:  

I am really tired of banging my head against a brick wall. I really feel 

like I am fighting a losing battle some days. Certain students just seem 

to want to fight me on everything. It makes life difficult when kids 

complain about doing work and complain about having free 

time…behaviour is also becoming a bit of a problem…when half your 

class fails to return from recess it is difficult to not take it personally. 

She believed her interactions with some students were futile. Attendance was sporadic 

and she perceived this to reflect student and parent attitudes. Some parents were giving 

kids the “all clear to act up”.  

Despite behaviour management concerns, Fiona was committed to providing 

students with rich educational experiences and planned a camp to extend their 

knowledge beyond their local community. The camp was intended to motivate school 

attendance because this was a pre-requisite for permission camp attendance. She also 
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tried to motivate students with computer resources, but because the computers were 

unreliable, students became annoyed when they could not access them.  

Fiona was provided with a GEHA unit in a neighbourhood of teachers. She 

commented: “we all live so close to each other „cos there‟s not a whole lot of town 

around here…we spend a lot of time in each other‟s lounge rooms talking about 

everything”. There were new teachers in the unit next door, behind, and down the 

road. They provided Fiona with a strong support mechanism. She valued this “because 

sometimes you‟re just not doing so well. It‟s nice to know there are other people who 

know exactly what‟s happening”. 

She enjoyed the social opportunities in town, believing there were plenty of 

things to do. Her week involved “lots of going to the pub
5
 and playing corporate 

bowls. Everyone‟s always throwing barbecues and organising functions to go to 

wineries…it‟s new and different, I‟ll have a blast”. She believed involvement in these 

opportunities was vital, because “you won‟t survive if you isolate yourself in town”. 

Initially, she was very aware of her visibility within the community, feeling 

like a side show. She felt people immediately knew she was a new teacher. To escape 

this visibility, the teachers often travelled to the regional centre for entertainment like 

the cinema, meals and shopping, where prices were cheaper than in Ashville. The 

regional centre, an hour away, was described as “civilisation”, but with Perth a five 

hour drive away and visits from friends and family, Fiona said, “I don‟t feel 

completely cut off”. 

Towards the end of term, Fiona felt exhausted. She could not recall ever 

being so tired and stressed. She had suffered from tonsillitis for a long time and she 

was dissatisfied with the local medical services. Other teachers told her confidentiality 

was not guaranteed with local medical providers. In the last week of term, she took 

leave to see a Perth specialist. Fiona‟s absence worried the students, believing she had 

left, suffering a nervous breakdown. Her class had five teachers the previous year.  

Term 2 

I visited Fiona at Ashville in the middle of second term. My visit coincided with 

a typically hectic weekend of social interactions. Teachers had stayed after school to 

complete baking for weekend camp fundraising. This became a social activity with 

                                            
5
 Colloquial term for hotel, from the term public house. 
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partners arriving, before moving to the pub. The Saturday morning involved staff 

together for a fundraising car wash and then four teachers shared an evening meal with 

teachers from a nearby town, something they did once a month. The evening provided 

a safe environment in which to discuss school issues: 

We‟ve got similar problems and you‟re in an environment where you 

know it‟s not going to go any further…you know it stays in the room. 

It‟s a really safe environment to just talk about the hassles of being in 

a small town. 

Careful communication was advocated by the Principal, because the community was 

critical of the school and “gossipy”; a place where “word gets around”.  

In first term Fiona “stuck with everyone” only socialising within the teacher sub-

community. On the Sunday of my visit, she decided to get away, because “I‟m so sick 

of the other teachers…Just want to spend a whole day and not see an entire teacher”. 

This was the first time she had socialised independently, breaking away from what she 

perceived were the restrictions of the teacher sub-community. Other teachers provided 

a social safety net, but older teachers warned Fiona that “if you cut yourself off from 

the town, then they‟ll cut you off in return”. Fiona decided: 

I‟m going to involve myself in absolutely everything I possibly can. 

[People are] just so much more embracing when they see you about 

the town and you want to know them and you‟re not just biding your 

time…it‟s almost as if I‟ve become one of the locals in one day. 

Her „absence‟ from other teachers caused concern, illustrating the way teachers looked 

out for each other. They wanted to know where she had been and if she was all right. 

The Principal was also very supportive of staff, working hard to retain teachers in 

town. Because of community crime issues the Principal assured teachers they could 

call her anytime of night, if worried.  

In second term, Fiona felt more comfortable with the students. Her return 

surprised them; they asked: “„You‟re going to stay then?‟…I think the kids change 

when they realise that you‟re going to stay…they know you‟re going to make a go of 

it”. Her acceptance by students was evident from invitations to interact with the 

indigenous community, in a town where interaction between indigenous and non-

indigenous people was uncommon. She noted how much she had learned from the 

beginning of first term when she “didn‟t know anything at all and everything was new 

and different”.  
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She believed finding a topic of interest to students helped to engage them. She 

planned across the curriculum, linking subjects as diverse as Chemistry and English. 

Fiona described one positive experience where “the entire class did not say a word and 

were just drinking in all this information and it was excellent…I found that doing 

things other teachers don‟t do is a way to get to them”. 

Fiona had completed programmes for the whole term and felt very satisfied with 

preparation and marking completed during the holidays. This gave her confidence with 

her performance appraisal. She expected a visit each term from the Principal for the 

first three terms. She did not get warning of the first visit, but this saved her from 

feeling stressed. While there was no induction programme in the school, the teachers 

held regular portfolio meetings and Fiona gained support through these.  

Fiona was ambivalent about separation from her pre-teaching life in Perth. She 

believed having friends and family closer would help her cope. With a sick 

grandfather and continuing personal health problems, she was anxious about the 

distance and time to reach Perth in the case of an emergency, but Fiona was keen to 

return to Ashville after the holidays. She considered being in Perth “almost like a 

disruption from life”. She was not planning regular trips to Perth because good friends 

were planning to visit her and she believed the distance was an opportunity to evaluate 

the strength of relationships. 

Fiona was happy with the quality of her work and non work-life. She had 

stopped looking at her appointment as a temporary two year position: “At the 

beginning of the year it‟s…almost like a jail sentence, you do your time and you leave 

and since then I‟ve got involved in the town”. Her long term career plans of working 

in private schools in Perth were changing, thinking she may not have the same 

freedom elsewhere. She expected to continue in Ashville beyond her two year 

contract. Fiona was generally satisfied with her accommodation and financial 

circumstances, but her satisfaction with the pay depended on daily variations. Some 

days she thought she deserved extra “hazard pay”. 

Term 3 

Fiona‟s return to school was delayed a week due to removal of her tonsils. The 

extra week‟s leave was taken without pay because her sick leave had been used, even 

though her next block of leave was credited within days of returning. Fiona again 
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completed programming during the holidays. She was keen to return to her class, 

seeing her absence as disruptive to students: “I just wanted to get back into my class 

and organise everything…I think they were very proud that they could tell me that 

they were good when I was gone.” 

Characteristics of the students and their context (student transience, absenteeism 

and conflict, associated with some feuding families in town) contributed to continuing 

behaviour management difficulties: “we‟ve had lots of kids coming and going…that 

just shakes everyone up a bit and it‟s been a bit stressed for a little while”. It was 

challenging to motivate students under these circumstances because: 

The kids tend not to be interested by anything at all so you have to 

really encourage them to do different things…this kid, he‟d come to 

school and put his head on the desk and you could not raise him… 

couldn‟t get him to lift his head off the desk and if you did you 

couldn‟t get him to pick up a pen. 

She tackled the problem by developing enterprise projects, which students could sell at 

the Ashville show, integrating theory and practice. The students loved the practical 

and marketing components. Her discussion of student characteristics and learning 

styles demonstrated the extent of her knowledge development: 

That‟s the way kids learn best at our school. They‟re very hands on. 

When you stop and have to do the theory side…the interest drops off 

so you try to do a nice combination of…them. 

Fiona was well supported in the school, receiving a generous quantity of Duties 

Other Than Teaching (DOTT) time. Her DOTT time was used for photocopying, 

marking, collaborative planning and chasing resources, with visits to the District 

Office Resource Centre. She was responsible for English resources throughout the 

school. She coped with internal relief teaching, required about once every three to four 

weeks. Professional development was available through District Office and she was 

travelling to Perth with her secondary colleague to investigate resources. She used the 

internet for contact with other teachers.  

Fiona continued her integration within the community, bowling and attending 

local sporting matches: 

One of the guys at [the sporting match] said, “you‟re one of the only 

teachers that we ever see out at these sorts of things”…I‟m just being 

part of the community…makes it a lot easier because when you teach 

with [other teachers] all the time and because…we‟re girls and we 

have stupid arguments over stupid things, it‟s nice to go out and know 

other people in town besides the teachers. 
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She recently joined the local band as a singer. Her satisfaction with the Ashville 

lifestyle is conveyed by frequent use of the phrase “it‟s great fun”. She compares her 

social interactions in Ashville with her previous lifestyle. In Ashville:  

You don‟t go out with just your friends, you go out with the entire 

town…everyone wants to talk to you and you get roped into playing a 

game of pool…so it‟s a lot bigger.  

While she initially anticipated visits from family, she now finds them intrusive. She 

experienced moments of depression earlier in the year, being away from home, feeling 

stressed and isolated, but such periods have not lasted long. 

Term 4 

Fiona returned rested from third term holidays, after relaxing, catching up with 

friends, sleeping and planning. During her absence, the school receptionist looked 

after her unit, because burglary was quite common in town. Local law and order issues 

directly impacted on school staff with the Deputy Principal assaulted at home. 

Inaccurate representations of the event spread rapidly through the town. Despite the 

attack, Fiona felt secure and confident. 

Fiona was satisfied with professional development opportunities, having 

attended sessions on mental health, drug abuse and the New Teacher Seminar. District 

Office recently offered teachers outside their subject areas opportunities to observe 

specialist teachers in the regional centre, an offer Fiona would have gladly accepted 

earlier in the year. She now felt comfortable working outside her curriculum area, 

having accepted she does not need to be an expert. She learns along with her students.  

The camp Fiona worked hard to achieve occurred and was a positive experience: 

“intense and busy and crazy”. Classroom challenges continued with student transience 

and fluctuating class numbers. Her class doubled in size with children re-appearing 

after an absence of four weeks, changing class dynamics and behaviour management:  

You plan lessons, but you don‟t actually expect anyone to be there and 

all of a sudden all of these kids turn up and the whole behaviour 

management, you‟ve got to redo it all again…most of your time is 

spent trying to get their behaviours back on track. 

Fiona felt a higher degree of self-efficacy, having successfully dealt with this problem 

previously. She now knew: “it‟s possible to get them on the way to learning stuff”. 

Fiona‟s development during the year was supported by the Principal and an 

informal mentor, a teacher of 30 years‟ experience, in her second year at the school. 
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The extended social network of teachers and people in the community were valuable 

and my contact with Fiona provided an additional distant audience. She noted again 

the need for careful local communication.  

At the end of year, staffing for the next year created uncertainty amongst 

teachers: “it‟s all completely insane and no one knows what‟s going on…everyone is 

just sitting around going OK what do we do?...so we‟re trying to plan for next year 

with no real idea of what‟s going to happen”. A reduction of teachers was predicted 

and conflict occurred over allocation of specialist roles. Fiona attributed the conflict to 

people reaching their limits of amiability: “everyone‟s finally had enough of being 

nice to everyone and having to get along. Everyone has just finally worn down on their 

nerves. They are less inclined to put up with each other‟s crap”. With the other 

secondary teacher leaving, Fiona felt nervous being the only experienced secondary 

teacher. These anxieties, and end of year exhaustion, impacted on her classroom 

management and leisure activities: “I‟ve just had enough of everything”. At times, she 

gave up and said: “OK everyone, just do whatever you like”, squandering DOTT time 

to regain her equanimity. Other teachers counted down the days until the end of the 

year, but Fiona believed this was a defeatist attitude. When she looked beyond the 

uncertainty, she felt optimistic about the next year, excited by new ideas and goals. 

She knew most of the students and after spending the first half of the year muddling 

through, she now had a clear vision.  

The extent of Fiona‟s integration into the community became evident when her 

family visited. When her father described the location as “a dump”, Fiona became 

defensive, demonstrating her affiliation with Ashville by responding: “it may be a 

dump, but it‟s my dump”. Fiona recalled that she “stood there bawling” when her 

parents left her the first time: “I was just horrified that I was being left here”. Now she 

fitted in and belonged. Her parents noted her familiarity: “it just seems like you were 

born here”. Moving away from home provided Fiona with an opportunity to grow: “I 

don‟t think I could ever go back to not being myself now”.  

Evidence of Fiona‟s acceptance by the community was provided again when a 

bowling club member asked if she was staying for a third year. She responded: “I 

might stay for a second year first”. The bowler replied, “It feels like you‟ve been here 

for ages, because you always get into everything”. Fiona also noted the potential 

negatives of such visibility. She was aware of restrictions being a teacher in a small 
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community: “in town there are actually three sectors: males, females and teachers. 

Everyone knows you as a teacher”. At times, during the year she rebelled against this 

label: “part of me is not a teacher; I‟m a 22 year old girl”. 

She described the year as “a big learning rollercoaster”, having the “normal 

amount” of tears during the year, primarily due to frustrations with students and some 

initial home sickness. She was tempted to leave on a couple of occasions when kids 

directly refused to cooperate and she asked herself “why the hell am I bothering? Why 

am I doing it?” Such frustrations were balanced with moments of satisfaction when 

resistant students enjoyed lessons. She coped by “putting her head down” and 

“keeping going”, determined to persevere, and accepting the turbulence. She firmly 

believed Ashville was “a good place” and would now advocate the school as “a great 

learning experience. If you can teach here you can teach anywhere…you can deal with 

anything”. From “surviving” at the beginning of the year, she believed, by mid year 

that the experience changed to “learning”. 

Second Year 

When I spoke to Fiona in her second year she had enjoyed a positive start to 

Term 1. Returning to Ashville was “coming home”. She attributed her successful start 

to thorough planning, completed at the end of the year and during holidays and 

familiarity with her environment.  

Significant staffing changes had occurred: a new Deputy and two new teachers, 

both graduates, replaced five staff. Fiona was nervous being the „experienced‟ 

secondary teacher, now supporting a novice. She was taking extra subjects and her 

workload had increased, but Fiona accepted the demands of the job: “You just do the 

work until the work‟s done and then you go home”. Despite some behaviour 

management difficulties, Fiona felt positively towards the students who were “actually 

really nice”. Her performance appraisal had commenced, but she was not concerned 

about this, because the Principal indicated she had nothing to worry about and she 

favourably evaluated her own skill development:  

much more direct this year…I guess you kind of let yourself get 

pushed around a little bit more when everyone‟s testing the 

boundaries…you decide what you want and don‟t want in the 

classroom. But this year it was much clearer. I already knew the 

kids…I could say what I wanted straight up. 
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She negotiated the curriculum with students, finding out what they wanted to learn. 

She was satisfied with collegial relationships, having formed strong friendships with 

two young teachers and she had an active social life, integrating with the local 

community. Trips to the regional centre were still an important part of her week and an 

opportunity to access facilities and services.  

Fiona‟s perception of her appointment had changed from a jail sentence to a 

great opportunity. She returned for her second year and intended to remain longer. She 

had developed professionally with the support of colleagues and the Principal. She 

managed her workload and accessed professional development, overcoming student 

resistance to establish positive relationships, despite their transience, absenteeism and 

challenging behaviour. She had forged links with the community by socialising 

beyond the teacher sub-community. Fiona described herself as “over” issues of 

separation from her family and was now reluctant to return to Perth. She had adapted 

to her new environments and was forging ahead with her career.  

Mandy 

Mandy‟s Background 

Mandy is a Western Australian woman, in her early 20s, who completed her 

secondary teaching qualification in Melbourne, as an English teacher. Her partner, also 

from Melbourne, is an English as a Second Language (ESL) teacher, appointed as a 

Maths teacher to the same school. 

Mandy‟s Current Context: Foldguild SHS 

Mandy accepted a two year appointment to Foldguild Senior High School, two 

weeks before school commenced. She was appointed as a Home Economics (HE) 

teacher, until an English teaching position became vacant. The school operates on two 

campuses: a senior and middle school. Mandy is at the middle school campus with 

over 800 students from Years 8 to 10. Eleven percent of students are indigenous. The 

school has 118 full time staff. Foldguild is a regional centre with a population of 

approximately 30,000. 
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Term 1 

Mandy accepted this appointment “in desperation”; the only position offered to 

Mandy and Sam as a couple. They expected it would be an advantage being a couple, 

but they felt DET wanted single people to slot anywhere: “it seemed like we were 

being treated as a disadvantage…I don‟t think the Department‟s treatment of couples 

is that great”. The appointment and relocation process was a bureaucratic jungle for 

Mandy and Sam, having difficulties with accommodation, because as a couple they 

were a “family” and not eligible for furnished housing. They experienced “hassles 

with pay…being underpaid by the Department”. 

Mandy reported feeling stressed and uncomfortable from the first interview. She 

struggled adapting to a full-time job, performance appraisal and the community. 

Mandy took the Home Economics position because no other jobs were offered. She 

was teaching Cooking, Craft and Childcare, finding the experience challenging. The 

content was unfamiliar and while she coped with Cooking, she had not expected the 

other subjects. She felt uncomfortable with the classroom management skills needed in 

practical subjects and struggled to make the subjects interesting, while catering for 

mixed ability classes, including education support
6
 students. However, Mandy had a 

positive attitude to the students, finding them receptive because the subjects were 

electives. She related well to Year 8 students, new to the school, believing she shared 

their outsider perspective.  

The real challenge for Mandy was working with other staff in her department. 

Mandy was the only new teacher in the HE Department, with other staff at the school 

for around five years. She felt very isolated, because her philosophy of teaching was 

different to the beliefs of other teachers in her department. Mandy attributed this to her 

different curriculum background. She found their methods conservative, relying on 

worksheets, copying down notes and colouring in. She was particularly concerned 

about her relationship with the Head of Department (HOD) who was responsible for 

her performance appraisal. The HOD commented: “Another year with someone who 

doesn‟t know what they are doing”. She felt unsupported, unaccepted and unvalued, 

being told what to do without any discussion or negotiation.  

                                            
6
 Students with specific learning, intellectual or physical disabilities who require additional 

classroom learning support. 
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Within three weeks of commencing, Mandy had her first performance appraisal. 

She felt pressure to perform well, because performance appraisal was a significant 

issue in the school. Mandy was concerned about the way the system was used: 

they seem to think that it‟s a big thing, whereas I‟ve heard that it‟s 

meant to be more a supportive thing which gives you feedback and it 

can help me develop, but at the school I found it‟s…really stressful for 

a lot of the teachers…nail biting stuff, talking a lot about discipline 

and actually trying to fit teachers into a specific model…rather than 

accepting that they might have changing teaching styles.  

She believed the application of the appraisal process was harsher in HE than other 

areas, but she was aware of complaints by other teachers too.  

Her discomfort extended beyond her subject department to the culture of the 

school generally. She described the school as fragmented into different groups, with a 

high staff turnover; Mandy and Sam were two of 18 new graduates at the school. 

Many felt alienated from the school‟s structure and values, particularly in relation to 

treatment of indigenous students. She was offended by teachers‟ racist comments, 

seeing negative community attitudes reflected in the school. She believed indigenous 

students were not catered for in the curriculum or choice of pedagogy. Mandy liked 

working with indigenous students, finding them interesting because she needed to look 

for different ways to engage them. For Mandy, they were the best thing in the school. 

Mandy had ambivalent attitudes to the location and community of Foldguild. 

She felt it was “an interesting place” with adequate facilities, but it was difficult to 

keep entertained: “You‟ve just got to find things to do and keep yourself busy 

otherwise you get a bit bored”. She looked forward to trips to Perth to see family and 

friends. She was satisfied with the new, centrally located GEHA accommodation, but 

she was concerned about security, having heard the premises had been burgled twice. 

Mandy developed rapport with teachers outside her department, making it easier 

to cope with the job. Her concerns were similar to other new graduates, who provided 

professional and social support. Having her partner present was also a support, but the 

relationship was strained by their shared uncertainty and dissatisfaction with their 

appointments. Mandy spent a lot of time crying and they considered leaving many 

times in the first weeks. They looked for other jobs, consulted family members and 

evaluated their situation. They decided to “stick it out” and save for other goals. The 

decision to stay was motivated by positive relationships with students, the income and 
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a desire to make the best of the opportunity. Mandy ambivalently evaluated her 

experiences as “pretty negative…quite testing and I‟ve learnt a lot”. 

Term 2 

In Term 2, the significant issue remained workplace dissatisfaction for Mandy 

and Sam, creating dilemmas and ambivalent feelings. While Mandy conveyed some 

optimism that “this term will be a bit better”, she conceded they were actively looking 

for employment alternatives in other states and overseas: “we‟re considering that, but 

we‟re thinking we‟ll probably see it through to the end of this term and decide then”.  

Role displacement was the dominant reason for Mandy‟s worklife distress. She 

was dissatisfied with teaching outside her specialist area: “we‟d both really like to 

teach English as a Second Language…to get into our major areas rather than teaching 

because they can‟t find someone”. Teaching an unfamiliar subject was “really boring 

and…it‟s not what I want to do”. She did not know how to engage students; she was 

nervous about her teaching, under pressure from the performance appraisal system, 

and felt professionally undervalued. 

In particular, Mandy felt marginalised and dismissed by her HOD. She was 

unable to work as an autonomous professional and was not permitted to modify 

content to meet the needs of indigenous students, by including culturally relevant food 

preparation and child rearing practices. She was told by her HOD:  

That‟s irrelevant, this is what we‟re teaching and don‟t make the 

curriculum inclusive in a way…I feel a bit angry about that, but I just 

try and work things in so she won‟t notice…I have a lot of boys in my 

class…especially in food, but…her programme is quite feminine and I 

know that a lot of the boys tune out so I„ve been trying to…engage 

them more and I‟ve found that has been working, but I‟ve been told 

“No you have to stay on the programme”. At Teachers‟ College we 

were taught that you have to suit your teaching to the needs of the 

students and if everyone has to teach the same thing then that doesn‟t 

really fit. 

Mandy‟s justification of her approach was ignored.  

Mandy acknowledged having some difficulties with behaviour management, but 

she believed behaviour management was prioritised over learning: 

There seems to be an obsession [with]…control and that‟s all that 

matters…some teachers say it‟s more important for you to have 

control of the class than to be actually learning and I thought that‟s a 

bit disturbing. I don‟t really like that idea.  
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Many of her beliefs were not consistent with expectations of school executives and 

some other teachers. She felt alienated from the school culture and under pressure to 

conform to expected practices. She believed the performance appraisal system was 

used to socialise new teachers into the normative practices of the school:  

Our superiors…[are] quite narrow minded; this is the way we do 

things….they have quite a traditional teaching style, a lot of the staff 

in the school…we came in wanting to do things a bit differently and 

they couldn‟t really see that there was much point to that. 

The performance appraisal system at the school involved three visits from three 

different executives every term. Mandy was apprehensive, feeling the emphasis was 

negative: “you get more told what you‟re doing wrong than what you‟re doing right. 

You‟re constantly getting told what you‟re doing wrong”. Organisation and 

documentation was emphasised in the appraisal process and with this emphasis, 

Mandy felt unable to:  

focus on your teaching…you‟re always doing other things…worrying 

about the administration…having to meet with your supervisor all of 

the time and arrange things…takes away time when you could be 

working on your lessons…last term we found it really difficult to just 

focus on the teaching and not worry about the politics. 

Many of Mandy‟s criticisms were aimed at school executives, because there “doesn‟t 

seem to be that much support at the school for new teachers”.  

The Principal is a bit of a nonentity. We don‟t really see him much… 

We don‟t have anything to do with him. We‟ve never heard much 

from him…and the other Deputy…really overbearing, just shout at 

you like they do with students…one of them lied to me. 

Mandy formed relationships with other disaffected teachers, reducing her 

isolation and validating her perceptions:  

We‟ve had a lot of support from other teachers…we‟ve made quite 

good friends with and…they say the school is really hard to work at 

with the people at the top. You just have to stand firm or they‟ll walk 

all over you. That was really good to know that other people had the 

same sort of experience. 

Colleagues were a valuable sounding board for Mandy‟s problems. As a couple, 

Mandy and Sam were isolated from young single teachers, but they were satisfied with 

their own company. Without Sam, she “would have left a long time ago”, but the 

relationship was strained by their experiences: 

It has been really hard because when we‟ve both been distressed you 

don‟t have anyone to bounce off. You‟re both stressing each other out 
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…but in the end it has been quite good, because you have someone 

who understands what you‟re going through. 

Mandy was critical of local entertainment, limited to social drinking and team 

sports. They attempted to find other amusements, like yabbying and visiting nearby 

locations, but “there‟s not really much you can do here…and that‟s been hard to get 

used to”. The living costs were expensive, so they limited telephone calls. Incorrect 

pay rates and failure to deduct rent left them worrying about demands for arrears. They 

were unsuccessful in resolving the problem: 

We don‟t know what‟s happening. We‟ve rung the Department and no 

one has got back to us so we haven‟t paid anything. I‟m sure we‟ll get 

a big bill in the next few months. We were getting paid the wrong 

amount to start off with…but they sorted that out when we sent about 

three transcripts in…we‟ve phoned about the rent, but they don‟t seem 

to have done anything.  

Mandy reported the problems were similar for other teachers. 

Clearly, Mandy was not satisfied with her worklife. Mandy and Sam continued 

to seek employment alternatives, in order to: 

teach within our subject area…in a school that‟s more welcoming 

where we don‟t feel as alienated; where we don‟t feel out of it. I find 

this school is quite traditional. We feel like…we don‟t really fit in. 

Mandy was told she could move into an English teaching position when one became 

available at the school, but she has “spoken to both Deputies about it and it doesn‟t 

look like anything is going to happen”. She constantly returned to the dilemma of 

whether to remain at the school or seek alternative employment. This caused persistent 

anguish and dissatisfaction: 

The thing that stops us leaving is…people say just stick it out, the 

sensible thing is to stay…but we‟re getting quite depressed and quite 

disillusioned with teaching as a profession by staying here and that 

can‟t be good…we‟re not really aware of our rights and whether we 

can get out of our contract after six months…It‟s not adding to our 

confidence; it‟s making me feel more nervous in the classroom as if 

I‟ve failed….You feel really undermined…You don‟t have the 

confidence in yourself…I‟ve been through a roller-coaster of emotions 

and it‟s really brought the quality of my life to rock bottom.  

Mandy‟s sole source of satisfaction was interaction with students.  

Epilogue: Second Semester 

My next interview with Mandy occurred two months after her resignation from 

Foldguild SHS at the end of Term 2. She and Sam immediately relocated to Perth. 
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Mandy was now teaching a 0.6 load in English at a Catholic secondary school, with 

relief work up to a full load. The position was for one term, with prospects to continue. 

She sounded buoyant and happy to have a positive employment experience. 

Mandy and Sam left Foldguild with the support of other teachers, who advised 

them “you don‟t have to put up with this”, but the decision was not taken lightly: 

We took the job because we were intending to stay up there…but we 

just couldn‟t and that was frustrating, because we really wanted to 

work and we felt it was our fault in a way. 

I thought it was a commitment. In my head, it was to commit to a 

year, but we just couldn‟t bear to stay that long…I had to make that 

decision...I feel a bit of guilt. 

They received a mixed response from other staff and students:  

A lot of the people…went “Great I wish I could go as well”…but 

…people who were in power like HODs were saying “you won‟t get a 

job anywhere else”…trying to put us down because they‟re left to 

work there…There was a bit of bitchiness from some. My HOD was 

pretty cold to me because they knew they had a problem finding 

another Home Ec. Teacher…but we felt really relieved. 

A couple of boys said, “That‟s good, glad you‟re gone” but I did get 

quite a few [comments]…from the aboriginal girls, “Why don‟t you 

stay? Why are you leaving?” Which made me a bit upset…I was 

crying and I got a card and present so that made me feel good; that in 

some ways…I was appreciated. 

Mandy confirmed her reasons for leaving Foldguild were curriculum area 

displacement and isolation within the culture of the school: 

I was teaching in another method area…I was in a school that I found 

to be really oppressive, just not a nice environment to work in at all. 

It‟s such a difference for me to have staff who are more like a team, 

share resources and talk to you about their problems and help you with 

yours, a more collaborative approach…in that school you were very 

isolated, you were always doubted by your senior teachers and… 

people wouldn‟t really listen to your ideas…and teachers at this 

school really want to deal with the kids. 

She is now teaching her preferred curriculum area in a comfortable school culture. 

Mandy identified the appointment process as the cause of some problems. She 

felt misinformed and pressured to accept the position: 

We were made to feel like we were a nuisance being a couple wanting 

to teach in the… same town…I did feel pressured to take the job. 

I think the problems started before we even got to the school because 

we had been put into these positions…teaching outside our area and 

we were led to believe that we could get changed at the school, which 
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didn‟t happen. The school…could have made more effort to get us 

back into our area because jobs did come up…and we weren‟t 

considered for them…we were quite frustrated about that. 

The appraisal process was a further stress: “if they could interpret the appraisal process 

less obsessively then that would be better”.  

Despite the trauma, Mandy identified positive aspects of her experiences at 

Foldguild: 

I learnt a lot about teaching and what I want out of a job...but it‟s one 

of those things that I wouldn‟t want to happen again…we made some 

friends and…teaching aboriginal kids, I really enjoyed that. 

However, she believed she could have found a more suitable short-term appointment 

in her curriculum area if she had not accepted the position at Foldguild: 

It did leave me with a bit of a sour taste in my mouth…the way we 

were treated….I found it very traumatic…the stress was so depressing 

and traumatic, and crying so much…now when I think about it I feel 

more sad. 

Mandy was uncertain about her long-term career goals. Her preference was for 

remaining in the private sector, but she was considering working overseas and thought 

she would consider a rural position again at some stage in the future. 

Mature-Aged Novice Teacher Case Studies 

Tate 

Tate‟s Background 

Tate is a mature-aged novice secondary Mathematics teacher, in his late 20s, 

married with two small children. His family accompanied him to Westham. Tate grew 

up in rural NSW, leaving school for a hairdressing career. He attempted tertiary 

studies in Sydney, but found urban life too daunting, returning to his rural home. 

Tate‟s family moved to Perth for proximity to relations and he returned to University. 

Tate was seeking a “country lifestyle” when he nominated Westham, as his first 

preference. The location had proximity to Perth and family, while offering rural 

lifestyle advantages. The move suited the family with children just commencing 

primary school. 

Tate‟s Current Context: Westham SHS 

Tate accepted a one year position as a Mathematics teacher at Westham SHS. 

The school has a student population of 700 with 57% in lower secondary and 43% in 
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senior secondary. Ten percent of students were indigenous. Forty-nine percent of 

students received Secondary Education Assistance allowance, indicating low 

economic status. A third of students were bussed to school from surrounding rural 

towns with 5% of students in residential boarding facilities. There were 50 full-time 

staff, with a high proportion living in the local town or surrounding rural locations. 

Some staff commuted daily from the metropolitan area.  

Tate was placed in GEHA housing, after assertively pursuing this. The town had 

a population of approximately 6000 people. It is an agricultural regional centre. 

Term 1 

Tate was anxious about housing from the moment he received his placement 

notification. He assumed, from information provided during his pre-service education, 

housing would be available for families moving to rural locations. He was informed in 

mid-January that family accommodation was not available so he drove to Westham, 

looked at private accommodation, but having been a student, he did not have adequate 

financial means. He contacted a local teacher who: 

was to be my saviour. She was my first contact at the school and 

reassured me and my wife that everything would work out. We shared 

some stories of her first placement and the difficulties she 

remembered. Her warmth and energy were contagious and I left 

Westham that day still homeless, but reassured and reinvigorated. 

He made numerous phone calls to Housing and Transport, pleading his case, and 

eventually was allocated a house. The experience was quite traumatic, but Tate saw 

this as a learning experience, and now felt “more confident in my ability to stand up 

for myself”. Tate‟s family relocated a week before school commenced. He was very 

happy with the accommodation in a quiet street, surrounded by other teachers. 

Tate attended the DET induction days and described himself as a “sponge trying 

to absorb everything”. The school provided a “First Day” package and special sessions 

for all new staff. A new position of “Staff Mentor” provided support to teachers, 

specifically for behaviour management of students.  

Tate was consulted about the allocation of classes, something he had not 

expected. His department was progressive, with the implementation of curriculum 

changes and they welcomed Tate‟s knowledge, from recent studies. He already felt 

valued, and this positively impacted on his professional identity. On day two he said, 

“I know I am starting to feel like a teacher”. 
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Tate wrote extensively about his first encounters with students. He focused on 

learning about each class and individual. He evaluated situations quickly and 

responded. In period four on his first day, Tate struggled to convey his classroom 

management policy to students. He reflected: 

My message was not getting across. I stopped. Told everyone to get 

up, go outside, have a drink and come back ready for a new start. It 

seemed to work. 

But his greatest challenge on this first day was a Year 9 class and one student in 

particular. His detailed account provides valuable insight: 

Teachers claim they have learned more from their „horror classes‟ 

than their gifted and talented kids and if that is true…at the end of the 

year I will have many stories to tell about my Year 9-C class. Thirty 

five students in the class, eight students who have been diagnosed and 

are medicated for ADHD, a large group of Noongar
7
 students, two 

students with physical disabilities and one, who I will call Jacob, who 

has sociopathic tendencies…just a few things he did on the first day: 

 Came into class ten minutes late, no note, no reason given. He 

walked in and clipped another boy across the ear causing minor 

scuffle. I had a chat to him outside. He made no eye contact and just 

shrugged when I asked him questions. 

 Twenty minutes into class he just got up and walked out…I 

followed him and asked where he was going. “To get a fuckin‟ drink”, 

was his reply. 

 Upon returning he sat down and broke the chair.  

 I gave out workbooks…Jacob proceeded to write obscenities over 

his cover. I asked him to either rub them out or cover them up. He tore 

the cover off and threw it out the window…Again outside, quiet chat, 

no eye contact. At this stage I was thinking, what am I doing wrong? 

He really hadn‟t given me a chance. 

 3 o‟clock, 15 minutes to go, Jacob…walks out of class. I asked 

where he was going. “Home” was his comment going out the door. 

Again I followed him. He walked straight past my HOD and kept 

going. 

When I got back to the staffroom…the other maths‟ teachers said, “So 

you‟ve met Jacob”. He is apparently a student with hard core 

behaviour problems. He was suspended a dozen times last year…I 

didn‟t know whether to feel good or bad. I was reassured that maybe it 

wasn‟t just me, but I felt sorry for this poor kid. He obviously needed 

something that the school wouldn‟t or couldn‟t supply. I decided that 

the next day would be a fresh start and I would make Jacob my 

personal source of PD.  

                                            
7
 Noongar is the local term for indigenous people in Westham and surrounding regions 

throughout the south of Western Australia. 
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In this confronting situation, Tate demonstrated a capacity to remain calm, despite 

strongly challenging behaviour and to view this student as a learning opportunity. He 

reflected and consulted with his colleagues to gain information and made the 

judgement that “maybe it wasn‟t just me”. He depersonalised the incident, trying to 

empathically understand a difficult student. 

Tate quickly identified and investigated students with poor results. He contacted 

parents, identified resources in the school, made contact with students‟ former schools 

and organised case conferences to develop support plans. Tate reflected on one case: 

“it was a really powerful experience for me as my actions led to some change”.  

By the end of term, Tate described himself as “tired, but enjoying it”, already 

“part of the school community” and starting to “develop good relationships in the 

staffroom”. He was planning collaboratively with another teacher, starting to “relax 

more in class and students were responding well”.  

Term 2 

This term, Tate consolidated positive relationships with students and peers. He 

believed “the kids are accepting me more. I feel comfortable in my role. I love the 

school, yet feel challenged everyday”. He developed collegial and social relationships 

with Maths Department peers: 

We‟ve got the best department. We had a party last night, all got 

together and that really helps because we‟re just really collaborative in 

our ideas…We share everything and everybody knows what 

everybody‟s doing so it really makes it easier…We don‟t have any 

one letting the side down.  

The Maths Department had several teachers with more than 20 years experience. They 

were role models for Tate, because they retained progressive approaches to teaching 

and curriculum: “they‟re not stuck in their ways. They‟re embracing the whole idea of 

outcomes and this whole collaborative approach”. 

Tate discussed issues with the mentor, HOD and other colleagues. Talk was a 

coping strategy, allowing him to process events which he followed with written 

reflection: 

I feel comfortable now talking to anyone, particularly [the Mentor], 

[the HOD] and [the Principal]. They‟re very approachable...if you‟ve 

got an issue you can talk to [the Principal], particularly if you‟re not 

trying to be judgemental. She likes that – let‟s look at the positive side 

and what we can do about it.  
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While he found a lot of support in the school at all levels, not all teachers perceived 

the school to be supportive: “we need that collegiality in the school. We have that in 

our Maths Department, but I don‟t know that we have it anywhere else”. The faculty 

structure created fragmented contexts. Because of proximity to Perth, some staff 

commuted daily from the metropolitan area in carpools. Tate believed commuting 

teachers were less connected with the school, making collegial work difficult by 

leaving immediately at the end of the day.  

Tate was developing awareness of indigenous education issues. His experiences 

with Noongar students challenged his beliefs about social inequities. He felt 

unprepared to meet indigenous students‟ needs, but he was establishing positive 

rapport:  

These kids come to school unprepared (no books, no stationery, no 

bags, sometimes no shoes). This has a huge impact on my role as 

teacher…I have some quite talented Noongar students, but they are at 

a huge disadvantage to their peers. 

He reviewed his beliefs about indigenous disadvantage and teaching, commenting: “I 

tried to treat everyone the same and I didn‟t really even consider race as a factor, but 

this was naive. These kids need a bit of extra help just to level out the playing field”. 

He was initially “shocked” by students‟ language and loudness. After discussions with 

the Mentor, he accepted the behaviour as a reflection of students‟ environments and 

values, but he felt uncomfortable with it and still attempted to modify it. Despite the 

magnitude of the issue, Tate was keen to achieve change. He conveyed a sense of 

efficacy and agency that this may be achievable: 

I think that maybe there‟s a bigger issue here. I feel that it‟s across the 

board; respect for teachers and the way kids talk to each other and 

teachers. It‟s a huge change. I would like to change that.  

Tate connected with some of the challenging students by taking a role leading an 

extracurricular programme called Bush Cadets. The group targeted students at 

educational risk (SAER), meeting after school to complete community conservation 

projects. Tate took students for a tree-planting weekend and was planning a long hike 

on the Bibbulman Track
8
. He enjoyed the interaction with students and the visibility of 

being a teacher in a small community: “I actually quite enjoy bumping into the kids 

                                            
8
 The Bibbulman Track is a 960km walking track through the south west of Western Australia. 
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down the street too. We go shopping, I have some of my Year 11 students work at 

Woolies
9
 on Thursday nights and it‟s good”.  

Tate handled particularly challenging situations in class and during broader 

school duties. In one incident, a scuffle between two students over a calculator resulted 

in an epileptic student losing consciousness, in a life threatening situation:  

It was a big shock…Kids are quite often punching each other and… 

one kid pushed the other kid, the other kid hit him back.…I thought he 

was mucking around…and then it started happening and we put him 

down on the floor and got the nurse and…the rest of the kids I then 

took outside on to the basketball courts…[the Mentor] got…a first-

aider and they sorted him out and took him away in an ambulance. 

He‟s still in [Hospital]…been there for a couple of weeks and…I‟ve 

tried to use this as an example about consequences of your actions.  

Tate was offered counselling. He was worried about his handling of the situation, but 

he received extensive support from staff and was provided with feedback about the 

appropriateness of his actions: “I got a lot of support from everybody saying that I had 

done everything well…it could have quite easily become a situation that was out of 

control. I was well supported…which helped”. He had also defused a fight between 

students at the school social. These incidents required quick thinking in the face of 

violent behaviour. On both occasions, Tate was praised for his actions. He reflected in 

writing about each experience, debriefed with others, and focused on student welfare. 

There was an absence of hysteria or personal trauma in his comments. He simply 

considered the question “what more could I have done?” 

Tate‟s positive rapport with students enabled him to achieve positive outcomes 

in very difficult situations. He used humour and applied new strategies from 

professional development sessions. He discussed issues with the Mentor and attempted 

to deescalate situations, reflecting: 

it depends how you want to react…at times I sit back and go, it really 

is important and I should have done something about that here before 

it comes to this level. It‟s hard to know when to draw the line. 

Even highly challenging and confrontational experiences were perceived as learning 

opportunities for professional growth. Difficult and troubled students were “just kids 

and most of the time they just need a big hug, but you can‟t do that 24 hours a day”.  

His commitment to students is also evident in his approach to assessment. He 

achieves a one day turn around on students‟ tests: 

                                            
9
 A local supermarket. 
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I…find it easier to go home and mark it…in one session…More 

consistent that way…they like it back the next day...I make marking a 

priority.  

Commitment to helping students was the prime motivation for Tate‟s career choice. 

I always liked mathematics, and I liked helping people…That was 

why I went into it. Now I‟m learning more about it…the decision‟s 

better every day. I just enjoy helping kids.  

However, the way he helped students changed from a focus on mathematical skills to 

life skill development: 

If you can take a kid…just a small step, you‟ve actually had a win…I 

found that for some kids bringing a pen to school is an achievement 

…if they don‟t have that they don‟t learn…Maybe then we can start 

teaching them mathematics…At the start of the year I wouldn‟t have 

considered that to be an achievement. 

With work commitments dominating Tate‟s time, spilling into his non-worklife, 

there was little opportunity for other interactions. Planning, preparation and marking 

took priority in his life: 

I have given a priority to making sure I am organised.…You need to be 

well planned and ready to go in the classroom so you can enjoy it as 

well. I‟m trying to…enjoy every lesson, even the challenging ones… 

You need to be out there and in their faces. That gets tiring. 

One of the major school difficulties was relief teacher shortages. Tate 

commented: “staff morale is very low; we have a desperate relief problem in town. No 

relief teachers and lots of need for some. I have done about six periods of relief so far 

this term and that is less then most”. Relief teaching reduced DOTT time, but 

fortunately, his department‟s collaborative planning reduced lesson preparation: 

In our collaborative environment in the department, we have our 

programme and preparation done so well in advance that I‟m not… 

having to think about what I‟m going to do tomorrow…We‟ve got a 

pool of resources that have been built up over a long period of time. 

We‟re changing it continually…but we‟ve got a solid basis to work 

on. I still do a lot of [resource development] to respond to what the 

kids are like here, but it‟s not like I have to do everything. 

Tate‟s family settled into the community successfully. His wife was completing 

weekend tertiary studies, aiming to gain part time work in Westham: 

She‟s really relaxed now. She‟s started to do more, she‟s got a horse 

and the kids have settled into school…starting to make friends. The 

lifestyle suited us. 

I feel stable and that‟s good…I think I‟m happy, my kids are happy 

my wife‟s happy…I feel like I‟m in the right place right now. 
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He feels “at home” in Westham and the Principal has extended his fixed-term 

appointment for a second year. Tate now sees potential for a lifetime in Westham: 

Originally I was talking about until the kids were going to high 

school…but now…I don‟t know if that‟s even an issue. I had this 

sense about Perth high schools being better, but now that I‟m here I 

think that‟s a bit hypocritical...That‟s not what I want to do. We could 

settle here for life. 

He enjoyed activities with his children and socialised with parents of other children. 

Westham provided all the facilities the family needed. While Tate was very happy 

with the accommodation, he was dissatisfied with property maintenance and was still 

troubled by the difficulty of acquiring accommodation, stating: “I felt that I wasn‟t 

treated all that well…it‟s intimidating…I think I‟d deal with it better now if I was 

going to move somewhere else…I was nearly ready to give up.”  He described his 

interactions with DET as very frustrating: “I‟ve never been able to contact and get any 

sort of reassurance about anything”. 

While Tate was very tired from his work commitments, he evaluated his 

experiences positively: 

Tiring, but worthwhile. I never even thought for an instant that maybe 

I‟m doing the wrong thing...I am tired, I know it‟s the end of the term, 

but I think that‟s only because I put in 100% effort as well. I‟ve 

probably got 50% back, but I‟ve got something back and it‟s good. 

Quality wise I think that I‟m really supported…I am really lucky 

because of that support. 

Term 3 

Tate returned to school after spending a week of his holiday walking the 

Bibbulman Track with the Bush Cadets. The trip was a personal achievement for Tate 

and the students. While not all students completed the trip, he described the event as: 

a life changing experience for all of us. A couple of the kids who 

made it were amongst the „worst kids in the school‟. They were 

constantly outside classes, in faculty withdrawal, detentions or 

suspended. I hope the personal struggle they went through makes 

school seem like a pretty easy option and their behaviour is changed… 

I was proud of the kids; they reassured me that I was doing the right 

thing in life. It made me more determined to make a difference.  

This term Tate acquired a different focus – from concentration on behaviour 

management to curriculum and pedagogy. He introduced daily newspaper reading to 

engage and reward students and he negotiated the curriculum with them:  

I am trying to negotiate the curriculum with my Year 9 class. Not in a 

lovey-dovey…way, but I am saying…“these are the skills I want to 
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expose you to…we have several ways of doing it…do you have any 

ideas of your own?” As a consequence we have been using technology 

more, we have done more group work and also we get outside the 

classroom on a regular basis. At first I would have been a bit afraid of 

how the kids would behave outside the comfort of the classroom, but 

as the process is negotiated I have had very few problems. It is seen as 

a reward and…meaningful. I am not claiming to have turned non-

engagers into model students, but I have seen progress. 

He continued discussing teaching approaches with other staff, working collaboratively 

on cross-curricular planning and improving assessment tasks. He would like to extend 

this collaboration, actively initiating change, confidently taking a „grass roots‟ 

approach – working with individuals to achieve small, cumulative results. In all areas, 

Tate considered he was “making progress”. 

By the end of term, Tate delivered professional development to teachers at the 

feeder DHSs. He initiated a project to communicate with feeder school teachers so 

they were aware of requirements for upper secondary mathematics at Westham SHS. 

Tate was given the co-ordinator role because of his curriculum knowledge. He 

received positive feedback from the Principal and HOD for this work. 

Despite his successes, Tate had frustrations. He yearned to increase his teaching 

time and reduce the behaviour management focus. Networking with colleagues at a 

conference raised his awareness that teachers in other contexts experienced fewer 

management difficulties: 

For me behaviour management is 90% of my day and teaching is 

10%. I love teaching at Westham and I love the challenge, but I‟d like 

one day where I could just get on and teach and I think that‟s why I 

was getting fed up…I love the Upper School classes where you just 

walk in and teach the kids. They‟re ready to absorb it. I love the Year 

9s as well, but I have to do more preparation for them, knowing that if 

I don‟t get it right there will be chaos. 

Tate‟s strong positive attitude was challenged by student apathy. He experienced 

frustration with the school‟s limited computer and internet resources and shortages of 

pens, paper and calculators when, because of the student characteristics, many 

attended without basic equipment.  

Tate‟s strong professional persona enabled him to deal effectively with a 

collegial conflict that occurred. After discussing the problem with colleagues he 

directly approached the teacher: 

She was very officious. She actually had a chit at me about something 

in front of my class, which I thought was very unprofessional. I had a 
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word with my HOD and my Mentor. They recommended going to see 

her...So I did. It cleared the air. I felt good about it. 

His actions were contrary to the advice often given to first year teachers – “hang low, 

don‟t go for the bumps. Don‟t get involved with the gossip”, but for Tate this was an 

issue of collegial respect. He felt sufficiently secure in his professional identity to take 

his concerns directly to the teacher, gaining respect from his peers: 

I‟m seeing some big steps forward, the way they treat me…In the first 

term I felt like a student…Only recently have I felt like a teacher on 

parallel with other teachers.  

I‟m becoming more assertive. I‟ve grown as a teacher. A lot of the 

things that I did, I wouldn‟t do now. I think about things that don‟t 

work. 

Because of Tate‟s own self-monitoring and reflection, the process of performance 

appraisal did not intimidate him. He felt well informed about the process and 

supported with planning. Tate believed that performance appraisal “should be part of 

your career and accountability. I won‟t shut the door to anyone”. 

Term 4 

Tate continued his involvement with curriculum issues, working on cross-

curricular initiatives in Science and Society and Environment and taking on new roles 

for the next year: presenting at a curriculum conference, a Year 8 liaison role and 

becoming the Bush Cadet Unit chief instructor. He conducted professional 

development for the local DHS teachers and received positive feedback from this. 

I was worried they might be threatened by a graduate presenting this 

thing, but they certainly didn‟t. They were all pretty warm and 

positive…the Principal has been quite positive about the way we got 

the feeder schools involved and she‟s trying to encourage the other 

departments to do that. 

He was involved in a committee to examine aspects of relocation, particularly housing 

allocation in the district. His own experience motivated his desire to improve the 

situation for others because “getting into GEHA housing…wasn‟t the automatic 

process I assumed it might have been…I feel that there could be more done, 

particularly for graduates, for that transition period”. 

At the end of the year he reflected on his achievements with students and his 

pedagogy. He believed that it took “at least the first term” to develop a strong rapport 

with his students, but once he had achieved this he “noticed a huge change with 

behaviour management” and student learning: 
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I started off…believing I could take every kid from one point to the 

next, academically. I now see that there is a lot more value to what I 

can do to them as people and socially and some kids all I‟ve done…is 

get…some kids in class on time, staying engaged, all those social 

things about not disrupting other people‟s education and valuing your 

peers. 

You look through their portfolios and see stuff they did at the start of 

the year and how they‟ve changed…At the start of the year they were 

struggling with this part, but while they‟re still not getting the 

trigonometry they are able to do the decimals which is some progress. 

Tate experienced some extreme student behaviour, but the most distressing 

experience was the poor exam performance of his Year 11 students. He felt “really 

disappointed” and “depressed about it”, scrutinising the adequacy of their preparation:  

After my Year 11s didn‟t do too well in the exam I felt maybe it 

would be easier to be at a posh private school…There‟s certainly 

been pretty torrid days when I go home, have a few beers and lie on 

the sofa, but there hasn‟t been…many moments when I‟ve felt I 

made the wrong decision...I‟ve thought there‟s got to be easier things 

to be doing. 

His work commitments limited his involvement with the broader community:  

I‟ve been tired. I don‟t really socialise a great deal in town…Our kids 

are small and our activities are centred around what they can do. We 

socialise with other teachers. [Wife] has other friends in town. 

However, he remained satisfied with the way his family settled into the community 

and he enjoyed local events such as race days, surprised by how many people he 

knew. He valued the support he received both at home and in all areas of school: 

“having a solid family structure. We both supported the move. Initially there were 

transition problems, but we‟ve embraced it. It won‟t work if you go on a whim. It‟s a 

strong school and a strong faculty. Everyone is supportive”.  

During the year Tate developed a strong professional identity, unusual amongst 

new graduates: 

I was given advice at the start of the year…you‟re the only person… 

in charge of your professionalism…so if there‟s issues that happen 

I‟m certainly going to stand up for myself and I think that‟s pretty 

good advice for anyone. It doesn‟t mean you have to be outspoken. 

You have to be quite clear about your position, even…in the 

classroom. Some teachers think I‟m pretty easy going, but I‟m firm 

about my professional standards. I don‟t allow kids to leave my class 

early or talk me into…doing privileges when they should be in my 

classroom. That stuff affects the whole school…I think that it‟s 

important that you can be the nice guy without scrapping all the rules. 
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Tate‟s greatest satisfactions involved interactions with students and receiving 

recognition from them at the end of the year. He received consistently positive 

feedback from all sources – students, colleagues and the Principal. Overall, Tate 

maintained an optimistic approach to even the most negative of experiences: “I‟ve had 

some pretty hairy classroom management issues over the year, but I‟ve looked at all 

that as experience and professional development”. 

Second Year 

Tate took on additional responsibilities with student behaviour management and 

was included in whole school decision-making. He had fewer behaviour management 

issues in his own classes, but dealt with other students and issues occurring during 

breaks. This impacted on his preparation time: 

My problem is spending less time planning. I feel a lot more confident 

and I'm more able to walk into the room and wing it a little bit and I 

already do have a fairly good back up of resources that I can use…I'm 

probably coming to school earlier in the morning and leaving a bit 

later, so when I'm not using my DOTT time I'm trying to catch up. 

I don't have the same level of behaviour issues in the classroom this 

year…I'm finding that I can get more done [more teaching]. So I'm 

actually getting through a lot more than I ever did last year. 

He continued to plan collaboratively, using resources from last year adapted to 

meet the needs of new classes. Tate was responsible for assessment with the Year 11 

class and supporting the new graduate also teaching this subject. He covered more 

content with classes due to students‟ attributes and development of a stronger 

“presence” in class. His positive reputation was established and he was familiar with 

students, who felt attached to him: 

Nearly everybody in the school knows me…so you bring a reputation 

to yourself. A lot of the other kids will try you on for a while until 

they know you're going to stay…A lot of our kids really do need to 

build up a relationship with the [teacher]. And that takes time. It 

makes it so much easier to do the teaching.  

Tate valued the opportunities Westham SHS had provided. He did not believe those 

opportunities would have been available in a metropolitan school: 

The experiences that I've had...going camping. I've been hiking. I'm 

going to get my bronze medallion and my bus licence. That's the 

things that I would probably have never done.  

He saw curriculum development opportunities within the school and district in a 

similar way: “I'm trying where ever possible to take up opportunities”.  
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Tate and his family bought a house in Westham, a clear indication of Tate‟s 

commitment to remaining in the location for at least the next four to five years. Tate 

was integrated into the workplace and his family was integrated into the community: 

For me it's great. I'm doing lots of things…I've got a position in the 

school where I‟m seen as a figure – someone who is fun, but an 

authority figure. Everything‟s good. 

It seems like I've been at the school forever actually. Now it‟s just a 

part of life.  

Wilma 

Wilma‟s Background 

Wilma is a mature-aged novice in her 50s, formerly a tertiary lecturer in 

physiotherapy. She qualified as a primary teacher, changing careers because she 

wanted a new challenge and reduced hours to achieve work and home life balance. 

Wilma has a partner in Perth and a recently widowed mother. She previously lived in 

rural towns including one within 500 kilometres of Bicnobus, which she expected 

would be similar. 

Wilma‟s Current Context: Bicnobus SHS 

Wilma accepted a 2 year appointment in a “support role” at Bicnobus SHS. The 

school has a student population of 300 and 25 teachers. Approximately 50% of 

students are indigenous. The school has a daily attendance rate of approximately 70% 

of students. Bicnobus is a coastal town in an agricultural and tourist region, with a 

population of approximately 6,000 people.  

Term 1 

Wilma‟s initial reaction to the location was not positive. It was smaller, with a 

larger indigenous population than she anticipated. The community lacked many of the 

attractions she expected. Her GEHA housing, while old, with a neglected garden, was 

air-conditioned and she was happy with the subsidised rent. Her reaction to the school 

was more positive, finding it welcoming and staffed by many new graduates; however, 

she described herself as “a fish out of water” questioning her decision to accept the 

position, because she was a primary-trained educator working in a secondary school, 

the oldest female on staff and working with an entirely indigenous class: “I feel like a 

middle aged, middle class white woman (who is a bit culturally irrelevant) trying to 

solve a problem (aboriginal illiteracy) with no moral right to be doing so”. She also 
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felt removed from her partner, and recently widowed mother, for the purpose of “this 

rather dubious job”. 

Wilma struggled to define her teaching role, with no information about the 

programme from previous years, nor information about the students and their 

achievements. Her students had literacy and numeracy problems that Wilma believed 

stemmed from absenteeism, behavioural, social and historic problems. The support 

programme operated from premises on the school perimeter, distant from the main 

buildings. This physical separation isolated Wilma from contact with other teachers. 

Only three other staff were located in the same building: another new graduate, a 

social trainer and Wilma‟s Line Manager. 

Part of Wilma‟s role involved providing in-class support to other teachers. She 

found the team-teaching component more challenging than working in isolation with 

students. The situation intimidated classroom teachers, particularly a recent arrival 

from Singapore, who found it stressful having Wilma observe his inadequacies. Offers 

of support to new teachers were very limited. By week 4 she observed, “the support 

for new teachers wanes after the first few weeks – now it‟s sink or swim”. She felt 

“awestruck about the seeming immensity of the job”. 

She was lonely, especially on weekends and missed her partner. She had 

transported few personal effects and missed familiar comforts, feeling like “I‟m 

camping in someone else‟s home”. She joined the Tennis Club and Soroptimists‟ Club 

attempting to connect with the local community; however, her initial experiences were 

not positive:  

I was hoping that members would be a bit more friendly, but it seems 

that Bicnobus people are used to itinerant people…not to put yourself 

out for. Itinerant people, like teachers, nurses, police and banking 

officers form their own cliques. 

She became aware that teachers socialised on Friday afternoons, but she was unable to 

discover where. Being absent from the main staff room limited access to information.  

Term 2 

This term, Wilma found the workload easier than expected and lighter than in 

her previous occupation as a physiotherapy lecturer. She separated her work and non-

worklife by completing tasks at school before going home, attributing her ability to 

separate these parts of her life to her maturity:  
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I prefer to stay at work for an hour and a half…to do my work and 

then come home and just forget about it. So although the situation at 

work is not fantastic, I don‟t come home and get miserable about 

work. I‟ve got old enough now to not do that. 

She was involved with other teachers out of work hours at the Tennis Club, but it was 

“an unwritten law, you don't talk about work”.  

The dominant concerns for Wilma related to discomfort with the school culture: 

“few people say good morning to you in a cheery way…it just seems to be an unhappy 

place”. She described the culture of the school as being affected by “a bit of turf war 

…between different learning areas. And I keep putting my foot in it…because I don't 

really have my own patch of turf”. Teachers appeared openly disaffected with the 

school and executives: “Several people have made comments to me about…you don't 

get any respect at the school…And somebody else said the same thing about not being 

respected and…I thought ah that seems like being an issue”. The culture encouraged a 

survival mentality according to another teacher:  

“People that will help you out are other new graduates and some 

second years”…it's like the rites of passage, you have to make it 

otherwise you might as well opt out. If you don't make it through the 

first two years…you don‟t deserve to be here…There‟s that sort of 

trial by fire…we had to go through [it] so you have to go through it as 

well. 

After a recent staff meeting, Wilma commented to a colleague: “I feel like slitting my 

throat...It‟s all so depressing. It‟s all these 'don't do this' and 'don't do that'…You think, 

are they ever going to say that we do anything well?” 

She had an uncomfortable relationship with her Line Manager which caused 

concern about her performance appraisal. Wilma‟s Line Manager “failed” 

predecessors. This alarmed Wilma: 

I thought performance appraisal was about finding out what things 

you need help in, what things you like to do best, offering suggestions 

or professional development or read this book or try this. With [Line 

Manager it‟s] more like if you do this you‟ll fail. Or if you can‟t 

manage to do that you‟ll fail and I‟m thinking “Oh my God.” So now 

if she says anything to me like, “How did it go?” I say, “Oh it's good”. 

I've developed that – don't say anything, don't tell anything, don't let 

them know that the kids are all rioting today, jumping out of the 

window…you don't tell her. 

The physical isolation of the building contributed to Wilma‟s professional isolation, 

without experienced colleagues to consult. Her only collegial supports were the other 

new graduate in the building and telephone conversations with a pre-service colleague. 
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She did not have a “baseline” against which she could judge her experiences, being a 

new graduate and a primary teacher in a secondary school: “I just bounce along from 

one experience to another and think, I wonder if this is normal?” 

Her maturity was a double edged sword: an advantage with students, but it 

increased expectations of staff, who were unaware she was a graduate. Other teachers 

expected she should have students literate and numerate by the end of the year, 

whereas she believed achieving any small improvement was a more realistic outcome. 

Her main satisfaction was from working with the children: “If the job was just 

teaching kids it would be wonderful”, but she was still keen to develop competency:  

[I haven‟t] got to the point where I feel like I‟m doing it competently 

enough to say that it‟s satisfying…I don‟t stress that it‟s not satisfying I 

just think that might happen when I get a bit more experience. I‟ll just 

keep tinkering away at it and maybe that will happen. 

But she was critical of the school‟s attempts to address indigenous education issues: 

most of the students that I have are Aboriginal and have behaviour 

problems and social problems...all the little routines that are in place, 

doesn‟t [sic] suit the Aboriginal students and…nobody seems to really 

care about that…the school never seems to address that. 

Her discomfort in the school prompted Wilma to consider alternative 

employment for next year: 

I‟ve been thinking about what I would change to make me stay next 

year and I was thinking about…asking…to be attached to…the 

English Learning Area rather than [Support Programme]…But I don‟t 

know if I‟ll do it, because I might not come back next year. 

Her partner would move to Bicnobus next year, but difficulties remained with the care 

of her elderly mother. She considered moving to another desired country location and 

working as a relief teacher.  

Her attempts at community involvement with Soroptimists and the Tennis Club 

continued to be disappointing, with the Tennis Club segregating into teachers and 

other residents. She had too much time on her hands, despite visits from her partner 

and mother and while she claimed to not mind living on her own – she noticed the 

long periods of time. 

Term 3 

Wilma has decided not to return to Bicnobus next year. She made enquiries 

about employment in her preferred location and was informed relief teaching and other 

positions would be available. After considering her options she concluded: “I don‟t 
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particularly enjoy working up here…I thought about what I might do to change my 

situation…and then I thought, nup, I really want to go”. When she heard employment 

was available at Southern DHS she decided “that‟s good enough for me. I‟m out of 

here…I‟m not going to bother with this process [performance appraisal] any longer”. 

Her main concerns were: with the management structure; difficult personalities; 

the implications of this for her performance appraisal; the negative environment; and a 

belief that change was unlikely, because the problems appeared endemic. Problems 

revolved around long term staff, that were unlikely to be resolved by the Principal, 

because of his limited interpersonal skills. She described him as:  

a non-communicating person. You never know what he‟s doing or 

thinking, because he doesn‟t tell anybody and sometimes I think that 

the political problems in the school are too big for him to think about 

what he could do. 

Wilma‟s interaction with the students remained the only source of professional 

satisfaction: 

I quite enjoy teaching the kids. It‟s been a bit better this term…the 

kids that I teach are difficult, but they‟re not the reason that I‟m 

leaving. In fact…if I stayed it would be for them. I basically quite like 

the job. The kids, although they can be highly frustrating at times, 

that‟s not an issue for me. 

This term, Wilma modified her role, taking more responsibility for the team teaching 

and gaining a higher degree of ownership of her teaching programme: “I‟ll organise 

what they‟re going to do…with me organising it I feel a bit better…It means that the 

teachers take it a bit more seriously”. 

She found the transition from primary to secondary school very challenging: 

I didn‟t have the experience of that age kid and I didn‟t have the 

thinking of the periods and the interactions between lots of different 

lots of kids and the interaction between lots of different teachers and 

year groups either so all that was a whole new experience for me. 

The fragmented secondary school department structure increased transition difficulty. 

Wilma continued to be concerned about her appraisal. She received negative 

written feedback and consequently asked a peer to sit in on her performance review for 

“moral support and…to witness what transpires”. She was concerned that her future 

employment prospects would be damaged by an “unsatisfactory”: 

If the job was better I would stay to get my permanency, but… 

weighing up the trials and tribulations of going through another year 

here with the advantage of getting permanency, that‟s not going to 

guarantee a job in [Southern Town] and not being able to see any way 
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of being able to change my position here, I…think the permanency 

thing is not worth it. 

Permanency was not an incentive for Wilma because of her lifestage and career status. 

She believed her career span would not warrant the effort needed for success, and 

based on her previous employment experience, she was not prepared to “put up with” 

the stress. Wilma was waiting for the outcome of her appraisal before tendering her 

resignation. She would like to inform the school of her reasons for resigning, but other 

teachers were dissatisfied with the exit interview process. Wilma planned to complete 

the year because of her “protestant work ethic”, wishing to fulfil her responsibilities 

and because it will be “good for my learning curve as a new teacher to see out a whole 

year with one school”.  

Wilma believed that aspects of her non-worklife had not strongly impacted on 

her decision to resign. She had regular visits from her partner and mother, interspersed 

with visits to Perth. She found the separation bearable, keeping occupied with tennis, 

hobbies and gardening. Despite two house burglaries, at the end of second term and 

during the holidays, she claimed “I wasn‟t that upset”, but she was unsettled knowing 

“I can‟t secure the house, that it‟s actually quite easy to get in through these 

windows”. GEHA would consider moving her, but they would not improve the 

security in the house. Wilma took most of her belongings back to Perth because “it 

pays to not have too much stuff up here”. 

Term 4 

In Term 4, Wilma operated in survival mode, counting down the days until 

departure: “I‟m on the decline, the road to home, with my nose pointing 

forward…pointing out of here…virtually I‟m already out of here. I‟ve been out of here 

most of the term”. She was detached, having decided to leave:  

[I‟m] less ambitious for the students. I just think, cruise through this 

term. I haven‟t been at home worried…I just think I‟ll deal with it and 

then I think, but not for much longer. So…it‟s made it easier. 

This job probably wasn‟t a good career move….I feel a bit cheated 

because I think a contract is a two way thing. I accept that I will work 

here for two years and your part of the deal is that you will do your 

management adequately which I don‟t think actually happens, so they 

haven‟t met their side of the deal…but I‟m the one for whom the 

consequences will be there. 
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Several experiences reinforced her decision to leave. At the end of term three 

criticisms of the local school were published in the media. Wilma continued to receive 

negative feedback from people who heard where she was employed:  

There is a feeling amongst the general town that the high school‟s 

hopeless and that does impact at times. People say “Where do you 

work?” and they say, “Oh you poor thing”. I‟d probably cope with 

being away from my family if the job was ok. If I was happy at work 

then I‟d stay the two years…You feel like you‟re not working for a 

worthwhile organisation and I think that if you want to turn that level 

of dissatisfaction around it would take a long time and…strong 

leadership, which is not there at the moment. 

Her resignation received no response from the executive:  

In a normal organisation, the first question would be why, but 

nobody‟s asked me…I didn‟t put it in writing why I was leaving, I 

just said I wasn‟t coming back and…I‟ve had no response from the 

Principal.  

And from her Line Manager the response was: “Alright. That‟s fairly normal”. Unlike 

the executive, the students expressed sadness that Wilma was leaving. This surprised 

her, because she expected students would be used to staff transience: 

I feel a bit sad really. I was a bit surprised…They said, “why do you 

want another job? Why are you leaving? Why don‟t you stay? Don‟t 

you like this school?”…it‟s not the kids that are the problem for me. 

Staff transience throughout the year was high, including someone who lasted only 6 

weeks. Wilma believed teachers left because “they don‟t like working at the school. 

They‟re unhappy”. 

Wilma was pleased and surprised that she formally passed her appraisal, because 

she believed her Line Manager “couldn‟t find anything to fail me on”, but the whole 

experience was a negative one: 

It‟s supposed to make you think about what professional development 

you need…but it‟s not what happened in my case…it‟s a good vehicle 

for a power trip…When I started…I wanted to learn about teaching 

literacy and I wanted to develop my skills…but that all went by the 

board and it was produce lesson plans like this…toe the line. 

Wilma was not able to implement the school behaviour management policy because 

her Line Manager‟s view was that seeking assistance demonstrated incompetence. 

Wilma tried to implement the policy, following each step, until she reached the point 

of referral to her Line Manager who said:  

This is not that long into term…if I couldn‟t organise the behaviour 

management I would fail my performance appraisal… Anything that 

was a problem after that I would just sort it out…I had a few instances 
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that…were quite dangerous and there really was no plan…The 

implication is you‟re on your own. You‟re definitely on your own and 

if you don‟t get it right on your own then you‟re out of here. 

GEHA relocated teachers in surrounding houses, increasing Wilma‟s isolation at 

home, while her isolation within the school also worsened: 

I‟ve given up…making contact with other teachers. I was sitting there 

the other day thinking there can‟t be too many teachers who sit at 

recess and lunch time by themselves. 

And the systemic support seemed non-existent: 

It‟s sink or swim and some times you can‟t tell the difference between 

whether you‟re sinking or swimming…it‟s a difficult school and I 

tend to think there‟s a very fine line…and I don‟t know if the Deputies 

know who is sinking or swimming.  

She found it difficult to develop relationships with others, despite joining community 

organisations, because local people do not form relationships with transient 

professionals.  

Wilma reflected on her decision to take the support role in a secondary school. 

She described herself as “naively” enthusiastic, and in hindsight, it had not been a 

good career move: 

I started off being enthusiastic, being the eternal optimist thinking I 

can do this. Which didn‟t last long…in a way I still have a little bit of 

enthusiasm, but that‟s mainly related to trying to do something with 

these poor students when there doesn‟t seem to be anything else in the 

school for them.  

I wasn‟t really trained for [the job] and…I think I was crazy really 

because I had no experience…I have no special expertise in literacy 

and numeracy. What did I really expect? In a way it‟s a kind of job I 

could really have got my teeth into and liked to do, but it‟s just the 

organisation of the job and the school.  

Wilma would have valued consensually agreed role clarity, supported by planning 

documents and access to an experienced mentor.  

She still attempted to complete end of year planning and prepared handover 

materials for the next incumbent, but she perceived her efforts to be futile. Wilma‟s 

discussion with her Line Manager about materials to be left involved: “Well you have 

to hand in your keys and clean up!” Most information was provided by informal 

networks. Wilma‟s decision to leave was strongly influenced by an absence of self-

efficacy in this situation: 
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There‟s nothing that I have any control over or can do anything 

about…It‟s really the job; it‟s the dissatisfaction with the job that has 

had the most impact. 

Epilogue: The Following Year 

Wilma relocated to Southern Town, commencing a part-time position at the 

primary school, after a period of relief teaching. She was very happy with her position 

and saw her class as “little angels”: 

I‟m quite happy and in some ways I don‟t know why I didn‟t just do 

this last year…I didn‟t understand relief teaching and I thought that 

for the first job I would really have to go where they sent me. 

She was very happy with the transition back to primary teaching stating, “I do feel 

now that I‟m doing what I did my year‟s uni course to do”. She worked collaboratively 

with colleagues, receiving support with behaviour management from the Deputy. She 

compared her experiences: 

They have lots of ways of rewarding good students…and they have a 

good behaviour management policy that is implemented all the way 

down the line. They have a lot of support from families. There are a 

lot of parent helpers that come in for all sorts of things. You never saw 

any parents at all at the high school…You don‟t have to worry about 

locking the room, there‟s no alarm system to turn on and off when you 

go in and out…it‟s a different town and it‟s a differently managed 

school and an easier group of students. 

Wilma was offered another remote teaching position by DET, despite indicating she 

would not consider such an appointment. She believed the whole system of staffing, 

appraisal and permanency was badly managed by DET. 

Her experience was only valuable as a cautionary tale: “I probably learnt how 

not to do a lot of things. How not to run a school and how not to encourage parents to 

come to school”. Although appraisal had not been arranged yet, Wilma felt more 

positive about the experience in this location. Because of the transition process, and 

proximity to Perth, Wilma had not established herself within the community, valuing 

the opportunity to interact with her mother, providing care missed in the previous year, 

but she felt confident about the choices she had made. 
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Interstate Teacher Case Study 

Max 

Max‟s Background 

Max is a Mathematics and Information Technology (IT) teacher, from Victoria, 

with 28 years experience. He has held administrative positions, supervising staff, 

students and computer systems. Max is in his 50s and has moved with his new partner, 

Vicki, from Canberra. Vicki is also a teacher appointed to the same school. Max and 

Vicki both have independent children, living in other states of Australia. 

Max‟s Current Context: Oldson SHS 

Max accepted a one year contract to Oldson SHS as an IT teacher. His partner 

had a two year contract as a drama teacher, an area beyond her expertise as an English 

teacher and Librarian. Max and Vicki chose these appointments because they were 

looking for new opportunities, merging households and beginning their lives together. 

They were keen to experience something new in a different part of Australia. Max had 

travelled in Western Australia and Vicki had visited Oldson many years ago. They 

contacted DET and were offered the positions together.  

Oldson is a northern mining town with a population of approximately 4,000 

people. It has a small indigenous population with a nearby indigenous community.  

Oldson SHS has approximately 300 students and 28 staff. Thirteen percent of 

students are indigenous. In 2002, 25% of staff were new arrivals. 

Term 1 

Max and Vicki travelled to Perth, attending the DET induction before 

proceeding to Oldson, 10 days before school started. The town and local mining 

company organised a welcome event for teachers, providing information about 

sporting organisations and services. A further regional induction was provided by 

District Office during Term 1, with a focus on indigenous education. 

At the school level there was no induction. The computer servers were down, 

teaching timetables, computer passwords and keys were not available. There was no 

tour of school facilities or demonstration of photocopiers and the security system for 

weekend access. Max was told an assets register existed, but equipment was not 

numbered and essential components were missing. 
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Max‟s initial impressions of the students and community were negative. He 

described the economic context of the town as “unrealistic” and “artificial” 

contributing to low student motivation and work expectations. He believed “goals for 

further education don‟t exist…kids don‟t want to work hard”. In this situation teaching 

became “faintly disguised cattle prodding”. 

Max described the staff as quite social, with regular opportunities for drinks and 

meals; however, tensions existed. Max and Vicki were one of three experienced 

couples commencing at the school. There was optimism with the arrival of 

experienced teachers into a school with many novices, but some people, in acting 

administrative positions, perceived the experienced teachers as threats. Tensions 

simmered between the Principal and Deputies who had applied for his position. Max 

described them as “not happy drinking buddies”. 

It was difficult for Max to access information about curriculum, resources and 

relocation subsidies. He was told information was on the centralised computer server, 

but it was difficult to identify documents because “the names don‟t mean anything.” 

As a single teacher faculty, he was without colleagues to consult. Max had not found 

any IT curriculum documents or texts in the school. Nothing was left by the previous 

teacher so he found himself “inventing the curriculum”.  

This created an enormous workload, similarly experienced by Vicki. Max did 

not want to work 24 hours a day, seven days a week. He wanted to enjoy the lifestyle 

which attracted him to the region. They went away for two weekends, but this added 

workload pressures. Max found his workload more manageable than Vicki, but he 

described teaching as a process akin to “pushing marbles up hill”. He was “happy to 

do the best we can”, prepared to “go with the flow”, believing the difficulties were 

short-term frustrations, associated with settling in. By “the end of the year, things will 

be better. We will have made a difference to kids and it will all be worthwhile”. 

Both Max and Vicki were actively involved in local organisations. Max joined 

the Army Reserves unit and Volleyball team. Vicki joined the church and a 

community drama group. They were disappointed with the GEHA housing, described 

as dingy and requiring repainting, which caused tears for Vicki. Efforts to have the 

house inspected and painted were fruitless, with the issue still unresolved.  
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Term 2 

At the end of May, their initial optimism had evaporated. Max and Vicki were 

feeling alienated from students, parents in the community and some staff members. 

Both had significant altercations with students: Max had a chair thrown at him; was 

sworn at by a student; and “accosted by a parent in Woolworths”. Max commented: 

“there‟s outright defiance of anything you say” by students. He believed there was a 

lack of support from parents, linked to Oldson‟s economic context. Parents, 

predominantly blue collar workers with high incomes and without strong educational 

backgrounds, did not value education and were critical of teachers. Max described the 

attitude of parents as “stuff you teachers…you can see where the attitudes of the kids 

comes from”. Max was also critical of student motivation and work ethic, described as 

“we‟ll be right…how dare you ask me to work?” Max found “it‟s frustrating…you 

can‟t keep up your enthusiasm to do a good job when you‟re not appreciated and 

supported”. 

Collegial tensions also existed. Max was criticised for views expressed in an 

educational publication about their experiences of relocating to Oldson. He claimed 

“the school doesn‟t value people who rock the boat”. Vicki was also “attacked” for her 

work with indigenous students. Max criticised the school executive, saying the 

Principal “rub[s] people up the wrong way…his bull at a gate way is not the best way” 

and “the Deputy Principal responsible for the timetable is incompetent. It‟s a real balls 

up”.  

Their experiences were causing relationship tensions. Max believed a 

partnership was vital to cope in this situation, but their relationship was under stress: 

“[Vicki is] taking one day at a time. She doesn‟t enjoy the job…I‟m just trying to 

lighten up…she‟s looked at five different flights back to Perth”. Max reflected on their 

different reactions, describing Vicki as “idealistic, motivated, a perfectionist and she 

has found the attitude of the kids hard hitting”. Conversely, Max described himself as:  

more pragmatic. Every second Thursday I get paid. It‟s only a meal 

ticket. I want to do the best job, but the kids are not letting us do it. 

I‟m not feeling it as desperately…talking the issue through is a 

priority. How much time are we going to spend on the job?  

Max‟s ability to limit his role enabled him to cope more effectively than Vicki: 
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She‟s not good at saying no. The school expects me to do the 

magazine, but I‟m valiantly resisting any pressure…I‟m not going to 

do it. It‟s not in my duty statement. I‟m comfortable with saying no.  

While 25 years of experience provided Max with some confidence, having been 

successful in other contexts, he felt deskilled in Oldson. New graduates “go with the 

flow…they don‟t have a benchmark to compare their experiences with”. Max and 

Vicki have taught difficult students in difficult schools, but they believed Oldson 

presented new challenges. They struggled because “our standards are far too high”.  

Term 3 

In September, despite further negative experiences, Max was beginning to 

accept the situation and he saw some attractions in remaining at Oldson. The staff 

morale had declined, due to an unsupportive executive. After being away on an Army 

Reserve camp Max noted:  

Things are not good…the atmosphere in the staff room was absolutely 

flat…there was no sense of joy, no life, people scowling at each other 

and growling and tired and that was only three weeks after the holiday 

break. And it hasn‟t got any better…it‟s very hard to do anything 

.…The initial feeling was that with a reasonable influx of experienced 

staff in the school there was an opportunity to do something, to make 

a change, to help the kids to improve, but whenever there has been 

any attempt to improve the educational standards, expectations or 

attitudes…[it‟s been] “don‟t do that”, “not necessary to do that” so 

people have basically started to pull their heads in and say if that‟s the 

way they want it, we‟ll do what we can, but won‟t go any extra. 

Difficult behavioural incidents continued, with a student throwing a rock at Max in 

class. He felt “shaken”:  

It certainly made me think is it worth doing anything or is it better to 

let them just wreck the place?...It makes you think do I really need to 

do this sort of thing? You tend to re-evaluate your position in life.  

While Vicki continued at the school in second semester her intentions for the next 

term and next year remained uncertain. This caused Max some unhappiness:  

[Vicki] is not happy at this time. It‟s very likely she won‟t be teaching 

next year; if she‟s actually going to be teaching next term. It‟s 

problematical at the moment. She‟s had a rough workload…Totally 

unrealistic….not looking too good. 

Living with these stresses was very difficult. Vicki‟s school experiences negatively 

impacted on their work and non-working lives:  

It is definitely a stress. It is hard to concentrate on the finer points of 

teaching when you‟ve got those things in the background…it‟s getting 
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more and more distressing – the various cries for help have been 

ignored by the administration…So it‟s not encouraging; don‟t know 

how much effort to put in to get anything done. 

It takes away some of the joy…we haven‟t been anywhere, mainly 

because the workload…has been too great. We‟re dog tired at the end 

of the afternoon…we haven‟t got the energy to do anything...work is 

interfering with the lifestyle. 

Max‟s non-working life provided some satisfaction. He experienced success and 

recognition in the Army Reserves, enjoying swimming after Volleyball finished. Max 

accepted Oldson as a place to live, in the short-term: 

One place is as good as another – you have to make the most of which 

ever place you‟re in. I don‟t think there‟s any place that‟s perfect…as 

a place to live, as a relatively clean environment, it‟s pretty good”.  

His main criticism of Oldson was the lack of medical services.  

Despite negative school experiences, Max applied for another year at the school 

and was trying to fathom the bureaucratic processes. He felt frustrated because “no 

body was saying anything about what was going to happen next year so I started a bit 

of a paper chase with the Ministry – I really would like to know”. He was motivated to 

remain, because of a new IT curriculum initiative, changes to his role, including staff 

IT support, and the possibility of teaching Maths, his preferred curriculum area. When 

Max separated his experiences from Vicki‟s experiences, he expressed a higher degree 

of satisfaction with his work: 

Basically my load isn‟t too bad. If I was here on my own…with the 

load that I have and everything at school then I could fly through it 

reasonably well.  

Max had a tentative four year plan to see him through to retirement. He would apply 

for permanency after two years and four years allowed time for seeing the region, 

providing Max with financial security and lifestyle experiences, but the plan was 

threatened by Vicki‟s unhappiness. He planned to stay in Oldson during the next 

holidays to paint the house, at his own effort and expense and without GEHA 

approval, after waiting eight months for GEHA. He believed it would lighten their 

moods and allow them to unpack, making the place a home. 

Term 4 

There was a return to some optimism in Term 4, more cautious and considered 

than the optimism of Term 1. By remaining in Oldson during the holidays, Max 
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strengthened social relationships with teachers settled in town. Max saw potential for 

improvement next year, due to familiarity with the context: 

The first year was reasonably traumatic because you‟re the new kid on 

the block. You may have been teaching for 25 years, but just assume 

that you don‟t know anything and…basically you don‟t because the 

whole school operates quite differently from any other and you need 

to establish yourself and that takes quite some time. The second year 

around you‟re no longer the new kids out. 

Max modified his achievement expectations:  

We‟ve started to see that there is some progress being made. It‟s 

nowhere near the sort of thing we‟ve achieved in the past in other 

places…the whole scenario is different. The expectations of kids are 

still fairly low and unfortunately this is the thing that gets to us.  

Vicki had recognition from students that her efforts were valued. They now know the 

students they are likely to teach next year, but still consider the students, school and 

curriculum to be challenging.  

This term, Max focused on curriculum issues, including ways of linking the 

curriculum and community, assessment and reporting, improvements to resources and 

involvement in IT staff training. Access to information and communication within the 

school was still difficult. After a visit from the Curriculum Moderator he commented: 

The specialised stuff doesn't come to you, you have to…find it from 

the Curriculum Council and it‟s all by hearsay. No one has indicated 

…there‟s all these support things…where they are, this is what you 

can do…Nobody said this is what I needed from the start. There was 

no induction for somebody coming new into the system, to basically 

say these are the requirements.  

Max attributed many of Vicki‟s difficulties to her role displacement. By staying 

at the school next year, Vicki would be able to consolidate: “it would give her a more 

peaceful year…knowing the course content…repeating some of the things that she‟s 

already done, improving on them”. He also noted their different coping mechanisms. 

He believed Vicki was “out of her area of expertise in drama, where I can go with the 

flow with IT fairly easily”. 

Max felt better balance was achieved between lifestyle and work: 

I could easily come home on Friday and start working on my Power 

Point presentation…you can put in as much time as you want, but it‟s 

a matter of doing the important things. So yesterday I spent time in the 

garden…there‟s things to see and do around here…to realise that 

there‟s more to teaching than teaching. To live here and enjoy it…it‟s 

a sort of lightening up of the situation. It‟s still not comfortable…the 

kids still haven‟t improved, [but] I can probably tough it out.  
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Max talked extensively about small improvements to the house, to make the place 

more homely, suggesting continued „nesting‟; by doing “minor bits and pieces which 

you would do naturally if it was your own house”. Their social life was reinvigorated 

with the approaching end of year: 

Because the pressures off from school you feel more like entertaining 

a few people…It‟s not the hectic pace of the start of the year…During 

the middle of the year…we didn‟t want to show our heads…Too busy 

to do it. Felt a bit neglectful in that area. 

Max and Vicki wanted to see the regions around Oldson, but they found it necessary to 

spend holidays in other places for essential business, especially related to health: 

There‟s so much that you can‟t do during the term time that you 

…need to get done…The medical facilities here aren‟t flash…they‟re 

quite abysmal and a lot of people are going back to their home 

doctors. They put off things until the holiday. 

In terms of work, Max still found the attitudes of students and lack of parental 

support the hardest issues to deal with: 

It‟s a clientele that needs to be driven to do any work, is unmotivated, 

has low aspirations as far as their input is concerned. They have high 

expectations of what the world owes them and they are unrealistic…as 

soon as you try to encourage students to work…you get parents on 

your back. 

The satisfactions he experienced were part of his non-working life: 

The highs tend to be away from school; the lows are school 

wise…You need to make sure that you have outside interests, because 

if your focus…and all your hopes are on school, getting recognition or 

success…might be…pretty frustrating. 

Second Year 

In his second year, Max was HOD of Mathematics, a change from his IT teacher 

role. Max was encouraged to apply for the position, although he did not seek 

promotion and did not feel confident with the Western Australian curriculum. 

Mathematics was Max‟s preferred teaching area; however, he retained his role as IT 

network co-ordinator. He felt comfortable with the Maths curriculum, but was still 

struggling to understand the system‟s assessment requirements. His department (of 

two other teachers) had a large supply of resources and information, though many 

were outdated. He still struggled to obtain relevant, essential curriculum information. 

Max experienced more positive student interaction. He attributed this to: the 

arrival of new “targets” for students to persecute; and his move to a subject area of 
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higher status. He now referred to himself as an “oldie” – a staff member who was at 

the school the previous year: 

it's been interesting us being the oldies of the school...The kids have 

said, “hey we've got 12 or 13 new people, we'll give them a hard 

time”…It is a matter of surviving through that first year...one kid said, 

“oh we know what you're like. We know what rings your bells and 

what sort of awkward things you can do to us if we run into 

problems”. That seems to be that perception. 

The change of subject area provided Max with “almost a fresh start” and an 

opportunity to work with other teachers. One of the roles of HOD unfamiliar to Max 

was disciplinarian: “I‟m supposed to have all the discipline answers so that when my 

teachers come to me and say I‟ve got this problem. What shall I do about it? [I have a 

solution] and I don‟t”. He did, however, notice increased status with parents. 

Vicki‟s experiences were better than the previous year, with a more consistent 

workload, but students‟ attitudes still disappointed her. Work worries were brought 

home and Max was frustrated at being unable to solve the problems, but he coped with 

Vicki‟s crises more effectively: “I‟m growing more accustomed to the process…things 

get a bit tough…once the crisis has passed it goes back to smooth sailing”. He saw a 

pattern in the build up of tensions and then return to temporary calm. He understood 

that “teaching up here is not an extrinsically rewarded position and if you're not 

particular with the way that you and kids are interacting to get a particular task done 

then there's not much intrinsic stuff there either”.  

Even if Vicki resigned, they would remain in Oldson. The financial incentives, 

Max‟s employment security and involvement with the Army Reserve were sufficiently 

satisfying. They felt accepted in the community, but still lacked support from parents: 

In the community it seems to be okay. But when we're dealing with 

parents as teachers of their kids, it's still very much us versus 

them...It's “oh, you've identified a problem; well how are you going to 

fix it?” 

For Max, the challenges ahead looked manageable and predictable. He was satisfied 

with work in his preferred curriculum area. He had administrative roles which reduced 

class teaching and provided professional stimulation. He adjusted his expectations of 

the school and students from his previous experience. He expected continuing 

instability and crises, but he was better able to cope with Vicki‟s responses to them. 

He was involved in the local community and fulfilling personal goals to enjoy the 
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local environment. At the beginning of this second year, Max had adjusted and 

adapted to his work, social and geographic environment. 

Overseas-Qualified Teacher Case Studies 

Graham 

Graham‟s Background 

Graham is a married primary teacher of 19 years experience, from Zimbabwe. 

He taught Years 5 to 7, specialising in LOTE and Mathematics. He was Deputy 

Headmaster at a private school (of over 1,100 students) in Harare. He is also a 

qualified automotive technician. Graham, his wife and teenage daughter migrated to 

Australia, because of Zimbabwean political and economic conditions and better future 

opportunities in Australia. With his daughter commencing secondary school, they 

believed it was time for change.  

Graham initially travelled to Australia alone, investigating cities before deciding 

on Perth as their destination. He was unable to gain an employment visa with his 

existing qualification and was required to upgrade his Teachers‟ Certificate to a 

Bachelor of Education. After arriving on a student visa, he completed a one year 

course in Australia, gaining High Distinctions in all units. While studying, he did relief 

teaching for independent schools, but was unable to work with DET. 

Graham‟s Current Context: Battydont Primary 

Graham accepted a multigrade Kindergarten (K) to Year 3 class at Battydont 

Primary, a small wheat belt school, approximately 250 kilometres from Perth. The 

school had 36 students from K to 7, staffed by two teachers and a Principal. With a 

declining population, surrounding schools had closed. Most children travelled to 

school by bus from outlying farms. Battydont had a population of approximately 60 

people, mainly living on surrounding farms. The local area had a population of 1,400 

people, distributed over 3,400 square kilometres. The town had only a general store 

and sporting club.  

The one term contract was to be followed by relocation to Kiloming Primary 

School for a further three terms.  
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Term 1 

I first spoke to Graham at the end of Term 1. He described Battydont as “a bit of 

a one-horse town…a really small little place, but I didn't mind that so much”. He 

found people very welcoming, with a special function held for three new people to 

town. Graham enjoyed the social interaction at the local sports club and bowling club: 

“We do have our little pub down here…you always meet somebody new...I haven't 

had one single person here who's been negative or difficult to get on with”; however, 

he had not established strong relationships: 

I don't think one gets to know them on a very personal level, 

because…they know that you're only going to be around for three 

months. Maybe once I go to Kiloming…stronger relationships will 

establish…But because you're always drawn towards your family in 

Perth…it does hold you back. 

Graham accepted the position out of financial necessity and to further his 

application for permanent residency in Australia. He did not want to travel further than 

200 kilometres from Perth, to maintain interaction with his separated family. He found 

the employment application procedure difficult, but persistently telephoned staffing 

officers saying:  

I'm desperate to find something. Was there no list of schools…looking 

at the moment?…She said, “[There‟s a] one-term project to be 

followed by a three-term posting at Kiloming”…So I said yes I will 

take it…I had to make the choice, because you've got no hope to find 

employment in Perth. 

He had unfurnished GEHA accommodation. The community salvaged furniture 

from a fire that destroyed the Battydont Hotel and goods were provided to furnish 

Graham‟s house with basic necessities of a refrigerator and bed. Graham left the 

family vehicle in Perth for his wife and was without transport, but he was concerned 

about separation from his family, particularly his daughter: 

She's already said, “It's not fair that you're there and not coming with 

me to hockey training or coming to watch my matches”. So that 

doesn't have a positive impact. Sometimes I can see she's wanting to 

cry when I leave. 

Travelling to his family was difficult without a vehicle:  

I have to rely on people who are coming and going to Perth…but 

sometimes…something happens and they can't come back at the time 

they'd promised…You end up having to hitchhike.  
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Many aspects of Graham‟s life were affected without transport. Because he had to 

shop locally, the cost of living was very expensive. He brought things back from 

Perth, but being reliant on others, his luggage was limited. 

Organising accommodation and correct salary payment were challenges. 

Graham did not receive his correct pay for 10 weeks, despite telephoning DET every 

second day for six weeks: 

They suddenly said “Oh no, but there's a form you've got to fill in”. 

And then when the form came I filled that in and they said, “No, no, 

you need a letter from your previous school”…they could have sent 

that to me more than six weeks ago…Then they managed to lose that 

letter again. 

Graham found dealing with the bureaucracy frustrating and time consuming. 

Despite completing a year of teacher education in Australia, Graham was still 

adapting to his new cultural context: 

It's been a shock to the system…This system is different…It's taken a 

lot of learning for me…I wouldn't say I'm even nearly there yet. There 

is no way that anybody would learn a new system in one term. 

While his experience was in much larger schools, Graham valued the small school 

context because “you are able to focus on each of the children better than you would in 

a larger situation…You're able to find your feet quicker”. He received support from 

the Principal, who gave him positive feedback. The Principal was “very good. She's 

been doing her best to…get me up to speed and I have learnt a lot of things”. 

He had positive feedback from parents who wanted him to remain at the school. 

Initially, they were uncertain, having a male teacher, from overseas, in the lower 

primary. He was nervous about teaching a K-3 class, without experience of children 

that age. However, the greatest challenge was teaching a multi-grade class:  

Your preparation is a lot more, because you can't prepare the same 

lessons for your Ks as you do for your Threes…you've got four year 

olds versus nine year olds and that's a massive difference.  

I'm now preparing three or four [plans] for every single lesson. So it 

does at least triple your workload. 

Graham worked long hours, 10 to 12 hour days and up to 60 hour weeks to complete 

preparation. When he stayed at Battydont, he worked most of the weekend. Every two 

to three weekends he returned to Perth to spend time with his family. He already knew 

that in his next appointment he would have an upper primary group, so none of his 

planning would be transferable. 
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At school, the children were very well behaved, due to the conservative and 

traditional values of the farming families: 

The children…are a lot easier to teach…have a lot more respect for 

you…They still live…by the old code of ethics…[more] than a lot of 

the children in Perth…They will never back chat.  

He had no significant difficulties with language or accent, simply finding colloquial 

language differences interesting.  

Graham prepared to relocate to Kiloming, his next appointment. He spent a day 

there, learning about students and taking work samples to help his preparation. 

Relocating to Kiloming involved additional expenses with transfers of utilities because 

“every single time you move you've got to pay a reconnection on your telephone, on 

your electricity, on your water…you've got to pay those things all over again”. 

Graham would have preferred staying in Battydont, building on his progress, but he 

was resigned to the move. He hoped to gain permanent tenure, but he found that his 

placements this year would not count towards service because the positions were 

“unclear vacancies”, filling in for people on leave:  

It's unfair when you've got experience that doesn't count and you 

basically have to teach out of the city or you never get permanency and 

if you don't get permanency you'll never be offered a job in the city.  

Graham believed it required very strong commitment to live in Australia, dealing with 

the difficulties of employment as a teacher: 

If you haven't got the guts you would never make it…And Australia 

must be one of the most difficult places to come into to…if you don't 

really have it deep embedded in your heart that you're going to make a 

go of it I think you'll fail. And a lot of people do. That's why a lot of 

people go back… [to avoid] going through all this nonsense.  

Because of separation from family and employment uncertainty, Graham considered 

employment alternatives: 

If I don't get offered a reasonable job with the Department I'll 

probably resign from teaching at the end of year…I haven't made that 

decision yet….especially men teachers…they go through the nonsense 

with the Department, they just think “I'm going to give it up” and they 

go and do something else…And because I'm a qualified automotive 

mechanic as well…I've considered doing that. 

Term 2 

I next spoke with Graham at the end of second term. He had reluctantly 

relocated to Kiloming, where he was settling into teaching Years 4-7, but his timetable 

changed throughout the day. This required a high degree of adaptability, organisation 
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and planning. He was developing rapport with students, but the fragmented timetable 

made this difficult: 

The discipline here is good and the students are pleasant…I don't 

think I've got to know them as well, but maybe it's also because I jump 

around so much, from class to class…At Battydont I had more of my 

own classes and I had them for most of the time. 

Sharing classes involved sharing space and some loss of autonomy, even though each 

teacher did their own planning: “I've done my planning for the term…ahead of 

schedule…and that does help. If you're not planned…obviously you're going to have 

problems”. Graham was still adapting to new resources and he believed he was 

carrying a heavier workload than other staff: 

When people have been in the place for a while they've got their bed 

feathered better. I suppose that's how it works…but you don't just kick 

up that kind of stink when you first arrive in a place. I'd rather wait a 

while and then just suss up the scene first…I'm not a whinger and I'm 

not scared to work, but I do not agree with unfairness either.  

Graham felt comfortable in the Western Australian education system. The 

students accepted his accent and he had adapted to the colloquial language.  

The culture of learning is not that different and that's probably what's 

made the transition easier for me. The system of teaching is quite 

similar…And out in the farming communities the discipline is quite 

similar.  

He noted differences, such as the extent of computer use in Australian classrooms and 

the empowerment of students, taking control of school assemblies. Despite 

similarities, the level of respect accorded to teachers was still not as high as in 

Zimbabwe. Graham simply accepted the differences: “you realise that it's not that 

they're being nasty or rude, it's just that they're different”. 

Graham had a positive relationship with the Principal, who gave him feedback 

and a gift to show appreciation of his effort. Graham was appraised in Term 1 and the 

Kiloming Principal continued the process: “she couldn't fault anything that I'd done 

there and I'd made some changes to the whole system. They were very happy about 

that…I didn't have any problems”. Graham felt very comfortable with the performance 

appraisal process, which was consistent with his experiences in Zimbabwe. He 

believed “if you do your job you should be comfortable.” 

The Principal wanted to retain Graham next year, dependent on the intentions of 

the teacher on leave. This created uncertainty for Graham. He was angry the 

appointment policy prevented this year counting towards permanency: 
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I think [it‟s] jolly unfair…they are saying that if you're standing in for 

a teacher, whether it's a year or not, it's not as important as being a 

normal teacher…they have these incentives and if you teach out for 

two years you get your permanency. Then they don't actually give it to 

people who are standing in for others.  

Graham discovered the unclear vacancy policy after he commenced, which meant 

living separately from his family for a third year, something he was unhappy about: 

“we didn't move to Australia to live apart the whole time”. He was prepared to 

continue until granted permanent residency, but he was applying for other “merit 

select” positions with DET as an alternative way of gaining employment in Perth. 

Graham found the Kiloming community more socially isolated than Battydont: 

It is a lot quieter here. You don't generally see any of the local 

populace…because Kiloming doesn't have a little local pub…it makes 

it more remote…You see one or two people now and then, the ones 

that live in town, but you see them so seldomly. It's very, very quiet. 

Graham had little social interaction with the other teacher, who lived on a property and 

kept to herself. There were no diversions from work because “over the weekends you 

don't see a soul. It's like a ghost town”. The town was typical of other rural 

communities with declining populations and reduced services. There were no banks or 

automatic tellers and the closest medical facilities were over 50 kilometres away. The 

difficulties presented by this isolation were epitomised when Graham left his wallet in 

Perth. When he returned to Kiloming, he had no money, no transport, no access to 

other locations and had to borrow money from the Principal until he returned home. If 

he continued in a rural school next year, Graham would purchase a second vehicle, 

which, if he worked in the metropolitan area, would be an unnecessary expense.  

Because Graham was trying to re-establish his career he sought the greatest 

career advantage from time spent in each location: 

In a new country, you don't know what the future brings…That's why 

I've tried to cover all the bases of getting experience from K right up 

to 7. There's no...teaching area where I couldn't say, “Look I have got 

experience in an Australian context”.  

Term 4 

My next conversation with Graham did not occur until the middle of Term 4. He 

felt comfortable with teaching in Kiloming, but his central concern remained career 

uncertainty. Even though a position could be available in Kiloming, there was no 
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guarantee it would be a full-time position, due to declining student numbers. Graham 

would not stay if his time and salary were reduced:  

It‟s so hard to tell what‟s going to happen…They really leave us so 

much in the air that you don‟t know what is going on…It‟s not 

pleasant because it makes your life unsure…especially when you are 

new in a country…I‟m going to look for some kind of work in Perth, 

even if it means not teaching…even if it means that I drop a little bit 

in salary.…it might pay me to move back to Perth…I might still break 

even to what I‟m getting now…It‟s not having an extra house to look 

after and…it will be beneficial to me and my family. 

Often Graham‟s family did not know if he would arrive home on a Friday night. The 

travelling was unpredictable, tiring, and boring. Applying for other positions involved 

a significant amount of disheartening work, which detracted from his teaching: 

“because it takes you days to write [an application] and most of the time you didn‟t 

even get the interviews so it‟s a total waste of time”. With both the Principal and 

junior primary teacher leaving at the end of the year, Graham could be the only 

remaining staff member.  

The most challenging aspect of the school environment was the shortage of 

relief teachers to cover absences due to illness and meetings. This resulted in the 

sacrifice of DOTT time: 

I don‟t have my DOTT then. I go straight through and on another day 

when [the Principal‟s back] she tries to give it back to me, but that 

doesn‟t always work, because that interferes with subjects that I teach. 

He put in 12 hours most week days and longer when necessary. To remain committed 

Graham believed: 

You have to say I am going to do it with motivation and I am still 

going to give it my best shot. Anything worth doing is worth doing 

properly so psychologically you can stay motivated. For the sake of 

the children you have to stay motivated. Especially on hot days…if 

you don‟t stay motivated it‟s going to harm them, so your job is just to 

get over it. 

Graham built positive relationships with parents through involvement in a 

community event, assemblies and reporting events at school. He had feedback from 

the chairman of the Parents and Citizens‟ (P&C) committee that “„we do appreciate 

you staying the weekend just to come and join in‟…I suppose it does help you to get 

closer to the community”. When Graham instigated a “learning journey” for parents to 

review student work he received positive feedback: “they all said…“This is unusual. 
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I‟ve never seen this before. This is really good,” and I had a lot of feedback”. He also 

invited parents to work with students on a fortnightly newsletter.  

Graham initiated interesting curriculum projects, especially in Design and 

Technology, with students doing woodwork, computer design, and an occupational 

therapy programme. The work was a novelty for him: “You learn as you go along. It‟s 

nice to learn it at the same time as they are learning”. Graham used computer 

technology extensively and he believed student outcomes had significantly improved 

from feedback on standardised state-wide tests. 

In the final week of school, Graham finally heard about his employment for the 

next year. He was given a three year contract to remain at Kiloming. He was pleased 

with the offer, because “I knew I must be doing something right if they‟re prepared to 

offer you a three year contract and this one is working towards my permanency”. The 

response from the local community was also overwhelmingly positive: 

The farmers coming in said, “We‟re chuffed that you‟re staying on” 

because the news had obviously got out…one of the Mums came in 

…and she said we were so happy…when we heard you were staying.  

However, his joy was dissipated when he was informed he would share housing with a 

mature woman taking over the junior primary position. Graham was unhappy about 

this: 

She‟s going to have to stay with me in the house and I‟m not so keen 

on that...sharing with someone for a whole year is a long time…I 

talked to her and she doesn‟t seem to be such a…nice person. She 

doesn‟t seem easy to get on with….already whinging about things. So 

you‟ve got to swallow all this and all the other inconveniences. 

Graham was looking for other accommodation, but nothing was available in town and 

accommodation elsewhere meant increased travelling times and costs, necessitating 

the purchase of a vehicle. There was expense changing to a mobile telephone to avoid 

sharing costs. His family was happy to hear of the employment security, but unhappy 

about the shared housing. 

As a consequence, despite gaining career certainty, the prospect of house sharing 

renewed his intention of seeking alternative employment: 

I‟m still going to look for merit appointment…if there's something 

non-teaching that‟s going to bring in a reasonable salary [I‟ll] get out 

of teaching altogether. 
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The job is difficult enough…and having to live away from your 

family and then getting [shared housing] chucked at you as well. You 

sometimes wonder how the department thinks, if they even do. 

Graham was still evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of remaining in a rural 

and remote school and coping with separation from his family. 

Cherry 

Cherry‟s Background 

Cherry is a married female teacher from Singapore, in her thirties. She taught 

Physical Education and English in Singapore for eight years. Arriving in Queensland, 

she converted a Diploma in Drama to a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Drama. Cherry and 

her husband moved to Perth, for affordable housing. Her husband is a composer, who 

has started a small market business and remained in Perth.  

Cherry found gaining official recognition of her qualifications in Australia was a 

frustrating and agonising process. She worked on short-term contracts for a private 

commercial school while her credentials were approved and did some relief teaching. 

She completed a University Bridging Course for overseas teachers to help access DET 

employment. Cherry did not understand the recruitment processes of DET, until she 

learned about Difficult to Staff schools at the bridging course and listed some of these 

on her application. 

Cherry‟s Current Context: Westham SHS 

Cherry was given a six month contract as an English teacher at Westham SHS, 

commencing at the beginning of third term of the school year. Cherry accepted the 

position to gain permanency and then hoped to return to Perth.  

Westham SHS had a student population of 700 with 57% in lower secondary and 

43% in senior secondary. Ten percent of students were indigenous. Forty-nine percent 

of students received some form of secondary education assistance allowance. A third 

of students were bussed from surrounding rural towns and 5% of students were in 

residential boarding facilities. There were 50 full-time teaching staff. A high 

proportion of the staff lived in town or surrounding rural locations. Some staff 

commuted daily from the metropolitan centre. Westham, a regional centre in an 

agricultural area, had a population of approximately 6,000 people.  
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Term 3 and 4 

I first interviewed Cherry in November, but she commenced at the school in 

July. Cherry described her initial reaction as a culture shock. She felt unfamiliar with 

the English curriculum, which was vastly different to teaching English Language in 

Singapore. Cherry had classes at four different year levels: 8, 10, 11 and 12 and did 

not have resources to assist her. Her lack of familiarity with the curriculum impacted 

on her confidence and this affected classroom interactions: “it‟s hard for me to act 

really confident about my content when I do not feel like I have a full grasp of it. And 

I suspect it must somehow carry over even if I try to be confident”. She was concerned 

about the way her teaching difficulties impacted on students: 

I felt sometimes bad because the kids lost out, because they were my 

guinea pigs…I often wanted to do a lot more work, but I was already 

so tired from the whole week. You can only flog a horse so hard. 

She was critical of her own organisational difficulties, but peer feedback noted she 

was “too focused on student learning” and her HOD directed her to accept work she 

believed was of an unacceptable standard. Cherry experienced difficulties because the 

previous teacher did not complete required work with students and she had to inform 

parents of the problem. 

Cherry was critical of the Western Australian education system, because 

students did not have adequate literacy skills and the curriculum was overloaded with 

content at the expense of basic literacy. She made negative comparisons between the 

curriculum and pedagogical approaches used in Singapore and her experiences at 

Westham, talking at length of the students‟ low academic standards. Cherry‟s negative 

comparison between Singapore and Australian schools was influenced by the different 

socio-economic status of schools in which she was employed. She felt her previous 

experience and expertise was not valued at Westham SHS. 

Cherry experienced behaviour management problems on a daily basis. She felt 

frustrated by students, but recognised that other teachers had similar experiences, 

particularly a male teacher of Chinese origin. She believed students took advantage of 

them because of their different cultural background and language limitations. She 

noted that Australian teachers had stronger “come-back” phrases and were more fluent 

and “glib”. While she disapproved of vernacular language, believing that it “sullies” 

her, she wanted to understand it. 
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Cherry found the behaviour of Australian students unacceptable. She considered 

them attention seeking and was frustrated at being unable to provide individual 

attention. She was affronted by their temerity, lack of respect for teachers and property 

(their own and others) and no recognition of personal space. She commented on 

pilfering of chalk and dusters, breaking of pens, attendance in class without required 

stationery and frequent use of offensive language. She believed they were overly 

aware of their rights, but without an adequate grasp of responsibilities. She described 

screaming with frustration at her classes, which was only received with amusement by 

students. The students‟ behaviour eroded Cherry‟s self-esteem and self-efficacy: 

The kids really took advantage of me and when I do duty out on the 

oval they throw things at me and you just feel like…the lowest thing 

on earth, some low life…it made me feel really bad about myself. 

Her time was consumed implementing behaviour management strategies, writing 

incident reports and telephoning parents. She could not cope with the number of 

children misbehaving saying “how do you punish them all?” She struggled with the 

workload of following up behaviour management, on top of preparation and marking. 

At the end of the day she was exhausted. She was confused by the school‟s reluctance 

to expel students and she thought there were many inconsistencies in the school‟s 

policies. She was reluctant to reward students for bad behaviour or minimal effort and 

felt frustration and sadness for those not achieving appropriately.  

Cherry believed behaviour management was considered the only criteria for 

success in the school. She was very concerned about the executives‟ perceptions of her 

behaviour management and the implications of seeking assistance. She believed that 

“if you get caught you‟re going to be blacklisted, because then you obviously are 

having problems. If you‟re having problems then you can‟t be a very good teacher”. 

She was concerned that the staff mentor role was a form of covert surveillance and 

information would be communicated to the Principal. Asking for help was equated to 

“giving them ammunition”. Cherry made some quite unique cultural interpretations of 

situations, in particular, suspicion of the executive (concern they may be spying) and 

competition (the need for teachers to imitate peers even when it is not pedagogically 

sound in order for their work to look good).  

She experienced difficulty obtaining help from the HOD, who was unavailable 

after school, the only time Cherry felt able to absorb information. She sought 

assistance from another English teacher, but was told to speak with the HOD. 
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Teachers offered her access to their files, but she required more direction, feeling 

unable to make effective judgements about materials. She was aware that providing 

assistance to her was time consuming for teachers already drained of time and energy.  

Cherry shared a GEHA house with a colleague, while her husband remained in 

Perth. She did not drive and was reliant on her housemate for weekend transport to 

Perth. Cherry chose to share housing to reduce expenses. She had shared houses 

before, accepting the quirks of others and the need for tolerance. 

Cherry‟s workload limited her involvement with other staff and the broader 

community. She worked late at school, but did not feel satisfied with her efforts. Her 

housemate told her that school was a job, not her life. She reluctantly accepted a part 

in a local theatre company production, limiting her commitment to the actual rehearsal 

times. While this was an added pressure, it gave her relaxation away from school and 

helped boost her self esteem: “It was actually good for my ego because I got a good 

review…that was good for me because I really feel lousy about my work here”. She 

did try to go to social events, but her workload precluded this.  

Cherry remained at the school only because of her determination to fulfil her 

commitment. She had an appointment in a private school for next year.  

Epilogue: The Following Year 

When I spoke with Cherry in May the next year she had completed one term at a 

private school and then resigned. She did not feel capable of continuing teaching 

English in Australia and was looking at teaching Drama and Dance, subjects that were 

not compulsory and for which students might be more motivated. She had experienced 

some different difficulties with students, parents and the HOD.  

A Storyline 

These case studies illustrated the experiences of seven teachers appointed to 

rural and remote schools for the first time in Western Australia. The cases were chosen 

to reflect both positive and negative experiences, which contributed to decisions by 

participants to remain in their location or relocate to an alternative place and 

employment. They provided detailed, contextualised accounts. The cases of young 

novices, mature-aged novices, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers were selected 

to convey teacher diversity. In this next section, a storyline (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), 
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drawn from all case studies identifies the common central issues emerging from 

participants‟ experiences, associated with a synchronic trajectory (Sandelowski, 1999) 

of critical, typical experiences, issues and processes of teachers newly appointed to 

rural and remote schools. 

Teachers applying for DET positions found the experience difficult and 

frustrating, particularly for overseas-qualified teachers. Teachers waited, in limbo, for 

appointment notification, with the school year rapidly approaching. When they 

received notification, the school location, their entitlement for housing and processes 

for accepting or rejecting the position remained unclear. Notification was greeted with 

tears, disbelief, and sometimes, sheer relief. The appointment created a significant 

dilemma – should I accept or reject the offer? Novice teachers were likely to feel real 

or perceived pressure to take the job: they were told other offers were unlikely or they 

would be disadvantaged if they rejected the offer. 

After receiving an offer they entered a bureaucratic jungle; a nightmare of 

unreturned phone calls, redirected enquiries to people, often on leave at critical times. 

This lasted for up to four months, as they attempted to correct salary payments, rental 

deductions and access relocation subsidies, some only becoming aware of entitlements 

months after relocation. Teachers placed in GEHA housing found their 

accommodation untidy, dirty, needing maintenance, and sometimes already occupied 

by a sharing colleague. Teachers experienced social isolation, uncertainty and anxiety 

in the time between arrival at the location and commencement of school.  

When school commenced, access to information was critical. Formal school-

based induction activities were rare and essential information (curriculum documents, 

previous teaching and learning programmes, student results, teaching and learning 

resources) and technical equipment were not provided. This was particularly difficult 

for teachers in single teacher subject faculties at secondary schools, those in specialist 

programmes or support roles and those unfamiliar with Western Australian 

curriculum.  

Teachers were often not placed in roles commensurate with their existing skills 

and experience. They were placed outside their subject specialisation, in areas beyond 

their expertise, in support roles where they lacked professional autonomy, and in 

unfamiliar educational sectors. Teachers who were role-displaced, role-stretched or 
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sector-stretched, felt out of their comfort zone, lacked confidence in student 

engagement and interactions, and felt alienated from colleagues, their professional 

identity and the organisation.  

In the community, teachers felt highly visible, aware that their behaviour and 

actions were observed and scrutinised. This impacted on their dress and social 

interactions. After a short period, most teachers adapted and accepted, even enjoyed 

the familiarity of engaging with students and parents in the community. Occasionally, 

they felt vulnerable and open to attack. 

It was crucial that teachers developed robust support structures as they attempted 

to develop the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary for success in their new 

contexts. Teachers needed support from colleagues, school leaders, families and the 

community. They found it relatively easy to establish collegial and social relationships 

with peers, connecting with teachers in surrounding communities to establish teacher 

sub-communities. Sometimes staff demographics made this process challenging. 

Young single females placed in schools with experienced married couples, or mature-

aged married novices in young single collegial cohorts found integration difficult. 

Developing collegial relationships took time and involved “testing the water”, trying 

out interactions with groups or individuals to find the most comfortable fits. 

Establishing relationships in communities was challenging and most 

successfully achieved by participation in sporting teams or local organisations. The 

extent to which teachers integrated with the community depended on community 

infrastructure: a town with a choice of sporting clubs, churches, repertory groups and 

volunteer services provided many opportunities. Conversely, a town with a shire office 

and a general store limited opportunities for any social engagement. Many social 

activities were centred on country hotels or social drinking. Teachers uncomfortable in 

these contexts experienced greater social isolation. Principals often warned teachers to 

be guarded in communication with people in the community. Some also felt the need 

to be guarded in communication with colleagues. 

The degree to which executives supported teachers impacted on their integration 

into the school. Teachers wanted to feel noticed, consulted, valued, and able to access 

information, advice and action. This frequently did not happen. High levels of support 

were particularly important for people without clear collegial networks, clearly 
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defined, consensually agreed roles and for people experiencing frustrations and 

difficulties. Negative relationships with supervisors created alienation, hostility, fear, 

powerlessness and disenchantment with teaching, the school and the community. 

Teachers who received regular constructive feedback from school executives gained 

confidence and felt valued. Effective performance appraisal processes were crucial and 

rare. Teachers who were informed about appraisal processes, and provided with 

regular formal and informal feedback identified goals for continuing improvement. 

However, often appraisal occurred without direct observation, determined by general 

perceptions of behaviour management skills, based on numbers of student referrals to 

executives. In extreme cases, performance appraisal was seen as an abuse of power 

used to socialise teachers into a narrow and limited normative practices. 

Support from family was important. Having a partner present provided 

immediate and highly valued support, if the partner favoured the relocation; however, 

partners appointed to same schools experienced relationship stresses, struggling to 

achieve balance, distance and objectivity between workplace tensions, lifestyle choices 

and alignment of personal goals. Teachers separated from their families used 

telecommunications to maintain contact and adapt to a bi-focal life, immersing 

themselves in work while absent from families. 

At school, teachers gained the greatest satisfactions from positive relationships 

with students and making a difference to their lives. Typically, first term was a testing 

time for establishing expectations, routines and boundaries, but sometimes novices 

began with inflated optimism based on ignorance. By the end of first term difficulties 

were emerging and teachers felt challenged. Holidays provided teachers with 

opportunities to rethink replan and reformulate strategies. This resulted in success, 

competence and control for some. Term 2 was a critical period. Teachers were either 

reaping rewards and feeling successful or were dispirited and dissatisfied. Teachers, 

who were consistently dissatisfied contemplated career alternatives and made 

decisions to leave immediately, or to return only until the end of the year. Teachers 

returning in Semester 2 with commitment to continue focused on pedagogy and the 

curriculum with reduced emphasis on behaviour management. Others gradually 

disengaged. 

Even disaffected teachers demonstrated strong commitment to students, working 

long hours to plan and implement valuable community-relevant learning experiences, 
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and participate in extra-curricular activities. While all teachers were non-indigenous, 

they demonstrated a desire to learn culturally appropriate ways of teaching and 

interacting with indigenous students, to implement socially just, equitable practices. At 

times they endured a rollercoaster of emotional experiences in these efforts. 

The student issues presenting the greatest challenges to rural and remote teachers 

were motivation, behaviour management, absenteeism and transience. During first 

semester, teachers focused on classroom management processes to create positive 

learning environments. Irregular attendance made classroom dynamics unpredictable, 

with sudden influxes of students destabilising classroom management. Successful 

modification of behaviour early in the year gave teachers confidence that with teacher 

intervention, stability would return; they were able to predict behaviour cycles. 

Teachers struggled to engage reluctant learners achieving below anticipated levels. 

They tried different pedagogical and motivational strategies, consulting with 

colleagues and school executives for advice, and reflecting on their practice to 

improve results. Experienced teachers and some mature-aged novices adjusted 

expectations of student achievement and behaviour to the norms of the new context. 

This created professional and personal dilemmas as teachers examined and evaluated 

their personal values, beliefs and standards. They needed to feel supported, capable of 

developing strategies, and encouraged to seek assistance. In some schools, seeking 

assistance was equated with incompetence, which threatened appraisal processes.  

Teachers accessed professional development at school, District Office and in 

Perth. Copious professional development opportunities existed, but shortages of relief 

teachers to cover staff absences, costs, travel times, relevance and quality of 

professional development limited the accessibility and value of opportunities. Taking 

internal relief lessons was expected and essential in most schools. The extent of the 

relief burden varied between two to three relief lessons per term up to two to three 

relief lessons every week. Because relief lessons were allocated at short notice, 

teachers, especially novices, struggled to complete preparation.  

Teachers struggled with heavy workloads, without extensive resources and 

experienced, contextually aware teachers. All teachers worked very long hours, 

staying late at school, completing extra work at night and weekends. Most were 

willing to work long hours to provide meaningful learning experiences to students and 

experience success. They saw the workload as essential in the short-term to develop 
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their competence and resources and as an investment in the future. Workload activities 

spilled over into “holiday” time with teachers planning, developing and identifying 

resources and marking. Holidays were used for business which could not be transacted 

in the location. This included purchasing and servicing vehicles, banking and health 

checks. For these reasons, teachers felt compelled to return to Perth rather than 

enjoying regional opportunities. 

Teacher workloads reduced community integration. Most prioritised work over 

all aspects of their lives, at least in the short-term. For some, working in rural and 

remote locations provided distraction free time to focus on work without family and 

social pressures or responsibilities. For others, work was a welcome diversion, filling 

voids created by absent family and friends. Mature novices and experienced teachers, 

were likely to have diverse personal and social goals and family commitments that 

moderated work demands, making a balanced lifestyle a stronger goal.  

GEHA housing caused continuing aggravation for teachers. They endured 

annoying, uncomfortable and dangerous household problems, pursuing action over 

several months. They were concerned about security, especially during holidays, in 

communities with high crime levels. Shared housing, where teachers were allocated 

accommodation with complete strangers without consideration of compatibility factors 

(age, gender, cultural background, religion or ethnicity) created problems. While some 

young single teachers enjoyed the company and reduced costs, for most people the 

experience was a precarious social experiment, which diminished the personal space 

of people already working and socialising in proscribed circles. 

A surprising number of rural and remote teachers did not have their own means 

of transport. This created difficulty, expense, and reliance on colleagues for access to 

services within the town, regional centres or metropolitan area. Those with vehicles 

negotiated difficult road conditions, including wildlife and stock. For many there was 

anxiety about expense for unexpected travel in the case of family emergencies. 

By second semester, some teachers were beginning to value opportunities within 

communities and schools. As they gained control over their workload, they explored 

the landscape, cultural opportunities and lifestyle of the location. Some tried 

unfamiliar activities, interacting with different people, revelling in new roles, or 

gaining additional qualifications such as bus licences and swimming certificates. 
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People engaging in community activities developed a sense of belonging and 

familiarity, identifying with the town.  

In dealing with these diverse experiences, teachers worked through problems, 

adapting contextual expectations. This was harder for teachers with high expectations 

or previous experience. They developed coping strategies: talking through concerns 

with others, seeking feedback on performance, depersonalising incidents, empathising 

with students, accessing resources (physical and human) to overcome problems or 

distracting themselves with other commitments. Some avoided situations, withdrew, 

developed support with disaffected teachers, took leave and searched for career 

alternatives.  

Teachers experiencing dissatisfaction suffered persistent destabilising dilemmas 

– should I stay or should I go? This tormented teachers for four to five months, 

sometimes longer. All teachers displayed commitment to their appointment for 12 

months or the length of their contract. All saw resignation as unsatisfactory, requiring 

admission of personal failure and guilt over student disruption. Teachers in this 

situation fluctuated through cycles of despair, deciding to stay, then reacting to 

incidents by deciding to go, on a daily or weekly basis. While permanent employment 

status was a factor motivating acceptance of rural or remote positions, it was not a 

persuasive incentive to overcome stay/go dilemmas. Experiencing intolerable 

circumstances for extended periods, with professional competence questioned and 

self-esteem eroded, the possibility of permanent employment was of insufficient value. 

Decisions to depart were the outcome of powerlessness and reduced efficacy. Teachers 

left locations when they felt unable to change the circumstances causing unhappiness 

and disaffection, usually issues associated with personnel and school structures. 

Term 4 increased dissatisfaction and uncertainty as teachers waited for 

appointment confirmation, future roles and the impact of staffing changes, battling 

bureaucratic processes to obtain timely information about their future. Staff morale 

was eroded by departing teachers detaching from colleagues and school. End of year 

tiredness took its toll on teachers‟ patience. Teachers remaining were anxious about 

responsibility for new graduates in the new year; simultaneously, they were optimistic 

and eager for the new year with improved skills, student, school and organisational 

familiarity and goals for improvement of their skills and outcomes. Novice teachers 

felt buoyant that they had completed probably the hardest year of their career.  
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Teachers returning for a second year reported higher levels of satisfaction due to 

familiarity with students and the context. After surviving the first year, tested by 

students, their return signalled commitment to students. Workloads increased with 

additional roles because of their “experience” in contexts of high teacher turnover. 

They had a strong sense of professional identity, had established competent classroom 

management and were focused on curriculum and pedagogical issues. They enjoyed 

collegiality with „old‟ staff and looked forward to the novelty of new personalities. 

Career decisions to relocate to rural or remote schools had impacted on all 

elements of teachers‟ lives, setting in motion a train of decision-making about family, 

relationships, personal goals, housing, transport and vocational aspirations. Relocation 

demanded the ability to adapt and evolve to a range of new environments; the extent to 

which individuals “fitted” these environments or were able to adapt influenced the 

degree to which they achieved satisfaction with the quality of their worklives. The 

next chapter will build theory to explicate the concept of person-environment fit and 

quality of worklife for rural and remote teachers. 

Differences between Categories of Teachers 

Throughout the storyline, some differences were noted between experiences of 

different categories of teachers. In this section, differences based on career position 

categories are identified. This includes differences of career goals, levels of teaching 

and work experience, different levels of familiarity with curriculum, and personal 

goals associated with different life stages. 

Differences emerged from categories based on career goals. Young novices 

focused on career establishment, with first experiences of professional responsibility 

and autonomy. They were keen to develop competence; however, they had no 

workplace or teaching experience against which they could evaluate their success. 

Mature-aged novices had made clear career change decisions. Completion of tertiary 

qualifications often meant years of reduced income and reduced commencement 

salaries to achieve desired career goals such as greater levels of work fulfilment or 

higher levels of stability (Crow et al, 1990, Haggard et al, 2006; Phillips KPA, 2007; 

Richardson & Watts, 2002; Salyer, 2003). Teachers from interstate were motivated by 

“sea change” goals, looking for new professional or personal experiences emanating 

from lifestyle choices or mid-career uncertainty. The appointment was perceived as a 
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“working holiday”, with opportunities to see new places. They had established their 

career competence and were confident practitioners. Teachers from overseas were 

trying to re-establish careers with financial and immigration pressures. They had 

achieved competence in their careers, but faced the challenge of developing 

competence in an unfamiliar cultural context, sometimes beyond their specific areas of 

expertise (Kamler et al., 1998).  

Different levels of work and teaching experience impacted on the expectations 

participants had of their new appointment and worklives. Young novices commenced 

teaching with idealised expectations of their new profession, tempered only by 

teaching practicum experiences (Goddard & Foster, 2001; Sabar, 2004; Veenman, 

1984). They were eager, enthusiastic and inexperienced, expecting some difficulties in 

the process of learning their craft. They were willing to learn and absorb advice from 

experienced practitioners; however, they expected to be professionally respected and 

valued and aimed towards achieving autonomy. Mature novices had experience of 

other occupations and the process of socialisation into roles and organisations (Crow 

et al., 1990; Louis, 1980). They had established expectations of work places, 

professional relationships, and processes involved in developing and demonstrating 

workforce competence. However, like young novices, they lacked benchmarks for 

teaching and school experiences. Interstate teachers had established expectations of 

schools, colleagues, educational organisations and processes of developing teaching 

competence. For these teachers, modification of their expectations to the context and 

mastery of different curriculum and system requirements presented the greatest 

challenges. They felt confronted by challenges to their competence, and the time it 

took to gain control and efficacy in the situation. Overseas-qualified teachers 

experienced similar difficulties; however, their adaptation was challenged most by 

unfamiliar cultural expectations, and some language issues. 

Finally, differences can be accounted for by lifestages and personal goals. The 

young novices demonstrated higher needs for social affiliation, but without experience 

socialising and working with colleagues of all ages. Mature and experienced teachers 

demonstrated a higher degree of independence and self-reliance, being comfortable 

with their informed career decisions. Life stages of participants were linked with 

family stages and commitments. Mature teachers were likely to have dependent or 

independent children, and/or dependent parents which created additional demands on 
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their lives. Experienced teachers saw employment as an instrumental part of their lives 

– a source of job security – rather than a life dominating vocation. In the case of 

overseas teachers, immigration to a new country created economic pressures that 

shaped their decisions. 

Conclusion 

This chapter presented seven full case studies of participants from the 

categories of young novices, mature-aged novices, interstate and overseas-qualified 

teachers, to represent the diversity of teachers‟ commencing in rural and remote 

schools. They provide accounts of the teachers‟ lived experiences, through teachers‟ 

voices, contextualised by the individual‟s background and current context. Within the 

categories, cases were selected to convey “typically” positive and negative, rather than 

extreme experiences. The case studies contextualised the theory developed in the next 

chapters. The storyline explicated the common experiences across all 29 case studies 

and finally, differences between participant experiences according to categories were 

identified. 

The next two chapters develop explanatory theory drawing on case studies of 

all participants. Two theories of factors impacting on participants and processes 

involved in adaptation to environments are developed from the cross-case analysis. 

These chapters explore the complexity and diversity of teacher experiences and 

contexts of rural and remote education.  
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CHAPTER 6: QUALITY OF WORKLIFE FOR RURAL AND REMOTE 

TEACHERS: PERSON-ENVIRONMENT FIT TO MULTIPLE 

ENVIRONMENTS  

Introduction 

In the preceding chapter, the seven case studies demonstrated the diversity and 

commonality of rural and remote teacher experiences and the significant factors, 

processes and adaptations experienced by teachers over time. Cases were selected 

from the four categories of teachers located in this study. In this chapter, four 

propositions are developed from the cross-case analysis of all 29 cases. Together, 

these propositions comprise a quality of worklife theory for rural and remote teachers, 

based on person-environment fit to multiple work and non-work environments. In this 

chapter, illustrative quotations are identified according to the categories of 

participants: young novices designated (YN), mature-aged novice (MN), interstate (I) 

and overseas-qualified teachers (O) with the month/period of data collection. 

Summary of Propositions 

The first four propositions emanating from this study are: 

1. Rural and remote teachers‟ quality of worklife is determined by the degree of 

person-environment fit to multiple work and non-work environments. The 

environments in which rural and remote teachers operate include: the 

organisation (of DET); the workplace (school), involving a specific work-role; 

the geographic location; and the socio-cultural community of rural Australia. 

2. In each environment (organisation, workplace; work-role; geographic; and 

socio-cultural community), factors exist which enhance or diminish teachers‟ 

quality of worklife, affecting their ability to fit the environment. The existence 

of protective factors enhances teacher fit to the environment, while risk factors 

diminish fit. The following sub-propositions identify protective and risk factors 

impacting on person-environment fit and quality of worklife in each 

environment. 

 Organisational environment factors associated with quality of worklife 

include: appointment and relocation processes (access to accurate 

information; placement pressure; the degree to which teachers‟ skills, 
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ability, and knowledge match assigned roles; employment tenure policies 

(permanency, clear vacancies and access to information); and workload 

(adequate casual and full time staffing levels). 

 Workplace environment factors associated with quality of worklife 

include: access to information; opportunities to develop professional 

competence (including professional connectivity); and cultural cohesion 

(including quality of professional relationships with superordinates, peers 

and students). 

 Geographic and socio-cultural community environment factors 

associated with quality of worklife include: geographic and climatic 

conditions; distance from other locations (regional or metropolitan and 

familial); community demographics; community social and cultural 

infrastructure (health, retail, recreational); and personal safety. 

3. Appointment to rural and remote schools reshapes familial and social 

relationships, requiring renegotiation of work and non-worklife interfaces, to 

achieve work/non-worklife balance and quality of worklife.  

4. Work place, work-role and organisational environments present the most 

significant challenges to teachers in rural and remote schools. Environments 

directly related to teachers‟ work impact on work satisfaction, efficacy and locus 

of control, influencing teacher retention or attrition more than geographic, socio-

cultural community environment and familial/social dislocation. 

This chapter develops the theory of Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote 

Teachers: Person-Environment Fit to Multiple Environments, by developing the four 

propositions in six sections. In the first section the theory and model developed from 

proposition one is explicated. In sections two to four, the three sub-propositions from 

proposition two are developed by examining protective and risk factors associated 

with the organisation, workplace, geographic and socio-cultural community 

environments. In the fifth section, proposition three is developed by examining issues 

associated with renegotiation of work and non-worklife boundaries, and establishment 

of work/life balance. In the sixth section, proposition four, the significance of 

workplace, work-role and organisational environments is elaborated. In Chapter 

Seven, six further propositions are presented to develop a theory of adaptive processes 
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associated with person-environment fit to multiple rural and remote teacher 

environments.  

Proposition 1: Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers: 

Theory of Person-Environment Fit to Multiple Environments 

Most rural and remote teachers have made a career decision to relocate for a 

period of employment. This decision impacts on all other elements of their lives. It is a 

catalyst for decision-making about: family; social relationships; personal goals; 

housing; transport; and vocational aspirations. Arriving in a new place, establishing a 

new home, entering a new job, and for some, a new profession, in a new organisation 

amongst unknown colleagues, in a culturally unfamiliar community with dislocated 

family and social relationships requires high levels of adaptability to negotiate a 

comfortable and sustaining niche in these new environments. The extent to which 

individuals fit these environments, or integrate, influences the degree to which they 

achieve quality in their worklife.  

Person-environment fit, as defined in Chapter Three, is the compatibility 

between an individual and the environment, based on the demands of the environment 

and the resources of the individual to meet those demands (Kristof-Brown, et al., 

2005; Rice et al., 1985). The concept was used extensively in quantitative research 

designs (Pithers & Sodden, 1999; Rice et al., 1985; Verquer et al., 2003; Voydanoff, 

2005). Application of the concept in this inductive, qualitative study enabled the 

generation of complex theory, synthesising variations such as person-organisation fit 

and person-culture fit, and expanding the application from narrow vocational contexts 

to multiple work and non-work environments. Further, in this theory, the term 

„integration‟ is used to imply that changes occur in both individuals and environments 

to improve fit in an “interpretive and interactive process” (Kelchtermans & Ballet, 

2002, p. 106; Zeichner & Gore, 1990), rather than the implication that individuals 

must adapt to environments.  

Voydanoff (2001) applied the concept of fit to three domains, examining the 

interface between work, family and community, where issues in any of the domains 

impacts on one or more of the other domains. Voydanoff‟s model (Figure 12, p. 165) 

implies that work, family and community all occur in proximity to one physical 

location. Similarly, in relation to long staying teachers in rural areas, Boylan et al. 
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(1993) developed a model (Figure 13, p. 166) that identified workplace, community 

and family as major spheres of influence. However, in this study of teachers newly 

relocating to rural and remote schools, a more complex interface occurs with all 

domains, because families may not coalesce within the same geographic environment. 

Working from these models, theory development proceeded with the generation of two 

further tentative models (Figure 14, p. 166 and Figure 15, p. 167) to represent the 

impact of relocation on family configurations; some teachers choose to relocate their 

family, while others choose separation from families for extended periods of time. 

Family relocation creates the additional dislocation of immediate family members with 

potential to induce family stresses which impact on worklife. Separation from family 

requires development of independence, and alternative ways of interacting, supporting 

and fulfilling family and work responsibilities. However, these models failed to 

include existing social relationships and care responsibilities for extended family 

members which were significant in this study, because of the diversity of life and 

career stages of participants. Further theorising also led to the deconstruction of the 

domains of work and community, explicitly identifying other environments impacting 

on rural and remote teacher quality of worklife; namely, the organisation; the work-

role; and the geographic location. The community environment was renamed as the 

socio-cultural community environment to emphasise socio-cultural attributes of rural 

and remote Australia relevant to teachers employed from overseas.  

 

Figure 12: Relationships among the work, community and family Microsystems. 
(Source: Voydanoff, 2001, p. 136). Note: A= work-family mesosystem; B= work-community 

mesosystem; C= community-family mesosystem; D= work-community-family mesosystem  
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Figure 13: Model for Teacher Retention. (Source: Boylan et al., 1993, p. 124)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Emerging Model of Rural Quality of Worklife Environments, 

(Relocated Family Configuration). 
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Figure 15: Emerging Model of Rural Quality of Worklife Environments, 

(Separated Family Configuration). 

 

The final theory, Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers: Person-

Environment Fit to Multiple Environments, is presented in Figure 16 (p. 168). The 

theory posits that rural and remote teachers‟ quality of worklife is determined by the 

degree of person-environment fit to multiple work and non-work environments. The 

environments in which rural and remote teachers operate include: the organisation (of 

DET); the workplace (school), involving a specific work-role; the geographic location; 

and socio-cultural community of rural Australia. Further, the relocation alters existing 

familial and social relationships which may impact on the ability of individuals to 

integrate into these environments. The boundaries between environments are highly 

permeable; issues within a specific environment spillover and impact on issues within 

other environments in a multi-directional way and for this reason, non-worklife 

domains are relevant to rural and remote teachers‟ quality of worklife. 

From a systems and environmental theory perspective (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), 

entry into new environments may create disequilibrium for individuals, requiring 

adaptation or environmental change to achieve integration (equilibrium) or fit. 

Processes and factors which support socialisation and acculturation of individuals into 

normative behaviours of environments assist successful integration.  Where  
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Figure 16: Model of Worklife Quality for Multiple Environments of Rural and Remote Teachers. 
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disequilibrium exists, individuals seek to improve fit through adaptation of self or 

environment, but continued disequilibrium causes alienation and isolation, leading to 

maladaptive behaviours, and ultimately, withdrawal from environments. The adaptive 

processes will be examined in the next chapter. This chapter elaborates the factors 

impacting on quality of worklife within each environment. While the terms work and 

non-worklife suggest separation of income generation and family associated with 

post-industrialised divisions of labour (Luckman, 1978) this proposition argues that 

non-work domains are inextricably linked to the quality of worklife of rural and 

remote teachers, consistent with positions advocated over the last 30 years (Allan et 

al., 2007; Clark, 2000; Googins, 1997; Kanter, 1977; Parasuraman & Greenhaus, 

1997; Voydanoff, 2005). 

Proposition 2: Factors Affecting Integration into Environments for Rural 

and Remote Teachers 

Proposition two states that in each environment (organisation; workplace; work-

role; geographic; and socio-cultural community), factors exist which enhance or 

diminish teachers‟ quality of worklife, affecting their ability to fit the environment. 

Drawing on resilience literature (Howard & Johnson, 2004; Kaplan, 1999; Kumpfer, 

1999; Luthar, Cicchetti & Becker, 2000), protective factors, such as development of 

significant relationships, and personal efficacy, which individuals, organisations and 

communities are capable of promoting, reduce the likelihood of adverse worklife 

outcomes by “moderat[ing] against the effects of a stressful or risk situation so that the 

individual is able to adapt successfully” (Conrad & Hammen, 1993, cited in Kaplan, 

1999, p. 46). Risk factors are situational or environmental conditions which increase 

the probability of adverse outcomes. In the following sections, sub-propositions 2.1-

2.3 are developed by examining protective and risk factors in each environment. 

Frequently, the existence of structures and processes are protective factors and absence 

of structures and processes are risk factors; however, some factors are constructed as 

both protective and risk factors by different individuals, an occurrence noted by 

Kaplan (1999). 

Sub-Proposition 2.1: Organisational Factors Impacting on Quality of Worklife 

The organisational environment in this study relates to the practices and policies 

of DET. There is a permeable interface between aspects of the organisation, work-role 
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and workplace. Some organisational factors are influenced by workplace practices 

which are determined by school-based decision-makers. Permeability between 

different environments is a recurring theme in this thesis. This section examines 

factors predominantly emanating from the centralised bureaucracy of DET, rather than 

school-based personnel. In the next section, factors within the control of workplace-

based decision-makers are examined. The issue of work-role, which overlaps 

organisation and workplace environments is discussed in this organisation 

environment section, because the role is assigned at appointment by centralised 

personnel in the first instance. 

Critical aspects of the organisational environment which serve to protect or put 

at risk teacher quality of worklife are: appointment and relocation processes (accuracy 

of information; placement pressure; and housing); the degree to which skills, abilities 

and knowledge of teachers match work-role/s; employment policies and processes 

(related to permanency, transfer, clear vacancies and access to information); and 

workload (adequate casual and full time staffing levels). The issue of teacher salaries 

was developed only by one participant and consequently was interpreted as not 

significant to quality of worklife for participants in this study. 

Appointment and Relocation Processes 

The process of appointing staff to the organisation involves an application, offer, 

and relocation. Three dominant factors contribute to teacher protection or risk in this 

process: access to accurate information and efficient processes; imposition of pressure 

to accept appointments; and the availability and condition of housing. 

Access to accurate information and efficient processes. 

Novice teachers readily accessed application information for appointment to 

DET; however, participants from overseas found the process difficult and 

bureaucratically frustrating, experiencing problems with access to information and 

unhelpful responses from the centralised bureaucracy:  

I put in an application to the remote teaching service. Applied for any 

school in the Kimberley or Pilbara. Never got anything back from 

them. I queried them after two to three months. They couldn‟t find it. I 

downloaded more forms and sent them in. I‟ve had no 

acknowledgement. I spoke to a guy…but nothing happened. (Porter, 

O, December) 
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When I went to the Education Department they referred me to the 

overseas qualifications unit which [was] a big mistake because OQU 

could not do anything with my qualifications…You have to go 

through all that rubbish before you finally realise that it didn‟t matter 

you already had the thing in the first place. So it was a rigmarole and I 

…thought there was no hope. (Serene, O, November) 

This is consistent with Gerard Daniels‟ (2007) finding that 55.4% of graduates felt 

their overall recruitment experience was poor or very poor. Participants making 

enquiries directly to schools found the process easier. For example, Michelle said, “I 

thought I‟d ring the school and they said “When can you start?”” (MN, May). The 

teachers who persevered with applications were highly committed to teaching in 

Western Australian DET schools.  

Teachers, who received information from DET during their pre-service 

education criticised it as inaccurate and misleading (Gerard Daniels, 2007). They felt 

cheated by the appointment process: 

I feel like I was lied to because I wasn‟t told about all these things 

when I came up here. (Nicky, MN, May) 

[If they had] given me proper information before I came, because I 

was told that I could choose, that I could do Ed. Support or I could do 

Art or I could do PE and when I got there…I was told you‟re going to 

be Ed. Support, that‟s what you‟re going to do. If I‟d been given more 

accurate information…those things might have influenced us not to 

come. (Tonia, MN, June) 

Participants felt misinformed about the role to which they were appointed, services 

available at the location and provision of housing. This is consistent with recent 

experiences of interstate and overseas teachers who have been “lured” to Western 

Australia (Hiatt, 2006, 2007; Spencer, 2007). For example, a teacher imported from 

the UK claimed he was “misled because the Department did not tell him he would be 

forced to teach subjects he knew nothing about” (Hiatt, 2007, p. 7). According to 

Crowther (1988) misinformed teachers carry animosity for a long time. 

Participants believed their initial appointment notification did not provide 

adequate information, direct them to sources for assistance, or advise about procedures 

to facilitate their relocation: 

This letter comes in the post saying Holt RTS pre-primary – that was 

your job…with an end date on it and that‟s it. It doesn‟t say to accept 

or reject, it doesn‟t say you need to call, you‟re given nothing…You 

ring up…What if I don‟t want to go?…Well you better ring so and so. 

You get the rigmarole and then at the major time when everyone is 

wanting to know about housing and transport, they send the person in 
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charge of the region on holidays…You‟re doing all the chasing…No 

one says yes or no you‟ve got a house or…is there an address? Can 

you tell me anything about it? Like what‟s in it? You‟ll have to ring 

the school. (Audrey, YN, December) 

You just get a letter telling you you have been appointed to Westham 

Senior High School in Mathematics. That‟s it. I thought they could 

have given out some sort of a package to put myself at ease and 

someone to contact, get some questions…There wasn‟t…someone 

you could just ring and say I‟ve got a problem. (Tate, MN, June) 

Provision of adequate information and access to contact personnel was desired by 

participants to allay fears and clarify information. They felt uninformed and under 

pressure, especially when time for relocation was short. Participants able to contact 

personnel at the school or location felt more confident, positive and prepared for the 

new appointment. In Tate‟s case, contact with a teacher in Westham prevented him 

from declining the position, in the face of continuing difficulties over housing. 

Similarly, information about relocation subsidies was not readily available, with some 

participants becoming aware of entitlements serendipitously, months after relocation:  

Finding out what…you can get is so hard. They should have a 

book…we didn‟t know you could get all these allowances. It would 

have been nice if they said you‟re going to this area, this is what is 

available to you. It would have been so much easier. Instead of having 

to find out. (Sarah, YN, June) 

There are some subsidies, but I don‟t know about them. There are 

different bits of paper for different allowances, too many bits of paper 

and some people never find out about them. (Max, I, February) 

This is consistent with the perception of regional staff that “claiming regional benefits 

can be an arduous process” (ECU, 2007, p. 26). Difficulty ascertaining entitlements 

was seen as an unnecessary imposition on people already stressed and struggling to 

manage challenging workloads. This study endorses Gerard Daniel‟s (2007) 

recommendations for implementation of a formal offer and acceptance process and a 

helpdesk to facilitate application and appointment information. 

Pressure to accept positions. 

In times of teacher shortages, there is pressure to fill teacher vacancies, at any 

cost. In this study, novice teachers felt pressured to accept positions incongruent with 

their qualifications and experience by threats that they would not gain other 

employment from DET. Participants reported both direct statements and a generalised 

belief that it was necessary to take the position offered: 
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Basically told me flat out…if you don‟t take this job we will not offer 

you another one this year and next year you‟ll be on the bottom of the 

list under every other English graduate. Whether they actually do, she 

basically said if you don‟t do it you‟ll be blacklisted. (Fiona, YN, 

May) 

We were a bit disturbed by the Department saying “This is all you‟ll 

be able to get” and we were quite naïve…we feel a bit cheated. 

(Mandy, YN, June) 

Everyone said you had to take it, because the likelihood of getting 

another one was very slim. (Sarah, YN, April) 

Participants, who subsequently left their positions, felt employment opportunities had 

been misrepresented because all were offered other DET positions. This study found 

evidence of pressure and systemic bullying similar to the rate reported by ISP (2006) 

at approximately 20% of staff; however, novice teachers appear particularly vulnerable 

(Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002), with half of novice participants feeling pressured to 

accept appointments. This is consistent with Gerard Daniels‟ (2007) finding that 40% 

of graduates accepted appointments with DET because no other employment offers 

were made. 

Housing. 

The availability of appropriate housing was an initial concern for nearly half of 

participants and housing issues continued to be a problem for a third of participants in 

this study. Teachers, once again, felt misinformed:  

At uni we were briefed by staff from central office and encouraged to 

apply for country placement. One of the key selling points for me was 

the offer of GEHA housing. What they didn‟t make clear was that 

GEHA housing was not an automatic right and in particular family 

housing is fairly scarce. (Tate, MN, Journal 1) 

The majority of teachers were eventually provided with some form of housing, but 

information about type and furnishings was not made clear. Even essential information 

about address and key collection was difficult to obtain. Participants arrived to find 

they were without basic necessities: “I‟ve bought a mattress last weekend, because it 

was an unfurnished house…I had a 2 inch mattress which was pretty hard on the 

ground…so I wasn‟t sleeping” (Donald, MN, April). In one case, the local community 

donated basic equipment, such as a refrigerator, when the participant arrived at an 

unfurnished house.  
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Two thirds of participants were dissatisfied with their accommodation, primarily 

the dirty and poorly maintained condition of the residence. Some were dangerous or 

uninhabitable; and in two cases properties were subsequently condemned:  

I was moved into an old house. The fan dropped out of the roof, the 

electricity went on and off, there was no air-conditioning and there 

were gas leaks with the stove. I called GEHA because I just dreaded 

coming home. (Hermione, YN, June) 

Unsatisfactory housing created negative emotional responses that were detrimental to 

adaptive processes of nesting and settling into new environments. Mandy commented 

“if we‟d had a better house that we were happier with that would have been more of an 

incentive to stay here” (YN, June). Participants were concerned by a lack of security 

features (for example, deadlocks, window locks) and difficulty accessing maintenance, 

particularly air-conditioner repairs in places where temperatures regularly exceeded 40 

degrees Celsius. They reported frustration pursuing unresolved issues for months, 

sometimes proceeding with maintenance at their own expense and effort: 

When [Principal] came round and saw my house he said, “don‟t move 

in”. Well I couldn‟t not move in, I‟ve got my daughter. I‟ve got all my 

stuff and I had to move in….I was coming home from school and still 

cleaning things and then going back to school and trying to work out 

what‟s going on…I don‟t think that it‟s fair, you move into 

somewhere and it should be clean. If nothing else. But other little 

things like I‟ve got a dripping tap which I keep reporting and nothing 

happens. I‟m supposed to have a freezer, I haven‟t got a freezer…I 

didn‟t have a table and chairs for ages and when it finally came it‟s 

wobbly and had to shove bits of cardboard under it and…there‟s a 

hole in the septic tank which someone‟s just stuck a rock over, but the 

smell is appalling…and I‟ve reported it and nothing‟s happened so, 

how many times do you have to? I don‟t want to spend my energies 

chasing up stuff that should have been there in the first place...then I 

could have concentrated on what I had come here for which was to 

teach. (Wendy, MN, March) 

Nearly a quarter of participants in this study were required to share housing for 

between a month and the whole year, including three married participants living 

separate from partners. Teachers working in the same school shared housing and were 

unable to escape from colleagues in non-work time. At best, shared housing provided 

financial benefits and opportunities for companionship, which were valued by a small 

number of participants, but more frequently house sharing was considered a stress 

which tested the limits of interpersonal relationships:  

He spent three hours watching soccer and there were pots everywhere 

and I just said, “You‟re not doing your fair share” and it was how dare 
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I say it?…It‟s like being a GEHA experiment – put two people 

together and see if they get on. (Charles, MN, August) 

We‟re two different people…I find it really hard to socialise with 

someone that you‟ve spent the whole day with. I find it really 

frustrating – I just want to go home and relax. I don‟t want to bring up 

stuff from school. (Nicky, MN, September) 

Additional recurring problems of house sharing were turnover of house-mates, 

property changes and resettlement, especially at the end of the year:  

Not knowing who I‟m going to be living with is more of a problem or 

where I‟m going to be living. I could have to go to another house…so 

that‟s unsettling. (Corby, MN, November) 

The problems of shared housing were epitomised in Audrey‟s case. In her early 

20s and living away from home for the first time, Audrey shared her house with four 

transient teachers during the year. The first teacher, who stayed for six months, was a 

mature-aged male from a different cultural and religious background. The mounting 

tension resulted in threatened violence and telephone calls to the Principal in the 

middle of the night. The stress directly impacted on Audrey‟s ability to function within 

the classroom, creating a recurring dilemma - whether to stay or go. Audrey 

demonstrated extreme resilience in remaining: 

I‟m not generally a stressful person and I notice living there with 

Hussein, having that stress at home, I have less patience at school and 

it didn‟t really click until I came back from the holidays and he was 

…away for a couple of days…I had all this patience…it seemed to 

just be that I was in my home on my own, relaxed a bit and I was 

better off at school. I hate living with Hussein. I‟m just out of 

tolerance with him. (Audrey, YN, June) 

Hussein‟s departure resolved one housing problem for Audrey, but staff recruitment 

and retention problems at Holt created a flow of three other house-mates sharing the 

only teacher accommodation in town. Participants considered resigning specifically 

over shared housing issues. Audrey commented: “I thought if he doesn‟t go I will”. 

House sharing demolished any possibility of boundaries between work and non-work 

domains, posing a significant risk to quality of teacher worklife.  

The most positive aspect of GEHA housing was the proximity of other teachers‟ 

residences, which created teacher sub-communities, encouraging interaction during 

non-work time (see Fiona, p. 98). Proximity was seen as preferable, whereas shared 

housing represented a destabilising risk to participants. This study reinforces the need 

for appropriate quality housing for teachers, consistent with the recommendation by 

ECU (2007, p iii) that all public sector housing “be appropriate for workers' families 
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and cultural situations, and…built to a standard that meets current expectations for 

residential housing”. Wide variations of housing standards, even within one location, 

were acknowledged by Prout (2004, p. 105), who described provision of GEHA 

housing as “fragmented and uncoordinated” with the “standard and siting of these staff 

houses…foster[ing] particular social dynamics within the community that many locals 

view as being ultimately destructive”. The uncertainty of being allocated 

accommodation, the standard of housing and the necessity to share accommodation 

were all significant risk factors to rural and remote teachers. 

In total, the appointment process was seen as difficult to negotiate, with 

information not presented in a clear, accurate or timely manner and contact with 

central staffing for clarification not possible in a timely, efficient, and user-friendly 

way. Unnecessary appointment and relocation difficulties created anxiety and 

reluctance to accept positions; however, the belief that no alternative appointment 

would be offered led to acceptance of relocation under pressure. Ankrah-Dove (1982, 

p. 16) advocated appointment practices which reduce the use of compulsion, but 

“where compulsion is used, it should be combined as far as possible with a matching 

of teachers to the kind of schools and environmental conditions which they find 

attractive”. The issue of teacher match to role is developed in the next section.  

Appointment Vacancy and Personnel Match: Role and Sector Placement 

DET applicants are offered positions in rural and remote schools that are beyond 

their educational qualifications and experience, a phenomenon referred to as “out-of 

field teaching” (Ingersoll, 2003, 1996; Seastrom, Gruber, Henke, McGrath & Cohen, 

2002), resulting in appointment of teachers underqualified for positions. In this 

section, a framework developed for the analysis of teacher/role congruence is 

presented with discussion of protective and risk factors associated with each 

framework category. Participants were categorised as placed in positions which: 

accurately matched their skills (role/sector congruence); did not match their skills (role 

or sector-displaced); or used some existing skills, but stretched their expertise 

(role/sector-stretched). Table 5 (p. 177) provides definitions and examples of each 

category.  
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Table 5: Role/sector Congruence: Definition of Terms. 

The extent to which teachers were appointed to congruent roles and sectors is 

presented in Table 6 (p. 178). The table describes the number and percentage of 

teachers in each category, the percentage of matched and unmatched teachers and 

percentages of matched and unmatched teachers that left appointments within 12 

months. In this study, nearly half of participants experienced incongruent roles and/or 

sectors, a greater percentage than those reported as out-of field teaching (between five 

and 38%, depending on grade level and subject area) in the US (Ingersoll, 2002; 

Category  Definition Example 

Role 

Congruence 

The skills and qualifications of the 

teacher match the role to which they 

are appointed. 

A Mathematics teacher 

appointed to teach 

secondary Maths. 

Role-

Displacement 

The skills and qualifications of the 

teacher do not match the role to which 

they are appointed.  

A primary school 

classroom teacher 

appointed to a learning 

support role. 

A secondary ESL teacher 

appointed to teach 

Mathematics. 

Role- 

Stretched 

The skills and qualifications of the 

teacher match some aspects of the role 

to which they are appointed, but 

includes additional roles for which 

they have no prior experience or 

qualifications. 

A secondary English 

teacher allocated English 

and Society and 

Environment, Home 

Economics, Computing, 

Maths and Science. 

Sector 

Congruence 

The skills and qualifications of the 

teacher match the sector (primary, 

secondary or tertiary) to which they 

are appointed. 

A primary school teacher 

placed in a primary 

school. 

Sector-

Displacement 

The skills and qualifications of the 

teacher do not match the sector 

(primary, secondary or tertiary) to 

which they are appointed. 

A TAFE teacher 

appointed to a secondary 

school. 

Sector-

Stretched 

The skills and qualifications of the 

teacher match the sector to which they 

are appointed, but includes placement 

in part of the sector for which they 

have no prior experience. 

An upper primary school 

teacher placed with early 

childhood classes.  
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Seastrom et al., 2002). Of these, half left their appointment within 12 months, while 

only a third of role-matched teachers left appointments within 12 months. The 

majority of unmatched teachers were novices. This is linked to the earlier finding that 

young novices face career commencement pressures, accepting any appointment rather 

than remaining unemployed. Moreover, the data reported in the US is most 

comparable with the role-stretched category used in this study, with Ingersoll (2002, p. 

14) noting that “almost none are teaching out of their fields for all of their class load”. 

In the role-displaced category of this study, teachers were appointed completely out-

of-field for their entire load. 

Incongruence between participants‟ qualifications or experience and their role/ 

sector contributed to participants‟ dissatisfaction with quality of worklife. They lacked 

confidence in their ability to fulfil the role, felt powerless amongst their colleagues, 

and experienced low self-efficacy. Incongruence was exacerbated for teachers 

professionally disconnected and without collegial support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Distribution of Role/Sector Congruence Categories. 
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Matched 
1

5 

52 52% 17% 

Role-

Displaced 
4 14  

 

48% 

 

 

28% 

Role and 
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Displaced  

3 10  

Role-Stretched  3 10  

Sector-

Displaced  
3 10  

Sector-Stretched  1 4  

Total 29 10

0 

100% 45% 
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Role/sector congruence.  

Teachers appointed to congruent roles/sectors developed competence quickly. 

Positive feedback from students, parents or colleagues reinforced and validated their 

perceptions of competence:  

I‟m at a good point of the year…I know that I can do it and it‟s not a 

problem to prepare for the next terms…it‟s very enjoyable. (Demi, 

MN, August) 

Challenging, but satisfying and achievable. To get to the goal where I 

want to be is definitely achievable…I had a student…brought up to 

my class because his parents weren‟t happy with him at Kindy…. 

She…said I want to tell you that my husband and I are really happy 

with this class. We like the newsletters that you send out…they also 

spoke to the DP. That was such a nice feeling that a parent bothered to 

say something positive to me and to the Principal. (Wendy, MN, June) 

Teachers in this group felt comfortable in their roles/sectors, conveying confidence, an 

internal locus of control and high self-efficacy. They felt competent, their 

achievements were acknowledged and further improvement was likely. The vast 

majority of role/sector congruent teachers remained in schools, beyond the first year, 

indicating that role congruence is a significant protective factor, associated with 

retention. 

Role-displaced/sector-displaced teachers. 

Participants in incongruent roles found it difficult to develop competence. 

Nearly a quarter of participants were role-displaced. Almost all role-displaced teachers 

were novices. Most commonly, primary classroom teachers were displaced into 

literacy and numeracy support roles, working with SAER students, and secondary 

teachers were displaced in unfamiliar subject roles, for example, an English teacher 

appointed to Home Economics. All role-displaced teachers felt professionally 

alienated, reporting lack of autonomy, low professional status, and lack of 

opportunities to use their skills:  

Because I don‟t have the knowledge in my method area, I‟ve been 

treated as someone who doesn‟t know anything and just needs to be 

told what to do and that‟s a bit strange. (Mandy, YN, February) 

I‟ve never planned a unit of Maths work before or taught a Maths 

class…I don‟t want to teach a mainstream Maths class, because I‟m an 

ESL teacher. (Sam, YN, June) 

Teachers placed in learning support roles found the positions highly incongruent with 

their classroom teaching experience. They identified lack of role ownership, lack of 
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role clarity, role-disagreement with other teachers, role changes, difficulty in 

developing relationships with students, feelings of reduced worth and lack of 

satisfaction in achieving outcomes for students: 

There‟s no clear definition about what my job is and no clear 

consensus…between [Line Manager] and the Year 8 Team Leader and 

the Year 9 Team Leader and the Deputy, as to what the programme is 

and what my role at [Programme]…I‟m the meat in the sandwich. 

(Wilma, MN, November) 

You don‟t get that continuity. If you don‟t finish a lesson well you‟ll 

never finish it with the kids whereas if you‟ve got your own class you 

can make certain that they finish certain things and it gives you that 

continuity and ability to set boundaries. (Corby, MN, November) 

I don‟t really think they see me as doing anything that essential or 

necessary…I love teaching because of that relationship you build up 

…and I‟m stunted with that because I only see them for a couple of 

hours…I don‟t feel like I know my kids well enough. I'm taking kids 

out at different times and to different places. That‟s been hard....I can‟t 

practice my skills. This week I‟ve been saying I don‟t want to go to 

work tomorrow. (Tonia, MN, March) 

Role clarity was associated with teacher morale (Hart, 1994). An absence of role 

clarity represents an environmental risk factor. 

Over half of role-displaced teachers left their appointment within the first year, 

three by the end of semester one, indicating that role-displacement represents a high 

risk factor, strongly linked to attrition. Some role-displaced participants began to adapt 

to environments in their second semester, overcoming alienation from students, 

asserting themselves with colleagues (see also Wilma, p. 127), and developing 

necessary skills and content, but they still chose to leave their appointments within the 

first year, suggesting they had not achieved P-E fit: “I had a literacy group all the way 

through and it did change slightly…I felt like I really got somewhere with them. So 

that was really good" (Tonia, MN, February, post transfer). 

Those who changed to matched roles, either within the school or after resigning 

and commencing in a new position, indicated a higher level of satisfaction, confidence 

and professional respect in their congruent role, wishing they had changed sooner:  

Getting your own class is better, because you can plan long term 

instead of just a couple of hours every week and you get to see the 

kids. You get to know the kids and diagnose what‟s going on. You can 

take steps to overcome that. (Corby, MN, November) 

I think the main reason [I left the appointment] was that I was 

teaching in another method area…you were always doubted by your 
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senior teachers and…people wouldn‟t listen to your ideas, whereas at 

this school [in my method area] I feel like if I suggest something I‟ll 

be listened to a bit more. (Mandy, YN, August) 

One role-displaced participant, Corby, who reported positive levels of support within 

the school, was able to identify some benefits from the experience: observation of a 

range of teachers; familiarity with more students; and identification of family 

connections; however, Corby was relieved to be placed in a matched role after three 

terms, achieving greater satisfaction from role congruence. Teachers remaining role-

displaced experienced continuing dilemmas and dissatisfaction: 

I go through every day wanting to leave and loving it and wanting to 

leave and loving it…and I've got to figure out what I seriously want at 

the end of year and my heart is actually calling myself back to primary 

school. (Nicky, MN, March 2
nd

 year) 

Role-displacement is the category most strongly linked to attrition and poor quality of 

worklife in this study. 

Role-stretched teachers. 

Only three teachers in this study, all appointed to secondary schools, were role 

stretched; however the extent to which teachers were stretched is significant. For 

example, Fiona, an English teacher was stretched across six curriculum areas including 

Home Economics and Computing; Donald, a D & T teacher was stretched to Art, 

Literacy Support and Work Studies. Two teachers struggled in their stretched roles: 

I was sent out here as a D & T teacher and it ended up I‟ve got three 

lessons a week in that. A major part is Work Studies, Year 11 and 12 

which is a totally different area. Then I had to teach Art for 7, 8, 9 and 

10...I‟ve got so many different areas to teach in. (Donald, MN, April) 

I wasn‟t able to engage those kids and I feel they were running riot. I 

just wasn‟t happy with the amount of effort I was putting in planning 

for the results I was getting back…It‟s all new to me. I think my only 

qualification was as a mum and that was a long time ago. I don‟t think 

I‟m the best qualified teacher. (Michelle, O, October) 

Fiona adapted and thrived on the challenge of being role-stretched, in a well-supported 

workplace environment, with adequate DOTT time to commit to preparation and by 

reformulating her perception of the role. She changed her professional identity from 

that of a subject specialist to a learning facilitator:  

I don‟t feel like I need to be an expert. I‟m learning with the kids and 

if we don‟t know something we…all go and find out about it. When 

I‟m teaching English I have to know how to spell everything and…if I 

don‟t know it they go, but you‟re supposed to be an English teacher. 
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So it‟s pretty relaxing not to have to be an expert…it was relatively 

hard at the beginning. (Fiona, YN, November) 

Michelle gradually adapted to her role, coming to enjoy some of the new curriculum 

areas by third term, but Donald struggled, failing to master the role demands, resulting 

in contract termination during Term 2. Ultimately, role expectations were not 

achievable in the absence of appropriate support:  

I think I was relieved [to leave]…the pressure of work…not having 

[the support] possible at a bigger school where you have people in the 

same learning area…if I had been in a bigger school with other subject 

teachers it would have been a better situation. Other people doing the 

same subject with previous experience, that would have made a lot of 

difference. (Donald, MN, August) 

He believed that in a different, non-rural context, with professional connectivity, his 

career may have been sustained. These outcomes indicate that while role-stretched 

placements are a risk factor, the existence of protective factors, like collegial support 

within the workplace can ameliorate risk. 

Sector-displaced and sector-stretched teachers. 

A fifth of participants in this study were sector-displaced (or sector and role-

displaced), with the most common displacement being primary teachers assigned to 

secondary schools. Other displacements included tertiary teachers placed in secondary 

and primary schools, and a secondary teacher placed in primary school. Sector-

displacement occurred in all teacher categories. Common concerns were lack of 

familiarity with students‟ phase of development and sector culture (see also Wilma, p. 

127): 

I‟m secondary trained and working in primary schools….I don‟t have 

the vocabulary for primary school…finding out what levels children at 

that age can cope with and I found myself using words that were too 

big for quite a while. (Hermione, YN, June) 

Sector-displaced teachers felt isolated from the school culture, perceiving themselves 

as different from their colleagues. They noted gaps between the professional identity 

to which they aspired, in their preferred sector and their current workplace identity. 

They found adjustment to unfamiliar organisational structures and work-roles difficult: 

Get me out of here, I‟m sick of it. I‟ll go back to primary…I don‟t feel 

comfortable. I don‟t like going to the staff room…I just find there‟s 

too much chaos for me and I can‟t stand that. I find primary a lot more 

simple, a lot more structured. (Nicky, MN, May)  
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Half of sector-displaced (or sector and role-displaced) teachers left appointments 

within the first year, one in first term. A range of outcomes occurred for the remaining 

teachers: Nicky continued to experience displacement dilemmas; Larraine adapted, 

developing some confidence and competence; and Hannah thrived, because the 

displacement was a favoured career choice. She specialised in Mathematics in primary 

education and was keen to work with adolescents, choosing employment in Western 

Australia to expedite this transition. Hannah was the only teacher for whom lack of 

congruence was a preferred choice. These outcomes indicate that in the majority of 

cases, sector-displacement is a risk factor, which protective factors within the 

workplace and personal resilience can ameliorate. 

Only one teacher fell into the sector-stretched category, an upper-primary 

teacher appointed to early-childhood classes (Years K-3). Early Childhood classes are 

part of the primary school sector; however, specialist qualifications in Early Childhood 

Studies are often required. Graham successfully adapted to his appointment. While 

this category is not significant in this study, application in further research is necessary 

to test the conceptual validity of the category. 

In summary of this section, nearly half of teachers placed in incongruent 

roles/sectors left their appointed school within 12 months. Of those teachers placed in 

a congruent role, a third left within the first 12 months, but only a fifth of these can be 

accounted for by environmental reasons relevant to this study. Role-displaced or role-

stretched teachers were more likely to leave their appointment than sector-displaced or 

sector-stretched teachers (Sharplin, 2004). This may be accounted for by the fact that 

role-displaced and role-stretched teachers were likely to be novice teachers (consistent 

with the findings of Ingersoll, 1999), while sector-displaced or sector-stretched 

teachers were spread across experienced and novice teacher categories. Mature-aged 

and young novices rated similarly on role congruence and attrition. There is a strong 

link between novice teachers, role-displacement and attrition. 

Most role and sector incongruent teachers accepted their appointments, knowing 

that to some extent, they were placed outside their preferred area of teaching; however, 

they felt misled, misinformed or inadequately informed about the role. Similarly, ECU 

(2007), Gerard Daniels (2007), Home (1999), and Phillips KPA (2007) reported that 

centralised appointment processes failed to match qualities of applicants to particular 

job needs, resulting in unsatisfactory placements, reducing quality of services provided 
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and contributing to high turnover rates for teachers, and other professionals in regional 

areas. In the US, out-of-field assignment has been associated with recruitment and 

hiring difficulties, with high levels of out-of-field placement associated with high 

levels of school poverty, small school size and school leadership (Ingersoll, 2003). 

Placement of teachers in incongruent positions impacted negatively on self-efficacy 

and commitment (Hart, 1994; Louis 1998), and led to reduced feelings of competence 

with an associated impact on well-being (Headey et al., 1985), job satisfaction and 

quality of worklife (Hart, 1994), and creating stress (Kyriacou, 2001).  

Teachers in this study, who coped with incongruence, operated in school 

environments which provided support and feedback and demonstrated a high degree of 

confidence in their abilities. They had a desire and willingness to extend their 

professional knowledge, because of the “moral purpose” of their work (Howard & 

Johnson, 2004), believing that adaptation was achievable and professionally and 

personally valuable. These teachers demonstrated resilience in adverse situations, 

retaining a sense of self-efficacy and strong levels of commitment. If teachers are 

appointed to incongruent placements, provision of protective factors may ameliorate 

some dissatisfaction (Ingersoll, 2003). In this study, no additional support was given to 

teachers who were placed beyond their comfort zones, to develop the skills and 

competence needed to fulfil the roles/sectors to which they were appointed. From this 

study, it can be concluded that incongruent role or sector placement contributes to 

teacher attrition, but provision of adequate protective factors within environments (Gu 

& Day, 2007; Howard & Johnson, 2004) may improve retention of teachers in 

incongruent roles.  

Employment Policies and Processes for Stability of Worklife 

Having relocated and attempted to integrate within the organisational 

environment for between four and nine months, participants reported difficulties with 

appointment continuity: contract extension and permanent tenure. From the middle of 

third term, over half of participants desiring continued employment with DET reported 

anxiety about these issues. They were unfamiliar with processes, concerned about 

inaction and frustrated by the bureaucracy: 

I did get a call from staffing and she wanted to know if I was staying 

next year and I said I have already…filled that out and she said there 

is nothing here to say that it‟s been processed so I don‟t think we got 

it…the Deputy just rolled his eyes and said, “We sent it all off at the 
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end of last term, but I‟ll give them a call”…maybe at the last minute 

I‟ll have to go somewhere else. (Demi, MN, October) 

Nobody was saying anything about what was going to happen next 

year so I started a bit of a paper chase with the [Department]. I really 

would like to know. (Max, I, September) 

For participants recruited directly from overseas, timely renewal of contract was 

considered essential. Half of participants in this category reported uncertainty and 

anxiety that contributed to stay/go dilemmas, especially for primary breadwinners with 

dependents. Hannah‟s case illustrates some of these problems. She decided to resign, 

because information about her contract renewal could not be clarified in time to make 

essential family arrangements. She was concerned about her partner‟s unemployment 

and financial obligations of maintaining dual households. The school was very keen to 

retain her services, given she was a subject specialist in short supply and her 

department had experienced high staff turnover during the year. By the time the 

staffing consultant acknowledged the problem, Hannah had committed to returning to 

NZ. Her decision was only overturned when family circumstances changed and direct 

appeals for her retention by the school continued. She remained at the location, despite 

the poor handling of the process by DET: 

I rang the Department beforehand and said when would we find out if 

we had a position for next year? They said to me the middle of 

December…I said “Oh dear if you‟re going to leave it until the middle 

of December it doesn‟t give us a lot of time to get flights back to NZ if 

you don‟t want me here”…If I‟d come here with a two year contract 

we would have stayed. We wouldn‟t even have thought about coming 

home. (Hannah, O, December) 

The dominant response to methods for improving DET as a place to work was to 

“humanise” its approach to its workforce (Gerard Daniels, 2007, p. 55). This included 

increasing the transparency of employment processes and streamlining paperwork. 

Temporary short-term contracts disadvantaged teachers, presenting them with high 

levels of risk (Auditor General, 2000). Tromans (2002) reported 20% of teachers in 

Western Australia were on temporary fixed-term contracts, significantly higher than 

rates of four to five percent in Queensland. Teachers employed on short-term contracts 

in this study experienced: increased workloads to enhance chances of reemployment; 

lack of stability; lack of opportunity to establish relationships in the school 

community; rural transfer costs; and the personal impact of insecurity associated with 

casualisation (Della Rocca & Kostanski, 2001; Peters & Cornu, 2006; The Senate 

Employment, Education and Training Reference Committee, 1998).  
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Access to tenure (permanency) is promoted as an incentive to rural and remote 

teachers, offering a means of avoiding continuing short-term contract employment 

problems. In this study, permanency was an attraction for nearly half of participants; 

however, teachers who experienced worklife dissatisfaction did not consider 

permanency of sufficient value to encourage retention: “Can‟t really see what the 

whole permanency thing‟s going to give me…If permanency meant a little bit more, I 

might have stayed, but permanency doesn‟t seem to get you what you want anyway” 

(Jane, YN, February), (see also Wilma, p. 129). Appointment to unclear vacancies 

(positions held for permanent teachers on leave) decreased tenure opportunities, 

commitment to tenure and levels of organisational commitment. For both Donna and 

Graham, experienced overseas teachers and family bread-winners, the main motivation 

for accepting rural and remote appointments was to re-establish permanent careers in 

Australia. In both cases, relocation involved separation from family. However, 

placement in unclear vacancies, a policy that was not understood by participants prior 

to appointment, meant time served in the location did not contribute towards tenure. 

These participants felt their service was not valued by the organisation. 

Permanency was important to fewer than half of participants, once they 

commenced their appointment. This is significantly lower than the 84% of beginning 

teachers in Queensland who wished to remain permanent employees of Education 

Queensland (Tromans et al., 2001). Tenure is generally valued as part of the 

“stabilising stage” of career development (Huberman, 1989; Leithwood, Begley & 

Cousins, 1994), contributing to career commitment and satisfaction. Without tenure, 

graduate teachers and others are seen as an underclass, a pool of teachers to “plug the 

gaps” in the existing system (Tromans, 2002, p. 2). In this study, nearly half of 

participants did not perceive that desired quality of worklife could be attained by 

remaining employed with DET. This is commensurate with the 60% of rural and 

remote teachers in Western Australia who reported low levels of attachment to their 

organisation (ISP, 2006) and the trend for reduced levels of organisational 

commitment (Higgins & Duxbury, 2005). 

Finally, participants experienced difficulty accessing consistent advice about 

employment policies such as maternity leave. Given the demographic diversity of 

teachers appointed to rural and remote schools, it is no longer correct to assume young 

single graduates will be the majority of appointees. Participants in this study 
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represented a range of life stages and responsibilities, including women in primary or 

sole income roles, of child rearing age, which impacted upon worklife (Fessler, 1992). 

Two participants became pregnant and felt that this created additional workplace and 

family considerations, especially with housing tied to employment. Participants 

received inconsistent information about entitlements from school, District Office and 

industrial representatives. It is therefore concluded that access to clear, reliable policy 

information would protect teachers from anxiety, uncertainty and time wasted in 

seeking accurate information. 

Workload 

Consistent with the findings of previous research on the experiences of 

beginning teachers (Moore & Knight, 2006), novice participants in this study 

struggled to cope with a full teacher workload. Almost all participants reported 

workload concerns. Novice teacher research (American Federation of Teachers, 2000; 

Howe, 2006; Vinson, 2002) persistently concludes that beginning teachers need 

reduced loads to develop resources, gain proficiency and engage in induction and 

mentoring processes. Contrary to research recommendations, most teachers in all 

categories of this study regularly worked more than a full teaching load, covering 

colleague‟s absences for illness, attendance at meetings and professional development 

due to shortages of local casual staff and teacher turnover: 

We‟ve been promised a relief teacher four different times and they‟ve 

said, “yes, yes, they‟re definitely coming”…The relief‟s fallen 

through again and we know they won‟t find us another one…They 

never do. We can‟t get relief. I haven‟t had DOTT time this week; I 

haven‟t had DOTT for the two weeks before that. You get paid 

internal relief, but you still have to find those extra hours to do stuff. 

(Audrey, YN, August) 

In first term when I was getting a fair few reliefs; my DOTT time was 

just so precious to me…we have no relief teachers. We‟re always 

getting these reliefs and we‟re paid peanuts. It‟s not worth it, 

especially being a graduate. (Demi, MN, August) 

Some schools had continuing unfilled vacancies, resulting in permanent overloads. 

Audrey, a novice teacher, was left responsible for the entire school, with unfilled 

teacher and teacher assistant vacancies, and the short-term absence of the Principal. 

Home (1999, p. 1) acknowledged these problems, recognising staff “picked up an 

additional workload, or postponed leave or opportunities for professional development 

because of the need to cover for colleagues or manage relief internally without 
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additional resources”. Only half the number of relief days was available to rural 

teachers compared to metropolitan teachers (Auditor General, 2000). 

Participants expected heavy workloads and were prepared to invest personal 

time to establish or re-establish their careers; however, the relentless nature of the 

workload became an unbearable stress for some participants: 

I wasn't sure if I'd be there the following week. I said that I was 

finding the workload extremely heavy and that I would really like a 

class taken off me, because I'd prefer to be doing a good job with four 

classes than a half-baked job with five. (Rhiannon, MN, March) 

There is so much to do and that‟s why I stay late every day…My 

housemate said “Cherry, this is a job not your life…you must look 

after yourself or you will get sick”….I always felt I had to give all my 

time to just reading up about the subject, took a lot of time and just 

finding materials…planning the lesson and doing the marking and 

then on top you‟ve got all these incident reports (Cherry, O, 

November) 

The participants‟ workloads limited their ability to integrate within the community. 

They declined community-based activities and neglected personal well-being by 

limiting exercise and peer interaction. High workloads were associated with levels of 

emotional exhaustion and teacher burnout (Guthrie, 2006; Montgomery & Rupp, 

2005; Naylor, 2001) and consequently posed a significant risk factor to teachers. 

Only a small minority of participants reported managing their workloads without 

unreasonable stress. Three participants, mature-aged female career-changers, separated 

from families, managed workloads, working with small numbers of students and high 

levels of school-based support. Interestingly, some participants saw their social 

isolation in a rural and remote location as beneficial for their workload management; 

participants living separately from families were able to engage in work without 

concern for family responsibilities or social commitments. 

Summary of Sub-Proposition 2.1 

In this study, participants reported risk factors associated with the organisational 

environment. Appointment “fatigue” (Gerard Daniels, 2007, p. 1) threatened 

acceptance of employment offers due to difficult, unreliable and time consuming 

processes of accessing essential, accurate information in relation to teachers‟ roles and 

housing. Teachers allocated housing experienced continuing maintenance problems 

and shared housing stresses. Teachers commenced in roles frequently beyond their 

expertise and experiences, without additional support or reduction of workload. In 
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fact, because of residual staffing difficulties, most worked over full-time loads and 

additional hours out of school. Feeling time-stretched, participants were frustrated by 

time wasted navigating the bureaucracy to access information and instigate contract 

renewal processes. In the face of these difficulties, it is hardly surprising that 

permanent tenure was not perceived as a retention incentive by nearly half of 

participants. The organisational environment was perceived as heavily risk laden; at 

worst bureaucratic, inaccessible and difficult and at best, remote and disconnected. 

Tromans (2002, p. 8) described teachers without permanent employment as “hav[ing] 

no security…very little positional power to effect change within the organisation, little 

control over some of their working conditions, and a limited range of avenues to 

redress inequities and concerns”. This accurately reflects participants‟ experiences of 

the organisational environment in this study. In cases where protective factors existed 

in the workplace environment some organisational risk factors were ameliorated. 

Hillier et al. (2005) advocate organisational intervention over individual interventions 

to improve the outcomes for more employees. By enhancing protective factors and 

diminishing risk factors the person-environment fit is enhanced in the organisational 

environment, producing improved quality of worklife. 

Sub-Proposition 2.2: Workplace Environment Fit 

Sub-proposition 2.2 states that workplace environment factors associated with 

quality of worklife include: access to information; opportunities to develop 

professional competence (including professional connectivity); and cultural cohesion 

(including quality of professional relationships with superordinates, peers and 

students). The rural and remote teachers‟ workplace environment is the school, and 

incorporates aspects of work-role. There is some overlap between work-role in the 

organisational and workplace environment. For convenience, work-role issues were 

primarily discussed in relation to the organisational environment, because teachers are 

appointed to a role, in the first instance, by DET; however, the final allocation of 

teaching role is determined by school-based personnel. Given the exhaustive 

discussion of work-role issues in the previous section, this will not be revisited. 

Further, there is permeability between environments in relation to issues such as 

induction, mentoring and networking which are strategies implemented at workplace 

and organisational environment levels. In this thesis, these factors are developed in 

relation to the workplace environment because they relate to professional isolation 
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experienced as a risk factor within the rural and remote workplace. Solutions may be 

implemented by stakeholders in different environments and the permeability from one 

environment to the next must be recognised.  

Access to Information 

Access to information has been identified repeatedly as an issue for novice 

teachers (Borko, 1986; DEET, 1991; Flores, 2006). In rural and remote schools, access 

to the most basic and essential information appears difficult to acquire. High rates of 

teacher transience (Mills & Gale, 2003) result in poor retention of teaching and 

learning documentation and curriculum materials at the school level. The problem is 

exacerbated for teachers without teacher/role congruence and when colleagues with 

specialist knowledge are not readily available. As newcomers to school sites, 

participants needed to access information about: the curriculum; previous teaching and 

learning documentation; student achievement; formal support mechanisms; and 

programmes or expertise available to assist development of teacher competence, 

particularly in behaviour management and curriculum planning.  

In relation to curriculum, teaching and learning documentation, and student 

achievement, teachers wanted access to: relevant curriculum documents; knowledge of 

previous incumbents‟ programming; student performance information; and resources. 

Participants noted the absence of this vital information: 

I didn‟t have any information about what students had done from last 

year, because the teacher…had taken everything. That‟s a big problem 

with schools when you‟ve got one person in a subject. When they go 

they clean out the place…all the materials. (Donald, MN, June) 

Usually a teacher leaves something for you. I had nothing. I walked in 

there and I had no idea what they had done. Usually they go “this is 

what they can do, this is what they‟ve done, these are the books we‟ve 

read”, something, nothing…and none of the other teachers could tell 

me anything so it was here you are sink or swim. (Sarah, YN, 

December) 

Access to curriculum information was particularly important to teachers from 

interstate or overseas, with little or no knowledge of the Western Australian 

curriculum:  

I didn‟t know what they did in Australia. They didn‟t give me any 

information. (Hannah, O, December) 

There is no clear goal, no curriculum coordinator and no help for 

anyone with assessment. There are no documents available. Had to get 
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documents up from Perth, no teacher resources, no expectations. Do 

anything you like. (Max, I, May) 

Provision of information on centralised computer networks and internet sites by DET 

had not solved problems, because teachers reported network access difficulties: “not 

everyone can get access to these and it‟s not easy to use” (Max, I, April). Without 

familiarity, Max was unable to identify the most critical curriculum documents and 

policies. Assistance was needed to prioritise information to be absorbed. 

Teachers reported a need for general information about: school policies, 

particularly behaviour management; roles and duties of support personnel (technicians, 

registrars, AIEOs); procedures for using equipment (photocopiers, faxes, security 

systems); non-teaching roles, especially for overseas teachers (yard-duty and pastoral 

care); and procedures for acquiring resources. Some teachers were enlightened only 

serendipitously or through their omissions: 

[Lab technician] said “Do you know if you‟ve got stuff you want to do 

for science in your class you come and see me and I‟ll organise it for 

you” and I didn‟t know stuff like that…that‟s the first person who‟s 

told me anything...I‟m kept in the dark. (Nicky, MN, May) 

You have to supervise students in the playground. I missed one of my 

duties because I didn‟t know where to go. (Uken, O, April) 

Novice teachers were unaware of the information to seek because everything was 

unfamiliar. Overseas teachers were unfamiliar with non-teaching roles and sector-

displaced participants were unfamiliar with the duties and expectations associated with 

the unfamiliar sector culture. 

Teachers with access to information, including administrative manuals, and 

those receiving support when seeking information, felt positive about workplaces:  

We had a curriculum meeting for new staff with the Deputy….We 

discussed outcomes, planning and PD. But mainly we discussed 

reporting to parents…He took us through the Westham SHS way of 

reporting. (Tate, MN, Week 3) 

I needed to fill out an order form and I didn‟t know how to and I 

didn‟t know how to use a fax machine…I went to the DP‟s office 

and…she patiently went through it…I didn‟t want to muck it up…they 

will always help you. You just have to ask and they don‟t make you 

feel like an idiot for not knowing. (Fiona, YN, May) 

However, participants in this study overwhelmingly reported dissatisfaction with the 

accessibility of information when they commenced. 
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Induction programmes are one method for information provision to new 

employees, but in this study, school-based inductions were provided to only a fifth of 

teachers, at four of the 17 schools, despite a large influx of new staff at all schools. 

Inducted participants valued opportunities to absorb contextual information: 

I was like a sponge trying to absorb everything…we got a first day 

package which is the most useful thing I have…It is amazing how 

often you need to check something and you can usually find the 

answer in there…all the new staff went to the staff room where we 

met with the Principal and staff mentor…[we] discuss[ed] all the 

school rules, timetabling, bell times, roles of senior and administration 

staff and given a tour of the school. (Tate, MN, Journal 1) 

Every Wednesday we‟d spend an hour or two and he‟d do a little 

workshop for us on dealing with parents, behaviour management, ear 

nose and throat
10

, just so you can bounce ideas off people and just 

learn from them. They were really good. (Sarah, YN, April) 

Different induction models were used, ranging from first day activities (Westham 

SHS), regular after school meetings (Bearinora DHS and Oldson SHS), and incidental 

meetings during Term 1 (Bicnobus SHS and Westham SHS). More commonly, 

participants lamented the absence of induction or other information access strategies 

(see also Max, p. 133): 

I flew into the country on a Friday night and on Monday morning I 

was teaching…I spoke to the HOD on Sunday afternoon and that was 

that. Sink or swim. (Hannah, O, December) 

Participants noted that even the minimal levels of initial support rapidly declined 

within the first half of Term 1, as previously reported by Wilma (p. 126). „Sink or 

swim‟ and similar survival metaphors were pervasive. For teachers commencing after 

the beginning of term, no induction was offered. 

Only 20% of participants reported access to induction in this study, significantly 

lower levels than the 66% and 73% reported in Queensland by Sharp (2006) and 

Moore and Knight (2006) respectively, and international figures of around 80% (Smith 

& Ingersoll, 2004). Despite consistent findings that induction is highly valuable for 

novice teachers (Borko, 1986; Bullough, 1990; Canning, 1982; CET, 2002; Flores, 

2006; Gore et al., 2006; Greiman et al., 2005; Herrington & Herrington, 2001; 

Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002; Kerr & Lake, 1994; Lennon et al., 1990; Manuel, 2003; 

McCormack et al., 2003; MCEETYA, 2003; Peters & Cornu, 2006; Ramsey, 2000; 

                                            
10

 Information related to indigenous hearing and health. 
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Sharp, 2006; Veenman et al., 1998) there is a marked absence of induction experiences 

in Western Australian schools.  

Opportunities to Develop Professional Competence 

All participants consistently expressed a desire to develop professional 

competence. Nicky epitomised the motivation of most teachers saying “I want to have 

skills and knowledge in order to make these kids‟ lives better” (MN, November). 

Teachers evaluated their effectiveness and identified skill deficit areas. Access to 

opportunities to develop professional competence was a significant protective factor, 

while professional isolation and limited access to meaningful professional 

development (PD) opportunities were major risk factors. Professional competence was 

facilitated by: access to professional development, especially opportunities for 

professional connectivity through mentors and networks; and opportunities to receive 

feedback on skills, through effective performance appraisal processes. The 

significance of fostering professional competence has previously been noted (Butt & 

Rettalick, 2003). Once again, there was permeability between responsibilities of the 

organisation and workplace, in provision of such opportunities. The organisation 

facilitated development of professional competence through funding, creation of 

opportunities and delivery of programmes, and at the workplace, school personnel 

established internal structures, facilitated information, access and local collaboration. 

Most participants reported access to some valuable professional development in 

the school, regional or metropolitan area, but the relevance and usefulness of these 

opportunities was highly variable: 

The Professional Development Week went fine. I learnt plenty and 

can use the knowledge…to benefit my teaching. (Corby, MN, Journal 

Term 1) 

We had a PD day up here on Friday that was pretty useless…it was 

just teachers slagging off at each other, and the Principal and then the 

Principal having a go back at them and it‟s just awful. We didn‟t get 

anywhere. (Demi, MN, August) 

Professional development primarily consisted of attendance at workshops offered over 

one or more days. The greatest obstacles to professional development attendance were 

relief teacher availability, funding, and travel time:  

The PD‟s just a joke…They say they don‟t have the relief to cover 

you, which might be true, but that‟s not very good. (Mandy, YN, 

June) 
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It would have been good, but distance…finance. (Corby, MN, 

September) 

It was not right to give us a half day travelling time for PD in Perth 

when…it takes 10 hours to drive there, another 10 hours to drive 

home; we‟re not even given five hours. We were told that we could go 

at 11.00am…that meant we must drive at night…knowing that 

kangaroos, emus and sheep, cows are on the road up here…and then 

we hit a kangaroo. It was like we knew that was going to happen, 

didn‟t we? (Wendy, MN, August) 

With inadequate relief staff, attendance at professional development placed strain on 

other teachers.  

Other professional development opportunities highly desired by participants 

were access to mentors and networks, particularly with subject or role expertise. 

Participants consistently reported a need for continuing incidental, on demand, 

connection with experienced colleagues, with relevant role or curriculum expertise, for 

assistance with curriculum planning, pedagogical content knowledge, classroom 

management and general professional issues. They lamented the absence of collegial 

support in practical, functional areas, access to feedback on performance to build 

confidence, professional identity and provide personal support:  

Being in a single person faculty as a novice teacher is really quite 

challenging. You just don‟t have the opportunities for professional 

support. No “Excuse me Mr Gossiper, what do you think about this? I 

was doing so and so with students the other day, what do you reckon 

about that?” There‟s no network of ears…I think the lack of a network 

of teachers is really limiting…These are the questions that a six or 

seven staff faculty could do…over a coffee. (Warren, MN, September) 

I‟m just starting teaching and I‟m responsible for Art, I am the Art 

teacher, so you haven‟t got anyone…like if you go to a city school 

you‟ve got other teachers…and they can say “oh this is the 

programme we‟re working from.” You can get ideas; you get 

feedback from other teachers of the subject. (Donald, MN, June) 

The absence of teachers with relevant subject experience and a depth of professional 

and contextual knowledge in rural and remote workplaces was a significant risk factor, 

associated with small school size, high levels of staff transience and recruitment 

difficulties (Miles et al., 2003). School-based structures which utilised on-site 

experienced staff provided some protection.  

Mentoring and networking. 

Teachers identified two protective interventions to develop rural and remote 

teachers‟ professional competence: assignment of mentors; and creation of networks, 
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which could be fostered in workplace and organisational environments. Novice 

teachers desired access to knowledgeable, experienced and actively supportive 

mentors, not involved in appraisal processes, particularly by those teachers without 

on-site access to subject specialists:  

I‟m strapped…things hoisted on to me…need a mentor to help 

me…never done lab technician job before…I need someone to email 

on a daily basis. (William, MN, February) 

I‟d probably like to have more contact with more experienced teachers 

who weren‟t assessing me. The [Line Manager] is the only 

experienced teacher. (Wilma, MN, November) 

I would have liked a mentor teacher…allocated to help me get 

acquainted to the school. I would have liked some understanding that 

this was my first year and this is why I don‟t know. I‟d love to learn - 

you need somebody as a guider so that you can come home at the end 

of the day and replan your lessons and think, tomorrow what can I do? 

(Hermione, YN, December) 

Only a tiny minority of participants were aware of a mentoring programme offered by 

DET to new graduates, with two participants enrolling in the scheme:  

I have a mentor in [nearby town] and…she was really good. She faxed 

all this stuff. It made it a lot easier...I don‟t talk to her all the time, but 

just for little things [a behaviour management incident is described] so 

it was really good just to talk it over with her. (Sarah, YN, June) 

Mentoring was most frequently noted as a protective factor by young and mature-aged 

novice teachers and overseas-qualified teachers. Interstate teachers were satisfied with 

establishing less formal, collegial relationships. 

Only one school, Westham SHS, established a formal staff mentor role, 

providing a senior teacher with time to support all staff, particularly new teachers. At 

three other school sites, on-staff mentors were requested by participants and at 

Foldguild SHS, two participants were allocated mentors when performance was 

deemed unsatisfactory by school executives. In these cases, assignment of a mentor 

was perceived as a criticism of teacher competence, but the teachers still welcomed 

assistance. Teachers provided with mentors generally gained some benefit from the 

relationship: 

I‟ve had some senior assistance with how to plan and programme. 

(Uken, O, April) 

He‟s been very good. A fellow who makes regular contact with you 

…in terms of monitoring how you‟re going…with managing students. 

And he‟s been good because you can come to him and say, “I‟ve got 

this fellow in my class and I‟m scratching my head a bit, now this is 
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what‟s happened, this is how I dealt with it, what do you think?” 

(Warren, MN, September) 

However, in most cases mentors had no formal training and were unmatched to the 

needs of participants; they were simply willing colleagues:  

I asked for mentors in the school and one teacher came down and she 

basically told me what she does, but that‟s not what I need. I 

need…someone to say, “come on – you‟re doing it the hard way, let 

me show you”. That‟s what I want. (Wendy, MN, August) 

The mentor relationship was sometimes only briefly maintained, and for overseas 

teachers, there was a perception that mentors were a surveillance mechanism for 

school executives: 

I got the idea that if you get caught you‟re going to be blacklisted 

because then you obviously are having problems…The Mentor is very 

good but…I don‟t know if he‟s really a spy…You‟re giving them 

ammunition. I hope this is not true. (Cherry, O, December) 

Similarly, participants were concerned about mentor relationship negatively 

influencing performance appraisal. Participants‟ rate of dissatisfaction with mentor 

relationships in this study was consistent with the rate of 20% reported by Harrison et 

al. (2006), but different to the 91% satisfaction rate reported by Ingersoll and Smith 

(2004). In some places (even within a region) mentors were simply not available: 

[District Office psychologist] said, “Let‟s try and find you a mentor in 

the school” and he went through every one that he knew and he said, 

“I‟ve got not one single person that I could feel comfortable you going 

to”. (Hermione, YN, September) 

The provision of mentors without adequate training, allocation of time and matching 

for qualities was noted as a cause of failure of many mentoring programmes (Harrison 

et al., 2006); however initiatives to develop mentors have been described “as isolated 

lighthouses” (Martinez, 2004, p. 101; Weiss & Weiss, 1999).  

In addition to mentoring, participants valued opportunities to network with 

teachers in other rural and remote locations, who were likely to be at similar career 

stages, having similar experiences and problems. Connecting with peers, in similar 

positions beyond the workplace, allowed teachers to reduce isolation. They overcame 

the perception that they, alone, were struggling with aspects of their environment and 

familial and social dislocation. Networking occurred informally during external 

professional development workshops for similar teacher cohorts, such as the New 

Teacher Seminar (NTS) and regional professional development: 
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I think the most beneficial was to…talk to people who are in similar 

situations as you. Every country school, they‟re dealing with house 

mates, they‟re dealing with GEHA, they‟re dealing with Aboriginal 

students, all these similar situations away from Perth, away from 

family and partners and leaving all that behind and going off to work 

and juggling all that. (Audrey, YN, August) 

Talking with other graduates was definitely the best thing…we talked 

about problems that we faced…and that was really interesting to see 

that other people had behaviour management problems. (Jane, YN, 

September) 

Conversely, novices were disheartened when contact with metropolitan peers 

highlighted difficulties of rural and remote teaching, and negatively reflected on their 

degree of competence. No formal networking mechanisms, other than attendance at 

professional development, were noted by participants in this study, despite the 

existence of some web-based opportunities through professional associations, DET 

and CET and the value of web-based networking formats (Herrington & Herrington, 

2000). McDonald and Klein (2003) identified that networks develop teacher content 

and pedagogical content knowledge, provide content-focused expertise which 

scaffolds the development of new practice, provides sustained professional 

development, creates communities of practice, enhances teachers‟ efficacy and 

provides leadership opportunities. Networks which established communities of 

practice increased the successful academic engagement of students (McLaughlin & 

Talbert, 2001). Despite evidence of the protective nature of this strategy, in this study, 

there was no evidence of its intentional use. 

Teachers who experienced professional development access difficulties were 

critical of the relevance and quality of some professional development and wanted 

access to mentors and networks for more frequent incidental, continuing professional 

connectivity. Difficulties accessing professional development were identified as 

disincentives for teachers and other professionals accepting rural and remote positions 

(Lunn, 1997; McShane & Walton, 1990; Miles et al., 2003; Yarrow et al., 1999). With 

access to professional development opportunities considered vital for life-long 

professional learning (Day, 1999; Garet et al., 2001), and job satisfaction predicted 

largely by satisfaction with professional development (Hoover & Aakhus, 1998), the 

absence of opportunities to develop professional competence was a risk factor which 

could be ameliorated by mentoring and networking to decrease workplace isolation 
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(Herrington & Herrington, 2001; Ingersoll & Kralik, 2004; NCTAF, 1996; Phillips 

KPA, 2007; Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).  

Performance feedback and appraisal. 

Performance feedback was actively sought by participants in this study. In the 

absence of mentoring, participants gained feedback informally from students, 

colleagues and occasionally, parents. There were no formal processes to facilitate 

feedback from these sources; it arose spontaneously and serendipitously: 

People have commented about the attitude and behaviour of all my 

kids in my class…and even their academic abilities…I can see a huge 

improvement…and others have all made the point of coming to me 

and saying things. It‟s been a real confidence booster…to know that 

people have noticed…and are appreciating. (Sarah, YN, October) 

Where participants received such feedback, they were positively motivated by it. 

The formal feedback mechanism of performance appraisal, embedded in policy 

(DET, 2004, p. 4) was perceived by almost half the participants as serving its stated 

purpose of seeking “to encourage the optimum performance of staff” and provide 

“access to growth and development opportunities”:  

I met with the DP and set my goals. I met with the HOD first. He said 

my goals were realistic. I talked…about motivating the Year 10 

class…what I wanted to see and he offered time observing the class 

and time for resources. I got some free time to see other teachers 

teaching…I met up and talked with the DP about how I was going. 

Other teachers have noticed an improvement in the motivation. They 

think I‟ve made big strides. (Hannah, O, December) 

They come in and sit down the back and take notes…on how you 

interact and he‟ll go “Do you know how many times such and such 

got out of her seat?”…Did I miss that? Really talks it out with you… 

He‟ll make you justify things…It makes you think…I had that 

conversation with him for an hour, he‟d seen me for an hour, taken 

observation notes and then he looked at all my planning and then we 

went into the Principal…it‟s been fantastic. (Sarah, YN, June) 

These participants valued the constructive comments that provided direction for 

improvement, recognition of successes, and fostered confidence. However, over half 

the teachers in this study perceived appraisal processes to cause grief rather than 

provide valuable professional feedback. Serious concerns about the effectiveness and 

equity of processes were raised. Teachers reported experiences ranging from no formal 

appraisal visits through to appraisal three times per term for two years. They reported a 

lack of information about processes, repeated delays and cancellations of 
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meetings/observations, lack of feedback, completion of documentation without formal 

processes and a total absence of appraisal:  

I had a performance appraisal, so now I don‟t know what happens 

…the Head of Department came for two classes and just started 

watching and writing notes…I have no idea. They haven‟t left me one 

copy…after that I don‟t know what happens. (Donna, O, July) 

Significant gaps emerged between the policy rhetoric and practice. The basis for 

making judgements was neither explicit nor transparent, with participants denied 

access to feedback. In many schools, absence of feedback or contact with executives 

was considered a positive appraisal outcome:  

That was a bit of a debacle…The Deputy came up to me and said, 

“I‟ve rated you satisfactory for your appraisal” and I said “OK, no 

worries” and he hadn‟t seen me at all….Hadn‟t come in, hadn‟t seen a 

class of mine. What he said to me initially is “if you were that bad I 

would have heard something about it.” (Demi, MN, October) 

They haven‟t watched me teach…I don‟t really know how they know 

how well you‟re teaching…If you‟re not sending kids to the office for 

bad behaviour then you‟re obviously coping. (Jane, YN, September) 

Participants who did not receive effective appraisal felt denied opportunities for 

professional growth:  

I would have liked…some type of performance management…some 

feedback so I could improve on something, because I haven‟t been 

given any feedback at all about how I was going. (Hermione, YN, 

July) 

The case of Hermione is illustrative of executive neglect of performance appraisal. 

Appointed to two primary schools in a remote town, Hermione did not receive any 

form of supervisory visit from any colleague or executive staff during the full year she 

remained in the schools. The absence of any form of support created enormous stress 

which contributed to deleterious health outcomes for Hermione.  

A small minority of participants perceived performance appraisal to be worse 

than neglectful; they viewed it as an intimidating abuse of power that reduced 

willingness to seek assistance and actively discouraged professional growth. To cope 

with such a situation Wilma commented: 

I‟ve actually got to get through this. So I‟m just going to do it the best 

way I can, which is to lie through my teeth…the system isn‟t working. 

(Wilma, MN, May) 

It was perceived as an ordeal to be endured; an emotionally exhausting stress 

(Kyriacou, 2001): 
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I think it‟s a big thing at the school…where I‟ve heard it‟s meant to be 

more a supportive thing which gives you feedback that can help you 

develop, but at this school I‟ve found it‟s…really stressful for a lot of 

the teachers and really nail biting stuff. (Mandy, YN, February) 

Of serious concern is the case of Donald, who was put through a substandard 

performance process, culminating in dismissal. The process, as reported by Donald, 

suggested serious miscarriages of justice. Donald was well aware that he was 

experiencing difficulties with classes. As a mature-aged novice, placed in a role-

stretched appointment, without access to collegial expertise in any of his specialist 

subject areas, he acknowledged that he was challenged by poor student motivation, 

behaviour management and curriculum planning. He initially welcomed appraisal as a 

source of assistance, but his appraisal experience was not as anticipated: 

I was just seeing the performance appraisal, as an opportunity to get 

advice about things to improve…He pulled out a wad of papers and 

pulled out the appraisal form and said, “I‟ll need you to sign this”...It 

was all very rushed...“Donald, you‟ve got two options. You can either 

have a bad mark against you and go through this really severe process 

of reappraisal, and this exercise it‟s going to be really severe or else 

you can have a transfer”…I was surprised with the severity because I 

was expecting more of here‟s the problems and how can we address 

them. That‟s really what I was expecting and that‟s where I was quite 

happy to get help and say these are the problems. (Donald, MN, April) 

Experience within other workplaces was of no assistance to mature-aged novices 

experiencing hostile appraisal processes. They felt disempowered and while one 

teacher requested the presence of a support person during the appraisal feedback 

session, none sought industrial support or conveyed their concerns to executives in or 

beyond the school. 

Hermione summed up the importance of opportunities to receive feedback 

saying “Because I‟m so new to the job I need to grow and be nurtured, to be accepted 

by other people as a teacher” (Hermione, YN, October). This study reinforces the need 

for protective workplace practices and structures which provide constructive feedback 

and nurture professional competence. Structures that provide teachers with 

performance feedback contribute to teacher self-efficacy, self-esteem (Tschannen-

Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2007; Woolfolk Hoy & Spero, 2005), and commitment 

(Bakkenes et al., 1993; Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002; Louis, 1998; Rosenholtz, 1989) 

and are a more important source of teacher morale than curriculum and discipline 

(Hart, 1994). In this study, for half of participants, the experience of appraisal was a 
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stressful, negative experience, a mechanism for persecution or an irrelevant, 

bureaucratic procedure; where appraisal processes were implemented, in accordance 

with policy, in a supportive and collegial environment, teachers valued the experience. 

The attitude of school executives to performance appraisal was indicative of schools‟ 

culture in relation to support and collegiality. 

Cultural Cohesion 

The cultures of rural and remote schools are subject to continual destabilisation 

with high rates of teacher and executive transience. None of the schools in this study 

were identified by participants as having collaborative cultures, although individuals 

and small groups within workplaces operated collaboratively. In larger secondary 

schools “balkanised” or fragmented, departmentalised cultures were evident 

(Hargreaves, 1994), and in smaller DHS, RCS, and primary schools, isolated cultures 

were evident (Leithwood & Jantzi, 1990). Over a third of teachers felt alienated from 

their workplace culture. Collegiality existed through personal relationships between 

individuals, but was not seen as the product of shared values, beliefs, expectations and 

meanings in the whole work environment (Hatch, 1993). Towards the end of third 

term, participants remaining in schools reported development of some unity in 

schools, just prior to renewed destabilisation with impending end of year resignations 

and transfers. 

Over two-thirds of participants reported highly “balkanised” cultures 

(Hargreaves, 1994; Kanter, 1984), where affiliations developed within workplace 

groupings, but fragmentation occurred between groupings:  

My colleagues…they are very co-operative. Most of the time they stay 

in the Science Department whenever we have free time…We hardly 

go to the staffroom. (Donna, O, July) 

I couldn‟t see any of the English teachers…so I thought I‟d sit next to 

[people] who I thought were Art teachers. Boy was I wrong…I‟d sat 

on the Phys. Ed. table – aaaargh!!…A couple of the girls wouldn‟t 

speak to me at all for the first half of the day. (Rhiannon, MN, March) 

Participants without a workplace grouping were at greatest risk of isolation: 

[The new support teacher] says to me “Jesus! I don‟t know anyone in 

this fucking place…I‟ve been here for four weeks”. (Nicky, MN, 

August) 
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At the beginning of the year, some school-based social opportunities were promoted, 

but their frequency declined during first term, with continuing interaction reliant on 

personal associations:  

I thought it would be more sociable when I first got up there. We used 

to have drinks every Friday after school and it was really social when 

we first started and I thought great, you always had fun, but then it just 

sort of died off really quick. (Jane, YN, February, post-transfer) 

The quality of teacher relationships was central to workplace culture and will be 

developed in the next sub-section.  

Participants who felt alienated in the workplace directly attributed their 

dissatisfaction to aspects of workplace culture (Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002): 

It‟s made us realise…how important school culture is…and how bad it 

is to not be appreciated on the job, because the only appreciation I 

really get is maybe for a good looking worksheet…and the kids, you 

get appreciation from them…but from other staff it‟s just like nothing. 

You get told what you‟re doing wrong more than what you‟re doing 

right. You‟re constantly getting told what you‟re doing wrong. 

(Mandy, YN, June) 

I find [one school]…very unwelcoming…The staff have been so bad. 

Upset teachers speaking about each other and you‟re left with a very 

cold feeling every time you enter the staff room. And being kept in the 

dark…no one visits you; no one knows what you‟re doing. (Hermione, 

YN, September) 

Low workplace morale was usually accompanied by disaffection with school 

executives. While individual leaders were identified as supportive, there was frequent 

criticism of executives in conflict, who were distant or hostile, providing a lack of 

clear policy, structural support and staff recognition (see also Cherry, p. 151; Mandy, 

p. 108-109; & Wilma, p. 126, 128): 

The management of the school, it‟s all over the place…the problem is 

that the top is new, came in late last year and the DP resented him 

coming in and it‟s been difficult for him to get anything implemented. 

He‟s been frustrated and therefore he‟s getting more dictatorial… 

things are not good. (Max, I, September) 

It makes a big difference to have a nice working environment. I know 

a lot of people in the [other] team lucked out and they‟re all at each 

other‟s throats…there‟s…confrontations with team leaders and they 

just feel like they‟re not getting supported. (Monica, YN, June) 

Consistent with Stanulis et al. (2002) school culture significantly influenced these 

teachers‟ beliefs and actions. Individuals experiencing poor person-culture fit are 

likely to leave the organisation within two and a half years (Verquer et al., 2003).  
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For overseas teachers, specific difficulties were associated with cultural 

integration. For teachers from non-Anglo-Saxon backgrounds, the main issues were 

related to language, the status of teachers, and the broad Australian school culture 

(Inglis & Philps, 1995; Phillips KPA, 2007). Even teachers from English speaking 

backgrounds experienced some difficulty with the Australian vernacular when 

communicating with students: 

Of course being Chinese…I notice even the male Chinese teacher, the 

kids don‟t treat him any better and I think part of the reason is the 

culture…The whites are more fluent and good. They are able to come 

up with come-backs that really put the kids in place and I think as a 

Chinese I‟m not very good at that. And I find that Aussies in general 

are very glib…I don‟t feel as quite articulate at the moment. 

…although I'm good at the language I do have deficiencies in terms of 

not always having the right pronunciation. (Cherry, O, November) 

I question myself whether I could succeed or not. I might be only an 

Asian teacher among staffs and students. Will they appreciate my use 

of language? Will the students think that I am a very strange person 

whom they have never met in their life?...I may be a strange person… 

whose appearance and use of language are unfamiliar to them. (Uken, 

O, Journal)  

There's some little things…like I say “Mom”…They'll say, “What are 

you saying?”…There are still some things that I find difficult. Like I 

call recess “break-time”…But they get used to it…After a while they 

just…learn the new word…they learn your language and you learn a 

bit of theirs…and even your pronunciations change sometimes to suit 

them a bit. (Graham, O, June) 

Teachers from the UK and NZ felt comfortable with the language transition and 

adjustment to the Australian school culture.  

Teachers from Singapore, India and Fiji were challenged by Australian students‟ 

attitudes to the status of and level of respect for teachers, peers and resources: 

Culture shock, it was a culture shock. Aussie kids are very difficult. 

They are very challenging...they are very emotional and have an 

increased dependence....I found that very difficult...in western society 

kids no longer have the same respect for authority or teachers. 

(Cherry, O, May, post-transfer) 

In India we never had any behaviour problems…I don't know why 

kids are like this in Australia. Because in India one time I have 65 

kids, if you can imagine 65 kids in one room and then they are very 

serious, nobody will move…I taught nearly for seven years and not on 

a single occasion I can remember when I had any problem. (Donna, O, 

May) 

The teachers from non-Anglo-Saxon backgrounds experienced difficulties with 

behaviour management and establishing positive student relationships. They were 
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challenged by expectations for the use of diverse pedagogies and resources, with an 

emphasis on teacher responsibility for student motivation. Teachers from Anglo-Saxon 

backgrounds integrated more readily into the learning culture (see Graham, p. 143-4).  

A recurring cultural issue for all teachers was the quality of workplace 

communication. Participants reported concerns about the effectiveness, quality and 

safety of communication. As teachers new to the environment, they were wary about 

confidentiality with peers and executives and concerned about lack of knowledge of 

existing social networks. Teachers reported that rumours and gossip quickly spread 

through schools, into community “grapevines”. These informal communication 

networks were considered more reliable and active than formal executive channels: 

People talk about other people and you don‟t know who you can [talk 

to], you just have these frustrations that you want to get out…I go in 

[Sue‟s classroom] just to let off steam…because I can trust her and 

she can trust me, whereas we didn‟t know about these other people. So 

we‟ve learnt now which teachers you can talk to, be your true self to 

and which one‟s you‟ve got to watch what you say. (Sarah, YN, 

March) 

People come across as really approachable and you find out that they 

just like to talk about you behind your back. (Sam, YN, June) 

I just can‟t believe how you have so much lack of communication… 

You have these things happening and no one else knows what‟s going 

on. I know stuff because I talk to people after hours, going to things 

like the social club meeting and having a drink and sitting down and 

talking to other people…but no one else will know. (Nicky, MN, 

December) 

In small schools and communities, where individuals are separated from existing 

family and social connections, it is essential for teachers to have safe opportunities for 

communication and direct, open access to information. Information access has already 

been noted as a problem by participants. This is consistent with the findings of Butt 

and Rettalick (2003) that horizontal communication with administrators (where 

expertise and power are shared) is valued by teachers.  

In order to assist the cultural integration of new teachers, participants in this 

study expected school executives to: value staff for their achievements and efforts; 

value diversity; respect teachers; create formal structures to support collegiality;  

promote and maintain high levels of morale; and establish safe professional 

communication environments (Beatty, 2000). By the end of the year, some 
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participants, who were remaining for a second year, developed support structures to 

assist the informal induction of new teachers the following year: 

I think it‟s saying that you care for your staff. You‟re saying that 

you‟re going to put out for these people. You understand that a lot of 

them are new graduates coming in…when [colleague] turned up, even 

though he transferred, I had a whole months‟ teaching programmes 

sorted out for him…I wouldn‟t like to walk into a situation that I 

didn‟t know a lot about and have to face it. (Nicky, MN, November) 

We got together all these packages of work for the new people coming 

in. We had nothing, dropped in at the deep end, here you go, you‟ve 

got five classes and form. Off you go. So we essentially started a 

term‟s worth of work for the new people coming in. I know it‟s 

pathetic saying I don‟t want to give, it‟s not fair. You want to help 

people out, but you think, none of this was done for us. (Monica, YN, 

December) 

Within the first year at school these teachers recognised the importance of collegiality 

and support, creating resources to assist new staff. These teachers were reshaping 

environments to improve fit for themselves and others.  

Participants most frequently discussed areas of culture related to relationships 

with superordinates and peers – the unspoken and unwritten rules for working 

together. Consistent with previous research (Gratch, 2001; Hargreaves, 1994; Jordell, 

1987; Walsdorf & Lynn, 2002), this study found that creation of positive collegial 

relationships, with peers and superordinates, was essential for successful integration 

into work environments (Flores, 2006). In larger schools, subject faculties or cross-

curricular teams created communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Stoll et al., 

2006) that enabled collegial consultation. In primary schools, communities of practice 

were less evident. Most frequently, relationships were based on informal collegial 

interactions, and personal social preferences. The existence of collegial structures was 

a protective factor; the absence represented a risk. 

Paradoxically, while participants saw workplaces as lacking cohesion, 

collaborative structures and failing to establish norms of trust and support consistently 

throughout the school, the most frequently cited advantage of teaching in rural and 

remote schools was the friendliness and collegiality of people in the workplace. 

Almost all participants reported establishment of some positive collegial relationships 

(see also Fiona, p. 98; Mandy, p. 107; Tate, p. 115): 

The staff and the kids are way better than anything I went to in 

Perth…I just feel like the staff have got more time for you…everyone 
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has been really friendly and you‟re not worried about asking silly 

questions…and I guess there‟s a lot more social interaction. (Monica, 

YN, May) 

Establishing collegial relationships took varying times, with some teachers only 

feeling confident with relationships in second semester. For others, strong personal 

bonds were forged on arrival in the school. Factors such as the physical layout of the 

school, teacher role, multiple work locations, demographic match to other personnel, 

workload, time of entry into the workplace and family configuration impacted on the 

establishment of collegial relationships. 

Relationships with school executives (Principals, Deputies and HODs). 

Teachers in this study wanted collegial relationships with superordinates which 

were: respectful; supportive; provided opportunities for open communication; fair, 

consistent and tolerant of a range of values and ideologies; congruent with emotionally 

intelligent leadership (Beatty, 2000; Goleman, 1995). The types of support provided 

by some superordinates were: personal support; professional support; and structural 

support (changing institutional factors to address professional or personal concerns): 

[Principal] would often come back late on Sunday afternoon and she‟d 

ring…or come around and say, “How was your weekend? Are you 

OK?”…Very keen on keeping staff, making sure she‟s got happy 

teachers. (Audrey, YN, December) 

[Deputy] talks to everyone. He‟s really sociable…It just makes the 

whole atmosphere really collaborative and nice. He‟ll sit down and 

help you do your behaviour management plan or your IEPs, really 

approachable. (Sarah, YN, June) 

She told me the Year 10 class that I was having so many problems 

with should never have been composed of so many badly behaved 

students, and that it wasn‟t my fault, it was a timetabling fault…And 

when I went back to school on Monday most of my painful Year 10 

students had been taken out of my class. I was so glad. I felt really 

lucky to have someone that supportive. (Rhiannon, MN, March) 

In small schools, where a higher degree of access naturally occurred between teachers 

and executives, positive relationships were more readily established: 

Her office door is across from my classroom door. She hears 

everything that goes on in there…And because it‟s a small school we 

have to work together, it‟s not as threatening. I‟m used to working 

with her. (Audrey, YN, March 2
nd

 year) 

Even the Principal, we can socialise with her, and even if she‟s in the 

middle of something important you can knock on her door and say 

“Oh my God, I‟m having the worst day. Can I come and sit in your 

office and cry for an hour?” They are so supportive. (Fiona, YN, May) 
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In larger secondary schools, superordinate relationships occurred more frequently with 

HODs, Curriculum Leaders and Team Leaders.  

Over half of teachers in this study were critical of levels of support provided to 

teachers by executives. Executives were perceived as distant and disconnected from 

classroom teachers: 

[The school executive] have very little to do with actual teachers…the 

Principal will regularly say to his secretary “Just don‟t put any calls 

through to my office for the next hour and a half”…completely 

inaccessible to anyone and the kids don‟t even know who he is. 

(Demi, MN, August) 

School executives were criticised for: poor levels of morale; ineffective workplace 

practices and processes; cronyism; poor credibility; lack of support for staff initiative; 

and most importantly, lack of support with behaviour management (see also Mandy, p. 

106; Max, p. 135-6; Wilma, p. 128). Participants who were not part of larger, 

collective structures in the school, such as subject departments or year clusters, were 

more reliant on relationships with superordinates and more susceptible to alienation if 

support was not provided:  

It‟s getting more and more distressing – the various cries for help have 

been ignored by the administration. (Max, I, September) 

[Principal] finds out all this stuff and…doesn‟t pass it on…She‟s just 

withholding it all and I feel like it‟s a control thing...“I‟m the boss, we 

don‟t discuss these things”. (Larraine, I, December) 

Over two thirds of participants who left the workplace within the first 12 months were 

critical of the support provided by superordinates, some directly attributing staff 

transience to this factor: 

They‟ve been through so many Maths teachers here...Why would so 

many…come out here and quit before the end of the year like they do? 

They went through three maths teachers last year…Why would they 

bother coming out here if they were going to quit after a few months? 

There has to be a reason. If they were being supported there‟s a 

chance they‟d stick it out. It‟s only a year. (Sam, YN, June) 

For teachers in incongruent roles, provision of support structures was crucial; 

however, not only were these teachers unsupported, they reported persecution and 

increased isolation from superordinates. Because of teachers‟ inexperienced status, 

superordinates were dismissive of teachers‟ likelihood of success, perceiving them to 

be burdens, and judging them on the failure of predecessors:  
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Because I don‟t have the knowledge in my method area I‟ve been 

treated as someone who doesn‟t know anything. (Mandy, YN, 

February, see also p. 106) 

The person who did the job before me obviously failed, and… 

[there‟s] the expectancy of me not to succeed either…People keep 

looking at me sideways, “when are you going to crack?” (Wilma, MN, 

March) 

Executives of fewer than a third of school sites in this study offered novice teachers 

some form of structural support such as: removal of a class; reduction to 4/5
th

 load; re-

organisation of classes and timetables to reduce role-stretching; removal of difficult 

students from class; disbursement of marking amongst other teachers; accessing 

curriculum support officers from District Office;  or assignment of a mentor.  

Beatty (2000, p. 31) concluded that “placing emotional meaning higher on 

teachers' and leaders' agendas can only increase the possibility for more authentic and 

educationally and personally rewarding teacher leader relationships”. Advocates of 

integrated (Hede, 2002), total (Spady & Schwahn, 2001) and authentic leadership 

(Duignan, 2007) all stress the significance of developing effective interpersonal 

relationships with colleagues. Positive relationships between school executives and 

teachers are associated with higher levels of teacher efficacy (Aelterman et al., 2007; 

Coladarci, 1992), while negative relationships are strongly correlated with teacher 

psychological distress (Hart, 1994), yet fewer than 20% of teachers received 

acknowledgement and appreciation of work in a Western Australian study by 

Tuttemann (1991).  

While this is a challenging task in any context, the difficulty is magnified in 

rural and remote schools, where highly transient and often inexperienced leaders are 

dealing with a transient workforce of vulnerable, displaced teachers. Nearly half of 

schools involved in this study had a turnover of one or more executives within the 

year. This rose to over two-thirds of schools in the study‟s second year. Mentz (2001) 

identified stability in rural schools as one of the biggest determinants of job 

satisfaction. A supportive school administration was significant for successful 

integration of novices and other teachers to workplace environments (Boylan & 

Bandy, 1994; Brouwers & Tomic, 2007; Singh & Billingsley, 1996; Xin & Macmillan, 

1999). School sites in this study reported high levels of teacher and executive 

transience and this impacted on school cultures by destabilising relationships, policy 

and practice (Maclean, 1992). 
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Relationships with peers. 

High levels of peer collegiality were perceived as strongly beneficial to teachers 

in rural and remote schools (Boylan & McSwan, 1998; Duck et al., 1988; ECU, 2007; 

Hatton et al., 1997; Squires et al., 1992; Webster, 1998). In most cases, participants 

developed friendships, rather than purely professional relationships: 

The staff I met were all exceptionally nice and helpful…everyone we 

had met in Foldguild so far was so nice! Everyone up here has a lot 

more time for each other. This is always encouraging. I have 

definitely had no problems meeting people. I feel like this has been 

the best part…I feel lucky to be becoming friends with all these new 

people. (Monica, YN, Journal week 1) 

I like the people I‟ve met up here, the teachers; I‟ve had some real 

bonds with some people. (Nicky, MN, March 2
nd

 year) 

There was high permeability between professional, social and personal staff 

interactions. In most schools, social interaction occurred with other teachers after 

school hours. With teacher housing located proximally, sub-communities formed, with 

teachers engaging in frequent, spontaneous, social interactions from chance meetings 

in the street, supermarket and local hotels. 

However, some locations were less social, depending on staff demographics 

(percentage of married couples; relocated teacher families; teacher age), level of 

teacher transience and school size: 

It hasn‟t started off well. Many of the teachers are older and have been 

teaching…and living in Brush for a long time. (Hermione, YN, June) 

I still feel a bit isolated in the school…I‟m the oldest female on the 

staff…most of the others are much younger than I am…There‟s only 

two who are older and I‟m definitely older than the Principal and the 

three Deputies. (Wilma, MN, March) 

Mature-aged novices were more isolated than young novices, because their age 

concealed their novice status. While this was perceived as advantageous for student 

interactions, they were less likely to be offered collegial support and were expected to 

demonstrate higher levels of competence than young novices.  

Issues that negatively impacted on development of collegial relationships 

included: role isolation; spouses, particularly executives‟ partners; physical workplace 

layout; teachers commuting to the metropolitan area; teaching colleagues‟ children; 

workload; lack of confidence; and stress from continually working (and socialising) in 

close proximity with a limited number and range of people: 
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The Principals‟ wife is…helping out in my Year 8 and Year 10 

classes. …I‟ve gotten used to her being there and I‟ve got over the 

tension, because I felt she was the Principal‟s wife and it would get 

back to him....So I was super paranoid. And even now, I think, 

[Mary‟s] coming in on Thursday, I better have something 

special…just in case. (Demi, MN, November) 

Where I teach is the [old school building] and it‟s a little bit removed 

from the main part of the high school so geographically I‟m a bit 

isolated within the school, I‟m isolated as well and then just being a 

new teacher. (Wilma, MN, March) 

Physical layout was an isolating factor for teachers in support roles, often housed in 

peripheral buildings. These teachers were already vulnerable, working with students at 

educational risk, without collegial support structures, and with tenuous line 

management. 

Almost all participants leaving schools within the first six to twelve months cited 

lack of collegial support as critical to their decisions to leave the school: 

I asked the class teachers for information about the kids. Please help 

me…Didn‟t get any replies from any of the teachers. Every day after 

school I checked. (Hermione, YN, June) 

I don‟t have any real contact with other male Maths teachers…except 

at meetings and even then I don‟t really say much. (Sam, March) 

The new ones stick together a bit because the second years, I get the 

feeling that they think “Oh God we went through that last year and 

you‟ve just got to get through that first year so don‟t expect any help 

from us we‟ve been there, done that”. (Wilma, MN, March) 

A relationship exists between collegial support and efficacy (Ashton & Webb, 1986; 

Ingersoll, 2001; Newman, Rutter & Smith, 1989), collective efficacy (Ware & 

Kitsantas, 2007), and resilience (Howard & Johnson, 2004). Without cohesive school 

cultures the effectiveness (Wallace, 1999), productivity (Rosenholtz, 1989) and 

satisfaction of teachers‟ work (Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002; Ministerial Review of 

Schooling, 1994) is limited.  

Relationships with students: Making a difference. 

The most compelling factors for teaching in rural and remote schools, according 

to participants in this study, are relationships with students and opportunities to make 

differences in their lives by achieving positive educational outcomes (Boylan & 

McSwan, 1998; Duck et al., 1988; Hatton et al., 1997; Howard & Johnson, 2004; 

Mentz, 2001; Webster, 1998). This was despite encounters with students, with 

significant behavioural problems and risk characteristics:  
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That‟s what‟s keeping me going. The kids, great relationship with 

…the kids, everyday, they come into your classroom, interacting…I 

can‟t forget why I wanted to be a teacher at the beginning. I have to 

keep going back to that…that‟s why I can‟t give up. (Hermione, YN, 

October) 

I don‟t know when but I have come to look on the students as an event 

in my day that is integral and enjoyable. Their personalities and 

abilities have become more evident and they bring me joy in their 

success and challenge at times when their behaviour is less 

appropriate. (Corby, MN, Journal, Term 1) 

I‟ve got a very opinionated, loud-mouthed brood. Throw chairs 

around sort of kids, but they‟re actually really nice…I think I can talk 

to them…they‟re good kids. They just have behaviour problems at 

times. (Fiona, YN, March) 

The positive interactions with students were an antidote to other negative issues and 

interactions within workplaces: 

You walk into a classroom and there‟s no politics and there‟s no 

bitchiness…once you get into the classroom you feel so much better 

about the whole thing. If you‟re having a really crap day…or you‟re 

stressed out because you‟ve got a tonne of marking, they‟re just really 

cool to you. (Demi, MN, August) 

If the job was just teaching kids it would be wonderful. (Wilma, MN, 

May) 

Teachers focused on assisting students to develop academic, life skills and 

independence. Achieving success in these areas motivated teachers:  

She just came down and she thought wow I can do this. That‟s 

worthwhile. That‟s worth a million dollars. (Michelle, I, November) 

It‟s like a new born baby opening their eyes to something and they 

stand there in awe and wonderment...“Mr taught us this” and the other 

kid‟s going, “that‟s right, I remember” and it‟s like they‟re gaining 

stuff and they‟re taking it with them and I‟m making a difference, I‟ve 

made a difference and it‟s so much reward just to hear that. It melts 

me. (William, MN, June) 

The teachers actively reflected on their teaching and management, searching for ways 

to improve learning outcomes:  

You have to individualise programmes. You can‟t do it any other 

way…they‟ll just get bored and they don‟t know where they‟re up to. 

They haven‟t got those skills. I‟m big on empowerment. (Nicky, MN, 

May) 

These guys are hard to move, like lumps of rock, so I‟ve got to come 

up with a whole pile of you beaut win them over…get them motivated 

things…we have so much fun…grab that and weigh this and…wow 

look at that, two ten cent pieces weigh nearly the same as one 20 cent 

piece! And we do this with a fifty and it doesn‟t work, and we 
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investigate…we have a lot of fun…and they feel real good. (William, 

MN, May) 

Even teachers alienated from other aspects of their workplaces valued relationships 

with students and classroom interaction. Their commitment to students created 

significant stay/go dilemmas:  

The kids are quite good and I like them. I‟d never really taught any 

Aboriginal students before and it‟s been good to do that…that‟s one 

thing that would keep me here. (Sam, YN, June) 

Well the kids that I teach are difficult, but they‟re not the reason that 

I‟m leaving…If I stayed it would be for them. I basically quite like the 

kids. (Wilma, MN, August)  

Teachers were most likely to leave a workplace if they believed their efforts 

would not make a difference to students. Teachers lacking high self-efficacy and an 

internal locus of control felt unable to achieve change within schools to teach in ways 

that would produce positive outcomes, often due to administrative structures and 

policies they believed were not focused on students‟ best interests. Teachers who were 

unable to make a difference experienced dilemmas about professional competence. 

They reflected on ways of achieving improvement, but in unsupportive environments, 

teachers found their personal resources drained: 

We‟ve started to see…some progress being made. It‟s nowhere near 

the sort of thing that we‟ve achieved in the past in other places…The 

whole scenario is different. The expectations of the kids are still fairly 

low and unfortunately this is the thing that gets to us a bit…the school 

is setting up a curriculum to those low expectations. (Max, I, 

November) 

The challenges experienced by teachers working with rural and remote students 

included: student transience and absenteeism; low motivation; high numbers of 

students at educational risk; low academic achievement; behaviour management; 

meeting the needs of indigenous students; and management of multi-age classrooms 

(Duck et al., 1988; Hatton et al., 1997).  

It‟s interesting „cos…from one day to the next you might get [an] 

entire different group of kids. (Fiona, YN, February) 

Slightly older boys have been coming back in dribs and drabs and 

every time they come back they upset the routine…they won't settle 

and won't work and muck around…It's terrible. But once you get them 

settled in it's all right…and then off they go again. (Larraine, I, March 

2
nd

 year) 

The kids are different. I‟m teaching a [multi-age] 4, 5, 6, class 

and…my lowest would be end of Year 1…so how do you get things at 
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their level, but not babyish?…And then they‟re transient as well. So 

some of them I haven‟t seen for four or five weeks. (Sarah, YN, April) 

Nearly a third of teachers experienced violent physical or verbal assaults from 

students. This ranged from having rocks thrown at close range, being barricaded inside 

a building barraged by missiles, having chairs thrown, verbal assault and threats:  

There's only so many times that you can be told you‟re a horrible 

terrible teacher and you‟re going to get beaten up or have a rock 

thrown at you. (Tonia, MN, June) 

He had a rock the size of his hand – a fairly large rock and…he started 

to wind up to throw it at me and I said “uh uh, that‟s not good” and I 

stepped in towards him to basically grab hold of his arm so that he 

couldn‟t move it and he came through and struck me on the chin…he 

was up for assault…so things can be a little bit explosive…It wasn‟t a 

spur of the moment thing. It was premeditated intent. (Max, I, 

September) 

Overseas teachers from non-Anglo-Saxon backgrounds were particularly 

surprised by student behaviour, lack of respect for property and peers, and intrusions 

into personal space:  

That shocked me…the kids that they have no sense of social distance. 

They would just touch your things like they were their own and they 

always sit on the teacher‟s chair…The temerity again. (Cherry, O, 

December) 

The overseas teachers, who remained in schools, gradually accepted and adapted to 

cultural differences, developing positive relationships with students: 

If you thought they were being rude then it would upset a person. But 

I don't think they mean anything by it. I just think it's because they're 

different and you have to accept that…They don't come from the same 

culture and until you accept that I don't think you'd ever be happy. 

(Graham, O, June) 

Despite negative encounters, teachers felt protective of students, worked to establish 

positive relationships, despite highly challenging behaviour, and went beyond 

classroom teacher roles, feeding students, following up dental care and housing. The 

findings of this study are consistent with the research of Mentz (2001) which found 

positive rural teacher experiences are focused on positive relationships with pupils and 

making a difference (Nieto, 2003).  

Summary of Sub-Proposition 2.2 

This section examined workplace protective and risk factors impacting on rural 

and remote teacher quality of worklife. Protective factors enhancing quality of 

worklife were: access to information; opportunities to develop professional 
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competence (and professional connectivity); and cultural cohesion (quality of 

relationships with superordinates, peers and students). Risk factors inhibiting quality 

of worklife were professional isolation from information (lack of connectivity, 

performance feedback) and cultural dislocation, especially unsupportive relationships 

with superordinates and poor workplace communication. Hermione‟s experience 

epitomised risk factors. Hermione was a secondary LOTE teacher incongruently 

placed in two remote primary schools. She was not inducted into either school, not 

invited to welcome events, nor greeted by staff. Her requests for assistance went 

without response, opportunities were withdrawn and by the end of the year she had not 

been formally appraised. She struggled to adapt to the children‟s level. In May, 

Hermione spoke of “feeling very discouraged…no new teacher should ever have to 

experience this.” She thought of “giving up lots of times” and was trying to survive till 

the end of her contract, stating, after this experience “I don‟t want to teach again”. By 

the end of third term she was experiencing panic attacks, shortage of breath, was 

distraught and had sought counselling.  

While this was one of the most extreme experiences reported in this study, it is 

not an isolated case. Clearly, changes to the workplace environment could have 

improved worklife quality for this participant: induction to workplace practices, norms 

and values; access to mentors or networks; and collegial relationships could have 

contributed to development of professional competence and reduction of stress. These 

protective factors could have assisted Hermione and others to develop a sense of 

control and efficacy in the workplace. The only workplace environment factor which 

was positive for Hermione was the relationship she formed with students. 

Unlike the findings of Murphy and Angelski (1996/7) this study suggests teacher 

mobility is influenced by factors controlled by school-based administrators. Gray and 

Smith (2005) put the issue succinctly: “improving working conditions and salaries 

might be helpful steps toward recruiting an adequate number of teachers, but giving 

them chances to learn and practice their craft is the best way to retain quality teachers” 

(cited by Gore et al., 2006, p. 9). Factors associated with resignation of novice 

teachers in Queensland were most strongly related to the workplace. Factors identified 

in this section highlight the importance of opportunities to develop professional 

competence by creating cohesive and collegial cultures focused on commitment to 

students. These are areas which can be fostered by school-based personnel. 
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Sub-Proposition 2.3: Geographic and Socio-cultural Community Environment Fit 

Sub-Proposition 2.3 states that geographic and socio-cultural community 

environment factors associated with quality of worklife include: geographic and 

climatic conditions; distance from other locations (regional or metropolitan, and 

familial); community demographics; community social and cultural infrastructure 

(health, retail, recreational); and personal safety. Relocation involves negotiation of 

unfamiliar locations. Locating simple daily services and resources presents a challenge 

(Where‟s the bank? Where can I get pain relief medication at 9 pm? Is there an 

aerobics class I can attend?). This challenge occurs amongst the disruption of one‟s 

home and personal effects (In what box is the toaster?), and sometimes while trying to 

cope with house-mates‟ television viewing habits or fulfilling distant family 

responsibilities (Has my son attended to his university enrolment?). There is an 

immediate and on-going impact on teacher quality of worklife from these experiences.  

Geographic Location 

Participants in this study relocated to 17 geographic sites situated between one 

and a half hours and 36 hours by road travel from the capital city, previously home to 

most locally appointed teachers. Distance of participants from the capital city is 

presented in Table 7 (p. 216). Over three-quarters of sites were located inland. Four 

sites were in regional centres and two sites in remote indigenous communities. 

Distance from the metropolitan area was considered an inconvenience and a cost, 

rather than an insurmountable problem. Participants were concerned about time 

required to travel to separated family in the event of personal traumas, especially when 

travel would be at short notice: 

What if something serious happened, like my grandfather‟s sick, what 

if something happened to him? It will take me five hours to get back. 

(Fiona, YN, May) 

Missing out when everyone gets together and does things. Like my 

dad‟s 50th. He had a party for his 50th and I couldn‟t be there…it‟s 

too expensive to get to Perth. (Jane, YN, July) 

I have to pay over $500 to get home and that‟s a plane or I have to 

take 2 days to get down there in a car. (Nicky, MN, September) 
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Distance from Capital 

City  in Kilometres 

Distance from Capital City 

by Road Travel in Hours 

Number of 

Participants 

Up to 500 Up to 5 hours 8 

501-1,000 5-10 hours 12 

1,001-2,500 10-20 hours 7 

2,501-3,200 20-35 hours 2 

  Table 7: Distance of Participants from the Capital City. 

 

Less than a quarter of participants were appointed to preferred locations. Mature-

aged novices, interstate and overseas teachers were more likely to be appointed to 

preferred locations than young novices. Only two participants were placed in their first 

choice of location. Experienced interstate teachers and some overseas teachers were 

selective about placements, rejecting offers until the location had appeal: “The first 

offer was Foldguild, but we decided we didn‟t want to be there. It didn‟t have access 

to places that I wanted to visit” (Porter, O, December). Less than half of participants 

had knowledge of locations before accepting appointments. Knowledge was gained 

from previous visits, telephone contact with school or community people, information 

from others, such as partners or friends or from internet research:  

I‟d been here before…I‟d been to the [region]; I knew what it was 

like. (Corby, MN, November) 

I hadn‟t [been to Scootara], but my husband had. He‟d been here two 

times. (Hannah, O, December) 

I found most of my information through the Principal. I spoke to him 

before I came. (Tonia, MN, March) 

Young novices and overseas teachers accepted appointments even when they felt 

negative about their placement. 

The geographic feature most participants missed was access to the coast, for its 

recreational importance. Participants accepted non-preferred geographic locations 

from desperation to commence/re-commence their profession (Gerard Daniels, 2007) 

and financial pressures:  

I needed to know I had a job to make sure I could pay the house off. 

(Sarah, YN, April) 

It was a pre-requisite on my visa that I have to have worked so many 

months…over the last three years…you've then got to be employed 

within the next three months; otherwise you fail on work experience. 
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So for me it was a very tricky thing. I had to get employment as soon 

as possible. (Graham, O, April) 

However, nearly two-thirds of participants responded favourably to their geographic 

location, over time. They valued proximity to particular geographic features or 

recreational areas, natural beauty and environmental attributes positively impacting on 

lifestyle:  

I find pleasure in looking out on the ranges in the morning…and I 

think that‟s nice „cos every morning is different and every afternoon 

the sunsets are different. (Corby, MN, September) 

There are more hills here than in Perth. I like it here; the hills remind 

me of India. (Donna, O, July) 

I love the [region], I love camping I love going to the National Park… 

I‟d like to see more of this area. (Nicky, MN, March 2
nd

 year) 

On arrival, most attempted to look for positive aspects of the new location.  

Nearly half of participants relocated without a vehicle and others experienced 

difficulty with vehicle reliability and suitability for long distance travel in areas with 

livestock and wildlife on roads. Participants from overseas, interstate and mature-aged 

novices were least likely to have vehicles, sometimes because they left transport with 

separated family. Some participants were without transport for interim periods, 

waiting for partners to relocate, but in some cases, they were reliant on colleagues or 

school-based vehicles for the first year: 

I‟m just lucky that my housemate…tries to go back [to Perth] most 

weekends so I get a ride from her. It‟s a bit difficult because I don‟t 

drive and I‟m working on my licence. (Cherry, O, December) 

I've only got the one car and my family need the car in Perth. I have to 

basically rely on people who are coming and going to Perth (Graham, 

O, April) 

Some participants briefly used bicycles; however, in locations with temperatures over 

40ºC participants found this mode of transport untenable: “I had to pedal every where 

in the heat” (Hermione, YN, September). 

A third of participants favoured their new climatic conditions, despite exposure 

to high temperatures and cyclones causing isolation or evacuation of communities:  

That‟s a big drawcard for me, the weather up here…I love the 

weather, the beautiful blue skies. Just incredible. And I‟m right next 

door to the ranges so I get the most beautiful sunsets. The thing is 

Scootara never gets any rain. (Demi, MN, May) 

We got flooded in – the school was flooded. There were no supplies of 

fruit, milk and bread. We did think, „What are we doing here?‟ It 
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happened about the third or fourth week of term. The town was cut off 

and some staff couldn‟t get back. (Jane, YN, March) 

Problems with air-conditioning failure and delayed repairs were the most frequently 

cited complaints associated with climatic conditions. 

Very, very hot, like about, 41-42-43…air-conditioning is not working 

properly and that‟s causing dissatisfaction amongst the ranks…things 

keep on breaking down, two air conditioners they've been down for a 

fortnight now. (Larraine, I, October) 

Socio-Cultural Community Environment 

The socio-cultural community environment was generally perceived to be a 

positive factor associated with rural or remote locations. Participants identified two 

dominant benefits: lifestyle advantages and development of interpersonal 

relationships. Participants also identified concerns with the community environment: 

visibility; active gemeinschaft communication networks; status of teachers; absence of 

infrastructure (especially health and medical facilities); and law and order concerns. 

Limitations were tolerated by participants when they experienced satisfaction in work 

and organisational environments. 

Half of the participants valued aspects of the community that positively 

impacted on lifestyles. The benefits most frequently cited were (in order): lifestyle; 

development of friendships and relationships; opportunities for new experiences; 

proximity to things within the community; and lack of distractions/responsibilities 

impinging on work demands:  

Last holidays, sitting outside with all our friends…eating a lovely blue 

manna crab dinner and the weather was just beautiful. You‟ve got 

good friends around you, having a few drinks and you think why 

should I leave this? I‟m making so much money…and I think I don‟t 

really want to go back to working my guts out living in awful weather 

and paying high rents. (Demi, MN, August) 

One of [my wife‟s] big priorities was getting a horse and she wouldn‟t 

be able to do that in Perth. Things that we consider important, like 

quality family life, quiet life and not having that stress of all that 

traffic in the city. (Tate, MN, June) 

Positive responses to communities increased during the year, as participants became 

familiar with the environment. There was evidence of the pattern described by Joslin 

(2002) of initial adjustment and recovery after a period of anxiety. Participants 

relocating in the subsequent year missed aspects of their previous socio-cultural 

community environment.  
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Visibility within the community was the most confronting issue for participants. 

They were perceived as novelties; their behaviour observed and scrutinised:  

The worst thing is that there is no escape from the day to day. My 

class follows me home. This town is so small that you can't get away 

from anybody. There are no secrets. No other life. You are on show 24 

hours a day, seven days a week. (Wendy, MN, August) 

People would know, as soon as I arrived in the town and walked in the 

shop, it‟s a new teacher here and before you‟ve opened your mouth 

people seem to know, as soon as you walk in the door…there‟s no 

anonymity anywhere. (Donald, MN, June) 

While this was initially confronting, most participants adjusted to the visibility, 

becoming comfortable with it, for the short-term, as a part of life:  

It took a while…but you get used to it. I went down to get my photos 

developed and one of my girls from Senior English class is in 

there…and you go to get your groceries and there‟s another one. But 

you do get used to it….It‟s just a small town thing…You just accept 

that when you go out you better put on just that little bit of mascara 

because you are going to see people that know you...even when I went 

out for dinner with Dan, one of my Year 9 boys said, “Oh Miss did 

you go to the [hotel] last night?” (Demi, MN, October) 

However, for four participants, visibility and student knowledge of home locations, 

caused anxiety when school-based conflicts spilled over into negative non-work 

interactions. Teachers felt vulnerable that they could become targets for violence and 

abuse at home. This occurred for two teachers and a third, Charles, moved from a 

town-based location to a rural property to avoid intimidation: 

Being met by this ADD [Attention Deficit Disorder] boy…didn't 

make it quite so easy to settle back in. A couple of girls told me things 

he'd said and that worried me…And he'd follow me…he would 

somehow manage to hone in on what was sensitive to the person…he 

reckoned he was going to burn the school down and kill my dog. 

(Larraine, I, March 2
nd

 year) 

The houses all around you are people that you teach, and if you go out 

they‟re going, “hello Mrs Wendy”…and you think I just don‟t want it 

or they‟re knocking at your door. “Can we come in?” “No you can‟t”. 

I open the door. “You big slut!” Oh great! Thank you. This is my 

house. I‟d really like to relax in my own home and not worry. 

(Wendy, MN, August) 

Teacher visibility increased accessibility to parents, with professional 

conversations being initiated by parents in public locations such as shops and hotels. 

This was seen as an intrusion by participants such as Max (I, May): “A parent accosted 

me in Woolworths.” and Sarah: 
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I went out another night and these parents from my class are trying to 

talk to me…I‟ve got one drink in my hand and you‟re trying to talk to 

me about what happened at school…Can‟t you see me at school?...you 

can‟t have more than a couple [of drinks] because you still need to 

talk to them and they ask, “how were the kids today?” (YN, June) 

Conversely, some teachers enjoyed this dimension of community life, as an 

opportunity to interact with students and parents, developing relationships and 

increasing understanding of family contexts: 

I quite enjoy bumping into the kids down the street…I went to the 

shops the other day and about 4 kids in a row said “Sir, how you going 

Sir?”…The girl that served me said “Are you a really important 

person or are you a teacher?” (Tate, MN, June) 

In a small town, you have a blue with one of the kids and you see that 

mum down at the supermarket…the parents are unsupportive and one 

night I was out and got a little bit tiddly…I was smack face first into 

this mum and dad and she‟s opinionated, she‟s political…she‟ll have a 

dig at you…I made the decision I can make this a friendly occasion. I 

said, “How you going?” and had a few beers with her and it turned out 

all right, but it was a real learning experience for me. I can get a few 

brownie points. (William, MN, October) 

Teacher visibility was central to the permeability of work/non-worklife domains 

for rural and remote teachers. Participants needed to establish and define boundaries 

around work and non-work roles (Ashforth et al., 2000). This was an unfamiliar 

situation, requiring decisions about the extent to which professional personas should 

be maintained in non-work times and on what occasions, times and places they would 

adopt “off duty” roles:  

It has made work more of a lifestyle. I haven‟t had a place to escape to 

at the end of the day. I see my students everywhere and their parents. 

So my job has been a place where I spend all of my time. I‟m always 

working…always seeing the family of students, the community…In 

Perth if I‟d come home after a day of work I would be able to 

disconnect myself between school life and home life, but in a remote 

school you can‟t do that. (Hermione, YN, December) 

I talked to the school kids in the shop and…I said, “bloody hell” and 

“shit” and they looked at me really shocked and I looked at them and 

said “I‟m not a teacher now, ok, I‟m a human being”…That‟s been 

one of the hardest things, how I‟m supposed to react in public...I 

thought bugger I‟m not a teacher once I walk out of that school at 

2.30. I‟m on my time now. (Nicky, MN, December) 

Participants were advised about public expectations by principals, particularly in 

relation to alcohol consumption and time in pubs. With local hotels seen as hubs of 

social interaction, many social activities involved alcohol consumption with friends:  
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We try not to go down the pub more than once a week, but there is 

nothing else to do. And then the first time I went down one of the 

teachers came back with me and said, “Look you‟ve got to watch how 

many times you go down the pub, how much you drink otherwise 

you‟re going to get called all sorts of things”. One of the publicans 

he‟ll come straight back to the Principal and tell him exactly what you 

were drinking, who you were talking to and what time you left...He 

doesn‟t need to know everything you do…there's no privacy in a town 

like this. (Sarah, YN, April) 

You‟re on show…you step out of the pub drunk then the whole town 

knows. If you‟re a miner that‟s all right, but teachers you can‟t, you‟re 

not allowed to. (Donald, MN, June) 

Participants who consumed little or no alcohol felt socially isolated. Audrey (YN, 

December) commented that “not being a drinker I‟m a bit of an outsider. I spend most 

of my time alone” and Hermione (YN, June) found “the lifestyle is different. Everyone 

drinks and parties. I don‟t fit in with going to the pub. People feel I‟m a snob, but I‟m 

scared of having my drinks spiked.” In small communities, with a limited range of 

people with whom to interact, there was pressure to conform to cultural norms because 

of lack of alternative social options. 

Similar to workplace communication issues, participants were keenly aware of 

gemeinschaft communication networks, based on family and social connectivity 

(Halsey, 2006a; Squires & Sinclair, 1991; Sunic, 1994). As outsiders to the 

community, teachers were ignorant of existing networks and mindful of the need for 

caution:  

You have to be careful what you say about anything or anyone. 

There‟s every chance that they‟re related to them. (Donald, MN, June) 

If you talked with someone at school they might be best friends with 

someone. You keep your mouth shut. I‟m really trying hard to keep 

my mouth shut…oh it‟s hard, it‟s really hard. (Wendy, MN, March) 

Information, especially about teacher conduct, quickly circulated around communities 

in rumour and gossip networks: 

It‟s such a small town…everyone knows your business. (Monica, YN, 

December) 

Everybody warned us, “Don‟t talk to too many people because it gets 

back and misconstrued.” So you can‟t be your true self up here. Like 

someone asked me “How are you coping?” You have to be cagey 

about it. You‟ve got to say “Oh everything is going fine”. You don‟t 

know who you can talk to. (Sarah, YN, April) 

The ability of participants to integrate within communities was influenced by 

population demographics. Participants fitted environments when they were constituted 
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of people of similar demographic profile. Key aspects of demographic profile included 

age, marital status and family configuration. Smaller communities with less 

demographic diversity presented higher risk factors to participants; young, single 

female participants placed in mining towns with high percentages of itinerant males 

felt highly vulnerable, and mature-aged, partnered teachers felt disconnected from 

social activities in towns with large single populations. Participants were challenged to 

form relationships with people of diverse ages. There were additional issues of 

negotiating socio-cultural and political boundaries for overseas teachers and those 

appointed to indigenous communities: 

Some very good advice…don‟t get political, don‟t interfere in the 

community…keep right out of it. (Larraine, I, March) 

[The Principal] said when we first came up here…“Don‟t get involved 

in aboriginal politics”…So we don‟t get involved in the community in 

any kind of way. If we get to know some adults we say hello to them 

when we see them…but we don‟t need to know if there‟s a brawl 

between two families unless the kids are in the same class and it starts 

to spill over into the class. (Corby, MN, May) 

Teachers were not familiar with the cultural norms for interaction within closed 

indigenous communities. 

Participants usually integrated into teacher sub-communities or “culture 

bubbles” (Joslin, 2002, p. 50), rather than the broader community. The shared 

workplace provided common professional interests, and a familiar network of people, 

who were also socially dislocated. This was highly valued at the beginning of the year, 

but in the last term, participants frequently tired of claustrophobic relationships with a 

limited range of people: 

You go out and everyone knows what you‟re doing and who you‟re 

out with. It just gets to a point where you go, “Oh my god hasn‟t 

anybody got anything better to do?”…I want to get out of here for a 

while. (Monica, YN, December) 

In the beginning you really like the small town, but now I feel like I‟m 

an extra on a cheap soap-opera that just can‟t afford any more actors. 

You see the same people over and over again, everywhere you go. 

Some people have got three or four jobs…the girl in the video shop 

also works in Woolies and at the day care centre and the petrol station 

and it‟s like bloody hell. You go out for dinner and they‟re there 

and…two students‟ parents work at the pub and it‟s full of other 

parents and teachers. It‟s like where do you go to just be yourself? 

There‟s nowhere. (Wendy, MN, August) 
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Fiona defied the trend to remain in the teachers‟ sub-community by “going native” 

(Joslin, 2002, p. 50). After socialising with teachers for one and a half terms, she chose 

to have time and space away from her colleagues. She accepted invitations to local 

sporting events and social activities with others, becoming well known in the 

community. Community members commented on her integration, assuming she had 

been in Ashville for much longer. She operated from the belief that “you‟re not going 

to survive if you isolate yourself in the town” (Fiona, YN, May). 

Participants attempted to integrate by joining sporting clubs, service 

organisations, repertory groups, volunteer organisations and churches, many strongly 

supported by the teacher sub-community, to the extent that some organisations 

functioned only during school terms. However, many participants felt isolated from 

community members who assumed that relationships with transitory teachers would 

not be worthwhile:  

I feel it‟s a huge job to get these people…to include you in their circle 

of friends, to feel as if you actually mean something to them. If I ever 

get that happening with any of the local people then I‟ve had a huge 

win. That would be a happy day for me because I would know that 

I‟ve really done something valuable and important. Otherwise I‟m just 

like everybody else that comes through this town. (Wendy, MN, 

August) 

Oh it will take me a decade or so to get over the outsider bit. (William, 

MN, October) 

In very small communities, participants were disappointed with infrastructure which 

did not provide opportunities for integration and involvement. In a quarter of 

communities, very limited opportunities existed (see also Graham, p. 146):  

I knew that there weren't sporting teams. But I don't think I expected it 

to be quite so dead. I mean it's like a ghost town. You can walk 

through here or drive through here any day of the week, you won't see 

anybody. Especially on the weekends, you won't see anyone. (Audrey, 

YN, December) 

Most participants adjusted to reduced shopping and entertainment facilities perceiving 

these to be minor inconveniences. They adapted, acquiring goods by travelling to 

regional centres, several hours or more away, shopping when possible, in the 

metropolitan area, using mail-order or simply paying more for reduced choices of local 

goods. For a fifth of participants, the only shopping facility was one general store. The 

service which caused significant concern to a fifth of participants was the quality and 
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accessibility of medical facilities. These participants accessed services in other 

locations, requiring use of leave or holiday time. 

Concern for personal safety was an issue raised by nearly a third of participants. 

Crime issues were highly visible in small communities. Nearly one third of 

participants expressed concern for the safety of themselves and their belongings. One 

family became victims of serious violent crime, three participants had homes entered 

or entry attempted, one car was burgled and two participants were threatened with 

violence and verbal abuse. Another was unable to remain at home alone because of 

fear created by local crimes:  

Shortly after moving here one person broke into my car so I was a bit 

scared…it was horrible news…I cried a lot…because that was the first 

incident…have to deal with police and…it was pretty scary. (Donna, 

O, May) 

There were a couple of incidents up there throughout the year where 

houses were broken into and girls were sexually assaulted while they 

were at home on their own. So it was things like that that made me 

feel unsafe…I was hardly sleeping so I‟d go to school on one or two 

hours sleep…the first sexual assault happened…[to] a school teacher 

…so we knew quite a lot about it and then I wasn‟t sleeping very well 

so when Tim started night shift I‟d go over and sleep at a friend‟s 

house. (Jane, YN, post-transfer) 

Incidents of crime affecting other teachers impacted on participants. Consequently, 

concern was expressed about the lack of house security, but small communities also 

created a feeling of safety, sometimes despite evidence of crime:  

I walked home at 2.00 in the morning…and I did not think at any 

one point, I should not be doing this…I‟ve always felt perfectly safe 

in Buttsea. (Nicky, MN, March) 

No-one has broken into here, but it happens a lot. It‟s a big town on 

break-ins, but it hasn‟t happened at my house yet…one of the Deputy 

Principals was attacked about one in the morning, attacked by a guy. 

She was alright…he didn‟t do anything to her except scare the crap 

out of her…but everyone was really shook up. (Fiona, YN, 

November) 

Despite concerns about visibility, limited community infrastructure and crime, 

only one of the participants who left the location within the first 12 months cited 

aspects of the socio-cultural community environment as prime reasons for their 

decision to move. This was the participant whose family experienced serious violent 

crime. However, in the face of dissatisfaction with aspects of the workplace, issues 

associated with the socio-cultural community became secondary reasons to support 
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participants‟ decisions to relocate. Participants remained in locations that were not 

personally satisfying when they were satisfied with their work and organisational 

environments. Some participants left locations even though satisfied with communities 

and one participant remained after employment termination. 

In this study, most of the forms of isolation identified by Darnell and Higgins 

(1983) were evident, as were many of the ways of coping with isolation that were 

suggested. Achieving P-E fit to the socio-cultural and geographic community 

presented challenges to teachers, who frequently opted for integration within their 

culture bubble (Joslin, 2002) rather than the broader community. Boylan and Bandy 

(1994) reported that the degree to which local cultural values impact upon 

professionals will affect ease of settling into districts. In Queensland and the Northern 

Territory, different cultural perspectives in Aboriginal communities were the main 

factors in high professional turnover (Crowther, 1988). Boylan and McSwan (1998, p. 

58) reported that for long-staying teachers in rural communities, “the degree of 

integration into the local community in which the teachers work is likely to exert an 

influence – possibly considerable – upon their preparedness to stay”. According to 

Crowther et al. (1991) conditions for achieving professional success were related to 

community affiliation by 32% and to non-worklife and professional growth by 29% of 

participants. In this study, for teachers new to the socio-cultural community 

environment, relationships with communities were complex, but not the primary 

consideration in teachers leaving their appointments.  

Proposition 3: Factors Associated with Changed Family Configurations 

Impacting on Quality of Worklife 

Proposition three states that appointment to a rural and remote school reshapes 

familial and social relationships, requiring renegotiation of work and non-worklife 

interfaces, to achieve work/non-worklife balance and quality of worklife. Teachers 

separating from families and friends or relocating parts of families experienced 

familial and social dislocation. Issues impacting on familial/social dislocation include: 

choice of relocation or separation; accessibility to separated family/friends; partner 

careers; school and childcare access; lifestyle choices; financial issues; life stage; and 

occurrence of stressful or traumatic family events. The ability of rural and remote 

teachers to gain work/life balance is influenced by career and life stage (Allan et al., 
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2007; Fessler, 1992; Voydanoff, 2005b). Rural and remote schools are staffed by 

people in a diversity of life stages, with young and mature-aged novices overly 

represented. 

Participants‟ family configurations (partner and family responsibilities) are 

shown, according to categories, in Tables 8 (p. 226) and 9 (p. 227). Over half of 

participants had relocated partners; a quarter had separated partners and a quarter was 

single. Some participants with relocating partners lived separately for periods before 

family members joined them. Relationship breakdown occurred for two young 

novices, resulting in accompanying partners leaving locations. All partnered 

participants were in dual career relationships, with partners in paid employment or 

completing tertiary qualifications. Three participants had partners who relocated as 

teachers to the same school. Nearly a third of participants accepted locations suited to 

career aspirations of partners or beneficial to the relocating families‟ lifestyle. 

Half of participants had responsibilities for dependent or, independent children 

and/or aged parents. With the aging of the teaching population it is increasingly likely 

that teachers will be caregivers to aging parents (Naylor, 2001). The largest group of 

participants had independent children (most frequently supported during tertiary 

studies), under a fifth had relocated children, and three had care responsibilities for 

aged  parents.  None of  the  young  novices  had  immediate  family  responsibilities, a 

 

 Single Partner 

Relocating 

Partner 

Separate 

Total Percentage 

Overseas  4 2 6 20 

Interstate 1 2  3 10 

Novice 

Mature 

3 5 4 12 42 

Novice 

Young 

3 4* 1 8 28 

Total Number 

Percentage 

7 

24.5 

15 

51 

7 

24.5 

29 

100 

100 

Table 8: Family Configuration: Partner Status.  

Note:* Two participants experienced relationship breakdown and separated. 
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 Number of 

Participants 

Children 

Relocated 

Number of 

Participants 

Separated 

Dependent 

Children  

Number of 

Participants  

Independent 

Children  

Number of 

Participants  

Other Care 

Responsibilities 

(Parents) 

Overseas 1 1 2 - 

Interstate - - 3 1 

Novice Mature 4 - 1 2 

Novice Young - - - - 

Total Number  

Percentage 

5 

17 

1 

3 

6 

20 

3 

10 

Table 9: Family Configuration: Children and Dependents. 

 

factor associated with better employee physical and mental health (Duxbury, 2003); 

nevertheless, they maintained strong attachments to absent parents, siblings, extended 

family and friends. Family consultation occurred during the relocation decision-

making process for almost all participants, but some young novices accepted positions 

despite family opposition. For couples, decisions to relocate or separate depended on 

the ages of dependent children, career/financial status of independent children and 

career mobility/aspirations of partners. 

The main issues of concern to participants with relocating partners and family 

were: partner employment opportunities; the standard of housing; and access to 

childcare and quality education (CERC, 2005; ECU, 2007; Greiner & Allan, 2001; 

Miles et al., 2003; Munton, 1990; Yarrow et al., 1999). Concerns associated with 

partner employment contributed instability and uncertainty to relationships, 

contributing to stay/go dilemmas. Concern over quality of education was reduced once 

participants were familiar with locations. Relocation of couples employed within the 

same school created additional tensions. Participants agreed on the value of having 

partners present for support, but participants with partners in the same school found it 

difficult to create boundaries between work and non-worklife. Worklife issues 

dominated conversation at home, leading to persistent and continuous emotional 

spillover of work into non-worklife, similar to the experiences of those in shared 
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housing. They experienced difficulty obtaining emotional distance from work, 

contributing volatility to non-worklife. 

Issues of concern to participants living separate from family included: cost of, 

and work involved in, maintaining dual households; absence from loved ones, 

including difficulties providing emotional support; and cost and difficulty of frequent 

travel to separated family and friends. Those effectively coping with either separation 

or relocation had agreed on goal priorities such as establishing careers and choosing a 

family lifestyle before accepting appointments. 

Worklife Balance 

Work/life balance, defined by Clark (2000, p. 751) as “satisfaction and good 

functioning at work and at home, with a minimum of role conflict” was viewed by 

participants as desirable to create satisfaction with quality of life. However, the factors 

needed to achieve balance were determined by degree of similarity of domains, the 

extent to which individuals were central participants in domains, degree of awareness 

of border-crossing by other domain members, and communication and relationships 

within domains (Clark, 2000). In this thesis, it is argued that relocating for the 

purposes of employment requires teachers to renegotiate work and non-worklife 

domains and by the nature of professional roles and visibility within communities, 

there are high levels of permeability and spillover from work into the non-work 

domain. The following section will explicate the multi-directional spillovers between 

work and non-work (Rice et al., 1992; Tenbrunsel et al., 1995; Voydanoff, 2005) 

which have been alluded to in the preceding sections. 

Nature of spillover: Work to non-work. 

Spillover occurs from work into non-work domains through workload, shared 

housing, socialising among the teacher sub-community, accessibility of teachers to the 

community, community expectations of teacher behaviour, and expectations that 

teachers contribute to social capital. For all participants, time-based workload 

demands spilled over into non-work time (Duxbury, 2003; see also Cherry, p. 152):  

We haven‟t been anywhere, mainly because the workload…of Vicki 

has been too great. We‟re dog tired…after school, we haven‟t got the 

energy to do anything...work is interfering with the lifestyle. (Max, I, 

September) 
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You try to do stuff outside of work, but you can‟t really get away from 

it. There‟s nothing to do. Mandy's just always doing work. She just 

sits there. All the time. (Sam, YN, June) 

Holidays were used for personal business, which could not be transacted in the 

locations (for example banking, health checks, vehicle maintenance, and professional 

business), detracting from recreation and relaxation:  

The first week wasn‟t holidays...it was business. We were doing 

professional development sessions…and I had to run around and get a 

loan for the car and buy the car…it was just a bit stressful. (Corby, 

MN, May) 

I went down to Perth for the two weeks and I only wanted to be there 

for a week as I‟ve so much programming to do and then the car didn‟t 

turn up on the Friday and then I wanted to get some equipment for 

experiments and…chase up these phone calls. (William, MN, May) 

Workload was perceived in unique ways by rural and remote teachers. While for 

the majority, workload was an unwanted burden, perceived to interfere with lifestyle, 

others perceived aspects of workload as a form of recreation, in the absence of other 

opportunities to socialise:  

A lot of people up here end up working a lot harder because there is 

nothing else to do. You sit home and watch [television] or you do 

some work. (Demi, MN, May) 

It takes time thinking about what I can do tomorrow, but it hasn‟t been 

a problem because we‟ve got nothing else to do. I‟m not doing any 

gardening. We sit and talk and come up with ideas. (Hannah, O, 

December) 

Recent research suggests that work is becoming indistinguishable from leisure 

pursuits, with some people electing to work long hours as a choice rather than an 

obligation (Lewis, 2003). For participants separated from families and friends, non-

work time with reduced family demands was seen as an additional resource to meet 

workplace demands. 

I think it‟s better for me being in a remote community because I don‟t 

have any distractions. I don‟t have any pot plants to move or lawns to 

mow…I am cut off from my family, but if I was in Perth I‟d be cut off 

from family, but it would be in the house or the library. (Corby, MN, 

November) 

If I was in Perth there would be so much going on that I think I‟d be 

going off the to movies still and trying to cram all my work around all 

these other things that are going on. (Rhiannon, MN, April) 

While some participants claimed to keep clear boundaries between work and non-work 

domains, their descriptions contradicted this. As Kanter (1977) claimed, the ability to 
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completely separate work and home domains is a myth. People claiming to have 

separated their home and worklives have simply created a satisfying balance, even 

though spillovers of workload still occurred. For example Corby said: 

I‟ve always been one to keep work and social life separate. I‟ve never 

really had friends at work who I call on and they call on me. It‟s just 

one of those things I decided early in my life and I‟ve stuck to it. 

(Corby, MN, September) 

Some teachers, their job is their life, whereas I work to have a life. I‟m 

not going to let the job take over. You have to work outside of school 

hours, that‟s fulfilling in itself. You go into the classroom, you‟re not 

floundering; you feel confident. (Corby, MN, November)  

but then: 

Work is kind of dominating my life. I feel like I‟m going to be a better 

teacher and I‟ll have good skills and knowledge and experience when 

I go back to Perth…I like to be reasonably well organised and doing a 

bit of work after school and on weekends it fills in the time. (Corby, 

MN, November) 

Corby created some boundaries around his work and non-worklife, by spending time 

at the Regional Centre once a month for recreational and social activities, but within 

the geographic location, his worklife spilled over into his non-work time within 

personally acceptable parameters, enabling him to be satisfied with the balance 

(Voydanoff, 2005). His fit with the environment mediated the work spillover (Barnett 

et al., 1999). 

Stressful work demands (referred to by Voydanoff, 2005, p. 586 as “strain-based 

demands”) created psychological spillover between domains. Participants were 

physically tired and pre-occupied with work pressures, which impacted on non-

worklife relationships with partners and significant others:  

When I was having bad days at school…no sleep at home…I would 

have been a bit short tempered, pretty tiring. (Jane, YN, February 

post-transfer) 

I don‟t get a lot of time to do the things I want to do. I don‟t get time 

to read the stuff I want to read...and it‟s started worrying me a bit, the 

situation with Joe as well…I would just love to be able to spend real 

time when I don‟t have to think about all this stuff because I really 

hope this isn‟t going to screw things up [with Joe]. (Rhiannon, MN, 

June) 

Partners employed in the same workplace experienced additional strain-based 

spillover, causing tension in relationships and decision-making, especially when trying 

to overcome dilemmas. Donald‟s unsatisfactory performance assessment intruded into 

all aspects of his non-working life, and conflict experienced in the workplace by 
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Charles carried over physically and psychologically into the non-work domain to the 

extent that he relocated from his home, under cover of darkness, to avoid work-related 

threats. Strain-based spillover, or stress, impacted on over a third of participants, 

compromising the health of one fifth. 

Spillover of work relationships into non-work social interactions was seen by 

most participants as desirable, creating positive outcomes in the work domain. Teacher 

sub-communities provided social relationships and support networks, enabling 

teachers to reflect on experiences, share concerns, overcome isolation and gain 

perspective on workplace difficulties. Spillover became a problem for participants who 

shared housing and were unable to achieve any distance from colleagues. By the end 

of the year, participants were eager for interaction with diverse people, to gain space 

and distance from workplaces. 

Visibility and accessibility imposed spillover of strain and time-based demands 

from worklife into non-worklife. Teachers were subject to impromptu professional 

interactions, on call, in public, including consultation with parents and students. Their 

behaviour was continually scrutinised according to public perceptions of professional 

standards of behaviour. Public scrutiny resulted in changes to dress standards and 

caution with recreational activities. Participants renegotiated personal and professional 

personas to meet public expectations. 

Nature of spillover: Nonwork to work. 

Spillover from non-work into work domains was more limited, occurring 

primarily when shared housing tensions spilled over into workplaces:  

In such a small town the only people you‟ve really got to talk to are… 

people in the school and I think sometimes I shouldn‟t be saying 

things [about house-mate] but…you have to talk….letting out my 

frustration. It must have been hard for them because they had to work 

with him and the Principal had to stay neutral. It didn‟t help her that 

she had staff that weren‟t getting along. And although it was more of a 

home thing it would go to school. (Audrey, YN, June) 

This is consistent with Duxbury‟s (2003) finding that only 10% of workers report high 

levels of family interference in work; however Higgins and Duxbury (2005) noted a 

trend towards increased spillover in this direction. Frequently, workplaces were 

perceived as diversions from personal concerns and traumas. Donna commented, 

“Whenever you are in school you have no time to think about that stuff…whenever 

you have no free time you have no worries” (O, July). Participants experiencing home-
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based strain reported being totally absorbed by their work once they entered their 

classrooms. Work was perceived to be a distraction from home-based anxiety. 

A further paradox exists with relationships between work and non-work domains 

for rural and remote teachers. Because teachers live in geographic proximity to their 

workplace, visible within the community, it is difficult to create transitions from work 

to non-work domains (Ashforth et al., 2000); however, when participants leave the 

geographic environment for weekends or holidays they create segmentation between 

domains. Returning to locations, and overcoming this segmentation, created transition 

difficulties for some participants (Ashforth et al., 2000). Transition was most difficult 

for separated relationships.  

Most participants in this study were prepared to make short-term sacrifices of 

time and quality of worklife to establish careers and make transitions into rural and 

remote environments, consistent with the impact of relocation noted by Churchill and 

Carrington (2000). They perceived it as a necessary short-term investment, with 

balance achieved in the future. Experienced teachers and mature-aged novices 

expected balance to be achieved more quickly than young novices, who perceived that 

it may take a couple of years to gain balance in their lives:  

It is a matter of trying to keep a balance between school and social 

life…school takes up as much time as you give it. It‟s a matter of 

saying “woo” and that‟s not always easy to do once you‟re snowed 

under with work demands…You can put in as much time as you want, 

but it‟s a matter of doing the important things. So yesterday I spent 

time in the garden, digging it over, putting a compost bin in and 

putting in a few tomato stakes, cleaning up the place. (Max, I, 

November) 

In summary, time-based and strain-based demands spilled over from work to 

non-worklife domains. For most, these spillovers impacted negatively on non-

worklife. Collegial interaction in non-work time was an exception which, for most, 

impacted positively on worklife, for most of the year. Spillover also occurred in more 

limited cases between non-worklife and worklife, particularly for those sharing 

housing. In fact the greatest difficulties achieving work/non-worklife balance included 

couples and colleagues employed at same workplaces and sharing housing. The 

importance of work/non-worklife balance and the implementation of family friendly 

workforce policies is being increasingly advocated (Batt & Valcour, 2003; Berg et al., 

2003; ECU, 2007; Gerard Daniels, 2007). 
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Proposition Four: Degree of Environmental Impact on Quality of 

Worklife 

Proposition four states that adjustments to workplace, work-role and 

organisational environment present the most significant challenges to rural and remote 

teachers. Environments directly related to teachers‟ work impacts on work satisfaction, 

sense of efficacy, locus of control, influencing teacher retention or attrition more than 

geographic, socio-cultural community environments and familial/social dislocation. 

After examining factors associated with each rural and remote environment, 

participant experiences were broadly categorised as negative or positive in two 

primary domains: work-related environments (work-role, workplace and organisation) 

and non-work environments (geographic, socio-cultural community and family/social 

configuration). Participants were placed along two continua to indicate the degree to 

which they integrated into work and non-work environments. The continua do not 

quantify or accurately place individuals on measurable scales. They are broad-brush 

depictions of experiences in relation to the two domains (Figure 17 and 18, p. 235).  

Participants, who perceived experiences within work or non-work domains to be 

positive, presented behaviours and attitudes indicating integration into the 

environment. They described satisfaction with environments, expressing attitudes of 

self-efficacy, locus of control and work/non-worklife balance. They developed 

relationships conveying belonging and acceptance within domain environments. There 

was balance between needs and demands required by environments and individuals‟ 

resources within and across domains of worklife and non-worklife (Demerouti & 

Geurts, 2004). Conversely, participants negatively perceiving their experiences within 

work or non-work domains reported behaviours and attitudes not consistent with 

expectations of others and normative practices in environments. They experienced 

dilemmas, dissatisfaction, lack of self-efficacy and external locus of control, feeling 

powerless to change environments and perceiving imbalance in one or more of the 

work/non-work domains (Demerouti & Geurts, 2004). 

Figure 17 locates participants on a continuum from alienation to integration in 

geographic and socio-cultural community environments. The centre point of the 

continuum represents integration into the teacher sub-community, which is perceived 

to be a partial integration into the community, because the teacher community (which 
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occasionally includes long staying teachers) is well represented in community 

organisations such as sporting teams. It is notable that while some participants felt 

very comfortable in the socio-cultural community environment, for example, Wendy 

and Rhiannon, they still relocated or resigned from their appointment within 12 

months for personal and career reasons. The extent of integration within the 

community does not, alone, predict attrition/retention of staff in rural or remote 

locations. 

Figure 18 locates participants on a continuum from alienation to integration in 

workplace, work-role and organisational environments. Notably, in this figure, those 

choosing to relocate within 12 months are clustered towards alienation in the 

workplace. Only two of 12 participants who relocated within 12 months of 

appointment were identified as integrating, to some degree, within the workplace. The 

relocation decision of these two anomalous cases can be accounted for by 

predominantly personal rather than environmental factors. Combining these two 

figures into a quadrant (Figure 19), it becomes evident that issues associated with 

workplace, work role and organisational environments are more likely to influence 

teachers‟ decisions to leave a rural and remote workplace than issues associated with 

geographic, socio-cultural community environments and familial dislocation.  

The findings of this study are cognate with Duxbury (2003) that work 

environments are more important than demands outside of work and Flores (2006) that 

school and job factors contribute the most negative experiences for first year teachers. 

However, this proposition challenges the conclusion of Duck et al. (1988) that familial 

and social isolation were dominant causes of teacher dissatisfaction in rural and 

remote areas and Hoover and Aakhus (1998) who concluded community and family 

variables were most directly related to attrition. Six of the seven narrow criteria for 

quality of worklife in education proposed by Louis (1998) were supported as being 

highly relevant in this study and five additional criteria need to be added to represent 

the experiences of new appointees to rural and remote schools in Western Australia 

and these include some non-work elements.  
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Figure 18: Alienation/Integration into the Workplace.  
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Figure 17: Alienation/ Integration into the 

Geographic and Socio-Cultural Community.  
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Figure 19: Alienation/Integration into Workplace and Community. 

 

Framework for Worklife Quality for Teachers Commencing Rural and 

Remote Appointments  

Table 10 maps the findings of this study against Louis‟ (1998) seven quality of 

worklife criteria in education, enabling the elaboration of Louis‟ criteria for rural and 

remote contexts. Her first criterion, making use of existing skills and knowledge was 

highly significant, as elaborated in sub-proposition 2.1: teachers displaced in relation 

to role and sector were more vulnerable to attrition. Criterion two, resources to carry 

out the job, was significant in relation to human resources and access to information as 

developed in sub-propositions 2.1 and 2.2: staffing levels need to be adequate for 

teachers to access professional development and to facilitate development of 

professional competence. Housing is seen here as a resource because teachers are not 

able to perform their role effectively without appropriate housing. Criterion three,  

 
Participant who resigned 
or transferred from school 
within 12 months. 

Participant who 
remained in school for 
12 months or more. 
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Quality of Worklife Criteria 

(Louis, 1998). 

Quality of Worklife Factors for Teachers Newly 

Appointed to Rural and Remote Schools  

1. Making full use of 

existing skills and 

knowledge  

 Role/skills congruence 

 

 

2. Resources to carry out 

the job  

 Sustainable staffing and workloads 

 Provision of clean, safe and well maintained 

independent housing 

 Access to information 

3. Structures and procedures 

that contribute to a high 

sense of efficacy 

 

 

 

 Opportunities to develop professional 

competence 

 Induction 

 Access to professional development 

 Performance appraisal 

 Professional connectivity 

 Mentoring 

 Creation of networks   

4.  Frequent stimulating 

professional interaction 

with peers 

 

5. Respect from relevant 

adults 

 Positive collegial, supportive relationships 

 Feedback and performance appraisal 

 Safe communication environment 

 

6. Congruence between 

personal goals and school 

goals  

 

 Cultural integration 

7. Participation in decision-

making 

 Not applicable 

Table 10: Comparison of Quality of Worklife Factors (Louis, 1998 and Sharplin). 
 

structures and procedures that contribute to self efficacy, related to sub-proposition 

2.2: teachers need structures to support the development of professional competence 

through access to induction, professional development, mentoring, networks and 

performance feedback to feel efficacious. Criteria four and five, frequent stimulating 

professional interaction with peers and respect from relevant adults, relates to sub-

proposition 2.2: teachers need quality relationships with superordinates and peers, in 

collaborative cultures, to receive performance feedback and communicate openly. 
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Notably, no mention of student relationships is included in Louis‟ criteria. This is an 

essential criterion proposed by this study. Criterion six, congruence between personal 

goals and school goals, relates to sub-proposition 2.1 and 2.2: teachers need to share 

the cultural values of the sector and workplace to which they are appointed. Criterion 

seven did not appear relevant to quality of worklife for participants in this study, 

because the majority of teachers were novices and all teachers were new to the 

location; they were preoccupied with concerns of higher priority for their career and 

life stages. 

Additional issues reported in this thesis impact on rural and remote teachers‟ 

quality of worklife, for those who are new to an environment. For this reason, five 

additional criteria have been created to provide a Framework for Quality of Worklife 

for Rural and Remote Teachers. These criteria include three that relate specifically to 

non-worklife environments. The first additional criterion is interaction with students to 

make a positive contribution to student life experiences. The second is the existence of 

human resources policies and processes to ensure career certainty and stability through 

tenure, transfer, executive staffing policies and processes. Stability is important in 

contexts where the majority of teachers are on short-term contracts. The third is 

partner and/or family commitment to career choices that impact on families either 

through relocation or separation. The fourth is efficient and effective relocation 

processes and support to minimise teacher and/or family distress associated with 

relocation so teachers can commence appointments without unnecessary distractions 

or derailment of the appointment process. The fifth is the extent to which the 

community infrastructure, either in the immediate locality or surrounding regions, 

meets the lifestyle needs of teachers. While this study has proposed additional criteria 

incorporating the non-work domain as impacting on quality of worklife, the work-

related factors remain the dominant influence. 

To fully synthesise the framework proposed by Louis and the findings of this 

study a revised Framework of Quality of Worklife for Teachers Commencing Rural 

and Remote appointment is proposed in Table 11 (p. 239). This framework builds on 

and reshapes the criteria of quality of worklife for teachers developed by Louis (1998). 

It integrates components of worklife and non-work life to reflect the boundary-

spanning and spillover that occurs between these two domains.  
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Framework of Worklife Quality for Teachers Commencing Rural and Remote 

Appointments 

1. Partner and family commitment to family configuration and career choices  

2. Congruence between teacher skills, knowledge and experience and role/sector placement 

3. Efficient and effective relocation processes and support 

3. Resources and conditions to carry out the job  

 Access to information  

 Sustainable staffing and workloads 

 Provision of clean, safe and well maintained independent housing 

4. Structures and procedures that contribute to development of professional competence 

 Induction 

 Access to professional development 

 Performance appraisal 

 Professional connectivity 

o Mentoring 

o Creation of networks   

5. Stimulating and respectful professional interaction with peers, superordinates and students 

 Positive collegial, supportive relationships 

 Safe communication environment 

 Making a positive contribution to student life experiences 

6. Cultural integration 

 Congruence between teacher and workplace/organisation and community values 

7. Extent of community infrastructure available locally and regionally  

8. Existence of human resources policies and processes to ensure career certainty and stability  

Table 11: Framework of Worklife Quality for Teachers Commencing Rural and 

Remote Appointments. 

The theory proposed in this chapter provides a conceptual framework for 

reconciling conflicting findings from the research literature. For example, Boylan and 

McSwan (1998) reject early research, primarily emanating from the US, based on the 

recollections of former teachers, supporting a stereotype of rural schools characterised 

by high staff turnover, young, beginning and inexperienced teachers who accepted 
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appointments from duress or for promotion, who did not fit into the socio-cultural 

ethos of the area. They identified teachers as satisfied, committed, adjusted to lifestyle, 

enjoying collegial support, positive interactions with the community, and feeling 

supported by the community. Participants in this study provided evidence of both 

types of experience in rural schools and sometimes even within the same school. The 

theory developed in this chapter provides a conceptual framework for moving beyond 

uni-dimensional findings to explore the complex interaction of factors that contribute 

to individual teachers developing vastly different perceptions of their experience and 

environments. By understanding the multiple environments that impact on rural and 

remote teachers, and the protective and risk factors associated with each environment, 

it is possible to manipulate these factors to enhance the quality of worklife of all 

teachers newly appointed to rural and remote schools. 

Conclusion 

This chapter articulated the generation of the theory of Quality of Worklife for 

Rural and Remote Teachers: Person-Environment Fit to Multiple Environments 

developed from the four propositions presented. This theory has developed conceptual 

links with cognate bodies of knowledge such as quality of work life and person-

environment fit to locate and explicate the experiences of teachers newly appointed to 

rural and remote schools.  

In addition, two analytic frameworks were created: 1) Framework of Teacher 

Skills and Role/Sector Congruence and 2) Framework of Worklife Quality for 

Teachers Commencing Rural and Remote Appointments. These frameworks allow 

deeper scrutiny to be made of the consequences of policies and practices of employing 

authorities for the personal and professional efficacy of employees and by extension, 

the impact that these policies and practices have for education of students in rural and 

remote schools. 

The theory developed in this chapter represents a “still shot” of the factors 

impacting on rural and remote teacher experiences and requires further explanatory 

theory to capture the processes which promote successful adaptation to the multiple 

environments experienced by the newly appointed teachers. The next chapter will 

explicate this associated theory of the Processes of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers. 
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CHAPTER 7: PROCESSES OF ADAPTATION TO MULTIPLE 

ENVIRONMENTS FOR RURAL AND REMOTE TEACHERS. 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter the theory of Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote 

teachers: Person-Environment Fit to Multiple Environments was proposed to 

synthesise experiences of teachers commencing employment in rural and remote 

Western Australian schools. Teachers relocating to these schools face multiple 

unfamiliar environments: organisation, workplace, work-role, geographic and socio-

cultural community. Teachers experience familial and social dislocation, due to 

relocation of family and/or separation from immediate and extended family and 

friends, creating pressure to adapt known ways of acting and interacting in all life 

domains to integrate and gain worklife satisfaction. The previous chapter examined 

significant protective and risk factors in each of the multiple environments faced by 

teachers in rural and remote locations. This chapter presents six further propositions 

which form the theory of Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural 

and Remote Teachers. The processes, factors and outcomes involved with 

environmental integration to achieve quality of worklife for teachers in rural and 

remote locations are explicated. To avoid confusion, propositions will be continuously 

numbered from five to ten. 

Summary of Propositions 

The following six additional propositions are offered: 

5. The experiences of teachers in rural and remote appointments are influenced by 

their expectations and experiences of the multiple environments, the evaluations 

they make about their ability to integrate successfully and their ability to develop 

and implement efficacious responses within those environments. 

6. Four pathways describe the outcome of teachers‟ experiences within the multiple 

environments: successful integration, through positive experiences; resilient 

integration through adaptation to adverse environments; disequilibrium through 

continuing dilemmas, fluctuating experiences, or irreconcilable evaluations; and 

unsuccessful integration, through continuing negative experiences leading to 

alienation and withdrawal. 
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7. Coping strategies that promote successful integration into the multiple rural and 

remote teachers‟ environments involve direct action problem-solving and 

palliative strategies. Direct action strategies include: getting information; 

seeking assistance; connecting with others; reflecting; reframing; and 

establishing boundaries. Palliative strategies include: positive self talk; 

accepting; using a goal focus; establishing psychological boundaries; 

depersonalising; use of humour; religious beliefs; maintaining health and well-

being and maintaining relationships. Avoidant coping strategies, such as taking 

leave, disengaging, and substance use are associated with disequilibrium, 

alienation and withdrawal. 

8. Self-efficacy, an internal locus of control, a challenge perspective and 

commitment are associated with successful integration into rural and remote 

teacher environments. 

9. Specific intervention at three critical time periods is necessary to promote 

teacher integration in rural and remote locations: the first weeks of appointment - 

provision of information; the first semester - support and feedback for 

professional development and competence; and three to four months before the 

year end – processes to facilitate stability and certainty. A further phase of 

acceptance and belonging was identified for those remaining for a second year. 

10. Integration of teachers in rural and remote schools is improved by enhancing 

protective factors and decreasing risk factors within the multiple environments 

identified, developing teacher coping strategies and attending to critical time 

periods. Attention to these factors in the organisation, workplace and community 

can shape teachers‟ experiences, promoting quality of worklife, development of 

resilience and integration into rural and remote environments.  

These propositions support the theory of Processes of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers and a model of Outcomes of 

Environmental Integration for Rural and Remote Teachers, identifying processes and 

factors impacting on adaptation and integration to the multiple rural and remote 

teaching environments. This chapter elaborates the theory by developing the 

propositions drawn from cross-case analysis. Propositions five to eight are presented 

in separate sections and propositions nine and ten will be discussed together. 
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Proposition 5: Process of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural 

and Remote Teachers 

Proposition five states that the experiences of teachers in rural and remote 

appointments are influenced by their expectations and experiences of the multiple 

environments, the evaluations they make about their ability to integrate successfully 

and their ability to develop and implement efficacious responses within those 

environments. This proposition is the basis of the theory which is represented in the 

Model of Outcomes of Environmental Integration for Rural and Remote Teachers in 

Figure 20 (p. 244). Teachers develop expectations about environments, prior to 

relocation, which they test, as they enter the environments and become familiar with 

them. They make judgements about each environment, the degree to which they fit and 

a cumulative judgement about quality of worklife. In response to these evaluations, 

teachers variously maintain, develop and change the ways they think and act in order 

to improve person-environment fit. This involves changing expectations, changing 

strategies and attempting to change the environment. Teachers who integrate into 

environments, easily, or through a process of resilience (outcomes 1 and 2), are likely 

to remain at appointed locations, experiencing positive quality of worklife. Teachers 

who experience continuing dilemmas (outcome 3) are unable to achieve a consistently 

high quality of worklife. Some continue to experience disequilibrium, while others 

withdraw from the difficult environments (outcome 4).  

The proposed theory is derived from social cognitive theory which:  

poses that self-referent thought mediates the relationship between 

knowledge and action (Bandura, 1997). Even though a person may 

possess certain skills, those skills‟ use depends on the person‟s 

thoughts. According to Bandura (1986: 391), it is for this reason that 

different people with similar skills, or the same person on different 

occasions, may perform inconsistently. (Gibson & Earley, 2007, p. 

439) 

Individuals make sense of their experiences by analysing the demands of the 

environment, evaluating the resources available internally and environmentally, and 

estimating their efficacy for the given tasks. This is the process associated with 

person-environment fit, as outlined in previous chapters. The parts of the process will 

be explicated below. 
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Figure 20: Model of Process and Outcomes of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers. 

 

Expectations 

Participants arrived at appointed locations with expectations and beliefs about 

environments, shaped by their prior knowledge and experiences. Participants with 

limited or inaccurate knowledge faced greater difficulties with cognitive and 

emotional adjustment. In this study, participants described their expectations of the 

geographic locations, workplaces and the socio-cultural community to which they 

were relocating. Expectations were influenced by the extent of prior knowledge, prior 

exposure or research and consultation about the environments: 

I knew what it was like. A lot of people don‟t know…They have 

romantic notions about the outback and all that, fear of the outback. If 

you don‟t know what it‟s like you can be in for a rude shock. (Corby, 

MN, November) 

I lived in the Middle East for a few years so my prior experience led 

me to imagine this place just as it was. (Hannah, O, December) 

This isn‟t too bad, this is quite nice. I‟ve always grown up in country 

places and [partner] had been on a sheep [property] near [town]…so 

he sort of knew the area. I‟ve never been up around here…you knew 

there would be red earth, knew it would be hot, knew there would be 

limited things, but it‟s fine, it‟s fine. (Tonia, MN, March) 

Mature-aged, interstate and overseas teachers were more likely to have prior 

knowledge of locations, consciously selecting or rejecting alternatives.  

Outcome 4 
Alienation/ 
Withdrawal 

Expectations 
of multiple 

environments 

Experiences/ 
familiarisation 
with multiple 

environments 

Evaluation of 
efficacy 
within 

environment
s 

Actions/ 

responses 

Outcome 3 
Disequilibrium 

Outcome 1 & 2 
Integration/Resilient 

Integration 
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Teacher expectations were shaped by pre-service experiences (Flores, 2006), 

application and appointment experiences. Expectations were formed by information 

from DET staffing officers and personnel at schools. For some participants, early 

interactions with the organisation threatened to derail their appointment. These 

interactions created negative evaluations, establishing negative expectations about 

subsequent interactions. Perceptions of the organisation as overly bureaucratic, 

frustration with inefficient processes and difficulty interfacing with people caused 

participants to consider withdrawing applications. Participants resoundingly indicated 

that accurate information about the multiple environments in which teachers are to be 

placed needs to be readily available during career entry stages, to shape realistic 

expectations (Gerard Daniels, 2007; Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994). 

Participants had expectations about each environment: the scenery and climate; 

the facilities; and the experiences and people they could encounter living and teaching 

in the environments. Young novices created negative expectations based on limited 

knowledge and reactions of other people, particularly family. Pre-service experiences 

of beginning teachers and previous careers of experienced teachers provided 

individuals with expectations and beliefs about schools, students, and pedagogy; the 

life experiences of individuals provided them with knowledge of their own behaviours, 

interpersonal skills and coping strategies. These life and career experiences and 

location knowledge established expectations which influenced perceptions and 

evaluations of their initial experiences in the organisation, workplace, geographic and 

socio-cultural community environments. 

The importance of accurate information to shape expectations is consistent with 

previous research. McShane and Walton (1990, p. 15) noted “the affects (feelings, 

attitudes and emotions) that teachers bring to a rural school appear to be both moulded 

by experience and training and by the anticipation of the way they will interact in the 

community”. Similarly, Crowther (1988) found glossy photos of schools and housing 

taken at favourable times of year, showing favourable aspects of environments created 

unrealistic expectations, which ultimately caused disappointment. Seventy-one percent 

of teachers in remote Queensland believed it essential to be “forewarned of a 

community‟s expectations, values and composition if their immediate success is to be 

encouraged” (Gibson, 1994, p. 75). Accordingly, informed choice should be an 

essential part of selection and appointment processes (Ministerial Review of 
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Schooling, 1994). This study reinforced the need for accurate information to shape 

expectations, because of their subsequent impact on teacher experiences in 

environments. 

Familiarisation, Experiences and Evaluations 

Immediately individuals entered environments, they commenced processing 

information. Some participants were stunned by geographic and climatic aspects of 

their new location: 

Shock – the colours of the environment. (Porter, O, December) 

The heat is unbelievable! Not only that, but I am constantly 

going into extremes of temperature (blisteringly hot outside, 

then freezing cold in the classroom). (Demi, MN, February) 

However, once school commenced, participants were pre-occupied with developing 

familiarity in workplaces and resolving housing difficulties, the environments of most 

immediate concern. Most were unable to reconnoitre geographic locations or become 

familiar with the socio-cultural community because of heavy work-load demands. 

As familiarisation continued, teachers made separate evaluations of environments, 

their degree of fit and cumulative evaluation of quality of worklife experiences. For 

example, Fiona‟s cumulative evaluation was that “I‟m having an absolute ball”. She 

evaluated aspects of her work role as difficult (“I‟m teaching out of my area which 

makes it really difficult for most of the time”), with unpredictable student attendance 

(“not all the kids come every day so from one day to the next you might get the entire 

different group of kids”), but she evaluated the level of support as positive 

(“sometimes you‟re not doing so well. It‟s nice to know there are other people who 

know what‟s happening”), and she was satisfied with the social infrastructure (“we‟re 

only an hour away from [regional centre]. There you‟ve got cinemas and your big 

shopping centres”).  

Another participant, Sam also reviewed his different environments. He felt 

positive about the community: “it‟s pretty good, it‟s peaceful…it‟s a bit slower and 

there‟s no travel time to school”. He liked the climate (“I really like the weather here. I 

like the heat and the sun”), but he found aspects of his role and workplace difficult 

(“I‟ve got a lot of the bottom streamed classes and they‟re really difficult to deal 

with…I‟ll yell at them and go crazy to get their attention”). He evaluated the 

organisation negatively: “I hate bureaucracy and the Education Department drives me 
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around the bend”, but his cumulative evaluation was cautiously positive: “It hasn‟t 

been that bad”. During the early stages of first term most participants identified issues 

of concern about environments, but endeavoured to develop cumulatively positive 

evaluations, typical of the initial optimism described by Joslin (2002). 

The experiences of some participants challenged initial expectations (Goddard & 

Foster, 2001; Sabar, 2004; Veenman, 1984). For example, there were fewer social 

activities and entertainments to get involved with and some workplaces were not as 

social as anticipated: 

Less social things than I expected. I expected at least something each 

week whether it was going down to the pub…or someone‟s having a 

barbie…and that hasn‟t happened. (William, MN, June) 

But some found their expectations positively challenged: 

Foldguild is…not as “country” as I had imagined. In town, there are 

heaps of shops – most of the same ones you would find in a shopping 

centre in Perth. So my fears of never being able to go clothes shopping 

were eased! There are also heaps of restaurants, cafes and pubs… 

There isn‟t as much red dirt as I thought there was going to be 

either…Basically I was relieved to find out that I would be able to live 

pretty much as I had in Perth, just without the comforts of family and 

friends. (Monica, YN, February) 

I had these expectations that I was going into the middle of nowhere 

and, and it is the middle of nowhere, and there is not a hell of a lot to 

do, but you adjust to that and people really made the place and I think 

that was really nice…I guess I expected something a lot different. 

(Rhiannon, MN, June) 

Participants made judgements about their personal fit to each environment. 

Flores (2006) noted that the extent of positive experience in first year teaching was 

influenced by the extent of match between expectations and workplace realities. 

Where participants felt dissatisfied with aspects of their environments, they considered 

the extent to which they could adapt, accommodate or change the environment to 

improve P-E fit. These judgements were shaped by private reflection and interaction 

with others. Participants processed experiences by talking with external others 

(university colleagues, separated family, mentors), experienced on-site staff, other new 

graduates, and relocated family. Some participants kept journals, but all reported 

actively thinking through their environmental concerns. The extent to which 

participants made positive evaluations about environments depended on the extent to 

which protective or risk factors (outlined in Chapter Six) existed within environments. 

Protective factors contributed to positive experiences and risk factors predisposed 
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individuals to feel threatened or negative about the environment; however, because 

socialisation processes are rarely recognised by organisations, few structures are 

embedded into workplaces to positively assist the process (Hillier et al., 2005).  

Responses to Environments 

The evaluations made of environments, and person-environment fit, influenced 

subsequent actions and behaviours of teachers. Where participants made positive 

evaluations of environments and fit, they maintained or developed behaviours and 

responses to sustain this evaluation. Participants dissatisfied with their environments 

adapted expectations and attempted to alter fit through problem-solving actions or 

palliative responses, developing new responses or changing environments. When 

efforts to improve person-environment fit did not succeed, participants engaged in 

avoidant responses. A continual feedback loop of adaptation and evaluation of the 

person-environment fit occurred with four possible outcomes. 

Participants were aware of modifying their expectations, often by lowering 

them, but sometimes just by accepting the environment. For others, modifications to 

expectations caused disappointment: 

Your expectations drop. So your quality of life is dependent on your 

expectations. I haven‟t got great expectations of anything happening 

that is going to be terribly extraordinary. (Corby, MN, May) 

I regret not finding out more what Brush was like before I accepted so 

that I could have come prepared; so I could have fully equipped 

myself for it which would have helped me cope. And if I‟d realised 

how isolated it was I could have prepared…I pictured a smaller school 

…with mostly aboriginal children and more classrooms. I pictured 

remote, but I felt you…could teach a variety of things, and you were 

part of the community and I thought I‟d be really working one on 

one…Expectations have been let down, having a lot of ideals crushed. 

(Hermione, YN, December) 

Others found that while expectations were accurate, their response was different from 

what they anticipated. Rhiannon (MN, August) commented: “It was certainly living up 

to the expectations that I had been told it was going to be, but not how I felt like I 

could deal with it.”  

It was strikingly evident that the teachers expected to fulfil their contracts; they 

had made a commitment to staying in the location for at least the period of the 

contract. They had not accepted a position with the intention of leaving if they found 

too many problems or difficulties. This commitment continued even when they 
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experienced difficulties and discomfort, creating significant dilemmas for them. The 

teachers felt strong commitment to students and colleagues, and a sense of guilt and 

failure when they considered leaving before contract completion:  

Just staying here was a milestone, keeping going and saying no, I‟ve 

contracted myself, I will fill this duty of contract and that was a big 

thing. (Hermione, YN, December) 

The fact that you actually are a rat leaving a sinking ship and you‟re 

deserting the other teachers…and I want to finish the job off properly. 

(Larraine, I, March) 

The trajectory for all participants conformed to the process of expectations, 

experiences, evaluations and responses to the multiple environments in which they 

were placed. However, the outcomes of the experiences differed vastly. The next 

section will elaborate proposition six which identifies four pathways and outcomes of 

participant experiences in this study. 

Proposition 6: Outcomes of the Process of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments 

Proposition six states that four pathways describe the outcome of teachers‟ 

experiences within the multiple environments: successful integration, through positive 

experiences; resilient integration through adaptation to adverse environments; 

disequilibrium through continuing dilemmas, fluctuating experiences, or irreconcilable 

evaluations; and unsuccessful integration, through continuing negative experience 

leading to alienation and withdrawal. In Figure 20 (p. 244), these four pathways are 

labelled as: outcome one – integration; outcome two – resilient integration; outcome 

three – disequilibrium; and outcome four - alienation and withdrawal. The experiences 

of participants in this study, associated with each pathway, are developed with 

illustrative case examples in the following sections. Tables 12 to 15 present 

experiences of a participant consistent with each pathway. 

Outcome 1: Integration 

Twenty percent of participants were categorised as integrating into rural and 

remote locations. The integrated cases included two overseas teachers (Donna and 

Porter); three mature-aged novices (Demi, Warren and Corby) and one young novice 

(Monica). The majority of these participants were appointed to preferred locations; 

places about which they had some previous knowledge or experience. They arrived 
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with positive expectations and were most likely to be matched to a congruent role and 

sector. They identified protective factors within environments and made positive 

evaluations of their experiences: their interactions with students and colleagues; the 

desirability of the geographic location; the welcoming community; and adequacy of 

housing arrangements. The participants were committed to their students, focusing on 

achieving positive outcomes and developing positive relationships. They enjoyed 

lifestyle and recreational opportunities within communities.  

Participants responded by working long hours to ensure relevant and valuable 

learning experiences were prepared for students. They received positive feedback 

about the outcomes they were achieving in student motivation, classroom management 

and academic results. Participants demonstrated high self-efficacy, an internal locus of 

control and commitment. Some participants experienced uncertainty about career 

continuity at the end of the year; however, all were able to negotiate contract 

extensions and remained for the subsequent year, feeling positive about quality of 

worklife. Table 12 (p. 251) illustrates the trajectory of one participant, Demi, through 

the stages of the Model of Process of Adaptation to Multiple Environments, providing 

a summary of the relevant experiences and illustrative quotes.  

Outcome 2: Resilient Integration 

Over 30 percent of participants experienced resilient integration, including one 

overseas-qualified teacher (Graham), two interstate teachers (Max and Michelle), three 

mature-aged (Tate, William) and three young novices (Audrey, Fiona and Sarah). 

Knowledge of locations ranged from direct prior experience through to very limited 

knowledge. Most were favourably predisposed to the location, but they evaluated one 

or more of the environments as challenging. Two critical preconditions are essential 

for resilience: the environment needs to be evaluated as adverse and positive 

adaptation must occur (Bobek, 2002; Kumpfer, 1999; Luthar et al., 2000). Resilience 

is the process and characteristic of being able to develop strategies to overcome 

difficulties, influenced by interaction between individuals and external environments 

(Gu & Day, 2007).  

Unlike participants described as achieving integration, these participants 

identified environments as containing significantly difficult conditions. Typically, 

participants identified student characteristics (socio-economic disadvantage, poor 

motivation,   limited   academic   achievement,   behaviour   difficulties  and   irregular 
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 Summary Illustrative quotations 

E
x

p
ec

ta
ti

o
n

s  

Limited knowledge – positive 

expectations 

Short-term contract  

 

I thought it would only be 6 months but I think a lot of [my 

expectations] have worked out to be true…how you would have 

small classes you would get to know the students and their 

families. 

E
x

p
er

ie
n

ce
 

Organisation 

 Housing and relocation subsidies 

Workplace 

 Positive interactions with students 

 High levels of support 

Workrole (congruent) 

Geographic 

 Initial shock 

 Exploration 

Socio-cultural 

 Partner employment concerns 

 Visibility in the community 

 Retail infrastructure 

 Establishing social supports 

Really comfortable, nice place…the subsidies are really 

good…I‟ve just sent off my last subsidy. 

I can‟t stand the administration…I love the interaction with the 

kids and I love the actual teaching. 

[The DP] offered me a lot of support…he is the kind of person 

who will follow through. 

 

Where the hell am I? It‟s very red up here!...The heat is 

unbelievable…I need to acclimatise to this weather…We are on 

blue alert [cyclone warning]. 

Driving out, just exploring the area and getting your bearings. 

Limited promotional opportunities for [partner]. 

The thing I wasn‟t prepared for is the amount of your own students 

that you see after school. 

I used to take for granted going down to the bookshop and having 

a look. 

Once you establish your social circle it‟s fine. 

E
v
a
lu

a
ti

o
n

 

Professional competence 

Self-efficacy 

Commitment 

Positive feedback and levels of 

support in the school and community 

Positive recreational and social 

experiences  

 

I‟ve done this and I continue to be able to do this and do it well…I 

did make the right decision.  

At the beginning of Term 2 I could just feel like I‟m so confident 

with what I‟m doing which is really good. 

HOD said “We will love to have you and there is no doubt that you 

have proved yourself a 100 times over”…she does everything she 

can 

We went out on a boat fishing…mud crabbing…all very 

excited…discovering that there is something to do apart from the 

things you are used to. 

I‟m having a great time up here. It‟s really good. I love it. 

R
es

p
o

n
se

/C
o

p
in

g
 S

tr
a

te
g
ie
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Accepting difference 

Open to new opportunities 

Support 

Collegial communication 

Reflection 

Commitment to students – moral 

purpose 

Application and commitment 

Goal directed 

Attention to health & wellbeing 

Work/Life balance 

You tend to look for the things you are used to…but that just 

doesn‟t work up here…so you find there are other things to do. 

Having someone up here who listens about your day…it helps a 

lot…It‟s really nice to talk to people, to see how they‟re going and 

strategies that are working 

It‟s the problem with being a teacher who cares too much. What 

am I doing? How can I do this better? 

I was working a lot… 

If you keep your eye on the end goal it‟s not so bad. You know 

that this is what you wanted to do and you focus on the interaction 

with the kids. Which is where a lot of people get a lot of joy and 

you  get through it 

I really hit a wall, really, really tired…I took a day off…and I felt 

better after that…I refuse to take work home during the week. It 

just makes me feel so much better when I‟m not working every 

evening 

Table 12: Outcome 1 Integration: The Case of Demi 
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attendance) and collegial and workplace culture factors as creating adverse workplace 

environments; however, participants adopted a challenge rather than a deficit 

perspective (Ankrah-Dove, 1982; Kaplan, 1999) to the situation. This approach is 

most clearly typified by Tate (see pp. 112-124) who after an extremely challenging 

first day declared that his difficult students would be a professional development 

opportunity. Interestingly, experienced teachers from interstate felt their competence 

to be highly challenged in these locations, despite prior experience in schools they 

described as difficult. They believed they had previously achieved competence, but 

initially struggled to demonstrate competence in their new contexts (Churchill & 

Carrington, 2002). The workplace, in most cases provided some level of support to 

assist participants to develop competence. Table 13 (p. 253) illustrates the trajectory of 

another participant, Sarah, for the outcome of resilient integration. The case studies of 

Fiona, Tate, Max and Graham (see Chapter Five) are further examples of resilient 

integration. 

Resilient Integrators were highly influenced by one of two motivators: the desire 

to make a difference to students (Howard & Johnson, 2004) and/or the desire to 

establish/re-establish their careers. Participants demonstrated self-efficacy, 

commitment to students and/or their careers, and an internal locus of control. They 

believed they could gain career mastery and work/life balance, after an initial 

investment of hard work (Kaplan, 1999). They persisted with seeking alternative 

strategies to succeed in the workplace and demonstrated a variety of well developed 

coping strategies to deal with the difficulties they experienced. Seven of the nine 

participants remained in their location for the subsequent year. The two participants 

that left their environments did so despite their desire to remain. 

Outcome 3: Disequilibrium 

Ten percent of participants (one overseas-qualified – Hannah; one interstate – 

Larraine; and one mature-aged novice - Nicky) continued in disequilibrium. All these 

participants were appointed to incongruent roles and/or sectors. While these 

participants demonstrated a high degree of resilience, unlike those achieving resilient 

integration, they were unable to achieve satisfaction within their environments. They 

continued to experience dilemmas as a result of fluctuations in the environment or 

their evaluation of environments. They were unable to adapt to the adversity of 

environments or to change the adverse conditions. Their experiences were categorised 
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by divergent evaluations of separate environments. They felt positively towards some 

environments, but  negatively towards  others.  Despite  the  fact that  two  of  the three 

 Summary Illustrative quotations 
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Acceptance of appointment 

from “duress” and financial 

need. 

Limited knowledge of 

location. 

It‟s like they didn‟t even look at your application…everyone said you had to 

take it because the likelihood of getting another one was very slim…I needed 

to know I had a job to make sure I could pay the house off. 

It‟s not too bad. It‟s different than I expected it to be…the kids are different. 
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Organisation 

 Housing and relocation 

subsidies 

 

Workplace 

 SAER students 

 High levels of support 

 Some collegial conflict 

Workrole (congruent) 

Geographic 

Socio-cultural 

 demographics 

 isolation 

 Poor access to health 

services 

 Visibility in the 

community 

 Gemeinschaft 

communication 

networks 

We‟re having huge dramas with our rent…nothing was clean…the previous 

tenant had left stuff and I‟m still getting rid of half her boxes. 

We‟ve had [problems] with our pays…countless phone calls, faxes…it‟s a 

never ending saga…they‟re supposed to reimburse you with the phone but I 

haven‟t got anywhere with that. 

You‟ve got kids threatening to throw chairs at you…another kid refusing to do 

any work…the rest of the class is just chaotic. 

The Deputy has been absolutely fantastic. He organised the induction…they 

were really good. 

So hot…living in a strange place. 

[The other staff] are all 30+ and there‟s two of us…straight out of 

uni…they‟re all husband and wife which makes it really hard. 

I‟ve had quite a few problems with my neck… to get treatment is 2 ½ hours 

away. 

There‟s lots of miners here…then you‟ve got the local people who absolutely 

hate your guts…it‟s just been weird…we don‟t socialise with the community 

at all. 

Up here you‟re totally on your own. There‟s no one that you can go and see. 

Everybody warned us “don‟t talk to too many people because it gets back and 

misconstrued” so you can‟t be your true self up here. 
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Initially negative 

evaluations that change to 

more positive evaluations 

with familiarity, support 

and the development of 

coping strategies 

It was just overwhelming …you felt like screaming.(April) 

I was thinking about moving or leaving. (April) 

I‟m more comfortable living up here, more comfortable with the whole thing. 

(August) 

[With a change of executive] the whole place seems to have changed…It‟s a 

lot nicer…more collaborative work. (August) 

[After performance appraisal] they said everything was going really 

well…impressed with how well I‟d come along [kids] just loving it and taking 

an interest because I‟ve been able to get their behaviour to an acceptable level. 

I‟m knowing more people in town…different people from different areas. You 

feel now like you belong. (August) 
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Attention to health and 

well-being  

Development of 

professional and support 

network 

 

 

Persistence 

Professional Learning 

Reflection 

I started buying yoga tapes…to find some escape. 

I started talking to other teachers…once you started to do that you…realise 

you were doing a good job so it was encouraging…I‟m not that bad. 

The help and support from my mentor…provided me with solutions and 

strategies. 

The walking club is getting teachers together outside of school. That helps. 

I don‟t give up that easily. 

It‟s certainly a learning and growing experience. 

All through our teaching we‟ve been told to reflect…and now you can, you‟re 

able to and it does help. 
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participants were working with students at extreme educational risk, all these 

participants described interactions with students as a positive experience within their 

workplaces.  

These participants all experienced career dilemmas, usually associated with  

incongruence between skills, experience and the appointed role or sector and lack of 

career stability which encouraged consideration of career alternatives. These 

participants were strongly committed to students, but not committed to the 

organisation. Their commitment to students contributed to continuing stay-go 

dilemmas; they felt committed to remaining and making a difference to students‟ lives; 

however, dissatisfaction with aspects of their environments, created fluctuating 

assessments of worklife quality. They demonstrated resilient characteristics, persisting 

with the development of alternative strategies, achieving some successful outcomes 

with students, but they felt powerless to change aspects of the environment with which 

they were dissatisfied. All three participants remained for a second year and continued 

to experience fluctuations. The trajectory of Nicky in Table 14 (p. 255) is used to 

illustrate this outcome. 

Outcome 4: Alienation and Withdrawal 

Over 30 percent of participants were categorised as alienated from rural and 

remote teaching environments. All these participants (two overseas-qualified teachers 

– Cherry and Uken; five mature-aged – Charles, Donald, Rhianon, Tonia and Wilma; 

and three young novices – Jane, Mandy and Sam) were alienated from the workplace 

environment. These participants demonstrated resilient attributes, experienced 

dilemmas, but unlike those experiencing disequilibrium, these participants concluded 

that it was not in their best interests to endure the dissatisfaction associated with their 

environments because improvement or change was highly unlikely.  

Alienated participants concluded that aspects of the environment were beyond 

their endurance and the areas of concern were beyond their locus of control. Nearly all 

participants were placed in incongruent roles or sectors. They demonstrated low levels 

of self-efficacy, believing that they were unlikely to develop the necessary competence  
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 Summary Illustrative quotations 
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Limited knowledge of 

location. 

 

I had no intention of ever coming up north…I thought what a shocker. 

I came up here under false pretences…I was never told about form…relief 

teaching…teaching Year 10 and that‟s not fair. 
E
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Organisation 

 Shared Housing  

 Relocation processes 

 Career uncertainty 

Workplace 

 Workload 

 SAER students 

 Low levels of support 

Workrole (role and 

sector displaced) 

Cultural disorientation 

Socio-cultural 

 Limitations of teacher 

sub community 

interactions 

 Gemeinschaft 

communication 

networks 

 Active involvement 

with teachers and 

sports 

 If you could sort out all the bureaucratic things it would be better. 

 I want a house to myself. 

 Where do I fit in? Do I have a desk here next year? Am I going somewhere else? 

 It just seems like you‟re constantly doing extra relief…extra yard duty. 

 I‟ve had no time to prep, I‟ve done 4 yard duties and now I‟ve got my third 

relief so it‟s like for God‟s sake! 

 My kids come to school with no food…they haven‟t had much sleep…I do other 
things than just teach. 

 I can be angry…at school, but as soon as I walk through my classroom door I 

have a big smile on my face. 

 I don‟t feel there‟s any support. There‟s no backing. 

 I don‟t know these things…I don‟t know the things I need to know. 

 I don‟t feel comfortable. I don‟t like going to the staff room. 

 I was overwhelmed by a lot of stuff. 

 All you do is talk shop and I don‟t want to talk shop. 

 I really had it last night with some people, but then they‟re 22 year olds and 

what am I doing with 22 year olds? 

 The talking vine is amazing. 

 What other person goes to a job and can swim after work in a pool and travel…it 

was a really fantastic thing…I play squash now, I play tennis, I play softball. 
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Disparate and 

irreconcilable 

evaluations of different 

environments and parts 

of environments. 

Continuing fluctuations 

of overall quality of 

worklife evaluation 

 Get me out of here. I‟m sick of it. I‟ll go back to primary…I just don‟t 

understand all this stuff. 

 I do love my kids. I just don‟t like the environment. It‟s very cliquey…people 

will just stare at you. 

 I love it up here, but there‟s things that challenge me. 

 I really like working with aboriginal kids. 

 I won‟t make a decision about leaving the school until the end of the term.  

 The school can be very unfriendly to people (August)…I expect better of the 
leaders when it comes to friendliness. 

 I found people are more friendly now…I‟m no longer the new kid on the block. 

(August) 

 I feel like I can actually teach. 

 You get caught between being here…and then wanting to leave.  
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Religious faith 

Looking for alternative 

career opportunities 

Application to the task 

Creating boundaries 

Changed expectations 

Substance use: 

Recommenced smoking 

and drinking 

Goal setting  

Distractions from work 

Reframing attitudes 

Depersonalising 

Time out and away 

Stay/go dilemmas 

 I always have faith that things will sort themselves out. 

 There‟s a vacancy at [place]…I don‟t want to do anything quick…take my 

time and think things over. (May) 

 I‟m inclined to work in my lunchtimes. 

 The separation of the classes has helped me…I know my boundaries. 

 I‟m not so hard on them as I used to be…I think I‟ve become more relaxed in 

coming to class. 

 The essential way of life up here is smoking and drinking and I don‟t want 
this. I haven‟t smoked for three years. 

 You have to push yourself to that next limit. If I‟m occupied I‟m fine, it‟s just 

when I‟m sitting doing nothing I go crazy. 

 I just smile a lot more and I don‟t take on the shit. I just say I‟m going to be 
happy and If I get a negative I turn it into a positive. 

 I guess I don‟t take things to heart that much anymore (August).  

 It gave me a sense of appreciation going away. 

Table 14: Outcome 3 Disequilibrium: The Case of Nicky 
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 Summary Illustrative quotations 
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s  

Limited knowledge of location 

 

 I didn‟t really expect anything. I wasn‟t sure what it would be 

like…the kids; they‟re pretty much the same as city kids. 

 I‟ve never lived in the country before. 
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Organisation 

 Bureaucratic procedures 

 Misinformed 

 Quality of housing 

 

 

Workplace 

 SAER students 

 Low levels of support 

 Some collegial conflict 

Workrole (role displaced) 

Cultural disorientation 

 

Geographic 

 

Socio-cultural 

Isolation 

Partner at the same school 

 I hate bureaucracy and the Education Department drives me 

around the bend. I find the bureaucratic stuff the most stressful. I 
don‟t enjoy it. 

I was not told this at the beginning of the year.  

 We were looking at renting a house outside of GEHA…if we had 
a decent yard. 

 The students…they‟re really difficult to deal with…I‟ll yell at 

them and go crazy to get their attention, but I don‟t mind a bit of 
mucking about. 

 I don‟t really have any contact with other faculty staff. 

 Curriculum Leader has been harassing me. 

 I‟ve never planned a unit of Maths work or taught a Maths class 
before. 

 If they had been really supportive and encouraging then we 

probably would have stayed. 

 I can‟t really talk to the people here. 

 She‟s really into the authoritarian behaviour management stuff…I 

have a different approach than the one she‟s advocating. 

 I really like the weather here. I like the heat and the sun. 

 I go riding my bike…it‟s pretty good, it‟s peaceful, it‟s a big town, 
it‟s a bit slower and there‟s no travel time to school. 

 You can focus more on teaching. 

 You try to do stuff outside of work…there‟s not many places to go. 
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Initial attempts to frame the 

experience positively eroded by 

continuing negative experiences 
primarily within the workplace. 

Increasing dissatisfaction with 
the socio-cultural environment. 

 It hasn‟t been that bad…it‟s going OK (March). 

 I think the classes are going pretty well. 

 In the first few weeks when I was teaching out here…having a lot 

of trouble, I‟d never had kids go so crazy…I was just about ready 

to go back…After a day or two I started to get used to it and then 
you start to develop some strategies. 

 We‟re 80% sure we‟re leaving at the end of this term (June). 

 I thought I was being treated unfairly and I had spoken to a union 

representative. 

 I‟m a city person and I don‟t like it here. I don‟t like the school 

and I don‟t like being out here either…it just bores me…I‟ve 

enjoyed being here for some reasons like the change and the 

people are nice, you get closer to people. 
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s Development of support 

Career alternatives considered 

Stay/go dilemmas 

Lack of distance with partner at 

same school 

Gradual withdrawal 

 I was going to other people…you can go and ask her a bit about it. 

 We fought more in first term when we were really stressed…now 

we‟re just tired…. It‟s been hard teaching at the same school – 
you don‟t get an outside perspective on it. 

 I feel disappointed about leaving…before the end of contract…I 

have tried to work on things I need to work on, but I‟ve been 

treated unfairly and I‟m not going to work for an employer who 

treats anyone like this…they‟re not going to change so I might as 
well go. 

 I was thinking about getting another job. 

 I‟m actually really stressed and depressed. 

 We‟ve started putting things in boxes. 

 I‟d started to develop a thick skin. Stopped taking things on board. 

Table 15: Outcome 4 Alienation and Withdrawal: The Case of Sam 
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in the role and workplace and they would be unable to change the environments to 

integrate. Despite categorising students as at educational risk and challenging, seven 

participants wished to make a difference for students; however, they were not confident 

of their chance of success or ability to sustain the effort required to continue in the 

workplace. They demonstrated an external locus of control. Almost all described the 

workplace as lacking protective factors, producing lack of commitment to the workplace 

and organisation. They felt isolated within the workplace environment and all 

participants left the location within six to twelve months. The trajectory of Sam‟s 

experience in Table 15 (p. 256) illustrates the outcome of alienation and withdrawal. 

The case studies of Mandy and Wilma in Chapter Five provide further examples. Other 

researchers have identified teacher outcomes that would be consistent with this category 

of withdrawal. Duxbury (2003) found high levels of worklife conflict are associated 

with increased absenteeism and Pillay et al. (2005) found that teachers who endure 

sustained levels of stress are likely to suffer burnout. 

Summary of Proposition Six 

The participants in this study who experienced integration or resilient integration 

evaluated their fit with the environment positively and experienced satisfaction in 

quality of worklife. They felt capable of developing their skills to improve their 

success within environments, demonstrating personal characteristics of persistence, 

commitment, application, resourcefulness and a strong goal focus. Their appointed 

workplace environments contained more protective factors, and participants used 

direct action strategies in response to their environments, attempting to resolve or 

remove causes of dissatisfaction. They were favourably predisposed to the geographic 

location and socio-cultural community, but adopted a challenge perspective to deal 

with the difficulties they encountered. Participants who experienced difficulty 

integrating endured periods of disequilibrium, some becoming increasingly alienated 

from their environments and deciding to withdraw. In all but one case, withdrawal was 

from the workplace and location. Only one participant chose to remain in the 

appointed location having withdrawn from the workplace and organisation. People 

experiencing dissatisfaction with their environment/s chose a combination of direct 

action and palliative strategies to ameliorate their discomfort. Palliative strategies 

attempted to improve levels of comfort, while leaving the source of problems 

unaddressed. These participants were likely to leave the geographic location more 
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frequently than other participants, taking leave and looking for alternative 

employment. Identification of the existence of four possible outcomes provides a 

conceptual framework which synthesises the different experiences of teachers 

appointed to rural and remote schools.  

Proposition 7: Coping Strategies 

Proposition seven states that coping strategies promoting successful integration into 

multiple rural and remote teachers‟ environments involve direct action problem-

solving and palliative strategies. Direct action strategies (getting information; seeking 

assistance; connecting with others; accessing professional development; reflecting; 

reframing; and establishing boundaries) and palliative strategies (positive self talk; 

accepting; using a goal focus; establishing psychological boundaries; depersonalising; 

use of humour; religious beliefs; maintaining health and wellbeing and maintaining 

relationships) were demonstrated by teachers. Avoidant coping strategies, such as 

taking leave, disengaging, and substance use were associated with disequilibrium, 

alienation and withdrawal. 

All participants experienced stress in some environments during the course of 

this study and all articulated a range of coping strategies to respond to stress. Where 

protective structures and processes existed in environments, they often supported 

direct action problem-solving strategies; that is, where information was readily 

available, and/or structures for professional connectivity existed, teachers did not need 

to use coping strategies to the same extent as people in highly risk-based 

environments. Consistent with the person-environment conceptual orientation of this 

study, Lazarus and Folkman (1984) defined stress as emanating from situations in 

which individuals appraise their personal resources as unequal to the demands of the 

environment and tasks. Where environments provide resources to assist individuals to 

meet demands, less stress is produced and the requirement for coping strategies is 

reduced. The remainder of this section addresses those coping strategies which have 

not already been discussed in relation to protective factors in Chapter Six. By 

identifying rural and remote teachers‟ coping strategies it may be possible, as argued 

by Howard and Johnson (2004), to teach coping strategies, building resilience 

resources so that rural and remote teachers can improve person-environment fit.  
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Reactions to Stress 

Participants described a wide range of stress emotions including feelings of: 

distress; frustration; anxiety; guilt; anger; fear; disappointment; loneliness; depression; 

unhappiness; and feeling overwhelmed. They reported intermittent and sustained 

episodes of crying:  

I think I probably cried more this year than I have ever done. It‟s not 

like you‟re permanently unhappy, but little things affect you more. 

(Audrey, YN, December) 

I went home. I was embarrassed, I had a good cry. I‟ve been feeling 

overwhelmed by so much and I know it‟s to do with me and how far 

I‟ve got this year…the end of the year has come and I don‟t know 

enough. It frustrates me…I lost my faith for a while…I was really 

angry and frustrated. I was…punching bags, hitting out. And that 

really scared me because I felt really caught, like I couldn‟t get out. I 

don‟t want this anger around me…I hate it when I blow up…I look 

childish and immature, as if I can‟t handle my role and I hate that. 

(Nicky, MN, November) 

The degree of stress experienced by newly appointed teachers should not be 

underestimated. The fact that 20% of participants left their appointment within the first 

six months rising to over 40% at the end of one year suggests these participants 

experienced high levels of distress during this time. A further three participants 

submitted and withdrew resignations during the course of the study and two 

participants were recurrently considering alternative career options. In total, nearly 

60% of participants experienced sufficient dissatisfaction with the quality of worklife 

to consider terminating their employment at some stage.  

Hermione, who represents an extreme case of distress, experienced panic 

attacks, chest pains, difficulty breathing, skin disorders and disorientation. She 

reported: 

beginning to get a ringing in my ears…getting a bit dizzy…I had...a 

panic attack…it really is a waste of time to do anything…my 

situation…stress and anxiety…I saw the doctor here last week and he 

actually…wrote a letter saying that it would be best for me to go back, 

…if I have any more pain in my chest…but I don‟t know how I‟ll feel 

in a while. (Hermione, YN, September) 

Some of these symptoms persisted after relocation and re-employment in a new 

context, suggesting development of post-traumatic stress syndrome, or at least 

sustained physical health consequences. The stress responses of newly appointed rural 
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and remote teachers are significant to the outcomes of their experiences, impacting on 

worklife quality.  

While this study does not purport to measure stress, the reported rate of 

participant stress appears to be higher than the 19-29% of respondents reporting 

psychological distress or severe psychological distress in a Western Australian study 

(Louden, 1987) and the 30% of teachers reported in Britain and the US (Pithers & 

Sodden, 1999). With 60% of participants reporting consideration of resignation, this 

implies a similar rate of stress. While Kyriacou (1987) established only a small to 

moderate correlation between teachers‟ stress and job satisfaction, Lazarus and 

Folkman (1984) established that individuals‟ appraisal of their personal resources, 

ability to confront sources of stress and manage responses is significant for job 

satisfaction. In particular, role overload is positively associated with physical and 

mental health problems (Duxbury, 2003). Similarly, Chan (1998) established that 

different means of coping and personality traits can mediate high teacher stress. 

Existence of protective factors as outlined in Chapter Six reduces stress factors 

(Kumpfer, 1999).  

According to the literature, responses to stress can be categorised in several 

ways. Resilience literature refers to direct action or palliative strategies (Kumpfer, 

1999), while the psychological literature refers to problem-solving, emotion-focused 

strategies and active or avoidant strategies (Admiraal et al., 2000). In this study 

participants demonstrated coping strategies (Table 16, p. 260) which have been 

categorised as direct-action, palliative or avoidant coping strategies. These categories 

were used to develop proposition seven. Consistent with proposition four, that 

workplace and organisational environments were more likely to be associated with 

alienation, a higher incidence of stress and coping strategies were reported in relation 

to the workplace and organisation environments. 

Direct Action Coping Strategies 

Direct action strategies are ways of coping that are intended to remove or reduce 

sources of stress (Howard & Johnson, 2004). In this study, participants demonstrated 

direct action coping by: getting information; seeking assistance and connecting with 

others (networking, mentoring); accessing professional development; reflecting; 

reframing; developing a goal focus; creating perspective; and establishing 
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work/nonwork boundaries. Most direct action strategies have already been linked to 

protective structures and processes in the workplace and organisation environments, 

discussed in Chapter Six, highlighting the importance of information, assistance from 

colleagues and access to professional development in order to develop competence. 

William‟s response was typical of this approach: 

I get to a little hurdle and I think how am I going to deal with that? 

Rather than going at it, I‟ll go and get some information. That would 

be a good way to deal with it. (William, MN, December) 

Some participants established boundaries around workload and role, setting limits on 

tasks and time allocated to them. Experienced teachers and mature-aged novices were 

most likely to place limits on work demands: 

How much time are we going to spend on the job?...It‟s not in my 

duty statement. I‟m comfortable with saying no. (Max, I, May) 

Table 16: Coping Strategies for Responses to Stress. 

 

Direct Action Coping 

Strategies 

Palliative Coping 

Strategies  

Avoidance  

Getting information 

Seeking assistance from 

colleagues – networking, 

mentoring 

Accessing professional 

development 

Establishing work 

boundaries 

Reflecting 

Reframing 

 

Positive self talk 

Accepting 

Depersonalising 

Goal focus (short and long 

term) 

Establishing psychological 

boundaries 

Use of humour 

Spiritual or religious beliefs 

Managing the emotional 

response  

Connecting with others for 

support 

Seeking assistance from 

health professionals 

Exercising/Focus on health 

and wellbeing 

Ignoring 

Denying 

Psychological 

withdrawal 

Immersion in activity for 

diversion 

Substance use 

Taking temporary time 

out  

Physical withdrawal  
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I don‟t come home and get miserable about work. I‟ve got old enough 

now to not do that…separating my work…it‟s not that important to 

me. (Wilma, MN, August) 

Direct action ways of coping, such as setting boundaries, connected with palliative 

strategies in an iterative manner. Setting limits on workload allowed participants to 

engage in health promotion activities, such as exercise and relaxation, which were 

stress-reducing and health-enhancing.  

All teachers in this study used reflective practice, to develop an understanding of 

problems and generate strategies to reduce them. Dissatisfaction with experiences and 

outcomes of interactions led to reflection and implementation of strategies to improve 

quality of worklife. Teacher reflection included private reflective thinking, writing and 

discussions with others:  

You‟ll rock back on your pillow sometimes and think well maybe I 

didn‟t do the right thing; maybe I should have done it differently… 

done it better and you possibly have a look at yourself. (Warren, MN, 

November) 

That reflective teaching thing I cannot stress strongly enough…To 

feel that you can be the teacher that you want to be, you need to reflect 

on what has happened…how you handled it, how you could do better, 

whether you thought it went wrong, where you need to go from 

here…I need to spend a lot of time reflecting…and that is what‟s 

helped me be a better teacher. (Wendy, MN, November) 

All participants reported the use of conversations with others as a means of processing 

experiences, gaining feedback, evaluating their success or seeking alternative 

strategies: 

I reflect on what I‟ve done. I go to my peers and I discuss it with 

them. I think what did I do wrong there? Why didn‟t they get that? 

(William, MN, December) 

When I talk to [person] I feel like I can get down to it. Maybe I‟ve 

been a bit extreme. Maybe it wasn‟t too bad. From an outsider[‟s 

view] it‟s really good. (Nicky, MN, August) 

Their collegial reflection was directed to improved professional practice. Montgomery 

and Rupp (2005, p. 463) in their meta-analysis of 65 teacher stress studies reported 

that “seeking of social support and the engagement in successful coping strategies can 

render an objective situation less demanding, threatening or harmful to an individual.” 

Participants who were able to reframe their experiences from deficit modes of 

thinking to a challenge perspective (Ankrah-Dove, 1982) were able to become more 

direct action focused. This response was typified by Tate who reframed a very difficult 
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first day experience into a professional development opportunity. Reframing is a direct 

action strategy because the ways teachers think about events can be the problem, 

rather than the problem being from an external source. By recognising successes, 

teachers can build on these, rather than focusing on their „failures‟. 

I started talking to the others…you started to realise….you are doing a 

good job and it‟s just the kids that are really bad, because I‟ve got the 

second worst class. You don‟t think of that all the time. (Sarah, YN, 

April) 

Novices were likely, initially, to blame themselves for problems they were 

experiencing. Later in the year, they began to depersonalise events, identifying the 

extent of locus of control; establishing the areas for which they were accountable and 

able to exercise control and the aspects over which they had little control: 

Ok this is the kid, he‟s doing this, it‟s not me…That‟s how he‟s grown 

up. It‟s nothing that you‟re doing. (Sarah, YN, December) 

I guess that it wasn‟t a personal thing; yeah I guess understanding 

better that all the things that I was feeling had a reason behind them it 

wasn‟t just me being too sensitive. (Hermione, YN, December) 

Depersonalising events did not mean that teachers rejected responsibility for taking 

action to improve the situation, but rather, by clarifying their own role in events, they 

were able to look at appropriate alternative strategies. 

According to Welbourne, Eggerth, Hartley, Andrew and Sanchez (2007) 

workplaces need to emphasise problem-solving and cognitive restructuring strategies 

to deal with job related stress. Inexperienced teachers are as likely to use direct action 

coping strategies as experienced teachers. Studies reviewed by Chan (1998) indicated 

direct action strategies, such as advice seeking and positive comparison methods, 

appeared to mitigate job related distress. Bouchard (2003) concluded that the 

personality trait of openness was associated with the choice of planful problem-

solving coping strategies, but refuted the hypothesis that cognitive appraisal was a 

mediator between stress and choice of coping strategy. The findings of this study 

support Chan (1998), and indicate that direct action problem-solving is associated with 

successful integration of teachers into rural and remote teaching environments.  

Palliative Strategies 

Palliative strategies allow teachers to reduce the impact of the stress on their 

lives by modifying internal or emotional reactions (Bouchard, 2003; Chan, 1998; 

Folkman & Lazarus, 1984). Participants in this study used palliative strategies such as 
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positive self talk; accepting; goal focus; establishing psychological boundaries; use of 

humour; spiritual or religious beliefs; engaging in health promotion activities 

(exercise, particularly walking and yoga, often in the company of colleagues); and 

managing emotional responses in order to cope.  

Participants used positive self-talk to reshape emotional responses. They made 

positive statements to themselves about experiences, emphasising the need for 

perseverance and self-worth:  

Never give up until the plane‟s hit the ground. Try something. Just fly 

the plane. So here I am flying this out of control life, trying not to spin 

it out of control. (Michelle, I, November) 

I counsel myself a lot…when things are bad, you say just remember 

how good it is and when it‟s good it‟s like see! (Larraine, I, March) 

After immersion in the environments, participants were able to accept some of the 

circumstances by adjusting expectations and redefining the realities of the situation:  

I just think it's because they're different and you have to accept that 

they're different….They don't come from the same culture and until 

you accept that I don't think you'd ever be happy. (Graham, O, June) 

Little by little, accepting that this is a job, part of the job and my 

ideals aren‟t so romantic any more…and I‟m not so devastated. 

Realistic I guess. (Hermione, YN, October) 

Participants attempted to manage their emotions in ways appropriate to work and non-

work domains. They attempted to release emotions with supportive others or by 

themselves: 

…finding ways of dealing with [emotions and experiences] whether 

it‟s by talking with someone or letting it all out…I used to bottle it up 

and bottle it up and…rework it and rework it. (Sarah, YN, October) 

I talked to the mentor about that…I was feeling a bit down and 

depressed about it. It was good to be able to talk to people about it. 

(Tate, MN, December) 

By retaining their sense of humour, despite adversity, participants were able to endure 

negative emotional responses and gain a sense of emotional control which contributed 

to higher levels of self-efficacy. Larraine described her management of emotions 

metaphorically: 

You just have to mentally take your Valium…and keep calm and not 

get wound up by bad behaviour, and usually that‟s the way…if the 

behaviour‟s quite bad it‟s usually difficult to keep calm about it. 

(Larraine, I, October) 
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By depersonalising their analysis, participants also constructed boundaries around 

their emotional responses and cognitively set limits. They detached from some of their 

workplace concerns, leaving them at work rather than taking them home, limiting the 

negative spillover from work to the non-work domain (Voydanoff, 2005) and allowing 

time for personal regeneration: 

I've stopped taking the work disappointments home with me as I used 

to do and starting fresh each day. (Hermione, YN, September) 

I get on and do it and go home. I don‟t really feel disillusioned or 

angry...It‟s a job…I‟m still very passionate about it, but it‟s passion 

with boundaries. You control the things you can control and you don‟t 

get upset and angry about the things you can‟t. (Nicky, MN, March) 

Similarly, Porter believed “it's a case of wherever you are you make the best of it” (O, 

March). The ability to reframe thinking required seeing one‟s own personal responses 

as valid and reasonable, rather than signs of weakness or inadequacy, as Larraine 

noted, “I thought about how reasonable it is to get really angry about it” (I, October). 

These processes are consistent with Montgomery and Rupp‟s model (2005) of 

cognitive coping strategies. 

When situations were most stressful, participants coped by focusing on goals. 

Most commonly, they focused on achievement of short-term goals, such as surviving 

one day at a time:  

I used to…wear my swimmers so at the end of the day I‟d have 

something to look forward to. When I was having a bad day, I‟d say 

you‟re going to the beach or the pool, get through it and then I‟d go to 

the beach after it. (Hermione, YN, September) 

Basically it‟s been a day at a time, as to whether, either of us will 

actually go to school. (Max, I, September) 

Conversely, some participants focused on long term goals as a means of putting their 

current concerns into a longer perspective: 

I've gone through a lot of the hiccups and the hurdles…There's not 

much you can do about that. It's that or be unemployed really at this 

stage. (Graham, O, June) 

I thought am I really going to be able to cope and then the rest of the 

day I thought just remember, it‟s not going to last you know. 

(Larraine, I, March) 

For Graham, employment was necessary for his resident‟s visa, therefore employment 

was necessary to his long term goal of re-establishing his career and settling in 

Australia. Participants, for whom permanent tenure was important, remained in 
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workplaces to achieve this goal. For others, the moral purpose of making a difference 

to students enabled them to endure difficult experiences.  

Participants engaged in health promotion activities such as exercise, often in the 

company of colleagues. These activities were a stress release and investment in 

physical well-being: 

There's a lady at the mine; she does a lot of fitness things and she's 

seeing me at the moment…strengthening all my neck. That's really 

helped with…my stress...Swimming is also a great stress relief…you 

can swim and swim…to get your mind off it. (Sarah, YN, March) 

Austin et al. (2005) found that low level physical exercise was a positive coping 

strategy; however, participant‟s access to physical activity opportunities in this study 

was limited by workload demands and the recreational infrastructure available. When 

sources of stress were not dealt with effectively and produced negative physical 

responses, participants sought assistance from health carers:  

I went to the doctor because I thought I was going crazy and she 

handed me some anti-depressants and said this is what I give all the 

ladies. (Michelle, I, November) 

The psych from the Department of Education gave me a book on 

panic and anxiety. I‟ve been reading her book today and it‟s got quite 

a lot of good tips. (Hermione, YN, September) 

Use of palliative strategies enabled participants to focus on direct action strategies. 

The two types of strategies were intertwined. Bouchard (2003) established that 

cognitive appraisal is related to palliative coping strategies and avoidance. Kyriacou 

(2001) warns that teacher stress is a complex interaction between coping mechanisms, 

personality traits and environment, with the exact relationships and how these are 

mediated not consistently substantiated in research (Bouchard, 2003; Montgomery & 

Rupp, 2005). 

Howard and Johnson (2004) and Gibson (1994) suggest that coping strategies 

can be developed by teachers. Teachers appointed to remote districts in Queensland 

“developed and refined techniques…that have proved successful in dealing with 

community influences (Gibson, 1994, p. 75).” The techniques reported included: 

„having a go‟; listening in non-judgmental ways; accepting situations; communicating 

with the community; lying low to observe before embarking on action; and interaction, 

communication and contact with colleagues, consultants and acquaintances for contact 

or feedback and were consistent with evidence in this study. 
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Avoidance and Distancing Strategies 

Avoidance and distancing coping strategies are associated with attempts to 

withdraw from sources of stress. They are perceived as being less likely to produce 

positive psychological outcomes for individuals (Chan, 1998). In this study, some 

individuals who successfully integrated into environments still employed avoidance 

strategies, suggesting that they may be appropriate, at times, for rural and remote 

teachers. Participants in this study reported the use of physical breaks away from work 

and geographic locations; psychologically withdrawing; keeping a low profile to avoid 

attracting attention and workload; ignoring and denying problems; and substance use.  

Participants valued time out from the job during formal breaks such as holidays, 

but also used sick leave as a means of de-stressing and regaining equanimity: 

Going back to Melbourne…That was the best cure. That was better 

than anti-depressants. (Michelle, I, May) 

I‟m a great believer in preventative thinking...when you start to feel 

stressed have a day off before things get too bad that it‟s a physical 

stress. (Max, I, September) 

Gibson (1994) reported that 33% of respondents from rural and remote Queensland 

felt the need to leave town on weekends. Seidman and Zager (1991) noted that hobby 

and vacation activities correlated with lower rates of burnout. While taking leave could 

be perceived as an avoidant coping strategy, participants in this study used time out of 

school and the geographic location as means of taking control of their circumstances, 

physically and emotionally; an opportunity for recovery rather than escape.  

Other avoidance strategies reported were not widely evident among participants. 

Just over 10% reported the use of avoidant strategies other than breaks away from the 

location. These strategies were indicated by the following comments:  

Avoidance is one of the best things you learn in a high school. It is. If 

they can‟t find you, they can‟t tell you. (Nicky, MN, December) 

You try and ignore the bad days…and it doesn‟t prey on you. 

(Larraine, I, December) 

In a few cases, alcohol consumption was used for detachment and diversion from 

problems:  

How many times have you had a bitch of a day at school and you‟ve 

gone home and got pissed and come to school with a hangover the 

next day...We all do cop out in ways. (Nicky, MN, November) 

Ultimately, withdrawal from the situation was perceived as a last resort strategy 

associated with outcome three (disequilibrium) and outcome four (alienation and 
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withdrawal). In the case of outcome three, where participants remained at the location, 

they demonstrated some elements of withdrawal within the environment, as evidenced 

by the quotes from Nicky. Withdrawal strategies included resignation from the 

organisation, transfer from workplaces, seeking alternative roles and housing: 

I‟m not going to work for an employer who treats anyone like this. 

They‟re not going to change…so I might as well go so that I can find 

somewhere else that I feel better. (Sam, YN, June) 

Virtually I‟m already out of here. I‟ve been out of here most of the 

term. (Wilma, MN, November) 

Austin et al. (2005) associated high levels of stress with avoidance, while Pillay et al., 

(2005) identified depersonalisation as a distancing mechanism to redirect sense of 

competence when individuals experience a lack of efficacy to succeed.  

Unlike the findings of Yagil (1998), no clear patterns of coping response could 

be distinguished between experienced and inexperienced teachers. There was some 

indication that older teachers were able to create distance and boundaries, both 

psychological and workload, more effectively than young novices; however further 

exploration of this is necessary. The inconclusive patterns associated with coping 

strategies are consistent with findings of psychological studies that many mediators, 

situational factors and personality characteristics are involved in the relationship 

between stress and coping strategies (Austin et al., 2005; Chan, 1998; Kyriacou, 2001; 

Montgomery & Rupp, 2005). Further investigation of relationships with life stage, 

career stage, personal attributes and support structures is necessary.  

Chan (1998, p. 159) concluded that avoidant coping strategies are associated 

with increased psychological symptoms of stress, possibly “perpetuating a vicious 

cycle of escalating stress and symptoms.” Chan suggested teachers should be 

discouraged from using avoidant strategies and encouraged to confront and appraise 

teaching stressors by learning to manage stress and adopt active coping strategies. The 

extent to which teachers may achieve success in these areas is associated with teacher 

perspectives on self-efficacy, locus of control and commitment, but the deployment of 

protective factors in the workplace also impacts on levels of self-efficacy 

(Montgomery & Rupp, 2005). 
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Proposition 8: Self-Efficacy, Locus of Control and Commitment 

Proposition eight states that self-efficacy, an internal locus of control, a 

challenge perspective and commitment are associated with successful integration of 

teachers into rural and remote environments, and are more likely to be experienced by 

teachers who are not role or sector displaced. From the analysis of coping strategies 

and responses to the environments, these emerge as recurring and interrelated factors. 

Participants with an internal locus of control believed, for example, that their 

management skills contributed to behaviour management outcomes in the classroom. 

Teachers with self efficacy believed that they could increase their competence by 

developing their management skills in order to improve classroom behaviour. These 

participants were able to adapt and integrate. If participants believed there was an 

external locus of control (for example, the behaviour of the students was determined 

by parental control), participants felt that even if they developed classroom 

management skills, successful behaviour management was still unlikely to occur.  

Statements from Wilma and Nicky indicate poor self-efficacy and for Nicky an 

external locus of control. These participants experienced alienation and disequilibrium 

as outcomes:  

I‟m in a situation where not a lot will change. Part of it is because of 

the kids the way they are...part of it's because of social, economic 

area, part of it's because of remote, partly it's because we've got a lot 

of teachers that are new, and part of it's because we've got teachers 

who don't really give a shit…you can‟t win…I don‟t feel like I have 

any control in a high school. (Nicky, MN, March) 

The political problems in the school are too big for [the Principal] to 

think about what he could do…I don‟t think they will be 

changed…[Line Manager] has been there for 20 years and will stay 

there longer. It‟s really her that they have to look after…I‟m really a 

little fish…I can‟t see it being any different. (Wilma, MN, August) 

The degree to which participants struggled with low self-efficacy and external 

locus of control orientation was linked to commitment. Louis (1998) claimed teacher 

commitment impacted on quality of worklife. In this study the relationship between 

teacher commitment and quality of worklife appears complex. Participants conveyed 

differential levels of commitment to each environment and aspects within 

environments. For example, participants demonstrated high levels of commitment to 

students, even though students represented a significant challenge in the workplace. 

They conveyed lower commitment to workplace environments, often associated with 
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evaluations of poor leadership and limited support within the school. Participants 

conveyed low commitment to the organisation, perceiving it to be distant, faceless and 

bureaucratic: 

There‟s a feeling among the general town that the high school‟s 

hopeless and that does impact at times. People say “Where do you 

work?” and they say “Oh you poor thing”…You feel like you‟re not 

working for a worthwhile organisation. (Wilma, MN, November)  

Participants‟ commitment to geographic location and socio-cultural community 

developed over time for teachers who remained in the location:  

I have a lot of friends and associates in the community (Larraine, I, 

December) 

This third term is really the first term I‟ve ever felt a part of a 

community, a school community, the whole community. (Nicky, MN, 

September) 

I can't just run out on the children and their families (Wendy, MN, 

November) 

The concepts of self-efficacy, locus of control and commitment to the workplace and 

organisation were factors which influenced the outcomes of the experiences of rural 

and remote teachers (Flores, 2006).  

Propositions 9 and 10: Critical Time Frames for Intervention 

Emerging from the process of integration identified in proposition five, four 

phases of experience were identified, with three of these being critical time periods for 

support interventions. Proposition nine states that: three critical time periods exist for 

intervention to improve rural and remote teachers‟ quality of worklife: the first weeks 

of appointment for information, the first semester for assistance, support and feedback 

for professional development and competence and three to four months before the year 

end for stability and certainty. A fourth phase of belonging and acceptance was 

identified for those remaining for a second year. 

Proposition ten states that: teachers quality of worklife in rural and remote 

schools can be improved by enhancing protective factors and decreasing the risk 

factors within the multiple environments identified, developing the coping strategies 

of teachers and attending to the critical time periods. Attention to these factors in each 

environment can promote quality of worklife, development of teacher resilience and 

successful integration into rural and remote teaching (Austin et al., 2005; Kelly & 

Colquhoun, 2003). The interventions should be scheduled in line with the critical time 
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periods identified in proposition nine. Each of these phases, presented in Table 17 is 

examined in the next sections.  

Phase One: Immersion in the Environment 

During the first weeks of appointment, participants focused on accessing the 

information they needed to function in environments. The required information 

included: appointment and relocation information, including subsidy and housing 

information; information about the availability and location of resources in 

workplaces; roles of key personnel; their role; the geographic location; and available 

facilities and services. Support structures helped to provide information and build 

social networks, including links to the community to establish non-workplace 

relationships. Provision of protective structures and processes, outlined in Chapter Six, 

were essential during this period. From the propositions presented in the previous 

chapter it can be concluded that intervention in this phase can be improved. 

Critical 

Phases of 

Experience 

Time Frame Central Issues Intervention to support 

integration 

Phase 1: 

Immersion in 

the 

environment 

First half of first 

term of 

appointment 

Access to information 

Provision of support 

structures – work and 

non-work domain 

Efficient application and 

appointment processes  

Establishment of induction and 

mentoring processes 

Community and workplace 

welcome activities 

Phase 2: 

Development 

of competence 

and 

confidence 

First semester of 

appointment 

Provision of support  

Access to professional 

development 

Mechanisms for 

feedback  

Ongoing monitoring and support 

structures: mentoring, 

networking, effective appraisal 

Structures to promote 

development of professional 

competence – professional 

development 

Phase 3: 

Seeking 

stability and 

certainty 

Three to four 

months prior to 

the end of the 

year 

Organisational processes 

that support continuity  

and certainty 

Efficient and timely contract 

renewal, extension, transfer 

procedures, class allocations, 

housing continuity. 

Phase 4:  

Belonging and 

Acceptance 

Beginning in 2
nd

 

semester for 

some and 

consolidating in 

the second year 

Continuing support, 

opportunities for 

professional 

development, new 

responsibilities 

 

Table 17: Phases of Experience and Critical Time Frames for Interventions  
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Phase Two: Development of Competence and Confidence 

By the middle of the second term, the gloss had worn off, weariness had set in 

and initial supports waned. Participants had spent time reflecting over the “holidays”, 

regenerating their personal batteries, returning to school with enthusiasm and a chance 

to change unsuccessful strategies. By this stage, participants who had implemented 

strategies successfully in the first half of the term, experienced a degree of success; 

rapport with students, success with behaviour management and had established local 

social support networks. Problems had been solved in environments with protective 

factors, resulting in generally positive experiences, self-efficacy, and internal locus of 

control. These participants developed a sense of competence, received positive 

feedback from colleagues, superordinates, students, and parents. While they felt tired 

at the end of term, they had a sense of achievement and control. They were able to 

envision continuing development. 

For participants experiencing persistent problems, new or recurring dilemmas 

dominated their experience. Teachers questioned their initial judgements and were 

aware of their limited competence. This was personally recognised and identified by 

others. Participants worked long hours to prepare for stress and anxiety-creating 

appraisal processes. In some cases, exhaustion and sickness occurred. In facing the 

dilemmas, they questioned personal commitment and the adequacy of their personal 

resources. Feeling vulnerable and isolated, participants sought alliances with others 

who were marginalised and dissatisfied. They reported dissatisfaction with their 

experience, low self-efficacy, an external locus of control, high risk factors and low 

protective factors within environments. They felt trapped in a poor quality of worklife. 

These stay-go dilemmas had a high emotional toll on participants: 

I handed my resignation in…I‟m not leaving…I‟ve changed my mind 

…one day it can be murderous and the next day everything‟s all right. 

So it‟s very hard to be consistent…you don‟t quite know how you feel 

…you don‟t want to be having these dreadful dramas and feeling so 

bad…you have good days and you have bad days. I don‟t know. 

(Larraine, I, March) 

We‟ve been looking on the internet for other jobs… we‟re considering 

that, but we‟re thinking we‟ll probably see it through to the end of this 

term and decide then…it would be good to stick it out for a year, that 

would be the ideal thing, but it just depends whether it gets better. If 

we had another term like last term there‟s no way we‟d stay. It was 

just so stressful, just not worth it…a couple of our friends said “Look 
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you don‟t have to put up with this”…just not being able to make a 

decision. (Mandy, YN, May) 

Consequently, these participants sought career alternatives. Significant intervention at 

this point in time is needed to change the dilemma experience into a resilient 

integration outcome. If intervention does not occur, participants make decisions either 

to leave from the end of Term 2 or at the end of the year. Once participants made 

decisions to leave, they began to withdraw and disengage from environments.  

Phase 3: Seeking Stability and Certainty 

Towards the end of the year, participants looked forward, seeking stability or 

certainty about their futures. Participants struggled to access information and negotiate 

the bureaucratic processes for contract renewal and transfer. Participants with 

continuing contracts felt destabilised by the uncertainty of those around them, 

particularly, uncertainty about leadership positions within the workplace environment. 

Teachers waiting to hear the outcome of applications for contract renewal, transfers or 

alternative employment were unsettled and uncommitted to planning for the next year. 

They expressed concern about delays in gaining information and pressure to resolve 

associated issues that impacted on families. This was particularly the case for those 

separated from independent families, from overseas and interstate, who needed time to 

make significant relocation plans if desired employment options were not available.  

Phase 4: Belonging and Acceptance 

Teachers who returned to their appointed location for a second year reported 

acceptance and belonging in most environments. They noted changed reactions from 

the students, who perceived them as “old hands,” in contrast to the new staff arrivals. 

They were given additional responsibilities, because of their familiarity with the 

context and their “experience”: 

You define experience up here – oh you‟ve been teaching for two 

years, oh you‟re an old hand – here you go – here‟s some extra 

responsibilities. (Demi, MN, March) 

I guess I'm feeling one of the older teachers, because there's so many 

new faces. Just one of the old hands around the school…I feel much 

more at ease…more involved. The fact that you're cluey with things 

and there's a lot of teachers that don't know their way around and 

depending on you…even some of the kids that gave me a really hard 

time in Year 11, I've got in Year 12 now. Either they are maturing or 

I'm mellowing. They don't seem as daunting or as rude…And they 
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know your expectations too. You haven't got that battle of retraining 

the kids. (Michelle, I, March) 

We‟ve sorted each other out, last term, last year. We know where we 

stand now and what‟s expected and they‟re OK…[adults] they 

recognise me…talk to me more now and they acknowledge me, 

whereas last year they weren‟t certain. (Corby, MN, March) 

For teachers who returned, there was a sense of integration and belonging, at least in 

some environments. Intervention to achieve resolution for participants with continuing 

dilemmas could still enable the achievement of a resilient integration outcome, 

especially given that continuing dilemmas frequently revolved around career 

continuity issues that could be addressed by the organisation.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has elaborated a theory of Processes of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers, based on six propositions. The theory 

states that experiences of teachers relocating to a rural or remote location involve 

establishment of expectations, familiarisation with environments, making of 

judgements or evaluations about environments and degree of person-environment fit, 

and development and implementation of responses to environments. The theory, 

represented in the Model of Processes and Outcomes of Adaptation to Multiple 

Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers, identifies four outcomes: 1) integration, 

2) resilient integration, 3) disequilibrium or 4) alienation and withdrawal. 

Teachers demonstrate a diversity of direct action, palliative and avoidant coping 

strategies, focused on maintaining and developing skills and the management of 

emotions, health and wellbeing. Teachers who successfully integrate into rural and 

remote teaching environments demonstrate self-efficacy, internal locus of control, 

commitment to students and aspects of the workplace and developing commitment to 

the geographic location and the socio-cultural community. 

Teachers‟ experiences can be described in terms of four phases, with the first 

three of these being critical for quality of worklife. These phases are: first weeks of 

immersion and familiarisation; the first semester for feedback on competence and 

provision of support; and career continuity and certainty occurring in the last three to 

four months of the year. If participants return to the location for a second year they 

experience the fourth phase of belonging and acceptance. Intervention by personnel 
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within the organisation, workplace and/or community during the three critical phases 

could improve rural and remote teachers‟ quality of worklife.  

The theory and model provide explanations which account for and subsume 

some of the divergent findings of earlier research on rural and remote teacher 

experiences by elucidating a range of responses to rural and remote contexts that go 

beyond the simplistic binary of teacher retention or attrition. The theory synthesises 

cognitive theory, worklife theory, resilience theory and rural and remote research to 

provide a conceptual tool to enhance policy and practices of workforce deployment 

and development. The next chapter concludes this thesis by summarising the research 

findings with reference to the research questions and outlining the contributions and 

implications of this study for theory, research and professional practice.                           
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

It is essential to attract, recruit and retain quality teachers in rural and remote 

schools for provision of quality education to rural and remote students. A robust body 

of research confirms that teacher quality contributes to quality of education (Darling-

Hammond, 2000; Hay McBer, 2000; Kaplan & Owings, 2002; OECD, 2002; Ramsay, 

2000). Staffing histories of rural and remote schools identify persistent difficulties in 

recruiting and retaining teachers, but previous research has failed to address the 

experiences and perspectives of rural and remote teachers from the earliest phases of 

appointment, tracking their experiences over time. Consequently, policy and practices 

of staffing of rural and remote schools has continued on the basis of assumptions 

which may be fallacious. This study contributes insights into experiences of teachers 

newly appointed to rural and remote schools, through the development of theory about 

multiple environments teachers encounter and processes of adaptation associated with 

their relocation to rural and remote areas. This chapter summarises the research and its 

findings by returning to the research questions, suggesting implications for theory, 

further research, practice and policy, and finally, highlighting the original 

contributions of this study. 

Overview of the Study 

The aim of this study was to generate theory about the experiences of teachers 

newly appointed to rural and remote schools in Western Australia. It achieved this by 

examining the experiences of 29 teachers in four categories, likely to be appointed to 

rural and remote locations: young novices; mature-aged novices; interstate; and 

overseas-qualified teachers. Their experiences were examined over a period of up to 

15 months from the time of appointment. Participants were initially located at 17 rural 

or remote schools, many of which were classified as Difficult to Staff. The schools 

were spread from the far northwest to the far southeast of Western Australia, between 

one and a half hours and 36 hours by road from the metropolitan area.  

An interpretivist approach was taken in order to examine experiences from 

participants‟ perspectives; to identify their constructions of their lived experiences. 

The direct voices of rural and remote teachers have been given limited coverage in 
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research, with early Australian studies typically using questionnaires (Duck, 1988; 

Duck et al., 1988) and most studies collecting data at a single point of time (Crowther, 

1988; Crowther et al., 1991). This study collected data longitudinally, from telephone 

interviews, participant journals, emails, documents, on-site observation and interviews 

and a questionnaire, to construct contextualised case studies. The case studies were 

collectively analysed to provide insights across all categories of teachers and all sites. 

The general research question for this study was: What are the experiences of 

teachers appointed to rural and remote government schools in their first years of 

appointment? In seeking answers to this question, two specific research questions 

were considered: 

1. What are the perspectives of teachers in relation to the quality of their 

worklife?  

2. How do novice, interstate and overseas-qualified teachers deal with their 

experiences?  

Ten propositions (Table 18, p. 278) were developed in response to these questions. 

The propositions also formed the basis for two theories, presented in Chapters Six and 

Seven, the implications of which will be developed in the second part of this chapter. 

The findings for each of the specific research questions will now be summarised.  

Question 1: What are the Perspectives of Teachers in Relation to their 

Quality of Worklife? 

Workplace factors played a dominant role in the quality of worklife and non-worklife 

of rural and remote teachers in this study. This finding contests some of the existing 

literature and many assumptions about the significance of non-worklife factors 

proposed in other research (Duck, 1988; Hoover & Aakhus, 1998; Meyenn et al., 

1991). While issues such as isolation, separation from family and friends and access to 

services were noted as concerns by participants, workplace issues were the dominant 

reasons for teachers choosing to leave a rural or remote location within the first 12 

months of appointment. Teachers were most likely to leave when they had low levels 

of self-efficacy, even though they were committed to students. If they were unable to 

change environments contributing to their dissatisfaction, and with workplace stress 
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spilling over into non-worklife, they concluded that their work and non-worklife 

domains would improve by leaving their employment location. 

1. Rural and remote teacher quality of worklife is determined by degree of person-environment fit to multiple 

work and non-work environments. The environments in which rural and remote teachers operate include: the 

organisation (of DET); the workplace (school), involving a specific work-role; the geographic location; and 

the socio-cultural community of rural Australia. 

2. In each environment (organisation, workplace; work-role; geographic; and socio-cultural community) factors 

exist which enhance or diminish teachers‟ quality of worklife, affecting their ability to fit the environment. 

The existence of protective factors enhances teacher fit to the environment, while risk factors diminish fit. 

3. Appointment to a rural and remote school reshapes familial and social relationships, requiring renegotiation 

of work and non-worklife interfaces, to achieve work/non-worklife balance and quality of worklife.  

4. Adjustment to work place, work-role and organisational environments present the most significant challenges 

to teachers in rural and remote schools. Environments most directly related to teachers‟ work impact on work 

satisfaction, efficacy, and locus of control, influencing teacher retention or attrition more than geographic, 

socio-cultural community environments and familial/social dislocation. 

5. The experiences of teachers in rural and remote appointments are influenced by their expectations and 

experiences of the multiple environments, the evaluations they make about their ability to integrate 

successfully and their ability to develop and implement efficacious responses within those environments. 

6. Four pathways describe the outcome of teachers‟ experiences within the multiple environments: successful 

integration, through positive experiences; resilient integration through adaptation to adverse environments; 

disequilibrium through continuing dilemmas, fluctuating experiences, or irreconcilable evaluations; and 

unsuccessful integration, through continuing negative experience leading to alienation and withdrawal. 

7. Coping strategies that promote successful integration into the multiple environments of rural and remote 

teachers involve direct action problem solving and palliative strategies. Avoidant coping strategies, such as 

taking leave, disengaging, and substance use are associated with outcomes of disequilibrium, alienation and 

withdrawal. 

8. A high level of self efficacy, an internal locus of control, a challenge perspective and a high level of 

commitment are associated with successful integration of teachers into rural and remote teacher 

environments. 

9. Specific intervention at three critical time periods is necessary to promote teachers‟ retention in rural and 

remote locations: the first weeks of appointment - provision of information; the first semester - support and 

feedback to achieve professional development and competence; and three to four months prior to the end of 

the year – processes to facilitate stability and certainty. A further phase of acceptance and belonging was 

identified for those remaining in the location for a second year. 

10. Retention of teachers in rural and remote schools can be improved by enhancing protective factors and 

decreasing risk factors within the multiple environments identified, developing coping strategies of teachers 

and attending to critical time periods. Attention to these factors by personnel in the workplace, organisation 

and community environments can shape teachers‟ experiences to promote quality of worklife, development of 

resilience and integration into rural and remote environments.  

Table 18: Summary of Propositions Developed from this Study. 
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Teachers dissatisfied with quality of worklife identified concerns with the 

organisation, work-role and workplace. In the organisational environment, participants 

were critical of appointment and relocation processes that included misinformation, 

placement of applicants under duress, and involved negotiating difficult bureaucratic 

organisational structures. Participants were appointed to incongruent work-roles and 

sectors, without additional support. They experienced workload pressures, exacerbated 

by shortages of both relief and permanent teachers, and experienced career uncertainty 

due to contract extension and transfer procedures. Teachers considered organisational 

experiences to be negative or neutral, rather than positive influences on quality of 

worklife. Permanent employment status was perceived as an incentive for recruitment; 

however, participants experiencing workplace and organisational dissatisfaction did 

not consider permanency of sufficient value to remain and endure continuing 

frustration. 

In the workplace environment, participants were concerned about: difficulties 

accessing essential curriculum and student information; factors inhibiting their 

development of professional competence (absence of induction or mentoring, lack of 

performance appraisal feedback); the quality of professional relationships (with 

superordinates, peers and students); and goal congruence with the school culture. 

Teachers satisfied with quality of worklife identified workplace factors that strongly 

contributed to their satisfaction. They were motivated to achieve positive outcomes for 

students, even when faced with challenging SAER students, and valued the 

collegiality of peers. Participants indicated a strong commitment to students, despite 

dissatisfaction with other aspects of workplaces. Their commitment to students 

provoked complex career dilemmas, in considering whether or not to leave their 

appointments. 

There was a complex interface between worklife and non-worklife domains for 

rural and remote teachers. They experienced a high degree of time and strain-based 

spillover (Voydanoff, 2005) between work and non-worklife in a multi-directional 

manner, but predominantly from work to non-work domains. Teachers took work 

home, participated in extra-curricular activities with students, and interacted socially 

with teachers, discussing work-based issues in non-work time. They were expected to 

maintain professional personas in non-work time, because of visibility in communities. 

Shared housing with colleagues prevented retreat from workplace associations. For 
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most participants, workload and visibility negatively impacted on quality of worklife 

and work/life balance, producing stress, especially during the first months of 

appointment; however, some participants valued student interaction out of hours, for 

building rapport. Some even valued workload as a distraction and as recreation in the 

absence of other opportunities. Collegial interaction was generally perceived as 

positive, but towards the end of year, interactions became claustrophobic and highly 

emotionally charged by the uncertainty of continued appointments.  

The non-work environments of location and socio-cultural community, although 

initially perceived negatively, often achieved increased approval as familiarity with 

locations developed. Participants valued rural and remote locations for new 

experiences and different lifestyles. This was particularly the case for teachers from 

interstate and overseas who had made lifestyle or travel-based decisions, and for those 

with relocated families. Participants valued the proximity of services within locations, 

and social interaction with the teacher sub-community. The main concerns of teachers 

were: lack of community support; visibility; gemeinschaft communication networks; 

access to services; and separation from family and friends. This is consistent with 

previous studies (Duck et al., 1988; Hatton et al., 1997); however, these concerns were 

usually accepted by participants as inevitable outcomes of a rural and remote 

appointment and most participants adapted to cope with them. They were not prime 

motivators for resignation. 

To a lesser degree, non-worklife concerns spilled over into work-life with 

housing conflicts, personal health issues, family trauma, and partner employment 

issues. Tension over care of separated family members created personal stress which 

impacted on workplace conduct and collegial relationships. However, more frequently 

workplace activities were seen as distractions from non-worklife concerns. Once in 

school, particularly in classrooms, teachers focused on students and learning, with 

non-work concerns subsumed by workplace responsibilities. In general, the non-

worklife domain was perceived as impacting positively or neutrally on quality of 

worklife, with the exception of some participants in shared housing. Aspects of 

lifestyle, recreational opportunities, and development of new relationships and 

experiences were non-worklife benefits that contributed satisfaction to quality of 

worklife. Participants who experienced concern about aspects of non-worklife 

tolerated difficulties when satisfied with quality of worklife. Only when they 
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experienced dissatisfaction with quality of work-life did dissatisfaction with the non-

work environment contribute to a critical level of dissatisfaction, resulting in 

resignation or relocation. Given that nearly half of participants remained for two years 

at appointed schools, and some for more, it is important to note that a proportion of 

teachers experienced some positive aspects of quality of work and non-worklife in 

rural and remote appointments. 

For overseas-qualified teachers, there were additional concerns related to the 

broader Australian socio-cultural context. Three teachers from culturally different 

backgrounds experienced some difficulties adapting to the behaviour and attitudes of 

Australian children and experienced some difficulties with language. Even teachers 

from English speaking backgrounds required language adaptation to cope with the 

Australian vernacular. This category of participants was very small, and distributed 

equally between Anglo-Saxon and other ethnic and cultural backgrounds, so there is 

need for further investigation of this area. 

Worklife demands were consistently identified as displacing non-worklife 

experiences. Individuals had inadequate time resources to fulfil workplace workload 

requirements. Novice teachers accepted onerous workloads as inevitable when 

commencing a new career and were prepared to make short-term sacrifices to secure 

long-term career proficiency and satisfaction. They saw initial workload demands as 

investments in future competence. Interstate and overseas teachers were less tolerant 

of excessive workloads; they expected rapid integration into new roles and speedy 

reclamation of work/life balance. Continuation of unacceptably high workloads, 

beyond a short introductory period, caused anxiety.  

Participants in this study represented a diverse range of family configurations, 

including young and mature-aged singles, accompanying partners, accompanying 

families, separated partners, separated immediate families, separated persons with 

aged-care responsibilities and combinations of the above. There was no evident 

relationship between family arrangements and departure from appointed locations. 

What seems important is that where partnerships existed, career location decisions 

were discussed and both partners committed to the decision. All accompanying 

partners found work in the location, although this was a source of concern and tension 

for most, especially directly after relocation. 
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Of all groups, young and mature-aged novices were more likely to experience 

dissatisfaction and leave locations than interstate and overseas teachers. Half of 

novices relocated within 12 months of appointment. A third of overseas teachers left 

within 12 months. All interstate teachers remained for at least two years. This suggests 

that support to develop professional competence in rural and remote locations for 

novice teachers is critical. Novice teachers were more likely to take positions in rural 

and remote areas under duress, contributing to their high turnover rates. While some 

overseas-qualified teachers were career vulnerable due to their immigration status, 

they had family responsibilities which reduced their resignation or relocation rates.  

The findings of this study show that the quality of organisational and workplace 

environments are far more significant influences on the quality of teacher worklife in 

remote and rural schools than previous studies have indicated. By understanding the 

protective and risk factors related to each of the multiple environments encountered by 

teachers newly relocating to rural and remote locations, protective factors can be 

enhanced and risk factors reduced to improve rural and remote teachers‟ quality of 

worklife and improve teacher retention. Awareness of the variety of factors in multiple 

environments, and the complex interplay between them, helps to account for the 

diversity of perspectives and quality of worklife outcomes for rural and remote 

teachers. 

Question 2: How do Novice, Interstate and Overseas-Qualified Teachers 

Deal with their Experiences? 

A theory of Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural and 

Remote teachers was postulated to account for diverse ways in which teachers deal 

with their experiences. All participants accepted appointments with expectations to 

remain in locations for their contract duration, despite trepidations and, in some cases, 

accepting employment under duress. They arrived with expectations about each of the 

environments: the organisation; work-role; workplace; geographic location; and socio-

cultural community. Each teacher arrived as a unique product of their career and life 

stages. What transpired for all participants was a process of adaptation to these 

multiple environments, resulting in varying degrees of integration or withdrawal and 

relocation.  
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The process of adaptation was influenced by events from the commencement of 

the application process. According to Munton (1990), the time prior to relocation and 

the initial period in the new location are most stressful. Relocating with a partner or 

family was initially advantageous, because of support provided; however, participants, 

especially overseas-qualified teachers, frequently relocated alone, to establish 

themselves prior to a partner‟s arrival. Time spent in isolation was used for work 

spillover, with reduced family responsibilities. 

In the first half of Term 1, participants focused on acquiring essential workplace 

information (about roles, processes, personnel, students, and resources) and 

developing new relationships and support alliances. In the socio-cultural community 

environment, it was a time of discovery, within the constraints of time-based 

workplace spillover, which limited teachers‟ abilities to capitalise on lifestyle and 

community opportunities. While some participants initially reacted negatively, most 

were prepared to settle in and evaluate their circumstances. During this phase, 

participants evaluated environments positively, with superficial knowledge of 

situations and initial euphoria concealing environmental complexities. They enjoyed 

the novelty and initial socialisation opportunities, where they existed. 

In the second half of first term, realisation of problems dawned. In workplaces, 

students tested behaviour management, lack of proficiency became evident, formal 

support structures waned, and those experiencing difficulties were placed under the 

performance appraisal spotlight. Colleagues, also under pressure, were less available 

for support and participants felt insecure about both collegial networks and pressures 

on relocated and separated partner relationships. 

Teachers monitored the multiple environments against expectations, processing 

information and, in some cases, adapting expectations. They predicted future 

experiences, evaluated their ability to develop resources to survive or prosper, with 

evaluations of efficacy based on the extent of protective and risk factors in each 

environment. Where support structures existed, teachers envisaged development of 

competence and self-efficacy, implementing coping strategies and developing an 

internal locus of control. Participants in high risk factor environments evaluated 

environments adversely, requiring resilience, direct-action and palliative coping 

strategies to prosper.  
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For some participants, in high risk factor environments, cycles of dilemmas, 

inaction and anxiety set in, as they struggled to gain assistance and develop 

competence; if their efforts to change their circumstances were ineffective, self-

efficacy decreased. They increasingly adopted palliative strategies, and considered 

career alternatives. Second term was critical for these teachers; either dilemmas 

resolved and competence developed or despair set in. Young and mature-aged novices 

were most vulnerable. Teachers experiencing unresolved dilemmas in the first six 

months often made withdrawal decisions at the end of first semester.  

The second semester was a growth period, with teachers moving beyond 

technical competence, as they developed confidence, and established routines and 

social networks. In workplaces, growth was jeopardised by staffing instability, 

particularly executive turnover, which destabilised workplaces. In non-worklife 

domains, some participants‟ stability was jeopardised by personal traumas, family 

responsibilities or relationship breakdowns. For most teachers, the final term 

represented a return to instability associated with contract renewal, transfer placements 

and class allocations for the next year. Some teachers were focused on plans to extend 

professional competence in the next year, engaging in excited planning, but for others 

there was trepidation about new responsibilities. Those dissatisfied in the workplace 

had made resignation or departure decisions and were withdrawing from 

environments, distancing themselves from colleagues, students and planning 

processes. Some experienced continuing dilemmas and career uncertainty.  

Teachers returning for a second year experienced higher self-efficacy and 

commitment. They perceived a sense of belonging and significant changes to students‟ 

attitudes and treatment of them. Participants took on additional formal and informal 

responsibilities, extending their experience and competence, but consequently juggled 

heavy workloads, when they had anticipated workload reductions.  

Individuals evaluated environments based on expectations, personal and 

professional history. The existence of protective or risk factors within environments 

facilitated or impeded teacher adaptation to environments and degree of integration. 

Teachers used coping strategies, particularly collegial talk and other support networks 

in response to the environment, to achieve one of four outcomes: integration; resilient 

integration; disequilibrium; or withdrawal. The implications of this for professional 

practice and policy will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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Parameters of Study 

The theories of Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers, and 

Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers 

have been demonstrated as robust for participants in the context of this study. The 

notion of “transferability” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Punch, 2005) or “proximal 

similarity” (Patton, 2000) may be applied to the findings of this study; the theory can 

be transferable to like contexts and phenomena. Contextual information has been 

provided about rural education provision and the policy context (Chapter Two), and 

workplace site and geographic contextual information is given for each case study 

(Chapter Five and Appendix A). These details can be used to make judgements about 

the appropriateness of transferability, subject to reader generalisability; that is, readers 

can make judgements about the extent to which the findings have application in other 

known contexts (Merriam, 1988; Ruane, 2005; Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Claims of 

empirical interpolation or extrapolation could be made to: other teachers newly 

appointed to rural and remote locations in Western Australia, particularly those in the 

categories of this study (young and mature-aged novices; interstate; and overseas-

qualified teachers); other rural and remote locations within Australia and 

internationally, that are similar to the geographic locations and system provision 

outlined; and to other professionals relocating to similar contexts.  

The design of this study, outlined in Chapter Four, included the basis of 

participant selection, researcher position, data collection and analysis processes. A 

clear “audit trail” (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2002) of the qualitative data 

analysis processes is provided in appended documents to allow for verification. The 

use of multiple data collection strategies and participant verification of case studies 

provided triangulation to enhance credibility.  

Caution must be exercised with the transfer of findings, given the small number 

of participants, especially in the categories of interstate and overseas-qualified 

teachers. Studies of larger numbers of participants in these categories are necessary to 

verify the findings. Similarly, caution must be exercised in extrapolating the findings 

to rural and remote schools not classified as Difficult to Staff. Examination and 

comparison of experiences of teachers commencing employment in rural and remote 

locations more generally considered desirable, with different staffing profiles to the 
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sites examined, may provide additional perspectives and understanding of rural and 

remote teacher experiences.  

Implications 

The findings of this study have implications for theory development, research, 

policy development and professional practice. Each will be addressed in the following 

sections.  

Implications for Theory and Further Research 

This study developed two theories: 1) Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote 

Teachers: Person-Environment Fit to Multiple Environments; and 2) Processes of 

Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural and Remote Teachers, each with an 

associated model (Model of Quality of Worklife for Rural and Remote Teachers and 

Model of Processes and Outcomes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments). Each of 

these theories and models require testing and verification to validate the propositions 

on which they are based. There is a significant research agenda which emanates from 

the theory development of this thesis. 

Replication of this study with participants from similar rural and remote contexts 

is needed to test the veracity of the theories. Application to diverging contexts, such as 

rural and remote schools considered to be desirable locations could delimit the 

generalisability and transferability of findings. Similarly, application to rural and 

remote locations in other states of Australia and in similar and dissimilar international 

contexts would delineate the power of the proposed theories. Examination of 

workplace relocation issues in urban and suburban environments would complement 

the empirical findings of this study. Moreover, this study focused on rural and remote 

locations without distinction between these categories. Further research could examine 

schools in rural and remote areas and regional centres, comparing and contrasting 

teacher experiences based on fine-grained differentiation between the constructs of 

“rural”, “remote” and “regional”. 

This study has theorised a generic teacher perspective, based on small numbers 

of participants in four categories, identifying perspectives specific to each group. 

Small numbers of participants in the interstate and overseas-qualified categories 

indicate the value of testing the robustness of these theories for these populations. 
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These two categories of teachers are already under-researched and given changing 

immigration patterns (especially teacher recruitment practices) and growing cultural 

diversity in Australia, there is some urgency for further research with these 

populations. Organisational systems might consider the efficacy of abandoning their 

“canon fodder” approach to appointments in favour of more supportive processes 

which address the needs of these groups and ameliorate suspicion of research 

practices. Application of these theories to other groups such as pre-service teachers on 

rural and remote practicums and school executives could be used to investigate the 

theoretical relevance. It might be that pre-service teachers and school executives in 

rural and remote schools share similar career vulnerabilities.  

Application of these theories and models to research in other professional and 

public sector fields, such as nursing, policing, and local government, in rural and 

remote locations would compliment the knowledge generated from this study. An 

interesting comparative study might also consider the similarities and differences 

between employee experiences of relocation in public sector and private industry rural 

and remote employment.  

Inclusion of multiple cases at single sites added a comparative dimension to this 

study which provided insight to internal functioning of rural and remote schools. 

Given participants at same school sites made some convergent and divergent 

judgements about workplaces and community/geographic locations; it would be 

valuable to account for these variations with extended empirical examination. Possible 

research designs might include larger numbers of participants within single sites, or 

total school populations, with comparison between schools of different structures.  

Implications for Organisational Policy and Practice 

The findings of this thesis have implications for policy makers (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1994). Teacher recruitment and retention difficulties, particularly for rural and 

remote schools, was the subject of professional forums, media reportage and 

government reports during the conduct of this research (Education Workforce 

Initiatives, 2007a; Gerard Daniels, 2007; Hiatt, 2006, 2007; WACOT, 2007). All 

participants were keen to see policy outcomes, because their participation in this 

research was motivated by a desire to prevent others encountering the difficulties they 

endured. Prior assumptions and some previous research findings are contradicted by 
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the findings of this study, that workplace, work-role and organisational environments 

are the main negative factors impacting on teacher quality of worklife. The findings of 

this study suggest that the organisation and school executives can significantly impact 

on teachers‟ quality of worklife. Through changes to organisational and workplace 

practices, teachers‟ quality of worklife can be improved. 

The implications for policy are predominantly in the area of human resource 

management. Participants in this research were overwhelmingly critical of 

organisational policies and practices related to appointment, relocation, tenure and 

transfer. The findings of this research endorse the recommendations of Gerard Daniels 

(2007), particularly those related to workforce planning, recruitment processes and 

retention. Indirectly, this research also supports the need for improved “governance”, 

an area of further recommendation by Gerard Daniels. Anecdotally, from teachers and 

pre-service institutions, there has been a long history of criticism of the Education 

bureaucracy, in relation to appointment and transfer. Organisational arrogance, 

ignorance or ineptitude has allowed criticism, previous policy recommendations 

(Ministerial Review of Schooling, 1994; RREAC, 2000) and empirical research to 

continue to be ignored. The bureaucracy has failed to keep pace with the data 

management and information systems required to efficiently and effectively manage 

the large state-based teacher workforce (Gerard Daniels, 2007), leading to poor 

prediction of workforce needs, slow response times to appointment and transfer and 

inefficient administration of relocation processes.  

Failure to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of workforce strategies and 

policies (i.e. overseas teacher recruitment), systematically and stringently, has 

produced negative media attention (Hiatt, 2006, 2007) which has eroded public 

confidence in, and professional commitment to, the organisation (ECU, 2007). As 

Gerard Daniels (2007) has recommended, the length of recruitment processes and 

other “pressure points” (p. 6) impacting on career certainty and security, such as 

contract renewal and transfer, require more speedy and considerate timelines. This was 

particularly the case for overseas appointees and local teachers with family 

commitments. When levels of uncertainty are intolerably high, teachers choose to find 

career alternatives that provide certainty and reduce stress. They look for employment 

with non-government organisations. 
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Where organisational policies exist, in areas such as teacher induction and 

performance management, effective and consistent implementation is required to 

increase the protective factors embedded in policy; otherwise, in reality, they become 

negative risk factors in some workplaces, often associated with leadership 

inexperience or instability. The issues of rural and remote teacher attraction and 

retention must be examined in the broader context of policies and practices which 

promote recruitment and retention of experienced school leaders, limiting rural and 

remote schools as „nurseries‟ for executives and teachers.  

One of the most significant implications from this study is the need for policy 

and practice which improves the match between role vacancies and the skills and 

experiences of appointees. Lack of role and sector congruence contributes to 

workplace dissatisfaction, particularly for novice teachers, those most likely to be 

appointed to incongruent role/skill positions. Human resource policies and practices 

that continue to use duress or misinformation to appoint unsuitable candidates to fill 

difficult to staff vacancies are organisationally short sighted and ultimately expensive. 

Role/sector congruence needs to be addressed in human resource policy (Ingersoll, 

2003; Louis, 1998; Phillips KPA, 2007; Seastrom et al., 2002), with accurate role 

information provided to all appointees. Where appointees are willing to accept roles 

that are stretched or incongruent, it is incumbent upon the organisation to provide 

appropriate professional development and support to ensure the prosperity (rather than 

alienation or mere survival) of the appointee and an acceptable quality of educational 

experience for students. 

Empirical research has advocated solutions to address rural teacher recruitment 

and retention difficulties, beginning with changes to pre-service education, specifically 

rural practicums, internships and other initiatives (REFA, 2005; Sharplin 2002, 2001) 

and accessibility of pre-service education in rural and remote areas. Responsibilities 

for funding teacher education in Australia lie with the Federal Government, whereas 

staffing of school and professional development lies with the states. Without mutual 

recognition that the policies and funding formulas should be a shared and 

complementary responsibility, it is difficult to imagine substantial change occurring. 

Similarly, research findings which endorse reduced novice workloads; increased levels 

of novice support; increased access to casual relief staff within localities; and 

improved professional development require implementation, despite the obvious 
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funding implications. The costs of ineffective human resource management are 

significant with the expense of high turnover relocation, lost-time and workers 

compensation claims, without consideration of the human and educational toll on 

teachers, school executives and students. Undoubtedly, the greatest cost is to the 

quality of education of students in rural and remote areas (HREOC, 2000a, 2000b, 

2000d). 

Further, there are cross-sector implications for employment policies related to 

the provision and maintenance of government officer housing, cross-sector spouse 

appointment and the potential for greater integration of support services and resource 

sharing, rather than the historical competition between government sectors (ECU, 

2007; Miles et al, 2003; Prout, 2004). Teachers require housing with fitness for 

employee purposes, that is, housing with adequate workspaces and privacy to engage 

in professional activities at home. 

Specific organisational employment processes that require attention include: 

efficient document handling to avoid continual document loss; direct access to 

relevant personnel for accurate application, appointment and relocation information, 

especially at peak periods; comprehensive appointment documentation with essential 

housing and relocation information. In effect, a “one-stop shop” is required to provide 

effective personnel services including employment policy information on tenure and 

maternity leave entitlements. 

In order to effect changes of policy and practical implementation at the school 

level, effective, stable and responsive leadership teams are required to create 

protective and collaborative workplaces, to support high rates of novice teachers, and 

reduce teacher turnover. While high levels of executive transience continue, 

improvement to rural and remote teacher quality of worklife is unlikely. The 

conundrum is that while rural and remote schools are seen as difficult to staff, filled 

with inexperienced teachers, it will be challenging to recruit effective experienced 

leaders. In addition to improved leadership, recruitment and retention policies and 

practices, improved leadership training and development are required, with emphasis 

on identification of leadership aspirants, preparation specifically for rural and remote 

positions, and opportunities for leadership practicums and mentoring (Bush & Chew, 

1999; Bush & Jackson, 2002; Casavant & Cherkowski, 2001). This study reported that 

school executives are generally seen as distant or negative bureaucrats and 
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administrators rather than effective educational leaders. Development of leadership 

skills that develop positive and supportive relationships with teachers is essential 

(Beatty, 2000). 

Implications for Professional Practice in Workplaces 

Workplace practices which promote continuity of service delivery to rural and 

remote students are paramount. Stabilised leadership or improved leadership 

succession processes may enhance an emphasis on service continuity. To achieve this 

continuity, it is essential to embed processes in workplaces that enable the effective 

functioning of schools while new personnel gain knowledge and understanding of 

their new location. Effective succession and transition processes that enable a clear 

handover of responsibilities and projects is required at all levels. Instead of the 

requirement to “hand in your keys” as the sum total of “handover” reported by one 

participant in this study, processes of accountability need to be formalised which 

include exit interviews, and a requirement that departing teachers provide 

documentation of teaching and learning programmes, curriculum documents, 

resources, and student results prior to departure.  

School leaders, supported by policy and training, have a responsibility to 

develop, implement and/or monitor effective induction practices for all teachers newly 

appointed to rural and remote schools. Timelines for staff arrival in schools, prior to 

student commencement, should be adequate to allow for school-based induction 

activities. With formalisation of transition processes and rigorous implementation of 

these, it should be possible to provide access to the curricular and pedagogical 

information and resources desired by participants in this study. Further, it should be 

possible to provide effective induction „manuals‟ with administrative information and 

„starter packs‟ to help novice teachers with initial lesson planning and programming. 

Several participants in this study produced materials to support the arrival of other 

new teachers in schools.  

While the practice of placing teachers in incongruent roles continues, additional 

structures and resources are required to provide opportunities for teachers to develop 

professional competence, experience success and develop self-efficacy. This may 

involve provision of mentors, networks (web-based and real), and additional 

professional development. For teachers placed in support roles, clear definition of 
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roles and responsibilities, supported by school-based policies outlining the role 

function and relationships to internal resources, would reduce teacher insecurity and 

uncertainty. Teachers who remain in rural and remote schools for a second year, with 

the intention of remaining longer, should receive mentor training to assist with the 

process of supporting new teachers. 

The significance of effective performance management, the development of the 

requisite skills by supervisory staff and the allocation of appropriate workload time 

must be recognised and embodied in workplace practice. While a DET performance 

management policy exists, this study reported highly divergent and inequitable policy 

application. Appraisal needs to be valued as an essential competency development 

mechanism and a means to recognise proficiency. Ideally, formal performance 

management processes would be only one of a suite of school-based mechanisms 

designed to support collegial and collaborative interaction, development and feedback. 

As part of the induction process, teachers should be well informed about the 

implementation of the process. 

Consistent with other findings (Goddard, Hoy & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2000; Imants, 

2002; Jarzabkowski, 2003), this study reinforced the importance of positive collegial 

and collaborative interactions in the workplace. This study also identified that formal 

structures to promote collegiality and collaboration are absent from most rural and 

remote schools, and that those which exist in the first few weeks rapidly dissipate after 

the first half of Term 1. Collaborative cultures and communities of practice have been 

associated with improved outcomes for students (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Goddard 

et al., 2000). The positive collegial support that exists in schools is largely 

serendipitous, dependent on individual personalities and peer goodwill. Clearly, 

development of collaborative planning and feedback structures could improve the 

professional and personal socialisation of new teachers.  

Implications for the Socio-Cultural Community Environment 

Teachers value accurate information about their appointed community and 

geographic location. With appointment processes conducted during school holiday 

school closure, access to school-based personnel is difficult. Development of 

community-based support and information networks, for use across government 

sectors, could provide a positive link between appointees and communities. Because 
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of the importance of non-worklife to quality of worklife, linkages with the community 

might assist teacher integration. Appointment of community contacts and hosts, using 

service clubs and organisations such as the Isolated Children‟s Parents Association or 

other professional or government organisations, would provide an information link 

and assistance in initiating social networks beyond the teaching fraternity. Such links 

could also be used to foster pre-service teacher practicum placements and attraction to 

communities for recruitment.  

Some initial welcome activities (with information about regional services, 

organisations and opportunities) are provided at the beginning of the school year, in 

some locations; however, newly arrived teachers are often overwhelmed with the 

workload and the spillover from work into non-work time. They may be less receptive 

to opportunities at this time. A series of graduated events, conducted on a regional 

basis, might enable teachers to access opportunities at times when school-based 

support waned and the need for social networks increased, typically during Term 2. 

Original Contribution to Knowledge 

Two theories emanating from this study develop understandings of rural and 

remote teachers‟ experiences through synthesising broad fields of educational research 

in ways not previously undertaken: Quality of Worklife in Multiple Environments for 

Rural and Remote Teachers; and Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments 

for Rural and Remote Teachers. The theories developed from ten propositions 

previously summarised in Table 18. Two models to represent each of the theories were 

developed. Rural and remote teacher experiences have been framed according to the 

concepts of quality of worklife, person-environment fit, career and lifestage theory, 

integrating work and non-worklife domains associated with career relocation. The 

concept of quality of worklife in education, developed by Louis, (1998) has been 

expanded for rural and remote teachers, with consideration of non-worklife elements. 

The study has adopted a cross-disciplinary perspective, using psychological, 

sociological, vocational and educational theoretical concepts. 

The first theory, expounded in Chapter Six, identifies environments relevant to 

newly appointed rural and remote teacher experiences, noting the factors contributing 

protection or risk value. While building on the work of others, specifically Voydanoff, 

(2001) and Boylan et al., (1993), this theory provides a theoretical structure that 
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integrates understandings generated by previous research on the relative significance 

of workplace and community factors. The synthesis of work/non-work concepts with 

vocational relocation and rural and remote education provides a robust conceptual 

framework. By recognising the protective and risk factors within each environment, 

and linking these to the career and life stages of individuals, it is possible to think 

about the issues associated with newly appointed rural and remote teachers in more 

complex and connected ways, enabling changes to professional practice and policy 

which may improve the quality of worklife of rural and remote teachers and ultimately 

the quality of educational experience of students.  

From this theory, a framework of criteria for Quality of Worklife for Rural and 

Remote Teachers is proposed, building on the work of Louis (1998) and again, 

synthesising work and non-worklife factors with issues relevant to rural and remote 

contexts. The framework highlights the criteria that need to be attended by workplaces 

and organisations. 

The second theory, developed in Chapter Seven, provides an understanding of 

the processes associated with the adaptation to the multiple environments identified in 

the first theory. This theory develops a more complex understanding of the issues 

associated with teacher retention decisions by envisaging four possible outcomes of 

teacher experiences linked to individuals‟ expectations, coping strategies, level of 

commitment, self-efficacy and locus of control. In addition, the development of the 

theory as a representation of „over time‟ synchronic experiences, enabled the 

generation of a time-line of critical experiences linked back to the concepts of 

protective factors needed to achieve one of the two positive outcomes postulated. 

These theories and models represent a significant original contribution. 

Further, in examining teacher work-roles, a framework of role/sector congruence 

was developed. This framework categorised the match between teachers‟ existing 

skills and experience, with the role and sector to which they were appointed. The 

categories of „congruent‟, „stretched‟ or „displaced‟ provided constructs for analysis of 

quality of worklife experience and person-environment fit, specifically to the work-

role. The framework and each category require further theoretical verification in a 

range of educational (rural and urban) and other vocational contexts.  
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Rather than narrowly focusing on a single group of rural and remote teachers, 

traditionally young novices, this study has generated understandings of other groups of 

teachers represented in the rural and remote workforce. By examining the experiences 

of mature-aged novices (known also as career changers), interstate and overseas-

qualified teachers, a contribution has been made to areas in which there is a paucity of 

educational research. With continuing international shortages of teachers, there 

appears to be a greater degree of teacher global mobility, with implications for 

interstate and overseas recruitment (CERC, 2005; Maxon et al., 2003; MCEETYA, 

2003). This research has recognised that overseas teachers are likely to face additional 

cultural adjustments in adapting to the broader Australian socio-cultural community 

and workplaces. 

This study addressed the experiences of teachers in rural and remote schools in 

the Western Australian context for the first time, giving teachers voice through the 

longitudinal qualitative design. The focus on the Western Australian context has 

provided knowledge to enhance understanding of this specific context, and given that 

Western Australia is geographically the largest rural and remote educational provider 

in Australia, this context is worthy of study. It has also contributed knowledge that 

may be of value to the broader Australian and international picture. The theories 

generated have potential to inform decision making and policy formation by 

identifying ways of improving aspects of the quality of worklife for teachers. 

Application of the knowledge generated at systems level has potential to contribute to 

and improve the quality of education for rural and remote students.  

Methodologically, collection of data longitudinally, over a period of up to 15 

months, adds a further dimension to this research. By examining the experiences of 

teachers over time, patterns and processes were identified, trajectories developed and 

critical time periods became evident. Such findings have implications for practice and 

intervention to support teachers newly appointed to rural and remote schools. The 

collective cross-case design, involving school sites distributed extensively across the 

length and breadth of rural and remote areas in Western Australia and across different 

school types (primary schools, DHS, SHS and RCS), provides extensive coverage of 

diverse rural and remote educational contexts. It is a design that could be used for 

replication and examination of other aspects of rural and remote education. 
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The data collected in this study, although specific to educational contexts, will 

extend existing theory on the quality of worklife in other organisational contexts. The 

theories generated will extend knowledge of factors affecting quality of worklife in 

work locations involving isolated and circumscribed communities, and may suggest 

more complex relationships between work and other life factors for worklife studies 

beyond education. Finally, the research has produced implications for future research, 

professional practice and policy, as outlined above. 

Conclusion 

The theories of Quality of Worklife in Multiple Environments for Rural and 

Remote Teachers and Processes of Adaptation to Multiple Environments for Rural and 

Remote Teachers have emerged as the central contributions of this thesis. This study 

provides a detailed description and theoretical explanations of the experiences of four 

groups of teachers, newly appointed to rural and remote schools in Western Australia: 

young novices; mature-aged novices; interstate; and overseas-qualified teachers; and 

how these teachers deal with their experiences. The findings have transferability to 

teachers within the categories identified, located in rural and remote schools of similar 

contexts. The theory generated provides avenues for further verification and 

development, and has implications for further research, policy and practice.  

Given the current and recurring shortages of teachers in rural and remote 

schools, and the significance of teachers to quality educational provision, this study 

has made an important and timely empirical contribution to understanding the 

complexity of the lived experience of teachers newly appointed to rural and remote 

schools.
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APPENDIX A: 29 Participant Case Studies - See end of Appendices 

APPENDIX B: Letters of Consent and Information 

 

 

Faculty of Education/Graduate 
School of Education 
35 Stirling Hwy, Crawley, WA 6009   
Telephone: 9380 2368 
Email: esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au 
 

Project Title (0206) 

Novice, temporary and overseas-trained teachers’ perspectives on the quality of 
their work lives in Western Australian rural and remote schools. 
 

Dear Colleague 

 

As a teacher about to commence work at a new school, you are in a position to contribute to 

research about the experiences of teachers in rural and remote areas of Western Australia.  

There is very little published material about novice, temporary and overseas-trained teachers, 

especially in rural and remote schools in Western Australia.  By participating in this research 

project you will be able to contribute information to redress a significant gap in the existing 

knowledge base.   

 

I am currently a lecturer in the Graduate School of Education at The University of Western 

Australia.  This research is undertaken as a candidate for Doctor of Philosophy.  I am 

particularly interested in the area of supporting beginning teachers, temporary teachers and 

teachers newly arrived from overseas.  These are categories of teachers that are likely to be 

appointed to rural and remote schools.  Participation in this project will involve recording your 

thoughts and experiences to share with the researcher, maintaining e-mail and telephone contact 

and participating in two interviews when the researcher visits at your school site.  The project 

will continue over the full school year. 

 

As a voluntary participant in this project, you are free to withdraw your consent at any time.  

This will stop the use of any materials you have contributed to the project.  Full confidentiality 

is guaranteed. 

 

The Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner in which a 

research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or alternatively to the Secretary 

Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrar‟s Office, The University of Western Australia, 

Nedlands WA 6907 (telephone number 9380 3703).  All study participants will be provided 

with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent Form for their personal records. 

 

If you would like to know more about the project, please telephone me on 9380 2368 or e-mail 

me at esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au or simply return the Consent to Participate form below. 
 

Your involvement has the potential to make a significant contribution to the conditions of future 

teachers working in rural and remote locations of Western Australia. 
 

Yours sincerely  

 

Elaine Sharplin   Dr Marnie O‟Neill  Dr Anne Chapman 
Doctoral Student/Lecturer  Acting Dean GSE  Senior Lecturer 

    Doctoral Supervisor  Doctoral Supervisor 

    08 9380 2392   08 9380 2387 

mailto:esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au
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Faculty of Education/Graduate 
School of Education 
35 Stirling Hwy, Crawley, WA 6009 
Telephone: 9380 2368 
Email: esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au 
 

 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH PROJECT 0206 

 

Novice, temporary and overseas-trained teacher’s perspectives on the 
quality of their work lives in Western Australian rural and remote schools. 
 
 
I _______________________________________ (name) have read the attached information 

and have had any questions answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I may obtain further 

information at any time by telephoning Elaine Sharplin on 9380 2368 or e-mailing her at 

esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au.  I may also contact the Supervisors listed below. 

 
I agree to participate in this activity, realising that I may withdraw my consent at any time 

without prejudice.   

 

I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published provided my name and other 

identifying information is not used.  All information collected will be treated in the strictest 

confidence. 

 

The Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner in which a 

research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or alternatively to the Secretary 

Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrar‟s Office, The University of Western Australia, 

Nedlands WA 6907 (telephone number 9380 3703). 

 
Participant‟s signature:  ________________________________ 

 

Date: _________________ 

Contact Telephone: _________________ 

E-mail Contact:  ___________________________ 

Contact Address: 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Elaine Sharplin   Dr Marnie O‟Neill  Dr Anne Chapman 

Doctoral Student/Lecturer Acting Dean GSE  Senior Lecturer 

08 9380 2368   Doctoral Supervisor  Doctoral Supervisor 

    08 9380 2392   08 9380 2387 

 

 

mailto:esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au
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APPENDIX C: QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 

Faculty of Education/Graduate School of 
Education 
35 Stirling Hwy, Crawley, WA 6009 
Telephone: 9380 2368 
Email: esharpli@ecel.uwa.edu.au 
 

 

PRE-COMMENCEMENT OF TEACHING QUESTIONNAIRE  
 

Please tick the boxes or use the lines provided to write full answers.  Write on the back of sheets 

if extra space is required. All information remains confidential. 

 

Section 1: CONTACT DETAILS: 

This information will be used by the researcher to remain in contact with you. 

Name: 

 

 

Telephone: 

Current address: 

 

 

 

 

E-mail: 

School appointed to: 

 

 

School telephone: 

School address: 

 

 

 

 

School e-mail: 

The following boxes are relevant if you have not yet relocated to your new school location.  

Please leave blank if they are not applicable. 

Future residential address: 

 

 

 

 

Future telephone: 

 

 

 

Section 2: PERSONAL DETAILS 

This information will be used to help select a representative sample of participants for this study. 

2.1 Age:  20-25 □ 26-30 □ 31-40 □ 41-50 □ 51 >    □ 

2.2 Gender:  Male □ Female □ 

2.3 Marital Status: Single□  Married □ Cohabiting with partner  □ 
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2.4 Nationality: ______________________________________________ 

2.5 Length of time living in Australia: Born in Australia □ or __Years  or___Months 

2.6 People locating with you to the new position: 

Partner □ Children □ Other  □ (please specify) ___________________ 

2.7 Do any of the people accompanying you already have employment in the new locality? 

 No □ Yes □ Not Applicable □ 

Section 3: EDUCATIONAL DETAILS 

3.1 Please list your educational qualifications, commencing with your most recent 

qualification:  

Qualification Year Place 

   

   

   

   

3.2 Please list the teaching or  education positions you have been employed in, beginning 

with your most recent past position.  Please use additional space if needed. 

Year Title of Position  Place Brief description of duties 
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3.3 How many months or years have you been actively teaching in a classroom situation? 

____________Months __________Years 

3.4 In which subject or curriculum areas are you trained as a specialist to teach? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

__________3.5 Which are your preferred teaching area/s and class level/s? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.6 Have you been employed in an Australian school previously?  Yes□ No□ 

3.7 Have you been employed in a Western Australian school previously? Yes□  No□ 

3.8 Have you ever lived in a rural or remote area in Australia?  Yes□  No□ 
If yes, please specify:  

Location Length of time you lived in the 

location 

  

  

  

  

 

3.9 Name the locality/s in which you completed your primary and secondary education 

Primary ______________________________________ 

Secondary ____________________________________ 

3.10 List details of any rural  education or Aboriginal  education units you have completed 

as part of your pre-service training or as professional development. 

 

Title of unit Title of course Institution/Place  Length 
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Section 4: NEW EDUCATIONAL APPOINTMENT 

 

4.1 What subject area/s and class level/s have you been appointed to teach (if known)? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.2 Length of employment contract: 

________________________________________________________ 

4.3 What are the conditions of your employment contract (if you have one)? (eg. Leave 

conditions, housing provisions, access to permanency, travel etc?) 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.4 When does your appointment begin? 

____________________________________________________ 

4.5 When will you relocate to your new home or when did you relocate to your new home? 

____________________________________________________ 

4.6 Have you ever been to the place of your new appointment?  Yes  □ No  □ 

If yes, please provide brief details of the length of your stay in the location. 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

4.7 How did you apply for this position? (Was the position advertised? Whom did you 

contact?) 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.8 Did you have a choice of positions to accept?  Yes □ No □ 
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4.9 What motivated you to accept this particular position? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 5: EXPECTATIONS OF NEW APPOINTMENT 

5.1 Have you obtained any information about the location?  Yes □ No □ 

If yes, how did you obtain information about the location? 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.2 What do you expect the scenery (geography and vegetation) to be like? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.3 What do you think the local community will be like? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.4 What cultural/social activities do you expect to be available? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

______________ 

5.5 What professional development opportunities do you expect to be able to access?  

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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5.6 How do you feel about commencing this appointment? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.7 What are the benefits of accepting this position? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.8 Do you have any concerns about accepting this position? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.9 Describe your expectations of the students you are likely to teach. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.10 Describe your expectations of the school. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.11 How long do you expect to remain at this location? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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5.12 Which of the following do you expect to find within the immediate township. Tick the 

box. 

Department store  Hairdresser  Veterinary clinic  

Supermarket  Newsagent  Mobile telephone 

service 

 

Post Office  General Practitioner  Internet access  

Bank  Hospital   Public Library  

Automatic Tellers  Pharmacy  Aquatic centre  

Petrol Station  Child care centre  Gymnasium  

Video store  Primary school   Sporting Clubs  

Hotel  Secondary school  Theatre  

Specialty clothing 

store 

 TAFE College  Cinema  

Specialty shoe 

store 

 Access to University 

study 

 Restaurant  

Hardware  District Education office  Take away food  

Gift shop  Dentist  Mechanic  

Sporting 

equipment shop 

 Bakery    

 

Other (please specify) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.13 Are there any services or facilities, that are important to you or members of your 

household, which you expect will not be available in the immediate township? 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 
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5.14 How long would you need to travel (in minutes or hours) to access these facilities or 

services? 

Type of service or facility Travel time in minutes or 

hours 

  

  

  

 

5.15 Which additional services or facilities would you expect to find within two hours 

travel of your location? 

 

 

Thank you for the time you have given to this task. 

Please contact me if you have any questions about the content of this questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX D: REFLECTIVE JOURNAL PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 

 

Reflection on our daily activity is a common human process.  In educational circles reflection is 

encouraged as part of an active professional cycle of continuous improvement.  In order to 

provide data about the experiences and perceptions of teachers, you are asked to maintain a 

journal where you freely record your thoughts and feelings about all aspects of your work life 

and all aspects of your life that have been affected by your relocation.  

 

Ideally, you can record your thoughts on a word processor and email these to me or simply send 

me a weekly email with your thoughts, feelings, concerns and successes.  Alternately, your 

journal may be completed in the notebook provided and you can mail this or photocopies of this 

to me every month.   

 

Please consider your journal a place to record random jottings, snippets and more extended 

responses.  Use your personal voice to capture the moment – both the highs and the lows.  It 

will be helpful for me if you can record your thoughts on a weekly basis, however, this will 

obviously fluctuate according to the demands on your time.  Daily reflection will be valued if 

you have the time. Write as much or as little as you wish.  If you get caught up and time passes, 

don‟t worry.  It‟s never too late to make an entry.  I will email you quite regularly to try and 

keep you focussed, but let me know if this is an inconvenience. 

 

Your journal entries/e-mails may be sent to me at any time.  Monthly returns would be ideal, but 

at the end of each school term would also be fine.  

 

Some questions are provided to help stimulate your reflection and help you to start your journal.  

Do not feel bound to answer these questions.  Your own spontaneous trains of thought are more 

valuable than any artificial questions.  The research is interested in your socialization into the 

community; your school and your teaching so all aspects of your day to day life are of interest.  

Let your writings be inclusive rather than exclusive.  Nothing from your journal will be used 

without your permission. 

 

Please feel comfortable to telephone or email me at any time to discuss any issues or concerns 

that you may have. 

 

Remember that your writing remains entirely confidential.  I will value your reflections as a 

trusted friend, appreciating the huge personal contribution that you are making.   

 

I look forward to receiving your initial responses to the start of your appointment as soon as you 

are able to send them to me.  If I don‟t hear from you in the first month I‟ll telephone to see how 

you are going. 

 

Wishing you a successful start to your school year. 

Regards and thanks, 

 

 

 

 

 

Elaine 
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To get you started 

 

The following prompts are provided to help if you are having trouble starting to write.  Please 

disregard them if you have plenty of your own issues to record and comment on. 

 

Week 1 

You‟ve just arrived into your new community.  How are you feeling about everything? 

 

 Your initial impressions of the community (geography, facilities, socio-economic status of 

people, climate)? 

 Your initial impressions of the school, any staff you may meet?  

 Your initial impression of your accommodation? 

 The responses of your partner or family? 

 

Week 2 

This may be the week that school starts.  If so: 

 What was your experience of the first day? 

 What are your initial impressions of the staff and students? 

 What approach did you take to your first week? 

 What worked for you this week? 

 What are you surprised about? 

 What don‟t you know enough about? 

 Who, if anyone, has provided you with assistance? 

 

Week 3 

 How do you feel in comparison to your first week? 

 What people or organizations are you developing relationships with? 

 What contact have you had with your family and friends? 

 What routines are you developing? 

 What aspects of your work do you feel comfortable with? 

 What aspects of your work do you feel uncomfortable about? 

 What activities have you engaged in outside of school hours? 

 How do you feel when you walk down the main street or go to do your shopping? 

 

Ongoing 

 What contact have you had with friends and family in other places? 

 Comment on your relationships with other school staff both inside and outside of work 

hours 

 Comment on your level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction with aspects of your work and social 

life within the community 

 Comment on your current goals and expectations 

 Comment on your level of motivation and stress 

 Comment on aspects of your health and fitness 

 Comment on your professional and personal growth and development 

 Evaluate your personal success as an educator at this point in time 

 How does it feel to be right where you are, right now? 
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE OF GENERIC INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 
First Contact 

Why did you accept this appointment? 

Describe your situation before you moved to this location. 

What did you expect? 

How accurate were your expectations? 

What was the best thing that happened in your first week? 

What was the worst thing about your first week? 

Give a numerical rating out of 10 for each week. 

How have your companions adjusted to the move? 

Is there anything you miss? 

How long do you expect to stay? 

How do you feel Sunday night before school on Monday? 

How do you feel when you walk in to your class on Monday morning? 

Who provides you with support locally? 

Do you have other support mechanisms? 

Have you revised your intentions for length of stay? 

List all the things you are satisfied with. 

List all the things that have dissatisfied you since your arrival 

How do you spend you time out of school hours? 

 

First Site Visits May/June 

 

How have things changed for you since the beginning of the year? 

 Got better? 

 Got worse? 

 

How did it feel coming back from the holidays? 

 To town? 

 To school? 

 

What interactions do you have in the community? 

Have you been anywhere locally? 

Are you able to fit into the age and marital status of the rest of the staff? 

 

How are you coping with the workload? 

Do you get many reliefs? 

Performance Appraisal? 

What level of support is available within the school? 

Do you interact with other staff? 

Other people within the community? 

 

What would improve your level of satisfaction? 

 At work? 

 At home/within the community? 

 

How long are you currently planning to stay? 

Where would you choose to go next? 
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How would you describe the quality of your life at present? 

How would you describe the quality of your work life at present? 

 

Where is home for you? 

 

Timetables? 

Journals? 

 

 

Sample of Term 3 Questions 

Reliefs? 

Did you go to the New Teachers conference? 

How did you find the New Teachers conference? 

Have you been able to lease the lap top yet? 

How has this impacted on you? 

Relationship with students? 

Changes to dress? 

Changes to lifestyle? 

Experiences of Depression? 

How do you cope when you‟re feeling negative emotions? 

Pressure of financial commitments? 

Which comes first the students or your life? 

Results in undergraduate courses? 

What support have you had from District Office? 

Have you used any of the facilities available through the Centre for Excellence? 

Performance appraisal? 

Low morale – quality of work life linkage? 

Importance of rural background? 

Beliefs and values about teaching changed? 

Relationships with other staff? 

Position on use of language? 

Maintenance and GEHA? 

 

 

Term 4 telephone interview questions 

What factors have impacted on you most this year? 

What would you most like to change about your experience this year? 

What could the school do differently? 

What could EDWA do differently? 

What would you do differently? 

How much have factors outside of the immediate school environment impacted on your 

work/performance as a teacher? 

When has the impact of these things been greatest? 

Describe your emotional state over the year? Have there been some moments that have 

been more significant than others? 

What have been the most difficult periods emotionally? 

What have been the best periods emotionally? 

Have you experienced any form of isolation this year? 

Do you have any regrets about this year? 

What sort of a year has this been for you? 
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How do events compare with your expectations? 

Refer back to expectations in questionnaire – how do you feel about this now? 

Has the remote/rural location had any impact on the quality of your work life?  The 

quality of your life? 

What are your intentions at the end of the year? Why? 

What could have pushed you to stay?  Pushed you to go? 

How have things changed for you during the year? 

What impact has the decision to accept this appointment had on your life? 

In hindsight was it a good or bad decision? 

 

Resignation Questions 

What were/are the main reasons behind your decision to resign from this position? 

Significance of factors: workload? Support? Family? 

How did you feel once you had made the decision? 

How did you feel on the day you left? 

How do you feel now? 

Were personal or professional reasons more important to your decision? 

What could the school have done that would have altered your current views? 

What could EDWA have done that would have altered your current views? 

Is there anything that you would have done differently in hindsight? 

What was the reaction of your colleagues to this decision? 

Reaction of Administration? students? Parents? Other community members? 

How did the process of relocation go? 

What are you doing now? 

What effect has your experience over the last X months had on you? 

How do you feel about your decision to accept this appointment? 

How would you describe the quality of your life now? 

What are your employment prospects like now? 

Will you seek employment with DET again? 

Will you seek employment in an independent school? 

Will you seek employment in a rural or remote location? 

What motivated you to participate in this study? 

Has your participation in this study had any impact on you personally? 

Has your participation in this study had any impact on you professionally? 

Go back to initial questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX F QSR N6 CODING CATEGORIES: INDEX TREE 

 
(1) School context 

 (1 1) attitude of other staff 

 (1 2) Staffing. 

  (1 2 1) staff transience 

  (1 2 2) departing staff 

  (1 2 3) changing admin 

  (1 2 4) long staying staff 

 (1 3) teacher health issues 

 (1 5) policy issues 

 (1 6) culture 

 (1 7) access to information 

 (1 8) procedure 

 (1 9) dept/team structure 

 (1 13) organisation 

 (1 17) School demographics 

 (1 20) physical conditions 

 (2) Non-working life 

 (2 1) Pet ownership 

 (2 2) Health 

  (2 2 1) illness 

  (2 2 2) tiredness 

  (2 2 3) injury 

  (2 2 5) sick leave 

 (2 3) Satisfaction 

 (2 4) Housing. 

  (2 4 1) Nesting 

  (2 4 2) GEHA 

   (2 4 2 1) shared housing 

   (2 4 2 2) security 

   (2 4 2 3) condition 

  (2 4 3) teacher neighbourhood 

 (2 5) Holidays 

  (2 5 1) conducting business 

  (2 5 2) eagerness for other location 

  (2 5 3) attitude to returning to Perth-home 

  (2 5 4) school work 

 (2 6) Previous Life Experiences 

  (2 6 10) previous education 

  (2 6 17) Rural living experiences 

  (2 6 19) previous occupations 

 (2 9) Friendship 

 (2 10) relocation 

 (2 11) concept of home 

 (2 12) personal trauma 

(2 16) Leisure activities 

  (2 16 1) Positive experiences 

   (2 16 1 1) reading 

   (2 16 1 2) walking/exercise 

   (2 16 1 3) fishing/shooting 

   (2 16 1 4) camping/outdoors 

   (2 16 1 5) special interest 

   (2 16 1 6) work to fill in time 

  (2 16 2) Negative experiences 

   (2 16 2 2) leisure not available 

   (2 16 2 4) boredom 

  (2 16 3) The pub and drinking 

  (2 16 5) Service organisations 
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  (2 16 6) Work as time filler/relaxation 

  (2 16 7) Further study 

 (2 25) Family Issues 

  (2 25 1) Relocated partner 

   (2 25 1 3) employment issues 

  (2 25 3) Marital status 

  (2 25 5) Separation from family & partner 

   (2 25 5 1) distance 

   (2 25 5 2) contact with family 

(3)Work Related Issues 

 (3 1) Career Choices 

  (3 1 1) improve teaching 

(3 1 2) other locations 

(3 1 3) diverse experiences 

(3 1 4) subject specific teaching 

(3 1 5) uncertain direction 

(3 1 6) promotion opportunities 

(3 1 33) employment alternatives 

 (3 2) Bureaucracy 

 (3 3) Level of satisfaction 

  (3 3 1) Positive 

  (3 3 2) Negative 

 (3 4) Stress level 

  (3 4 1) stressed 

  (3 4 2) unstressed 

 (3 5) Employment contract & conditions 

  (3 5 1) length of stay 

(3 5 2) permanency 

(3 5 3) transfer 

(3 5 4) Conditions of employment 

(3 5 7) performance appraisal 

  (3 5 7 1) process 

(3 5 7 2) positive experience 

(3 5 7 3) negative experience 

(3 5 7 4) attitudes to 

(3 5 17) appointment processes 

(3 5 31) induction 

 (3 6)Professional development 

  (3 6 1) positive 

  (3 6 2) negative 

  (3 6 3) difficulties to access 

 (3 7) access to support services 

 (3 8) Relief teaching 

 (3 9) Negative experiences 

  (3 9 2) physical/verbal abuse 

 (3 10) Relationships with parents 

  (3 10 1) positive 

  (3 10 2) negative 

 (3 11) Teaching Role 

  (3 11 1) Support role 

   (3 11 1 1) positive 

    (3 11 1 1 1) broad knowledge of school and students 

    (3 11 1 1 2) curriculum knowledge & pedagogy 

   (3 11 1 2) negative 

    (3 11 1 2 1) no ownership 

    (3 11 1 2 2) continuity 

    (3 11 1 2 3) not a professional role 

    (3 11 1 2 4) unable to make a difference 

   (3 11 1 3) comparison to non support role 

  (3 11 2) Level of confidence 
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  (3 11 3) Preparation and planning 

   (3 11 3 1) admin duties 

   (3 11 3 2) planning for next year 

   (3 11 3 3) problems 

  (3 11 4) Workload 

   (3 11 4 1) positive 

   (3 11 4 2) negative 

  (3 11 5) Developing skills and knowledge 

   (3 11 5 1) behaviour management 

   (3 11 5 2) pedagogy 

   (3 11 5 3) curriculum 

   (3 11 5 4) admin and system 

   (3 11 5 5) individualising instruction 

   (3 11 5 6) reporting & assessment 

   (3 11 5 7) use of resources 

   (3 11 5 8) achievement of outcomes 

   (3 11 5 9) professional judgement 

   (3 11 5 10) monitoring 

   (3 11 5 11) knowledge of students 

   (3 11 5 12) negotiating the curriculum 

  (3 11 6) Role definition 

   (3 11 6 1) changed role 

  (3 11 8) Lack of knowledge & experience 

  (3 11 9) student levels 

  (3 11 10) Curriculum Issues 

   (3 11 10 1) Access to information 

   (3 11 10 9) Curriculum-community links 

   (3 11 10 12) curriculum development 

  (3 11 11) Autonomy 

  (3 11 13) Marking & assessment 

 (3 12) Resources 

  (3 12 1) Problems 

  (3 12 2) No problems 

  (3 12 3) Computer resources 

 (3 13) Organisation 

 (3 14) Other responsibilities 

  (3 14 1) duty 

(3 14 2) camps 

(3 14 3) new project/initiative 

(3 14 4) tutoring 

(3 14 5) admin role 

(3 14 8) supervision 

 (3 16) Beliefs 

 (3 17) Single person faculty 

 (3 18) Motivation 

  (3 18 1) empowerment of students 

  (3 18 2) make a difference 

  (3 18 3) achievement of individuals 

  (3 18 4) doing a good job 

  (3 18 5) career & financial security 

  (3 18 6) professional stimulation 

  (3 18 7) motivate students 

  (3 18 8) love of teaching 

  (3 18 9) r/ship with students 

  (3 18 10) money 

  (3 18 11) passion for subject 

 (3 21) Relationship with staff. 

  (3 21 1) collegial 

  (3 21 2) reserved 

(3 21 3) social 
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  (3 21 4) feedback from others 

  (3 21 5) intimidating 

  (3 21 6) negative evaluation of others 

  (3 21 7) conflict 

  (3 21 8) commuters 

  (3 21 9) supporting others 

  (3 21 10) teaching staff children 

  (3 21 11) age differences 

  (3 21 12) too close 

  (3 21 19) workplace politics 

  (3 21 20) other staff issues 

  (3 21 26) Support staff 

   (3 21 30) predecessors  

 (3 22) Relationship with admin 

  (3 22 1) positive support 

   (3 22 1 1) personal support 

   (3 22 1 2) positive feedback 

  (3 22 2) HOD 

 (3 23) Relationship with students 

  (3 23 1) behaviour management 

  (3 23 2) positive 

  (3 23 3) beyond school 

 (3 23 4) changes to r/ship 

(3 23 5) difficult/negative 

(3 23 6) perception of students 

(3 23 25) Student characteristics 

(3 23 25 1) academic achievement 

(3 23 25 2) lack of respect 

(3 23 25 3) SAER 

(3 23 25 10) transience & absenteeism 

(3 23 25 15) motivation 

(3 24) Allocated classes 

(3 25) industrial issues 

(3 26) professional identity 

(3 27) end of year 

(3 28) mentors 

(3 29) professional isolation 

(3 32) pre-service education 

(3 34) quality of worklife 

(3 35) termination 

(3 36) distraction from problems 

(3 37) indigenous education issues 

(3 38) settling in 

(4) Personal characteristics 

 (4 1) Mature age 

  (4 1 1) benefits 

   (4 1 1 1) life experience 

   (4 1 1 2) clarity of direction 

   (4 1 1 3) work experience 

  (4 1 2) negative 

 (4 2) Strength of character 

 (4 3) Sense of humour 

 (4 4) introverted/shy 

 (4 5) tolerance 

 (4 6) Commitment 

 (4 7) Flexible/adaptable 

 (4 8) organised 

 (4 9) Personal needs 

 (4 10) Idealistic 

 (4 11) willingness to learn 
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 (4.12) agency/self-efficacy 

 (4.13) Locus of control 

(4 14) confidence 

(4 16) coping strategies 

 (4 16 1) talking with others 

(4 16 2) ignoring 

(4 16) 3) humour 

(4 16 4) saying no 

(4 16 5) short term goals 

(4 16 6) taking leave 

(4 16 7) self talk 

(4 16 8) diversion/avoidance 

(4 16 9) accepting 

(4 16 12) not coping 

(4 16 13) thing things through 

(4 16 14) pushing on 

(4 16 15) exercise 

(4 16 16) religious faith 

(4 16 17) not taking things personally 

(4 23) emotional response 

 (5)Processes 

 (5 1) reflection 

 (5 2) adaptation 

 (5 3) observation 

 (5 4) consultation 

 (5 5) mentoring 

 (5 6) synthesising 

 (5 7) contextualising 

 (5 8) acceptance 

 (5 9) talking 

 (5 10) balancing 

 (5 11) changing perceptions 

 (5 12) reacting with distress 

 (5 13) socialisation of self or others 

(6)Social networks 

 (6 1) limited range of people 

 (6 2) group fragmentation 

(7) Expectations 

(8) Financial issues 

 (8 1) costs 

  (8 1 1) fuel/transport 

  (8 1 2) consumer goods 

  (8 1 3) telephone 

 (8 2) subsidies 

 (8 3) pay 

 (8 4) reduced expenses 

(9) Community 

 (9 1) indigenous community 

  (9 1 1) attitudes of community to teacher 

  (9 1 2) political/social issues 

  (9 1 5) cultural differences 

  (9 1 6) teacher cultural awareness 

  (9 1 7) politics/feuding 

  (9 1 10) attitudes towards the community 

 (9 2) relationship with parents 

  (9 2 1) positive 

  (9 2 2) negative 

 (9 4) visibility 

  (9 4 1) positive 

  (9 4 2) negative 
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 (9 5) information networks 

 (9 8) stability 

 (9 9) transience 

 (9 11) safety law order 

 (9 16) teacher sub-community 

 (9 17) local community 

  (9 17 1) attitudes of teachers 

  (9 17 2) beliefs within local community 

  (9 17 12) events 

(9 17 15) attitude of community to teachers 

(9 24) community demographics 

(10) Relationship between work home issues 

 (10 1) positive 

 (10 2) negative 

(11) Participation in study 

 (11 1) motive 

 (11 2) impact 

(12) Post transfer/resignation 

(12 1) employment status 

(12 2) employment concerns 

(12 3) level of satisfaction 

(12 4) relocation processes/issues 

(12 6) attitude to teaching 

(12 7) reflection on previous experience 

(12 8) emotional response 

(12 9) response from others 

(12 10) impact 

(12 13) attitudes to new location 

(12 14) settling in 

(12 19) future plans 

(13) 2nd year issues 

 (13 1) familiarity 

 (13 2) comfort 

 (13 3) induction of others 

 (13 4) acceptance of problems 

 (13 5 extra responsibilities 

 (13 6) staffing changes 

 (13 7) collegial respect 

 (13 8 reaction of students 

 (13 11) changes 

 (13 12) development of skills 

 (13 15) performance appraisal 

 (13 16) “old hand” 

 (13 18 behaviour management 

 (13 19 satisfaction/dissatisfaction 

 (13 20) negative issues 

(14) Isolation 

(15) Support network 

(15 1) lack of support 

(15 2) partner/family 

(15 3) researcher 

(15 4) other teachers 

(15 5) university colleagues 

(15 6) mentors 

(15 7) individuals within the community 

(16) Stay/go dilemma 

(18) Belonging 

(20) Location 

 (20 1) Reason for location choice 

 (20 2) Benefits 
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  (20 2 1) landscape and sightseeing 

  (20 2 2) lifestyle 

  (20 2 3) conditions of employment 

  (20 2 4) no distractions 

  (20 2 5) climate 

  (20 2 6) familiarity with location & role 

  (20 2 7) supportive work environment 

  (20 2 9) Development of friendships 

  (20 2 10) financial advantages 

  (20 2 11) new opportunities/experiences 

  (20 2 14) internal proximity 

  (20 2 15) satisfaction 

  (20 2 16) career opportunities 

 (20 3) Other choices 

 (20 4) Comparison between locations 

 (20 5) Climate 

 (20 6) Isolation 

 (20 7) Conditions of employment 

 (20 8) Cultural differences 

 (20 9) Settling in 

 (20 10) Knowledge of location 

 (20 11) Time out 

 (20 12) Disadvantages 

  (20 12 2) communication and gossip 

  (20 12 3) limited attractions/opportunities 

  (20 12 4) dissatisfaction 

  (20 12 5) distance 

  (20 12 6) absence of desired geographic features 

  (20 12 7) climate 

  (20 12 8) cultural stimulation 

  (20 12 9) crime/safety 

  (20 12 10) educational facilities 

 (20 13) Facilities & services 

  (20 13 1) Inadequate facilities 

  (20 13 2) Adequate facilities 

  (20 13 3) Access to facilities in other locations 

  (20 13 4) health services 

  (20 13 5) banking 

  (20 13 6) entertainment 

  (20 13 7) utilities  

  (20 13 8) shopping/consumer goods 

  (20 13 10) vehicle/transport 

 (20 14) Attitude of others 

(20 15)Access 

  (20 15 1) transport 

   (20 15 1 1) reliance on others 

   (20 15 1 2) independence 

  (20 15 2) Isolation 

  (20 15 3) distance and expense 

  (20 15 4) difficult travel conditions 

 (20 24) community demographics 

22 Overseas 

(20 1) curriculum & pedagogy 

(20 2) resources 

(20 3) teaching knowledge and skills 

(20 4) relocation process 

(20 6) immigration issues 

(20 7) treatment by students 

(20 9) confidence 

(20 10) access to info 
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(20 11) choice of Australian location 

(20 12) previous education/qualifications 

(20 13) attitudes to Australia 

(20 14) reason for migration 

(20 17) previous employment 

(20 18) initial reaction 

(20 21) school environ 

(20 22) language skills 

(20 23) values and beliefs 

(20 26) r/ship admin 

(20 27) r/ship staff 

(20 28) employment conditions & contract 

23 Base Data 

 (23 1) Participants 

  (23 1 1) Gender 

  (23 1 2) Age 

  (23 1 3) Teaching Experience 

  (23 1 4) Origin 

  (23 1 5) Curriculum Area 

  (23 1 6) School Sector 

  (23 1 7) Family Status 

 (23 2) Sites 

  (23 2 3) School Status  

24 Interstate Contract 

 (24 1) Motive for move 

 (24 5) Comparison with previous experience 

 (24 9) Previous teaching context 

 (24 11) Attitude to teaching 

 (24 14) Uncertainty 
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APPENDIX G: SAMPLE OF CODED TRANSCRIPT 
 
 

PROJECT: Second stage PHD Rural Education Copy, User Elaine, 3:01 pm, Mar 4, 
2008. 
 

Margin coding keys for selected nodes in document Sarah 3 20 August 02: 

A: (3 21 1) ~ed  Issues/Relationship with staff/collegial    

B: (3 21 7) ~ted  Issues/Relationship with staff/conflict    

C: (2 2 3) /Non-working life/Health/injury                   

D: (2 25 3 6) ~mation/disintegration of  relationships    

E: (16) /stay or go dilemma                                  

F: (15 3) /support network/partner/family 

G: (15 4) /support network/other teachers  

H: (3 5 2) ~/employment contract and condition/permanency  

I: (3 23 1) ~ationship with students/Behaviour management    

   
20    SO YOU JUST HAVE TO BREAK THAT PAIN BARRIER OF THE FIRST SIX 

MONTHS?                              

 

21    Yeah definitely, because it was so easy to go “What am I doing up here                             

22    really?” I mean I had other outsider influences as well - my neck, there are a                     

23    <<There's something here about staff morale and a critical mass of feeling.                        

      The attitude of one staff member feeds off the attitude of others causing a                        

      critical spiral down.>>                                                                            

24    lot of people who were really thinking of leaving and then I went down to                          

25    Perth for the graduate conference and a lot of people were in the same boat,                       

26    but then meeting up and working with all of them was like, it probably would                       

27    have been better to do that than half way through the term, at the beginning                       

28    of that second term because I think every one was just…                                            

***** 

66    RATHER THAN A JEALOUSY IT‟S ALMOST LIKE A SENSE OF INJUSTICE?                                     

 

67    Plus they‟re doing early childhood which Is what I really want to be too so it                     

68    was all the early childhood things, but this term the other girl [friend]        A G 

69    she‟s gone into the other 4/5 class so now we can network together, we can       A G 

70    collaborate, her kids are coming in to teach my kids and it‟s a lot nicer, but   A G 

71    there‟s a little bit more like I support her, she supports me and the classes    A G 

72    are a lot nicer too. I‟ve lost a lot of my kids because there was a write up     A G I 

73    in the paper about something so they all... but even that made a difference.     A G I 

74    There was one kid that...just changed the whole dynamic of my class so that I    A G I 

75    am able to collaborate with [friend] and what not and that was what the other    A G 

76    girls had had right from the beginning.                                          A G 

77    <<The crucial factor Sarah has identified here is the importance of                                

      collaboration. The lack of collaborative interaction was what other friends                        

      had and she was missing.>>                                                                         

*** 

102   SO WHAT THINGS ABOUT LIVING UP THERE ARE BETTER?                                                  

 

103   My neck hasn‟t been a problem and the holiday was a whole genesis. I wasn‟t                      C 

104   stuck around in Perth because I went to Sydney and Melbourne. Also yoga to                         

105   unwind and I suppose [friend] and I really got to know each other where as                       G 

106   before we were like oh yeah just acquaintances, forced to be friendly but                        G 

107   going away we really got to know each other. So it just cements the friendship                   G 

108   even more… because of circumstance which is a really nice feeling.                               G 

*** 

367   SO IT SOUNDS LIKE, WITH THE RELATIONSHIPS THAT YOU HAVE THERE, 

THAT IT‟S JUST                     

 

368   BECAUSE IT‟S ALL THAT‟S AVAILABLE OR WHETHER ITS SOMETHING 

THAT‟S WORTH HAVING?                    

 

369   Regardless of context. Yeah [Name] was one of those people who just because of                   B 
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370   the context and there were a couple of other people as well and when push                        B 

371   comes to crunch they‟re not there for you at all and when I was going through                    B 

372   like when my neck was reliant on who was there and what not so finding those                    B 

373   people who were going to be there when the crunch who you could really talk to                  B 

374   who you didn‟t know, you knew they weren‟t going to talk about you behind your              B 

375   back, it was really good because [name] and I had that run in, I can‟t                          B 

376   remember if I told you about that.                                                           B 

377   I THINK THINGS WERE TENSE BETWEEN YOU OR YOU WERE UNHAPPY 

ABOUT HER BUT I                         

 

378   DON‟T KNOW THAT YOU‟D HAD AN OUTRIGHT CONFLICT.                                                    

379   Well just after performance management everyone goes how was your performance               B 

380   management and you go oh yeah all right, you don‟t really give them much                        B 

381   information away and she asked me the question “How was your performance                        B 

382   management? How many questions did you get asked?” and wasn‟t even thinking                      B 

383   before I just said oh yeah, not many. Well she took it, because apparently she                  B 

384   must have got a grilling, so she went back to [principal] and said that‟s not                  B 

385   fair, I feel it‟s a racial tension and so she took the whole race thing so                      B 

386   [principal] had to take it separately so the DP came and broke into my class                     B 

387   half way through a lesson. I got called into [principal‟s] office to be spoken                   B 

388   about, watch what you say, it may have been said in jest or in passing, but                    B 

389   the consequences has been this and that was really an eye opener. You knew                       B 

390   about it before, and it was just like wow something you really have to cover                     B 

391   your butt. Like I wasn‟t even, he hardly asked me any questions, I‟m not going                   B 

392   to tell you, that was probably a turning point for me, really and just even                     B 

393   with this walking group you know that what you say there doesn't go any                         B 

394   further.                                                                                        B 

395   I KNOW YOU WERE VERY AWARE OF THIS SENSE OF YOU HAVE TO WATCH 

WHO YOU SPEAK                       

 

396   TO?                                                                                                

397   But I was guarding what I said even then, and wow where did that come from? So                      

398   it was a real shock and just having been pulled out of the class I felt like a                   B 

399   little kid being pulled out of your class into the Principal‟s office, doors                   B 

400   being shut and he‟s just talking to you because like my neck was sore and all                    B 

401   that like when you‟re sick and your neck‟s sore and you get really emotional.      B 

402   So I couldn‟t help but have tears in my eyes and I walked out of his office                     B 

403   and [name‟s] TA saw me so she went back to [Name] and said [Sarah‟s] really                      B 

404   upset and then [name] was like I didn‟t mean it against you, but I‟m like                        B 

405   really if you didn‟t you wouldn‟t have gone and done that and it was just                       B 

406   like, I couldn‟t imagine that it could have happened really in the whole                         B 

407   context.                                                                                        B 

408   DO YOU THINK THAT WAS ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE THINGS THAT MADE 

YOU READY TO THROW                    

 

409   IN THE TOWEL?                                                                                      

410   Oh definitely, definitely, that was unbelievable, don‟t want to be in that                       B 

411   situation again because it was, I saw it as an attack against my                                B 

412   professionalism as well considering it was like watch what you say, it was                       B 

413   like well.                                                                                     B 

414   SO YOU HAD A SORE NECK, YOU‟D HAD AN ATTACK ON YOUR 

PROFESSIONALISM?                              

 

415   A kid had kicked me in the shins, and I‟d been down to Perth and seen all                       I  

416   those girls that had been so happy and enthusiastic and it was…                                    

417   WHAT AM I DOING HERE?                                                                            E 

418   Pretty much, that was going through my head, definitely.                                         E 

419   SO YOU PROBABLY DID REALLY WELL TO MAKE IT TO THE END OF THE 

TERM?                                

 

420   But then I had [friend], I really had [friend] and I had [colleague] as well                   G 

421   at that point. They were the 2 people that I definitely knew I could trust to                    G 

422   talk to that weren‟t going to go anywhere.                                                      G 
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423   SO THEIR FRIENDSHIP SAVED YOUR CAREER?                                                             

424   I‟d say so, I mean there was a point where I was going to, that was it I‟d                   E F G 

425   spoken to my parents and they were going stick it out and that made me really            E F G 

426   urky because they were like stick it out no matter what and I‟m going just               E F G 

427   hang on a minute that‟s not what I want to hear. So I ended up having a few              E F G 

428   arguments with them and then ended up not ringing them much so I really needed           E F G 

429   someone who knew what it was like and weren‟t just oh yeah it will be alright.           E F G 

430   They don‟t know what it‟s like they can only assume.                                         E  G 

431   SO SOMEONE WHO IS THERE WHO CAN REALLY EMPATHISE WITH YOUR 

EXACT CONTEXT?                        

G 

432   Exactly, and who knew what I‟ve had to go through.                                               G 

433   WHAT WAS THE THING THAT KEPT YOU THERE? WHY DIDN‟T YOU GO?                                         

434   Just because of myself. I don‟t give up that easily and I suppose another bit           E          

435   of me was Mum and Dad telling me not to, to stick it out, I‟d actually gone in                   E 

436   and spoken to the DP so I‟d gone in and spoken to him a lot, it was just I                       E 

437   think I was talking to myself and I‟d spoken to my brother and he was really                     E 

438   annoyed and going like work out what it is that you are actually unhappy about                   E 

439   and that was when I was able to pin point it to my neck, this is why this this       E C 

440   and this so if I go away on a holiday and just totally unwind, relax  go to a        E C 

441   physio, whatever, come back and if I‟m still feeling the same then you‟d know                E C 

442   it wasn‟t a decision made in haste which it could definitely well have been so       E C H 

443   plus the fact that the only reason that any of us are out here is for                   H   E H 

444   permanency really and if you‟d given it up after the first six months,                   E H 

445   ultimately that‟s what everyone‟s out here for I‟m pretty sure, not for any              E H 

446   other reason.                                                                            E H 

447   NOT FOR THE FRESH FOOD?                                                                            

448   No and I suppose having that thought going really why did I come out here and                    H 

449   it was because of that so do I really want to waste all of that effort .Yeah,                    H 

450   effort and hard, so if you‟re able to stick it out for the first 6 months, so                    H 

451   there was a lot of help saying that, but it was just like once you‟re up here,                   H 

452   [name] and I worked out that it‟s very hard, like it‟s easy to go somewhere                      H 

453   else, but it‟s hard to get permanency once you leave here like even if it‟s a                    H 

454   difficult to staff, if you go to a country school it will mean nothing for                       H 

455   [name‟s] permanency. She would have to spend another 3 yrs in the country on                     H 

456   top of this year, but she could have, it could have meant something if the                       H 

457   Principal was to put her on P on P which we would all get at the beginning of                    H 

458   next year but because he‟s not willing to go through all the paperwork she                       H 

459   wouldn‟t get it, which is really frustrating to know that any other school or                    H 

460   any other principal she would probably be able to get her permanency.                            H 

*** 

535   SO THINGS ARE REALLY IMPROVING IN SO MANY AREAS?                                                  

 

536   Yeah, it‟s unbelievable the change. Even if it was to improve just in one area                   E 

537   it would have helped a lot, but everything seems to be just clicking into                        E 

538   place whereas before it was like I‟m just falling apart. Why am I here?                          E 

*** 

553   SO IF I ASKED YOU AGAIN ABOUT THE QUALITY OF YOUR WORK LIFE NOW, 

HOW WOULD YOU       

A G 

554   DESCRIBE IT?                                                                         A G 

555   Hundred and 10 percent on what it was. Definitely. Having, if I‟m having                       A G 

556   problems teaching something, like [friend] is teaching fractions and I was       A G 

557   going to introduce fractions to my class so we decided we‟d get her class to     A G 

558   teach fractions to my class. Whereas before it would have been daunting to ask   A G 

559   [Acting Deputy] to do that, but because we were both in the same situation you   A G 

560   feel comfortable asking it.                                                      A G 
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APPENDIX H: SAMPLE OF SUMMARY OF CODES USED IN SARAH TRANSCRIPT 3 20 
AUGUST 02 
Tape 20 21 

 
(1 2)                   /school context/Staffing 

++ Units:115-116   177-179    

(1 2 1)                 /school context/Staffing/staff transience 

++ Units:319-320    

(1 2 3)                 /school context/Staffing/changing admin positions 

++ Units:79-80      

(1 6)                   /school context/culture 

++ Units:164-165    

(1 13)                  /school context/organisation 

++ Units:93-98     152-155   157-159   162-163    

(2 2 3)                 /Non-working life/Health/injury 

++ Units:5-6       33-37     103-103   439-442    

(2 3)                   /Non-working life/satisfaction/dissatisfaction 

++ Units:100-101    

(2 5)                   /Non-working life/Holidays 

++ Units:103-104   279-280    

(2 5 5)                 /Non-working life/Holidays/attitude to returning to location 

++ Units:269-273   275-277   484-491    

(2 9 1)                 /Non-working life/friendship/Development of new friendships 

++ Units:106-108    

(2 16)                  /Non-working life/Leisure activities 

++ Units:509-511    

(2 16 1 7)              /Non-working life/Leisure activities/Positive experiences/sport and active recreational activities 

++ Units:302-306    

(2 16 1 8)              /Non-working life/Leisure activities/Positive experiences/socialising 

++ Units:302-306   327-330   332-335   337-340    

(2 25 2)                /Non-working life/Family Issues/independent living 

++ Units:298-301    

(2 25 3 6)              /Non-working life/Family Issues/Marital or family  status/formation/disintegration of  of 

relationships 

++ Units:284-306   361-366    

(2 25 5 2)              /Non-working life/Family Issues/Separation from family & partner/contact with family & friends 

++ Units:44-46     255-259    

(2 25 5 5)              /Non-working life/Family Issues/Separation from family & partner/attitude of family to move & 

location 

++ Units:261-262   424-429    

(2 25 5 8)              /Non-working life/Family Issues/Separation from family & partner/trips home 

++ Units:44-46      

(2 25 5 9)              /Non-working life/Family Issues/Separation from family & partner/visits from family & friends 

++ Units:264-266    

(3 3 1)                 /Work related  Issues/Level of satisfaction/Positive 

++ Units:11-12     97-98     100-101    

(3 3 2)                 /Work related  Issues/Level of satisfaction/Negative 

++ Units:5-11      21-22     24-24     44-46     48-52     55-58      

(3 5 1)                 /Work related  Issues/employment contract and condition/length of stay 

++ Units:286-286    

(3 5 2)                 /Work related  Issues/employment contract and condition/permanency 

++ Units:442-446   448-460    

(3 5 7)                 /Work related  Issues/employment contract and condition/performance appraisal 

++ Units:216-231   379-394    

(3 6)                   /Work related  Issues/Professional development 

++ Units:503-505   516-522    

(3 6 1)                 /Work related  Issues/Professional development/positive 

++ Units:24-28     30-31      

(3 8)                   /Work related  Issues/Relief teaching 

++ Units:132-140    

(3 9)                   /Work related  Issues/negative experiences 

++ Units:5-11      398-407    

(3 11 2)                /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/Level of confidence 

++ Units:59-62     555-560    

(3 11 3)                /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/preparation and planning 

++ Units:509-511   542-549    

(3 11 4)                /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/workload & time management 
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++ Units:132-140   542-549    

(3 11 5)                /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/Developing skills and knowledge 

++ Units:226-231   234-240   243-251    

(3 11 5 1)              /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/Developing skills and knowledge/classroom & behaviour 

management 

++ Units:234-240    

(3 11 8 1)              /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/lack of knowledge & experience/role displacement 

++ Units:67-68      

(3 11 14)               /Work related  Issues/Teaching Role/disruption to programmes 

++ Units:502-507    

(3 21 1)                /Work related  Issues/Relationship with staff/collegial 

++ Units:68-76     152-155   553-560    

(3 21 3)                /Work related  Issues/Relationship with staff/not social 

++ Units:521-526    

(3 21 3 2)              /Work related  Issues/Relationship with staff/not social/social 

++ Units:527-528    

(3 21 7)                /Work related  Issues/Relationship with staff/conflict 

++ Units:369-376   379-394   398-407   410-413    

(3 21 7 2)              /Work related  Issues/Relationship with staff/conflict/fragmentation/not supportive 

++ Units:118-122   124-131    

(3 21 20)               /Work related  Issues/Relationship with staff/other staff isssues 

++ Units:124-131   180-205   349-353    

(3 22)                  /Work related  Issues/Relationship with admin 

++ Units:142-146   149-152   385-394   462-468   471-479   563-568    

(3 22 1)                /Work related  Issues/Relationship with admin/positive support 

++ Units:82-85     132-140    

(3 22 1 2)              /Work related  Issues/Relationship with admin/positive support/positive feedback 

++ Units:226-231    

(3 23 1)                /Work related  Issues/Relationship with students/Behaviour management 

++ Units:8-9       72-74     415-415    

(3 23 25)               /Work related  Issues/Relationship with students/student characteristics 

++ Units:72-74      

(3 34)                  /Work related  Issues/Quality of work life 

++ Units:5-11      44-46     48-52     55-58     100-101   553-560    

(4 6)                   /Personal characteristics/commitment 

++ Units:434-434    

(4 8)                   /Personal characteristics/organised 

++ Units:542-549    

(4 16 1)                /Personal characteristics/coping strategies/talking with others 

++ Units:434-439    

(4 16 12)               /Personal characteristics/coping strategies/not coping 

++ Units:5-11      398-407    

(4 23)                  /Personal characteristics/emotional responses 

++ Units:398-407    

(5 1)                   /Processes/reflection 

++ Units:579-582   586-587    

(5 2)                   /Processes/Adaptation 

++ Units:14-14     16-19      

(5 9)                   /Processes/talking 

++ Units:25-31     48-52     55-58      

(5 12)                  /Processes/reacting with distress 

++ Units:5-12       

(5 13)                  /Processes/socialisation of self or others 

++ Units:183-205   315-316    

(6)                     /social networks 

++ Units:302-306   308-313   327-330   332-335   337-340   343-346   524-528   530-534 

(6 2)                   /social networks/group fragmentation 

++ Units:524-528   530-534    

(9 1 2)                 /community/Indigenous Community/political/social issues 

++ Units:207-214    

(9 16)                  /community/teacher subcommunity 

++ Units:271-273   485-491   493-495    

(9 17 1)                /community/local community/attitudes of teachers to local community 

++ Units:288-292   572-577    

(11 2 1)                /participation in study/impact/reflection 

++ Units:579-582   586-587    

(14)                    /isolation 
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++ Units:30-31      

(15)                    /support network 

++ Units:82-85      

(15 1)                  /support network/lack of support 

++ Units:369-376    

(15 2)                  /support network/researcher 

++ Units:579-582    

(15 3)                  /support network/partner/family 

++ Units:255-259   261-262   424-429    

(15 4)                  /support network/other teachers 

++ Units:68-76     105-108   302-306   349-353   420-422   424-432   553-560    

(16)                    /stay or go dilemma 

++ Units:417-418   424-430   434-446   536-538    

(18)                    /Belonging & acceptance 

++ Units:288-292   315-316   497-497    

(20 2 15)               /Location/Benefits/satisfaction 

++ Units:509-511   513-514    

(20 3)                  /Location/other choices 

++ Units:39-42      

(20 9)                  /Location/settlling in 

++ Units:536-538    

(20 12 2)               /Location/disadvantages& negatives/communication & gossip 

++ Units:172-175   369-376   391-394   397-397    

(20 13 1)               /Location/facilities & services/inadequate facilities 

++ Units:33-37     39-42      

(20 13 3)               /Location/facilities & services/Access to facilites in other locations 

++ Units:33-37      

(20 13 4)               /Location/facilities & services/health services 

++ Units:33-37     39-42      

(A)                     //Document Annotations 

++ Units:15-15     23-23     77-77     317-317    
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APPENDIX I: CASE MATRIX FOR AUDREY 

 Family Non-working 

life 

Students/ 

Teaching 

Career School 

Organisation 

/System 

Community/Lo

cation 

Processes/stages of 

development 

T 
E 
R 
m
  
 
1 
 

GEHA housing issues 

Absence of partner  

Relative Social 

isolation 

Self sufficient 

Shared housing 

Social interaction 
limited to school staff 

- supportive 

Positive 
response to 

students & skill 

development 

Behaviour 

m/ment 

Enthusiasm 

SAER students 

Experience as 
a challenge 

and adventure 

Workload 

Support from 
principal and district 

office 

Comfortable in 
small school 

Transient school 

staffing 

Conflict at school 

Distress at appt 
location 

Limited social 

interactions – 
neighbours and 

staff in other 

schools 

Lack of social 

opportunities 

Coping mechanisms – 
flexibility, patience, 

taking things as they 

come 

Attempts at negotiation & 

conflict resolution 

T 
E 
R 
M 
 
 2 

Deterioration in shared 

housing arrangements 

Tension in personal 
relationship related to 

shared housing 

Threat to personal 

safety 

Loss of support 

through transfer of 
staff/neighbours 

Variability of 

routine 

Transience/abse

nteeism of 
students 

Teaching with 

“family” in the 
class – use of 

AIEOs 

Job satisfaction 

Uncertainty 

about length 

of stay due to 

housing 
issues 

Use of personal 

contact to gain 

action from the 

system. 

Relief and use of 

untrained personnel 

Comfort in small 
school environment 

Staff shortage 

Community 

newspaper 

produced 

Participation in 
community art 

project 

Connection between 

personal and professional 

issues, directly and 
indirectly through others 

Extremely strong 
commitment to fulfilling 

contract – personal 

challenge? 

Need for safe and 

appropriate 
communication 

Coping through workload 

T 
E 
R 
M 
 
 3 

A pet for company 

Relationship stress 

Shared housing – 
constant turnover of 

strangers 

Social interaction with 
teachers in other towns 

Issue of alcohol & 
socialising – social 

isolation 

Takes up every social 

opportunity 

Academic 

progress of 

students 

Positive 

performance 

appraisal 
experiences 

due to 

supportive 
relationship 

with principal 

Counselling 

provided for partner 

PD – support at New 

Teacher Seminar 

Full school 

responsibility due to 
staffing shortages 

School classification 
– not remote – 

contact with union 

Access to relief staff 

workload 

Attend & 

participates in 

all community 
events 

Self efficacy – “I‟ll deal 

with it just like everything 

else” 

 

Coping through her work 

T 
E 
R 
M 
 
 4 

Separation from 
family after holidays 

Avoidance of shared 
housing 

Ill health 

Identifies impact of 
living in Holt on 

personality – less busy 

Resolution of home 

problems enables 
enjoyment of work 

Wider aged 
interactions 

School camp – 
responsibility & 

skill 
development of 

coordination  

Assessment of 
students 

Planning for 
next year 

Diversity of 

learning 
experiences 

Making a 
difference 

Job 
satisfaction 

Department 
recognise the need 

for housing changes  

Participation in 
whole school 

planning 

Professional & 
personal support of 

the principal 

Uncertainty re 
principal position in 

sem 2 next year 

 Resolution of home 
problems enables 

enjoyment of work 

2 
N 
d 
 
y 
e 
a 
r 

Shared housing – 

positive experience 

Uncertainty about 

housing future 

Commitment to return 

to Perth for 
relationship 

Similar class 

allocation 

Working with 

same children – 
familiarity/bore

dom 

Working with 
AIEO 

Staff children 
relationships 

Awareness of 
students social 

context 

Looking 

ahead to new 

challenges 

Need to 

access more 

professional 
development 

Satisfaction 

with 
performance 

appraisal 

Uncertainty  

“Conflict” with 

AIEO 

Workload- 

additional 

responsibilities 

Support form other 

teacher 

Sense of being 

“at home” 

School 
responsibility 

for community 

activities – 
social capital 

Connection between 

personal and professional 

sphere. 
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APPENDIX J SAMPLE CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAMMING  
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CASE STUDY OF AUDREY: YOUNG NOVICE 

 

Background 

Audrey is a single primary teacher in her early 20s. She has just completed a Bachelor 

of Education in Early Childhood Studies. She has been appointed in her preferred role 

of teaching children from Kindy to Grade 3. Audrey received a Western Australian 

Government Teaching Scholarship from the Department of Education and had hoped 

that this would improve her chances of being placed in a preferred location. This was 

not the case.  

 

Audrey has been living at home. This will be her first experience of living 

independently. She has a partner that she has left in Perth. 

 

Current Context: Holt Community School 

Audrey has accepted a 2 year appointment to teach K-3 at Holt Community School. 

Holt is located over an hour from an inland Regional Centre. It is a very small 

community of approximately 100 people, the home of the shire offices and little else. It 

was previously a mining town.  

 

The school has a principal, and one other teacher that takes the second class of students 

from year 4 to 7. The students are almost entirely indigenous. There is a registrar, a 

teachers‟ aide, an AEIO and a cleaner. The school has a population of approximately 20 

to 30 students; however, the daily attendance varies from the number of registered 

students. 

 

Audrey has been placed in shared GEHA housing, with the other primary school 

teacher. They have a three bedroom house. 

 

Despite her claim to loathing journal writing, Audrey has maintained a detailed journal 

account of her experiences throughout the year. Her journal entries have extensively 

supplemented the information gained from talking with her each term. 

 

Term 1 

News of Audrey‟s appointment to Holt Community School caused tension within 

Audrey‟s family. She cried for the first week while she tried to determine whether to 

accept the placement or not. Her boyfriend strongly urged her to reject the appointment. 

Her parents shared this opinion. She describes her reaction: 

What should I do? I didn‟t want to go so far away from the people I 

loved, although I did want to go to the country. I cried for a week. Yes 

I‟m going, no I‟m not, yes I am. I honestly didn‟t have a clue what to do. 

Somehow I couldn‟t say I was definitely going to accept the position 

because everyone was telling me not to. Yet I couldn‟t bring myself to 

turn it down…I spoke to friends, family, ATP teachers, EDWA staff, the 

Holt principal and almost a week after receiving my appointment letter I 

decided I was going to Holt and no one was allowed to tell me not to…I 

thought I was prepared to go anywhere…but when the appointment 

came and it was suddenly real I questioned my decision made in August 

on the Teach WA application.  
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…this letter comes in the post and saying Holt RTS pre-primary – that 

was your job offered with an end date on it and that‟s it, it doesn‟t say to 

accept or reject, it doesn‟t say you need to call so and so, you‟re given 

nothing…and you ring up and say do I have to accept or reject this and 

they say we assume if you don‟t ring us you‟re going. What if I don‟t 

want to go? It says RTS? I didn‟t put down to go remote. Well you 

better ring so and so. You get the rigmarole and then at the major time 

when everyone is wanting to know about housing and transport they 

send the person in charge of the region on holidays. She‟s on holidays 

and I only got this job today and I don‟t know anything…and you‟re 

doing all the chasing the whole time, you ring them up and no one says 

yes or no you‟ve got a house or you‟re up here on the phone trying to 

get GEHA at Regional Centre knowing that I have a house, but is there 

an address, can you tell me anything about it? Like what‟s in it? You‟ll 

have to ring the school.  

Audrey took up “the challenge” something she believes she responds well to. She 

looked on the future as “an adventure” and decided: 

Good or bad it‟ll be a valuable experience and if I didn‟t go to Holt I 

would always wonder what could have been, what if? 

 

Audrey arrived in Holt, accompanied by her mother and partner. When they arrived 

they found that the house has been previously occupied by the other new teacher, who 

had not officially applied for GEHA housing (and therefore was not officially entitled to 

housing). The fact that her housemate was a single male in his thirties concerned her 

family and partner, but Audrey was prepared to accept the situation. With her 

housemate Hussein having occupied the main bedroom, Audrey took up residence using 

the other two smaller rooms. 

I wasn‟t fazed but friends and family were, as was the school principal. 

However, with only 1 house on offer I couldn‟t exactly argue and as 

long as he pulled his weight, I don‟t care what sex he is. And as we get 

along everything is fine and I‟m glad that in such a small town I do have 

company. (21
st
 of February). 

The house had not been cleaned or checked by GEHA. 

It is old, it‟s a fibro thing on stilts and it is freezing. It‟s warmer outside 

than inside and there's like a potbelly wood fire and some of the rooms 

have air-conditioning, the one‟s you live in anyway. I think it‟s 

adequate…There‟s a few things that need fixing. Some stuff has been 

fixed, there‟s a few patches and stuff on the carpet and things like that, 

it‟s old and it obviously hasn‟t been treated properly, I thinks it‟s ok. 

 

Audrey‟s research prior to her arrival meant “with not too many expectations of Holt I 

couldn‟t be disappointed”: 

Basically there are a few houses, a police station, a school and a 

roadhouse which doubles as a post office. The aboriginal and non-

aboriginal populations tend to keep separate lives.  

There‟s also a nursing post, a shire office and a hotel. 

 

Her “lifeline” is her single set of neighbours – the policeman and his wife who is also 

the teacher assistant at the school. They have been very welcoming and she has started 

playing badminton with them and Hussein. She has also met teachers from some of the 
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other schools within about 2 hours travelling time, through some social induction 

activities organised by the District Office in the Regional Centre. While she is 

developing relationships with the staff at the school, she does not yet feel comfortable to 

casually visit people out of school hours.  

 

Audrey responds positively to her school experiences describing the school as “great. 

I‟m really enjoying teaching and taking on all the challenges thrown at me”. She has 8 

regularly attending students in a multigrade class of students from years 1 to 3. She 

describes her coping mechanisms: 

I‟m learning so much about each child every day…I‟m pretty flexible 

and try not to let things bother me. I‟ve got a lot of patience and nerves 

of steel so I‟m taking everything as it comes and coping pretty well. 

 

She spends long hours on preparation, admitting that she makes extra work for herself 

by adopting a hands on approach to student learning rather than simply using 

worksheets. She is at school from 7.00am to 5.00 pm and has spent every Sunday at 

school. She is aware of a need to improve her behaviour management strategies and 

develop a more authoritative presence. She has discussed this with the principal. She has 

also accessed the assistance of a visiting teacher from District Office to help develop 

aspects of her teaching and planning. Audrey is bursting with ideas and feels challenged 

because of the lack of time: “There is so much I want to do at school yet so little time to 

do it in…sometimes I have to remind myself it‟s only term 1”. She has many ideas that 

she wants to implement to improve student learning. 

 

She particularly enjoys the small school environment because she describes herself as: 

Not good in big group situations, not as confident and more prepared to 

sit back and take everything in 

whereas in Holt she feels: 

confident enough to try out new things, express my ideas. This is great 

for me both professionally and personally. 

 

In the recent past the school has had a very high turnover of staff, with most lasting for 

little more than six months. According to Audrey this is the first year that the school 

has started with a full quota of staff.  

 

The thing she finds hardest in February is the separation from her boyfriend. There is 

tension between them about her acceptance of the placement and she misses his 

company. She says: 

It‟s those hours between work and sleep that make taking on a 

country…posting so difficult. It also probably helps to explain the long 

days I put in at school. 

And it‟s so easy to throw yourself into work here because there is 

literally nothing else to do.  

 

She occupies her time with some craft work, walks after school with either the teacher 

assistant or the principal and plays badminton – there is nothing else to do in Holt and 

no one else other than the school staff and her neighbours to do anything with. 

However, she is not bothered by the lack of company: “I don‟t need lots of people 

around, a few good friends is enough”. 
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She is not a drinker and doesn‟t enjoy socialising at the local hotel. Her neighbour, who 

has been in Holt for three years, encourages Audrey‟s involvement in the few 

community based activities that exist – the Holt Youth and Community Group and the 

local Ambulance service. However these groups are often dysfunctional because of 

“lack of support from the community”. 

She says: 

When I put down to go country I thought I‟d be able to get really 

involved in community groups and sporting activities and Holt just 

doesn‟t have those opportunities. 

She visits the Regional Centre relatively regularly, often with her neighbour, to shop and 

attend any local attractions such as the Regional Fair. She maintains contact with family 

and distant friends by telephone and email. 

 

By the middle of March some tensions are beginning to develop at home between 

Audrey and Hussein: “this week has been a bit strained at home. I get the impression 

that Hussein doesn‟t like me this week.” Audrey has been sharing some of the cooking, 

catering to his vegetarian and chicken diet, due to his religious beliefs. She is finding 

this challenging. She also has difficulty working with him in the planning of a school 

camp because of Hussein‟s refusal to discuss, compromise or negotiate. His position is: 

“he‟s listed what he wants to do and there‟s nothing he‟s changing and he‟s not taking 

his kids to anything which is not on the list”. Audrey has organised a whole staff 

meeting to try and resolve the issues. Tensions at home continue to increase with 

disagreements about cleaning and considerations for individual respect. 

 

By the end of March Audrey feels settled and happy at school: 

I‟m happy and I love my kids and feel really settled in my classroom 

now and believe I‟m making progress both as a teacher and with the 

kids.  

She has gained additional students in her class – she now has 13 students. One of the 

new students creates anxiety for Audrey. He has a significant history of violence to 

peers, staff and property and is supposed to have a full time aide with him, something 

which is not available until the next term. Other new students have severe hearing, 

speech and learning difficulties. She has experienced threatening behaviour from a 

student:  

Basically held as hostage at school (after school) while [one of the 

students] tried to get in. He threw rocks, banged glass, squirted the hose 

at everything, rattled the doors…finally he threw a rock through the 

window…we did get home safely on both occasions eventually. 

Despite these difficulties she says: 

A funny lot yet somehow I love them all and the school staff and district 

office staff (with the exception of Hussein) are all really, really 

supportive. 

 

She feels very comfortable with the other staff at the school, with the exception of 

Hussein. She feels that she has support about her difficulties with her housemate. She 

meets with some of the staff once a week for craft activities and this provides a strong 

support network for Audrey. 

 

Audrey has attended some professional development at District Office, has completed 

her Bronze medallion course so that she can take students on water based excursions 
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and has a learner‟s permit for her bus licence. She is developing and extending 

professionally relevant skills. She has also helped with the production of a community 

newspaper which has been met with an enthusiastic response. 

 

Audrey has visitors from Perth over the Easter weekend and really enjoyed the 

opportunity to socialise, especially with the absence of Hussein; however, the tensions 

escalate on his return. He accuses her of entering his room in his absence, revealing that 

he had the room “booby trapped”. Hussein and Audrey agree to cook and shop 

completely independently. Audrey believes that the tension at home has a direct impact 

on her experiences in the classroom. She describes herself as “a little short of patience at 

School on Thursday which I do think was a carry over from the Hussein debacle”. 

  

She believes that his behaviour has become vengeful, attempting now to cause her 

maximum disruption. He takes leave to travel to Perth, heading off in the middle of the 

night, leaving his alarm clock to go off, full volume, with house lights left on and doors 

unlocked. 

 

Term 2 

The term one holidays provided little in the way of rest and relaxation for Audrey. She 

spent the first week recovering from the removal of wisdom teeth, only to come down 

with Chicken Pox. She returned to Holt on the third day of school. Her immediate 

response is “I want to go home…all I‟ve wanted to do is go to bed and cry since I got 

back”. 

 

She describes the atmosphere in the house as “horrible”. Hussein has “hinted” at staying 

a second year, making a second year for Audrey completely out of the question. 

If he stays I don‟t think I could. I love the job but I hate living with him. 

I can‟t live like this anymore. We need to sit down and talk as I feel the 

atmosphere at home is very hostile and I‟m miserable here when he is 

here. 

Someone from the regional centre finally visits to discuss the housing situation with 

Audrey and she represents that she will not stay if the situation doesn‟t change.  

 

Audrey is able to gain little support from her boyfriend whose solution is that she should 

just leave the situation. He can‟t understand her desire to continue at Holt and he is 

therefore not sympathetic. But the tension between Audrey and Hussein escalates to 

implied threats of violence when Audrey attempts to discuss her concerns with Hussein. 

After making an appointment with him to talk about the issues, and despite her 

intentions that she would “calmly discuss stuff, not accuse or attack, just lay everything 

out, work out where we stand with each other and clear the air”. She describes the reality 

as very different: 

world war three occurred…[he] started yelling and shouting at me…and 

then he threatened me. He got up really close, still shouting, wagging his 

finger at me and shouted that…I had better watch out…and he walked 

out shouting in another language. 

Audrey took refuge next door, where the Teacher Assistant telephoned the principal who 

came around immediately. Discussions between the principal and Hussein the next day 

revealed that Hussein is not coping, has a range of personal issues and that he requires 

counselling. However, there is no solution to the problem of Audrey continuing to live in 

the same house. There is simply no other housing available.  
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I don‟t want to have to tippy toe around him just because he has issues 

and takes some of them out on me…things have gone too far for us to be 

more than simply civil.  

I don‟t think he‟ll physically hurt me – I‟m not worried about that I 

think he could do quite a few other things but I don‟t know. 

 

Subsequent discussions with District Office, the union, and GEHA produce no long 

term solutions. According to Audrey, GEHAs response was “grow up and get a life”. 

Should Audrey feel threatened again she has been told that she can be accommodated 

in the Hotel – somewhere she also feels uncomfortable as a non-drinker but Audrey 

believes “for my own well being I can‟t live here with this [person]”. 

She faces a real dilemma about staying in Holt in the shared housing or 

leaving: 

I found that it was really hard when it came to the crunch and I thought 

if he doesn‟t go I will. It was still yeah, but are you really going to leave 

in the middle of the year. I don‟t know. I was thinking that I would 

probably still stick it out to the end, but I don‟t know whether I could 

have or just a thing that…I didn‟t want to do because I liked the job here 

and I was cool with the people here and I‟d settled in. I wasn‟t the one 

having the personal issues, someone else was. Why should I have to be 

the one to leave, but with the push factor I don‟t know if I would have 

gone. It was strong in my thinking. 

Audrey‟s father eventually contacts a personal friend in the Department of Education 

and Training to represent the difficulties Audrey is facing. It appears that this created 

some action, however any solution is likely to be a long term proposition.  

 

Staffing of the school appears to be a continual juggling act. There are no relief teachers 

available and that means that any absence by any staff member must be covered by the 

two teachers, the principal and the support staff. This involves the registrar stepping in 

to the classroom on regular occasions. Audrey finds herself to be the only qualified 

person at school and the youngest when both the Principal and Hussein are away sick. 

The children are juggled between the teacher aide, the AEIO and the registrar, but 

Audrey has complete responsibility. Regular absences by Hussein increase the workload 

for all staff, however, Audrey is happy to pay this price for some respite from him. 

I‟m cheering at the prospect of having the house to myself…I realised 

just how much the depressing atmosphere at home is getting to me when 

he was away…I was able to relax and I had heaps of patience with the 

kids at school. I‟ve noticed myself snapping very quickly at times, 

raising my voice more and getting fed up easily at school and I really do 

think that‟s the direct result of the housing situation.  

 

Audrey‟s personal situation is also disturbed by the news that her neighbours the town 

policeman and the teacher assistant are leaving town.  

even though you don‟t tend to do a lot with them, like at night and stuff 

they‟re always there. You can go outside and have a chat with someone. 

You can go next door. [Teacher Assistant] and I have been going down 

to [regional centre] together to shop and stuff and it made a huge 

difference when I got here. 
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As a substitute, she plans to increase her contact with some of the young female 

teachers in a town about one hour‟s drive away: “when [Teacher‟s Aide] goes they‟ll 

become more of a lifeline out”. 

 

Audrey is aware of the social isolation, but she has adapted to the situation. Her partner 

is still struggling with the separation and this places additional pressures on Audrey.  

I‟m 21, I‟m in this town, there‟s no one my age, I‟ve got no 

one…there‟s nothing here. 

It‟s just so hard to say goodbye every time that‟s all. But I don‟t think 

that will get easier. You‟ve only got a couple of days together and then 

the last day, particularly for him he knows that he has to say goodbye 

again so he tries to distance himself. 

She is receiving a lot of pressure from her boyfriend and family to leave Holt, but she 

feels a strong sense of commitment to her contract. She says: 

I‟ve got used to doing stuff on my own and not doing a lot. It‟s not such 

a big deal to me, but he doesn‟t see that and I don‟t think anything will 

ever make him understand that and I think I came here and I said I‟m 

coming for 2 years and I don‟t really know how to explain it, I don‟t 

know why and everyone wants to know why are you still there, why are 

you still saying you‟re going to have the 2 years when there‟s nothing 

there and I don‟t know. I just feel that I want to and someone says you 

won‟t be the first teacher who leaves and I said I don‟t have another 

explanation I just can‟t turn it down and say I‟m leaving…and I think 

that for me I said I was going to do it therefore I have to do it to say that 

I‟ve done it and even though everyone says if you do if for one year 

you‟ve still done it, you‟re doing it now and you're doing it, but it‟s not 

quite. 

 

At the beginning of June she finally receives news that improves her housing situation: 

Hussein is leaving at the end of term. She has only five more weeks to endure, although 

she is then faced with the uncertainty of restaffing the position and the inevitable 

concern over who she may have to share the house with in the future. 

She is receiving positive support from all of the other staff at the school, especially as 

there have been recent displays of behaviour at school that are consistent with Audrey‟s 

descriptions of his behaviour at home. She is aware of the conflict between personal and 

professional lives:  

They impact on school and in such a small town the only people you‟ve 

really got to talk to are the other people at school and I think sometimes 

I shouldn‟t be saying this, but if I don‟t say it to someone then I just 

have to deal with it, but even if they don‟t say anything if they just listen 

I suppose it‟s unfortunate in that sense that they have to work with him 

as well. 

 

At school the term is busy with nothing like a “normal” week. They have had an activity 

day, parent learning journey, testing and regional professional development. She 

enjoyed the activity day and the disco run at school for the students. She most enjoys 

the busy days that keep her occupied and limit the amount of time she has for concern 

about her personal circumstances. She notes that the attendance and transience of the 

students has been worse this term. Every day she is presented with a different group of 

children and different class dynamics. She is feeling confident and relaxed in the 
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classroom and believes that she is learning new skills every day. She is critical that her 

pre-service education did not adequately prepare her for this experience, particularly the 

units on indigenous education. She is getting used to working with the AEIO who has 

children in the classroom and is related to a number of the other children. 

It took a bit of getting used to…and most of them are her nieces and 

nephews as well, do you tell them off and do you do this and do you do 

that and sometimes you say a few conflicting things and stuff. When I 

first got here…having someone else in the room a lot of the time was a 

bit hard. You‟d sit down to do a mat session and there was someone else 

there watching you and you‟d think, oh hold on what do I say. You feel 

a bit self conscious like when [Teacher‟s Aide] would come in but I 

think I‟ve pretty much got over that. 

 

Her work environment provides her with the satisfaction that makes enduring her home 

circumstances possible. 

I really enjoy it. I think that those years at uni were worth it. There are 

some things you get frustrated with and you think if I was in a bigger 

school I would have all these other people to talk to, but also I like being 

in a small school because me with a large group of people, I probably 

wouldn‟t say boo and I‟d live in my own little classroom whereas here 

you get more involved in the school. I really love it here at school.  

 

Staffing of the school for the next term creates uncertainty. They will be short of a 

teacher‟s aide and a teacher. Enquiries to the principal about the vacancy have been 

discouraging: an untrained indigenous woman and a teacher from overseas. There are 

planned events that will be challenging to implement with a staff shortage: 

It‟s just a wait and see. When it came up in the staff meeting it‟s oh he‟s 

not going to be here. What do we do about bike ed? What do we do 

about camp? Those things where you‟ve got both [Hussein] and 

[teacher‟s aide] that were going to be around for there‟s three of you and 

now it‟s down to one. There‟s all the sports carnivals next term at 

[surrounding towns] out and about. It‟s a bit scary now, particularly if 

someone else doesn‟t come then that leaves me. 

 

The final days of term provide a fitting climax to Audrey‟s interaction with Hussein. He 

departs, ostensibly for the weekend, but Audrey is convinced that he will not return. 

Bogus telephone calls from his friends create suspicion in the mind of the principal and 

investigations reveal that he has returned his GEHA keys, left his school keys at school 

and departed without provision of a forwarding address for electricity and telephone 

bills. It is an enormous relief to Audrey that this person is now out of her life. She looks 

forward to the holidays and a new start next term. 

 

Term 3 

Audrey has bought herself a puppy during the holidays so she has returned to Holt with 

some company. Owning a puppy places some restrictions on her ability to stay 

overnight in the regional centre, but she believes that the company is well worth it. 

Audrey is very relieved to have returned to her housing , without the worry of having a 

housemate: 

Much more relaxed at home now. So you can do your own thing in your 

own time. You don‟t have to worry that someone else is in the shower or 
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someone is on the phone when you want to make a phone call. You can 

make your dinner when you want...you need your own space for those 

little things…I can do what I want when I‟m alone. You don‟t have to 

worry about it. 

 

The staffing vacancies have not yet been filled, but a short term relief arrives. Audrey is 

initially relieved to be sharing with someone who: “actually talks to you, shares 

cooking, watches tele”. While she was enjoying living alone she appreciates the 

company and the assistance at school. There is a tension between the need to have 

company and the need for personal space.  

Yes I would like a person next door or down the street, definitely, but I 

like living on my own better than with a stranger or a nutter!! One bad 

experience has put me off forever…I‟m scared about having to go 

through that again. 

With the departure of Hussein, she is now happy to remain for a second year, although 

she accepts that she is likely to have to share housing again in the future. 

 

Audrey found support in dealing with difficulties such as the housing problem, from 

attending the New Teacher‟s Seminar in the last week of the previous term: 

I think the most beneficial was to go and have all the sessions and to talk 

to people who are in similar situations as you. Every country school, 

they‟re dealing with house mates, they‟re dealing with GEHA, they‟re 

dealing with aboriginal students, yeah, all these similar situations away 

from Perth, away from family and partners and leaving all that behind 

and going off to work and juggling all that. That was the most 

beneficial. 

 

Her partner continues to struggle with Audrey‟s absence and has sought counselling to 

assist him. Audrey found out that he is entitled to access counselling through the 

Department of Education because he is the partner of a teacher and the problems are 

related to Audrey‟s employment. She has decided that she will return to Perth at the end 

of the next year. 

I can‟t stay away from [boyfriend] longer than 2 years and it‟s too much 

to ask to put any relationship through a long distance challenge for 

longer – it‟s too hard and I don‟t want to risk losing him over a job. 

 

By the middle of term the staffing vacancy remains unfilled. With absences by the 

principal, the school is left staffed by Audrey, the registrar (working in classes) and the 

AEIO.  

Like the one day last week when [principal] wasn‟t back from her PD 

yet and [registrar] was at hers so there was me and the aboriginal aide 

running the school. He was in with the big kids and I was in with mine 

and I just ran between the classes when I needed to. 

as the most senior [staff member] there…you just thought if something 

happens I wear it this week and that worried me a bit because the 

registrar was doing teaching and she‟s supposed to be put on as an 

untrained teacher, but it hasn‟t happened yet so technically if something 

had happened I would have worn it and I didn‟t like that idea, but what 

am I going to do?  
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Audrey believes that some of the staffing difficulties are due to its lack of remote status. 

She believes that it should be remote, but has been told that because it‟s not on a gravel 

road it doesn‟t qualify for remote status. Teachers who have made enquiries about the 

positions have withdrawn their interest when they discover that it is not classified as 

remote. She has contacted the union to keep pushing the issues of housing and the school 

classification in relation to employment entitlements, but she has been dissatisfied with 

the response. The lack of relief staff is also an issue which compounds the staffing 

difficulties at the school. The issue was raised recently at some regional professional 

development: 

[Principal] said how about relief staff? We‟ve been promised a relief 

teacher 4 different times and they‟ve said yes, yes, they‟re definitely 

coming. They‟ve been things that we‟ve booked ahead because we‟ve 

known someone was going to something…the relief's fallen through 

again and we know that now, but they won‟t find us another one by next 

Thursday they never do. That‟s 4 times that‟s happened. We can‟t get 

relief. I haven‟t DOTT time this week; I haven‟t had DOTT for the 2 

weeks before that. You get paid internal relief but you still have to find 

those extra hours to do stuff. 

 

Audrey has been telephoned by a fourth year education student who is interested in the 

position as an intern in term 4. This means she will need to adapt to her third housemate 

for the year and the prospect of someone different again at the beginning of the next 

year. She is increasingly resenting the need to adapt to new people in her personal 

space.  

I‟m really nervous about having to live with a third stranger this year. I 

don‟t want to, but I have no choice and I don‟t like that. One bad (long) 

experience has scarred me for life, yet as long as I stay in Holt I will 

have to share a house. It sucks…but as much as it unnerves me and 

gives me that sinking feeling I‟ll deal with it just like everything else.  

I would never have thought that housing would be my biggest issue in a 

remote town. Lack of social life, challenging kids, behaviour 

management, loneliness – any of these I wouldn‟t be surprised if they 

bothered me but no, my issue is housing. 

The telephone interaction that Audrey has had with this new staff member already has 

created some concerns.  

 

She has visited with the girls at the nearby town, but many of the activities and local 

events are based on the consumption of large quantities of alcohol: “not being a drinker 

I‟m a bit of an outsider. I spend most of my time alone”. She often has afternoon tea 

with the principal and cleaner, a way of winding down in the afternoon: 

[The cleaner] she says come over on the weekend, feel free to drop 

around. The nurse has said the same to me. She said if you‟re bored or 

lonely on the weekend drop around, but I haven‟t gone to the nursing 

post but I have been to [cleaner‟s]. 

She attends any local event in the region, including a centenary shooting competition. 

Audrey always takes up the challenge even though it is outside her comfort zone. She 

gets involved in what ever opportunities present. She has been interviewed on local 

community events for radio and television and had her photo in the regional newspaper. 

At school, she is also noticing the progress being made by her students: 
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It‟s really exciting to see the progress my little year ones in particular 

are making. They didn‟t even know any letters or sounds at the 

beginning of the year and now they‟re reading. 

 

She finds it exciting to see the direct benefit of her teaching. She enjoyed watching her 

students explaining their work when the District Director arrived for a surprise visit. 

She comments: 

My kids spontaneously took his hand and dragged him all over the 

classroom showing and explaining every display we have and taking 

him step by step through their work. It was great to see them so 

enthusiastically sharing their learning and describing what they learned. 

Things do get through! 

Audrey still spends many extra hours on preparation and planning out of school hours. 

She has tried to cut back on the weekend, but often still spends time on making 

resources. She is still feeling very positive about her teaching: 

I don‟t have a problem getting up in the mornings and going to school. I 

still really enjoy it. Quite happy to be there. School is never boring. 

There‟s always something to do and always something going on. And 

because you get to talk to people as well. 

 

Her performance appraisal has been conducted throughout the year. This is not 

something which has worried Audrey because of her close working relationship with 

the principal.  

I have done stuff in both first and second term. We‟ve met and she‟s 

come in and watched a lesson and given me feedback on it 

and…because you work so closely you tend to know what‟s going on. 

Because she covers my DOTT time she can see where the kids are at 

and she can see that they're moving forward, but there is a formal 

document...I sat down and looked at it and them she sat down with me 

and looked at it and then she went away and did whatever she had to do 

and came back. Talking to the girls at [local town] it is no where near as 

detailed as what they have to do. She hasn‟t looked at my programmes 

all year, other than to establish that yes I‟ve got them. She‟s quite 

happy…if I‟ve got them, and she can see the kids are learning…it 

wasn‟t such a big daunting process. It was just something that happened. 

Audrey is really looking forward to the holidays, but not the return to the unknowns of 

the final term. 

 

Term 4 

Audrey is relieved when she returns to find that the new teacher has been 

accommodated in the house next door (formerly occupied by the policeman and the 

teacher assistant) rather than in her house.  

just as I approached place I got really nervous, just as I drove up and I 

expected to see someone‟s car in my driveway instead of next door. It 

was a relief, but I was surprised to realise how I felt. 

This is a terrific outcome for Audrey, allowing her company and space, but after having 

a wonderfully relaxing holiday, Audrey finds the separation from family and friends 

challenging. This is made more difficult by ill health and the need to take a couple of 

days off sick, just prior to the school camp. The school camp is a great success, an 
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exhausting 6 days in Perth. The experience of planning and accepting full responsibility 

for the students is a further area of skill development and confidence for Audrey. 

 

During her absence the GEHA team finally visited Holt and agreed that Audrey‟s house 

was not suitable as shared accommodation and that single accommodation was 

necessary. It is not likely that this will be finished within Audrey‟s time at Holt.  

 

Audrey is spending a lot of time on plotting student achievement on assessment scales 

and reviewing their achievement for the year. She is beginning to plan for next year and 

reflects on the difference between the lives of these children and her own experiences: 

Teaching these kids has been fantastic but it really shows you how 

different their lives are. What I knew and had been exposed to at 6 years 

old and what they live with everyday are worlds apart! Even at 22, those 

kids have experienced first hand some things I still hope to never have 

to deal with personally and that does make it hard at times to properly 

understand their behaviour. 

She also reflects on the way she has changed as a result of living in Holt: 

I do think I‟ve changed in some ways this year and being alone so much 

has actually meant I‟ve lost the need to “do” something all the time 

which I used to feel. 

 

The final term is full of so many activities, parent day, school review, Christmas 

concert, arrival of two lots of visitors, a visit from the itinerant languages teacher and a 

cultural day run by parents. It makes the time really fly. Audrey and the other teacher 

have worked really hard to create a terrific end of year concert, overcoming the “shame” 

factor experienced by many of the indigenous students. Audrey had choreographed the 

dancing. The District Office staff attending were very impressed. 

I love working here and it‟s been a really enjoyable term with my kids – 

especially as I‟ve got no worries home here or home in Perth and I think 

that makes a huge difference to my tolerance levels at school. [The 

principal] is really happy with my performance this year and I can see 

the progress kids have made in my class and it‟s exciting to realise I 

helped- whether it be with tiny steps or giant leaps they‟ve made. 

[A] kid that came in this year…in year one, she didn‟t know her 

alphabet. She didn‟t know her sounds and now she‟s overtaken the year 

3 kids with her reading. She‟ll pick up anything. Now she‟ll just pick up 

any book and read it. She has a photographic memory. She doesn‟t 

know the word, you tell her what it is, she‟s got it. She‟ll know next 

time. It‟s just amazing to see her do that. 

All those things with the kids make the positives. They‟re actually 

learning and they‟ve been in your class. You must have done something 

this year. You hear them say stuff when they come in, show their 

parents what they‟ve done. 

 

She has also enjoyed involved in some of the whole of school planning with the 

principal: the school development plan and reports.  

This term I‟ve been involved in everything that goes on in that 

office…and [principal] will say Audrey can you just do this and she‟s 

been writing the school development plan and the school report…she‟s 
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run up and said on Sunday I‟m here at school doing this and we have to 

put priorities in for next year, what should our priorities be?...in another 

school whether you would know what was going on in that office quite 

so much and looking at all the kids testing result, we did that together 

and graphed it together so you feel a part of it and I‟m quite prepared to 

give my opinion. 

However, the principal has applied to take long service leave in the second semester of 

the next year. This creates a new issue of uncertainty for Audrey. Will the school be 

able to find a replacement principal? It‟s likely that the person will be relatively 

inexperienced. What impact will that have? This is a real concern because Audrey feels 

that the Principal has really helped to look after her this year. 

[Principal]…would often come back late on a Sunday afternoon and 

she‟d ring when she got here or she‟d come around and say how was 

your weekend, are you ok type of thing which she had always done even 

when neighbour was here, it was like that…and even when she went she 

went to Perth on PD rang a couple of times at home. Very keen on 

keeping staff and making sure she‟s got happy teachers. 

 

She has adapted to friendships with people of a diverse age range, another new 

experience: 

I would never have thought that I could be friends with people in their 

40s...I‟ve never really been as friends, always mum and dad‟s friends or 

people from church…I would never have thought I would…make 

friends with the people that are here…never thought that. 

 

She still thinks ahead to the end of the next year and is certain that she will return to 

Perth at all costs at the end of the second year. 

And knowing partner, he will never move up here...I don‟t want to get 

too settled anywhere because I am going back to Perth next year…After 

2 years up here I‟ll apply for private school jobs. I know that there is a 

high chance that I won‟t get relocated to Perth. 

 

The disruption on their relationship has been significant. Even visits together are a 

„double-edge sword‟. 

I thought it would be easier for him because he‟s still at home with 

everybody around him, but it ended up for him being harder because 

everything he now does he used to do with me, but now he‟s by himself 

whereas I don't see any of that and I don‟t do anything so it doesn‟t 

matter so much…He‟s settled down again after the holidays…whereas 

I‟ve found this term really hard because he hasn‟t come up, but I don‟t 

know whether for him it might have been a bit easier because he didn‟t 

get that disruption of seeing me and having to leave again…You go 

home for the holidays and for me I just slip back into where I was 

before, but for him he has to fit me back in and he hasn‟t had to do it for 

a whole term where as I slot back in to where I was…He has to change 

his life every time I come home. Whereas for me I‟m coming home to 

Perth and that‟s a change anyway. I just pick up where I left off when I 

was last here. He said it was weird when I came home. He upset me 

when he said that and he was trying to explain what he meant, but it 

came out really badly. 
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I think I probably cried more this year than I have ever done. It‟s not 

like you‟re permanently unhappy, but little things affect you more. 

 

Audrey sums up her experiences for the year: 

I didn‟t come up with too many. I tend to not think too far into the 

future. I think about now…just how to help the kids move along, to be 

about to put in structures that would make a difference…see what 

works…trial and error, gain confidence and settle down. 

 

Second Year 

I next spoke to Audrey in the middle of March of her second year. She is once again 

sharing the house with the second teacher, but this time the teacher is female and of a 

similar age. Despite being very nervous about the situation she believes it‟s fine. 

It's much more positive. It's probably still not ideal. It would still be 

better if you were still separate, but I don't have any problems this time 

so it's good to have the company. 

In fact, she felt more comfortable than previously when returning to Holt: “it was more 

like coming home than it has been before.” However, there are rumours that another 

teacher will be located in Holt to teach in a nearby station community. This creates 

uncertainty once again about the housing situation. The continual and ongoing 

disruption and threats of disruption are very unsettling. The more settled positive home 

environment is valued by Audrey because of it‟s impact on her professional role: 

I just don't have the hassles at home. I think school's still fairly similar. 

I'm probably more comfortable, more confident...None of it really gets 

to me. 

 

The school has thirty five students attending this year including 2 high school students 

in year 8 and 9. Although the school is eligible for an increased staffing allowance, 

because of the housing shortage and the difficulty of getting applications for Holt this is 

extremely unlikely to happen. Audrey is teaching Pre Primary to year 3 instead of K – 4 

as she did last year. This means that the class is reconfigured during the day to meet the 

needs of the different groups within the staffing allocation. Audrey now has an aide in 

her rooms in the morning. She does not find this helpful. His own children are in the 

class and she is challenged by the approach he takes with them.  

I have four of his kids in my room. They will not listen to me, because if 

they don't do what I say they turn to him and he bribes them to do it. 'If 

you do it I'll give you two dollars'. 'If you do it I'll take you to 

McDonalds'. 'If you do it I'll give you a lolly'. But they're not going to 

listen to me because they're going to get a bribe and an extra thing if 

they do it from their Dad. He can't read and write. He thinks he's the 

teacher. He's just completely useless and I have more hassles with him 

in there. There are other students who don't get along with him. So I 

basically have half my class who cannot work with him, so he may as 

well not be in there…It's just hard when you do have help, but the help 

is not any help. It actually makes more work for you.  

 

Audrey and the new teacher share some concerns about the workload, particularly the 

extra curricular activities that they are expected to implement: 

So you've got all these extra things that are above and beyond just usual 

classroom teaching that you've got to fit in to your time and to school 
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time and this person's coming in and that person's coming in. The 

community newspaper needs to get up and running again and there's the 

MSE testing to do and she wants to start bingo nights and kids clubs 

and...there's this sports day. 

 

The principal tends to generate the ideas and leave the implementation to the teachers, 

something they are starting to resent. She has already taken a group of students away on 

camp to the Regional Centre, primarily for swimming lessons. 

I mean I've just spent all my DOTT time for the last few weeks just on 

the phone organising camp, let alone worrying about what I was going 

to do for every week in between. 

I've got [other teacher] to complain to and she's feeling the same thing. 

So in that way it's quite good…someone else who's having the same 

problems within the same setting that you can talk to.  

you think why am I there at seven am and don't leave until five and then 

bring something home and then have to go in on the weekends? Why 

does a teacher's life have to be just the school? 

While Audrey still takes on all of these duties she feels frustrated that the school 

appears to be the only source of community spirit. 

And then when you've got the community to go to organise, and the 

community newspaper to write and then you decide 'oh let's do bingo'. 

'Let's run a kids club for the older kids and...it's all very well and good 

because you‟re here you've got nothing else to do. I don't mind doing it. 

But the thing is, why is the school the only one? Why are we the only 

ones in the whole community that care? Why are we the only ones doing 

anything? There's a shire, why don't they do anything? There's parents. 

Why don't they do anything? There's a youth and citizens group. But 

they're not doing anything. Why is it all down to the school? Because it's 

frustrating.  

 

Even at this stage of the year, Audrey is looking forward to the end of the year and an 

opportunity for a change of experience: 

Talk of what's going to happen at the end of the year and next year and 

can see the light at the end of the tunnel I think…I like teaching here, 

but it's good to know it's going to end soon. I said the other day, I don't 

think I could have these kids for a third year, because they're just so 

trying and I think it will be good to have a fresh start somewhere else 

again…it's the same kids. It's not a new class of kids. Exactly the same 

ones with a few extras thrown into it. 

However, the familiarity of the same students provides some bonuses: 

It was easier starting the term off, because I could just start straight in. I 

didn't have to do the whole getting to know you and where are you at, 

because I knew. So it is sort of easier. I knew where I was going, what I 

wanted to do, where the kids needed to be. So in that sense it's made it 

easier, but I think I find my patience is probably not quite as good 

because I think you were in this room last year. You know how things 

work, you know the rules, you set the rules, stick to them. You think, 

why do I have to go through all this again? 
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Audrey has a bigger class this year with 19 students, but the same issues of absenteeism 

and transience exist. 

 

She actively reflects on her teaching in an effort to improve, particularly her classroom 

management, but she is aware that the social context of her students is something she 

cannot change: 

it's just all those extra things and all the social issues that are happening 

that you've got to deal with. That you've got to factor in before you even 

have to worry about the teaching side…And you know you want to get 

this activity and this activity done, but somebody flew off the handle or 

this one didn't listen and…you have…do a whole thing on your class 

rules or looking after each other and you know this went out the window 

because something else came up and that was more important. 

Somebody was upset and you had to sit with them and try and get them 

to do something.  

 

Her performance management is continuing, but she feels some frustration about lack of 

access to professional development in the areas that she feels she needs assistance. She 

feels comfortable with the process and the interaction with the principal. 

I think because her office door is across from my classroom door she 

hears everything that goes on in there anyway. And if I've got a problem 

I'm in there. She knows what's going on in my room. And because it's a 

small school we have to work together it's not as threatening. I'm used to 

working with her.  

 

While Audrey‟s boyfriend appears to be coping with her absence more successfully, she 

is aware that she needs to look elsewhere for employment at the end of the year: 

I'm quite happy teaching. I'm even quite happy living in the country. I 

would take up another country posting, but [boyfriend] is not going to 

follow me. So I've got to make that decision where I'm going to go. 

 

Audrey has adapted to the physical and social isolation resulting from her appointment 

to Holt Community School. She has coped with the trauma of shared housing with a 

dysfunctional colleague, the anxiety and tension arising from the separation with her 

partner by committing to her work duties, engaging in any social opportunities with 

colleagues of diverse ages and roles and adding to the social capital of the community 

by organising community services such as a local newsletter. She has developed a 

diverse range of professional skills, received feedback from her principal through both 

informal contact and the formal appraisal process, taken on additional responsibilities 

and coped with a workload increased by the absence of relief staff. She feels confident 

that she has made a difference to the learning of children in her class and this has 

contributed to her sense of job satisfaction. She is planning on completing her second 

year at Holt and then returning to a Perth-based appointment, with the private sector if 

necessary. This two-year stay has given greater staffing stability to the Holt Community 

School than has existed for some time.  
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CASE STUDY OF CHARLES: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Charles is a male novice teacher, in his 30s. He has just completed a Graduate Diploma 

in Education, with a major in Science Curriculum and a minor in Mathematics. He left 

school at 14, later returning to complete high school as a mature age student. He 

completed an initial tertiary qualification in pathology and worked as a relief pathology 

assistant state wide.  

 

Charles describes his career transition as a calling inspired by the need to be involved in 

an occupation with human interaction and to provide guidance to teenagers. He 

describes his own teenage education as disrupted by the death of his father and the lack 

of a role model. His career change is a very definite choice which has involved a 

significant drop in salary and financial reliance on Ausstudy during his studies. He 

believes that this imposed a financial burden on himself and his family. He stresses the 

desire to move away from a purely logical and scientific profession to one which has 

more opportunities to engage with people and have personal relationships. 

 

Current Context: Widderwodka Senior High School 

Charles has accepted a one year contract as a secondary Science teacher at 

Widderwodka Senior High School. He has been placed in unfurnished GEHA housing. 

 

Widderwodka Senior High School has a population of approximately 800 students and 

90 staff. Thirty percent of the students are indigenous. The school catchment includes 

students from the local town (40%), students bussing in from other towns (30%) and 

students who board at a local hostel (30%). The staff consists of approximately 30% of 

older long term residents, 20% of temporary and probationary teachers and a group of 

transients who remain at the school for about four years.  

 

Widderwodka is a regional centre in a mixed farming locality. It has a population of 

approximately, 4,500 people. 

 

While Widderwodka was Charles‟ 43
rd

 choice of location, at the beginning of the year 

he has a positive attitude, describing the location as “ambient” with attractive scenery. 

The main criteria for his choice of location involved access to cricket and a place for his 

dog. He believes that he was well informed about the location and aspects of living at 

the location including likely cost increases prior to accepting his appointment. 

 

Term 1 

I first spoke to Charles in February, just two weeks into the school year. The influence 

of Charles‟ previous career (in medical science) was evident with his dominant concern 

being the knowledge of and correct use of procedures. Within the first couple of weeks 

he has experienced two incidents related to the use of school procedures. In the first 

incident, he challenged the nurse for sticking to “bureaucracy or red tape” because the 

correct coloured note was not sent with a child. He believed that the nurse had neglected 

duty of care to the child‟s well being. The second incident involved a girl throwing 

paper while on yard duty. The incident escalated and the child was sent to the Deputy 

Principal. Charles believes he has followed procedures precisely and yet he has been 

called up to explain his handling of the situation, firstly to the principal and secondly to 

the HOD Science. Charles has read all of the procedural information supplied by the 
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school and believes he has acted according to the stipulated processes. He has 

documented his actions on each occasion. In relation to these incidents he reflects: 

Coming from medical science which is very individual, where you 

work alone…there are no people skills in medical science…which is 

one reason why I got out of there to a very community orientated 

[career] and that‟s a hard transition indeed. 

He sees these initial problems as part of the process of getting used to a new system and 

“The dynamacy (sic) of treating each person as an individual with their own way about 

it”. 

 

However Charles feels comfortable settling into his new workplace and the broader 

community, commenting: “My department are great, they work as a team…they‟re a 

close knit bunch and I‟ve been welcomed”. While he was initially defensive about 

having to explain his actions, he seems to have accepted the experience as part of the 

learning process. He believes that his maturity has helped him to settle in and that his 

willingness to follow procedures has also helped: “I follow procedures. I get in line you 

know. I get along by going along and I fitted in…and I guess that‟s a large bit to do 

with maturity”. 

 

Charles intensively prepared for his relocation to Widderwodka. He contacted the Head 

of Department and other teachers finding out about the resources available within the 

school and the nature of the community. As he says: “I‟m bringing my professional side 

down here but I‟m bringing my personal life too” He had visited the town previously 

and had formed a positive impression: 

I think it‟s a pretty town, people are ambient, they‟re buoyant, there‟s 

a certain optimism in the town and I liked it…Widderwodka is a really 

pretty town. There are hills everywhere and I‟m sure it‟s going to be 

really nice and green in Winter. 

In his previous work he had travelled the state extensively and felt very positive about 

Widderwodka as a comfortable location. 

 

Charles is similarly focussed on his preparation for teaching, finding out about the 

established school systems and classroom management. He has purchased texts ahead 

and made contact with other people that may have resources that he can use. He is 

concerned about organising his resources and organising record keeping procedures. 

Getting myself organised as in what is my system going to be for 

marking? What is my system, my own personal system going to be for 

recording marks…How can I get somebody‟s timetable off the school 

computer? You know, learning about the school. 

He seems highly organised with seating plans, detailed teaching programs and resource 

files. 

 

Establishing positive relationships with students seems to be a strong desire for Charles, 

something which motivated his change of career direction. With the death of his own 

father as a child, he believes he lacked a “guide” and he now wants to be able to make a 

difference in the lives of teenagers: 

I knew that what I needed as a kid was just some form of direction, 

someone to say hey hang on a moment look at your options…I feel 

that I‟ve been engineered and geared up for this profession…for a lot 
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of personal reasons and because of what I am as well as who I am….I 

felt it was a calling. 

He wants to establish a very democratic classroom, seeing himself as a facilitator. He 

has definite views about use of appropriate language and chewing. He believes that he is 

setting affable boundaries. However, he already indicates that he aspires to a career in 

tertiary education and working with adults. 

 

Charles reflects on his developing skills and is aware of his personal learning curve: 

This is my craft you know…and it‟s really dynamic. I know that I‟m 

gonna be learning a lot for the rest of my career, but at the moment it‟s 

exponential 

I‟m learning my people skills. I‟m learning how to read situations in 

the classroom. I‟m learning to have more than one set of eyes and 

even such things as positioning yourself when you talk to students. 

Charles is trying to develop active learning strategies, altering his ideas to suit the 

maturity and skills of each group. He is teaching Year 8s, 9s and 10s. 

 

Term 2 

In second term, Charles continues to focus on his developing relationships with 

students, developing pedagogical and behaviour management skills. He talks 

extensively about “fitting in” within the school and the community, indicating a strong 

desire to “belong” in a range of situations. However, there are some contradictions and 

tensions developing in his accounts and towards the end of term he becomes embroiled 

in a difficult conflict.  

 

Charles is working long hours and he is happy to make this initial investment in his 

career development, believing that his workload will eventually become easier: 

Time‟s not something I have a great deal of or at least not for myself. 

But that will change, that will change…I‟m sure next year my 

workload won‟t be as much but I‟m looking 5-10 years down the 

track. I want to have filing systems – I‟m making sure it is organised 

because then I won‟t have the same problem next year. I‟m 

considering the future when I do it again next year. 

 

While his contract is only for 12 months he would like to stay longer because he feels 

comfortable and believes that he is establishing himself in the school: 

I don‟t know if I‟m going to be here next year. And I‟d like to be here 

this time next year because, as I say, I‟m settling in nicely and I tell 

you…I‟m building relationships with kids. It‟s going to be a lot 

easier…I want to be here next year for a lot of reasons. 

He recounts anecdotes of interacting with students, individuals and small groups in a 

positive way:  

I think I‟m reaching this level where I can relate and they have some 

freedom of speech…so in summary my relationships with the kids are 

strengthening. 

I‟ve been accepted here as a person and as a teacher and because I‟m 

not an airhead or an idiot I‟m respected in my own right. It‟s been a 

lot easier to get on with it. Maybe it was Drykus who said everybody 
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has the ultimate goal of belonging and that really is the case. It‟s been 

a lot easier to do that. 

I have had one or two kids who have tried to be defiant and call me 

names…but I just didn‟t make an issue out of it. My relationship with 

the kids is generally good. 

 

He has been asked by students to assist with the organisation of an “informal” camp 

during the school holidays and he has been nurturing a child who appears to be isolated. 

He comments on the development of respect in the students. Issues of authority and 

power seem important to him. Conversely, he notes that kids do not speak to him 

outside of school. There is a tension between visibility in the shopping centre and a 

sense of isolation: 

It may sound like I don‟t have a life – spent in Coles – the social 

gathering place. I was in a line and I thought gee I feel really, really 

visible. I recognised a few people. I felt really alone then. 

He claims to wish to protect his privacy because he believes that he will be inundated 

by requests for private tuition. 

 

Charles also believes that he “fits in” with the other staff. He still refers to himself as a 

member of the science team, but he chooses not to go up to the staff room much. He 

identifies the Physical Education faculty as a place where he chats. He specifically 

refers to “one or two personality clashes” saying “That‟s not bad out of 60. It‟s just 

personality clashes…I don‟t know why they just don‟t like me. Who can explain it?” 

 

Some of the students have taken him into their confidence about issues with other staff 

members. He has tried to remain neutral, emphasising: 

So it came down to the crunch the staff come before the student. 

Every time. Even though I have a good relationship with the kids I 

work with these people. This is their profession. 

He defers to the knowledge and authority of his peers, even though his opinions are 

sought claiming: 

It‟s my first year. Whatever you say goes until I can form an 

opinion…I just sit and listen. I don‟t say too much although when I 

can say something people normally listen. 

 

He reflects on his developing pedagogical and classroom management skills and 

knowledge identifying areas of growth and areas for further growth:  

I‟m finding the best way to get the information over. 

Classroom skills are being honed and refined for sure. It‟s been an 

exponential thing. I‟ve got these classes exactly where I want them to 

be. I‟m a leader. They have accepted and most kids have respected 

that‟s where I am, the head of the classroom. They come up me, “Can 

you do this for me?” “Can you sponsor me?” Talk to me about their 

personal problems which is really good. 

He reflects on his success and failures, adapting his approach: 

I am modifying my teaching to make it more vocationally 

orientated…I‟m discovering ways of making it easier for them 

 

He emphasises preparation and his maturity as key factors in his success:  
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I‟m big on planning. I‟m big on getting ahead of things. I have the 

next three weeks mapped out – it‟s tentative because things can 

change but I know where I am going and what to organise and now 

I‟m learning how to do it…If you‟re not prepared they know. 

He believes his maturity and previous life experiences are a definite advantage. He 

relates the content back to vocational and life experiences and stresses the value of 

achieving an education. He expresses confidence in his own skills. His development has 

also been appraised by the Head of Department and Deputies with informal “drop ins” 

to his lessons. He‟s been given some positive informal feedback from the Principal and 

Charles feels positively about him, commenting: 

I have a high regard for the gentleman and the way he conducts 

himself and his professional business. I like him as a person, basically 

because I can speak to him off the record and say to him what I think 

and he listens and he respects. 

 

He has been forced to share his housing with a teacher who has recently arrived at the 

school on a 2 term contract. He is unhappy about this arrangement and the approach 

taken by GEHA: 

They said to me “With shared accommodation if you don‟t accept this 

person then we can kick you out. We‟ve got someone here to share 

with you” and I said “Well look I‟m settled in and you‟re moving 

someone in against my wishes”…I more or less didn‟t have a say in it. 

I was quite upset about that. 

Despite this, Charles appears to be forming a positive relationship with his new 

housemate: 

He‟s a good guy and we‟ve got a lot in common and it‟s worked out 

really good which is OK. We play backgammon, we go and play 

squash on Tuesday night.  

Charles‟ only other external involvement is in cricket, but he does not elaborate on this.  

 

Clearly, Charles‟ work life and career aspirations are prioritised over his social life: 

I regard myself as having a very refined work ethic and I do it, I get in 

and I do it and therefore if there is something to be done then I‟ll work 

before I play and learning something I‟ll learn it inside out and upside 

down and back to front, that being my nature as a scientist. 

He claims that he has no time for socialising either within school or at home, preferring 

to invest his time in preparation and the location of resources. While he has a 

relationship with a woman in Perth, he describes himself as self reliant and career 

focussed for the time being: 

Socially it may isolate me a little bit however I‟m way to busy to 

worry about it…I have my own things that I do. I enjoy my own 

company which is a good thing. I guess I‟m less troop orientated than 

most, take it or leave it, whether I‟m going out or staying in…it‟s my 

nature to not isolate but to be solo in many respects…it can have its 

downfalls to get into a social conversation with somebody it‟s 

difficult, it really is because I‟m out of practice…one day I‟ll get to 

the platform to have time and peace of mind in my profession and 

confidence to be financially sorted out and to have a partner, property 

and a holiday every year. 
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He continues to feel comfortable in the town, stating: “It‟s a quiet town, it has 

everything that I need and it‟s not that far from Perth so I do like it”. 

 

However, the day that I visited Charles at Widderwodka Senior High School an event 

occurred which had continuing repercussions for Charles. When he was clearing a room 

for our interview a behaviour management incident developed when two students 

refused to follow an instruction. The incident quickly escalated, the students were 

referred on to the Deputy and the students then made allegations about the behaviour of 

Charles, particularly that he had made racist and derogatory comments about the 

students. Charles was distressed by events and we aborted any attempt to talk at this 

point in time. 

 

Term 3 

When I next spoke to Charles it was the middle of third term. Charles felt strong 

resentment and hostility to the students who had made the allegations about him and 

these negative feelings had also shaped his view of other members of the indigenous 

community and some school staff. Charles is angry over the lack of support, the 

questioning of his credibility and the stress that the incident has caused. He believes he 

was threatened and bullied. The complainants identified the issue as racially based. 

Charles refuted this claiming the incident was based on student behaviour. His main 

criticism for lack of support seems to be directed at a Deputy Principal. At the same 

time, Charles has been dealing with an existing health issue, which has added to his 

stress. Charles has instigated a grievance procedure and it is this, he believes, that 

finally resulted in the school and district office taking the incident and him seriously. 

There were threats of court action among participants. The implications of the incident 

have dragged on for several months. Finally, Charles submitted a written apology. He 

was reprimanded by District Office.  

 

Charles‟ anger over the incident remains: 

It was just a complete shambles really the way it was handled and the 

support I got…no one believed me, tried to make it a racist issue…I 

was called a lot of names and integrity got thrown in my face…it was 

quite a stressful time.  

I got threats and I got bullied. I got harassed. I got called white cunt 

and basically was a scapegoat for aboriginal anger…it was just drawn 

out and in the end I had to write a letter of apology…it was like OK, I 

only apologised for doing my job. What about what‟s been said to 

me? 

It has directly impacted on his beliefs about teaching, the location and his career: 

I don‟t have the character to be teaching. 

It was a harrowing experience. A really rough time. And I wasn‟t 

going to go back this term. It was like I‟ll go back to the lab, get a job 

back there. 

It changed my whole way of thinking…I think that having to go 

through that, without the support that I deserved…that just knocked 

the wind right out of my sails. That was the catalyst to a lot of things. 

However he has overcome this reaction by trying to place events into perspective and 

focussing on his original motivation: 
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I thought, well it‟s only two kids…I have a sense of what I can give 

and I‟ll see out the year because I‟m a strong character. 

I don‟t want to be here. I don‟t want to be in Widderwodka, but I 

don‟t want to be out of the classroom because I love the classroom. I 

love teaching. I really, really enjoy it. Apart from these things, the 

bureaucratic political red tape of it all. Some of it I will accept but not 

the fact that I didn‟t get any support. 

The event represents a significant turning point in his attitude to the location and has 

changed the balance of his attitude to work/life issues. He no longer wishes to remain in 

Widderwodka:  

I don‟t want to be in Widderwodka next year. I don‟t. I don‟t like it 

down here. It was a load of crap and I just don‟t want to be there. I 

want to be back in Perth where I‟m wanted and needed with my 

family and friends. I mean I‟m losing my friends. It‟s taken over my 

whole life…I‟m going to inquire about moving back to Perth and if 

you can‟t then I‟m not available next year. 

 

While he is still highly motivated by his classroom interaction with students, and he 

accepts that planning is necessary to achieve in the classroom, he is now resentful of 

how much time is required on preparation: 

I kept a record of how many hours. It worked out to be 57 average per 

week. It hasn‟t changed any. That‟s ten hours a day. At times I was 

going back to Perth and leaving it behind, but I‟ve come home and 

had to sort things out. 

It‟s burning me out, burning the candle at both ends. I‟ll make it 

through, there‟s no doubt about that. I‟m strong willed. It‟s just that 

we‟re not paid enough. I think first year teachers should have 4 

classes…I don‟t know how many teachers go into teaching and in6 

months don‟t go back. 

 

He now complains of the cold, the lack of services and the increased cost of accessing 

services in the location. He has recommenced playing first class cricket with a team in 

Perth involving returning to Perth every weekend for training. While previously, 

Charles was very concerned about belonging in Widderwodka, he now looks to Perth 

for a sense of belonging. He indicates a desire to retain his connections in Perth and sees 

remaining in the location as a threat to his “belonging” in Perth. He notes some loss of 

connection with family, friends and the tension of maintaining his sporting ties while 

continuing at the location. 

 

The only positive event during this term for Charles is the departure of his housemate 

who has left the school. While he evaluates that they got on “pretty well” he indicates 

that there were conflicts. He comments: “It‟s like being a GEHA experiment. Put two 

people together and see if they get on”. 

 

Term 4 

When I spoke with Charles in term four he had experienced further intimidation from 

one of the students involved in the term two incident. The student moved into the house 

across the road from Charles. He had been threatened while going about his basic daily 

routine. Charles felt that his privacy, personal space and safety were being infringed. He 
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demanded relocation from EDWA and GEHA. There was a lack of response from 

GEHA that resulted in Charles threatening to leave. The principal intervened and 

subsequent offers of sub-standard housing were considered inadequate. The experience 

was stressful. He spent the last week in the house frightened, behind locked doors with 

packing completed under the cover of darkness. Charles is now living on a property out 

of town. The relocation has cost extra rent and travel time, but he is considers that the 

move was essential. He describes the experiences of term two and three as “hellish” and 

believes that he was bordering on suffering a complete breakdown. It has been the 

“worst year” of his life. He comments about his new housing location: “Peace and 

quiet…being among nature. I regained my anonymous status. Nobody knew where I 

lived, except the principal”. 

 

Charles talks quite vehemently about the lack of support for new graduates and the 

negative experiences he has endured. The issue of workload and the negative impact on 

quality of life are strong themes. He is experiencing dissatisfaction with secondary 

teaching, despite positive relationship with students and a belief that he is achieving 

positive outcomes with students. His dissatisfaction focuses on administrative red tape 

although previously he has focussed strongly on the need for clear processes, rules and 

regulations – this is a significant change of perspective. He believes new teachers 

should only have a 0.8 load. He now talks about other career aspirations beyond 

secondary teaching involving further study. Although later in the interview he states a 

desire to continue working with low SES kids to help make a difference based on his 

own life experiences. 

 

Charles feels disconnected from what he perceives to be his real life, centred on family 

friends and commitments in Perth. He sees the appointment of teachers in rural and 

remote locations as placement of people in “foreign surroundings” which requires 

teachers to “leave their lives behind and put up with crap”. He identifies with other 

“horror stories” of novice teachers in rural locations. He believes he has seen the dark 

side of living in a small community. 

 

As a consequence, Charles is now determined that he will not be remaining in 

Widderwodka next year. Unbeknown to Charles, his employment contract had been 

changed from a one year to a two year contract at some time during first semester. He is 

angry that his contract was changed with out his knowledge, although this now works in 

his favour. Changing staff requirements at the school have resulted in a request for an 

Employer Initiated Placement (a transfer) to another school for Charles. This creates 

uncertainty about his placement for next year. He is adamant that he will not go to 

another country location, or worse, to a remote position, despite opportunity for 

accelerated permanency. He will place family and life above a remote or rural 

placement. He will do relief work or go to a private school rather than be placed in the 

country again. He says: “I‟ve got my own life and family to think about”. He feels 

insecure not knowing where he will be next year. He expresses a desire to feel secure 

and “belong” by being able to join clubs. He is spending more time in Perth at 

weekends and relies on his friendships in cricket and his personal relationship. He is 

critical of Widderwodka because it makes performance in sport difficult. He travels to 

Perth regularly now, but this is an additional cost.  

 

Within the school context he has experienced some conflict with parents and other staff. 

The conflict with the parent occurred over his grading and management of one student, 
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but he resolved the situation positively. His relationships with other staff members are 

mostly positive thought he has “niggles” with one or two staff. He particularly valued 

the support of his HOD during the trauma of his house move. 

 

His experiences have forced Charles to reflect on his life experiences and have 

promoted self discovery. He expresses contentment with some parts of his life – 

particularly his ability to “turn my ship around” to gain respectable work and 

professional respect: 

It‟s clarified who I am…been a path of self discovery. How do I learn 

and work? I‟ve been spending more time in solitude. I go for long 

walks and hear the sheep bleat – it‟s better than hearing abuse. 

 

About the middle of December Charles finally hears about his appointment for next 

year. He has been appointed to an outer metropolitan secondary school teaching 

Science. He is very happy with the placement and is keenly looking forward to 

relocation and “recommencing” his life. 

 

Second Year 

When I spoke with Charles early in the year he is feeling much more positive about his 

new location which he perceives as a return to “civilization” and teaching in general. 

His personal relationship, family and friends were of higher priority than permanency or 

a career with the Education Department. He is now placing more emphasis on a balance 

in his work/life commitments. On reflecting on his experiences he comments: 

I wasn‟t happy there, I really wasn‟t…my home, my family, friends, 

partner, external, the job is really only 38 hours a week and what 

happens outside that is important too I have to have a life. I‟ve got to 

enjoy where I am. The fruits of what I worked for…I should be now 

starting to pick up the rewards for that effort, for the sacrifice, all the 

things that were put on hold. I‟m only here once in a lifetime. 

He reflects on the disconnection and separation of his life while he was in 

Widderwodka: 

Everything was up here [in Perth] for me and the only thing that was 

down there for me was work…Perth was my home. 

 

Despite his negative experiences, he is able to identify some positive outcomes from his 

time spent at Widderwodka Senior High School. The last term of the year was more 

successful at the school. He continues to focus on his development as a teacher, 

reflecting on the positive growth that he believes he made: “It was a largely 

uncomfortable year but a successful year in terms of getting pedagogy”. He notes 

growth in his knowledge of the education system, classes and students and small 

communities. There is still a focus on the area of behaviour management, particularly 

gaining authority and control, organisation of planning and resources. He noted personal 

growth in dealing with people. 

 

He makes comparisons between his experiences at the two locations. The metropolitan 

school is described as more organised, more affluent. This enables better organisation 

and preparation, less stress and a reduced workload. The accumulation of knowledge 

and resources during the previous year is identified as contributing to better and easier 

experiences in the current year. He makes many observations about the accumulated 
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knowledge, not only of resources, and teaching strategies, but also educational 

administrative processes. 

It exposed me to the runnings of the education system. It exposed me 

to how a classroom runs and the students. It exposed me to the way 

small communities run. It was a definite growth period for myself in 

terms of humanity and more so science. 

 

Charles‟ sole satisfaction in Widderwodka was in his classroom interaction: 

There was a lot of joy in the teaching. When it came to play time I 

didn‟t want to be in Widderwodka. I had a lot of success. I had a lot of 

so called joy with teaching. I really enjoy teaching. I really do and 

moving to a better environment has helped me to enjoy it a lot more. 

However career uncertainty remains. The appointment to this metropolitan school is for 

six months only. Charles faces continuing moves if he is to remain in the metropolitan 

area. 
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CASE STUDY OF CHERRY: OVERSEAS-QUALIFIED TEACHER 
 

Background 

Cherry is a female teacher from Singapore, in her thirties and married. She taught 

physical education and English in Singapore for eight years. She arrived in Queensland 

where she upgraded a Diploma in Drama to a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Drama. 

Cherry and her husband chose to move to Perth because they perceived it to be less 

racist than Brisbane and because of the appeal of affordable housing. Cherry‟s husband 

is a composer, who has taken on a small market business.  

 

Cherry values the official recognition of her qualifications in Australia, although the 

recognition process was frustrating and agonising. Cherry worked on a short-term 

contract for a private commercial school while her overseas credentials were being 

approved. She completed the Murdoch University bridging course to help gain access to 

employment with the Department of Education and Training (DET). Cherry did some 

work as a relief teacher. 

 

Initially, Cherry did not understand why she was not offered work by DET. She did not 

understand the staffing processes. After completing the Murdoch course she learned 

about difficult-to-staff schools and listed some of these on her application. Cherry 

accepted the position at the Westham Senior High School with the hope of gaining 

permanency and being able to return to Perth.  

 

Current Context: Westham Senior High School 

Cherry has been given a six month contract as an English teacher at Westham Senior 

High School, commencing at the beginning of the third term of the school year.  

 

The town of Westham has a population of approximately 6000 people. It is located east 

of Perth in a predominantly agricultural area with a high proportion of families in low 

socioeconomic circumstances.  

 

The Westham Senior High School has a student population of 700 with 57 percent 

enrolled in lower secondary school and 43 percent enrolled in years 11 and 12. Ten 

percent of students are indigenous. Forty-nine percent of students receive some form of 

secondary education assistance allowance. A third of students are bussed to the school 

from surrounding rural towns and 5 percent of students are in residential boarding 

facilities. There are 50 full time teachers. A high proportion of the staff live in the local 

town or surrounding rural locations. Some staff commute daily from the metropolitan 

centre. 

 

Semester 2 
I first interviewed Cherry in November. She had been teaching at the school since the 

end of July. While she had received the request to participate in the study earlier and 

had been interested, she was overwhelmed by the workload. Through a personal contact 

at the school Cherry became willing to participate in the study. 

 

Cherry describes her initial reactions to teaching in this school as shock – a culture 

shock. Cherry feels unfamiliar with the English Curriculum that she is teaching. It is 

vastly different to teaching English language in Singapore. She does not have resources 

to assist her. Cherry has taught 4 different year levels: 8, 10, 11 and 12. Her lack of 
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familiarity with the curriculum impacts on her general confidence with teaching. She is 

reliant on her notes. She comments: 

It‟s hard for me to act really confident about my content when I myself 

do not feel like I have a full grasp of it. And I suspect it must somehow 

carry over even if I try to be confident.  

 

Cherry is critical of the education system in Western Australia, that allows students to 

be placed in upper school without having the necessary literacy skills. She believes the 

curriculum is overloaded with material at the expense of a focus on basic literacy. She is 

uncomfortable with the focus on critical literacy and the media. She makes comparisons 

between the curriculum and pedagogical approaches that she used in Singapore and her 

experiences in this Australian school. She expresses concern that the school does not 

meet the needs of students who come from families without the ability to support the 

education of their children. She talks at length of her perceptions of the low academic 

standards of the students and their weak literacy skills. 

 

Lack of confidence and lack of familiarity with the subject area impedes Cherry‟s 

ability to manage behaviour. She experiences behaviour issues on a daily basis. She 

feels frustrated by the behaviour of the majority of students that make her teaching 

difficult. She recognises that other teachers have similar experiences, particularly 

another male teacher of Chinese origin. She believes that the students take advantage of 

them as a result of their culturally different background and because of some limitations 

with their language. Specifically, she notes that Australian teachers have stronger 

“come-back” phrases and that they are more fluent and “glib”. While she has no wish to 

learn the vernacular language, believing that it “sullies” her, she does wish to 

understand it. 

 

She finds Australian students to be attention seeking and feels frustrated by being 

unable to give them one to one attention. She is affronted by their temerity, their lack of 

respect for teachers, including no recognition of personal space and lack of respect for 

property – their own and others. She comments on the pilfering of chalk and dusters, 

breaking of pens and lack of required stationery. She believes that they are overly aware 

of their rights, but without an adequate grasp of their responsibilities. She describes 

screaming with frustration at her classes which is only received with amusement by the 

students. She comments on the frequency of their use of offensive language. 

Consequently, the students‟ behaviour is eroding Cherry‟s self esteem: 

Kids really took advantage of me and when I do duty out on the oval 

they throw things at me and you just feel like you are the lowest thing 

on earth, some low life and it was, it made me feel really bad about 

myself. 

She feels bad about her inability to be more effective in her teaching of the students. 

She attributes many of her difficulties to her lack of confidence with the curriculum: 

I felt sometimes bad because the kids lost out because in a way they 

were my guinea pigs…I often wanted to do a lot more work but I was 

already so tired from the whole week. You can only flog a horse so hard. 

She is critical of her own forgetfulness and difficulties with organisation. She has been 

given feedback by a peer that she is “too focussed on student learning” and her HOD 

has encouraged her to accept work she believes is of an unacceptable standard. 

Implementing behaviour management strategies consumes her time, especially writing 

incident reports and telephoning parents. She feels unable to cope with the number of 
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children that are misbehaving saying “how do you punish them all?” She struggles to 

deal with the behaviour management workload on top of her preparation and marking. 

At the end of the day she is exhausted. She is confused by the school‟s reluctance to 

expel students when she has heard that other schools adopt a different position. She also 

notes the lack of consistency in policies such as the distribution of rewards. She is 

reluctant to reward students for bad behaviour or what she perceives to be minimal 

effort. She is not familiar with the need for “yard duty” because in Singapore the 

children are “not out of control”. Cherry believes that behaviour management is 

considered the most important criteria of successful teaching in the school. She is very 

concerned about the perceptions of the administrative team about her behaviour 

management. In seeking assistance she comments that: 

If you get caught you‟re going to be blacklisted because then you 

obviously are having problems. If you‟re having problems then you 

can‟t be a very good teacher. 

 

Cherry accesses the assistance of a staff member nominated as a mentor, but she is 

concerned that even staff appointed to assist are in fact a form of covert surveillance and 

that it is likely that the principal will be informed through this person. She has become 

wary about asking for help believing that “you‟re giving them ammunition” though she 

has had times when she has just needed it. She has experienced difficulty with accessing 

help from the HOD who is unavailable after school – the only time when Cherry feels 

she can take in information. She sought assistance from another English teacher, but 

was told that she should be speaking with the HOD. This is a problem for her. While 

staff have offered her access to their files she requires more direction, feeling that 

because she is uninformed she is unable to make effective judgements about what 

materials are useful. She is aware that assisting a “freshie” is time consuming for staff 

and that they simply do not have time and energy enough to assist her. She feels that her 

previous experience and expertise is not valued. There are belief systems about 

education that seem to be stemming from Cherry's cultural background – in particular 

suspicion of the administration - concern that they may be spying and competition - the 

need for teachers to imitate peers even when it is not pedagogically sound in order for 

their work to look good.  

 

Despite the negative experiences, Cherry expresses a range of emotional responses to 

the students and her experiences. While she finds the behaviour difficult, she describes 

the children as “nice kids”. She feels frustration, sadness for those who are not 

achieving appropriately and amazement with some of their behaviours. 

 

She believes that the negative comparisons she has drawn between her Australian and 

Singaporean experiences are heightened by the fact that she was teaching in a “good 

school” in Singapore. She believes that the education system in Singapore is “more 

concerned with real issues in life”. 

 

In replacing the teacher that left at the end of semester one she also experiences 

difficulties because the previous teacher did not complete sufficient work with the 

students. She is now required to inform parents of the problem. 

 

She is sharing a GEHA house while her husband remains in Perth. She does not drive 

and is reliant on her housemate for transport to Perth on the weekends. The decision to 

share a house was her choice, motivated by a desire to reduce expenses. Cherry has 
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shared houses before and while she notes the quirks of others such as “washing clothes 

in the bath tub” she accepts individual differences and the need to tolerate things such as 

“icky dogs” because she believes that if “people are a bit messy sometimes they‟re more 

caring because they care more about people than things”. 

 

Because of the workload, Cherry has had limited involvement with other staff and the 

broader community. She works late at school most nights, but still does not feel 

satisfied with her efforts. Her housemate has told her that her work is a job, not her life. 

Cherry has become involved in the local theatre company production though she was 

concerned about her ability to cope with the part because of her workload. She limits 

her commitment to what can be achieved at the actual rehearsal time. While it has been 

an added burden it has given her some relaxation away from school and has helped 

boost her self esteem. She comments, “it was actually good for my ego because I got a 

good review…so that was good for me because I really feel lousy about my work here”. 

She comments that she did try to go to social events, but her workload precluded her 

from this.  

 

Cherry has remained at the school because of her commitment to completing something 

that she has chosen to do. When asked if she regretted accepting the position she replies, 

after a considerable pause “not really…I think it is a good experience”. She is returning 

to Perth at the end of the year. She already has an appointment in a private school. She 

believes that changes will be made in future for new teachers coming in to the school – 

reduction of the number of different classes.  

 

Second Year 

When I spoke with Cherry in May the next year she had completed one term at a private 

school and then resigned. She did not feel capable of continuing teaching English in 

Australia and was looking at the alternatives of teaching drama and dance, subjects that 

were not compulsory and for which students might be more motivated. She had 

experienced some different difficulties with students, parents and the Head of 

Department. On reflection she felt she had gained more support from both the parents 

and HOD in Westham. 
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CASE STUDY OF CORBY: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Corby is married male aged in his 40s, a mature-aged primary teaching graduate. He 

previously worked as an employment officer for the CES, then completed tertiary study, 

graduating and working as an anthropologist. He spent time working with aboriginal 

people in the region in which he has now been placed. His change of career was 

motivated by the distance away from Perth of his previous work and indigenous 

politics. He is married, with an independent son and his partner has remained in Perth, 

completing tertiary study. 

 

Current Context: Minnemarra Remote Aboriginal Community School 

Corby has accepted a position in a support role at Minnemarra Remote Aboriginal 

Community School. The position involves filling in for teachers while they have DOTT 

time. He has other responsibilities such as Nutrition Programme Coordinator. He has 

accepted a 3 year contract to work with children K-10, having had a choice of other 

positions and locations. He expects to remain for the full 3 years. Corby is sharing 

furnished GEHA accommodation with a mature woman. 

 

The community consists of approximately 200 people with 96 children on the school 

roll but 60-70 kids attending every day. The population is transient. The school is 

staffed with 7 teachers; two teachers are in their second year.  

 

Corby believes “going bush” is an inevitable step in choosing to teach. The decision to 

go remote, rather than rural, was motivated by economic advantages associated with 

rent free GEHA housing. It was seen as an adventure. Similarly, the separation from his 

wife was an inevitable consequence as she is completing tertiary studies in Perth. 

Corby‟s familiarity with the region influenced his decision to accept the appointment. It 

is considered a “soft remote” location because it is relatively close to a regional centre. 

He knew about the landscape – that it was “exhilarating, rugged, changing daily”, he 

knew the community was “dry” – no alcohol permitted on site and he was familiar with 

the aboriginal family names. He saw the possibility of furthering his anthropological 

knowledge. He was excited, challenged, uncertain and looking forward to his position. 

 

Corby believes the benefits of this position include: the opportunity to teach different 

levels, to improve his teaching skills, to overcome career barriers that apply in Perth and 

to maintain a Perth house without paying additional rent. He expressed some concern 

about separation from his family in Perth and a lack of knowledge about the operation 

of a remote school. He recognised that the students would be potentially different from 

the students on his prac experience. He realised that the community facilities are limited 

to one store, but that he will be able to access other facilities in the regional centre. 

 

Term 1  

In this first interview, Corby was comfortable with his physical location, his teaching 

roles and lifestyle. Corby is adapting to sharing a GEHA house with a mature-aged 

woman. The house itself was left in a filthy condition and Corby has spent some time 

transforming it into a “habitable environment”. The initial settling in period was 

disrupted with a 3 day evacuation to a nearby town due to a cyclone cutting off the 

community for several days. Corby takes these things in his stride. 
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Corby gains satisfaction from simple daily pleasures. While he observes that there is 

little excitement in the community, he finds interest in observing aspects of aboriginal 

culture (particularly things associated with Law week), the significant climatic events (a 

cyclone and the rise and fall of the river), reading (supply of books borrowed or bought 

from regional centre) and absorption in his work. He comments: “There‟s always 

something to do, work or books to read. I find that satisfying”. 

In moving around the community he is visible to his students, but he sees this as an 

opportunity to develop a rapport with the students in an out of school context: 

I have taken to walking down to the river just on sunset. Not a long walk 

but I get out of the house and see or talk to the kids in a different 

environment than school. One of the quietest boys in the year 5 group 

has started to open up and began talking to me on one of my 

walks…This closeness to the kids on their turf adds to a better 

classroom atmosphere and builds up trust. 

Already, Corby believes that his confidence and competence with lesson planning and 

classroom management are developing. He has identified goals for his continuing 

development: 

I took a look, listen and learn approach to my first term of teaching. I 

have realised that I need more skills in classroom management to make 

my lessons flow and form a firm, fair, friendly but not familiar 

atmosphere. The students are becoming more familiar to me. 

 

By week three of the terms he comments: 

I feel more confident about my teaching skills and that I can control my 

classes better. I don‟t know when but I have come to look on the 

students as an event in my day that is integral and enjoyable. Their 

personalities and abilities have become more evident and they bring me 

joy in their successes and challenges at times when their behaviour is 

less appropriate.  

Each week he is able to identify some professional growth. In week 4 he notes: 

I am feeling more comfortable about my teaching. Classes run more 

smoothly and I feel the level of my lessons is being pitched at the correct 

level of mixed age group classes. This also makes it more interesting for 

the kids. 

There is a real sense of job satisfaction from his comments. Corby also has a positive 

relationship with his colleagues and the principal, commenting “All the teachers and 

principal are helpful and offer advice that is helpful and appropriate”. 

 

Corby talks to his wife regularly on the phone. The absence is viewed as a series of 

short term separations. The benefits in terms of career development are seen as 

outweighing the disadvantages. He takes the inconveniences of community life in his 

stride – the disruption to power supplies due to the reliance on diesel generators, the 

difficulties of internet banking for the payment of bills and transfer of funds and the 

limited range of leisure activities. 

 

Corby does not have a vehicle in the community, so he is reliant on access to a school 

vehicle to travel to the regional centre. He coordinates the nutrition programme which 

involves purchasing fruit in the regional centre on fortnightly. This provides him with 

an opportunity for food shopping and some recreational opportunities. 
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Late in the term Corby attended a regional induction day which he found to be very 

useful. It provided valuable input on support services available from District Office. He 

found the opportunity to network with other teachers really useful and established some 

additional social contacts.  

 

Corby finds that the term passes surprisingly quickly; unlike some of the other teachers, 

he doesn‟t find time in the community loathsome. He believes that the quality of 

experience is dependent on what “we teachers make of it”. In the last week of term he 

has been ill, but unable to take time off because of another staff member being 

bedridden. He looks forward to some time in Perth over the holidays with his wife and 

an opportunity to eat out. 

 

Term 2 

I next spoke with Corby when I visited Minemarra at the end of term two. Corby spent 

an extra week in Perth, prior to the school holidays, attending professional development. 

He was recovering from his illness and felt that a lot of his time was spent transacting 

business that couldn‟t be done from the remote location. This included the purchase of a 

vehicle, a range of medical and dental checks and financial transactions. 

 

Corby is very focussed on his teaching role. He sees benefits to beginning teaching in a 

support role, rather than as a full classroom teacher because it allows him to gain a 

broad knowledge of the school, the students and the curriculum. It has provided him 

with opportunities to observe other teachers in classes. However, the position has some 

drawbacks, particularly the lack of continuity with the students and opportunities to 

develop relationships. There is a lack of ownership of the class and the teaching 

programme. Initially he commented on a lack of role definition that caused him some 

concern: 

Knowing the kids. That‟s one of the drawbacks of support. I love doing 

support but one of the drawbacks is that you don‟t have the kids to 

yourself. [You don‟t] have that follow through. 

He is feeling confident about his teaching and classroom management skills, but he is 

keenly aware that he still has a great deal to learn: 

So that‟s made me feel that I can do things…but still got a lot to 

learn…It‟s still a learning experience so I‟m trying to take things in all 

the time…Everyday you‟re just drained because…you‟re trying to cram 

things in and make certain that you do things right. There‟s still 

uncertainty in the way you do things but still I‟m learning. It‟s a learning 

journey. 

 

Corby feels that he is making better professional decisions and that he is able to 

incorporate “more culturally appropriate elements” into his lessons. His reflections 

indicate satisfaction with the progress he is making, particularly with building positive 

relationships with students. He attributes some of his success, both professionally and 

personally, to his mature-age status: 

I suppose I thought through why I want to be here, what I want to do for 

the kids…and my training…[in] Anthropology taught me how to look at 

social systems and look at what‟s going on…it gives me more options, 

more choices I would say…I don‟t need to go out on the weekends…I‟m 

happy with my own company. 
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There is a feeling that he is beginning to “belong”. He is happy to consult colleagues 

and the principal, describing the relationships in the schools as positive, commenting 

“We‟re all pulling in the same direction. There‟s no one rocking the boat or trying to 

make the boat go in the wrong direction”. His relationships tend to be collegial rather 

than social – he retains a distance between his school and home life, although the 

workload obviously overlaps:  

Some teachers come over to my place and we talk, but like I said, I‟m 

fairly self contained…I carve my own little niche in what I do out of 

school. A lot of the time I‟ve got to do work at home. 

He notes the difference of age between himself and colleagues, but he appreciates a 

social get together organised to celebrate his birthday.  

 

The purchase of a 4WD during the first term holidays has given him independence and 

control over his access to the regional centre. The social networks he has established are 

more with teachers in the regional centre where he regularly visits. These relationships 

were established at a regional induction day. Regular trips out of the community are an 

important way for Corby to enjoy social and recreational experiences:  

You go in the morning and you come back in the afternoon, have a day 

to yourself, or 3 to 4 hours. Not to yourself, because there‟s other people 

going as well. I bought a car over the last school holidays so I‟ve got a 

car now. I can go when I like but I‟m not planning to go every weekend, 

but if I want to go at any time I can go…it allows me to do what I 

want…Feel a whole lot better for having time away from Minnemarra 

and doing things unrelated to teaching. 

Corby doesn‟t mind the distance for driving, accepting it as inevitable. He carefully 

prepares for road trips to Perth, because of challenges presented in the driving 

conditions. 

 

He enjoys aspects of the natural environment. Although the heat can be challenging at 

times, he enjoys the natural beauty of thunderstorms and the impact of the climate on 

the landscape. He takes pleasure in observing. He believes his “expectations have 

dropped” and that this is linked with his perception of the quality of life: 

Your expectations drop. So your quality of life is dependent on your 

expectations. I haven‟t got great expectations of anything happening that 

is going to be terribly extraordinary. 

Instead, he is happy to observe the “ordinary”: 

There were thunderstorms all around here after the cyclone, because of 

the moisture. We used to sit out and watch them, 100 ks, 200 ks out and 

there was one really spectacular one where you could see the lightening, 

clouds and…there were big fires out there and you could see the rain 

falling on the fire underneath…it was spectacular. 

His recreation consists of mainly reading, walking, fishing and camping. 

 

Corby talks very little about his shared housing. He has personal space within his room 

where he works and he maintains a respectful relationship with his housemate, however, 

this has obviously not been easy:  

The teacher I am sharing with seems to be a little more approachable 

now and I am feeling better about being with a total stranger who is hard 

to get on with at the best of times (not just with me). 
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I suspect that it is Corby‟s personal characteristics, his easy going nature, maturity and 

acceptance that enables him to deal so calmly with the experience. 

 

The workload appears manageable. Initially, Corby experienced tiredness, not helped by 

the weather, but as his confidence and competence increases he finds the workload less 

onerous. He sees his experience as a positive learning journey. He completes the work 

that is necessary in order to be well prepared for his lessons. He identifies some stress in 

his life, associated with getting programmes in (especially at the start of second term) 

and initial lack of role clarity. 

 

Working in a remote community creates different expectations for interactions beyond 

work. Corby‟s knowledge of anthropology makes him very culturally aware and 

interested in the indigenous community:  

One of the things the principal said when we first came up here…is 

don‟t get involved in aboriginal politics…so we don‟t get involved in the 

community in any kind of way. If we get to know some of the adults we 

say hello to them when we see them but we don‟t need to know if there‟s 

a brawl between two families unless the kids are in the same class and it 

stats to spill over into the class. 

He maintains a respectful distance from the adults and children within the community, 

again separating the private and professional aspects of his life. As the term progresses 

he attempts to incorporate more culturally relevant material within his programmes, 

trying to access people within the community and work completed by previous students 

about the community. He is aware of political issues, but finds the community to be a 

positive place to live and work. He describes it as “home” and is pleased to be back 

there after the holidays. He feels safe and comfortable there. 

 

Corby is comfortable with the performance appraisal process, recognising it as a benefit 

in terms of his professional development. The process is seen as supportive: 

It‟s supportive. It reinforced the fact that you can choose paths to travel 

down. If it‟s going to be in your professional interest or if it‟s something 

you feel you need, some training, that‟s reinforced. 

 

Corby presents as a very self-contained and calm individual who has made informed 

career choices. He gains satisfaction from his engagement with the kids and his 

professional growth. He is accepting of any limitations he encounters in the location, 

but he also enjoys aspects of the lifestyle, climate and geography.  

 

Term 3 

Corby returns to Minnemarra feeling refreshed after having a complete holiday at an 

overseas destination. He returns ready to adapt to a slightly changed role which includes 

coordinating PEAC [an academic challenge programme]. Corby feels under some 

pressure to complete his teaching programmes for the term and waits with some 

trepidation to receive feedback from the principal about them. 

 

When he does receive the feedback it is all positive. He feels as if he is successfully 

establishing himself, not just for this year, but for work in the future. Corby believes 

that the quality of his teaching and planning is improving with an increasing emphasis 

on hands-on and visual activities and a high level of engagement and participation 

among students. He comments: 
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I find the kids learn better from this approach. Using many of the 

materials (physical and technology overheads) that are around the 

school. I like the lessons and so do the kids. Made a can telephone the 

first time and they went over really well…Kids loved this as it was 

participatory and the noise lovers (boys) could make loud noises and not 

get chastised for it. 

He is experiencing a sustained feeling of success and satisfaction with his teaching and 

student interaction. Corby has also enjoyed being involved in a range of sporting 

carnivals and some extra administrative duties. 

 

Towards the end of this term, Corby finds that his role will change once again for term 

4. With the departure of a staff member, Corby will take over her upper-primary class as 

a full time classroom teacher, rather than in the support role. Corby feels some 

uncertainty and anxiety about taking over the role, concerned about his familiarity with 

the maths, Technology and Enterprise and English curriculum. He is unsure about the 

expectations. He says “This has unsettled me a bit as I will need to take a fair bit on 

board to be successful in Term 4…first year teacher uncertainty I suppose”. He has 

valued aspects of the support teaching role because “You get to know all the kids in the 

school…get to watch a lot of different styles teaching and personalities”. At the same 

time he is looking forward to assuming the full autonomy of a classroom teacher: 

I will not need to walk in egg shells anymore with the teachers who have 

their own classes and I was supporting. I can feel a sense of relief in that 

I can get a good role on with my own class in term 4 and spend more 

time with the kids…In support you just do the things that the teacher 

tells you they want done…no professional leeway. 

 

He believes that the classroom role is considered a more professional role, one where 

responsibility exists for curricular and pedagogical decisions and involves ongoing 

participation in the life of the child. The last 4 weeks of term become a transition time 

with his PEAC role cancelled and additional time spent in the Year 5-7 class. He finds 

this transition time quite difficult.  

 

Term 4 

Corby signals his ownership of the new class by rearranging and clearing out the 

classroom. He has been advised by the principal to “go in hard in my class to set the 

tone for the term and the next two years”. Corby has implemented this advice and feels 

as if it is working: 

It‟s working well as the kids know exactly what is needed from them and 

what I will give them. Backed off one day and the class nearly fell to 

pieces. Thought the kids were logical in their approach after a few days 

but they have no notion of choices and consequences (the boys anyway). 

Went back in hard and they pulled themselves into line OK. 

The class he is taking has an average attendance of 10-12 kids. Approximately 8 

of the kids attend consistently and the others are less regular attendees. During the 

first three weeks of term Corby is very focussed on developing his teaching 

programmes. He is also focussed on the preparation of portfolios for reporting at 

the end of the year. He regularly makes adjustments to his class timetable as he 

attempts to use the time most effectively for student learning. Later in the term 

two students who have been absent for an extended period of time return and 
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Corby has to pull in the classroom management to cope with the changing 

classroom dynamics. 

 

Corby has been able to attend some regional professional development focussed on 

indigenous education and he implements his learning directly and immediately into the 

classroom. During this term he focuses much more on aspects of his teaching pedagogy, 

developing the relevance of the curriculum to students and relationships with students:  

Looking at ways of devising games and things like that because they like 

playing cards…if they‟re enjoying it and learning then I gain something 

and they gain something. 

I‟ve introduced cloze exercises for that group to do…and I‟ve got a 

competition going for the person who improves the most rather than the 

person who gets the most right. So that‟s a way of getting them to 

improve their comprehension. 

My attitude is that…not just aboriginal kids…but any kid can learn and I 

can help kids to learn, then they‟re going to be better off…use strategies 

that are going to get them to learn. 

 

Corby‟s previous occupation and continuing interest in anthropology strongly influence 

his experience as a novice teacher. He is culturally aware and interested in the life 

experiences of indigenous people. He uses and extends this knowledge by making links 

with the curriculum, trying to improve the relevance of the curriculum to the students. 

He says “out here they‟re learning the machinery that‟s going to be useful to them when 

they‟re out mustering, so to me it‟s something we can probably incorporate into 

outcomes”. He shares some of his knowledge with other teachers and observes some 

culturally inappropriate practices in others: 

A lot of patronising, and they don‟t mean it that way, but it just comes 

out, a patronising attitude. Still that kind of colonial attitude that we 

know best…but the people are quite successfully running a cattle station 

and making money so they‟ve adapted to capitalism and they‟ve got 

their law so in my book they haven‟t done bad at all. 

 

What is striking about Corby is his ability to balance everything. His relationship with 

students, parents and the community generally is both interested, but respectfully 

distanced. This balance is also achieved in the home work relationship. He claims that 

he is be able to separate work and home issues in many respects, although his workload 

is clearly carried into weekends. He sees the benefits of organising materials and his 

classroom as worthwhile use of his time – the preparation and planning on the weekend 

make his teaching easier and more successful. He also comments that this work “fills in 

time”. It has become a form of recreation in itself, although he claims that he doesn‟t 

live for his work, but rather works to live. Being remote is seen as beneficial because he 

can focus on work without the distractions of home life and responsibilities around the 

house. He believes that the workload would involve some sense of separation from his 

family no matter where he was. He is making an investment in his future. Yet later he 

also claims “basically our lives revolve around the school”. 

 

He is clearly committed to being in the remote location, being a successful teacher and 

achieving positive outcomes for students. He has maintained a positive relationship with 

his housemate. At times, when another staff member has been absent for a period of 
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time she has moved into another house to provide a reprieve for each other. At this point 

in the year Corby comments: 

I look on. I work around people. I don‟t care what they‟re like. I‟m here. 

She‟s here, the other teachers are here. We have to get on so I don‟t 

worry about her foibles, what she does, what she doesn‟t do I just get on 

with my work. I get on with what I do. We get on OK. We‟ve never had 

a fight. We just sort of respect each other. I respect her property, she 

respects mine…I‟d rather get own with people and not have some sort of 

hassle on the boil. 

His housemate is leaving at the end of the year and Corby is uncertain about who he 

will be sharing with next year, but accepts that he will be sharing. Corby‟s maturity is 

an asset to his ability to manage relationships. He recounted some comments made 

earlier in the year by the principal that certainly seem accurate in Corby‟s case: 

People over 40 tend to handle remote better than young teachers do. You 

know who you are, you know where your relationships are and where 

they are, what you want, what sort of relationship you want, you put 

things off, you don‟t put pressure on yourself to have relationships…I 

suppose when you get to be my age you know why you‟re here, what 

you want to do so your not finding out. 

 

He has an effective collegial relationship with staff, gaining positive feedback from his 

peers and sharing his knowledge with them. He participates in organised social events 

held with the staff, but generally retains a social distance from other teachers. 

Differences of age and outlook may be a consideration here: 

I like it here and the other teachers are ok. I‟ve got no complaints about 

them but they live their lives and I live mine and I‟ve always been a bit 

of a stick to myself. I get on with people quite easily…and I‟ve always 

been one to keep work and social life separate. I‟ve never really had 

friends at work that I call on. It‟s just one of those things I decided early 

in my life and I‟ve stuck to it. 

He appears to have a positive and supportive relationship with the principal who 

manages his performance appraisal with a combination of formal meetings and informal 

“drop ins”. Corby sees him as an important support, who has provided him with 

valuable feedback. He has also received positive feedback from his peers: 

The teacher that was supporting me today…was singing my praises to 

one of the other teachers here about the way I‟ve got the class 

running…so it‟s always good to have peer group feedback. 

 

While Corby has always appeared comfortable living in the community, this becomes 

increasingly evident. He comments extensively about lifestyle experiences both in the 

community and in his regular trips out of the community to the regional centre: 

I find pleasure looking out on the ranges every morning…and every 

afternoon the sunsets are different so…your expectations decrease…I 

find pleasure in walking around the community, occasionally seeing the 

changes, who‟s moved from that house to that house…I don‟t miss the 

cappuccinos. 

The community is relatively stable and well looked after. He has established positive 

relationships with parents and has helped with obtaining old photos of the community. 

He has continuing social networks that provide positive social and recreational 

experiences. He particularly enjoys fishing, walking and swimming. He takes pleasure 
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in a range of unexpected events from the fruit bats, satellites, electrical storms, 

community events and an unexpected visit from a Brahman bull in his garden. Even the 

driving and the distance, both to the regional centre and for holiday trips to Perth, are 

not seen as onerous.  

 

Corby perceives that there is a financial advantage in living in the community. He 

minimises food costs by purchasing in Perth or the regional centre. He has little to 

spend on in the community and the financial incentives, particularly the free rent is seen 

as important to his decision to go remote. There are additional expenses for petrol and 

travel. 

 

The personal characteristics of Corby continue to be self reliance and containment, an 

ability to get on well with people, having meagre demands and expectations of people, 

the location and therefore finding the experience fulfilling rather than disappointing. 

While he misses his family and looks forward to holidays, he maintains telephone and 

email contact with them. 

 

By the end of the year Corby is already planning for next year to overcome some of the 

work load at the beginning of the next year: 

I‟ve started my stuff for lesson for next years and I‟ve got the feeling of 

ownership…feeling I can plan ahead…so I don‟t have to flog myself 

when I come back next year. I like things to be reasonably clear in the 

future and make plans to do things and get things organised. 

He now feels that he knows “the mechanics of the job” and he is forming a long term 

plan for the development of students in his care. 

 

Second Year  

Corby has settled back into his second year in the remote community and indicates a 

high level of comfort in all aspects of his life. He refers to the experience as a coming 

home. He attributes his comfort to his prior knowledge of the situation, his familiarity 

with everything gained during the previous year. He now knows what to expect – in all 

areas. He talks confidently about his teaching and indicates a high level of satisfaction 

gained from working with his class: 

It‟s a lot more comfortable because I know what to expect, what is 

expected and I know the kids better and I know the area better…and I‟ve 

kind of settled in. So I‟m feeling a lot more comfortable and confident 

about it and still looking forward to the challenge of teaching…bringing 

the kids up to a better standard. I look forward to that sort of thing. 

 

He has basically the same group of students and he believes that he has established his 

classroom control with the students already. He makes comparisons again between his 

classroom experience and the support role identifying both positive and negative aspects 

of the experience. His preference is clearly for the experience of his own classroom. He 

is very committed to making a difference to students. This year he has a few additional 

responsibilities: ordering stationary and being responsible for curriculum area budgets. 

 

He is still spending time after school with preparation and planning, but he emphasises 

the value of this time. The preparation and planning are considered worthwhile because 

they improve his organisation and knowledge of the student‟s achievement:  
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People get the idea that you‟re a teacher you only work nine to three but 

in our place it‟s 7.30am till 5.15pm and that‟s all you do but you need to 

spend some time checking the work and addressing issues to remedy 

what they are doing wrong or they don‟t understand and I‟d rather spend 

a bit of time doing that and have a better result for the kids than just 

pretend that you‟re home and it‟s all finished and you just lock the door. 

So I have put some long days in, but it makes me feel better. 

He sees it as a long term investment. However, he has modified his planning detail on 

the recommendation of a valued colleague and this has reduced some stress. He 

identifies areas in which he has improved his teaching skills – control over his own 

actions and the kids, his interactive decision and effective monitoring of student 

progress. His developing skills have allowed him to exercise his professional 

judgement. This gives him confidence and autonomy. However he stills sees himself as 

a novice. 

 

Corby makes some interesting observations about the staffing of the school, comparing 

interactions with staff to his experiences last year. He clearly feels more comfortable 

with the other staff this year and has taken an informal role in assisting others to settle 

in:  

It felt comfortable. We know each other. We get on ok. We can talk 

to each other and discuss things about the kids…you swap ideas and 

we have a joke and a chat. I suppose we‟re all feeling like part of the 

furniture. 

The new staff are described as more mature – this is identified as one of the differences. 

He links his maturity to his life experiences, expectations and meagre needs:  

We‟re all mature aged students, the other two student teachers who were 

here last year who are here now are in their forties and so we‟ve got a 

different life experience, different expectations…so we‟re just trying to 

make is as easy for them [the new staff] as we can, to get on with them. 

He has collegial and social relationship with his peers and he continues to value the 

positive support of the principal. 

 

He is still sharing housing, but this time with a male teacher, also separated from his 

wife, though younger. He feels more comfortable with this arrangement and although he 

was rarely critical of his housemate last year, he now indicates that he felt 

uncomfortable, a little intimidated by her experience of both the community and 

teaching. It was difficult to negotiate the professional and non-work related experiences. 

He was unsure about how to approach her. 

 

While he enjoyed overseas travel during the summer holidays, he comments again on 

the pressure of completing all the necessary business transactions during “holiday” 

time. In addition to the vehicle and personal maintenance, there is also maintenance of 

the family home and garden to be completed and purchasing of additional resources for 

the year ahead. 

 

The monsoonal rain has created difficult driving conditions again, resulting in the 

community being cut off and the necessity of leaving the vehicle in the regional centre 

while he was helicoptered out to the community. He later relied on someone to take him 

back to the regional centre to collect his vehicle. These experiences are taken in his 

stride. The only stress referred to relates to the time pressure of the drive to get back to 
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the community after the holiday. In general, he finds the climatic conditions and related 

experiences interesting. 

 

He feels comfortable in the broader community, identifying that he is recognised and 

acknowledged by adults within the community. He contacts parents by letter, as needed, 

and feels that he receives an appropriate response. 

 

Corby feels committed to remaining in Minnemarra for the full three years of his 

contract: 

I‟m planning to be here next year as well…I‟m in as a long term thing 

where I can work the same kids over a number of years and get them to 

improve their skill…the career path benefits they‟re not the major part of 

why I‟m up here…all the little bits add up. 
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CASE STUDY OF DEMI: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Demi’s Background 

Demi is a mature-aged novice English teacher, female and in her mid 20s. She grew up 

in rural south Western Australia for 17 years, moving to the Perth metropolitan area for 

university studies. She has a steady relationship with a partner who initially remains in 

Perth. Demi is known to the researcher because she was enrolled in the Graduate 

Diploma of Education at the University in which the researcher is employed. The 

researcher supervised the practicum experience of Demi. 

 

Demi’s Current Context: Scootara Senior High School 

Demi has accepted a six month contract to fill a long service leave vacancy at Scootara 

Senior High School. She has been told that the initial contract may be extended to at 

least one year and she indicates that she is willing to stay for 12 months. Demi accepted 

the appointment to Scootara to gain some initial experience. She chose this position 

from other options. She has never visited the area. 

  

Scootara Senior High School has a population of approximately 700 students with 18 

percent of the population consisting of indigenous students. The school has 61 teachers. 

Sixteen percent of the staff are novice teachers in their first or second year of teaching. 

Twenty-five percent of the staff have remained in the school for longer than three years 

 

The coastal northern mining town of Scootara has a population of approximately 10,000 

people. Scootara is the centre of a booming mining economy and has a growing 

population. 

 

Term 1 

Arriving 4 days before school starts, Demi experienced some initial shock in response 

to the red landscape and the extremely hot weather “Oh my god! Where am I? Red 

parched earth, dry creek beds…What have I done?” The weather required some 

acclimatising, including drinking more fluids, adapting to extremes of air conditioning 

and outside temperatures and coping with her first cyclone experience. She experienced 

some initial isolation, especially while she was waiting for the arrival of her household 

effects and vehicle:  

Oh I was in tears, I was absolutely bawling my eyes out I was so 

lonely and I‟m used to being quite sociable…It‟s just the initial 

getting up here and thinking goodness what am I doing? And I‟d 

speak to partner on the phone and he‟d say look, $300 on a plane 

home, if you get too upset just pack your stuff and go. It‟s not worth 

you being traumatised by the experience and I thought, no I‟m up 

here. I‟m going to stick it out. I‟ve made my decision. Now I‟m going 

to do it. 

Her only connection with other people and the outside world was through the television. 

 

Demi felt more connected when school commenced and she began to interact with other 

teachers. There were many social opportunities for drinks with colleagues and she 

linked up with a previous graduate from her pre-service education institution. She 

realised that many of her colleagues lived within the same block of units and a cohesive 

sub-community of young teachers developed:  
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I have a bit of a Melrose place (Scootara style) setup going on here, as 

I live in a one bedroom unit which faces onto a courtyard, along with 

four others. Tonight about eight teachers and myself went to 

[colleague]‟s place (S&E teacher – lives opposite) for a few 

drinks…it‟s the social aspect which counts, to be able to discuss 

students and experiences is really cathartic at the end of the week. 

(Journal 8 February) 

 

Demi was nervous prior to her first class. She commented that “when I walked up the 

steps I felt like vomiting”, but already in first term she is comfortable in her teaching 

role. She has a positive rapport with her students and is not fazed by the literacy 

problems of some students. She identifies a few students as difficult and is adopting 

firm behaviour management strategies even though she feels uncomfortable with the 

authoritarian role. Already she feels that she is making progress with the behaviour 

management of one student. She talks with excitement about the positive experience of 

students grasping a new concept and he feels quite tired from the energy she injects into 

classes. She is simplifying her instructions to improve the clarity of her lessons.  

 

Demi is overcoming concerns about the scrutiny of her work by others, both within her 

classroom and within the school. She is adapting to the presence of other adults in her 

classes (an ESL aide and an AEIO). Initially, she felt threatened by the presence of 

other adults, stating “I feel like I‟m still being evaluated”; however, she is prepared to 

adapt for the benefit of the students. An unexpected issue is of concern for her is 

teaching the children of her colleagues. She feels that this exposes her work to 

additional scrutiny, especially as she teaches the children of one of the school executive. 

This is an intimidating experience. 

 

The issue of visibility extends beyond the immediate school context to interactions 

within the community. She comments: 

The thing I wasn‟t prepared for is the amount of your own students 

that you see after school. I went into Coles this afternoon to be served 

by one of my students at the checkout, and was pointed out to a parent 

by another student in the shopping centre. Went to McDonalds for 

dinner and was served by another student who told me all about the 

progress she had made on her assignment. It is certainly interesting. 

(Journal, 8 February) 

This experience created a role dilemma, being uncertain whether to respond in a 

professional or personal manner. Now she just chats quite naturally. Knowing that she is 

likely to meet students and parents increases her awareness of her personal appearance 

when she goes out. 

 

While Demi appeared to be coping well, the relocation of her partner, Jason, to 

Scootara, a month after Demi‟s arrival, made an important difference:  

I said to him on the phone, if you decide not to come up, I‟ll be in a 

position to cope, I‟ll not fall apart. But it does make a difference to 

have someone up here with you...I really feel it helps a lot, having 

someone up here who listens about your day, and says „oh yeah‟ And 

we go down to the shops and point out students who really pissed you 

off…Otherwise you would be spending a fortune on phone calls and it 

wasn‟t quite the same. 
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She values having someone to listen to what has happened in her day. She comments 

that her single colleagues work much harder, because they have little to do other than 

“talk to the microwave”. Jason gained employment, but because of the limited 

promotional opportunities he will return to Perth at the end of the year.  

 

Demi positively compared her first weeks as better than being on practicum. She 

reflected that her first term was a positive learning experience and she is already willing 

to stay longer if the opportunity arises. Demi has settled in well both socially and 

professionally. She has a network of former university peers in other locations that she 

uses as a valuable support and a local network of colleagues with whom she is able to 

talk. She describes these as “cathartic” opportunities. 

 

Term 2 

Demi returned to Scootara after holidays in Perth to visit friends and shop. She 

commented that she felt empowered by her decision to holiday in Perth: 

I did make the right decision and I didn‟t collapse in a puddle on the 

floor when I got to the tarmac, or say I want to stay I want to stay…I 

was quite happy to be flying back out…I thought…I want to go back 

to sunny Scootara where no one has a care in the world. 

In discussing her experiences with a university peer she felt that she had experienced an 

intense learning curve, been put to the test and succeeded. 

 

In the middle of Term 2, Demi is enjoying herself and sounding very confident. She is 

very happy with her broad range of English classes, and has a very positive rapport with 

the students. She says: 

I…just feel like I‟m so confident with what I‟m doing which is really 

good. You walk into the classroom and you know the students like the 

back of your hand. You know how to get a response to a particular 

subject matter and you‟re really confident in the way you are 

delivering it, and you just know who is going to say something stupid 

or act up or you know, you bring withdrawal slips to certain classes. 

(Interview, 11 May) 

She knows her students and is able to predict how students will react to learning 

experiences. She is familiar with the discipline system and how the school is able to 

support her. Demi perceives that only one of the deputies actively provides support, but 

there is little support from the others in executive positions. Despite her novice status, 

she is approached by the Deputy Principal to accept two very difficult students from 

other classes. This is an indication that Demi has a positive reputation among other staff 

and is perceived as being able to cope with challenging students. 

 

Finding a social circle has been very important for Demi and this has helped her to 

avoid feeling isolated. Initially her partner didn‟t like Scootara, but now he loves it. 

Demi and Jason have been out on boats with friends, mud crabbing and fishing. These 

different lifestyle experiences have converted Jason. They see living in Scootara as an 

opportunity to do things that would not be possible in urban areas. Demi reflects on how 

she has adapted: 

I think getting out there and discovering there is something to do, 

apart from the things you are used to. Because you tend to look for the 

things you are used to in the metro area, but that just doesn‟t work up 

here, it‟s just not compatible…We went four wheel driving up on the 
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range with them and out in the boat. And just exploring different 

towns…just exploring the area and getting your bearings. It‟s good. 

(Interview, 11 May) 

 

She has coped with the summer heat, including the air-conditioning breaking down and 

now loves the winter weather. She loves the proximity of the ranges, the beautiful 

sunsets and the absence of rain. Socially and geographically, Demi feels comfortable 

although she still misses an “intelligentsia” and still spends a fortune on telephone calls 

to friends. She is happy with the cost of rent at only $60 and the subsidies that are 

available to reduce other expenses. 

 

Demi loves the characteristics of the students, noting differences from the urban 

students she taught on prac. She finds the students honest, talkative and relaxed:  

They are very laid back here…I don‟t think they have a concept of the 

outer world, in a lot of ways. They don‟t understand there is a 

University there and you can do that if you want to. I think they just 

see things in terms of the town itself. OK my options for employment 

are [with the mining company]…or working at the pharmacy or 

something like that. They just see it like black and white a lot of the 

time. But from my point of view it‟s a lot more relaxed (Interview, 11 

May).  

She describes them as naïve, with a very limited world view, based on their experiences 

of living somewhere that is geographically remote. They have limited knowledge of 

diverse career options and limited aspirations in terms of academic achievement or 

further study. They require spoon-feeding approaches. In contrast, the students she has 

previously worked with were perceived as competitive and calculating. 

 

She is still uncomfortable having other adults in her classroom, feeling that it reduces 

her autonomy and professionalism. The relationship of one of these people to the 

principal adds to her stress. She is concerned that her activities will be reported back to 

the principal so she feels the need to plan special lessons. 

 

The staff in the English Department are supportive and proactive. She values her Head 

of Department as hardworking, pleasant and as a valuable source of advice. People 

show a genuine interest in each other. She hypothesises that this might be due to the 

English department being primarily females of a similar age, but the English 

department, as a whole, is experiencing difficulties with staff absences and the resulting 

high teacher relief load. The morale is described as low, with some staff experiencing 

depression. There is an expectation that staff will take extra reliefs. Just recently, this 

has resulted in Demi getting only one DOTT period a week. She hasn‟t been paid for 

these. Demi found the relief load particularly difficult in first term when DOTT time 

was particularly precious. According to Demi, doing reliefs outside the English 

department is very stressful because she feels she has less control over the dynamics in 

classes in other subject areas.  

 

Demi appears to be totally immersed in her teaching role. She commented that it is 

necessary to give so much of oneself to get through. She believes that it is necessary to 

keep her eye on the end goal and focus on the interaction with students. She talks 

extensively about all of her classes and the individuals within them. She reflects on 

behaviour management incidents, the relationships she has with her students, pedagogy 
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and curriculum. There are, however, personal costs. She describes it as “the problem 

with being a teacher who cares too much”. She has experienced tiredness and ill health, 

being unable to shake the flu. She has taken a day off, but feels guilty about doing this. 

It‟s difficult to access doctors in Scootara. 

 

Her initial contract for six months has now been extended to a 12 month contract and 

she believes that she may stay for 2 years. She is happy with the location finding it a 

“nice place to teach” and she is adamant that she wants to continue learning things. For 

Demi is satisfied with the quality of her work life. 

 

Term 3 

In term 3 Demi believes that she is managing the workload more effectively, taking 

home less work and using DOTT time efficiently. She chose not to access professional 

development during the holidays, believing that her holiday time was already taken up 

with marking and preparation. She has plans to approach some of her assessment tasks 

differently next year to avoid this overload.  

 

Social interactions with work colleagues tend to blur the boundaries between Demi‟s 

work and non-working life. In addition to the completion of preparation and assessment 

duties, the discussion of students and work related issues during social occasions 

provides a positive outlet for tensions and a valuable information network:  

And I had a very nice weekend too, I had [colleagues] over...We all 

had blue manna crabs and chilli crabs, beautiful, sitting outside. It‟s all 

lots of fun…It‟s just really nice to talk to people, to see how they‟re 

going and what their experiences of kids are because the Social 

Studies teacher that was over last night teaches the same 10-5 that I‟ve 

got so we talk about them all the time and see how they‟re going and 

strategies that are working and other stuff like that.  

 

She speaks confidently about her teaching skills based on the familiarity she has gained 

with the students and the development of her pedagogical skills commenting “you know 

all the kids by this stage and they know what‟s expected”. The focus of most of her 

comments is on her interactions with students and ways to extend student learning. A 

sample of this focus is conveyed by the following comments: 

You know the kids appreciate it and that‟s why you think I can try it 

this way or that way and it keeps me thinking about what‟s going to 

interest them. Like I gave my year 10s an assessment about 2 weeks 

ago and I got really good marks back from all of them. They put in a 

lot of effort. I restructured the assessment so that it was more in depth. 

They had to give me notes and a draft copy and redo the draft copy 

and then give me a good copy; that sort of thing and it was a major 

achievement. I got an assessment from basically all the kids in the 

class which is another major achievement and one girl said to me, 

“Well I was interested in it so I did it” and I thought ohh, all right, 

let‟s keep going with that. How can I keep working with this? 

The classroom is seen as a haven from some conflict between staff.  

Whenever you‟re having a bad day the students are just really cool. 

You walk into a classroom and there‟s no politics, there‟s no 

bitchiness, they‟re just, I think once you get into the classroom you 

feel so much better about the whole thing. If you‟re having a really 
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crap day you‟ve got something that you need to do that‟s really 

pressing or you‟re stressed out because you‟ve got a tonne of marking, 

they‟re just really cool to you. 

She‟s always highly positive in her descriptions of the students in her classes describing 

them as “gorgeous”, and a “really nice group”.  

 

Demi has not yet commenced the performance appraisal process which she described as 

poorly organised. The process has been repeatedly put off by the executive team. She 

said, “I was ready in term 2…They can‟t give me a date. I‟ve given up asking.” She has 

a basic understanding of the process and believes the primary focus is on behaviour 

management. She is confident about her skill in this area, but less confident about her 

administrative skills. Demi has had some assistance with the management of difficult 

students from the school executive, but generally she perceives those in executive 

positions to be distant and cut off from staff.  

 

Maintaining her professional learning is an important issue for Demi. She believes her 

own learning is crucial for improving the learning of students. She is committed to 

constantly monitoring students and reviewing her practice, breaking down tasks and 

structuring activities to achieve improved results. She enjoys gaining feedback from the 

students about their learning and follows through when weaknesses are identified. The 

results from students indicate she is being successful. She is motivated by the 

achievement of the students and is confident about her developing skills and abilities. 

She has not accessed formal professional development opportunities such as the New 

Teachers‟ Seminar because of the relief workload pressures within the English 

Department. The school-based and District Office professional development that she 

has attended has been evaluated by Demi as of little value.  

 

With a parent interview evening scheduled soon, Demi feels confident about most of 

her interactions with parents. She is still surprised by the novelty of parents listening to 

her. Teaching her colleagues children is still stressful because of the tension between the 

role of teacher and the role of colleague. With limited alternative secondary schools in 

Scootara, it is inevitable that the children of teachers will be enrolled in the school. 

 

Demi comments on some of the concerns related to the visibility of being a teacher 

within the community. Students comment about extra-marital relationships which have 

been observed between some teachers. Demi reflects on her initial discomfort with 

being seen everywhere and sometimes she would still like the luxury of anonymity, 

particularly when bathing at the beach.  

 

Her partner‟s employment recurs as an issue. He is still seeking other employment 

opportunities, some which would require relocation to Perth. Demi would like him to 

remain, but she is contemplating remaining in Scootara even if he leaves. Her thinking 

is influenced by her commitment to the students, her continuing professional 

development and her love of the weather and lifestyle:  

I think I‟ll stay up here next year because I‟ve been umming and 

ahhing about it and I think let‟s do another year. For financial gain as 

well as knowing how the school runs and all of that kind of thing. It‟s 

probably a lot easier. I know the department. I know the kids, even if I 

don‟t get the same bunch of kids. I know other kids in other classes 

and the disciplinary system. 
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Demi misses the facilities and services available in urban centres, such as access to 

dining opportunities (restaurants and coffee) and the extended choice available in large 

department stores. She misses friends and family, but she is able to maintain contact 

with them by phone. The amount Demi spends on phone calls is seen as an affordable 

luxury, with the lifestyle benefits of Scootara outweighing these disadvantages:  

If only they had a major centre up here…It‟s beautiful. We went out to 

[place] the other day and went for a swim out there and ate fish and 

chips and it was just beautiful. You felt like you‟re in Fiji or 

something. It was fantastic. So it‟s all going very well. 

She seems highly satisfied with most aspects of her work and non-work life. 

 

Term 4 

As the end of the year approached, Demi expressed some anxiety about whether she had 

done enough for the students, especially senior students; however, generally she was 

confident about her competence:  

You get to the point where you just know exactly the questions the 

kids are going to ask, and more often than not, you know ways around 

that and of how to get around that by this time of year. You know how 

to explain things that will really get to that class, that will work the 

most efficiently, so I was standing up the front talking to my year 

eights about a week ago and I thought, they‟re really listening to me 

and they can really understand what I‟m saying, and for the first time 

they went straight to it. 

She notes the importance of familiarity with the students and the knowledge about the 

pedagogy that works with them. She already finds the concept of herself as a new 

graduate to be strange. She feels confident and professional and is looking forward to 

being an “experienced” staff member next year. 

 

With senior classes finishing she is likely to pick up additional reliefs, but she hopes to 

utilise time to improve her organisation and commence planning for next year. The 

quantity of reliefs is an issue. Relief teaching is seen as a negative and miserable 

experience, especially in other subject areas. This has become a political issue within 

the school with approaches being made to the Minister for Education to overcome the 

shortage of relief teachers in the town.  

 

Demi‟s performance appraisal has finally been concluded with the Deputy informally 

notifying her of her satisfactory status without any formal observation of her classes:  

The Deputy came up to me and said I‟ve rated you satisfactory for 

your appraisal and I said “OK, no worries” and he hadn‟t seen me at 

all. 

While she is satisfied with the lack of pressure (she saw the process of evaluation as 

potentially negative); however, the HOD commented that formal observation would 

have been an opportunity for Demi to receive positive feedback.  

 

Demi believes that there are likely to be significant staff changes for the next year and 

this is causing anxiety within the school. Over staffing in one department has resulted in 

a forced transfer, with no one wishing to leave. The process has been poorly managed, 

causing tension in unrelated Departments, including English because of relationships 
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among staff members. Demi remains unstressed by the impending changes, keeping out 

of the politics and beginning to wind down for the year. 

 

In reflecting back on the year Demi recalls that about 3 months into the year she had 

developed confidence and was finding the preparation and planning less laborious. She 

remembers sitting in class one day and thinking “I can do this”:  

I just go in there and think right I‟m teaching this today and everyone 

will listen to me and it will be fine. You just, I think one of the major 

things you do accept that some are going to go badly and some are 

going to go really well and it‟s not necessarily a reflection on you as a 

teacher if it goes badly but you have to learn from that and move on 

and I think it‟s very character building in that respect. You just have to 

learn to step back and go I‟m human as well. 

She has accepted that perfection is not possible, aiming instead for continual 

improvement. Within about the same time frame of three months, she believes she had 

gained knowledge of the school and her department and begun to develop valuable 

relationships with people. The workload is still perceived as demanding. 

 

In reflecting back on her initial experiences and anxiety, Demi believes having her 

partner arrive sooner would have been helpful. The days before school started were 

clearly the worst. She cried and was lonely during this time, losing weight. Despite this 

she did not contemplate leaving. She focussed on her work and creating positive 

impressions. She adopted “prac mode” strategies for her initial survival at work and 

used the telephone as her life line. Demi has accepted visibility as part of life in a small 

community. She enjoys the informal contact with the students out of school. She values 

her new collegial social circle and continues to find her interactions with her colleagues 

as very supportive: 

You can get together on a Friday afternoon and just pour out your 

whole week and it‟s very cathartic. I find to just be able to unleash all 

of that, to talk about certain students and how they‟ve been behaving 

in certain classes and things like that. It‟s like a form of therapy.  

 

Demi has applied to remain in Scootara next year, having negotiated the bureaucratic 

process. Her partner‟s employment is still uncertain, though it appears he will remain at 

least for the first term. She has a good network of friends and is prepared to resign if 

she‟s very unhappy due to the separation. Her decision to stay is still based on financial 

and professional advantages. She would like to teach somewhere else within Australia 

or overseas at some time in the future so that she can continue her professional 

development. She fears remaining in the one location and becoming complacent. 

 

Second Year 

As a second year teacher, Demi sees herself as experienced, especially in the context of 

all the staff changes, particularly within the English Department. There is growth in the 

school enrolments due to local economic expansion and this results in an unsettling start 

to the year with shortages of teachers, shortages of rooms and large class sizes. Demi 

notes that the students also react differently to the “experienced” teachers. “Because 

there are so many new teachers I think they cling to you a bit as well”.  
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Demi‟s talk focuses predominantly on her classes and her developing skills. She knows 

her students, utilises knowledge of students from the previous year and develops 

resources and approaches previously used. In reviewing her files she comments: 

I can do better than that…I‟m starting again and going through and 

making stuff and I‟ve got a much better idea of what they need to know 

and how they react.  

She is pleased to be taking some more academic classes, though she is concerned by the 

level of skills of the students and has embarked on additional workshops out of school 

hours to address their needs. These workshops are well attended, not only by students 

from Demi‟s own class. This is testimony to her effectiveness and the rapport she has 

with students. She is focussing on pitching the curriculum at an appropriate level for the 

needs of individuals. While she doesn‟t find the workload harder this year she 

comments that there is more of it. Because she is working in areas that are more 

intellectually stimulating, she is happy to make the effort. 

 

As an “experienced” teacher Demi is often consulted by colleagues and required to pick 

up organisational tasks. This is a sign of the respect in which she is held. She helps 

support her colleagues and receives positive feedback from her peers. She also takes on 

administrative jobs like ordering resources. Demi has overcome her reluctance to have 

other people in her room. She is now sufficiently confident to cope with that. While 

Demi still has some behaviour management incidents, she takes these in her stride, 

using appropriate resources and procedures. 

 

Demi is in involved in curriculum innovation at the school, taking a trial of an all boys' 

cross-curriculum class. She is enjoying the professional interaction with colleagues in 

the planning and implementation of this project and articulates her beliefs about 

learning. 

 

While she retains the idea of not becoming consumed by work, she comments that “You 

can‟t avoid it if you really want to do well…if you want them to pass you have to put in 

so much effort for them”. With the temporary absence of her partner, the workload she 

allowed the workload to become all consuming, having to force herself to take breaks 

with social outings, drinks and dinners, but returning to work late into the night with 

only uninspiring television to distract her. Her concern for the students brings her into 

conflict with an English teacher who is new to the school. Demi feels angry and anxious 

because she believes that the new teacher, although more experienced, is not adequately 

meeting the needs of students. The students from the other class seek out Demi for 

additional assistance. The acting HOD provides Demi with positive support over the 

issue. 

 

The issue of her partner‟s employment and his increasing dissatisfaction with aspects of 

Scootara have created a dilemma for Demi about the length of time that she will remain 

at the school. Demi sees the opportunity to teach Literature to a class of highly 

motivated students as a possibility for next year and this is a highly attractive option. 

Her students are eager for her to take the class and are prepared to lobby their parents 

and the school to achieve this – further testimony of her relationship and effectiveness 

as a teacher. She feels torn between her obligation to her partner who has relocated for 

her benefit and her desire to fulfil a career goal. Her partner has become disenchanted 

with the casual attitudes in the area of service provision. These issues are less 

significant for Demi, who tends to be immersed in her work. She says: 
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This is the issue. Should I stay or should I go? This eternal wrangle 

and it's really hard when your kids get to like you…And then I've got 

Jason saying 'We're going at the end of the year; we're just going. 

That's it I can't take it any more'. So it's yeah rock and a hard place 

time really. So I'm honestly not sure at all…I'm just trying to see clear 

to the end of the term, let alone the end of the year, you know. It's 

difficult, very difficult.  

 

This second year has been a time of consolidation for Demi, rather than a significant 

change. She had achieved a level of competence and confidence in her first year and is 

focussed on continuing professional growth this year. The impact of visibility has 

extended so that now Demi is known by the extended family of her students. She 

accepts her “celebrity status” and believes that it “just captures the friendliness of” 

Scootara.  
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CASE STUDY OF DONALD: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Donald is a 47 year old mature-aged graduate, specialising in the secondary school 

curriculum area of Design and Technology (D&T). His training was undertaken on a 

Department of Education (DET) Scholarship. Previously he has studied for 10 years and 

worked for 30 years in the area of visual arts with a wide range of experience from 

travel, community work and farming. The area of Technology and Enterprise (T&E) 

appealed to him after having worked as a “poor artist”. He saw it as an opportunity to 

assist others to develop the enterprise ideas they have through to implementation.  

 

Current Context: Vikeson District High School 

Donald has been appointed on a 2 year contract to Vikeson District High School. His 

class allocation for the year involves teaching D&T, Art, and subject areas beyond his 

expertise, including Work Studies and Literacy Support. The region was his preferred 

location. He was keen to get out of the city to a place where accommodation was 

provided. He has been given an unfurnished GEHA house. He had acquired some 

information about the location by contacting the tourist bureau and talking to teachers at 

the school. He has previously lived in rural areas in Western Australia and Victoria, 

including time within the region to which he has been appointed. 

  

Donald arrived in town 2 days before school started, having been notified of his 

appointment before Christmas. He had previously visited the town. The town has a 

dwindling population of about 1500 people. The school has approximately 150 students 

K-12 with about 60 students in the secondary area. Approximately 40% of students are 

indigenous. There are 18 staff including three full time executive positions. 

 

Term 1 

In my first interview with Donald, his main concern was grasping the areas he had been 

allocated to teach in which were outside his area of expertise. He has only 3 lessons in 

his learning area of T&E. While some of his classes are in art, an area in which he has 

previously worked, he has found working with secondary children very different to his 

experiences with teaching adults. His situation is made worse by the fact that the school 

has not recently had an art teacher and does not have an art room or appropriate 

resources. He is totally out of his depth in the area of Work Studies and Literacy 

Support.  

 

Donald is very focussed on planning issues because of requirements that have been 

stipulated by the Deputy Principal. He does not feel comfortable with these 

requirements because he believes the planning approach being advocated by the Deputy 

is not consistent with the needs of his particular curriculum area. He is particularly 

concerned because of an impending appraisal later in the week. He is without any form 

of collegial expertise in any of the areas he has been assigned to teach. He appraises his 

own performance as a series of “normal disasters” describing the students as “wild ones 

– a real mixture”, but he has retained a sense of humour about his experiences.  

 

Donald had initially been put off the idea of country teaching by the need to share 

housing. He circumvented this with the creation of a “girlfriend”, but believed that 

having a dog was also a justification for individual placement. He is pleased with the 

standard of housing that has been provided.  
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In my second interview, three days later, Donald has had a disastrous appraisal and the 

Deputy Principal has offered him a transfer to another school within the region or the 

opportunity to work through the substandard appraisal process. Donald perceives the 

requirements and demands being made by the Deputy Principal to be incongruous with 

the demands of his particular learning area. He is expecting detailed prescriptive 

planning documents which are inconsistent with Donald‟s philosophy of working from 

what the students know and allowing them to explore technology. He has been unable to 

provide the documents considered necessary by the Deputy Principal: 

Very prescriptive and with the arts it‟s not prescriptive…a big 

focus is exploring with students and their technical skills and 

letting them find out what they need to know and when they realize 

I say right, you do this and then you teach tem…and I couldn‟t 

hand in folios that showed all the steps the student have been 

progressing through, which is a contradiction to my whole 

approach. 

 

There appear to be some significant concerns about the “appraisal process”. The sub-

standard performance charge has been made without a formal visit to Donald‟s 

classroom by the Deputy. The Deputy has not seen a whole lesson or given advanced 

warning of his visits. He has come in to assist Donald on maybe four occasions with 

behaviour management problems. The Deputy Principal stays for about 10 minutes and 

leaves. He is not happy with Donald‟s behaviour management. Some initial meetings 

outlined expectations about documentation with the emphasis on providing a “Master 

File”. Donald recognises the value of some of his ideas and realises his need to develop 

his skills. 

 

The handling of the meeting to inform Donald of his sub-standard performance also 

appears to be insensitive and unprofessional. The Deputy dropped into Donald‟s class to 

request a meeting at recess. He was then taken through to the principal. His failures 

were pointed out and then he was given two options: a “bad mark” for his appraisal and 

a severe process of reappraisal or a transfer which was presented as the easy option. He 

was given a wad of papers to sign in this very rushed meeting. He was not allowed to 

take anything away with him. He wasn‟t given a chance to respond in the meeting and 

he was expected to return to his class after recess and continue to teach. Donald 

commented “it was all very rushed and like I need you to sign that…he sort of said well 

that‟s no good and the best option is we‟ll get rid of you”. The meeting had happened 

only the previous day to my conversation with Donald and he was still typing up a 

response. He was surprised by the severity of this process believing that appraisal was a 

way of getting support and looking for solutions: 

I was surprised with the severity because I was expecting more of 

here‟s the problems and how can we address them. That‟s really 

what I was expecting and that‟s where I was quite happy to get some 

help and say these are the problems.  

Donald recognised that he was really floundering to get lessons together. He wanted to 

get kids thinking and motivated, but had found the kids to have no imagination. He 

perceives them to be a hard group of kids and notes that it is a difficult to staff school 

for a reason. Still, he believes he has taught the students a few technical things.  
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Donald is being given conflicting directions and has not been given an opportunity to 

explain his position. He was in trouble with the principal for not attending a behaviour 

management workshop that was presented by the District Office on a weekend, but he 

was told by the Deputy not to attend, but to stay at home and work on his planning. He 

was unable to fulfil both these goals, but was not given a chance to explain his actions 

to the principal: 

I had to get all my files together so I couldn‟t take time off to go [to 

the behaviour management workshop]. So that was the Deputy, but 

the principal was cross because I wasn‟t there. He didn‟t know why 

I wasn‟t there. 

 

From talking to other staff on duty, Donald had found out that he was not the only staff 

member who had received a substandard appraisal. At least 2 other staff members are in 

the same situation and the teacher he spoke with was unhappy about the appraisal 

process. She intended putting in a complaint to the principal. Sharing this experience 

gave Donald some confidence that he was not alone. He said, “it gave me a bit of 

confidence really, shared the load…reassess what‟s going on, questioning the 

judgements they‟ve made”. 

 

His experience also caused apprehension for other staff. The school has 3 new graduates 

with most teachers being young. There are a couple of locally employed teachers who 

are not qualified. All of the administrative team are relatively recent arrivals to the 

school: the principal arrived at the school two terms ago and the Deputy commenced at 

the beginning of the year. 

 

While the option of a transfer was initially appealing, Donald has decided that he does 

not want to give up easily. He wants to go back to the Deputy to outline his philosophy 

and allow the kids to work accordingly. Donald believes the issue is a conflict of 

learning ideology. He is operating from a student-centred approach that identifies 

student needs and then develops learning programmes. He is planning, but not in the 

format stipulated by the Deputy Principal. His approach is “with the arts you work out 

what project and outlines, the material you‟re going to need…Work studies, a strategy 

to get them interested in the class, ongoing projects”. 

 

Donald feels professionally isolated from collegial support and expertise. Teaching 

outside his subject area placed him at a disadvantage. Teaching in a single-person 

subject area, in a rural school, deprived him of opportunities for support from other 

people with similar expertise. There were a lack of physical facilities and resources. He 

comments: 

The thing is I‟m starting to settle in to this area of teaching. I‟ve got 

so many different areas to teach in…In Perth if I went in and had to 

do Work Studies or Art there would be other Art teachers to say 

here‟s the basic programme, you can have that. Where as I was 

operating without anyone with experience…In bigger schools you 

come into a subject there‟s usually somebody who‟s already been 

involved in that area to say well this is what we‟ve been doing and 

here‟s a basic programme outline, whereas for me the arts and no 

art teacher here for a few years. I had to develop it all. Work 

Studies – they had a bad programme last year by a teacher who had 
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left and no student passed the whole course…plus the school 

computer has been out of action for the last months. 

 

He experienced difficulties accessing basic computer resources due to the absence of a 

staff member and password access problems. Computer printers had been out of action 

for 6 weeks and it was not possible to print anything from the internet. 

 

Because he Donald has been trying to teach art in a standard classroom, there have been 

complaints from other teachers about the mess created. He is now limited in the choice 

of art activities that he can offer students and this is creating difficulties in the 

motivation of students: 

The English teacher complained they were leaving charcoal and 

chalk on the desk so I had to stop that. It‟s pretty hard to keep an 

unruly mob motivated. There‟s 30 of them drawing each week with 

pencils. I‟ve gone through different techniques with them. It‟s 

really hard to keep them interested. 

 

Work dominates Donald‟s life. He hasn‟t had time to go out and socialise. He spends a 

lot of time thinking and planning even during other daily activities. He says that its 

“seven days a week. You wake up in the morning at 4.30, thinking, starting to plan”. He 

spends a lot of time in reflection. He enjoys walking and listening to the radio. He finds 

the landscape and the climate of the area refreshing. He valued having an opportunity to 

discuss his problems with someone: 

It‟s good to have a chat and speak to someone that‟s at a distance, 

dump it all on you…putting things into words instead of rattling 

around. 

 

The house allocated to him was unfurnished and he has been sleeping on a foam 

mattress on the floor. He had problems with rent not being deducted from his pay, 

despite telephoning three times and being underpaid by DET. He is aware of the 

subsidies and allowances available and finds his employment positive financially, 

especially after years employed in agriculture and the arts. He is supportive of the local 

community, choosing to purchase household items locally. While some things are not 

available, he has found the local shop owners very helpful in ordering in items and 

delivering purchases.  

 

Term 2 

When I visited Donald at Vikeson, he was preoccupied with the substandard 

performance process that was drawing to a conclusion. He had been enduring the 

process for 2 months. He was uncertain about the date of the final decision, indicating 

that he preferred not to know. He was focussing on trying to do his best. 

 

The substandard performance process involved daily meetings with the Deputy 

Principal. Donald was expected to provide daily lesson plans and a critique of the 

lessons from the previous day, a process where the emphasis was on “papers” and 

“more papers”. The feedback he received from the Deputy was contradictory and 

inconsistent from “really good” to “aren‟t you trying”. He felt that his efforts were not 

being recognised: 

Everyday I bring in more papers and programme outlines and 

things like that and you get sort of “that‟s really good, yeah, yeah”, 
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“that‟s really great” and then the next day he‟ll just look at me and 

you‟ll get the opposite. 

 

Donald valued the opportunity to improve his skills and saw some value in becoming 

more structured and specific. He commented “I appreciate the intentions, the value of 

getting more structure into my lessons and programme, I can see value in that”; 

however, the expectations of the Deputy were inconsistent with his previous 

occupational background and his pre-service training in the D&T area. He struggled 

with the conflict between his experience and personal beliefs and the expectations of the 

Deputy. He indicates that he does not have the knowledge and experience that the 

Deputy is expecting him to draw on. His pre-service education has not focussed on the 

skills and documentation requested by the Deputy. He believes in trying to identify 

work that will interest and motivate students and identify the skills they need to be 

taught. There appears to be a clash of beliefs/ideologies/expectations from the different 

discipline background of Donald and the Deputy. 

 

Donald is challenged by the characteristics of the students, in particular their lack of 

motivation and interest. He comments that the most academic students from Vikeson 

are being educated in other locations. The students believe that the school needs 

numbers and is therefore unlikely to take severe actions. If students turn up, classes will 

be kept going. Behaviour management is identified as a problem throughout the school, 

with a large proportion of time spent in writing up incident reports and making parent 

contact, contributing to significant stress in the school. The documentation is seen as 

onerous and ineffective. He believes that parents do not respond to letters home because 

they are a frequent occurrence. Despite this, he believes that the school maintains a 

reasonably friendly and collegial atmosphere among staff. 

 

Donald is also being given directions and advice by the principal that seem inconsistent 

with his understanding of the curriculum. He is being expected to enter students in 

external competitions. The advice he is receiving is creating pressure and confusion. He 

seems unsure about the curriculum requirements and expectations, even the specific 

subjects that he has been assigned because the school appears to be enrolling students in 

programmes in an unorthodox manner. The principal has been concerned by safety 

issues and Donald has attempted to implement programmes to address these concerns. 

He has been hampered in this because of the lack of available resources. Previous staff 

members had not left any resources or materials. 

 

The school has provided some support and addressed some of the problems experienced 

by Donald by reorganising his timetable, splitting a class and allocating more 

appropriate rooms. He has gained some assistance from a District Officer in his learning 

area and he found this to be very useful. Some other professional development offered 

by District Office to the whole school staff at the end of the term was considered 

valuable, but early access to this opportunity would have been much better. He needed 

earlier feedback that he was being considered as “at risk” and offered earlier 

intervention. Other staff are experiencing difficulties and one staff member has 

resigned. 

 

Initially, he was offered a transfer as an alternative to the substandard performance 

process, which was promoted as the best option by the school. This option was 

withdrawn by the school after the first term holidays. The substandard performance 
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process was simply implemented. Donald believed “they really wanted me to transfer 

because it was to go through this it will be a blot against your name and it would be 

better if you nick off.” Donald had seriously considered the transfer because he was 

familiar with the suggested location; however the teaching appointment required skills 

that he was not confident with. Donald is concerned because he wants to do the best for 

the students: 

I did consider it seriously…but it was a bit of a problem because 

they wanted me to teach welding and I‟m not a tradesman so I 

haven‟t done any welding for about 20 years…I‟m teaching the 

students and I want to do the best thing for them. 

 

The substandard process is very stressful and intimidating. He was unaware of the 

degree to which his performance was unsatisfactory until just prior to the 

implementation of the substandard performance process. It came as a complete surprise. 

Despite this, he makes occasional comments that indicate he believes he is improving, 

that if he persists he will get organised, develop the structures, find it easier and that he 

will be able to succeed. 

 

A significant stress is the fact that if he is unsuccessful, his contract will be terminated 

and he will be unemployed, homeless and faced with the cost of relocation to Perth. 

Facing the same process in the Metropolitan area would not have the same 

consequences: 

I suppose I‟m stressed that if I don‟t come through it then I‟m out 

of a job and out of a house and I‟m in Vikeson. I haven‟t saved up 

that much money…so if you were in Perth we‟ll fine you finish the 

job but you‟re not kicked out on the stress at the same time and 

have to shift back to Perth. To get back to Perth will cost me a fair 

bit of money. 

 

There is an expectation by the Deputy that all new teachers should be prepared to work 

every evening and weekend. Donald finds this expectation and the workload very 

stressful. He notes the impact on another first year teacher. Donald is not prepared to do 

this, however, his comments indicate that a significant amount of his daily time is spent 

on thinking about planning and programming from the time he wakes in the morning 

until he goes to sleep at night:  

In my mind, up until last thing before I go to sleep, what am I 

going to do with that class, planning for the week, for the next 

days...It‟s always in my mind, even if I‟m walking down the street, 

sort of thinking of different lessons and planning ahead…swirling 

around in my head. 

He remained in town during the holidays because of the work he was expected to 

complete. He maintains some leisure activities – walking, photography and computing. 

 

Access to resources has been a significant problem that has impacted on his teaching 

and programming. Resources within the school are not recorded and maintained, 

manuals are not available for equipment and equipment is not in working order. He is 

still unable to log onto the computer network needing to rely on a colleague to gain 

access.  
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Donald has contemplated resigning many times, primarily due to the stress of the job 

and the substandard process. But he has had good days where he felt his classes went 

well. He has been considering other employment options within the local community, 

working with adults because of their higher levels of motivation: 

It makes me think of other options, getting interested in community 

cultural development…I‟ve been scanning through the papers and 

seeing what‟s there. Looking at different options…if the worst 

comes to the worst there‟s other options. 

 

He feels positive about the location and considers it to be his home. He is considering 

purchasing his own home because of the relatively affordable price of local housing. He 

comments on the visibility of teachers within the town and the higher moral standards 

expected of them over other people. He also comments on the need for caution in 

communicating with people within the town because of familial connections. He 

accepts these conditions as aspects of living in a small town, acknowledging that people 

in the town are friendly and warm hearted: 

It‟s really friendly…it‟s not a real problem, but there‟s no 

anonymity anywhere and there‟s a lot of people that you have to be 

careful what you say about anything or anyone. There‟s every 

chance that they‟re related…it‟s the situation in any small town 

really. It‟s pretty open, pretty friendly, good hearted people. 

 

Donald has remained calm and retained a sense of humour. He has shown resilience in 

the face of a confronting experience. 

 

Post-termination 

When I next spoke to Donald in August he announced that he had “retired”, his contract 

being terminated one week before the end of term 2. There was a tragic convergence of 

events with his father passing away a few days later.  

 

Donald is optimistic about the future, considering a range of employment options, 

buying a house and staying within the local community. He comments “I‟m quite 

attached to the place, I quite like it here. I‟d like to get involved with other community 

organisations”. He expressed interest in community roles, working in adult education. 

Already he has a voluntary position within the community. He remains in GEHA 

accommodation, not having been contacted by GEHA to vacate the premises. DET 

offered to relocate Donald back to Perth, but he had made the decision to stay. 

 

Donald had been delivered a letter from the principal, during an afternoon class, to 

attend a meeting the next morning. He had a sense of foreboding at receiving the letter, 

which he had been unable to read until after the class. The meeting had been brief, he 

was told it was nothing personal and he had been directed to collect his goods before 

being driven home by the Deputy. He was assisted by the Deputy to pack up his 

belongings and the process took between 20 and 30 minutes. Donald expressed a sense 

of relief at the conclusion of the process:  

I was quite happy to be out of there…just the pressure of trying to 

meet objectives, not having anyone to talk to about it…the stress. 

He had continued to lesson plan, outlining 4-6 week projects, trying to meet the 

requirements of the Deputy Principal. He was stressed and believed he was too old for 

that level of pressure. He was also concerned about the timing – that in terminating his 
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contract one week before the end of the term it had caused additional problems for other 

staff. 

 

Donald feels that the situation may have been different if he had been appointed to a 

bigger school with other subject teachers for support and “real feedback”. He saw the 

administration team at the school as part of his problem, that they did not understand the 

situation, that they placed unrealistic expectations on him and made the standard for 

improvement too high. He felt that the feedback he was given was general rather than 

particular, that he did not have solid steps and foundations to progress towards. He was 

confused by the demands and expectations. His background did not fit the model that 

was being demanded. Donald‟s interaction had been with the Deputy seeing the 

principal as having very little to do with the teachers. 

 

He commented that the parents did not support the teachers because they did not 

sufficiently respect education. They did not see a lot of value in sending their children 

to school. He described the students as “a pretty wild bunch” that were not motivated 

and prepared to do only that which interested them. 

 

The other staff had been supportive with some coming around in the afternoon to check 

if he was all right. They were upset by the incident and felt that it was not fair. It put 

them under additional stress. None of the teachers who visited Donald were under 

substandard performance review. Some of the teachers had been there for 2 years and 

others were new. He claimed that the teachers were in fact jealous that he no longer had 

to return to the school when they did. Students and parents that he had since met out of 

school had been friendly and supportive. They agreed that the students at the school 

were “a wild mob” and that the school generally had a bad reputation amongst the 

adults. The positive interaction with students in the community was quite a change to 

his experience in the classroom. 

 

His improved enjoyment of life is evident in his freedom to walk without pressure, talk 

with local people and explore opportunities. He felt that the workload precluded 

teachers from having other experiences which could enhance their teaching. He now has 

to finalise his financial obligations to DET as a result of the conditions of his pre-

service agreement. 

 

Donald has valued the opportunity to talk about his experiences with the researcher as 

someone outside of the work situation, an objective listener. 
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CASE STUDY OF DONNA: OVERSEAS-QUALIFIED TEACHER 
 

Background 

Donna is a Science teacher in her late 20s from India. She is married, with a 2 year old 

daughter. Donna arrived in Australia to be with her sister and brother who had 

previously migrated. Donna has a Masters Degree in Science, specialising in Chemistry 

and has taught for 7 years in India. When she first arrived, she attempted to gain work 

after submitting her qualifications to NOOSA. She only received a few days of relief 

teaching. Her sister assisted her in the process of applying for work, but they were not 

familiar with the system and did not know how to access information. She returned to 

India, married and her daughter was born before returning to Australia. Using the 

internet, she applied for a short term vacancy in a secondary school and taught there for 

7 months. Her colleagues at the school, including the administrators assisted her in the 

process of applying for other positions. She put in an open application to any location. 

Donna‟s husband arrived in Australia late in the previous year, staying for only a short 

period before returning to India.  

 

Current Context: Westham Senior High School 

Donna has been given a three year contract as a Science teacher at Westham Senior 

High School. Westham Senior High School has a student population of 700 with 57 

percent enrolled in lower secondary school and 43 percent enrolled in years 11 and 12. 

Ten percent of students are indigenous. Forty-nine percent of students receive some 

form of secondary education assistance allowance. A third of students are bussed to the 

school from surrounding rural towns and 5 percent of students are in residential 

boarding facilities. There are 50 full time teaching staff. A high proportion of the staff 

live in the local town or surrounding rural locations. Some staff commute daily from 

the metropolitan centre.  

 

The town of Westham has a population of approximately 6000 people. It is located east 

of Perth in a predominantly agricultural area with a high proportion of families in low 

socioeconomic circumstances. Donna has been provided with a 2 bedroom GEHA unit. 

Her daughter is enrolled at a local childcare centre.  

 

Term 2 

I first spoke with Donna in Term 2 of the school year. Donna relocated to Westham in 

the middle of January 2003. Donna‟s husband was in India at the time of her relocation. 

Friends from the previous school she worked in assisted her to move and settle into 

Westham. They helped organise childcare and provided her with some contacts in her 

new location.  

 

In her first few days in Westham, Donna felts isolated when she had several difficult 

personal experiences. Her car was broken into and she had to deal with the police 

investigation and the insurance claim, without family support:  

I cried a lot because nobody was there. My sister was also overseas at 

that time. She was in India and I was alone. And I was thinking of my 

mum and my husband, telling them...I have to deal with police and it was 

pretty scary.  

On another 38 degree day, her daughter was trapped inside the house, when the door 

blew shut. Fortunately, she knew a District Education Officer who lived three houses 

away. This person had assisted her with her telephone connection. She ran to the house 
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and his wife contacted GEHA who sent someone to climb into the house through the 

roof. She was very grateful for this assistance. 

 

Donna was very nervous in her first days at school. She is teaching classes from Year 8 

to Year 12. Her previous experience had been with senior students and she is unfamiliar 

with the science curriculum for junior students, a subject for which there is no 

equivalent in India. She has been given assistance by her former Head of Department to 

develop her programming and assessment: 

My HOD she helped me a lot...most of the time she gave me the material. 

She used to give me an idea of what to do in class and...how to level 

them. How to assist them…She helped me a lot.  

She finds the pedagogical approach in Australian classrooms is quite different to the 

approach she has used in India. She says “you used to give lectures and...the assessment 

is done all quite different in India”. 

 

More significant is the issue of behaviour management. Despite teaching Chemistry 

classes with up to 65 students in India, she did not have to deal with behaviour 

management issues: 

I don't know why kids are like this in Australia. Because in India one 

time I have 65 kids, if you can imagine sixty-five kids in one room and 

then they are very serious, nobody will move. 

In contrast, she describes her experiences at Westham: 

First day with my year Year Tens were horrible…Well first few weeks...I 

was thinking how I'll pass my one hour. Because everything was 

new...like I had to find for them work for my Year Tens. What to give 

them?  

 

The behaviour management is made difficult because of the class sizes. Donna has 

groups of 35, much larger than the classes she was teaching in the previous Australian 

school context: 

In India…I taught nearly for seven years and not on a single occasion I 

can remember when I had any problem…like my Year Tens. Some of the 

boys they were very noisy. They were throwing with paper planes at each 

other and moving around, I was not satisfied…I expected that there will 

be some problems, because at [first location] also we had some problems. 

But I expected that I'll be having only twenty-four kids and it was a huge 

difference. Ten more students.  

However, she has started to develop a positive rapport with some of the female students 

who have been intrigued by her Indian attire and culture: 

The girls...they want to have a nose ring and my appearance they can just 

figure it out like she's from India and also they just want to know about 

traditions and all those things. 

 

Donna was provided with some induction on the first two pupil free days of term. She is 

starting to develop a relationship with some of the Science teachers and teachers in 

other departments, but she finds the culture of the school quite isolating: 

[I] quite like the Head of the Department and some of the teachers. They 

are very nice. But some of the teachers they are protecting their jobs...in 

[first location] you used to have a lot of staff meetings and in Westham 

it's weird…they stay in their department doing their photocopying and 
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getting stuff ready for the next period. So we hardly go to the staffroom. 

We are just staying in the Science department.  

She has found the Deputies to be very helpful, but she has not had much interaction 

with the Principal. 

 

With her husband absent, Donna placed her daughter in child-care at the beginning of 

the year. While this was difficult for Donna, her daughter settled into the Centre. 

Donna‟s partner returned from India in April and he is experiencing difficulties gaining 

employment: 

He is also finding it a little bit hard, because he's a bank manager...he's 

also worked in a government bank and he's got fifteen years experience. 

So over here there are no opportunities in banks.  

 

Donna is satisfied with the services and facilities within the community, although she 

purchases culturally specific items from Perth. 

 

Term 3 

Donna is beginning to achieve some success with the students and her management of 

their behaviour. She comments: 

This term it is good I‟m used to so many things…Maybe I think we‟ve 

become more comfortable with each other…They've become more 

friendly. They can speak to me about their feelings and I can also...get an 

indication of them...In the beginning it was very hard doing experiments. 

So I didn't do any experiments in term one. The kids were asking me 

'Miss, why are you not doing any experiment? Other classes are doing 

experiments?” I said 'you have to first behave properly and then only we 

can start with experiment part'. And I think they realised. Now they are 

very good in experiments also…I'm feeling a bit more satisfied…most of 

the time…kids are listening to you. They're following your instructions 

and you get results what you're expecting from them.  

The students no longer comment on aspects of Donna‟s appearance or dress and she 

takes this as a sign of acceptance by the students. 

 

She is still concerned by their lack of respect, particularly for property and their openly 

disobedient and inappropriate behaviour. This requires considerable cultural adjustment. 

It is still something that is alien to her previous experience: 

Some of the kids they are so destructive in computers and everything 

…maybe they don't realise how much they are getting, not to utilise it 

properly now…I think they have no respect for anything like books and 

everything. They're just throwing, kicking bags. 

She compares the different ways that Australian and Indian students treat their teachers. 

In India she had a student touch her feet with respect at the bus stop, but she says 

“Australian kids pull our legs”. 

 

She feels well supported by the Head of Department of Science who has provided her 

with strategies and back up with behaviour management: 

He's very cooperative. He's actually free at that time when I'm teaching 

my Year Nines…he gave me a lesson in this, what to do…where to go. 

There is the BMIS policy. 
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She has a clear understanding of the school policies and implements these:  

First I give them warnings. A second warning. Name on the blackboard. 

If they're not improving, withdrawal. And if they're still not realising, the 

next time, withdrawal again, then they are reported. 

 

She has accessed assistance from a staff member designated as a mentor for all staff at 

the school. Donna has made contact with the parents of some of her students to follow 

up behaviour management. She says “there is a bunch of girls that haven‟t improved 

much. I'm contacting their parents…Most parents are very cooperative”. Some of them 

have indicated that they feel powerless to deal with their children‟s behaviour. 

 

Donna has had two visits from supervisors to complete her performance appraisal, but 

she is not very clear about the outcome. She has received written feedback from her 

Head of Department, one of her supervisors, but nothing from the Deputy Principal:  

I have no idea. They haven't even left me one copy. My head of the 

department he's given me a copy of his notes. After that I don't know 

what happens. 

[They said] knowledge of content was good. Just the only thing is to use 

a wide range of equipment like TV and demonstrations.. 

 

The main concern for Donna is the issue of employment for her husband. He returned to 

Australia in April and has not had success with employment:  

Before our marriage I told him that I was going to Australia. He had a 

different sort of imagination for Australia. I also and when you come 

here all your imagination has gone. So you feel a bit depressed...He has 

got a good job, bank job, in India. He gets a lot of incentives and 

everything…he always wanted to go back to India. 

He has been told that he is overqualified for positions. They have just gained internet 

access at home to assist with his job search. He is intending to return to India for a while 

in August to care for his elderly mother. His absence is something which concerns 

Donna, but she is committed to remaining in Australia:  

I'm telling him to stay a bit more. I don't know what will happen. He 

says that he will get a job. But at the moment…his family is all over 

there. So he is wondering about his mother is eighty-eight years old.  

 

Donna‟s mother and brother are in the process of migrating to Australia. The arrival of 

Donna‟s mother will ease some of her child-care concerns and remove the additional 

expense. Financial issues are fairly tight. She says “this is my second year [with a] job. 

We have bought a car and we will be loan free in October. So things are improving a 

lot. Earlier it was very tight”. 

 

Donna and her husband feel isolated from their cultural supports, Indian friends located 

in Perth and are unable to access television and video programmes in Hindi. This is a 

concern with maintaining their daughter‟s cultural awareness. If Donna‟s husband 

gained a job in Perth they would return to Perth and Donna would commute to Westham 

every day. This is something some other staff members do. She is planning on 

remaining at Westham for the three years of her contract and then hoping to gain a 

position in Perth, but she does like the physical location, commenting “There are more 

hills here than in Perth. I like it here; the hills remind me of India”.  
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Donna is critical of the standard of health care available in Westham, having accessed 

the local hospital when her daughter was ill and her husband injured. From having 

access to high quality health services provided by her husband‟s employer in India, they 

are dissatisfied with the services that are available through the Australian public health 

care. She says “It's a country area and all GPs were overbooked. We felt so angry. We 

can't do anything. We can't go to Perth and we can‟t afford to go to private”. 

 

Donna does not get involved in the social activities of the school or the community 

because of her family commitments and her lack of confidence. She relates positively to 

other staff, but has a very limited social circle of interaction, mainly within her 

department and with one other teacher who has a child of a similar age to Donna‟s 

daughter: 

My colleagues...they are very co-operative. Most of the time they stay in 

the science department whenever we have free time, getting ready other 

material. They are very helpful.  

Her weekends are spent completing household chores and school work. Her lesson 

planning and preparation time during the week has been eroded by relief teaching 

duties, usually twice a week. Donna feels afraid of being by herself once her husband 

has left because there have been incidents of burglary in the area, but school provides a 

distraction from some of her other concerns. She says “whenever you are in school you 

have no time to think about that stuff…Whenever you have no free time you have no 

worries”. 

 

Term 4 

In term 4 Donna appears to have consolidated her relationship with her students, even 

though the staff of the school generally, are finding the management of student 

behaviour challenging with the approach of the end of the year. She is more vigilant, 

especially during lunchtime duty when students have been engaging in water fights, but 

she believes it is a school-wide problem saying “everyone is finding, not only me, old 

teachers also, everyone is saying it happens every year…have to be very rigorous”. 

 

She has received constructive feedback during her performance appraisal and is 

developing her skills in the areas noted. 

My head of the department...he was very nice and…two times the 

Deputy came...One time she stayed outside the door just watching for 

nearly 10 minutes and next time it was in the class for half of the lesson 

…I was fine after that…[The feedback] was given to me just verbally, 

and in September I think they gave me in writing with comments...Most 

of them were good…good rapport with students and giving feedback to 

students. I‟m not using all the teaching aids, not much. I‟m trying to, I‟m 

finding it hard to use PowerPoint and all those so I‟m hoping next time 

because I‟m not confident with all this stuff…using projectors so 

everyone we are having a meeting to learn how to improve using 

PowerPoint. Now year 11s and 12s [are] gone during free time I practice. 

I haven‟t used it really before. 

 

Her personal situation is continuing to cause her anxiety. Donna is pregnant and 

expecting the baby just before the beginning of the first term. Her husband has returned 

to India and is not likely to be present for the birth. Donna intends to continue her 
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employment, taking only 6 weeks of maternity leave; however she has received 

conflicting information about her entitlements and she is anxious about this: 

She was not sure if I was entitled or not. She rang the Education 

Department I think and they said no. So I don‟t know…And then there‟s 

a lady at District Office because everyone was saying that in one year 

you become entitled to the leave so then they said you are entitled. 

She is managing to work and care for her daughter, though she is finding it difficult in 

the last stages of pregnancy. Her husband is planning to return again next year to assist 

with childcare and will continue to seek employment:  

He is also anxious. We both are. I don‟t believe he will be here. He has 

his priorities, he can‟t be without a job and it is really very hard for him 

to find a job in Australia.…his mother was sick. She had a cataract 

operation so he was just caring for her. Now he has applied for his long 

leave. 

 

He will look in the Perth area and she is hoping that he will be happier when he returns 

this time because he now has a better understanding of Australia because “previously 

it‟s hard, he had a different thought of Australia, altogether different”. 

 

She is also concerned about access to a high standard of hospital care. Her experiences 

with the health care services in Westham have caused her concern. She negatively 

compares the standard of care and the length of leave that would be available to her in 

India for the birth of a child. Associated financial issues are also causing her concern: 

It‟s very hard to find a doctor. You have to plan in advance that you 

don‟t get too sick, 5 days to book in advance so it‟s like that. In 

emergency you can‟t find a doctor. It's very hard so I don‟t know what 

will happen to us….I have booked into Westham Hospital, but they are 

saying that if you need an epidural…they can‟t do it in Westham. 

Donna has been impressed by the reaction of the students to her pregnancy: 

This is a very good thing about Australian kids, they are very well 

mannered because first of all I was a bit worried how they would react to 

my pregnancy, but not a single comment…the girls ask me when you are 

due and I have observed their behaviour also, when I tell them to keep 

their voices down they do…I don‟t know whetter it‟s due to the 

pregnancy or whether they have become more receptive to me, but they 

have changed a lot. 

 

Donna is uncertain about the next year. There will be a high turnover of staff in her 

department. The Head of Department and the other two science teachers are both 

leaving. Donna is the only one remaining, but she will also need replacement during her 

leave. The uncertainty of the staffing is a concern. It is likely that she will have senior 

classes and she would like to have her planning organised for when she returns. She is 

already thinking about her performance appraisal next year and is keen to be successful.  
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CASE STUDY OF FIONA: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Fiona is a single female secondary education graduate, in her 20s, who has left home for 

the first time to commence this appointment. She has specialised as an English teacher. 

Current Context: Ashville District High School 

Fiona has accepted a 2 year appointment to Ashville District High School (DHS) 

located about 5 hours from Perth. She has been assigned classes across the curriculum 

in English, Society and Environment, Maths and Science for years 9 and 10. Ashville 

DHS has an enrolment of approximately 80 students from pre-primary to Year 11. Over 

90% of the population of students is indigenous. The school has a small staff of about 

seven teachers with some specialist teachers and AEIOs. There has been a turnover of 

staff this year with 6 new teachers.  

 

Ashville is located in a mixed farming region with a population of approximately 700 

people, situated one hour from a regional centre by road. 

 

Term 1 

I first spoke with Fiona early in first term. She had reacted negatively to her 

appointment to Ashville, a district that she had not nominated on her application. She 

did not know where it was, but thought it “was a hell of a long way away”. Fiona felt 

pressured to take this appointment when she was told by the DET staffing officer that 

“if you don‟t take the job you won‟t be offered another – on the bottom of the list for 

next year”. She cried, but decided to visit the town and school with her mother. Almost 

before she arrived at the school, she decided that she would accept the position. A 

couple of weeks into the school year, she felt enthusiastic and positive about the 

decision.  

 

Fiona teaches across all core areas of the secondary curriculum, teaching beyond her 

subject specialist area of English. She claims that it “makes it really difficult for most of 

the time. Three quarters of the time I really don‟t know what I‟m talking about. So lots 

of research has to go into everything”. However, she does not appear daunted by this. 

Her preparation simply requires additional research and planning. 

Fiona is experiencing some difficulties with classroom management, in particular, 

engaging the students:  

I am really tired of banging my head against a brick wall. I really feel 

like I am fighting a losing battle some days. Certain students just seem to 

want to fight me on everything. It makes life difficult when kids 

complain about doing work and complain about having free time… 

behaviour is also becoming a bit of a problem…when half your class 

fails to return from recess it is difficult to not take it personally. 

She feels that her interaction with some of the students is futile. Their attendance is 

sporadic and she perceives this to be a reflection of both student and parent attitudes. 

Some parents are seen to be giving kids the “all clear to act up”.  

 

Despite her concerns with behaviour management, Fiona is committed to providing the 

students with rich educational experiences and would like to take the students on a 

camp to extend their knowledge beyond their local community. She has organised 

weekend fundraising activities like car washes. The camp is intended to motivate the 
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students because a good school attendance record is required for permission to attend. 

She has seen some behavioural changes. She also tries to motivate students with the use 

of computer resources, but because the computers are unreliable, the students become 

annoyed when they cannot access them. 

 

Fiona has been provided with a GEHA unit in a neighbourhood of teachers. She 

comments that “we all live so close to each other „cos there‟s not a whole lot of town 

around here…we spend a lot of time in each other‟s lounge rooms talking about 

everything”. There are new teachers in the unit next door, behind, and down the road. 

They provide Fiona with a good support mechanism. She values this “because 

sometimes you‟re just not doing so well. It‟s nice to know there are other people who 

know exactly what‟s happening”. 

 

She enjoys the social opportunities in town, believing that there are plenty of things to 

do. Her week involves “lots of going to the pub and playing corporate bowls. 

Everyone‟s always throwing BBQs and organising functions to go to wineries…it‟s new 

and different, I‟ll have a blast”. She believes it is important to engage in these 

opportunities because “you won‟t survive if you isolate yourself in town.” 

 

Initially she was very aware of her visibility within the community, feeling like a side 

show. She felt that people immediately knew she was a new teacher. To escape from 

this visibility, the teachers often travel to the regional centre for access to entertainment 

like the cinema, meals and shopping. The prices are cheaper than in Ashville. The 

regional centre is described as “civilisation”. With the regional centre an hour away, 

Perth within a five hour drive and visits from friends and family she says “I don‟t feel 

completely cut off”. 

 

Towards the end of term, Fiona is feeling really tired. She cannot recall ever being so 

tired and stressed. Fiona has suffered from tonsillitis for a long time and she is 

dissatisfied with the medical services in town. She has been told by other teachers that 

confidentiality is not guaranteed with local medical providers. In the last week of term, 

she took leave to see a specialist in Perth. Fiona‟s absence caused the students concern, 

believing that she had left, suffering from a nervous breakdown. Her class had 5 

teachers last year.  

 

Term 2 

I visited Fiona at Ashville in the middle of the second term. My visit coincided with a 

typically hectic weekend of social interactions. Teachers had stayed after school to 

complete baking and icing cakes for weekend fundraising. This had become a social 

activity with partners arriving, and continued down at the pub. The following morning 

involved the staff together again for the car wash and then four of them shared an 

evening meal with teachers from a nearby town, something they do once a month. The 

evening provided a safe environment to discuss issues about the schools: 

We‟ve got similar problems and you‟re in an environment where 

you know it‟s not going to go any further…you know it stays in the 

room. It‟s a really safe environment to just talk about the hassles of 

being in a small town. 

Careful communication has been advocated by the principal because the community is 

critical of the school. Fiona describes it as a “gossipy town” where “word gets around”.  
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In first term, Fiona socialised only within the teacher sub-community, which she 

describes as being “stuck with every one”. On this Sunday she decided she needed to 

get away, because “I‟m so sick of the other teachers…Just want to spend a whole day 

and not see an entire teacher”. This is the first time she has socialised independently in 

the community. She has found her confidence and broken away from what she perceives 

are the restrictions of the teacher sub-community. She attributes the reluctance of other 

teachers to be independent to a lack of confidence. Other teachers provide a social 

safety net. They are comfortable only in the company of those they know, but older 

teachers warned her that “if you cut yourself off from the town then they‟ll cut you off 

in return”. Fiona has decided: 

I‟m going to involve myself in absolutely everything I possibly can. 

[People are] just so much more embracing when they see you about 

the town and you want to know them and you‟re not just biding your 

time…it‟s almost as if I‟ve become one of the locals in one day. 

Her „absence‟ on the Sunday from the other teachers caused some concern. They 

wanted to know where she had been and if she was all right. Their concern is indicative 

of the way the teachers look out for each other. The Principal of Ashville is also 

considered to be very supportive of staff, working hard to retain teachers in town. There 

are some crime issues within the community and the principal assures staff that they can 

call her at anytime of night if they are worried.  

 

In second term at school, Fiona feels more comfortable with the students. She thinks 

that her return surprised the students. They asked: “„You‟re going to stay then?‟…I 

think the kids change when they realise that you‟re going to stay…they know you‟re 

going to make a go of it”. Her acceptance by the students is evident from invitations to 

interact with the indigenous community, in a town where interaction between 

indigenous and non-indigenous people is not common. She notes how much she has 

learned from the beginning of first term when she “didn‟t know anything at all and 

everything was new and different”.  

 

She believes that some of her success with engaging students is because she has found a 

topic which really interests them. She plans across the curriculum linking subjects as 

diverse as Chemistry and English. She describes one positive experience where “the 

entire class did not say a word and were just drinking in all this information and it was 

excellent…I found that doing things that other teachers don‟t do is almost a way to get 

to them”. 

 

Fiona has programmes completed for the whole term. She feels very positive with the 

preparation and marking that she completed during the holidays. This gives her 

confidence with her performance appraisal. She expects a visit each term from the 

principal for the first three terms. She did not get any warning of the first visit, but she 

thinks that this saved her from feeling stressed. While there is no ongoing induction 

programme in the school, the staff hold regular portfolio meetings and Fiona gained 

support through these.  

 

Fiona has some ambivalent feelings about her separation from her pre-teaching life in 

Perth. She believes that having friends and family closer would help her cope. With a 

sick grandfather and continuing personal health problems, she is anxious about the 

distance and time to reach Perth in the case of an emergency, but Fiona was keen to 

return to Ashville after the holidays. She considered being in Perth was “almost like a 
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disruption from life”. She was not planning to make regular trips back to Perth. Good 

friends were planning to visit her and she believes the distance is an opportunity to 

identify with which friends it is worth retaining relationships. 

 

Fiona is happy with the quality of both her work-life and non work-life. Fiona has 

stopped looking at her appointment as a temporary two year position. She has moved 

from her original position: “At the beginning of the year it‟s very much, you do your 

time, it‟s almost like a jail sentence, you do your time and you leave and since then I‟ve 

got involved in the town”. Her long term career plans of working in the private school 

system in Perth are beginning to change, thinking that she may not have the same 

freedom somewhere else. She expects to continue in Ashville beyond her two year 

contract. Fiona is generally satisfied with her accommodation and her financial 

circumstances, but her satisfaction with the pay depends on what sort of day she is 

having. Some days she thinks she should get extra “hazard pay”. 

 

Term 3 

Fiona‟s return to school is delayed by a week due to the removal of her tonsils during 

the holidays. The extra week‟s leave was taken without pay, because her sick leave had 

been used, even though her next block of sick leave was credited to her within days of 

her return. Fiona once again completed her programming over the holidays and this has 

set her up confidently, despite the missed week. She was keen to return to her class, 

seeing her absence as a disruption to the students. She said, “I just wanted to get back 

into my class and organise everything…I think they were very proud that they could tell 

me that they were good when I was gone.” 

 

Student transience, absenteeism and conflict, associated with some feuding families in 

town, contributes to Fiona‟s behaviour management difficulties. She says: “we‟ve had 

lots of kids coming and going…that just shakes everyone up a bit and it‟s been a bit 

stressed for a little while”. She finds it challenging to motivate students under these 

circumstances because: 

The kids tend not to be interested by anything at all so you have to 

really encourage them to do different things…this kid, he‟d come to 

school and put his head on the desk and you could not raise him…you 

couldn‟t get him to lift his head off the desk and if you did you 

couldn‟t get him to pick up a pen. 

She tackles the problem by developing enterprise projects which students can sell at the 

Ashville show. Fiona is attempting to integrate theory and practice. The kids love the 

practical and marketing components. Her discussion of the student characteristics and 

their learning styles demonstrates the way in which her knowledge has developed: 

That‟s the way kids learn best at our school. They‟re very hands on. 

When you stop and have to do the theory side of it the interest drops 

off so you try to do a nice combination of the two of them. 

 

Fiona believes she receives a generous amount of DOTT time and that she is well 

supported in the school. She has some additional responsibilities for English resources 

across the school, time for collaborative planning and she copes with the internal reliefs 

which are required about once every 3 to 4 weeks. Her DOTT time is used for 

photocopying, marking, chasing up resources, including visits to the resource centre at 

District Office. Professional development has been available through District Office and 

she is going to Perth with her secondary colleague to organise resources for the 
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secondary area. Fiona has utilised internet links to locate resources and contact other 

teachers.  

 

Fiona has continued her integration within the community. She continues to bowl and 

attend local sporting matches. She comments: 

One of the guys at [the sporting match] said “you‟re one of the only 

teachers that we ever see out at these sorts of things”…I‟m just being 

part of the community…makes it a lot easier because when you teach 

with [the other teachers] all the time and because…we‟re girls and we 

have stupid arguments over stupid things, it‟s nice to go out and know 

other people in town besides the teachers. 

She has recently joined the local band as a singer. Her satisfaction with the lifestyle in 

Ashville is conveyed by her frequent use of the phrase “it‟s great fun”. She compares 

the social interactions in Ashville with her previous social interactions. In Ashville:  

you don‟t go out with just your friends, you go out with the entire 

town…everyone wants to talk to you and you get roped into playing a 

game of pool and all that sort of thing so it‟s a lot bigger.  

While she is anticipating visits from her family, she now finds them an intrusion on her 

time. She has experienced moments of depression during the year: being away from 

home, feeling stressed or feeling as if she has no-one to talk to, but such periods have 

not lasted for long. 

Term 4 

Fiona returns from the third term holidays feeling rested for the first time after relaxing, 

catching up with friends and sleeping. Some time was still allocated to planning. During 

her absence, the school receptionist looked after her unit. House break-ins are quite 

common in the town. Local law and order issues have directly impacted on school staff 

with an assault on the female deputy principal in her home. Inaccurate representations 

of the event spread rapidly through the town. Despite the attack, Fiona feels secure and 

confident in her movement around town. 

 

Fiona is satisfied with professional development opportunities, having attended sessions 

on mental health, drug abuse and the New Teacher Seminar. District Office recently 

offered staff teaching outside their subject area an opportunity to observe specialist 

teachers in the regional centre. This was an offer that Fiona would have gladly used 

much earlier in the year. She now feels comfortable working outside her curriculum 

area, having adopted the position that she does not need to be an expert in the field. She 

is prepared to learn along with her students.  

 

The camp that Fiona worked so hard to achieve occurred and was a positive experience 

- “intense and busy and crazy” and she‟s still recovering from the tiredness; however, 

student transience and fluctuating class numbers continue to be an issue. Her class size 

has doubled with children re-appearing after an absence of four weeks. An influx of 

students changes the class dynamics and makes behaviour management difficult:  

You plan lessons, but you don‟t actually expect anyone to be there and 

all of a sudden all of these kids turn up and the whole behaviour 

management, you‟ve got to redo it all again…with all of the kids back 

most of your time is spent trying to get their behaviours back on track. 
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Fiona feels a higher degree of self efficacy having successfully dealt with this problem 

earlier in the year. She comments that she now knows: “it‟s possible to get them on the 

way to learning stuff”. 

 

Fiona‟s development has been supported by an informal mentor, a teacher of 30 years‟ 

experience, who is in her second year at the school, and by the school principal. Her 

extended social network of teachers and other people in the community has been 

valuable and my contact with Fiona, during this study, has given her someone else to 

talk to, someone at a distance. She notes again that care must be exercised with 

communication within the local community. 

 

As the end of the year approaches, staffing of the school for the next year creates 

uncertainty amongst staff. She says “it‟s all completely insane and no one knows what‟s 

going on…everyone is just sitting around going OK what do we do?...so we‟re trying to 

plan for next year with no real idea of what‟s going to happen”. A reduction of staff is 

predicted and conflict is occurring among teachers over the allocation of specialist roles. 

Fiona attributes some of the conflict to people reaching the limit of their amiability. She 

believes “everyone‟s finally had enough of being nice to everyone and having to get 

along. Everyone has just finally worn down on their nerves. They are less inclined to 

put up with each other‟s crap”. With the other secondary school teacher leaving, Fiona 

feels nervous about being the only experienced secondary teacher next year. She is 

suffering from end of year exhaustion and this is impacting on her classroom 

management and her leisure activities. She says “I‟ve just had enough of everything.” 

She has time when she gives up and says: “OK everyone, just do whatever you like”. 

DOTT time is sometimes squandered just regaining her equanimity. Other teachers are 

counting down the days until the end of the year. She sees this as a defeatist attitude. 

When Fiona looks beyond the uncertainty, she feels positive about next year. She is 

excited with ideas and new goals. She feels that half of this year was spent muddling 

through where as next year she has a clear vision. She already knows most of the 

students personally.  

 

The full extent of Fiona‟s integration into the community becomes evident when her 

family visits. When her father describes the location as “a dump”, Fiona becomes 

defensive demonstrating her affiliation with Ashville by responding: “it may be a dump, 

but it‟s my dump”. Fiona recalled that she “stood there bawling when her parents left 

her the first time. I was just horrified that I was being left here”. Now she feels that she 

fits in and belongs. Her parents note her familiarity commenting “it just seems like you 

were born here”. The experience of moving away from home has provided Fiona with 

an opportunity to grow: “I don‟t think I could ever go back to not being myself now”.  

 

Evidence of Fiona‟s acceptance by the community was once again provided in a 

conversation with a member of the bowling club who asked if she was staying for a 

third year. Her response was: “I might stay for a second year first”. The bowler replied 

“Have you only been here one year? It feels like you‟ve been here for ages because you 

always get in to everything”. Fiona also notes the potential negatives of such visibility. 

She is aware of the restrictions of being a teacher in a small community. She sums up 

the situation: “in town there are actually three sectors: males, females and teachers. 

Everyone knows you as a teacher” At times, during the year she has rebelled against this 

label. She says, “part of me is not a teacher; I‟m a 22 year old girl”. 
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She has had the “normal amount” of tears during the year, primarily due to frustrations 

with the students and some initial home sickness. She has been tempted to leave on a 

couple of occasions when kids have directly refused to cooperate and she has asked 

herself “why the hell am I bothering? Why am I doing it?” Such frustrations have been 

balanced with moments of satisfaction when a resistant student enjoyed a poetry lesson 

and asked if they could do it again.  

 

She describes the year as “a big learning rollercoaster”. She coped by “putting her head 

down” and “keeping going”. She was determined to persevere and accepted the ups and 

downs. She firmly believes that Ashville is “a good place”. Now she would advocate 

the school as “a great learning experience. If you can teach here you can teach anywhere 

…you can deal with anything”. While the beginning of the year was described as 

“surviving” she believes that by mid-year the experience changed to “learning”. 

 

Second Year 

When I spoke to Fiona in March of her second year she had enjoyed a positive start to 

term one. Her return to Ashville was seen as coming home. She attributed the successful 

start to the planning completed at the end of the last year and during the holidays. She 

was already familiar with the students and the whole context of the town.  

 

Significant staffing changes did occur: the appointment of a new deputy, loss of five 

staff and an addition of 2 new staff members, both graduates. She is nervous about 

being the „experienced‟ secondary teacher now supporting a first year teacher. She is 

taking further non-core subjects this year so her workload has increased, but her 

experience has been as she expected: “You just sort of do the work until the work‟s 

done and then you go home”. Her performance appraisal process has commenced, but 

she is not concerned about this. Her principal has already indicated that she has nothing 

to worry about. 

 

While she still has some behaviour management difficulties, she concludes that the 

students are “actually really nice”. Fiona compares her skills to the previous year noting 

that she is: 

Much more direct this year…I guess you kind of let yourself get pushed 

around a little bit more when everyone‟s testing the boundaries…you 

decide what you want and don‟t want in the classroom. But this year it 

was much clearer. I already knew the kids…I could say what I wanted 

straight up. 

She has negotiated the curriculum with the students, finding out what they want to 

learn.  

 

She expresses even greater satisfaction with her colleagues this year, having formed a 

strong friendship with two other young teachers. She is pursuing an active social life 

with them and integrating with the locals. Trips to the regional centre with other staff 

are still an important part of the week and an opportunity to access facilities and 

services.  

 

Fiona has changed her perception of her appointment from a jail sentence to be served. 

She has returned for her second year and now intends to remain longer. She has 

developed professionally with the support of colleagues and the principal. She has 

managed her workload and accessed professional development. She has overcome the 
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initial resistance of the students to establish a positive relationship with them, although 

the student group remains unpredictable due to transience and absenteeism. She has 

forged links with the community by socialising beyond the teacher sub-community. 

Fiona describers herself as being “over” issues to do with the separation from her family 

and is now reluctant to return to Perth. She has adapted to her new environments and is 

forging ahead with her career.  
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CASE STUDY OF GRAHAM: OVERSEAS-QUALIFIED TEACHER 
 

Background 

Graham is a married primary teacher of nineteen years experience, from Zimbabwe. He 

has taught years 5 to 7, specialising in Languages Other Than English (LOTE) and 

Mathematics. He was the Deputy Headmaster at a large private school (of over 1100 

students) in Harare. He is also a qualified automotive technician. Graham, his wife and 

teenager daughter decided to migrate to Australia because of the political and economic 

conditions in Zimbabwe and opportunities for a better future in Australia.  

 

Graham applied for a work visa, but was unable to gain employment on his existing 

qualification, a Certificate in Education. He was required to update his qualification to a 

four year Bachelor of Education. He completed a fourth year conversion course in 

Australia, after arriving on a student visa. Graham travelled to Australia alone, 

investigating cities before choosing Perth because of similarities to Harare. He gained 

High Distinctions in units of study, but none of the course units provided an 

understanding of the current Western Australian education context. He did some relief 

teaching for independent schools, but was unable to work with the Department of 

Education (DET). 

 

Current Context: Battydont Primary School 

Graham accepted a position at the small Wheatbelt primary school of Battydont, 

approximately 250 km from Perth. The contract was for one term only, with relocation 

to Kiloming for a further three terms. Graham accepted the position out of financial 

necessity and to further his application for permanent residency in Australia. He did not 

want to travel further than 200 km from Perth, to allow him access to his family. He 

found the procedure for applying for DET positions quite difficult because of the 

requirement of listing specific schools by name when he was unfamiliar with the state:  

They kept saying look we want specifics, we want the schools…where 

you're prepared to teach which made it extremely difficult when you 

don't know those schools from Timbuktu. So in the end I kept phoning 

and phoning and phoning and they kept saying no you're name still 

hasn't come up…So up until about two weeks before school started 

my name still hadn't come up…Obviously there were a lot like this 

one…that I hadn't mentioned, because I didn't know it existed. So…I 

said to them [DET] I'm desperate to find something. Was there no list 

of schools that were looking at the moment? Luckily, I ran into one 

lady…she said to me 'look the only school that I know of at the 

moment is Battydont and then that's a one-term project to be followed 

by a three-term posting at Kiloming which is basically the closest 

town to Battydont. So I said yes I will take it there and then. 
 

It was a pre-requisite on my visa that I have to have worked so many 

months…over the last three years basically. So if you default on the 

number of months that you've been teaching over that period you 

actually don't then qualify for your visa…I basically had to start 

working…By…February I'd already lost time…you've then got to be 

employed within the next three months; otherwise you fail on your 

work experience. So for me it was a very tricky thing…So I had to 
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basically make the choice because you've got no hope to find 

employment in Perth. 

He had a day trip to Battydont prior to relocating to the town. 

 

Graham left the family vehicle in Perth for his wife and was without transport. He was 

provided with unfurnished GEHA accommodation – a major problem for someone 

without household goods. The community provided Graham with furniture salvaged 

from a fire in Battydont to help him furnish the house with the basic necessities of a 

refrigerator and a bed. 

 

Battydont has a population of approximately 60 people, mainly living on surrounding 

farming properties. The local government area has a total population of 1400 people 

distributed over an area of 3,400 kilometres. The town has a general store and a sporting 

club. The declining population is typical of other Wheatbelt communities, and there 

have been school closures in the surrounding areas. Most of the children travel to school 

by bus from the outlying farms. The school has an enrolment of 36 students from K to 

7, staffed by two teachers and the principal. The principal provides DOTT time to the 

teachers, so there is some shared teaching of classes. Graham will be teaching K to 3 in 

a multigrade classroom. 

 

Term 1 

I first spoke to Graham at the end of term 1. His initial reaction to the town was that it 

was “a bit of a one-horse town. I thought well gee it's a really small little place, but I 

didn't mind that so much”. He has been provided with GEHA accommodation, but had 

difficulties organising it: 

It took me at least two months to get…things sorted out…at first they 

had my rent all wrong and then they said they were going to provide 

furniture, then they said they weren't going to provide 

furniture…That's when the town stepped in…to give me a few things 

…[GEHA] said 'I presumed that you had the stuff'. I said I didn't 

realise a big organisation like DET worked on hearsay...So then they 

said 'okay now we won't charge you rent over the next few weeks to 

try and make up for the difference'.  

In fact, Graham did not receive a correct pay until 10 weeks after his commencement: 

Because [of] the big thing about getting my experience recognised and 

then after I'd been phoning them every second day for a month and a 

half, they suddenly said 'oh no, but there's a form you've got to fill in'. 

And then when the form came I filled that in and they said 'oh no, no, 

you need a letter from your previous school to say you taught so many 

units full-time…you had so many years of unbroken service when they 

could have sent that to me more than six weeks ago…Then they 

managed to lose that letter again. 

Graham finds dealing with the bureaucracy both frustrating and time consuming. 

 

Because Graham is without a vehicle, he is unable to travel outside of Battydont for any 

requirements. He finds the cost of living very expensive, because he has to shop locally: 

Your food is probably between forty and as much as eighty percent 

more, maybe ninety. A litre of milk here costs more than 2 litres of milk 

costs in Perth…The Department gives you a very menial allowance, 

under $10 a fortnight [for] staying out of Perth. So that doesn't help…It's 
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a difference of one phone call to Perth…And you don't have the 

opportunity of things like online gas…all those things are more 

expensive than…you'd buy in Perth. 

He tries to bring some things back from Perth, but he is reliant on others for his trips 

home which means sometimes he ends up hitchhiking and he‟s not able to carry much 

back with him: 

I have to basically rely on people who are coming and going to Perth 

to get backwards and forwards, but sometimes after teeing it up in 

Perth…something happens and they can't come back at the time they'd 

promised to bring you back again. You end up having to hitchhike. It 

happened to me this last weekend…I ended up back here about ten 

o'clock at night. Luckily some kind soul decided to pick me up and 

took me all the way back here to Battydont even though he was going 

to another town.  

 

He has found the local people very welcoming. In addition to the assistance with 

furniture he was welcomed socially into the community: 

The people out here are really pleasant. The first weekend…they had a 

little welcoming barbeque in the little town park, for myself and there 

was another couple that had moved into the town recently…they are 

very, very pleasant to people out here.  

Graham enjoys social interaction at the local sports club and through the bowling club. 

He finds people interested in his background: 

We do have our little pub thing down here…you always meet 

somebody new…I think a lot of them are interested to meet you. 

Maybe…they've never met a South African and they like to talk to you 

to find out what it's like. And how you're getting on and things like 

that…I haven't had one single person here who's been negative or 

difficult to get on with. 
 

We were playing corporate bowls. That was good fun too…a very 

good socialising set up they have. It's probably a good eighty to a 

hundred people that are involved in that.  

But he has not established strong relationships: 

I don't think one gets to know them on a very personal level, 

because…they know that you're only going to be around for three 

months or so. Maybe once I go to Kiloming and I'm going to be there 

'til the end of the year stronger relationships will establish…But I 

suppose because you're always drawn towards your family in Perth…it 

does hold you back. 

 

Despite his completion of one year of teacher education in Australia, Graham still 

describes adapting to work in a new cultural context as a steep learning curve: 

It's been a shock to the system…for me to come into this system. This 

system is different…and it's taken a lot of learning for me…I wouldn't 

say I'm even nearly there yet.  

While his experience has been in much larger schools, Graham values the small school 

context, as a newcomer because “you are able to focus on each of the children better 

than you would be able in a larger situation…You're able to find your feet quicker in a 

smaller situation than you are in a large situation”. He has found the children to be very 
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well behaved and believes that this is influenced by the conservative and traditional 

values of the farming families: 

The children that you do have are a lot easier to teach…have a lot 

more respect for you…They still live a lot more by the old code of 

ethics and things than a lot of the children do in Perth. They have a lot 

more respect for you. They will never back chat you or anything else 

ever…I don't think they take too much nonsense from their kids. 

 

He hasn‟t had any significant difficulties with language or accent, but he has found it 

interesting to discuss colloquial terms and differences of language with the children. 

 

He has received support from the principal and been given positive feedback about his 

performance. He comments that “she's been very good. She's been doing her best to get 

me up to speed and I have learnt a lot of things”. He has also had positive feedback 

from the parents who want him to remain at the school. Initially, he felt that they were 

uncertain having a male teacher from a different cultural context in the lower primary: 

But I think once I'd met them all and…they realised that we're not that 

different…a lot of people don't really know what Africa's like and they 

think that people live in jungles. 

 

He has been placed with the K-3 class, something he was very uncertain about, not 

having taught children below year 5. He was also concerned because his next 

appointment was to be to an upper primary group, so his preparation and planning is not 

transferable to his next position. However, the greatest challenge comes from working 

in a multi-grade class because:  

You're preparation is a lot more, because you can't prepare the same 

lessons and things for your Ks as what you do for your Threes…you've 

got four year olds versus nine year olds and that's a massive difference. 

So you've got to have stuff prepared for them…and that does make it 

quite tricky…I'm now preparing three or four lessons for every single 

lesson. So it does at least triple your workload. 

 

Graham is working long hours to complete his preparation and planning: 

I would say on average I probably work ten to twelve hours a day. 

Most mornings I'm at school by about quarter past seven in the 

morning and I'm probably home at about quarter past seven, quarter to 

eight in the evening…Some weeks I've clocked hours, they vary 

between about forty-five and about sixty hours a week.  

When he stays at Battydont he works for most of the weekends.  

 

Every two to three weekends he returns to Perth to spend time with his family. Graham 

is concerned about the separation from his family, particularly the separation from his 

teenage daughter: 

She's already said to me 'oh, it's not fair that you're there and not 

coming with me to hockey training or coming to watch my 

matches'...Sometimes I can see she's wanting to cry when I leave and 

so that's not very good, because I've always had a pretty strong 

relationship with her. 
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Graham is preparing to relocate to Kiloming, his next appointment. He has recently 

spent the day at Kiloming, familiarising himself with the students and taking work 

samples to help with his preparation. The process of relocation to Kiloming involves 

additional expense with the change over of electricity and telephone supplies: 

Every single time you move you've got to pay a reconnection on your 

telephone, on your electricity, on your water…you've got to pay those 

things all over again...I've got to try and sort it out there and then…sort 

it out the other side. 

Graham would have preferred to stay in Battydont, building on the progress he has 

already made, but he is resigned to the move: 

I'm sort of settled here now. I've gone through a lot of the hiccups and 

the hurdles and things and…I'll probably have to start over again at 

that end. It's something I'll have to live with I suppose. There's not 

much you can do about that. It's that or be unemployed really at this 

stage. 

 

He has to reapply for an appointment for next year and there is no certainty that he will 

get a job or where that might be. His main motivation for accepting these positions is 

financial and career security. He hopes to gain permanent status: 

At the moment it's a bit unfair when you've got experience and that 

doesn't count and you basically have to teach out of the city or you 

never get permanency and if you don't get permanency you'll never be 

offered a job in the city.  

 

Graham believes that it requires a very strong commitment to living in Australia, to deal 

with the difficulties of gaining employment as a teacher in this country. 

If you haven't got the guts you would never make it…And Australia 

must be one of the most difficult places to come into to…if you don't 

really have it deep embedded in your heart that you're going to make a 

go of it I think you'll fail. And a lot of people do. That's why a lot of 

people go back or they think well Zimbabwe's a rotten place and South 

Africa might be a rotten place, but at least I'm not going through all 

this nonsense.  

Because of the uncertainty of employment with DET, Graham is considering other 

employment options: 

If I don't get offered a reasonable job with the Department I'll probably 

resign from teaching at the end of year…I haven't made that decision 

yet. Which is probably why in the long-run there is a shortage of 

especially men teachers and I think a lot of them if they go through the 

nonsense with the Department they just think 'oh stuff, I'm going to 

give it up' and they go and do something else…you can use those skills 

in other types of employment. And because I'm actually a qualified 

automotive mechanic as well…I've considered doing that. 

 

Term 2 

When I spoke with Graham at the end of second term, he had nearly completed a term at 

Kiloming. He commented: 

I've settled in pretty well here…and it's not been so bad. I've found that 

the timetable‟s a little bit different here and a little bit difficult to settle 

with in the beginning, but I'm sort of getting used to that now…I 
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would have preferred to have stayed where I was. I was happier there I 

think…eventually I suppose I will settle here.  

He has moved from teaching K to 3 at Battydont, to years 4-7 at Kiloming, however, his 

timetable is a real mixture classes: 

I'm mainly teaching the upper classes of four to sevens, but for 

probably four, five hours a week I've got the younger ones as well. So 

most mornings I take the Threes and Fours for mathematics and 

spelling for an hour or so and the rest of the day I generally have the 

bigger kids, the Four to Sevens. But then on a Tuesday and a Thursday 

when I have the Ks to Threes for the afternoons, after lunch until the 

end of school. 

This requires a high degree of adaptability, organisation and planning. 

I've done my planning for the term because I did that ahead of 

schedule…and that does help. If you're not planned ahead of schedule 

obviously you're going to have problems. 

 

He has had letters from the children at Battydont and misses these established 

relationships. He is developing a rapport with the students, but finds this more difficult 

because of the fragmentation of the timetable:  

The discipline here is also good and the students are pleasant…even 

though I've been with them now a term I don't think I've got to know 

them as well, but maybe it's also because I jump around so much, from 

class to class and because there at Battydont I had more of my own 

classes and I had them for most of the time, whereas here, jumping 

around and also I'm sort of shared teaching with the principal 

The sharing of classes also involves the sharing of physical space and some loss of 

autonomy, even though each teacher plans for their own areas of teaching. He also 

believes that he is carrying a heavier workload than the other staff. He comments: 

When people have been in the place for a while they've got their bed 

feathered better…but you don't just kick up that kind of a stink when 

you first arrive in a place. I'd rather wait a while and then just sus up 

the scene of it first…I'm not a whinger and I'm not scared to work, but 

I do not agree with unfairness either.  

  

Graham is now feeling comfortable with the Western Australian Education system and 

has adapted to some of the socio-cultural differences: 

At the beginning…the accent sounds strange, but I suppose nowadays 

they don't even think about it. Because they've heard me speaking so 

often it doesn't even cross their mind anymore…And I suppose as time 

goes on your accent does fade to a degree…The culture of learning is 

not that different and that's probably what's made the transition easier 

for me, because the system of teaching is quite similar. And even 

though we teach in an objective base rather than a learning outcome 

base, it's not that different. And also out in the farming communities 

the discipline is quite similar. The learning discipline is similar to what 

it is in Zimbabwe, much more so than in metropolitan Perth. The level 

of discipline is much more here. 

He notes some differences, such as the extent to which computers are used in Australian 

classrooms and the empowerment of students in controlling things such as school 
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assemblies; however, he notes that the level of respect accorded to teachers is still not as 

high as in Zimbabwe: 

I just think it's because they're different and you have to accept that 

they're different and they're not the same children. They don't come 

from the same culture and until you accept that I don't think you'd ever 

be happy. So if you realise that it's not that they're being nasty or rude, 

it's just that they're different. 

. 

Graham feels like he has established a positive relationship with the Principal who has 

given him feedback and a small gift to show her appreciation of his efforts. She would 

like to retain Graham at the school for the next year, but because Graham is filling in for 

a person on maternity leave his position is unconsidered an “unclear vacancy”. He is 

unable to have his service counted towards permanency and his opportunity to stay at 

the school is dependent on the on-leave teacher declaring her intentions to either return 

or leave the position. This creates uncertainty for Graham: 

This whole year that I've been teaching out doesn't clock anything 

towards my permanency, which I think is jolly unfair, because in a 

sense they are then saying that if you're standing in for a teacher, 

whether it's a year or not, it's not as important as being a normal 

teacher, which is ridiculous because it's like saying for a year the kids 

can go without a teacher…they have these incentives and if you teach 

out for two years you get your permanency and then they don't actually 

give it to people who are standing in for others.  

 

Graham did not realise that this year would not count towards his permanency until 

after he had commenced the position in term one. It now means that he is likely to 

remain separated from his family for a third year, something he feels uncomfortable 

about. He is anxious about the separation from his teenage daughter: He says “we didn't 

really move to Australia to live apart the whole time. So…I would have to weigh up the 

consequences when the time comes”. He is prepared to continue in this position until he 

has been granted permanent residency, because he believes that being employed full 

time is an advantage to his application and essential until he has been granted full 

citizenship. But Graham is considering career alternatives because of the difficulties he 

believes are imposed by DET: 

Until I have my visa I have to teach…I think…because they have a 

fairly hard time with DET, when something else pops up…some other 

form of employment which carries enough remuneration…a lot of 

people duck out of teaching and I think that's why there are so few 

men left in the profession. I think a lot of them think well I'm not 

going to go through all that hassle…I'll just go and do something else. 

Then if some other reasonable employment comes up they take 

it…probably in the end [I] will end up resigning, which is unfortunate 

because I enjoy teaching…I am a qualified motor mechanic as well. So 

that's another possibility. Because I believe there's a bit of a scarcity in 

the West for mechanics…I don't know. I suppose as long as you've got 

a job you've got to be thankful for some things in life. But obviously it 

would be much better if you could live with your family…but beggars 

can't be choosers in a sense.  
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Graham has been applying for other positions, but feels thwarted by the DET online 

system. Graham has started applying for merit select positions as an alternative way of 

gaining employment in the metropolitan area. 

 

Graham has been appraised in term one and the principal is continuing the process. He 

has received very positive feedback. She “couldn't fault anything that I'd done there and 

I'd made some changes to the whole system and they were very happy about that…I 

didn't have any problems”. Graham feels very comfortable with the performance 

appraisal process. It is consistent with his experiences in Zimbabwe, where performance 

bonuses were distributed according to a yearly appraisal. He believes that “if you do 

your job you should be comfortable. You know you shouldn't avoid it if you do your job 

properly”. 

 

While Graham is settling into the school, he has found the community of Kiloming 

more socially isolated than Battydont. He compares the locations: 

A bit more remote…a lot quieter here. You don't generally see any of 

the local populace and also it's possibly the time of the year because of 

planting and things. They've just all finished planting. And then 

working on their property…I suppose you don't see them too often. 

But…one of the big reasons is because Kiloming doesn't have a little 

local pub…You see one or two people now and then, the ones that live 

in the little town, but you see them so seldomly. It's very, very quiet… 

over the weekends you don't see a soul. It's like a ghost town. 

Graham appears to have very little social interaction with the other teacher at the 

school. She lives locally, on a property and keeps to herself. He finds there is very little 

to provide a diversion from work. Graham believes that the town is typical of the 

decline in rural populations and the reduction of services that result.  

 

The town‟s only facilities are a small general store and a sports club. There are no 

banks or automatic tellers. The closest medical facilities are over 50 kilometres away. 

The difficulties presented by this isolation are epitomised by Graham‟s experience 

when he leaves his wallet in Perth after visiting for the weekend. When he returns to 

Kiloming he has no money, no transport, no access to other locations and has to borrow 

money from the Principal until he returns home again. He is still reliant on others for 

transport. He returns to Perth with the Principal when this is possible, but often she has 

other meetings in Perth or at District Office and is not leaving the school on a Friday 

afternoon or returning for a Monday morning. If he continues in a rural school for the 

next year Graham believes that it will be necessary to purchase a second vehicle, an 

expense that would be unnecessary if he had work in the metropolitan area.  

 

He is trying to gain the greatest career advantage from his time spent in each location: 

It's a difficult thing in a new situation like this in a new country. You 

don't know what the future brings…You know you could suddenly be 

offered a good job in Perth and you take it and you're okay. It could 

happen. It maybe doesn't happen for years. You don't know…That's 

why I've tried to cover all the bases of getting experience from K right 

up to Seven. There's no job area...in the teaching area where I couldn't 

say 'look I haven't got experience' or they did it in an Australian 

context.  
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Term 4 

My next conversation with Graham doesn‟t occur until the middle of term 4. He feels 

comfortable with his teaching in Kiloming, but his central concern remains the 

uncertainty of a future appointment: 

The Department is pretty slow in moving around and getting things 

organized. So I‟m still not that sure what is happening…They have the 

permanent teacher run and then they have all different kinds of 

sections of the staffing that they do before they get to those of us who 

haven‟t been in the occupation that long or that haven‟t been working 

for them that long…I‟m the recommended applicant for this position 

…it looks like…they‟re going to offer me to sign on a three year 

contract with them, which would then allow me to work towards my 

permanency. It‟s unfortunate that this year didn‟t work towards my 

permanency, but that‟s how it goes…Unfortunately, the three year 

contract doesn‟t necessarily mean that I would stay here…That‟s what 

I‟ve got to weigh up. I‟ve got to speak to them, because I don‟t want to 

sign a three year contract and end up in some place that you‟ve never 

heard the name of before.  

A further variable is the fact that even though a position may be available in Kiloming, 

there is no guarantee that it will be a full time position. Graham will not stay if he is 

going to be on a reduced salary: 

It‟s so hard to tell what‟s going to happen. I don‟t know. They really 

leave us so much in the air that you don‟t know what is going on…It‟s 

not pleasant because it makes your life unsure and as soon as you‟ve 

got those unsureities (sic), especially when you are new in a country, it 

doesn‟t help…I‟m going to look for some kind of work in Perth itself, 

even if it means not teaching and then get out of teaching if I have 

to…even if it means that I drop a little bit in salary. You can‟t live and 

travel to the country all the time for free either…at the end of the day, 

it might pay me to actually move back to Perth…I might still break 

even to what I‟m getting now, even though I‟m earning a higher salary 

now, in those circumstances. It‟s not having an extra house to look 

after and…obviously it will be beneficial to me and my family as well. 

 

He believes that the separation from his family is having a detrimental effect on his 

relationship with his teenage daughter: 

That concerns me even more now than it did in the past...I think she‟s 

growing up so fast now that I‟m scared that I‟m like a stranger to her 

and that‟s what worries me…I think I need to consider doing 

something else to get back to Perth…I just feel that when I do give her 

advice it‟s like it‟s coming from a stranger. 

He is still reliant on others for transport, which means often his family doesn‟t know 

whether he will arrive at home on a Friday night or not: 

The lifts have been pretty regular, but I still hitchhike now and again. 

It‟s always unpredictable. You never know if you‟re going to get a ride 

or not. I go a little way out of town and if I don‟t get a ride I come 

back home again…they‟ve learnt to expect me when they see me. 

Sometimes I just phone and they might not be home and I just say I‟m 

going to hike and I‟ll phone later on if I‟m not coming home. Just 

leave a message.  
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He finds the travelling tiring, and boring. At this time of the year the trip is often hot 

and if he‟s hitchhiking he has to contend with the bush flies: 

if you‟re travelling to Perth and travelling back again then that in itself 

whacks you a bit. So I don‟t look forward to that part of it 

either…you‟ve seen the road a hundred times…It get‟s really, really 

hot out here…It‟s not very pleasant and then the flies…people 

complain when there‟s one fly buzzing around. You should try 6,000.  

 

He has had a couple of interviews for merit select positions, but this has involved 

significant amounts of work in preparing applications. He has submitted CVs to 

independent schools, but as yet, without success: 

It‟s so disheartening, because it takes you days to write one of them 

and most of the time you didn‟t even get the interviews so it‟s a total 

waste of time…I‟m disillusioned with the system, but you‟ve just got 

to sort of live with it I suppose. 

Graham will know about his prospects for the next year before the end of the year. The 

issue is of vital importance to the school with both the principal and the junior primary 

teacher leaving at the end of the year. Graham may be the only remaining staff member 

or the school may be without any continuity. 

 

While Graham is happy with all aspects of his work at the school, and even the very 

limited interactions within the community, he is despondent about “the system.” He 

says, “I still like my job here…that hasn‟t changed and I still enjoy the kids here and… 

everyone is friendly” but the lack of relief teachers is the most challenging aspect of the 

school environment. There is no coverage when the principal attends meetings:  

I don‟t have my DOTT then. I go straight through and then on another 

day when she‟s back she tries to give it back to me, but that doesn‟t 

always work because that interferes with subjects that I teach and 

subjects that she teaches. 

Recently Graham has travelled to another school to provide relief so that staff could 

attend the funeral of a student at the school. Local schools from around the region sent 

staff. 

 

Graham has built some positive relationships with the parents through involvement in a 

community event, assemblies and reporting processes at school. Graham recently 

attended a quiz night held by the school P & C, joining with the other school staff. His 

attendance for the evening was noted and valued by the community: 

The chairman came to me afterwards and said, “we do appreciate you 

staying the weekend just to come and join in”…I suppose it does help 

you to get closer to the community. 

I do see the community a lot because we have our assemblies…a mini 

assembly every week and a major one once a month and at those…the 

farmers do come. 

I had a little learning journey thing going here in my class and 

practically all the dads came for that…the kids took their dads around 

the learning journey…I did it like a little travel thing…they did little 

power point presentations to add a bit of glitz and glamour…then they 

had a travel brochure on publisher…they had each subject like a stop 

over and they made little passports and then we had stamps at all the 
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different places…They all said…this is unusual. I‟ve never seen this 

before. This is really good and I had a lot of feedback from a lot of 

them that this was very good. 

 

Graham initiated some interesting curriculum projects, especially in Design and 

Technology, getting kids doing woodworking, computer designing, implementing an 

occupational therapy programme and designing mazes. The work he is doing with the 

children is a novelty for him. He says “You learn as you go along. It‟s nice to learn it at 

the same time as they are learning”. He is utilising ideas gained from attending 

professional development sessions. He has developed links with the parents, inviting 

them in to work with students on a fortnightly newsletter:  

The year 7s take turns making the community newspaper…they did 

the covers for that every fortnight with a different parent…And I‟ve 

got them training the year 6s and the year 5s now as well because they 

can take over when they leave. 

Graham has used technology extensively and he believes there has been a significant 

improvement in student outcomes, according to the feedback from the WALNA tests. 

 

Graham continues to work 12 hours most week days, and longer when necessary 

because he believes the time is “the difference between doing a good job and doing a 

very good job”. Graham compares his commitment the responses he has received from 

staff located in DET: 

I suppose they‟re typical office workers. Being a teacher it‟s different. 

You have a different sort of responsibility. You just think I can‟t go 

home until this is done. They probably think tomorrow‟s another day. 

Tomorrow when those kids arrive they want that lesson ready, they‟re 

not interested that you‟re not ready or prepared. You can‟t be 

unprepared so that‟s what makes it difficult…The feeling that I get 

sometimes is that they think, ok Kiloming? Where‟s that? Who cares? 

I think that‟s the feeling I get. If that is true then we‟ve got a 

problem…If they had to work outside the square I think they‟d all 

have a heart attack. 

Despite his concerns and stresses, Graham describes how he remains motivated: 

You have to say I am going to do it with motivation and I am still 

going to give it my best shot. Anything worth doing is worth doing 

properly so psychologically you can stay motivated. For the sake of 

the children you have to stay motivated. Especially on hot days when 

you feel like going to have a rest…teaching is an act really…if you 

don‟t stay motivated it‟s going to harm them, so your job is just to get 

over it. 

 

In the final week of school Graham finally hears about his employment for the next 

year. He has been given a three year contract and will remain at Kiloming for the next 

year:  

I was pleased about that – at least I knew I must be doing something 

right if they‟re prepared to offer you a three year contract and this one 

is working towards my permanency. 

The response from the local community has also been overwhelmingly positive: 

Everyone came out, the farmers coming in said “we‟re really happy to 

hear that. We‟re chuffed that you‟re staying on” because the news had 
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obviously got out…one of the Mums came in this morning…and she 

said we were so happy on the weekend when we heard that you were 

staying.  

However, his initial is soon dissipated by the news that he will be required to share his 

housing with a mature woman taking over the role of the junior primary teacher. He 

says “I‟m not so keen on that”. Graham‟s initial reaction to his future housemate is 

negative: 

Sharing with someone for a whole year is a long time…She doesn‟t 

seem easy to get on with. I‟m usually not a bad judge of character and 

I could just sense that and already whinging about things...And it‟s got 

a cat that it wants to bring over and she says “I hope there‟s lots of 

room because on the weekend I always have friends over”. So you‟ve 

got to swallow all this and all the other inconveniences. 

 

Graham is endeavouring to find other accommodation but nothing is available within 

the town and accommodation in another location will mean increased travelling costs –

including the necessity of purchasing a vehicle. There is also the expense of changing r 

to a mobile telephone to avoid the difficulties of sharing telephone costs, especially as 

she has already indicated that she will frequently telephone interstate. While his family 

was happy to hear of the employment security, his wife is also unhappy about the 

shared housing. 

 

As a consequence, despite gaining a position which offers a greater degree of career 

certainty, the prospect of sharing a house with a stranger has renewed his intention of 

seeking alternative employment over the summer holiday period: 

In the interim I‟m still going to look for merit select…I‟m going to 

look these holidays even if there's something non-teaching that‟s going 

to bring in a reasonable salary and get out of teaching altogether…The 

job is difficult enough as it is and having to live away from your 

family and then getting that chucked at you as well. You sometimes 

wonder how the department thinks, if they even do. 

 

Graham is still evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of remaining in a rural and 

remote school and coping with the separation from his family. It is uncertain whether 

he will return to Kiloming. 
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CASE STUDY OF HANNAH: OVERSEAS-QUALIFIED TEACHER 
 

Background 

Hannah is a mature-aged primary education graduate from New Zealand, who has 

accepted a short term contract as a mathematics teacher at Scootara Senior High School. 

Hannah is married and in her 40s. Originally from the United Kingdom, Hannah moved 

to New Zealand and travelled in the Middle East. Hannah was previously a paediatric 

nurse, on child psychiatric wards and for the past 8 years worked as a teacher aide with 

special needs teenagers. While qualifying as a primary educator, she specialised in 

Maths Education and it was this area that Hannah was most keen to pursue. Hannah has 

been teaching a 0.6 load in the areas of maths, science and technology on a “limited 

authority” registration in New Zealand while completing her qualifications.  

 

Hannah has a partner employed in the construction industry and family who were 

already living in Scootara. Hannah‟s partner has twice previously visited the location 

and is very keen on gaining employment. Hannah has two children at university in New 

Zealand who are still living in the family home. 

 

Current Context: Scootara Senior High School 

Hannah has accepted a four month contract as a Mathematics Teacher at a Senior High 

School in the northern mining town of Scootara, with a population of approximately 

10,000 people. She is keen to stay for a period of up to five years. 

 

Hannah specifically chose the location of Scootara because of employment 

opportunities for her partner and family connections in the area. She is, currently, the 

primary breadwinner of the family. Hannah contacted the school, from New Zealand, to 

express interest in a position beginning in February the next year, but she was offered a 

position with an immediate start in term 3 and decided to accept it. She has never visited 

the area.  

 

Scootara Senior High School has a population of approximately 700 students with 18 

percent of the population consisting of indigenous students. The school has 61 teachers. 

Sixteen percent of the staff are novice teachers in their first or second year of teaching. 

Twenty-five percent of the staff have remained in the school for longer than three years. 

The mathematics department at the school has had a high level of staff turnover as a 

result of staffing shortages in the subject area.  

 

Term 3  

Hannah had a whirlwind arrival at the school. Within 10 days of applying for the job 

she received her acceptance and an itinerary specifying departure details for the next 

day. She and her partner arrived in Perth, staying overnight, before flying to Scootara 

the next day. Hannah commenced at the school one day later, in August, term 3. 

 

Hannah was very excited and nervous about the prospect of teaching maths. In the past 

she had always been anxious about taking career risks. She had chosen primary teaching 

because she didn‟t have the confidence to do secondary teaching; however, during her 

training she found that confidence and thought that a position in an Australian school 

where she could focus on lower secondary mathematics instead of higher level classes 

would be a good place to start. In New Zealand a maths teacher must be prepared to 

teach at the higher levels and Hannah did not feel comfortable with this. She found the 
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teachers in the new school to be very pleased to have the vacancy filled and very willing 

to assist her. 

 

There was no induction provided at the school. She was given an administration file, but 

nothing else. Hannah‟s most immediate problem was lack of access to any curriculum 

documents. She asked staff in the mathematics Department: 

Do you have any unit plans that I can work off? Templates? And there 

was none of that kind of stuff. At the time it seemed so basic, but it 

was important. I needed to plan…There was nothing. I still haven‟t got 

them now. I‟ve been going on-line using stuff…I spent my days and 

nights looking at this curriculum document on the internet and…I was 

just focussing on the strands that we were covering and…I actually 

ended up printing it out and working from there. 

Once she had access to the necessary documents she did not find it difficult to make the 

transition from the New Zealand Curriculum to the Western Australian Curriculum. She 

was already familiar with many of the curriculum approaches that existing staff were 

grappling with. 

 

Hannah feels very positive about her work: 

I love it. I love what I do. I absolutely love it. My biggest thing is to 

motivate kids to achieve results. I want kids to succeed rather than for 

me to succeed. One class is the worst in the school. Now I have eight 

kids sitting around my desk swallowing it up. 

Her preparation and planning took over all of her time “because we‟ve got nothing else 

to do”. Her husband assists with her planning, thinking up real life applications for the 

mathematical concepts: 

We sit and talk and come up with ideas. When I‟m doing Pythagoras 

he thinks of real world examples. It‟s early days to us. He‟s really done 

three and a half years of teacher training with me. 

 

She found that being a mature-age graduate had both advantages and disadvantages. 

Very few of the staff or students knew that she was a novice teacher. Because some 

colleagues were unaware that she was a novice they did not offer her much in the way 

of support, but she feels that if people had known she was a novice they may have been 

waiting for her to “slip up”. Her previous experience as a nurse and a teacher aide, 

especially working with special needs teenagers, gave her an understanding of some of 

the developmental, social and health issues experienced by teenagers. She has 

developed a strong empathy for children. The disadvantage of her maturity is seen in 

relation to her family commitments, because “you have other things to consider other 

than yourself… You have the experiences, but you also have to decide is this good for 

my family, husband, is it going to work out for them?” 

 

Term 4  

The two week break between terms provided Hannah with an opportunity “to rethink, to 

take a breather, to stop and think about where I was going”. She is able to now teach 

from her planning and this has given her more confidence. She is spending less time on 

her planning, approximately 2 hours per day, because the department is now working as 

a team and planning together. 

 

She has not yet established a support or social network claiming: 
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I‟m a bit of a loner – not one for social gatherings. I‟m happy with my 

own company. We have 3 nieces in town, but we haven‟t become 

involved at all. It‟s still early days, but I‟ve spent a lot of weekends on 

the net. 

She has adapted to the environment and climate with ease, noting that she is familiar 

with more remote environments from time spent in the Middle East. She has been 

positively accepted, because there is a large New Zealand population in the community. 

Her Year 11 students tease her in a friendly manner about her accent. 

 

She has been involved with the appraisal process, having discussions with both her 

Head of Department and the Deputy Principal. She had already set her own goals and 

these were reviewed by the Deputy Principal when he dropped in on a couple of her 

classes. She has received feedback from other staff about the improved motivation of 

the students she teaches.  

 

However, her successful appraisal has become irrelevant because she and her partner 

have decided to return to New Zealand late in November. The main factor influencing 

the decision has been the bureaucratic handling of her contract extension by DET. 

Hannah contacted DET and asked when it would be confirmed if she had a position for 

next year. She would not be notified until the middle of December. This timeline 

unsettled Hannah, because they would not be able to plan flights back to New Zealand 

in time for Christmas. Because of the short term contract Hannah did not bring much in 

the way of household effects with them (it would have taken 10-12 weeks for their 

arrival). This created a “temporary mindset”. She believes that if she had been given a 2 

year contract: 

The whole thing would be different, it would have been bring our 

furniture out and…the whole thing would have had a different light 

shed on to it…I didn‟t know what I was doing…they were not going to 

tell us until the middle of December whether I had a position for next 

year and so it puts pressures on you. Where are we going to be for 

Christmas? We‟ve still got two kids in New Zealand, it was actually 

pressure we didn‟t need. So it all contributed to partner saying we need 

to get going. 

 

While Hannah understands the potential risk of offering long employment contracts to 

teachers from overseas, she believes that lack of continuity of employment made a big 

difference to their situation because “The minute partner said, “No, we‟ll go back” I just 

felt so relieved because the decision had been made. We knew where we were going to 

be for Christmas”. 

 

Hannah‟s partner had been unable to find employment and decided to return home. Her 

partner felt worried about the financial strain of maintaining the family home in New 

Zealand, however, back in New Zealand he was concerned that the decision to leave 

Scootara would curtail the excellent career opportunities available to Hannah. As a 

result, they decided to sell the family home and provide smaller accommodation for the 

children. The sale of the house reduced the financial strains and led to the decision that 

Hannah would remain in Scootara. 

 

Hannah contacted DET and was offered a fixed term position until the middle of the 

next year. The Deputy at the school contacted DET recommending Hannah as “the 
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closest thing to a saint”. Hannah feels relieved having employment for the next year 

confirmed, but she feels strongly that: 

If I‟d come here with a 2 year contract we would have stayed. We 

wouldn‟t even have thought about coming home…we wouldn‟t have 

had to go through this turmoil. 

Hannah will go back to New Zealand for Christmas and then return to Scootara in the 

middle of January. 

 

Second Year 

When Hannah returns the next year she continues to feel unsettled because of her 

partner‟s employment status until he finds employment after 8 months of applications. 

While she believes that this pressure did not impact directly on her teaching, it created 

some pressure with her planning time. She wanted to spend more time with him. He 

secured a position by applying from a Perth address rather than as a local applicant. His 

employment contract is at least until April the next year. He is now feeling happier and 

the financial boost to the household is valued. 

 

Hannah‟s contract has been extended to a 2 year fixed term contract. She will then go 

on to permanent on probation. The more secure employment contract makes Hannah 

feel even more motivated. “I want to put in the effort now that I know that I will be 

here”. However, Hannah believes that as a mature-age entrant “teaching is more of a 

vocation than a job. I have enthusiasm…I take everything on that comes my way”. By 

the end of March she feels much more settled. There was another large turnover in staff 

in the Maths Department, including the arrival of a new Head of Department at the 

beginning of the year. She is feeling comfortable and confident with her planning and 

teaching. There is stronger collaboration among the mathematics staff with stronger 

leadership by the Head of Department. While she thinks the work load is probably about 

the same, she believes it feels less because the mathematics department is taking a more 

structured and professional approach. 

 

She has a positive rapport with the students, building on her familiarity with the 

students from the previous year. She believes that she established expectations and 

ground rules with the students last year and that she was able to build on that. She feels 

more confident to take risks with teaching strategies, approaching tasks less 

prescriptively and encouraging students to use their own thinking and imagination. She 

says: 

I was too busy trying to do the right thing last year, now I‟m happier 

taking risks. The year 8s bring you back to a lower level. You have to 

do hands on maths – but I was too scared to do that last year. 

Part of this confidence is related to more control with classroom management, 

particularly with her year 11 students. She says: 

I have a wonderful rapport with them. I treat them as young adults. I‟m 

expecting them to behave. I want to get them through the course. If I 

request something they stop and give respect. 

 

She notes that the students are focussed on employment outcomes rather than further 

education. The students have heavy casual work commitments and these take priority 

over school commitments. Parents seem less actively involved with the school, 

requiring individual telephone calls to gain their attendance at parent interviews. 
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Hannah is aware of the difference between conditions of teachers and those employed 

by the major industrial employer in the town. Teachers in the staffroom talk about the 

lack of value attributed to teachers and the poorer employment subsidies offered. It is 

seen as a lack of valuing of teachers by the community. However, she is happy in her 

accommodation, provided by GEHA. She copes with the absence from her children by 

regular telephone communications. She is optimistic that the children will come to 

Western Australia once their University study is completed. Her out of school 

involvements are limited to family interactions which are important to her. 

 

After three terms in Scootara Senior High School, over two school years, Hannah 

conveys confidence in her professional growth, satisfaction with her interaction with 

students and staff within in the school and a degree of self-containment within her 

family. She has gained some career stability through the extension of her contract and 

the employment of her husband has added financial security. She conveys the intention 

of remaining in Scootara for up to five years.  
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CASE STUDY OF HERMIONE: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Hermione is a single female in her early 20s who has just qualified as a secondary 

LOTE teacher, specialising in Indonesian. She has previously taught in Sumatra on a 

Volunteers Abroad programme. Hermione previously lived at home with her family. 

Hermione became a participant in this research after a friend contacted a university 

lecturer seeking some form of support for Hermione. Her friend‟s email described the 

situation that Hermione was in: 

[She is] finding it hard to break into the community, being a mob 

controller and not a teacher, her accommodation falling apart, being 

the only teacher under thirty, stressed and burnt out. 

It was second term before I was able to make contact with Hermione. Hermione was 

initially given shared GEHA accommodation. 

 

Current Context: Caviar Bay Primary School and Chain Beach Primary School 

Hermione has been appointed to two primary schools in the town of Brush to teach 

Indonesian. She has been placed at Caviar Bay Primary School for two days and Chain 

Beach Primary School for three days. 

 

The town of Brush is located in the north of Western Australia and is primarily a tourist 

destination. It has a population of approximately 14,000 people.  

 

Caviar Bay has approximately 300 students and a staff of approximately 20 teachers and 

executives. Approximately 10% of students are indigenous. Chain Beach has 

approximately 400 students and a staff of 28 teachers and executives. Forty-five percent 

of students are indigenous. 

 

Term 2 

Hermione was clearly distressed when I first spoke to her. She had only recently settled 

into GEHA accommodation which provided some stability after having been moved in 

and out of two lots of shared accommodation, being treated rudely by the other 

occupants who had been incensed at having another person move into the 

accommodation, she had been placed in sub standard accommodation where a fan 

dropped out of the roof, the electricity only worked occasionally, there was no air-

conditioning and the gas stove was leaking. She said “I just dreaded coming home”. 

After being temporarily accommodated in a hotel she was finally given single 

accommodation in May. This had been a distressing and unsettling experience, 

especially for someone for whom this is there first experience of independent living. 

 

Hermione felt personally uprooted and dislocated from this experience, but at the two 

primary schools she also felt professionally displaced and alienated. As a secondary 

trained teacher she was not familiar with the primary school context. Perceived as a part 

time staff member because she is operating in two schools, she has not been welcomed 

into either school and has found it difficult to gain a positive response from any staff 

members. 

 

The staff at both schools are more mature and many have been teaching and living in 

Brush for many years. She finds it difficult not having other young people to interact 

with. She has attempted to gain information about the students she teaches from the 
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classroom teachers and has offered to provide language resources for them to integrate 

or display within their own classrooms but both the request and the offer have been met 

with absolutely no response. She has not been invited to any school based social 

functions and finds that people do not talk to her at the school in the staff room. 

 

The interaction she has had with other teachers has often been negative, from her 

interactions with the administration to class teachers: 

When you go to see one of the admin staff to get a signature you 

have to wait for 20 minutes. 

My car broke down one morning and I was late getting to school 

and I got into trouble. I‟m not able to talk in staff meetings and 

they‟re not receptive to new ideas. 

I asked the teachers if they would like some of the language 

resources in their classrooms and twice made an attempt to see them 

about it but I got no response. I‟m feeling really discouraged.  

Sometimes I come to school prepared for my class and I‟m told that 

I can‟t have them because they‟re having a test. I‟m not told 

beforehand. It embarrassed me the way I have been spoken to in 

front of the students. I feel like people are treating me really badly. 

She has attempted to get in touch with other LOTE teachers in the area, but has only 

made contact with the High School language teacher.  

 

She is finding it difficult to pitch her teaching language at an appropriate level with the 

students and is struggling with the behaviour management:  

The kids perceive me as being weak but I‟m trying to be open and 

compassionate. I give them options, I try to get them doing group 

work and allow them opportunities to move around, but I keep losing 

my lunch and recess to keep kids in and explain their behaviour. I 

watch the other teachers and they do a lot of yelling to gain control. 

I‟ve tried lots of different rewards, extra play time, money, tokens. It‟s 

discouraging when you‟ve used up all your tricks.  

One of her rare moments of pride in her work occurs when she hears students say 

“that‟s my teacher” when they see her in the street. 

 

Hermione feels socially isolated because of her age and lifestyle: 

There are no young teachers that I can relate to. One of the high 

school teachers is having a terrible time here. The lifestyle is different. 

Everyone drinks and parties. I don‟t fit in with going to the pub. 

People feel I‟m a snob but I‟m scared of having my drinks spiked. 

She has made some connections with others in the community through a church and the 

multicultural club in the town. This is mainly associating with older people: 

I go to church…and I met a really nice couple there – very positive 

people. They‟ve provided me with a family away from home and 

there‟s an Indonesian lady, she‟s been here 2 ½ years and speaks 

about the wars. She‟s a grandmother of 2 of the children I teach. She‟s 

about 65…There‟s a multicultural Chinese Community club that I go 

to with a lady, went to a picnic at the park with the club. 
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Just recently, she‟s made friends with a local relief teacher: 

It‟s the first time someone has reached out to me and said let‟s be 

friends. She‟s an outrageous girl but sometimes she goes out to the 

communities and she can be away for a week. 

 

She tries to maintain a healthy lifestyle by walking and swimming and one of her 

neighbours has recently asked her to play basketball. She fills in her leisure time making 

jewellery, going to the local markets and watching the sunset at the beach. She tries to 

maintain a healthy perspective on her experiences with self talk such as: “Hermione 

you‟re a good teacher. These are children. The teachers are insecure”. But despite this 

she has spent a lot of time crying. She sums up her experience to date: 

I feel really disheartened about the job. It‟s much harder than I ever 

imagined. The hardest part is working with the staff not the kids. 

No new teacher should ever have to have this experience. After this 

year I don‟t think I ever want to teach again. 

 

Hermione has remained in Brush during the holidays because she can‟t afford the 

airfare to see her family and her car is too unreliable to manage the distance. Instead, 

she will spend her time trying to prepare herself for the next term, trying to develop 

resources at an appropriate level. 

 

Term 3 

In third term, the situation has deteriorated even further for Hermione, to the point 

where she is suffering seriously from stress, finding it difficult to breathe. The most 

difficult issues remain the total lack of support and positive interaction with any staff in 

the two schools. She explains: 

Not getting support…not really being involved with what is going on 

in each school…or being included in staff conversations or just not 

being known as well in a work environment. 

Her experience has been taking a serious toll on her psychological health: 

Expectations let down, having a lot of ideals crushed…You‟re left 

with a very cold feeling every time you enter the staff room. And 

being kept in the dark…no one visits you, no one knows what you‟re 

doing. 

You‟re a new graduate and they don‟t want to send their kids to you 

and just being talked to very harshly by a few people…you ask and no 

one wants to help and then when you‟ve done something with 

initiative being roused on by the principal. 

 

She has discovered that in one of the school there is a serious conflict between many 

members of the staff. She had not been aware of this and this partially explains the 

generally difficult climate of one of the schools: “A lot of unprofessional things have 

been happening I‟ve discovered”. She has attempted to cope by reflecting, writing in her 

journal and providing herself with a small reward for getting through each day: 

I used to wear my swimmers to school so at the end of the day I would 

have something to look forward to. When I was having a bad day, I‟d 

say, you‟re going to the beach or the pool, get through it and then I‟d 

go to he beach after it. 
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Two issues in particular have epitomised the difficulties that Hermione is experiencing. 

She attempted to involve the students in a local multi-cultural parade, an idea positively 

accepted by one of the schools. She had followed the appropriate procedure of 

developing permission slips only to find in one school that these had simply been 

thrown in the bin. The second incident involved Hermione requesting some time at a 

school assembly for her students to put on a performance to demonstrate their skills. 

She had been promised this by one of the deputies and the children had been working 

on the item for a long time:  

For about eight weeks I‟ve been preparing myself with some creative 

ideas and the kids have been painting and I‟ve really quite enjoyed it 

and then to be told very rudely that we can‟t do it any more and the 

kids have been coming in to my classroom in the morning and…I was 

very discouraged, more just shocked because I thought that we had an 

agreement. 

Her endeavours to remain positive and to create innovative learning opportunities for 

her students have been crushed. 

 

By the end of the term she is finding it very difficult to continue: 

Up and down, up and down. If you‟d caught me last week I would 

have said I‟m resigning. I‟m out of here. 

I was crying every day. 

It started to get really, really rough. 

She has been having panic attacks, unable to breathe and feeling dizzy. Hermione took 

leave, saw a doctor and finally contacted the school psychologist at the District 

Education Office. He was the first person to offer her any valuable support. He made 

time to see her away from the schools and was able to provide her with some 

reassurance about herself and provide some understanding of the difficulties involved in 

the particular contexts in which she had been placed. She is overwhelmed to simply 

have someone recognize her difficulties and validate her feelings about wanting to 

leave. He has offered to provide her with short term and long term support by providing 

her with some books to read on dealing with panic and anxiety, looking for a mentor 

and looking for assistance to return to Perth: 

Knowing that was an option just gave me the courage to stay and say 

hey people understand my situation, wow, I really appreciate that they 

know how hard it is and then I can go and talk to someone about it. 

That helped.  

The problems within the context are also reinforced when the psychologist reported 

back to her on a mentor: 

[He said] let‟s try and find you a mentor in the school and he went 

through every one that he knew and he said I‟ve got not one single 

person that I could feel comfortable you going to. 

With this assistance and some days out of the situation on leave, Hermione has made the 

decision to continue until the end of the year: 

Last week I thought about it and I‟m here and it‟s not far, and I‟ve 

come this far. I‟ve made the decision and it‟s been getting easier. I‟ve 

tried to stop taking the work problems home with me and starting 

fresh each day. It‟s been hard. I don‟t think I‟d ever come back here to 

work. It‟s a very hard lifestyle. 

I can‟t see myself teaching again next year…but I don‟t know. 
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The lack of support also includes a failure to provide any information about 

performance appraisal, no monitoring or discussion of her progress, no attempt to 

implement any processes for performance appraisal. At the end of term three she has 

asked the principal to visit one of her classes. He came in to one of her very difficult 

classes and provided the feedback that it was “fine”: “It‟s very hard to grow without any 

feedback”. Similarly, the only professional development that she has attended occurred 

in term one, something she requested to attend. She has not been offered any 

professional development, including the New Teacher Seminar. 

 

Hermione is critical of the lack of support provided by the Department of Education to a 

new graduate. She believes mentors should be available and that a full induction should 

be provided. She is critical of the culture in schools that doesn‟t value new graduates, 

believing that you have to “do your time” in a school before you can be listened to and 

respected.  

 

Hermione has been trying to develop friendships within the community, involved with a 

church and continuing with the multicultural club, but none of these provide her with 

interaction with people of her own age, in their early 20s.  

 

The experiences Hermione has had have altered her feelings about future career options. 

Although she achieved high academic results in her pre-service education, and is 

teaching in a specialist area where there is a shortage of staff, Hermione believes she is 

unlikely to remain in the teaching profession. She feels uncertain about the future. She 

is only about to hold on to the approaching holidays when she will return to Perth to see 

her family and try to sleep to overcome her incredible tiredness.  

 

Term 4 

When Hermione returns to Brush in term 4, after holidays with her family, she is 

sounding happier, more confident. She has adopted some different perspectives to help 

her cope and for the first time this year she receives some support from staff within the 

school. She is still counting down the weeks until she finishes her contract: “It‟s term 4 

and only 8 weeks left!” She cried all the way to the airport and on the plane but once 

back in her own space she just started preparing again for work. She felt “heavy 

hearted” returning to school. However, once there, she felt people were friendlier than 

they had been previously.  

 

There has been a change of administration at the most difficult school and Hermione has 

become aware of the depth of conflict that existed within the school. She had previously 

not known a lot about this and certainly not understood the issues:  

I think all of those problems made it a hard year for everybody… 

maybe the teaching side of things has been sacrificed and the staff 

communication has been sacrificed because of other issues, the school 

being salvaged from years and years of unresolved happenings…the 

school was at breaking point when I arrived and I arrived not 

understanding anything…no one was offering support and I kept 

expecting it and not knowing there were so many things happening in 

the school. I was feeling not included in everything. 
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I guess understanding better that all the things, that all I was feeling 

had a reason behind them; it wasn‟t just me being too sensitive. There 

were issues there that were really big and I think oh wow, to have 

come through it is amazing and I feel really like I‟ve stuck with it. 

 

The new principal has been made aware of Hermione‟s difficulties and she finds him to 

be much more communicative and helpful. She has had assistance with the processing 

of her transfer and he has made an impact on the whole school culture: 

He managed to get staff talking to each other. He helped me and I 

really enjoyed having him at the school…he was also a very good 

listener, available all the time for me. 

He has willingly visited Hermione‟s classroom and she feels that he genuinely was 

concerned for her and offered a caring approach.  

 

Other staff are also now more willing to help. They said: 

If you want to send any of your kids back to class during your 

LOTE sessions then that‟s fine…they said they would like to help. 

They offered support…which was really helpful…that was really 

supportive of them. 

Hermione doesn‟t understand the change of attitude but hypothesises that: 

I guess it must have just come to their attention because I approached 

them and went to their classroom and also rang parents and got phone 

numbers and said I needed support I guess. 

She also believes that with the end of the year approaching that the stress is off a lot of 

teachers – they‟re not under so much pressure to perform. They‟ve got more time.  

She‟s finally had some positive feedback from other staff: “A lot of teachers don‟t want 

me to go now. They‟re saying we really need you. You‟re a breath of fresh air”. 

 

In the other school, she is still feeling uncomfortable. She has not been supported when 

she has sent children to the office for behaviour management issues and she has been 

reprimanded for not correctly implementing the policy on allowing children out of class 

– something she had not been informed of clearly. She finds that she has to be really 

sensitive to everyone – and yet she doesn‟t receive the same in return. She wasn‟t 

included in the end of year Christmas activity, nor informed of the graduation, even 

though student‟s had a gift to present to her. 

 

But Hermione believes she is coping more effectively with the situation. She has altered 

her expectations: 

Little by little, accepting that this is a job, part of the job and my 

ideals aren‟t so much any more…I‟m not so devastated. Realistic I 

guess. I can‟t forget why I wanted to be a teacher at the beginning. I 

have to keep going back to that…that‟s why I can‟t give up. 

I think emotionally I‟ve been stronger and physically been stronger 

and being able to cope better with the same situations that have been 

thrown to me. I think a month ago…I would have reacted differently. 

I think I‟ve grown a lot and become stronger. 

She believes her expectations were not accurate: 

I expected people to accept you for who you are, to be more open I 

guess…I thought I would make friends easily because I‟ve travelled in 

other countries and I‟ve found it very easy to make friends. 
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But she finds it difficult to reflect back over the entire year – she needs time and space 

to put the year into perspective. Never the less she is able to identify some positive 

outcomes, both personally and professionally, from her negative experiences:  

I learned independence, doing my own cooking and cleaning and 

taking care of myself. 

Professionally, lots of things, just learning about work, about people 

…there are so many things you learn about how people function and 

how to be sensitive to people and what to do and what to say and how 

the school policy works that was just always, everyday I was learning 

new things…and just growing in confidence, I think to speak on the 

phone to parents and to be assertive when you needs aren‟t being met. 

Being organised because when you‟ve got so many kids…you forget 

that you heard something. Effective programming helps so much. 

Being really organised which is so hard to do when you‟re stressed 

out and tired and overwhelmed, but really important. 

 

Hermione seems to have more success in establishing friendships with tourists and 

itinerant workers, who she welcomes into her home. These short term connections 

provide some pleasant surprises in her life. She enjoys having the company in her home:  

They provide a welcoming home environment, someone to cook with, 

someone to talk to and share things with, have a laugh…company is 

great. 

She has made efforts to be involved with the community through her Church, the 

multicultural club and has worked as a volunteer for the Department of Community 

Services assisting with disadvantaged adolescents. She has visited migrants in 

detention, assisting with her language skills to interpret for them. She also started 

playing touch rugby in an indigenous team – this has provided her with the strongest 

sense of community – being able to say hello to people in the street that she knows, but 

she notes that it has taken nearly the whole year before she has felt acceptance and 

familiarity in the community. 

 

She is very clear about the issues that have had a negative impact on her this year: 

Being so miserable and unhappy at school…not having support, being 

out on my own, not having anyone to talk to about it, that was the 

hardest. 

Put at the back of the school near the canteen in the building and had 

no contact at all during the day with anybody…made it to the 

staffroom and nobody would be in there. 

She believes access to a mentor teacher, someone to provide her with an effective 

induction to the profession, the school and the community would have reduced many of 

the negative experiences that she encountered:  

I would have liked a mentor teacher, somebody who was allocated to 

help me get acquainted to the school. I would have liked some 

understanding that this was my first year and this is why I don‟t know 

how. I‟d love to learn but to be expected to do everything and to be 

taken advantage of [given] duty in the toughest places. I would have 

liked people to realise that I was doing my best…I would have liked 

to have had some type of performance management and given me 
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some feedback so I could improve on somethings because I haven‟t 

been given any feedback at all about how I was going. 

You need somebody as a guider so that you can come home at the end 

of the day and replan your lessons and think tomorrow what can I do? 

 

Her involvement in this research project has provided her with some sense of support: 

You‟ve been a great support and I‟ve been able to chat with you at 

the end of every term and just debrief. Knowing that I‟ve got [the 

researcher] to talk to has been great. It‟s helped me through the year. 

I don‟t think I would have done it without you. 

With hindsight she regrets not being more assertive, with her housing and professional 

situation:  

That would have helped me a lot more in finding a nicer place earlier 

because it looks like people who were more assertive or were more 

stubborn or meaner get what they wanted…I regret not finding out 

more about Brush before I accepted so that I could have come 

prepared, so I could have fully equipped myself…if I‟d realised how 

isolated it was. 

 

She has found it difficult to create any distinction between her work and personal life: 

It has made work more of a lifestyle…I haven‟t had a place to escape 

to at the end of the day. I see my students everywhere and their 

parents. So my job has been a place where I spend all of my time. I‟m 

always working, it feels like, always seeing the family of students, the 

community so I guess in Perth, if I‟d come home after a day of work I 

would be able to disconnect myself between school life and home life 

but in a remote school you can‟t do that. 

It‟s taken away relaxation time because you can‟t go away from 

Brush…it‟s been constant. Your brain works constantly. 

She is very uncertain about her future career direction.  

I think I‟m still hurt by a lot of things and the decision to work again 

has been tough…I feel reluctant to jump into it again…I‟m keeping in 

mind that not every place or teacher will be like this. 

It is only now that she is able to remotely consider going back into a classroom next 

year. Up until now she has been unable to consider that. So she has put in a transfer 

request and a friend has submitted her CV to a private school that he works at in Perth. 

She is also considering overseas teaching, but surviving until the end of this year is her 

first priority:  

I feel good about leaving, apprehensive because I don‟t know what I‟ll 

do next year…I‟m happy though that I can see teaching coming up 

again next year…I‟m really glad I made it. I‟m glad I stayed. I‟m glad 

I‟m leaving as well. 

Even at this point the complexity of Hermione‟s response to her situation is evident. All 

year she has been processing her thoughts on this stay/go dilemma. 

 

Second Year 

Hermione returned to Perth at the close of school, returned to her family home and 

spent the summer holidays attempting to recuperate from her experiences. She was 

offered a position with the Independent School to which her friend had submitted her 
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CV. She was offered the position, but Hermione felt very hesitant. She asked for time to 

think about the offer. She considered it until the new year and then accepted the position 

but as the end of the holidays approached she regretted her acceptance, became anxious 

and scared.  

 

In her first week she was very nervous and describes herself as in “shock” but she was 

overwhelmed by the welcoming nature of the staff. She was given a desk and made to 

feel part of the school. This was completely different to her experiences in Brush. 

However she describes herself as feeling really “burnt out” so she explained her 

situation to the principal and had 3 days off in the second week. She describes the 

principal and staff as being very supportive. 

 

She is teaching Society and Environment, not Indonesians and has year 9, 10 and 11 

classes. This is vastly different to her experience teaching languages from year 3 to 7. 

None of her resources, or previous planning and preparation are of any value to her. 

This means that she has a heavy workload – it feels like completely starting again. She 

has spent late nights on her preparation and feels constantly “tested” by the knowledge 

of the students, but this began to affect her health. The stress resulted in severe acne and 

micro derma abrasions on her face. She is now stopping all preparation by 10 pm and is 

having to alter her expectations of herself, although she says: “What I love about 

teaching is making it interesting”. She is resolved to enjoy her experience rather than 

feeling like it‟s a battle.  

 

She is enjoying participating in the extra curricular activities of the school, teaching 

break dancing, being involved in the community service programme and attending a 

leadership camp with some of the students. These experiences are helping her to build a 

rapport with the students.  

 

She is also stunned by her interactions with the students. She says it is the first time she 

has stood in front of students and been greeted by silence. She didn‟t know what to say. 

She found it hard to get through 50 minutes of talking. She compares her experiences – 

one bad day at this new school is equivalent to the best day she experienced in Brush. 

But she has found it hard to make the adjustment from teaching primary student to 

teaching secondary students. Some of the students have asked her “why do you teach us 

like little kids?” She is working on pitching her lessons and behaviour management 

strategies at the appropriate level.  

 

There is a strong sense of relief when Hermione makes any reference to her experiences 

in Brush: “I don‟t think anything could be as bad as up [in Brush]”.She is feeling valued 

and supported in her new school, she believes her novice status is recognised and that 

her personal growth is being promoted. She believes that she ahs been allocated a fair 

share of duties and is being treated as a person rather than feeling “besieged by so many 

things”. She describes her strategy for survival in Brush as “self preservation”. She 

believes that her confidence is beginning to develop and that she has regained a sense of 

integrity. 

 

She feels very happy to be back amongst family and friends, but she is also enjoying 

making new friends in her new school, and beginning to socialise with them. She 

appreciates the collegiality and warmth of the staff, at all levels.  
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However, there have been continuing consequences from her experiences in Brush. She 

has had major sleeping problems – where she was unable to sleep for 3 weeks. She was 

placed on medication and has been tearful at times. In hindsight she feels that she 

probably did need a longer break from the classroom. She feels unable to talk about her 

experiences in Brush and has been endeavouring to regain her ability to trust others. The 

extent of her physical reactions to the stress has alarmed her. She has had to convince 

herself that she has a responsibility to work and that she is determined not the let her 

past experience beat her. She feels strongly that others should not have to endure the 

experiences that marred her first year of teaching and continue to impact on her life. 
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CASE STUDY OF JANE: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Jane is a young, primary-trained teacher who completed an internship in a rural school 

during the final semester of her pre-service teacher education. Jane has accepted a 

position teaching a Year 6 class at Monkarra DHS for three terms, filling a maternity 

leave vacancy. She hopes that the appointment will be extended. Jane made direct 

contact with the school to identify if vacancies existed. She and her partner were 

particularly keen to move to this location. Her partner has relocated with her and had 

organised employment prior to their arrival in the town. Both Jane and her partner grew 

up in rural areas of Western Australia. This is their first experience of living 

independently.  

 

Current Context: Monkarra District High School 

Monkarra is a northern coastal community with a population of 5,500 people. It is an 

agricultural and tourist town. Monkarra DHS has a staff of approximately 55 teachers 

and executives and 700 students, of which over 50% are indigenous. 

 

Term 1 

Jane and her partner felt both excited and anxious about their move to Monkarra. They 

have quickly made friends amongst the teachers at the school who frequently socialise 

together. There is support available from the admin and some attempt to induct the new 

staff through afternoon meetings. The first couple of weeks a Jane felt disorganised. She 

worked long days to complete her programming and planning so that by the end of the 

second week she felt more in control. This was a tiring time and she quickly became 

run-down. 

 

Her class contains children identified as at educational risk. Continuity of attendance is 

a particular problem. She has been involved with case meetings about one particular 

child. The resources are generally good but there is very restricted internet access, 

limited computers and software. Overall she believes that things have been “going 

consistently well”. 

 

They have also joined sporting teams: volleyball, netball and swimming. They have 

found the facilities available in the town to be better than expected and are adapting to 

purchasing goods from catalogues. 

 

They are adjusting the climate, and coped with being cut off by flooding at the 

beginning of the school year, something which occurs every couple of years. There 

were no supplies of milk, bread or fruit and vegetables for s short period. 

 

Initially Jane was aware of being visible in the community. Students commented to her 

“I saw you drinking red beer miss” and she was aware of being seen by children in the 

street, but she has adapted to this by “just getting on with it”. 

 

Term 2 

In term 2 Jane continues to be satisfied with most elements of her life in Monkarra. She 

has had access to positive professional development experiences, including external 

presenters who she described as “inspirational”, District Office presenters and 

attendance at the New Graduates Seminar in Perth. 
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She comments on the development of her pedagogical and classroom management 

skills, finding that “it‟s basically just coming a bit more naturally with practice”. She 

believes she has established clear boundaries in her classroom and that there has been 

improvement in all areas. Her planning is managed mainly within the school week so 

that she can spend time with her partner on the weekend, if he‟s not working. This has 

enabled them to enjoy weekends away in other locations. 

 

Her partner is working long hours and doing night shift, so quality time together is 

difficult on occasions. His absence from home has become an issue with a recent spate 

of break-ins occurring at night. She maintains contact with family and friends by 

telephone. She misses being too far away to attend significant family birthdays and a 

variety of retail outlets. 

 

She is actively involved in sporting activities, currently playing softball with other 

teachers. Her main interaction is within the teaching community. Her only other social 

contacts are with her partner‟s friends. She is not involved in the community in any 

way. 

 

While they find the cost of living expensive, the subsidies for rent alleviate these 

expenses. Access to quality health services are difficult, Jane has given up attending the 

local chiropractor, was unable to see a Doctor when required. 

 

She feels supported by the principal and at least one of the two deputies. Her 

performance appraisal has been delayed each week for the last month. One of the 

Deputies checks her daily work pad, “has a chat and leaves”. However the principal has 

commented to her that he has heard “good reports”. She has established her own goals 

for improvement in second semester and these include: better record keeping, better 

programmes and better use of the programmes she develops. 

 

She is happy with access to resources, finding the town and school libraries have a good 

range of materials.  

 

Term 3 

In term three Jane seems to be operating with a degree of confidence in her role. She has 

her workload under control, completing her preparation and planning with before and 

after school work during the week so that she can leave her weekends for recreation and 

socialising. She does some marking in the evenings. 

 

On the weekends she and her partner have been continuing to take trips to other local 

areas, and are actively involved in sport. They socialise with other teachers and her 

partners work friends, going to barbecues, drinking at the pub or sports club.  

 

She has a collegial and supportive relationship with the other staff at school. A recent 

behaviour management incident with a student at educational risk distressed her, 

especially when the response of one of the Deputies was perceived as being 

unsupportive. She gained support, instead from talking through the incident with other 

staff members. She also took a day off from work to have time out from the incident. 

The child was suspended and when he returned his behaviour had improved. She felt 

that she was now succeeding with the management of his behaviour. 
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Difficult behaviour incidents, though apparently rare still cause Jane to review her 

professional identity. She reflects on her actions, questioning her judgements and if fact 

why she is a teacher at all. Conversely, on a day when the children are being 

cooperative she will say “now I know why I‟m a teacher”. 

 

While the staff were given information on the performance appraisal process early in 

the year, the implementation of the process has been very informal. Jane has not had a 

lesson observed and questions the reliability of the judgements that are made: 

I don‟t really know how they know how well you‟re teaching…if 

you‟re not sending kids to the office for bad behaviour then you‟re 

obviously coping. 

There has been some checking of her planning documents and some informal 

discussion of her extension and remediation plans. She was fleetingly shown the criteria 

sheet to indicate her ratings but has had no formal communication about the outcome of 

her appraisal. 

 

Jane is satisfied with her access to professional development opportunities, having 

attended the New Graduate Seminar (NGS) and receiving presentations from District 

Office staff. The NGS was valued as a networking opportunity – and the trip to Perth to 

see family, friends and to shop was highly valued. 

 

While Jane has placed her preference to remain at the school next year, she is now 

reconsidering her options because of her partner‟s employment and education goals. He 

is considering returning to university and Jane will return to Perth if he succeeds in 

gaining a place. The decision to remain or leave is poses a difficult dilemma: 

My partner‟s been working flat out all year. We haven‟t spent much time 

together so that was one of the really down sides of living here and he‟s 

going to do different work next year, so if he gets it, it would be a better 

year, I‟d enjoy it more with him around and I‟d get permanency if we 

stayed for another year. The pay is quite good and given another year 

we‟d really enjoy it. One year is not enough, but then. 

However permanency is not something that is highly prised by Jane – she has seen 

others who have been unable to gain positions in Perth after extended country postings.  

 

The main aspects that Jane has missed from her life is the interaction with family, 

friends and shopping. 

 

Term 4 

Only limited contact was made with Jane in Term 4. She was frequently residing at the 

home of a friend and was not available for contact, after her partner returned to Perth. 

She no longer felt safe living by herself due to break-ins and sexual assaults which had 

occurred during the previous term. Her experiences were conveyed in February of the 

following year. 

 

Second Year 

Jane returned to Perth and was currently relief teaching with plans to travel overseas in 

the near future. Her partner had gained a University placement but they had decided to 

defer the study in order to travel. Jane was pleased to be back in Perth but had 

ambiguous feelings about leaving Monkarra. She had enjoyed the experience and was 

missing some of the friends established; however she was pleased to be closer to family.  
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She reflected that she had experienced satisfaction with her placement in Monkarra “We 

wanted to go up there to see more and experience somewhere different”. After some 

initial exploration some of the recreational opportunities became restricted and the 

social interactions didn‟t live up to initial expectations. Her social interactions were 

primarily with teachers and through her involvement in sporting teams. At times the 

interactions with other teachers became limiting. 

 

She felt that the first term was hardest when she was feeling homesick and was 

challenged by the management of a student at risk. She comments: “you keep going and 

it eventually eases off a bit or you have a good day and it makes you feel better, but 

especially toward to end of the year, once I started to settle in, it was O.K. Especially 

with the teaching life”. 

 

There is a strong degree of consistency between the comments made by Jane throughout 

the year and her reflections the following year. Overall she had opportunities to develop 

skills within her professional area, gain from lifestyle experiences, consolidate financial 

position, access the main services and facilities which she required, both professionally 

(professional development and resources) and personally (leisure activities and 

services). She was dissatisfied with the process of her appraisal and the lack of 

opportunity for transfer and employment, particularly the lack of certainty and 

communication from the department of Education. Her main criticisms of the school 

related to the lack of strong leadership, particularly in relation to behaviour management 

within the school – an area where she would have valued more support.  
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CASE STUDY OF LARRAINE: INTERSTATE TEACHER 
 

Background 

Larraine is a single woman in her 50s, an artist, who has worked as an art gallery 

curator and art lecturer in tertiary and technical and adult further education (TAFE) 

sectors for 10 years. Originally from Tasmania, she has lived in Western Australia for 

several years, the last two years in the remote community of Growingari. She has been 

working in a TAFE programme for the women of the community and has no 

qualifications or previous experience as a secondary educator. She has adult children, 

one living in the nearby regional centre and others located around Australia. She was 

originally attracted to the “outback” location of Growingari. This year she was 

appointed to teach post-compulsory students English and Art. Her actual teaching role 

consists of working with primary and secondary aged students at educational risk to 

provide literacy and numeracy support. She had the opportunity to return to the regional 

centre to continue her work with the TAFE, but was asked by the school principal to 

stay on as an employee of the Department of Education and Training. The appointment 

is for three years. She was asked to take on the position in the Remote Community 

School because she had established a positive rapport with people within the 

community.  

 

Current Context: Growingari Remote Community School  

The remote aboriginal community of Growingari is located in northern inland Western 

Australia, above the 26
th

 parallel. The population of the community is estimated to vary 

from 200 to 500 people, identified as being “highly mobile” (Prout, 2004; DET, 2006). 

The appointment is a Remote Teaching Service appointment. The community is 

approximately 400 kilometres from the closest small town. Access is by roads, which 

are subject to flooding. The community has its own airstrip for small plane access. The 

community has one general store and a resident nurse. The school has a principal and 

five teachers for a student population of about 70 enrolled students catering for students 

from 3 years of age up to students enrolled in Year 11 (approximately 16 to 17 years 

old). The school has two AEIOs and other indigenous teachers‟ aides. Many of the 

students enrolled are transitory and their attendance is irregular. All students are 

aboriginal.  

 

Semester 1 

While Larraine is a new appointee at the school, she has been part of the Growingari 

community for the last two years. She has gradually established relationships with the 

indigenous ladies with whom she has worked. She has a strong social and political 

awareness of indigenous social justice and welfare issues. She demonstrates empathetic 

attitudes towards indigenous people, seeing it as a “privilege” and an “opportunity” to 

work with them. She says simply, that working with aboriginal people is “very 

attractive to me like a magnet taking iron filings rather than anything logical and I don‟t 

know why”. 

 

Although she has lived in the community she was not actively involved with the teacher 

sub-community. Her new employment involves establishing relationships with existing 

teachers and new arrivals to the community. She has observed a turnover of staff at the 

school in the time she has been in the community and has seen some difficult 

interpersonal relationships develop. This year she notes the positive influence of the 

principal and the high level of support that she provides to staff. She has also had to 
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move to another transportable home because the previous accommodation was deemed 

“unfit”. 

 

The move to secondary education poses challenges for Larraine, particularly in the area 

of behaviour management. She has a strongly positive attitude towards the students, 

most who can be described as at educational risk (SAER). She describes them as 

“absolutely amazing, just so happy…and they‟re very affectionate. They lean all over 

you; they‟re a bit cheeky and they don‟t always do what you tell them to…but often you 

have to…just keep things really low key and laid back”. Working with these kids is the 

source of her greatest satisfaction.  

 

One of the challenges she frequently notices is the inconsistency of the children. Their 

behaviour is unpredictable and this results in extremes of success and disappointment. 

She recognises that she has a great deal to learn, particularly with identifying resources 

appropriate to the level of students, but her adaptability is a strength. She believes being 

able to think laterally helps resolve difficult situations. She attributes some of this to her 

maturity and her background in the arts. She also “counsels” herself: “when things are 

bad, you say just remember how good it is when it‟s good… It‟s good much more than 

bad, much more often…Life‟s not that easy for anybody.” Larraine demonstrates a wide 

range of sophisticated coping strategies in dealing with the challenges she faces. “I just 

have to say to myself, mentally, for goodness sake, don‟t waste time and the next step is 

divert the situation”. 

 

She is uncertain about how long she will remain in the location. While she feels a strong 

sense of commitment to the aboriginal people, she hankers for her art and even early in 

the year is tempted by positions in art galleries. Family being so far away is also an 

issue. She is aware that as a mature person she has to make careful decisions about what 

she does with her life. Larraine‟s adult children have some concerns about their mother 

living in this location. She says “it‟s fear…it‟s concern about the unknown. [Daughter] 

doesn‟t know what it‟s like here…but they look at the distance and shake their heads”. 

 

She recognises that Growingari is an isolated location, distant from other towns and the 

regional centre. She does not have her own transport and is reliant on others to get into 

and out of the community. She is concerned when she contemplates the need to get to 

her children in an emergency. The telephone mitigates some of the isolation, but more 

sophisticated satellite technology is needed. More importantly, she feels isolated from 

her passion – art. She misses the opportunity to discuss and engage with others. She 

accesses any art programmes available by television or radio. 

 

Delayed access to services is a concern. Installations of promised items or repairs are 

always delayed. This is a symptom of being geographically isolated. Because of the 

distance she believes that “service providers” relegate their needs because of the time it 

takes to go out and provide the service. Promised services or visits by professionals are 

repeatedly delayed. The constant rescheduling, broken and delayed appointments 

disappoint people‟s expectations, with the needs of the community “neglected”. 

 

The isolation means that access to holiday locations is expensive because of the distance 

to be travelled. Larraine, like all the other teachers and many of the aboriginal 

community, goes elsewhere over the holidays. While the cost of travelling is expensive, 

in other ways living in the community is very economical – there‟s nothing to spend 
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money on. She notes that the financial gains are an incentive, but not her prime 

motivation. Because of the cost of goods at the local store most items are brought in 

from outside the community. She does not pay rent or electricity.  

 

Larraine does not have any option of gaining permanent employment with the 

Department of Education because she does not have the necessary qualifications. She is 

not interested in going to another remote community after this appointment because of 

the time it takes to settle into a community: “I‟m not a person who gets to know people 

in 3 months”. 

 

Larraine is very positive about her experiences in this new appointment and in the 

community. She says “Well I suppose a pig loves mud and that‟s why I love it being 

here. I can‟t explain it.”  

 

Term 3 

In Term 3, Larraine is beginning to gain confidence with her role. She has been working 

with the curriculum documents and found “when I did actually sit down and read all 

that stuff, or a lot of it, I was quite inspired…I thought it was good,” but she is less 

confident with assessment believing “I‟m not qualified to quantify them”. She has had 

some interaction with District Office staff who have given her positive feedback and she 

has attended the New Teachers professional development seminar. She found this of 

limited use and the size of the gathering was overwhelming, given that she doesn‟t 

believe that she is effective at „networking‟. She appreciated the opportunity to access 

shopping, entertainment and dining options in Perth and to visit friends. 

 

Accessing PD involves challenges with transport to and from the community. Larraine 

is particularly concerned that she may not be able to arrange transport out of the 

community for the next holidays and is concerned about the prospect of remaining in 

the community during the break. Larraine does not have her own vehicle and while it‟s 

not necessary in the community, it poses problems getting to and from the community. 

The difficulty is compounded by having a dog to transport as well. She claims “I don‟t 

want to be stuck here over the holidays. I can tell you that. It‟s not that I don‟t like it, 

but enough‟s enough…it‟s the thought of being stuck here and it would be a stuck 

situation because I don‟t have an option”. 

 

There are some issues with security within the community. Larraine is reserved about 

making comments which may reflect badly on the community, but she is relieved that 

there have been fewer break-ins to homes during the holidays than previously “you have 

this fear, when things have happened. It hasn‟t been really bad…but it does worry you a 

bit”. She is always sad to leave her holiday location, but once she arrives back in the 

community she is glad to be back. While she feels “at home” in the community she will 

“not stay here forever even though I do like it. It‟s difficult living with people with so 

many problems”. 

 

Larraine brings all her food supplies in when she returns from holidays and supplements 

them with a small garden. While she notes the absence of leisure activities, such as 

going out to dinner, she doesn‟t appear troubled by this. 

 

She believes she is achieving some results with the students. “I do think my kids at 

educational risk are getting better…things are ticking over quite nicely…not huge. It is 
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kind of engaging them, preventing kids from slitting each other‟s throats”. But the 

behaviour management, and in particular, the inconsistency of the student behaviour is 

the most challenging aspect of the job. On one occasion, Larraine threatened to leave as 

a result of the behaviour:  

Yeah I had one really bad [day], just after we got back; I told them I will 

leave this place tomorrow if we have a day as bad as this again….They 

wouldn‟t walk around and gather up materials. They‟re always difficult. 

“We don‟t want to.” What can you do? Gave them this huge lecture and 

the next day was a lot better. It was terrible. They were just especially 

bad. They were tired...they have late nights at home, there‟s a bit of a 

party or something like that. I can relate to them really, but I thought 

“what the hell am I doing here? I‟m not getting anywhere. They won‟t 

even listen”. 

 

Larraine had a particularly negative experience when she took a group of girls to the 

regional centre to give a dance performance:  

They were appalling, they were shocking…they went down to the beach, 

didn‟t tell us they were going, they disappeared, they fought, they threw 

tantrums, they fought on stage, they didn‟t do their dance properly, they 

were absolutely ghastly…they whinged and whined and were really rude 

to me, but also to [principal] who has done so much for them...It was 

vile and I said I am never going on another school trip and I‟m really 

thinking about leaving this community and I meant it. I absolutely meant 

it. I was so, so burnt up by this bad behaviour…It was disgusting…I said 

I can‟t stand it. I‟m going to resign at the end of the year. I was going to 

resign there‟s no question about it.  

This incident really tested Larraine‟s coping strategies and had physical consequences. 

Two days later when she saw a doctor her blood pressure was very low. She believes 

that the experience “did have a real physical effect on me” however, Larraine is 

generally very relaxed about her medical needs. Despite suffering a strong allergic 

reaction, she has been reluctant to pursue a diagnosis although now “under duress,” she 

carries an epi-pen in case of a severe allergic reaction.  

 

Her coping strategies include the ability to “let go” of problems, to minimise the extent 

of the difficulties. When she begins talking about difficult events she describes it as a 

“bad day” but as she talks about the event it becomes “a half day” and then “a bad 

hour”. She distracts herself from the problem with watching television and going for a 

walk. She tries to “let the little things go, worry about the big things”. She tries to 

“forget” the incident and keep her focus on the benefit of educating her students. She 

demonstrates a high level of self-awareness and a quick “recovery time” from the 

incident. By the next day she is able to reflect “you realise you‟re not a total failure”. 

She attributes the sense of failure to feeling “out of control” and by recognising this she 

is able to realise “it‟s a matter of not getting upset”. Larraine is able to start each day 

freshly, wiping the slate clean of the behaviour from the previous day. She says “just 

because a kid is really outrageous one day doesn‟t mean to say they they‟re going to do 

it the next. That‟s how it is here.” She is concerned about the social and historical 

experiences of indigenous people seeing herself as “probably too sympathetic”. She 

recognises the decision to be at Growingari is a choice she has made and despite feeling 

highly provoked by the behaviour of the students she comments “you don‟t do the 
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unprofessional thing and walk out and you have time to think about it and then you 

change your mind. I had it before, another time; it is a heat of the moment thing”. 

 

Her previous experience with teaching adults has not prepared her to deal with 

adolescent behaviour. “The trouble is I‟m spoilt. I‟m used to taking TAFE people who 

do it because they want to”. While she gains satisfaction from her work she reveals 

some reservations:  

My automatic response is to say it‟s good, going fine, that‟s not like I‟m 

over the moon and everything is wonderful...It has been harder to shift 

teaching style…I can‟t quite explain how to speak about that in a 

balanced way. 

 

She unsuccessfully applied for a Gallery Curator position which provided her with 

another coping strategy on difficult days. “If I had a bad day or a bad class I could think 

my God I‟ll be glad about that job today,” but the difficulties of having to “start all over 

again”, the beauty of the landscape and the thought of leaving the people keep her at 

Growingari. Larraine feels some displacement between her current appointment and her 

future career direction. She sometimes asks herself “why am I being a school teacher? 

I‟m supposed to be getting somewhere in the field of the arts.” 

 

Larraine recognises the particular difficulties of “starting over again” in the context of 

an indigenous community. While she appears confident to “start over again” in a city 

she notes that in a community “understanding how to be is really important…and its 

very easy to not be the right thing…I‟ve seen it over and over again”.  

 

Larraine is aware that her impending performance appraisal. She has read about the 

process and sees it as a supportive experience. She has identified the areas for 

improvement and is accessing assistance from a colleague and the principal. Despite 

being a small staff, rivalry and misinformation exist. She believes that the other staff are 

not really aware of her role as a support teacher because she doesn‟t have an assigned 

class. She has had comments that she doesn‟t have to work as hard. 

 

The weather conditions impact on her levels of energy and ability to cope with student 

behaviour. Problems frequently occur with the air-conditioning and always take a long 

time to rectify. The heat makes the kids more difficult, less likely to attend if the air-

conditioning isn‟t working, and other colleagues less tolerant. The union has been 

contacted about this by one staff member. 

 

Delays with service provision continue. The satellite dish promised for January is now 

scheduled for August. Service providers arrive during holiday time when no-one is 

available and then are unable to perform the required job.  

 

Housing allocations and furnishing of GEHA houses is an issue for staff. Concern exists 

when the house provided is too large or too small. Hostility and inequity is perceived by 

different staff members. Larraine also notes division in the teaching sub-community: “I 

think there‟s a bit of an age division”. 

 

Larraine has a positive relationship with the principal whom she admires. The principal 

has indicated that she will be leaving at the end of the year: “I don‟t know how we‟re 

going to manage without her really…very helpful and trying to look after everybody” 
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though she notes that sometimes “you wish she would leave you alone to sort it out 

yourself without her needing to know”. 

 

Term 4 

In term four, there is concern about dropping enrolments and attendance which is likely 

to see a staff position lost. There is uncertainty about the SAER programme which 

involves Larraine‟s position. She has mixed feeling about the prospect of taking an 

older group of young men for vocational studies. She is feeling frustrated with the lack 

of support from District Office, specifically the fact that she has been waiting for 2 

terms for a visit from the psychologist and the proposed visit is another 8 weeks away. 

Proposed appointments have been cancelled, which is seen as a breach of trust by 

Larraine. It is typical of the broader issue of delayed access to services. She has been 

waiting for the assessment of learning disabilities which will now occur right at the end 

of the year. She has been coping for nearly the full year without this assistance. Her 

concern is primarily for the quality of education for the students “these kids need that 

sort of assistance” and “you get a little bit tired of this tomorrow business”. 

 

After waiting for a 8 months the community finally has a satellite dish which enables 

internet access, improved telephone services and a wider choice of television viewing. 

Having choice is positive. Larraine believes these services have made a big difference, 

improving her access to friends, her ability to organise travel and communicate with 

other organisations.  

 

New bureaucratic requirements have impacted on Larraine. Despite being an 

experienced driver of four wheel drive vehicles (4WD), she is now required to have a 

4WD licence in order to use the school car. Her ability to use the vehicle was revoked in 

term 3, until she acquires the licence. This has prevented her from driving to the 

community shop, out to the airstrip or other locations around the community. The 

course to obtain the licence must be completed in Perth and will have to be completed 

during the holidays. She says “I‟m really selfish about my holidays now. I do not want 

to do school things. I‟ll do it, but its annoying”. 

 

Larraine continues to exhibit strong coping strategies. She says “you just have to 

mentally take your valium…and keep calm and not get wound up by bad behaviour”. 

 

Personal relationships among the non-indigenous professional population are difficult at 

times. There is some “dislike” of the current nurse, a problem in an environment where 

there is no choice about access to health professionals – there is only one service 

provider. There have been health concerns in the community with contagious diseases 

and the family of one of the teachers has left as a result. The teacher will also leave the 

community at the end of the year.  

 

When I spoke to Larraine again in December, the community had experienced several 

tragic events which had traumatised the entire community. A car accident occurred, 

requiring Flying Doctor transportation of injured patients. One of the family of the 

injured “went berserk…smashed windows and…was running around with a samurai 

sword”. On a nearby station a child died and one of Larraine‟s students was arrested for 

a serious crime at the nearest town, following on from the funeral of a community 

member. A colleague has a terminally ill parent; there has been “strife” between a 

couple of staff members and on top of all this one of the new student‟s from town called 
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Larraine a racist. Counselling was made available to the community. Larraine accessed 

this support, but while she felt it “helped in the end” she also felt it made it worse for 

her at the time. She has spent a lot of time thinking about the events, but notes her 

recovery: “I was just thinking today, I haven‟t thought about it for every hour of every 

day today”. 

 

There is tension within the teacher sub-community about access to broad community 

information. Because of the connectedness among people, the teachers believe they 

have a right to information. This view is not shared by the principal:  

I‟ve got quite a strong relationship with [a family] and I really care what 

happens, whatever it is and information really helps...And [the principal] 

is not giving me any. She‟s just withholding it all and I kind of feel like 

it‟s a control thing, you know, I‟m the boss, we don‟t discuss these 

things…our relationship is not as good as it could be. 

There is also tension about the replacement of the principal. There are strong feelings 

among the staff that an existing member of staff should be appointed to the position:  

There is that little bit of animosity…towards [principal] because of a few 

different things…And probably people find it easier without her than 

with her, but everyone does understand…how hard she works…but 

she‟s still a bit fickle, a bit of a control freak…and they‟re bitching and 

moaning because it‟s the end of the year and we‟ve had so much stress in 

the last month or two. 

 

Staff are also unhappy about the late notification of transfers and appointments of staff. 

They believe staff at remote schools should know about their future placements before 

November. Staff have contacted the union about the issue. A staff member in an intern 

position, who wished to remain at the school, is uncertain about her prospects and if she 

is unsuccessful her partner who is also a teacher at the school is likely to resign.  

 

Attendance at school has been very poor, but given that staff have also been absent, “it‟s 

taken a lot of the pressure off…you‟re always filling in for someone here or there.” 

 

When asked if she was looking forward to next year Larraine commented “I‟ll look 

forward to it again by the beginning of next year. I‟m looking forward to my holidays at 

the moment.” She has a need for some time out of the community and an opportunity 

for renewal of her energy and commitment. 

 

Despite the extenuating circumstances Larraine reflects that from a teaching 

perspective, she feels that she has “found her feet”: 

This last term, in spite of everything, has been the only term that I‟ve felt 

quite good…I wasn‟t aware of all the ins and outs of teaching…I didn‟t 

know anything about the curriculum framework and I didn‟t know about 

reporting…and it‟s very scary really, so there‟s all that and settling into 

being a teacher and changing my role and…it didn‟t seem like 

anyone…knew…exactly what I was going to be doing to fill out the 

whole week…So I was wondering around at a loose end, just for the first 

week or two and that wasn‟t a very good way to start…the last term…I 

feel like I‟ve found my feet, whereas before that… that lost, uninformed, 

hadn‟t found my feet feeling was horrible. 
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Larraine is now feeling competent and in control of the curriculum and systems. She 

believes that because of her familiarity with the community she has been able to 

compensate for her lack of specialist educational knowledge and experience. She says 

“what‟s the point of having somebody who can really do a good job out there if they 

really can‟t because of the circumstances…I‟ve done a better job in my opinion in other 

areas, I‟ve had better effect, because it‟s been easier because you know the place”. 

Despite her sense of accomplishment she has reservations about teaching children: 

This is almost like a contradiction, but….I realize that I‟m not really a 

teacher of small kids, even though I‟m loving it and I‟m doing it. I‟m so 

glad I haven‟t spent my whole life doing it. I just realize how much 

better it is, really, teaching adults…whilst I‟m more than happy with 

what I‟m doing…I‟m glad to be here. I still don‟t want to leave, but… 

I‟ve had to acknowledge, I guess…I‟m not going to be here for ever.   

 

She has developed friendships with the teacher sub-community, but it has really taken 

“seven or eight months” to get to know people “which is quite a long time when you 

just live around the corner” and she also feels comfortable within the community, 

although “I don‟t know how well accepted any white person really, really is. At surface 

level, it seems to be good”. She feels “as though I‟ve been here forever”. While she is 

comfortable with living in the community, the experiences of this term have highlighted 

issues of law, order and safety which she had been oblivious to previously. When she 

first told a friend in the legal profession from the regional centre that she was going to 

the Growingari community the response was “I really don‟t think you should go. You 

don‟t want to go out there, it‟s terrible…they have rapes and murders and abductions all 

the time”. In talking to the same friend recently she commented “I‟ve always felt really 

safe here” but the friend said there had been many serious crimes in the community 

over the year. Larraine commented, "Oh my God, I suppose it really has been…I might 

have been optimistic…it‟s going to be hard for me to argue with that now”. 

 

The ultimate attraction for Larraine is the kids. She experiences a “schizophrenic” 

love/hate relationship with the students:  

Even though they are absolutely little so and sos, everyone just loves the 

kids because they‟re all so totally delightful and loving and they‟re…like 

family, only because they climb up you and you‟re carrying them 

around. They‟re looking for nits, they‟re giving you a head massage and 

asking you personal questions and admiring your wrinkly skin. It‟s all 

very kind of close and friendly in a nice sort of way and you‟re just so 

attached to them; 

but then: 

one boy…I don‟t know whether he‟s coming back or not, but… 

sometimes I could kill him and I do throw him out…you really do feel 

like you could literally pick them up and throw them through the wall 

without opening the door, but you don‟t, you just feel like that because 

you just get so frustrated. 

 

Larraine was motivated to participate in the study because she is a person who believes 

“information makes things better…I‟m not making some world shattering piece of 

information, but I think if you fill in gaps that people have then it all helps”. She feels 

that participating in the study has been a “form of therapy”. 
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Second Year 

It has been an unsettled start to the year at the community. The community has a new 

co-ordinator and people are only slowly returning. People have been away attending 

funerals. Larraine has personally found it difficult to resume. “I haven‟t been feeling all 

that great…it‟s been really hard and a slog”. A small number of SAER students, one 

boy in particular, have made life in the community difficult. Many of the behavioural 

problems are related to SAER students, identified as ADHD, who are supposed to be on 

medication, but the administration of the required dose is not reliably given. While there 

is always some reluctance to end holidays, once back in the community it is usually a 

positive feeling to catch up with old friends. This year, however, Larraine was literally 

“greeted” by the difficult student who had been confronting: 

Once every twenty seconds he'd say something that would be disturbing. 

And also he'd follow me...he would somehow manage to hone in on 

whatever was sensitive to the person…sexual things with other teachers 

…and he reckoned he was going to burn the school down to me and kill 

my dog. 

Larraine found this “disturbing and unsettling”. She still remains sympathetic to the 

plight of the students and contextualises their behaviour: “they‟ve got serious problems 

either current or as part of the history of their lives you know. And their lives haven't 

been particularly nice”. 

 

The teacher favoured by the staff to take over as principal has been given the position 

and this is a positive influence among the teacher sub-community. There has only been 

one new teacher arrive so there is some stability in the staffing. 

 

Larraine completed the driving course during the holidays to regain access to the school 

vehicle in the community. Larraine shared the drive back to the community over highly 

waterlogged tracks. 

 

Despite Larraine‟s fears about changes to her teaching areas, she has the same teaching 

programme with the addition of Aboriginal Education, where she uses the skill and 

knowledge of the AEIO. She takes a cross-curricular approach, integrating Art and 

English with Aboriginal Education. 

 

The heat continues to be a tiring factor, made worse by disruptions to the power supply. 

Problems with the community power generation has lead to irregular power and the 

fusion of some electrical appliances. These problems are “inconveniences”.  

 

Larraine is dissatisfied with the support from District Office, still having difficulties 

accessing the support of the psychologist and trouble receiving clear information about 

professional development. She experiences frustrations because telephone calls are not 

returned, information about professional development has not been disseminated and 

the difficulties of accessing PD, including two days of travel, do not seem to be 

considered. “You write them a fax or an email and you wait for a reply and nothing 

happens.” She is looking forward to PD with other remote schools in Perth – all the staff 

are attending, prior to the holidays. The staff have worked extra time each day to be able 

to take extra school time off, however the difficulty of getting all the staff to Perth is 

significant. Larraine describes it as a “travelling circus...We've got AEIOs with kids, we 

have to take them to [coastal town] so they can be looked after, we've got to get them 
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back here…it's like moving an army so we're driving down, but some people will be 

going by bus, some people might be going by plane.”  

 

Larraine is feeling a real dilemma about the length of time she will remain in the 

community. Her contract continues until the end of the next year, but she has actually 

tendered her resignation “at the school‟s convenience because I had nothing else to go 

on to and obviously they‟d have to find the right teacher”. She is still very much 

concerned about the best interests of the students, her colleagues and the community. 

But since putting in her resignation she has reconsider at least until “things get too bad, 

then I will”. She explains: 

I've kind of changed my mind, because in the first place I didn't really 

want to go. It all just got too much and they don't want me to go…And 

so the thing about this place is often...one day it can be...murderous 

almost and the next day everything's all right. So it's very hard for to be 

consistent...The fact that you actually are a rat leaving a sinking ship 

and...you're deserting the other teachers…And want to finish the job off 

properly in some ways at least.  

She has considered teaching overseas, in a place like Japan, but she recognises this 

would be an isolated position and she is not ready for another experience of isolation. 

She is using the phone more to overcome her isolation. 

 

Larraine sums up her experiences: “It‟s been particularly hard this year”. 

 

Major Themes 

From Larraine‟s story themes emerge about the motivation and resilience of teachers, 

about the physical and technological isolation, the lack of access to support services 

(both education and other). 

 

Larraine has been “drafted” in to fill a vacancy on the basis of her existing relationship 

and acceptance within the community rather than on experience and qualifications for 

the role of a secondary education support teacher working with students at educational 

risk. Her establishment (of only 12 months) within the community is an indication that 

she can cope with the location and has already adapted to the experience of living 

within an indigenous community. She has a strong degree of understanding for the 

difficulties of indigenous people and while she does not appear to be a political zealot, 

she appears committed to making a difference to the life of aboriginal people. She sees 

her work as a privilege. 

 

While Larraine appears to adapt relatively easily to the teaching role, developing an 

understanding of the curriculum and locating resources, all areas outside of her previous 

expertise, the persistent challenge is the behaviour management of the students. Given 

that all the students she works with are identified as at educational risk, it is no surprise 

that the students‟ behaviour is inconsistent, volatile, their attendance irregular. Larraine 

appears to cope extremely well with this high level of unpredictability because she 

genuinely cares about the children, attempts to understand why they behave so 

erratically, accepts them and is able to move on from the challenging experiences to 

start each day a new. Never-the-less, she is provoked by the behaviour and states a clear 

preference for working with adults who are less challenging. 
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Her ability to cope is characterised by a use of a wide range of strategies that help her to 

put the behaviour of the student‟s into perspective and “move on”. She acknowledges 

the value of her maturity, life experiences, and professional skills in her art background 

(lateral thinking) as attributes which help her cope. 

 

The move into secondary teaching is clearly only a temporary move for Larraine. She is 

aware that her absence of qualifications make any further appointment highly unlikely 

and her experiences with the behaviour of the students affirms her preference for 

teaching adults. She consistently misses the artistic interaction; this is the most 

frequently cited deprivation that she experiences. As a result she is tempted to apply for 

other positions which represent a return to her immersion in the art world. 

 

Despite the clear role displacement of Larraine in this position, the level of support 

provided by the District Office appears to be an issue of constant concern. Despite 

dealing with the most disadvantaged of students she is unable to gain access to adequate 

testing and assistance with the development of programmes to meet the needs of the 

students. 

 

Larraine‟s story highlights the importance of attitude and perception. Larraine does not 

perceive her environment as difficult or threatening until after a series of very 

confronting experiences. Her preference for explaining away difficulties and 

minimalising problems means that she has been able to ignore the concerns that others 

have had for her safety within her location.  

 

This is a case study in resilience, commitment, empathy and understanding, despite 

being in some of the most challenging circumstances and environments of this study. 

With additional supports it may have been possible to maintain her resilience for longer. 
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CASE STUDY OF MANDY: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Mandy is a young Western Australian woman who completed her teaching 

qualifications in Melbourne before accepting a two year appointment with her partner to 

a Senior High School in a mining town. Mandy trained as an English teacher, but has 

been appointed as a Home Economics teacher. Her partner, who is an English as a 

Second Language (ESL) teacher, has been appointed as a Maths teacher at the same 

school. 

 

Current Context: Foldhill Senior High School 

Mandy has accepted a two year appointment to Foldhill Senior High School, a regional 

centre with a population of approximately 32,000. The school operates on two 

campuses: a senior and middle school campus. Mandy is located at the middle school 

campus for students from year 8 to year 10. The school has a population of over 1100 

students and approximately 118 full time staff. Over 800 students are located on the 

middle school campus. Eleven percent of the student population are indigenous. 

 

Term 1 

Mandy accepted the appointment because it was the only position that was offered to 

her that would enable employment of herself and partner in the same rural location. 

Seeking an appointment in the same location for a couple was a difficult experience. 

Mandy and Stephen had expected that this would be an advantage, but they felt the 

department wanted single people that they could slot anywhere. “We thought it would 

be an advantage both being a couple and teaching. Like if there were two positions in a 

country school, but it seemed like we were being treated as a disadvantage…I don‟t 

think the Department‟s treatment of couples is that great”. They also had difficulties 

with housing, finding that because they were a couple they qualified as a “family” and 

were not eligible for furnished housing. 

 

The appointment process was a bureaucratic jungle for Mandy and Stephen which 

appears to have had a destabilising influence on their subsequent experiences. They 

have experienced “hassles with pay and stuff…we are actually being underpaid by the 

Department…just administration things like money, organising accommodation”. 

 

Mandy is experiencing difficulties. She reported feeling stressed and uncomfortable 

from the first interview. She was finding it difficult to adapt to the town, a full time job 

and performance appraisal. Within three weeks of commencing at the school Mandy 

had already had her first performance appraisal and was waiting for feedback. There 

was a lot of pressure to perform well.  

 

Mandy took the position in Home Economics because it was the only job offered to her 

and Stephen in the same location (just two weeks before school commenced). Her 

training as an English and English as a Second Language teacher was of no use to her 

with teaching Cooking, Craft and Childcare. She was finding the workload challenging 

– the planning and the classroom management, particularly because the content of 

Home Economics was not familiar to her. While she was coping with the Cooking she 

had not expected the other subjects of Craft and Child Care and was struggling to make 

the subjects interesting. She did not feel comfortable in the position, struggling with the 
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classroom management skills needed in practical subjects and the difficulty of catering 

for mixed ability classes, including students classified as „education support‟. 

 

Mandy has a positive attitude to the students, finding them generally receptive because 

the subjects are electives. She teaches classes of students in years 8, 9, 10. She finds that 

she relates well to the year 8 students who are new to the school – she believes they 

share an outsider perspective. She finds the closeness of age of the year 10 students a 

challenge. She adopts a maternal role with the year 8s, but feels she needs more distance 

to achieve control with the year 10s. 

 

The real challenge for Mandy is working with other staff in her department. She finds 

that the other teachers in the Home Economics department have very different ideas 

about teaching – which Mandy attributes to their different curriculum background. She 

describes the methods used by other staff as being conservative, relying on the use of 

worksheets, copying down of notes and colouring in. Her Head of Department (HOD) 

has been attributed with making the comment “Oh another year with someone who 

doesn‟t know what they are doing”. Mandy finds evidence of this negative attitude by 

the HOD in the way she is treated within the department. She believes there is a lack of 

support and consideration for her, lack of acceptance and that she is not valued. Because 

of her novice status and lack of experience in the subject area she finds that she is being 

told what to do rather than being engaged in discussion and negotiation. 

 

Her discomfort extends beyond her subject department to concerns about the culture of 

the school generally. Mandy and her partner are two of the 18 new graduates this year. 

The school has a high turnover of staff. Some staff have been at the school for 5-10 

year. She describes the school as being fragmented into different groups. Mandy 

believes she has a lot in common with the other new graduates to the school. She has 

made friends with other teachers, and talked to them. This is a source of professional 

and social support. She has found other people with similar ideas, but the whole 

structure of the school as an organisation is at odds with her principles. One of her 

concerns about the school context is the treatment of indigenous students. She has been 

offended by racist comments made in the staff room by other teachers. She sees a lot of 

negative community attitudes reflected in the school. The school has a high percentage 

of aboriginal students and she believes that the needs of aboriginal kids are not catered 

for in curriculum or through the choice of pedagogy. Mandy likes working with 

aboriginal students – she finds them interesting to work with because she needs to look 

for different ways to engage them. According to Mandy, the students are the best thing 

in this school. 

 

Mandy is the only new member of staff in the HE Dept, the other staff having been in 

the school around five years. Within her department she feels isolated. She is 

particularly concerned about her relationship with the HOD, who is responsible for her 

performance appraisal. Performance appraisal appears to be a significant focus in the 

school, but Mandy is concerned about the way the performance appraisal system is 

being used. She says: 

They seem to think that it‟s a big thing, whereas I‟ve heard that it‟s 

meant to be more like a supportive thing which gives you feedback 

and it can help me develop, but at the school I found it‟s…really 

stressful for a lot of the teachers and really nail biting stuff, talking a 

lot about discipline and actually trying to fit teachers into a specific 
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model that they have rather than accepting that they might have 

changing teaching styles.  

She believes the application of the appraisal process is harsher in HE than other areas, 

but she is aware of complaints by other teachers too.  

There is also a tension in her attitude to the town location. While she expresses a 

positive attitude to the location as “an interesting place” with adequate facilities, she 

finds it difficult to keep herself busy. “You just got to find things to do and keep 

yourself busy otherwise you get a bit bored”. In particular she misses the proximity of 

the coast which she has used as part of her approach to relaxation. She is trying yoga as 

an alternative.  

 

She is developing a positive rapport with other staff, starting to cement friendships. She 

believes this makes it easier to cope with the job. She is looking forward to a long 

weekend at the coast and a return trip to Perth during the school holidays to see family 

and friends. 

 

She is happy with her GEHA accommodation which is quite new and centrally located; 

however, she is concerned about security, having heard that the premises have been 

broken into twice previously. This is a particular concern for absences during holidays. 

 

While having her partner with her is a source of support, she believes the relationship 

has been strained due to their shared uncertainty and dissatisfaction with their teaching 

appointments. She has spent a lot of time crying and they have considered packing up 

and leaving many times in the first weeks. She is experiencing some homesickness. 

They have discussed and looked for other jobs, consulted with family members about 

their situation and are trying to evaluate their options. For the moment they have 

decided to “stick it out” and save for their goals. The decision to stay has been 

influenced by their positive relationship with the students, the income and a desire to 

make the best of the opportunities in this position. Mandy evaluates their experience as 

“pretty negative, but it has in ways been a good experience „cos it has been quite testing 

and I‟ve learnt a lot”. 

 

Term 2 

In Term 2 the significant issues remained those identified in the first interview. In 

addition to her own negative experiences, Mandy revealed that her partner Stephen had 

also experienced significant dissatisfaction with his work life that had culminated with 

direct conflict in Term 1. They have developed some supportive friendships with other 

dissatisfied teachers and this reduced some of their isolation and validated their 

perspectives and experiences of the school:  

We‟ve had a lot of support from other teachers, a few other teachers have 

come forward…and they‟re much more supportive of us and they say the 

school is really hard to work at with the people at the top and you just 

have to stand firm or they‟ll walk all over you. That was really good to 

know that other people had the same sort of experience. 

The school started the term with eight new teachers. Mandy reported that one of the 

teachers leaving the school had been subject to racist comments by staff and students. 

 

There is some ambiguity in Mandy‟s views which reflect some of the dilemma that she 

and Stephen are experiencing. While she conveys some optimism that “this term will be 

a bit better” she completes the sentence by outlining that they are actively looking for 
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employment alternatives in other states and overseas. She says “we‟re sort of 

considering that, but we‟re thinking we‟ll probably see it through to the end of this term 

and decide then”.  

 

There are several dominant reasons for Mandy‟s dissatisfaction with her work life. The 

first of these is her placement in a teaching position outside of the content area for 

which she trained: “we‟d both really like to teach English as a Second Language and 

like to get into our major areas rather than teaching because they can‟t find someone”. 

Teaching in an unfamiliar area is creating difficulties for Mandy. She says “I‟m finding 

it really boring and…it‟s not what I want to do”. She does not know how to engage the 

students in the unfamiliar subject area, she is not confident about her teaching 

performance, she is under pressure due to the performance appraisal system at the 

school and she feels undervalued as a professional. She feels she is treated dismissively 

by her HOD who tells her what to do and does not value the ideas offered by Mandy. 

 

Mandy feels alienated from the culture of the school, believing that her pedagogical 

orientation and beliefs about students, particularly indigenous students and classroom 

management are not consistent with the expectations of the administration and other 

groups of staff within the school. She feels under pressure to conform to the practices 

expected in the school and believes that the performance appraisal system in particular 

is used to socialise new teachers into normative practices at the school: 

Mainly our superiors…being quite, like narrow minded like this is the 

way we do things you need to do them like this and not really having 

room for you to teach a bit differently because they have quite traditional 

teaching style, a lot of the staff in the school, and so we came in wanting 

to do things a bit differently and they couldn‟t really see that there was 

much point to that so I think that was the main thing. 

The isolation that Mandy experiences from the culture of the school are highlighted in 

her relationship with her HOD. She believes that she is unable to work as an 

autonomous professional. She is unable to modify the content to meet the needs of 

indigenous students in her classes by including culturally relevant areas of food 

preparation and child rearing practices. She believes this would make the content more 

interesting and relevant. However she has been told by her HOD:  

That‟s irrelevant, this is what we‟re teaching and don‟t make the 

curriculum inclusive in a way. She was saying no don‟t do that. There 

wasn‟t really any effort to do that. That‟s been a bit of a problem in terms 

of content. I feel a bit angry about that but I just try and work things in so 

she won‟t notice. I thought that it would be different…and also I have a 

lot of boys in my class as well, especially in food but the other teacher 

doesn‟t so her program is quite feminine and I know that a lot of the boys 

tune out a bit so I„ve been trying to make it a bit more straight down the 

middle a bit, try and engage them more and I‟ve found that that has been 

working but I‟ve been told “Oh no you have to stay on the program” so I, 

at teachers‟ college we were taught that you have to suit your teaching to 

the needs of the students and if everyone has to teach the same thing then 

that doesn‟t really fit. 

Her commitment to indigenous students is evident in her tutoring of Aboriginal students 

after school hours. She gains some satisfaction from this through a sense of helping in a 

one to one situation. 
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Mandy has attempted to discuss differences of teaching approach with her HOD, but has 

felt ignored. She has attempted to cooperate by trying to modify some of her 

approaches. She comments: 

I find that she‟s narrow minded…she just dishes out the work and 

doesn‟t let me modify it to my own standard and she said we have to 

negotiate and fobbed it off a bit so I thought I‟m just going to have to try 

to sort it out myself. So in that way she wasn‟t very helpful…so I‟m just 

going along with it and we‟ll see what happens. It is quite difficult to 

teach other people‟s things, materials like I find it quite difficult 

especially if you teach differently so I‟m trying to modify some bits and 

leave some bits to try and cooperate a bit. 

While Mandy acknowledges that she has some difficulties with behaviour management 

she believes that there is an emphasis on behaviour management at the expense of a 

focus on learning: 

There seems to be a bit of an obsession with some teachers that you have 

to have control and that‟s all that matters and I‟ve heard some teachers 

say it‟s more important for you to have control of the class than to be 

actually learning and I thought that‟s a bit disturbing. I don‟t really like 

that idea. There‟s a difference between ignoring what‟s going on in the 

classroom and like…having students under you thumb a bit. 

 

The performance appraisal system at the school involves three visits from three different 

administrative staff every term. Mandy is apprehensive about the experience. She 

gained some positive feedback from one of the Deputy Principals after a visit; however, 

she feels that the emphasis is on negative rather than constructive criticism. She 

believes “you get more told what you‟re doing wrong than what you‟re doing right. 

You‟re constantly getting told what you‟re doing wrong.” Part of the emphasis in the 

performance appraisal process is on organisation, presentation of marks books and 

documentation of the learning process. Mandy felt that with the emphasis on these 

things she was unable to:  

just focus on your teaching…you‟re always doing other things 

like…worrying about the administration and…even having to meet with 

your supervisor all of the time and arrange things and go to things takes 

away time when you could be working on your lessons…in that way, last 

term we found it really difficult to just focus on the teaching and not 

worry about the politics…that was difficult. 

 

Mandy believes there “doesn‟t seem to be that much support at the school for new 

teachers” from the administration. She has developed a support network amongst 

teachers new to the school, both young and mature age. These friendships are based on 

the shared experiences of difficulty adapting to living and working in this school and 

community. They have found that some of these new friends share some similar beliefs 

and values about education and have drawn similar negative conclusions about the 

school. The other teachers have been a valuable sounding board for the problems 

Mandy is experiencing. Other teachers, including those with experience of other 

schools, have experienced difficulties within the school. Mandy comments: 

A lot of first year teachers as well as experienced teachers come to this 

school and have found it difficult and have said “what the hell‟s going on 

here?”…They‟ve said it‟s just a joke. 
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Many of the criticisms made by Mandy involve a negative perception of other executive 

staff including the Principal and Deputy Principals of the school. She comments: 

The principal is a bit of a nonentity. We don‟t really see him much. He 

doesn‟t really seem to do anything. We don‟t have anything to do with 

him. We‟ve never heard much from him…and the other deputy…really 

overbearing, just shout at you like they do with students…one of them 

lied to me about some things in the school which I found out later. 

 

While Mandy is satisfied with the facilities that are available within the town she finds 

the entertainment opportunities very limited to social drinking and playing team sports. 

She and Stephen have attempted to find other things to do like going yabbying and 

visiting some nearby locations. While these have been interesting she concludes “there‟s 

not really much you can do here…and that‟s been hard to get used to”. There status as a 

couple tends to isolate them from the young singles on staff, but they have satisfaction 

in each other‟s company. She believes that without her partner present she “would have 

left a long time ago”. However, the relationship has been strained by their experiences: 

It has been really hard because when we‟ve both been distressed you 

don‟t have anyone to bounce off. You‟re both stressing each other out. 

That‟s what we found last time, but I think in the end it has been quite 

good because you have someone who understands what you‟re going 

through rather than being pretty isolated. 

 

Mandy finds the cost of living expensive in the location and they have had to cut down 

on telephone calls because of the cost. They are frustrated by their experiences of 

dealing with the department. Incorrect pay rates and the failure to deduct rent from their 

pay leaves them worrying about the arrears they will have to find. They have 

unsuccessfully attempted to solve the problem: 

We don‟t know what‟s happening. We‟ve rung the department and no one 

has got back to us so we haven‟t paid anything. So I‟m sure we‟ll get a big 

bill in the next few months. We were getting paid the wrong amount to 

start off with. We were getting paid like a third year whereas we we‟re like 

4
th

 year but they sorted that out when we sent about three transcripts in so 

that was sorted out but we‟ve phoned up about the rent but they don‟t 

seem to have done anything so I don‟t know what more. 

Mandy reports that other teachers new to the school have also had problems 

with resolving pay issues. 

 

Clearly, Mandy is not satisfied with her working life. They continue to seek other 

employment alternatives. When asked what she was looking for she said: 

Being able to teach within our subject area and being in a school that‟s 

more welcoming where we don‟t feel as alienated; where we don‟t feel as 

out of it because I find this school is quite traditional. We feel like it‟s not 

really working but we don‟t really fit in. Not that every teacher has to be 

the same just that it‟s a very traditional mould of what a teacher should be 

and we don‟t really fit so. 

She would persist if it was likely that she would be able to teach within her curriculum 

area, but despite indications that she would be able to move curriculum areas during the 

year she has “spoken to both deputies about it and it doesn‟t look like anything is going 

to happen”. 
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Consequently, she believes that she is unlikely to stay until the end of the year. The 

dominant pre-occupation for Mandy and Stephen is the dilemma of whether to remain at 

the school or seek alternative employment. This causes them persistent anguish and 

dissatisfaction: 

The thing that stops us leaving is…people say just stick it out, the 

sensible thing is to stay…but we‟re getting quite depressed and quite 

disillusioned with teaching as a profession by staying here and that can‟t 

be good. and also were not really aware of our rights and whether we can 

get out of our contract after six months…It‟s not adding to our 

confidence, like it‟s making me feel more nervous in the classroom as if 

I‟ve failed….You feel really undermined like in the classroom you don‟t 

have the confidence in yourself. 

Coming to school and being outside my method area, having a bit of 

harassment from my HOD with appraisals and things like that has 

contributed to me having really bad quality of life, I‟ve been really angry, 

I‟ve been really depressed I‟ve been through a roller-coaster of emotions 

and its really brought the quality of my life to rock bottom and 

confidence in myself 

We decide on this action that were staying and then something always 

happens the same day that makes us reconsider. 

They feel uncertain about remaining in the school, about alternative locations for 

employment, about whether they want to seek full-time employment. 

 

Her sole source of satisfaction with her appointment is the interaction she has with 

students, particularly indigenous students, but her concern about the ability of the 

school to meet the needs of these students adds to her alienation. 

 

After Resignation 

My next interview with Mandy occurs in August, two months after she and Stephen 

resigned from their positions at Foldhill Senior High School at the end of term two and 

immediately relocated back to the Perth metropolitan area. Mandy is teaching a 0.6 load 

in English at a Catholic secondary school and does additional relief work to make the 

position a full time job. The position is currently only for one term. She sounds buoyant 

and happy to be having a positive employment experience: “I‟m a lot happier now”. 

They came to the decision to leave Foldhill with the support of other teachers who 

advised them that “you don‟t have to put up with this”. They put in their letters of 

resignation to the Deputy and received a mixed response from other staff:  

It was interesting people‟s reactions. A lot of the people at the school 

went “Great I wish I could go as well” or “Oh that‟s great”…but other 

people, especially people who were in power like HODs were saying 

well you won‟t get a job anywhere else and being really negative and 

saying you can‟t hack it…trying to put us down I think because they‟re 

left to work there…There was a bit of bitchiness from some like my 

HOD, was pretty cold to me because they knew they had a problem 

finding another Home Ec teacher and I think they still haven‟t filled the 

position by now, but we felt really relieved. 

Two teachers who provided references for Mandy were reprimanded by the school 

administration. 

The students also gave diverse responses to the news that Mandy was leaving: 
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A couple of boys said “oh that‟s good, glad you‟re gone” but I did get 

quite a few…especially from the aboriginal girls, “why don‟t you stay? 

Why are you leaving?” Which made me a bit upset…I was crying a bit 

and I got a card and present so that made me feel good that in some ways 

…that I was…appreciated. 

 

Initially she was worried about their employment prospects, particularly with the 

Department of Education, so she chose to look for employment with private schools; 

however she did receive a job offer from the Department which she declined because of 

the travel distance required. While she is only on a short term contract she is applying 

for other positions and there is a chance she may be able to continue at her current 

school. Despite the temporary nature of her employment she attributes her happiness to 

the level of support provided by her colleagues: “the main thing is the staff there are 

really supportive and really friendly and so that makes a big difference”. She is also 

very pleased to be teaching within her preferred curriculum area. 

 

She reflects on the differences between her current experiences and her time at Foldhill 

Senior High School: 

The school‟s culture is very different…they seem quite committed to the 

students, that it‟ s much more friendly and much more supportive 

learning environment…student welfare to meet their needs…There‟s a 

lot more focus on outcomes…more choice of students and learning and 

there‟s more autonomy in the classroom.  

She still identifies the reasons for leaving Foldhill as displacement from her curriculum 

area and isolation within the cultural context of the school: 

I think the main reason, a big part of it was that I was teaching in another 

method area…and the fact that I was in a school that I found to be really 

oppressive and just not a nice environment to work in at all. Like it‟s 

such a difference for me to have staff who are more like a team, share 

resources and talk to you about their problems and help you with yours 

like a more collaborative approach and I found in that school that you 

were very isolated, you were always doubted by your senior teachers 

and…people wouldn‟t really listen to your ideas whereas at this school I 

feel like if I suggest something I‟ll be listened to a bit more and that 

teachers at this school really want to deal with the kids. 

She is still teaching “at risk” students and finds their behaviour challenging. She is 

trying out different strategies, but she doesn‟t feel isolated or incompetent because she 

is aware that other teachers experience difficulties. 

 

She attributes some of the problems she experienced at Foldhill to the appointment 

process. Mandy felt pressured to accept the position and later felt that she had been 

misinformed about her appointment: 

We were made to feel like we were a nuisance being a couple wanting to 

teach in the same area or in the same town rather than just being a single 

person…so I did feel pressured to take the job. 

I think the problems started before we even got to the school in a way 

because we had been put in to these positions…teaching outside our area 

and we were led to believe that we could get changed at the school, 

which didn‟t happen so I think the school…could have realised more that 

we were making a concession and teaching out of our method area and 
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could have made more effort to get us back into our area because jobs did 

come up in our method areas and we weren‟t considered for them and 

they went to outside teachers so we were quite frustrated about that. 

She also identifies the appraisal process as a significant source of stress. She comments: 

If they could interpret the appraisal process less obsessively then that 

would be better. That was a huge part of our stress, the requirements of 

the appraisal system, like getting three times and the formal nature of 

them as well was also stress. 

 

The decision to resign from the school was not taken lightly: 

We took the job because we were intending to stay up there even though 

it might not have been…but we just couldn‟t and that was frustrating 

because we really wanted to work and we felt like it was our fault in a 

way. 

Mandy felt a sense of guilt in resigning and “breaking” her 12 month contract. “I 

thought it was a commitment. In my head it was to commit to a year but we just 

couldn‟t bear to stay that long…I had to make that decision…. I feel a bit of guilt”. 

 

She reflects back on the experience, identifying some positive aspects: 

I learnt a lot about teaching and what I want out of a job...but it‟s one of 

those things that I wouldn‟t want to happen again. I did learn from it and 

we made some friends and I didn‟t mind, especially teaching aboriginal 

kids, I really enjoyed that... It wasn‟t all bad. 

It‟s made me have to grow up a bit I think. Like just reassess what I want 

in my work, what I‟m prepared to put up with, what sort of teacher I want 

to be I suppose and whether I do in fact want to teach English…now I 

feel more confident…about the job…Mainly just a maturing experience 

and having to deal, having to work with other people. 

She believes the experience was personally developing but a professional disadvantage. 

She believes that she probably could have found a more suitable short term appointment 

in her curriculum area if she had not accepted the position at Foldhill. Although she is 

now able to joke about some of her experiences she feels: 

It did leave me with a bit of a sour taste in my mouth about…staff 

members and the way we were treated but I don‟t know. Now I can laugh 

about the things that happened but at the time I found it very traumatic 

like the way the stress was so depressing and traumatic, and crying so 

much but now when I think about it I feel more a bit sad. 

 

Mandy is uncertain about her long term career goals. She is still considering working 

overseas. Her preference is for remaining in the private sector though she would 

consider a rural position again at some stage in the future. 

 

Second Year Postscript 

Mandy continued in the school to which she had started in term three and is now on a 

full time indefinite contract. She still identifies some loss of confidence as the result of 

her experience at Foldhill, but she is focussing on the development of her skills, 

learning from some of her experiences at the start of the previous year 
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CASE STUDY OF MAX: INTERSTATE TEACHER 
 

Background 

Max is a Mathematics and Information Technology (IT) teacher, from Victoria, with 28 

years of teaching experience. He has held administrative positions supervising staff, 

students and computer systems. Max is in his 50s and has moved with his new partner, 

Vicki, from Canberra, who is also a teacher with appointed to the same school. Max and 

Vicki both have independent children and other family in Eastern Australia. 

 

Current Context: Oldson Senior High School 

Max has accepted a one year contract to Oldson Senior High School as an IT teacher. 

His partner has a 2 year contract, as a drama teacher, at the same school. This is an area 

beyond her previous expertise as English teacher and Librarian. 

 

Max and Vicki chose these appointments because they were looking for new 

opportunities. They were merging households and beginning their domestic lives 

together. They were keen to experience life in a different part of Australia. Max had 

travelled in northern Western Australia and Vicki had visited Oldson while teaching in 

Western Australia many years ago. They made direct contact to DET and were offered 

the positions together. Max received an offer of a position in Canberra, but they 

accepted the combined offer in Oldson. 

 

Oldson is an inland northern mining town with a population of approximately 4,000 

people. It has a small population of indigenous people within town. An indigenous 

community exists not far from the town. 

 

Oldson Senior High school has approximately 290 students and 28 staff. Thirteen 

percent of students are indigenous. The school provides an educational programme for 

students from year 8 to 12. In 2002, seven of the 28 staff (25%) were new arrivals to the 

school. 

 

Term 1 

Max and Vicki arrived in Oldson 10 days before the beginning of the school year. They 

travelled independently to Perth where they met to attend a DET induction briefing. 

Max proceeded to Oldson by road and Vicki flew. The town put on a welcoming event 

for teachers, supported by the local mining company, providing information about the 

sporting organisations and services available in town. A regional induction was 

provided during term 1, by District Office, with a focus on indigenous education. 

 

At the school level, there was no induction. On the first day, for staff only, the focus 

was on administrivia. The computer servers were down, teaching timetables, computer 

passwords and keys were not available. There was no tour of the school facilities. 

Photocopier numbers were allocated, but equipment was not demonstrated, including 

how to disarm security for weekend access. None of the equipment on the assets register 

was numbered and audio-visual equipment was missing essential components. Max 

found it difficult to locate complete, functioning equipment. 

 

Max‟s initial impression of the students and the community context was negative. He 

perceived the economic context of the town to be “unrealistic” and “artificial”. The 

students‟ had low work expectations and motivation, without “goals for further 
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education…kids don‟t want to work hard” and “if a kid doesn‟t want to work you can‟t 

do anything about it. Either battle them or entertain them”. In this situation teaching 

becomes “faintly disguised cattle prodding”. 

 

Max described staff as quite social, with regular opportunities for social drinks and 

meals. His partner is “very social and drags people together” (Interview, 7 April). 

However, he also noted tensions among staff. Max and Vicki were one of three 

experienced couples who commenced at the school this year. Max commented that there 

was a feeling of optimism with the arrival of the experienced staff into a school with 

many novice teachers; however, the experienced teachers were perceived as a threat for 

some in acting administrative positions. There were tensions between the Principal, new 

to the school the previous year, and the two Deputies who had applied for his position. 

Max described them as “not happy drinking buddies” (Interview, 7 April). 

 

At school, Max had difficulty accessing information about curriculum, resources and 

relocation subsidies. Information is accessible through the centralised computer server, 

but it was difficult to identify documents because “the names don‟t mean anything” and 

access to the computer network was difficult for many people. Max attributed some of 

the problems to his appointment in a single person faculty. Max has not found any 

existing IT curriculum documents, texts or resources in the school. Nothing has been 

left by the previous teacher. It took him four to five weeks to access essential 

documents. In the meantime, he found himself “inventing the curriculum”. This created 

an enormous workload, made more difficult because he is unfamiliar with the Western 

Australian curriculum. The workload for Vicki was also a problem. Max did not want to 

be working 24 hours a day, seven days a week. He wanted to enjoy the lifestyle which 

attracted him to the region. They have been away for 2 weekends, but this created 

pressure because of the workload. Already, Vicki is dissatisfied with the expectations 

being made of her at school. 

 

Both Max and Vicki are actively involved in local organisations. Max has joined the 

Army Reserves unit, an organisation in which he was previously an active. He has 

joined the Volleyball team and Vicki has joined the local church and a drama 

production. 

 

The standard of the GEHA housing was a disappointment, causing initial tears for 

Vicki. The house is described as dingy and requiring repainting. Efforts to have the 

house inspected and painted have been fruitless. The issue is still unresolved.  

 

Max maintained his sense of humour, despite stresses from Vicki‟s workload and 

unhappiness with her experiences at school. He believes having a partner present is 

valuable. The workload is more manageable for Max than Vicki, but he still describes 

teaching as a process akin to “pushing marbles up hill”. He is “happy to do the best we 

can” and is prepared to “go with the flow”. He believes the difficulties that they are 

experiencing, are short term frustrations, part of the process of settling in and that “at 

the end of the year things will be better. We will have made a difference to kids and it 

will all be worthwhile”. 

 

Term 2 

At the end of May, their initial optimism has evaporated. Max and Vicki are feeling 

alienated from students, parents in the community and some staff members. Both Max 
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and Vicki have had significant altercations with students. Max recounted having a chair 

thrown at him in week seven of first term and being sworn at by a student, who then 

abused the principal. He described “being accosted by a parent in Woolworths” over an 

issue with a student damaging equipment. Max commented that “there‟s outright 

defiance of anything you say” by the students. 

 

Max attributes some of their difficulties with the students to a lack of support for 

education from parents. This, Max believes, is linked to the economic context of the 

location. Parents are predominantly blue collar workers in high income brackets, who 

do not have strong educational backgrounds. They do not value education and are often 

critical of teachers. Max described the attitude of one parent as “stuff you teachers…you 

can see where the attitudes of the kids comes from”. He believes it “could be a 

defensive mechanism…they probably weren‟t brilliant scholars” (30 May). Max is 

critical of the lack of motivation and work ethic shown by the students, described as 

“we‟ll be right…how dare you ask me to work?” Faced with these attitudes, Max finds 

“it‟s frustrating…you can‟t keep up your enthusiasm to do a good job when you‟re not 

appreciated and supported”. 

 

Collegial tensions also exist. Max has been criticised for being outspoken in an article 

written for an educational publication, about their relocation to Oldson. He claims “the 

school doesn‟t value people who rock the boat”. Another member of staff “attacked” 

Vicki for her work with the indigenous students, reducing her to tears. None of the 

executive team provided any support. Max is critical of the timetabling that results in 

teaching multiple classes in different rooms at the same time. He comments “the Deputy 

Principal responsible for the timetable is incompetent. It‟s a real balls up”. The principal 

is “rubbing people up the wrong way…his bull at a gate way is not the best way”. 

 

Their experiences are causing personal tensions. Max believes that a partnership is vital 

to cope in this situation, but their own relationship is under stress. Vicki is unhappy: 

Taking one day at a time. She doesn‟t enjoy the job that she‟s doing 

…I‟m just trying to lighten up. Vicki has to lighten up…she‟s looked 

at five different flights back to Perth. 

Vicki was ready to leave at the end of term one. Max described the different reactions 

and coping mechanisms that he and Vicki use. Vicki is “idealistic, motivated, a 

perfectionist and she has found the attitude of the kids hard hitting”. Conversely, Max 

describes himself as:  

More pragmatic. Every second Thursday I get paid. It‟s only a meal 

ticket. I want to do the best job but the kids are not letting us do it. I‟m 

not feeling it as desperately…talking the issue through is a priority. 

How much time are we going to spend on the job? (30 May) 

Max believes his ability to delimit his role enables him to cope more effectively than 

Vicki:  

She‟s not good at saying no. The school expects me to do the magazine 

but I‟m valiantly resisting any pressure. I‟ve seen a lot of tears shed over 

magazines and I‟m not going to do it. It‟s not in my duty statement. I‟m 

comfortable with saying no. (30 May) 

 

While Max‟s 25 years experience as a teacher provides him with some confidence, it is 

also a source of aggravation not experienced by new graduates at the school. The new 

graduates “go with the flow…they don‟t have a benchmark to compare their 
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experiences with”. Both Max and Vicki have taught difficult students in difficult 

schools, but this location has presented them with new challenges. They struggle to 

adjust their standards and expectations of students, teaching and learning, believing “our 

standards are far too high”. They feel deskilled in their current context. 

 

Term 3 

In September, Max recalled continuing negative experiences, but he conveyed some 

acceptance of the situation and indicated that he sees some attractions in remaining at 

Oldson.  

 

Staff morale at the school has declined, associated with a perceived lack of support by 

the administration. After being away on an Army Reserve camp Max notes:  

Things are not good…the atmosphere in the staff room was absolutely 

flat – no one wanted to know, there was no sense of joy, no life, people 

scowling at each other and growling and tired and that was only 3 weeks 

after the holiday break. And it hasn‟t got any better throughout the 

term…And it‟s very hard to do anything. You don‟t know where to start. 

It‟s so difficult…The initial feeling was that with a reasonable influx of 

experienced staff in the school there was an opportunity to do something, 

to make a change to help the kids to improve etc but whenever there has 

been any sort of attempt to improve the educational standards, 

expectations or attitudes, anything like that [it‟s been] “don‟t do that”, 

“not necessary to do that” so people have basically started to pull their 

heads in and say if that‟s the way they want it, right, we‟ll do what we 

can, but won‟t go any extra. 

 

Max has experienced some particularly nasty behavioural incidents with students. One 

student has thrown a rock at him. He was sworn at when he intervened to stop a student 

pulling cables out of the back of a computer. The student was sent outside, spoken to 

and then sent to the Deputy Principal. He returned to class, demanding his bag. Max 

recounts: 

I saw that in his right hand he had a rock the size of his hand 

outstretched fingers thumb to fingers all the way around – a fairly large 

rock and I said “No” – he started to wind up to throw it at me and I said 

“uh uh, that‟s not good” and I stepped in towards him to basically grab 

hold of his arm so that he couldn‟t move it and he basically came 

through and struck me on the chin so as soon as he struck me he was off 

running like a rabbit so I chased him and yelled for some assistance from 

people – he kept running and ran out of the school ground. But he was 

up for assault so it went to…a hearing and so things can be a little bit 

explosive sometimes. Basically he didn‟t do any damage, but just the 

idea that a kid would resort to – he actually went down stairs to find a 

rock, came back up stairs and had his weapon all prepared so – the 

magistrate didn‟t think that was quite the right thing. It wasn‟t a spur of 

the moment thing – it was a premeditated intent. 

The outcome of this experience is that Max feels “shaken”:  

It certainly made me think is it worth doing anything or is it better to let 

them just wreck the place?...It sort of makes you think do I really need to 

do this sort of thing? You tend to re-evaluate your position in life…fairly 

frequently. 
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Vicki continued at the school in second semester, but her intentions for next term or 

next year remain uncertain. This causes Max some unhappiness:  

[Vicki] is not happy at this time. It‟s very likely that she won‟t be 

teaching next year. If she‟s actually going to be teaching next term. It‟s 

problematical at the moment. She‟s had a rough workload. She‟s been 

asked to do the drama production at the drop of a hat...Oh you‟ll do the 

show in 2 days time won‟t you? Totally unrealistic….not looking too 

good. 

 

Living with these stresses is very difficult. Vicki‟s school experiences negatively impact 

on both their work and their non-working life. Max comments: 

It is definitely a stress. It is hard to concentrate on the finer points of 

teaching when you‟ve got those things in the background…it‟s getting 

more and more distressing – the various cries for help have been ignored 

by the administration…So it‟s not being encouraging; don‟t know how 

much effort to put in to get anything done. 

and 

It takes away some of the joy being here.…since we went to the [region] 

for the June school holidays we haven‟t been anywhere, mainly because 

the workload…of [Vicki] has been too great. We‟re dog tired at the end 

of the afternoon, after school, we haven‟t got the energy to do anything 

...It‟s work is interfering with the lifestyle. 

 

Despite Max‟s feeling that work is intruding on his ability to enjoy his non-working life, 

his non-working life provides him with satisfaction. He is experiencing personal success 

and recognition in the Army Reserves and is enjoying swimming now that Volleyball 

has finished. Max seems accepting of Oldson as a place to live, in the short term. He 

comments “one place is as good as another – you have to make the most of which ever 

place you‟re in. I don‟t think there‟s any one place that‟s perfect…as a place to live, as 

far as a relatively clean environment, it‟s pretty good” (21 September). His main 

criticism of Oldson is the lack of medical services which “are wearing thin a bit. 

So…it‟s a nice place to live, but you wouldn‟t want to retire here”. 

 

Despite the negative school experiences, Max has decided to apply for another year at 

the school and he is trying to fathom the bureaucratic processes: “no body was saying 

anything about what was going to happen next year so I started a bit of a paper chase 

with the Ministry – I really would like to know”. His motivation to remain at the school 

is associated with the development of new initiatives in the IT curriculum, changes to 

his role including staff support for IT and the possibility of teaching Maths, his 

preferred curriculum area:  

The curriculum at school is changing, partly due to my instigation, but 

it‟s to take the computer subjects out of the middle school and thereby 

try to create some time for me to help staff use the computers in their 

classes – to try to integrate the subjects instead of keeping it as a 

specialised area. So that‟s a good thing to do. It‟s a bit of a have the cake 

and eat it to…and the other possibility is that I‟ll actually get some 

maths to teach. 
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When Max separates his experiences from Vicki‟s, he expresses a higher 

degree of satisfaction with his work: 

Basically my load isn‟t too bad. If I was here on my own, just a 

scenario, with the load that I have and everything at school then I could 

fly through it reasonably well because no one else seems to know what 

I‟m doing at the moment in the classroom.  

 

Max outlines a tentative four year plan which will see him through to retirement. 

Applying for permanency after 2 years is part of that plan and four years should provide 

adequate time for seeing the local regions. Remaining in Oldson for four years will 

provide Max with financial security and opportunities to achieve lifestyle experiences, 

but this plan is undermined by Vicki‟s unhappiness. He is remaining in Oldson during the 

term three holidays to paint the house. After waiting eight months for GEHA to respond, 

Max is painting the house at his own effort and expense, without GEHA approval, 

because it will lighten their moods, allow them to unpack and make the place homely. 

 

Term 4 

There is a return to some optimism in term 4, more cautious and considered than the 

optimism of term 1. Max is able to see that potential for the next year to be better because 

of familiarity with the context. He expects some improvement in his experiences next 

year based on his prior experience of moving schools: 

At Oldson…the first year was reasonably traumatic because you‟re the 

new kid on the block. You may have been teaching for twenty five years, 

but just assume that you don‟t know anything and…basically you don‟t 

because the whole school operates quite differently from any other and 

you sort of need to establish yourself and that takes quite some time. The 

second year around you‟re no longer the new kids out. 

 

Max has modified his expectations of what he can achieve. While he initially states 

“basically we know we‟re not going to make a difference” he concedes that:  

We‟ve started to see that there is some progress being made. It‟s 

nowhere near the sort of thing that we‟ve achieved in the past in other 

places…the whole scenario is different. The expectations of the kids is 

still fairly low and unfortunately this is the thing that gets to us a bit 

(interview 3 November). 

Vicki has had some recognition from students and they have knowledge of the students 

they will teach next year. They still find the nature of the students and the school 

context (including the curriculum offered by the school) as limiting.  

 

Max attributes many of Vicki‟s difficulties this year to her role displacement. Staying at 

the school will provide an opportunity for Vicki to consolidate and overcome some of 

her role displacement: 

If she can consolidate on what she‟s done this year, it would give her a 

more peaceful year as far as knowing the course content and being able 

to work with that, repeating some of the things that she‟s already done 

improving on them. That‟s probably the way that she is looking at the 

moment. (29 November) 

He also accounts for some of the difference in their coping mechanisms, commenting 

“[Vicki] is…out of her area of expertise in drama, where I can go with the flow with IT 

fairly easily” (29 November). 
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In this term, Max talks much more about curriculum issues, including ways of making 

linking curriculum and the community, assessment and reporting, improvement to 

resources and involvement in an initiative to provide staff training in IT. Access to 

information and communication within the school has still been an issue. After a visit 

from the Curriculum Council Moderator, for which he was absent, he comments: 

The specialised stuff doesn't come to you, you have to go on the web and 

find it from the Curriculum Council and it‟s all by hearsay. No one has 

indicated to me or [Vicki] that there‟s all these support things, these are 

where they are, this is what you can do…Nobody said this is what I 

needed from the start. There was no induction for somebody coming new 

into the system, to basically say these are the requirements (29 

November). 

 

Max feels that a better balance is being achieved between lifestyle and work issues: 

I could very easily have come home on Friday and started working on 

my power point presentation…you can put in as much time as you want, 

but it‟s a matter of doing the important things. So yesterday I spent time 

in the garden…the realisation that there‟re things to see and do around 

here which are worth seeing and doing…to get out and to realize that 

there‟s more to teaching than teaching. To live here and enjoy it…it‟s a 

sort of lightening up of the situation. It‟s still not comfortable…the kids 

still haven‟t improved [but] I can probably tough it out”. (November) 

 

Max talks more extensively about improvements around the house that suggest that 

Max and Vicki are continuing to nest. He comments on small improvements: 

just minor bits and pieces which you would do naturally if it was your 

own house…Yesterday I rearranged the lounge room furniture. It looks 

more spacious…Still have to get more boxes unpacked (November) 

 

Their social life has been reinvigorated with the end of the year. By remaining in Oldson 

during the holidays, Max has cemented social relationships with teachers who have lived 

in the town for a while. His description of characters within the town conveys that he still 

finds the demographic context of Oldson unusual. He describes their social networks as: 

Bubbling along reasonably because the pressure‟s off from school. You 

feel a bit more like entertaining a few people here…It‟s not the hectic 

pace of the start of the year…During the middle of the year…we didn‟t 

want to show our heads or too much of it. Too busy to do it. Felt a bit 

neglectful in that area. It seems to be coming out now with a change in 

weather and…getting towards Christmas…a few parties. 

 

Max and Vicki want to see the regions around Oldson, but they find it necessary to 

spend holidays in other areas because: 

There‟s so much that you can‟t do during the term time that you want to 

do and need to get done…The medical facilities here aren‟t flash… 

they‟re quite abysmal and a lot of people are going back to their home 

doctors. They put off things until the holiday so they have to get away to 

get those solved. (November) 

 

Max is predicting a large turnover of staff, but he doesn‟t see this as significant in the 

history of the school. He accepts the transience of staff and the consequences of this. 
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Planning is difficult because last minute changes are likely, depending on key 

appointments. In terms of his work, Max still finds the attitudes of students and parental 

lack of support the hardest issues to deal with:  

it‟s a clientele that needs to be driven to do any work, is unmotivated, 

has low aspirations as far as their input is concerned. They have high 

expectations of what the world owes them and they are unrealistic…it‟s 

very difficult as soon as you try to encourage students to work harder by 

doing this, that and the other…you get parents on your back which 

makes it very difficult. 

The satisfactions he experiences are part of his non-working life: 

Basically the highs tend to be the away from school highs the lows are 

school wise…You need to make sure that you have outside interests 

because if your focus is on school and all your hopes are on school, 

getting recognition in school or success in school or whatever it might 

be, you could get pretty frustrated. 

 

Second Year 

Max has returned to Oldson and is now Head of Department of Mathematics, a change 

from his role as an IT teacher. Max was encouraged to apply for the position, although 

he was not intending to seek promotion and feels inexperienced with the Western 

Australian curriculum. Mathematics is Max‟s preferred teaching area, but he has, 

retained his role as IT network co-ordinator. Max feels comfortable with the content of 

the Maths curriculum, but he is still struggling with the system‟s assessment 

requirements. His previous experience of teaching maths in the Victorian system is not 

transferable. The Mathematics department has two other staff members, and is better 

resourced, although many are outdated. He still struggles to obtain relevant and 

essential curriculum information. 

 

Max‟s experience with the students is much more positive. He attributes this to two 

things: the arrival of new “targets” (other teachers) for the students to persecute and his 

move to a different subject area with a higher status. He now refers to himself as an 

“oldie” – a staff member who was at the school the previous year: 

It's been interesting that us being the oldies of the school...the kids have 

said “hey we've got twelve or thirteen new people, we'll give them a hard 

time”…Basically anything that's new, that's strange has to be tested and 

it's taking some time to go through the thirteen…The kids have got 

enough to do in working that out without having to worry about us 

oldies. It is a matter of surviving through that first year. We turn up at 

the first day of the second year...one kid said 'oh we know what you're 

like. We know what rings your bells and what sort of awkward things 

you can do to us if we run into problems. We won't worry about it 

anyway”. That seems to be that perception (7 April 03). 

But he also believes the change of subject has had an impact: 

Some of those kids I've got in maths classes were in IT classes last year 

and they're quite different. I think there's a perception among the 

students that certain subjects have more standing for whatever reason 

and they work at them more than certain subjects of a lesser standing.  

 

The change of subject areas has provided Max with “almost a fresh start” and an 

opportunity to work with “the support of an ongoing member” of the maths area – both 
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contribute to Max‟s more positive attitudes. Max feels more comfortable with the 

content and the teaching, but he is still trying to understand the bureaucratic assessment 

requirements. One of the roles of HOD which is unfamiliar to Max is that of 

disciplinarian:  

I‟m supposed to have all the discipline answers so that when my teachers 

come to me and say I‟ve got this problem, what shall I do about it [I 

have a solution] and I don‟t. 

He does, however, notice that he has more status in his interactions with parents. 

 

Max has a stronger focus on curriculum issues and a whole school perspective this year. 

He outlines attempts by the administration team to organise a collaborative approach to 

planning, but no time is allocated to staff. He is critical of the instability of staffing 

within the school and cynical about the motives of the change catalysts. He sees 

curriculum initiatives as the work of incoming personnel aiming to improve their job 

resumes. Both deputies and three HODs are all on 6 month contracts in acting positions, 

something Max considers “destabilising”.  

 

Vicki‟s experiences are better than last year because she has a more consistent 

workload, but she is still disappointed with student attitudes. She started the year 

positively, but is becoming increasingly disappointed. Her work worries are still being 

brought home and Max is frustrated at being unable to do much about the problems. She 

is aiming to see the year out, but it is possible that she will resign. Max copes with 

Vicki‟s crises more effectively because “I suppose I‟m also growing more accustomed 

to the process…things get a bit tough…once the crisis has passed it goes back to smooth 

sailing”. He sees a pattern in the build up of tensions and then a return to some 

temporary calm. He also recognises that: 

Teaching up here is not an extrinsically rewarded position and if you're 

not particular with the way that you and kids are interacting to get a 

particular task done then there's not much intrinsic stuff their either.  

Even if Vicki decides not to continue working they will probably remain in Oldson. The 

financial incentives and employment security for Max and his external involvements in 

the Army Reserve are sufficiently satisfying. They have opportunities for weekends 

away and a social network of friends amongst educators and Army Reserves associates. 

They are feeling more accepted within the community, but still unsupported by parents: 

Individually in the community it seems to be okay. But when we're 

dealing with the parents as teachers of their kids, it's still very much us 

versus them...It's 'oh, you've identified a problem; well how are you're 

going to fix it?'…That attitude is still noticeable. They're less likely to 

exhibit it with me, because I now have a different title. 

Max believes that parents have some respect for the hierarchical structure from their 

own workplaces. 

 

There seems to be more balance between school and work. Max clearly separates work 

and home, leaving work at school. This division of roles is not achieved by Vicki who 

has rehearsal commitments outside of school hours and a greater marking load. They are 

still unpacking their personal effects and rearranging the house to create a home. 

Connections with distant family and friends are managed through email. Max and Vicki 

are planning for their future and retirement, including travels to investigate other 

locations. Distance and access to medical facilities are barriers to any thought of long 

term settlement in Oldson. 
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For Max, the challenges ahead look manageable and predictable. He is satisfied with his 

work in his preferred curriculum area. He has administrative roles which reduce his 

class teaching and provide professional stimulation. He has adjusted his expectations of 

the school and achievement of students. He expects a lack of stability and continuing 

crises, but finds the predictability of the crises enables him to ride through these and 

Vicki‟s responses to them. He has involvements within the local community that are 

personally fulfilling and goals to enjoy the local environment. At the beginning of this 

second year it seems that Max has adjusted and adapted to his work, social and 

geographic environment. 
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CASE STUDY OF MICHELLE: INTERSTATE TEACHER 
 

Background 

Michelle is a Home Economics teacher with 16 years experience, in her 40s, married 

and from rural Victoria. In recent years, she has experienced some career dissatisfaction 

and uncertainty. She has developed an interest in aviation, recently completing her 

commercial pilot‟s licence, but is unable to earn an adequate income in this area. 

Michelle and her husband own a small farming property in south eastern Victoria which 

is being managed by their son. The property has experienced some financial difficulties. 

For this reason, employment for Michelle and her husband in the north-west of Western 

Australia offers some opportunities to regain financial ground, to escape from some of 

the pressures of their lives and to have new experiences. Michelle also has a daughter in 

her 20s and elderly parents who live on the next door property in Victoria.  

 

Michelle‟s most recent teaching experience was working part time at a Catholic 

Regional College for 18 months where she commenced teaching aviation subjects. This 

occurred while she was on long service leave from the school where she had worked for 

9 years. The death of a colleague in an aviation accident as part of the school 

programme clearly impacted on her. At this time she describes everything as being “in 

turmoil”.  

 

Current Context: Scootara Senior High School 

Michelle has accepted a 2 year contract to a Senior High School in a northern mining 

town with a population of approximately 10,000 people.  

 

Michelle has come to Scootara for what she describes as a working holiday. Originally, 

Michelle and her husband had thought about teaching in the remote outback, but the 

difficulty of obtaining employment for her partner as a welder prevented this option. 

They had heard this town was prospering and made direct enquiries to the school. 

Michelle was offered an immediate position in October, but chose to commence in 

February of 2002.  

 

Scootara Senior High School has a population of approximately 700 students with 18 

percent of the population consisting of indigenous students. The school has 61 teachers. 

Sixteen percent of the staff are novice teachers in their first or second year of teaching. 

Twenty-five percent of the staff have remained in the school for longer than three years. 

 

Term 1 

Michelle arrived in Scootara 10 days after her husband, who commenced work 

immediately. Initially, she thought she had landed on Mars because of the landscape and 

the heat. She finds the heat confronting and is thankful for the air-conditioning and fans 

in her Government Employees Housing Authority (GEHA) accommodation, describing 

it as huge, spacious, clean and impressive. She finds the cost of the $66 rent per week 

amazing, considering the average rental cost within the area. She has purchased a 

bicycle to ride the 4 kilometres to school. They have only one car which is used by her 

husband. 

 

She describes herself as feeling isolated in the time prior to school commencing. She 

joined the library and made some initial inquiries about aviation opportunities. She fills 

her time with reading aviation books and studying for a flying refresher test, watching 
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some television and enjoying the type of relaxation that she has been unable to 

experience for a long time with her farming commitments in Victoria. 

 

Michelle‟s first visit to the school reveals the shock of her timetable. She is teaching 

two subject which are outside her previous experience as a Home Economics teacher: 

Child Care and Society and Environment: 

My God. Childcare – 2 classes of it…What the hell do I know about 

childcare? Other than being a pretty lousy mum! (Journal 29 January) 

Once school starts she evaluates the kids as “just the same but a little less academic” 

than the kids she has previously taught.  

 

Michelle‟s partner Geoff feels very positive about Scootara and is talking about 

remaining between 3 and 5 years, even though his initial employment has ceased and he 

is waiting for further employment. Michelle is experiencing homesickness for her 

children, dog and parents and is only looking at remaining one year. She has been 

crying and this continues. At the beginning of the second week of term she finds herself 

unable to stop crying. She worries about something happening to her elderly parents, the 

distance that separates them and the time it would take to get to them. She worries about 

her son back on the farm and whether he will cope. She is trying to find a time to return 

for holidays already. Sometimes she despairs about the decision to take up this 

appointment, questioning herself “what have I done?”  

 

Michelle‟s first pay causes drama. She has been paid as a first year graduate, a $15,000 

pay reduction, giving no recognition for 16 years of experience. She is not prepared to 

continue at the school on that rate of pay and has contacted the Department of 

Education to try and resolve the issue. At this time she is feeling less positive about the 

students, describing them as: 

Very loud, rude and questioning – an answer for everything, a real chip 

on the shoulder attitude. Skills and knowledge of the majority seem 

very poor (Journal, week 4). 

This also coincides with a period of uncertainty with the employment of her husband. 

While Geoff is waiting for more permanent employment to appear he takes some short 

term work in another location, leaving Michelle by herself. Michelle claims that she is 

not lonely, but she is clearly experiencing emotional turmoil to the point where she 

takes a day of sick leave:  

I‟m not too sure of my future in teaching. Threw a sickie today and I 

don‟t really care. Am sick of the rudeness and arrogance of some of 

those kids. (There are some really nice kids, but the biggest impact 

comes from shits (Journal, 26 March). 

A doctor prescribes anti-depressants which she throws away after trying them for 3 

days, deciding to “battle on my own 2 feet”. She has a ticket booked to Victoria for the 

first term holidays, but is concerned whether she can last the distance. In the last week 

of term she reflects: 

It‟s been a tough term. Yr 9s hate me. Run riot. But they have 

achieved more than what I expected them to (and more than they 

would have liked as well!). (Journal 16 April) 

 

In general she describes the kids as:  
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Quite demanding…seem to lack respect…some don‟t seem to value 

their education…money/waste seems to be insignificant. (Journal 18 

April) 

Dissatisfaction with her experiences in Scootara is conveyed in this description: 

It‟s a hard town, with loads of hard faced and feeling people. If you 

stay here long enough you become as hard as them I‟m sure. (Journal 

18 April) 

 

She believes that she has had little support from the administrative team at the school. 

She has had what she describes as a “disastrous” morning tea for the parents and a visit 

from an aggressive parent who claimed that “all Victorians are hospital cases”. While 

she has had support from the only colleague within her subject area she feels isolated 

from the rest of the staff, describing the school as a rabbit warren with staff sticking to 

their own departments and the staff room remaining empty. She suggests that the 

difference in age of the staff may be an issue here. She believes that the staff are 

generally younger. 

 

Financial demands and other aspirations keep Michelle teaching. She dreams of 

overseas travel and completing an instructor‟s flying course, but the trip home to 

Victoria is expensive, the cost of telephone calls and financial support for her son on the 

farm are all significant financial drains.  

 

Term 2 

When I visited Scootara in term 2, Michelle had returned from her trip to Victoria. She 

was still missing her family and is disappointed that two planned visits from her 

daughter had fallen through. She is particularly anxious about the health of her 

daughter. And while the trip home seems to have allayed some of her fears, she is still 

predicting that she will return to Victoria at the end of the year. When she was at home 

she thought: 

If I don‟t come back it wouldn‟t worry me except for Geoff of course 

but I could have stayed there but it was just one of those things. 

(Interview, 28 May) 

Clearly the work is not satisfying for Michelle. The difficulty she experiences with the 

students, despite her 16 years of experience, increases her torment and feelings of 

incompetence. She claims: 

I‟m just day to day at the moment…It‟s just disappointment I think. I 

don‟t know what to do. I don‟t know how to make it better. I‟m losing 

it. I‟ve lost it. I feel like a first year out teacher (Interview 28 May). 

She compares the students and her experiences with her past teaching experiences 

claiming that:  

I‟ve had tough kids before. But they were tough kids and poor kids 

whereas these kids seem to have everything. (Interview 28 May)  

The prosperous socio-economic climate of families in the mining town has created a 

unique context with an unfamiliar challenge. 

 

As part of this, Michelle seems to be struggling with her career direction. She 

comments:  

I‟m getting past a classroom of 25 kids that are going to challenge me 

all the time…I‟m just getting too old. I‟ve heard it all before and I 

find it very tiring…it‟s very wearing and I don‟t think I‟ve got the 
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energy to do it for the next 10 years where I know I have to work for 

the next 10-15 years. So I have to do something that I really want to 

do. (Interview, 28 May) 

She would love to pursue a career in aviation, but it is not financially viable. She would 

prefer teaching in a smaller class environment. She is not happy with the quality of her 

working life, but she evaluates that it has been at a similar level for the last five years. 

However, in the middle of second term she is more confident than she was at the end of 

term one: “I can face it tomorrow where as towards the end of last term I was just 

battling to face going”. 

 

After months, the issue over Michelle‟s rate of pay is still being negotiated through the 

bureaucracy, dealing with changing personnel within the Department. If the issue is not 

resolved soon Michelle will leave. She describes the financial situation of living in this 

location as cost neutral. While they save money on housing and petrol this is neutralised 

by the cost of airfares and telephone bills. 

 

The climate in the current location enables her to pursue her flying. She had some 

aviation weekend work for a short time, but this has been discontinued. Prior to 

accepting this appointment she had applied to complete a flying instructor‟s course in 

Queensland and she has now been accepted into the 8 week course which starts in term 

three. This poses a significant dilemma for Michelle. She approaches the principal to 

gain leave and he asks if she would be prepared to come back and teach aeronautics at 

the school. To commence a new programme she believes she should make a 

commitment to stay at the school for 3 – 4 years, but she is not sure that she wants to 

make that commitment. The opportunity is terrific, but she wishes it was back in 

Victoria.  

 

One of the things that Michelle and her husband value about the location is the 

proximity to everything within the town. They are happy with access to cinemas and 

restaurants which were not available in their Victorian rural location. Geoff loves the 

recreational fishing and Michelle appreciates the proximity of the airfield. While 

working in Scootara was seen as a working holiday with the aim of seeing the area, after 

five months Michelle has been no further than a nearby beach. 

 

Term 3 

Term three becomes a particularly stressful time for Michelle. Her daughter‟s illness has 

been diagnosed and she struggles with the news, intensely feeling the separation from 

her daughter, especially with extended absences of her husband on work contracts. She 

feels guilty about her absence and identifies the distance of the separation as one of the 

difficulties that she has to deal with. She consoles herself with the beautiful weather and 

long walks. At this same time arrangements for Michelle to complete her Instructor‟s 

Flying Course in Queensland are finalised. The principal had been supportive of her 8 

week leave application on the condition that she implements a new aviation subject at 

the school. Michelle has successfully gained funding from a local organisation to 

develop an aeronautics programme at the school, beginning with the purchase of a flight 

simulator. Despite the excitement of this new project she struggles with the dilemma of 

“not knowing if I should be at home”. She has had to prepare the full 8 weeks worth of 

lessons for relief teachers. 
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The experience of anxiety is counter-balanced by comments that both Michelle and 

Geoff are “sort of slipping in to the lifestyle”. They enjoy the warm weather, the relaxed 

pace of life and the proximity to goods and services. Seven months into the school year 

Michelle indicates that she is starting to make friendships with other staff. They feel like 

they are getting to know more people. This coincides with the first reflection that she 

may now consider staying at the school for another 12 months. This is a significant 

change in her thinking, but comments about the absence of family remain very frequent.  

 

Term 4 

By October, the dominant issue in Michelle‟s life is whether to stay for another 12 

months or leave at the end of the year to return to her children, the property and her 

parents. It is a complex and agonising decision with two key components: finding career 

satisfaction, probably linked with aviation and being close to her family. Her daughter‟s 

health issue has stabilised, but is still a cause of anxiety for Michelle. Her son‟s 

financial position on the farm is very precarious and selling the property is just another 

option that Michelle is considering. Her mother is keeping her informed of teaching 

opportunities that arise in the area close to the farm. These are all strong pressures to 

return. At the beginning of the interview Michelle says “at this moment I think I‟ll be 

coming back next year at least”, but at the end of the interview her goal is “to get 

through the year…that‟s the number one goal and then I‟ll take it from there”.  

 

Geoff‟s employment has now stabilised. He has the job that he was looking for with 

good pay and prospects of employment of between 18months and 5 years. Regardless of 

Michelle‟s decision, Geoff will remain in the location beyond the end of the year. 

 

Since returning from her 8 weeks leave she has lost the most difficult class that she was 

teaching, a year nine Society and Environment class and this has improved the quality 

of her teaching life: “I‟m just finding it so much nicer than having to struggle with those 

year 9s” (19 October). This subject was outside her subject expertise. While she found 

the content interesting, she felt she was unable to engage the students. She felt they 

were:  

Running riot. I just wasn‟t happy with the amount of effort I was 

putting in planning for the results I was getting back. It was quite 

frustrating. (19 October)  

In comparison to the students she has taught elsewhere she maintains that: “a lot of the 

kids don‟t seem to value education as much” (19 October). However, she notes with the 

new classes that she has in term 4 that she has a better relationship with the students: 

I don‟t know if it‟s just the new kids but they all seem really quite fine. 

Lovely. Even the year 8s and year 9s…they‟re all very pleasant. (19 

October)  

 

She feels that because of the lifestyle in Scootara that she is no longer stressing as 

much. She identifies the benefit of having moved out of their “rut” of jobs and farm, 

having time to fish and read and less travel time because of the proximity of goods and 

services within the town 

 

The many motives for taking this appointment are restated: the concept of the working 

holiday but she sees her “real commitments are elsewhere”. Being in Scootara is “like 

running away or putting your head in the sand”. The housing subsidies offered as part of 
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her employment conditions are part of the motive of economic advancement “having the 

education house is a big draw card…we‟re supposedly here to try and pay off the farm”. 

 

Despite the high level of intensity involved in the dilemma, Michelle seems to be 

coping with the anxiety better than at the beginning of the year. She says about her life: 

It‟s a real shemozzle at the moment. I‟m just going with the flow and 

won‟t let too much upset me too much because there‟s not much I can 

do about anything. It‟s not like I‟m out of control but I‟ve just got to 

work through things slowly and it all takes time and can‟t look too far 

ahead”. 

 

Second Year 

Despite the dilemmas, Michelle returns to Scootara for a second year at the school. This 

seems to be almost a surprise to her:  

I was at home trying to organise the farm and everything to do with the 

farm and I eventually said to Mum and Dad, “Yep I‟ll just go back and 

get the stuff and I‟ll clean up and I‟ll be back within a month. Which is 

really what I had in my mind that I was going to do and then I sort of 

got here and I don‟t know what happened. (6 March 2003) 

 

There has been anxiety over and pressure from ageing parents and the continuing 

concerns over her daughter‟s health and son‟s financial affairs. She is, however, 

determined that she will now stay for this year and definitely leave at the end. When she 

flew back into town she observed “I actually flew in and thought „Oh this isn‟t my 

home‟” but then concludes after finding herself remaining that “it‟s all a matter of 

attitude really”. 

 

While she has examined the dilemma many times, some recurring issues for staying 

have emerged. There is a strong financial incentive especially with her daughter 

planning a wedding for this year. At the end of the previous year Michelle stated that if 

it wasn‟t for the money she would leave. In addition, her husband remaining for work is 

a further incentive. She does not talk much about this, but it seems to be a strong 

influence: “Geoff wasn‟t very happy about that. He didn‟t want me to go back. I don‟t 

know what happened”. If Michelle was to leave and Geoff to remain there are cost 

implications for housing because the house they occupy is supplied through GEHA at 

rates that are significantly lower than market value within the area. Finally, Michelle 

refers to a sense of duty which has conflicting elements – duty to her family and duty to 

the school: “I suppose if I was doing the dutiful thing I wouldn‟t be here. But I think 

sort of duty was going to call me back”. In a previous interview she has said:  

You do your job, you get that rapped up in what you‟re doing that you 

leave and it‟s a terrible thing to say but you leave everything else 

behind…I don‟t know whether it means you‟re married to the job, 

which I think of all the nearly 1000s of kids that I‟ve taught they‟ve 

probably got a better deal than my own kids in lots of ways. 

 

She feels more satisfied with her teaching in her second year. She is happier with the 

allocation of classes even though she still has a Society and Environment class and a 

childcare class that she feels are beyond her area of expertise. In relation to childcare 

she observes “it‟s all new to me. I think my qualification was sort of as a mum and that 
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was a long time ago…I don‟t think I‟m the best qualified teacher”. She copes by 

“plodding along lesson to lesson”. 

 

She is puzzled by the different reaction of the students in this second year. She is 

finding the students to be “much nicer…I‟m not the…new teacher on the block”. 

Familiarity with the students and knowing their names, makes it easier. She comments 

“either they are maturing or I‟m mellowing…they don‟t seem as daunting or as rude”. 

After believing that last year the students “seemed to have hated me” she claims that 

“They know how far they can push. I don‟t know what it is, but yes…makes life a lot 

easier”. She is having fewer conflicts. “I haven‟t had…discipline problems where 

you‟ve had to…pull up kids like I did last year”. Similarly, she has had very little 

interaction with parents, either initiated by herself or the parents because behaviour 

management generally seems to be less of a problem. While all her classes are large due 

to an influx of industry related personnel and family within the area she describes her 

classes as “just lovely.” 

 

Michelle is continuing to work at homework classes for indigenous students, something 

she started last year, but talked very little about. This year she comments:  

That‟s always pretty rewarding and those kids have sort of got to know 

me. But if I don‟t go for some reason or whatever they come and see 

me the next day. “Oh where were you miss? Can you help me with my 

homework miss? (6 March 2003)  

This work improves her relationship with other students in school time. She comments 

I just enjoy their company and just seeing them in the school ground I 

suppose and then telling their friends…that I‟m not such a dragon. 

The large class sizes contribute to a sense of a demanding work load but this is 

described in positive terms: “It‟s really non-stop. Really go, go, go and every time I 

blink it‟s Friday”. Her new aviation project has been interrupted with changes to the 

administration and timetabling problems, maintenance on a plane so that while it‟s 

proceeding some of the enthusiasm has waned. 

 

With a large turnover of staff in the school (seventeen departing at the end of the 

previous year) and new staff appointed due to growth, Michelle has found herself “one 

of the old hands around the school”. She feels more involved and more “cluie with 

things and there‟s a lot of teachers that don‟t know their way around and depending on 

you”. Because of this she feels more at ease at the school and she has more senior 

classes. She has developed at least one strong social support, an art teacher who is 

located in the same area of the school and is also of Victorian origin. They share 

interests in flying and photography, walking and a common background of origin. She 

reflects on the difference between her expectations and experiences.  

Here I am thinking I was coming to a nice little country school. And 

it‟s turned out the biggest school I‟ve been at anyway. I thought I was 

just going for a you know a nice cosy little country school, but nah. 

 

This year she is managing to enjoy the natural environment with visits to some 

significant regional locations. Having access to a vehicle has increased her freedom and 

independence and comfort in the hot weather. The weather seems to link in with some 

of Michelle‟s distress. She comments “when it was really hot I think I was suffering a 

bit more, thinking “What am I doing here?” 
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While she is happy to enjoy her teaching and the lifestyle in this second year, career 

alternatives continue to be the focus of much of the interview. Michelle is looking for 

new directions and opportunities that will probably see her return to Victoria the 

following year. 
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CASE STUDY OF MONICA: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Monica is a female in her 20s, who completed a Bachelor of Education (Honours) in the 

previous year. She accepted a two year appointment as an English teacher in a middle 

school environment at Foldhill Senior High School, Monica‟s first teaching 

appointment preference. While Monica believed “I would never ever go country”, she 

changed her application to place Foldhill as her first preference at the last moment, 

fearing she would have difficulty obtaining permanency in the metropolitan area. This is 

Monica‟s first time living independently from her parents, but she was accompanied by 

her partner, Rob, who had already organised employment in the town. 

 

Current Context: Foldhill Senior High School 

Foldhill Senior High School is located in a regional centre with a population over 

30,000 and mining as the primary industry. The school operates on 2 campuses, with 

Monica located in the middle school for students from year 8 to year 10. The school 

population has over 1100 students and 118 full time staff. Over 800 students are located 

on the middle school campus, with 11% of the student population indigenous. 

Term 1 

Monica and her partner travelled to Foldhill by road and felt ambivalent about their 

initial experiences. They eventually located their GEHA housing, without accurate 

information or directions and were pleased with the two years old, 2-bedroom unit, 

which Monica described as “clean and ready to go”; however their furniture delivery 

was less satisfactory, with a threatened four day delay. This created a “stressful start” to 

their experiences, but a series of telephone calls to Perth finally produced a positive 

outcome – delivery the next day.  

Monica was impressed by the town and facilities, commenting that Foldhill was: 

Not as country as I had imagined. In town, there are heaps of shops – 

most of the same ones you would find in a shopping centre in Perth. 

So my fears of never being able to go clothes shopping were eased! 

There are also heaps of restaurants, cafes and pubs. In fact, there is a 

pub on every corner!! There isn‟t as much red dirt as I thought there 

was going to be either – it‟s…not like I remembered it when I visited 

about 10 yrs ago. Basically I was relieved to find out that I would be 

able to live pretty much as I had in Perth, just without the comforts of 

family and friends. 

 

Monica was also positive after visiting the school. She met administrative staff and 

familiarised herself with the facilities: 

The staff I met were all exceptionally nice and helpful…everyone we 

had met in Foldhill so far was so nice! Everyone up here has a lot 

more time for each other. This is always encouraging. 

This impression was confirmed after the first “pupil-free” days when: 

A group of us went to the pub to chat and get to know each other – 

most of us “new people” hit it off straight away – I have definitely had 

no problems meeting people. I feel like this has been the best part…I 

feel lucky to be becoming friends with all these new people…On the 

Friday the staff had a sundowner…After this, we all went out to some 
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of the local pubs and had a pretty big night! So all in all the first week 

was pretty good – lots of information to take in, but good all the same! 

Monica and Rob have already been invited to join sporting teams. 

 

Similarly, Monica began with a positive impression of the students: “All of my students 

seemed really nice”. She described herself as “a „stresser‟ by nature” and she felt 

“unprepared” when school commenced, despite programming and preparing in advance, 

but within the first few days she realised “the kids are so much slower than you think 

they are going to be and I was actually more prepared than I thought I was. I have learnt 

to be less worried as the days go on.” She is already finding that “teaching is a lot of 

work”, continuing preparation at nights and weekends. Consequently, she comments “I 

honestly cannot see myself doing it forever (unless there is a wage increase!!). I know 

the workload will decrease with time, but it is pretty full-on at the moment! I guess I‟ll 

just see how it goes!” Monica quickly gained confidence, commenting at the end of 

week three that: 

I felt much more comfortable with everything this past week. Things 

that seemed overwhelming in the first week seem to have sorted 

themselves out and I feel as though everything is running smoothly. 

 

She is prepared for her first performance appraisal visit by her curriculum leader: 

I don‟t feel nervous or anything like that – it is more a feeling of 

wanting it to be over! It feels just like being back at Uni and having a 

supervisor come in. Only now it seems strange – like someone is 

intruding in your classroom! It is funny how things become “yours” 

after such a short period of time. 

 

After having friends to visit one weekend she revised her opinion of the quality of 

shopping facilities and decided that clothes shopping would need to occur in Perth. 

Monica experienced the issue of visibility when shopping: 

I bumped into half of the teachers from school! At least it‟s better than 

bumping into the students. I went through a fast food drive-thru [sic] 

today and saw four of my Year 9 girls – and they had a good gawk 

into the car at me in my baggy T-shirt, no make-up, wet hair!!!! Oh 

well, you get that in a smaller town I guess. Mental note: no more 

Hungry Jacks! 

However, the social interaction, both in sport and entertainment, provided Monica with 

very positive experiences: 

I think people would be amazed if they actually gave teaching a go up 

here because it isn‟t a “little country town” like some people think… 

There is so much to do and so many people to meet – I think I do 

more stuff here than I did in Perth. It is easy to be lazy in Perth 

because everything is laid out right in front of you. You don‟t really 

have to make much of an effort. But here you have to be willing to try 

new things and meet new people which I think is great. If I had stayed 

in Perth I‟d be hanging around the same people doing the same things. 

That sounds pretty boring to me now – but six months ago I would 

have said you were crazy if you had told me I was going country! 

 

Monica taught 3 classes of year 8 and two classes of year 9 students. The school has a 

team rather than curriculum structure. Staff in the teams remain with the same students, 
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with responsibility for planning and behaviour management. Monica is generally 

satisfied with her behaviour management, receiving positive feedback from her team 

leader, and indirectly from a student: 

One of my Year 9 girls told the PE teacher that she liked my class the 

best and liked having me for a teacher! That was probably the 

highlight of my week…It makes you feel that you aren‟t wasting your 

time and that some kids do appreciate the effort you put in…My team 

leader also told me I was doing a great job so I suppose those two 

things have really contributed to my positive view of the week. 

 

Preparation and planning were described as “a bit daunting” at first, with very little 

direction provided. The separation from other curriculum teachers made sharing of 

curriculum resources difficult. Monica worked every day after hours, some Saturday 

afternoons and most of the day on Sunday. She valued the preparation because: 

Everything goes so much more smoothly when you‟ve done all the 

preparation…the days where you‟ve been a bit slack the night before 

are always bad because the kids know when you‟re not on the ball. 

Days are so much better when you really, really know what you‟re 

doing, but I‟m a big planner anyway so I probably do a lot more than I 

need to and a lot more than most people. I like to be really organized. 

Monica completed school work when Rob was not home. She expects the workload will 

reduce after the first year, but Rob understood the time commitment.  

 

Unfortunately, Monica‟s first recreational long weekend trip to a coastal town, resulted 

in an accident and a broken leg, in a cast. Her movement around the school, especially 

up and down stairs, is limited so she has had time off, writing relief lessons to cover her 

absence. She is aiming to return to school as soon as possible to avoid all the relief 

preparation, claiming “It‟s easier just to go in there and do it yourself!!!” 

It‟s not like any other job where if you‟re sick you can just not go, you 

don‟t worry about it. You have to worry about it. You have to have 

stuff prepared…talk to someone and tell them what to do…if I was in 

an office type job I would have just said, well I‟m not going to be here 

for 2 weeks and I‟ll see you when I get back. 

 

By the end of term 1 Monica successfully completed two of her three performance 

appraisals – one visit by the Curriculum Leader, the Deputy and the Team Leader. 

While she understands the need for appraisal, she believes the number of visits are 

“silly…It simply adds to the pressure and workload”. They are seen as an unnecessary 

imposition. New staff were informed of performance appraisal requirements in 

induction meetings. Written feedback is provided after visits. Monica‟s second visit was 

conducted despite a request for a delay due to her incapacity with the broken leg.  

 

Monica was apprehensive about forthcoming parent interviews and considers “dealing 

with parents is one of the hardest parts of the job!” She experienced some frustration 

with lack of student effort, particularly a year 9 class: “It is frustrating as there are many 

capable kids in these classes, they simply are lazy and have a bad attitude.” 

 

She returned to Perth during Easter, spending time “catching up with everyone”, then 

returned to Foldhill exhausted and looking forward to the removal of the cast from her 

leg. Teaching with the cast on was very tiring and this contributed to a loss of 
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motivation because it‟s “twice as much effort to do anything!” The activities she could 

be involved in were limited because of the difficulty of getting in and out of vehicles, 

and keeping her leg raised. Rob provided invaluable care and support at home during 

this time and her line managers and colleagues were also supportive. However, she 

developed a blood clot in her leg, as a result of the cast and the long car drive to Perth, 

was hospitalised in Perth and absent from school for another 7 days. 

 

Monica was distressed by the quality of medical treatment from the regional hospital. 

When she was assessed in the Emergency Department in Foldhill she was told:  

You‟ve definitely got a pulmonary embolism because that‟s the 

symptoms and you need this TQ scan, which they do up here, but 

basically only once a week so if you‟re going to Perth for the school 

holidays just get it done while you‟re there and I said “isn‟t this kind 

of urgent?” He was like, “yeah, it is life threatening, but there‟s plenty 

of worse things you could be suffering from” and I said “what?” It 

was just horrible. So I freaked out and got on a plane back to Perth… 

it‟s all just been handled really badly right from when I broke my leg. 

It should never have gone this far. 

As a result of the blood clot, Monica is on medication for at least six months and will 

need fortnightly blood tests. Her treatment is now coordinated in Perth, to her immense 

relief:  

I just feel more comfortable with that because…the Drs up here, the 

first time I rang didn‟t know what was going on and I basically had to 

go through everything with them over the phone and then the results 

hadn‟t even been faxed from the hospital so it‟s just been a big joke. I 

feel happier doing it that way. 

 

She recounts experiences of other staff who have also had their health care mismanaged 

by local providers. The HOD of English offered to prepare lessons after the initial 3 

days, other staff assisted with her transport to and from school. Monica is looking 

forward to resuming her teaching in second term 

 

Monica was pleased to return to Foldhill after her hospitalisation and holidays in Perth:  

I was just very ready to come back…it feels like we‟ve been up here 

longer than we have…I feel like I‟ve done the right thing, that‟s what 

I was worried about before I came up…you have all those doubts, but 

it feels now like I‟ve done the right thing…the staff and the kids are 

way better than anything I went to in Perth. 

The main factor has been the active social interaction and level of support:  

Every one has been really friendly and you‟re not worried about 

asking silly questions…and I guess there‟s a lot more social 

interaction. You see people out of school, which is very different, you 

see people every day…And the kids…I‟ve had are nicer, like…the 

literacy level up here is…quite low, but they‟re nice kids.  

 

Term 2 

By the end of term 2 Monica is still recovering from her injury and illness and her 

physical recreation is still limited. Monica has had two further performance appraisal 

visits and is waiting on the final one for this term. She is still frustrated by the number 

of visits required:  
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I just think it‟s absolutely ridiculous, I mean 3. If there‟s nothing 

wrong with one and…I haven‟t had any bad comments at all. It‟s just 

such a big procedure getting it all organised…once they‟ve seen that 

you‟re quite capable I think that‟s really excessive. 

 

Monica‟s partner has changed jobs, but continues to be happy with his employment and 

their housing. The house has security features and has been secure during their absences 

in Perth.  

 

Monica remains committed to at least the 2 year period of her contract. While she is 

generally happy with her collegial relationships within the team, she notes minor 

examples of disharmony within her own team and significant disharmony in other teams 

and areas of the school. She is also apprehensive about changes to staffing for the next 

year which may impact on her team environment: 

There‟s going to be quite a few changes here next year, because our 

team leader‟s going…if the atmosphere changes a lot then I might 

change my mind…if you get some twit as our team leader then I 

might be leaving…it makes a big difference to have a nice working 

environment. I know a lot of people lucked out with the team 

downstairs and they‟re all at each other‟s throats…if that changed 

dramatically then I‟d consider going, but it‟s a great school to learn in. 

 

In other teams, the level of support provided by the executive is not seen as satisfactory. 

This is of particular concern in the area of behaviour management. Monica continues to 

feel confident about her behaviour management. She believes she has built a positive 

relationship with her students. She describes only one day when her students had her in 

tears, just three days after her leg injury:  

That‟s the only day that I felt out of control and I know [the broken 

leg] was a contributing factor…That was the only day when I thought 

oh my gosh…It was a double period and they were just trying it on 

….I mean there are days when you think oh my god the kids are awful 

what am I doing, but I've never thought I hate it here and I want to go 

home. It might be different if I had come up here on my own, I can‟t 

imagine being in that place on my own….I just don‟t think I would 

have done it.  

 

Monica‟s social interaction is primarily with other teachers. While she has mixed with 

friends made by her partner, many of them have teachers as girlfriends, so Monica finds 

she is mixing within the same social group anyway. 

 

Professionally, Monica is aware of the development of her judgement, particularly in 

relation to the amount of student work required. She is looking forward to the New 

Teacher‟s Seminar in Perth at the end of the term, and in particular the flight to Perth. 

Already, Monica suggests that teaching may not be a long term career, primarily 

because of the low wages. She has considered teaching in Japan in the future. 

 

Term 3 

In term 3 Monica used her DOTT time more efficiently, gauging how much preparation 

was needed. This meant the completion of less work after hours. Monica did some relief 

teaching, but because she was already overloaded she had few requests.  
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In response to teacher protests, the performance appraisal system was overhauled with 

the quantity of supervision visits reduced. One supervision visit was to occur at the 

beginning of the year and additional visits scheduled if required. Monica does not 

require further visits this year. She is satisfied with her behaviour management, and has 

a goal to develop more open-ended tasks.  

 

Monica has settled comfortably into routines of teaching and this term represents 

continuity and consolidation. She was encouraged to move to the Senior campus for 

next year, but resisted the pressure, wishing to remain and consolidate the work 

completed this year “because I‟ve done all of this work and I‟d like to follow the year 8s 

through and use all my stuff again. Basically, have a bit of an easier year next year.” It 

was suggested to Monica that she should apply for a team leader position, but she is not 

interested in extra responsibilities. It is something she will consider later in her career. 

She has commenced tutoring work after school hours, primarily for the additional 

income.  

 

At times internal disruptions to the school programme were a frustration, with teachers 

getting reduced teaching time. She dislikes the marking most saying “it drives you 

insane and takes for ages” but she admits she knew it would be a challenge.  

 

Monica attended the New Teacher Seminar conference and found it quite useful. She 

was less impressed with the school-based professional development:  

We‟ve had PD days at school and…that was rubbish, just a waste of 

time…behaviour management stuff that we‟ve heard 5000 times 

before and time management stuff and conflict management. Didn‟t 

really get anything out of it at all. 

 

Monica noted, again, the relative harmony of her own team environment in comparison 

to the conflict in other areas of the school: 

Our team is doing pretty well because I know a lot of the others teams 

are pretty sour with each other…Team leaders not backing up their 

staff and questioning their judgement and taking the kids sides over 

theirs…A lot of it‟s to do with the behaviour of kids…There‟s a lot of 

unhappy people around the place, but our teams alright. 

 

She continues to enjoy an active social life, resuming some physical activity after her 

injury, spending most of her time with close friends in Foldhill. The friends provide a 

positive support network. Monica believes that the friendships have developed so 

strongly because they are of a similar young age and gender. They have a strong bond 

of common experience with few alternatives for entertainment:  

We‟ve definitely made a close friendship between the three of us. We 

get together whenever we can and off load about school and do stuff 

together…I suppose I see them a lot more than if it was a Perth thing. 

I guess it‟s to do with the fact that we‟re all in the same boat and 

we‟re all up here doing the same thing and there‟s not really much 

else to do on weekdays after school. 

 

Term 4 
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Early this term Monica‟s relationship with Rob ended. A couple of months after the 

event, Monica commented that her personal life is “not so good”. Monica felt guilty 

because “he wasn‟t all that happy up here in the end…but essentially the straws that 

broke the camel‟s back were there before”. She has been supported by her friends in 

Foldhill and friends in Perth over the phone. She believes she managed to separate her 

personal difficulties from her work and that her work commitments helped her to cope: 

“just being so busy at work has been really, really good. I didn‟t have time to think 

about it at all”. She is really looking forward to the end of the year, the opportunity to 

return to Perth for holidays and escape from Foldhill: 

It‟s such a small town and everyone knows your business…I think it‟s 

just I want to get out of [Foldhill] really. Everyone knows what‟s 

going on. You see the same people out all the time and every weekend 

and I just want to get away from that for a while. Not that I don‟t 

enjoy myself up here socially, because I do, there‟s so much to do and 

go out every weekend…but I‟ve just had enough at this point….you 

go out and everyone knows what you‟re doing and who you‟re out 

with…It‟s just getting a little bit repetitious. 

 

Monica adapted to living by herself and while it‟s been “bad at times” she has 

developed new friendships with other teachers in the same units. Positive relationships 

are a dominant aspect of Monica‟s experience: 

I‟ve got a really close group of friends up here and there‟s people up 

here who will do anything for you so that‟s really nice and I guess I 

didn‟t realise that as much before. 

 

While Monica remains committed to returning and completing her second year she is 

now talking about leaving at the end of the following year. This is partly because of 

limited opportunities to develop a relationship in Foldhill, but also because she is 

concerned about the Education Department transfer system: 

I don‟t think I‟ll live up here by myself because I‟ll be stuck here 

forever…I‟m a bit worried about that…a lot of people at our school 

haven‟t got transfers…and it was made clear that you would get a 

transfer when you wanted it…and now I‟m going what am I going to 

do? … I thought it would be very easy and it doesn‟t sound like it is at 

all. To be honest, it‟s just like everything that‟s happened since I‟ve 

come up here. You‟re told one thing and it‟s not at all. In getting staff 

allowance it‟s not like we‟ve been given that form. Unless you go and 

find that form you don‟t get it…I feel like they‟re just trying to rip you 

off. And then they muck you around when it comes to transferring.  

 

At this stage of the year, an accumulation of issues have surfaced. Monica is strongly 

critical of the bureaucratic handling of staff subsidies and housing. While she believes 

school personnel try to assist, she is critical of the impersonal machinery of the 

Education Department and the Government Employees Housing Authority:  

They‟re so desperate for you to come up here, but that‟s why there‟s 

such a high turnover rate…You ring them and it takes them a month 

to do anything about it yet they‟d be the first people to turn you 

around and kick you out if they found out I was there by myself. 
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The staff have addressed some of their concerns and improved the situation for staff 

arriving in the next year:  

We got together, all these packages of work for the new people 

coming in. We had nothing, dropped in at the deep end, here you go 

you‟ve got five classes and form. Off you go. So we essentially started 

a terms worth of work for the new people coming in. I know it‟s 

pathetic saying I don‟t want to give, it‟s not fair, you want to help 

people out, but you think none of this was done for us. 

There have also been efforts to create a common approach to planning using set formats 

and common assessments: 

[Colleague] has done a big push to get consistency because we were 

all over the place…There‟s no common assessments…there‟s no 

consistency whatsoever. So the big push is for next year, to get 

everyone using the same assessment proforma, obviously subject 

specific, but everyone using the same kind of outline, everyone using 

the same planning documents just for consistency and for us in 

English that‟s meant that we‟ve had to work twice as hard because we 

had nothing in the first place.  

 

Monica feels passionately the “whole school needs an overhaul” in behaviour 

management, but she believe a recent directive from District Office to reduce the 

number of student suspensions is going to make the changes staff want impossible. This 

has caused conflict among staff:  

Our team have been really angry because kids should have been 

suspended, but they‟re not, yet if one of the kids swears at…our team 

leader then they‟re suspended…Everyone feels like there‟s big 

inconsistencies…I think this school‟s behaviour management policy is 

quite pathetic…at one staff meeting, we got given a whole list of 

things that if this action happens the consequence is, but that‟s not 

followed. We all just read this at the staff meeting and went what a 

joke and threw it in the bin because it just doesn‟t happen.  

Yet Monica sees her professional experiences and her relationships with students as 

very positive: 

I‟ve made some really good relationships with my kids particularly, 

my year nines. I‟ll be really sad to let them go at the end of the year... 

within the first two weeks I wanted to murder one of my year 9s. I 

hated them. So we‟ve come a long way together…They‟re my 

favourite class now. At the race round I saw a lot of the girls and they 

said have a photos with us. That was nice. Some of the girls…I bump 

into at Kmart and they talk for about 40 minutes...That‟s really nice 

…I guess you wouldn‟t have that in Perth.  

 

Monica has adapted to visibility within the community, accepting and valuing it as part 

of living in a smaller community, although she conceded that there are still days when 

she thinks “oh God I don‟t want to see anyone”. Monica identified growth in her 

awareness of behaviour management issues: 

I don‟t think I was seeing it all as I would now…when the new kids 

come in now, the radar will be on and I‟ll know which one‟s are the 

bad ones. I…figured out how to work all that stuff out as the year 

went a long. In terms of behaviour management, the stuff that I started 
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with in term 2, I would do right from day one next year… in 

hindsight, there‟s a lot of things I would have done differently. 

 

Monica has not felt isolated in anyway during the year and despite some of the 

traumatic experiences she has never considered ending her appointment and returning to 

Perth. 

Monica is still uncertain about continuing to teach beyond the next 5 years, although she 

claims “it‟s got nothing to do with not liking” the job. Her concerns relate to the 

workload and the pay: 

I don‟t know if I could keep the pace up for that long to be honest with 

you. I‟m running around like an idiot all the time. I like that at the 

moment, but I can‟t see me enjoying it forever. There‟s also the 

money…I‟ve got friends in Perth earning triple what I‟ve been earning 

and they‟ve never been to University and that really irritates me. I 

think I would always have something to do with teaching, but I don‟t 

necessarily see myself teaching forever  

Participation in this research has provided Monica with an opportunity to reflect on her 

experiences:  

I think it‟s been good to be able to reflect…You don‟t ask yourself 

those kinds of questions very often. You think about some of these 

things, but you forget. I forget what it was like and it just reminds you 

that you will do things maybe a little bit differently. You‟re just so 

busy and you don‟t get time to look back on things. It‟s good with all 

the bad stuff that‟s happened to look back and think well it has been a 

good year in terms of the job and all that sort of stuff.  

 

Second Year 

Monica felt pleased to return to Foldhill. She has resumed her active social life and now 

spends less time in preparation and planning at home. She is finding the teaching easier, 

revising and refining resources that she used last year: 

I'm revising, adding stuff to it and doing things a little bit differently. 

I've done it all in a different order. But for the most part I'm just using 

everything that I used last year…I'm usually home by four and I'm not 

getting to school quite as early. I feel much more organised and I've 

got everything under control. I'm using my DOTT times a lot more 

efficiently and getting a lot of my work done then. Whereas last year I 

don't think I was doing much doing my DOTT time at all.  

Her timetable is once again officially overloaded. 

 

However, there is a perception by staff that the students “have gone a bit feral this 

year…so that‟s been a bit of a problem for everybody…Not so much in the classroom. 

My classes are fine, but the kids around the school, gone a bit off track.” Some of the 

classes are also large with thirty three students in the class. 

 

There have been significant changes in the administrative positions associated with 

school policies about rotation of staff between campuses. There is discontent with the 

effectiveness of all administrators, including the principal: 

Everyone feels the same at our school about him, but he just appears 

to be completely ineffectual. I don‟t think the kids would even know 
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who he was. He was up in our corridor the other day and a couple of 

kids even back chatted him and he just walked off. He didn‟t even 

have a go at them. If your principal is letting them get away with it, 

how are we expected to deal with it? So there‟s a bit of that sort of 

feeling, that we‟re not getting a lot of support from that sort of level. 

The deputies are all trying really hard and they are working hard and 

we‟ve still got this thing coming from [DIGOP] that we‟re not 

allowed to suspend so it makes it really hard. You push things through 

as far as you can, personally and then nothing ends up happening, 

which is not good for staff morale. 

 

In April there is already significant talk about staff leaving the school at the end of the 

year and some who have already left:  

There‟s a lot of people who have been there for a while are saying that 

they have had enough and people who will be finishing their two years 

are saying that they have had enough and then we‟ve had people who 

started this year who have left already…Two or three. I‟m trying to 

think and then there‟s another one who is going to leave at the end of 

this term I think, because of the kids...The one who is leaving at the 

end of this term just reckons that she can‟t work with the people in her 

department any more. So she‟s going to be off. 

 

Monica is considering a move to the Senior Campus for the next year as a result of the 

general behaviour, although she maintains that the students in her classes “are really 

good” with “about four who are driving me up the wall…wind me up constantly”. Not 

only is the behaviour of the students an issue but the lack of parental support is also a 

concern: “we ring parents and they don‟t care…they just…go “oh well there‟s nothing I 

can do about it”. Monica sounds confident with her parent interaction this year, 

although the results of the interactions are not always encouraging: 

I…get on to parents as soon as possible with anything. One Friday I 

stayed at school 'til ten past five ringing parents...it was about not 

doing assignments. Our Year Nines are really pathetic with handing in 

assignments…I had fifteen out of the twenty-six not do it. And say 

'no, not doing it. Don't care'. So I…got angry that day and sat down 

and rang all their parents. And I don't honestly think I ended up 

getting any more in. So it was a waste of my time…in terms of 

behaviour at least I try and get on to the parents. It usually does make 

a difference.  

 

Monica is aware of negative community perceptions of the school from her interactions 

with parents while she tutors for a private agency. A parent commented to her: 

“everything's gone to shit over there…everyone's talking about it and 

lots of people are talking about putting their kids into [independent 

school]”. So obviously people know about it…one of the teachers at 

the school, she said that people have come up to her and have 

expressed concern about what the school's like at the moment. So 

there's a feeling out there that there's something not right.  

 

Monica attributes some of the problem with student behaviour to a lack of appropriate 

programs for the characteristics of the students: 
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We don't cater for a lot of our kids because they're Year Nines and 

some of them need to be out in the workforce, because they're not 

made to be at school…But we haven't got anything…that really caters 

for those kids…a couple of our Year Nine boys who are our major, 

major problems are really nice kids. They're just being revolting 

because they don't want to be at school. Being in a different 

environment would probably do them really, really good.  

 

Monica compares her awareness of the wider school issues this year with her 

experiences last year: 

I don't know if last year I perhaps missed all that, because I was new 

and sort of just trying to get through it and get on top of it. Whereas 

this year I sort of got it all under control, so I'm more aware of 

everything that's going on. 

 

She has taken on involvement in two committees: a literacy/numeracy committee and 

the social committee so she has wider interactions and overviews of the school. While 

the team leader was absent for an extended period she unofficially filled her role, 

completing all the tasks of the position. She did not get any credit for this additional 

work, other than the gratitude of the team leader on her return. She is now starting to 

look for other sources of professional stimulation and does not want to continue with 

the same year eight and nine classes in the next year. It is this that may encourage her to 

look elsewhere next year. While she claims to be happy with the collegial relationships 

and she is aware that the Deputies are endeavouring to deal with some of the problems, 

there is a sense of futility “you just feel like nothing ever changes”. 

 

Monica has had her performance appraisal visit for the year. This involved rewriting 

programmes into a new mandated format. Monica felt that the reformatting of 

documents was a waste of time. 

 

Monica has sustained a further injury this term, requiring ten stitches to her foot and she 

was once again dissatisfied with the standard of medical care provided: 

Then they botched up my stitches as well. They did the wrong type of 

stitches and it took two weeks longer to heal than it should have and 

they got infected. 

Prior to this latest injury she had been involved in active physical recreation, but the 

previous injury has prevented her from resuming some of the sports that she has 

previously been involved in. 

 

Monica has maintained at all times that the decision to take up the appointment to 

Foldhill Senior high school has been a positive decision. She has consistently valued the 

new social relationships that she has established with other teachers and the value of 

learning to teach in this specific context where challenges have been provided but 

support has been available. 
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CASE STUDY OF NICKY: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Nicky is a single woman in her 30s who has completed a Graduate Diploma in Primary 

Education. She has attempted tertiary study in social work, communications and 

education. She has worked in aged care for nine years. Nicky has been provided with 

GEHA accommodation and does not have her own transport. She walks within the 

town, relies on assistance from others or uses taxis when necessary. Nicky arrived in 

Buttsea at the end of January, concerned about her financial situation after surviving on 

Aust study and unemployment payments during her tertiary study.  

 

Nicky has an aging mother living in the south west of the state for whom she feels a 

strong sense of responsibility. 

 

Current Context: Buttsea Senior High School 

Nicky has been appointed to Buttsea Senior High School as a teacher in a withdrawal 

support programme for students with limited skills in literacy and numeracy. Her 

contract is for two years. The programme is called Learning Support Programme (LSP) 

and operates for students in Years 8 and 9. The students are primarily students at 

educational risk (SAER), most are indigenous and the students present with challenging 

behaviour and difficult personal circumstances.  

 

Buttsea Senior High School is located in northern Western Australia and is known as a 

mining town. It has a population of approximately 12,000 people. The school has a 

student population of 750 and a teaching and executive staff of approximately 60. 

Thirty-five percent of students are indigenous. 

 

Nicky‟s preference was to teach in a primary school in an eastern inland mining 

location. She was given a choice of two other locations, in similar literacy support 

programmes and elected to accept Buttsea because of the size of the town and a contact 

in the area. She had less than one week to relocate prior to the commencement of the 

school year. 

 

Term 1 

I first spoke to Nicky six weeks in to term 1. She felt unsettled and uncomfortable in a 

secondary school environment, an institution which seemed very foreign as a primary 

teacher. She empathises with the year 8 students who are new to the school, feeling 

displaced from her known and comfortable environment. She described the culture of a 

Senior High School as too impersonal and fragmented. She finds organisational 

structure confusing and because she is involved in a “non-mainstream” programme she 

feels alienated from the usual school structures. She has not been provided with support 

structures or lines of communication and responsibility for her performance appraisal 

and management have not been made clear. She‟s been told “we‟ll get back to you”.  

 

Nicky reported that the school operated on rumour and hearsay. The principal has not 

acknowledged her existence and feels completely distant from him. The school has 

three Deputy Principals, only one of whom Nicky rates positively. She commented on 

the “political” environment, believing that the executive are primarily motivated by self 

interest and career development opportunities. She questioned their sincerity and was 

frustrated by their inaction, particularly with her concerns about the LS Programme. 
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Nicky is responsible for the year 9 students in the LSP programme, but she is team 

teaching with Kathryn in a shared teaching space, located up stairs next to the Science 

Department. There are 10 students in year 9 and 20 students in year 8. Kathryn, also a 

primary trained teacher, has been at the school for three years. She is glad to have 

someone so that they can “cover for each other”. 

 

While she feels uncomfortable in the school and with staff, other than Kathryn, she is 

passionate about her students. She loves working with indigenous students and is keen 

to learn about indigenous culture. She is concerned about her ability to manage the 

behaviour of the students. She enjoys the visibility of seeing her kids at the local 

shopping centre, but doesn‟t want to be a teacher after hours; she doesn‟t want to be 

“Miss” out of school. 

 

Nicky has already become actively involved with the community, joining the local State 

Emergency Services group, but she is feeling very lonely. She is used to having lots of 

friends and support; she misses her mother and her animals. She feels starved of people 

to talk to so she telephones home a great deal. She describes her interactions with the 

other teachers as superficial and pointless, lacking a genuine interest in others. She feels 

totally out of her comfort zone and has returned to smoking – something she regrets:  

I don‟t smoke a lot, but I don‟t want that in my life and the essential way 

of life up here is smoking and drinking and I don‟t want this…I haven‟t 

smoked for three years and then I was a social smoker…it‟s because 

there‟s a smokers‟ group and I got on well with them and…that was the 

only time I really got to see them so that was another reason.   

She has been out with other staff socially, but working and socialising with the same 

people feels uncomfortable. She describes it as “interbreeding” between teachers, “close 

knit to being incestuous”. She is planning on getting involved with sporting activities, 

but has reservations about these groups consisting predominantly of teachers.  

 

In her fourth week Nicky had three difficult days in a row. This was compounded by a 

lack of support and access to opportunities for relief outside of school. She has no 

television, because she has no money and she was feeling extremely stressed. She 

misses access to entertainment facilities. 

 

Nicky has medical conditions which require medication and access to health services. 

These are available, but not in the immediate vicinity. Without a vehicle, and with 

limited bus services on the weekends, access to facilities is difficult.  

 

Term 2 

In the middle of second term, Nicky was feeling very disillusioned and frustrated, after 

a particularly difficult week involving clashes with a staff member and an outpouring to 

one of the Deputies. Kathryn, her colleague, has been frequently absent and does not 

leave lessons prepared for her class. Nicky does the preparation to support the relief 

teachers, to look after the best interests of the students. She feels under pressure with a 

performance appraisal visit approaching and her preparation time consumed by relief 

teaching: 

[Administrator‟s] saying I‟ll come in this week and assess you and I‟m 

thinking great! I‟ve had no time to prep, I‟ve done four yard duties and 

now I‟ve got to do my third relief so it‟s like for God sake! 
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Nicky perceives that the team teaching approach in the LSP results in an inequitable 

workload for herself. She values the social interaction with Kathryn, but she feels that 

suspicious of Kathryn‟s absenteeism: “There‟s just this big joke at school about 

[Kathryn]. It‟s funny how [Kathryn] gets sick when there‟s a long weekend coming”. 

 

Nicky feels strongly that the LSP role was not fully explained to her before she accepted 

the position: 

I came up here under false pretences. When [the principal] rang up he 

said that I would come here and do year 9 and year 8. I was never told 

about form, I was never told about relief teaching, I was never told about 

teaching year 10 and I said “you‟ve brought me over here on false 

pretences and that‟s not fair”…there‟s too much chaos for me. I can‟t 

stand that. I find primary a lot more simple, a lot more structured. 

She did not anticipate the amount of administrative work involved or as she puts it: 

“they didn‟t tell the whole lot that was involved at the school, the whole paperwork 

crap, the whole lot making me fill out forms”. 

 

Nicky puts pressure on herself by wishing to succeed and trying to create stimulating 

lessons, however, she is aware of her lack of knowledge in secondary content areas as a 

result of her primary education qualification. She feels angry about lack of support and 

the endless meetings which she believes produce no tangible outcomes:  

I feel there‟s not any support. There‟s no backing. I have 30 kids, 20 of 

those want to learn, they‟re interested in what they are doing and these 

kids run amuck and they‟re throwing eggs and I thought well thanks 

very much for your support. 

When Nicky represented her dissatisfaction to the Deputy Principal she was told to “Go 

home and write down what is really bothering you”, but the problem isn‟t easy to 

formulate. It‟s a case of not knowing what she needs to know, and not being sure of 

what questions to ask. More importantly, his response has not acknowledged Nicky‟s 

emotions and personal needs. She feels that her professionalism has been damaged by 

her outburst of frustration to the Deputy: 

I go down to the…Deputy Head and I lose it and it makes me feel like 

I‟m unprofessional…you don‟t know the pressure I‟m under and I get 

caught between loyalties. I can‟t say things to him because I don‟t want 

to get Kathryn into trouble and then I get the big picture and I get 

depressed and I think I don‟t want to be here because I‟m taking all the 

flack and I don‟t want to. They say all first year graduates go through 

this, don‟t worry about it, but are they all under the same pressure I‟m 

under?…Are they under this pressure? 

 

Because the LSP does not sit within the traditional secondary school subject structure, 

lines of responsibility for the programme have not been made clear to Nicky. This is 

particularly the case in relation to budget and performance appraisal. There is a Head of 

Department of Special Education, however, Nicky only knows of him by reputation and 

rumour “you‟ll be lucky if he‟ll come and see you”. She says, “everyone laughs when 

they say who‟s your HOD and I say [name] and they crack up”. There has already been 

changes among the Deputy Principals and this has altered one of the people designated 

to complete Nicky‟s appraisal. She feels in a state of constant turbulence. Because of 

administrative staff changes she has been appointed a third person for her performance 

appraisal and is still no clearer about when it will occur and what is required. 
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Nicky strongly identifies as a primary school teacher, is frightened of losing her status 

as a primary teacher and does not understand the processes and implications of teaching 

in a secondary school. The professional development offered by the school has no 

relevance to her and she feels that she would gain more from accessing professional 

development through the primary schools, but this option isn‟t available. She is also 

very concerned that unless she is appraised by a primary-based teacher that it may 

impact on her ability to gain permanency. She finds access to information, particularly 

about the system and its processes very difficult to access: 

I‟m kept in the dark. 

I‟m annoyed that I never had an introduction, welcome to high school. 

They just assumed that I understood a lot of things. 

I get “You didn‟t turn up to the meeting” and I‟ll say “I didn‟t know 

about the meeting”. I don‟t like looking bad professionally because I feel 

I want to do my job right. 

Support is available from Aboriginal Education Indigenous Officers (AEIOs), but she 

has found this source of support of limited value, because they frequently do not turn up 

in class at the organised time. 

 

She has started considering alternative teaching positions, including going to a remote 

community school, but doesn‟t wish to make a hasty decision. She is considering her 

options. She is quite clear about what the problem is: 

I do love what I do, I do love my kids, I just don‟t like the environment. 

I find it‟s very old, clique, who clicks with who. You walk in and say 

“Hi how‟re you going?” and people will just stare at you as if you‟re 

strange. It‟s just a different way…I don‟t feel comfortable, I don‟t like 

going to the staff room…You‟ve got the in group and you‟re part of it or 

you‟re not part of it and that‟s the way I just feel. 

That‟s why I feel that in some ways I‟d really rather go remote because 

I really like working with aboriginal kids…There‟s some concert thing 

…on a Sunday night and there were all these aboriginal people…. 

They‟d come from the [region] and I had a great time with them. I 

really enjoyed talking to them; I enjoyed learning about their language. 

 

She is developing a social network, playing softball and going to the hotel with friends, 

however, Nicky feels that communication needs to be guarded because of the 

personalities and networks: “it‟s just that all you do is talk shop and I don‟t want to talk 

shop, I want to do other stuff”. She feels challenged in a positive way, to get involved in 

the lifestyle that is available in Buttsea: 

I went fishing and I thought I could never do that, but it was 

challenging to make myself do that, that type of lifestyle and go to 

[place] it was opening a door. 

 

Nicky feels passionately about the student‟s she teaches and adopts a very protective 

attitude. She is sensitive to their cultural background and aware of their disadvantaged 

circumstances, personally and socially: “I just think you should be here for the kids and 

do the best you can, not the least”. She is concerned about their social welfare, having to 

deal with students‟ dental problems, lack of nutrition, housing and clothing: 
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My kids come to school with no food. My kids come to school and 

steal my food to eat. I literally come to school with bread not because I 

think, give me a pat on the back, but because I don‟t want them to 

starve. I want them awake in my class feeling contented. My kids 

come from a background where they wake up and they haven‟t had 

much sleep because Mum and Dad have been up all night or uncles 

have been up all night drinking. They come to school tired so they do 

become my kids….I become social worker.  

 

The relationships she develops with her students are the strongest motivators for Nicky. 

Much of her conversation focuses on the different interactions she has with individual 

students, their particular circumstances and needs. She makes a link between the power 

of relationships and her choice to become a primary teacher: 

I‟m a primary trained teacher. I love being primary trained because 

you have a class of your own and you get to know your kids and I love 

that and that‟s probably what attracted me to this job was the fact that 

it was challenging, that there were behavioural problems. The fact that 

it was kids at different levels…in the classroom, I really love that kind 

of challenge and…working with aboriginal kids. 

Her protective instincts set up tensions with other staff members. She has experienced 

conflict with the librarian over her intervention in the management of her students: 

What she did from my point of view was culturally inappropriate and 

…if she‟s been there for years then she should know this. I read my kids 

…I see what expressions are on their faces and their faces were „what 

the hell are you doing?‟ and „why are you doing this to me?‟ 

She acknowledges that sometimes she is impetuous, especially with adults with whom 

she has a limited tolerance. As a result, she finds she has to return and apologise to 

people for her reactions:  

I get quick tempered…but I‟d rather be quick tempered and say how it is 

…if I‟m wrong I will go back and I will apologise. I will say I was at 

fault and I‟ll apologise. I shouldn‟t have done that.  

 

She‟s committed to providing her students with appropriate learning situations, 

individualising instruction and searching for motivating materials. She tries to keep kids 

at school by creating a positive environment, rather than encouraging alienation and 

absenteeism. Because her preparation time is disrupted by relief teaching, she doesn‟t 

feel adequately prepared for class and she sees a direct impact on the behaviour of 

students: 

It‟s trying to fit it all in and then they say come and do reliefs…and then it 

becomes a mess and my kids get bored and then they get angry and…I 

don‟t want that to happen because then they won‟t come to school…I get 

my kids to come to school – getting into it and enjoying it and one little 

thing like that and they‟ll go, “Right, I‟m not coming back.”...It‟s just so 

hard to get them there. 

I‟m not getting time to prep for my kids and my kids are missing out and 

I‟m teaching about the environment and I don‟t know much about it 

myself so I‟m learning step by step deforestation.  

Sometimes I think the hardest thing is that they‟re all at different levels 

…the older one‟s who just have learning disabilities, but don‟t have 
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problems writing go “Oh this is so boring miss”, but not making it too 

hard for the ones who don‟t comprehend it. Trying to eliminate those 

words that go over their heads. That takes time. 

 

Nicky reveals that some of the passion and commitment she feels for the students stems 

from her ability to empathise with their experiences: 

I‟m a big on empowerment. I believe education is an important thing for 

empowerment…It‟s important to me. I come from a background of 

someone who has not had a good education, and was not empowered and 

missed out on opportunities to do stuff. That‟s the way it is….They have 

no self esteem and I‟ve seen people…in my own family like that. 

They‟ve never had the power of gaining self esteem and to get an 

education and think clearly and sort out burdens. 

My focus point is getting these kids into school. The focus point is to 

empower them to need education, how important it is inside and outside 

of school. They‟re not going to get very good jobs if they can‟t read and 

write and that‟s the bottom line…I learnt the hard way. I washed pots 

and pans for two years. I don‟t want them going down that track. 

 

Nicky reveals that she has ADHD and that because of this, she can identify with the 

student‟s learning difficulties, interpersonal and social needs. Her own schooling was 

disrupted and she completed it externally. It also explains her strong need for clear 

structures in all aspects of her life and why she emphasises organisation and planning. 

At the same time, she is rebellious against rules, especially those she perceives to be 

overly bureaucratic.  

 

Nicky‟s class allocation and workload has been changing. The school altered the LSP to 

place Year 10 students into mainstream classes. Nicky lost four periods of teaching 

Year 10s and gained four periods of relief teaching – something which is unpredictable 

and unsettling for Nicky: 

 

Nicky has spent time looking for resources to support the learning of her students while 

she was in Perth attending Professional Development (PD). She was excited to identify 

relevant resources and felt stimulated to develop relevant curriculum for the students. 

One of the greatest benefits of the PD was the opportunity to network with other 

teachers working in remote areas.  

 

By the end of our conversation, Nicky is indicating that she sees a way forward: 

I won‟t make a decision about leaving the school until the end of the 

term. I love the kids and I want to be with them. Maybe it‟s for me to 

learn to find ways to deal with it…Maybe it‟s up to me to build the 

structures. This is what I will carry and this is what I will not carry. I 

will not carry [Kathryn] and maybe I have to be honest and say that and 

if l lose a friend that‟s too bad.  

Kathryn will be away on Long Service Leave the next term and Nicky will take over 

some of the responsibility for the LSP, working with a different teacher: “It will sort 

itself out. I always have that faith that things will sort themselves out”. Nicky reveals a 

strong religious faith that provides her with some sense of support.  
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I spoke with Nicky later in the term to see what had transpired following this difficult 

week. In most ways, Nicky was still feeling unsupported and uncomfortable, still 

feeling very displaced as a primary trained teacher in a secondary school context: 

In a primary school…you all go to the staff room. I find that people do 

actually talk to each other and have a really good conversation. I don‟t feel 

that comfortable here…and I started smoking as well because I thought I‟ll 

just be left and sit in the classroom all day…I‟m inclined to work in my 

lunch times anyway, I did that on my teaching prac, time to get things 

ready…because it‟s very important for me to have my stuff ready…very 

important to have my class organised. 

 

Kathryn‟s absenteeism remains an issue. Bringing in a relief teacher to work in the LSP 

disrupts the students and has ongoing consequences for Nicky: 

They need to have someone who they know…the same familiar face or 

they just run amuck and that shits me because I try to get them structured, 

I try to get them focussed, try to get them disciplined. I try to get them into 

doing a bit of social studies and science and then one guy can come in, and 

it‟s not his fault. He can come in for an hour and they‟ll run amuck and I 

have to calm them down and it‟s hell. It‟s hell. I've got to spend the next 

day trying to get them back on track. 

 

Nicky continues to face the torturous stay/go dilemma. Because of her passion for the 

students and the work she is doing she wants to remain. She likes the location, but she 

continues to consider alternative career directions: 

I‟d love to go to England and work there a few years. I‟d love to do that. 

That‟s what‟s so hard. You get caught between things, you get caught 

between being here and I really love this place…then wanting to leave.  

 

Nicky is enjoying her improving economic circumstances and the choices if offers: 

It‟s been tight getting through university, trying to survive on a really 

crappy wage. I was studying a lot of crap and no choices and 

limitations and now you open the door and I have choices. I can 

choose what bread I want without how much it‟s going to cost me…I 

have the choice of whether I want to stay here or go to England or 

teach in the Northern Territory. I can go inland New South Wales. I 

have choices…that I wouldn‟t have had options to do before. And 

that‟s why it gets confusing because it‟s which way do I go? What‟s 

the right decision for me? 

 

Nicky tries to overcome the boredom she experiences being at home alone by joining in 

sporting activities: 

I get so bored up here…It‟s 2.30 school finishes…I‟m trying to get into 

softball, trying to get into tennis and I‟m going to get into rugby or 

something so I‟ve got at least three nights and I might go back to TAFE 

and do some stuff. If I‟m occupied I‟m fine, it‟s just when I‟m sitting 

there doing nothing I go crazy. 

 

In second term there appears to have been no growth in her level of comfort at Buttsea 

Secondary School: “the school system drives me nuts. It‟s getting worse really, it is. It 

drives me nuts…And I hate not knowing what to do”. 
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Term 3 

In August, Nicky conveys a much stronger satisfaction with her worklife: “Things have 

got better. I really enjoy it, I do”. A specific change that has facilitated this is a 

separation of the LSP into separate rooms, the absence of Kathryn on Long Service 

Leave and a stronger autonomy for Nicky. In addition to the improvement in her 

teaching circumstances, she has taken Kathryn‟s replacement under her wing and is 

inducting him into the school. Her ownership of the role is enabling her to overcome her 

reluctance to interact with colleagues:  

I‟ve gone in to my own room, take care of the year 9s, got a new teacher 

called Grant, he does the year 8s. It‟s really good. He says “What do I 

do?”…and I just run everything else, paying the bills and I really enjoy 

that. I found people are more friendly with me now…I thought that was 

quite funny because I‟m no longer the new kid on the block….In some 

strange way they know me more than they know him...I don‟t know 

what it is. I find it really strange. It‟s like somehow you have to get over 

a certain mark or a month or a date and then you‟re accepted. It‟s oh 

she‟s not going to leave…I can‟t figure it out. 

Grant voices experiences similar to those of Nicky at the beginning of the term: 

“Jesus! I don‟t know anyone in this fucking place”, that‟s what he said to 

me and “I‟ve been here for four weeks” and I said “Yeah you‟ve got to 

fit in. You have to somehow get into the groove”. 

 

Nicky has supplied him with a teaching programme for a month to get him started. She 

is still trying to understand a lot of the structures and processes of secondary schools 

and still proudly identifies as a primary-trained teacher, but she has softened her 

approach: 

At first I used to get really bad tempered and I used to say I don‟t know 

this, but I don‟t want to alienate myself. I am a primary school teacher, 

course I don‟t know this shit, but now I say how do I make this a better 

place? I just smile a lot more and I don‟t take on the shit I just say I‟m 

going to be happy and if I get a negative I try and turn it into a positive. 

 

Nicky spent some of her holidays reflecting on her experiences in the previous semester 

and formulating a different approach: 

I went on a long trip and I was thinking about how I can make the whole 

world a better place for me, a better environment…and I think the fact 

that I have my own classroom now and because I went down that path, I 

want to be happy and not have outside influences impact on me in a 

negative way. 

In travelling around the local region she has developed an appreciation for the location 

and the lifestyle: 

I guess the fact that like with travelling, what I can see up here, like I 

appreciate a lot of that stuff, the opportunity and I think at school, I walk 

to school every day and I go over to the pool and I was thinking what 

other person goes to a job and can swim after work in a pool…and 

travel. I just thought it was a really fantastic thing. 

 

She identifies stress and the lack of support as factors impacting on her ability to cope 

in the previous semester. There has been a key change in her coping strategies – she no 

longer takes things personally: 
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I think it was a lot to do with stress and having no…back up support, 

whereas now little things…don‟t stress me anymore because I know the 

system…I‟m aware of things, like you got to do relief and I wasn‟t even 

aware of that where as now I know the system and I‟m not taking things 

personally…I guess I don‟t take things to heart that much anymore. I had 

the pressure of [Kathryn‟s] issues…she‟s going to be sick and I‟ve got to 

get prepped for her and I‟ve got to do this and it is really hard being in a 

class with year 8s and year 9s and you‟ve got 20 kids and they‟re all 

naughty. 

 

The change of class structure was recommended by a recently appointed coordinator of 

Education Support Students, a replacement to the previous HOD and the previous 

deputies assigned to appraise Nicky. Nicky had been increasingly anxious about the 

failure of anyone to appraise her: 

[HOD] had told me in week 7 [of term 2] that he couldn‟t have given a 

shit at this point because he was leaving, so obviously [New HOD] took 

it on her shoulders to do it. 

I started to panic a bit because nobody had come to see me and I talked 

to [New HOD] about it and she said “[Nicky] I don‟t have a problem 

with you. I think you‟re a good teacher” and that kept me quiet for a 

while and then I talked to the Deputy and she said, “We know what goes 

on up there. If we were concerned we‟d be up there everyday” so…if 

they‟re not there everything‟s OK. I took it as a positive instead of a 

negative…I was really happy about that…that turned around a lot of 

things.  

The coordinator appraised Nicky twice in the joint classroom and recommended the 

separation, indicating that she would do another visit once the structure had changed. 

This recommendation was a liberating decision for Nicky.  

 

Because of the separation of rooms, Nicky is now responsible for only nine students and 

is able to focus on their specific needs without accepting responsibility for the students 

that had been assigned to the other teacher: 

It‟s my room. Full stop. It‟s my kids‟ room too. We get to decide what 

…we want to put on the wall. I like to have my classroom neat and tidy. 

I like to know where all my stuff is…I can say how my kids come in, 

these are where the atlases are so they come back here, they don‟t get 

thrown on the ground or thrown in the air; they get put in the proper 

place. They pick up their…rubbish. I like a structured environment. 

Things are now manageable for me. I‟m tired, but I‟m not stressed…I‟ve 

really put a lot of effort in, I‟ve really enjoyed the day, but then I think 

I‟ve got six boys here to cater for their needs and I think you really have 

to have less pupils in your classroom to get down to the nitty gritty of 

what these kids need. The whole way it was run, team teaching was crap. 

It doesn‟t work…You need a whole lot of one on one with these kids 

…all of them literally need you over their shoulders watching them. 

They can‟t work on their own. 

While the behavioural challenges of the students continue, Nicky is attempting to deal 

with difficult situations which include having a chair thrown at her, a suicidal boy 

climbing on to the roof, students trying to access pornography sites in class, a knife 
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pulled out in class and a student masturbating. She is seeking support and gaining some 

positive feedback. However, she is very concerned about her duty of care dealing with 

these challenging students, without appropriate support and without specialist skills and 

as a new graduate. 

 

Late in the term, Nicky heard about the outcome of her appraisal through the gossip 

channels. The “talking vine” is very active at the school and indicates that this is the 

only available source for a great deal of information: “According to the grapevine, I‟ve 

passed the appraisal with no problems. I haven‟t actually been told this” and “I call 

[Name] the rumour mill – she‟s usually on track so the whole school knows anything 

that goes through”. 

 

She comments on the transience of staff at the school and is passionate about the need 

for teachers to be committed to these students. On one hand she fails to understand why 

the school is classified as difficult to staff “We‟re desperate to get somebody you know. 

I don‟t understand why it‟s such a difficult to staff school, why it has problems, why it‟s 

an issue”, but she also identifies the culture of the school as an alienating factor: “The 

school can be very unfriendly to people”. 

 

She has attended PD on adolescent development and really valued the opportunity to 

network with other people from remote locations, teaching students similar to the one‟s 

in the LSP. Her nomination to attend the PD is the first positive recognition she has 

received from the school: 

I was really shocked that he actually asked me because I thought I was 

just a teacher that did something over there somewhere. That really made 

me feel really good. 

 

Nicky is beginning to feel much more confident. She recognises that she is putting in 

her best effort. She also values our conversations as an opportunity for reflection: 

“When I talk to you I feel like I can get down to it. Maybe I‟ve been a bit extreme. 

Maybe it wasn‟t too bad”. She emphasises the need for new graduates to have good 

sources of support, opportunities to communicate and be prepared for the stress of their 

new positions: 

You need infrastructure to stop people from getting to that point…you 

need good community support where you can verbalise what you 

think. If you go home and you have no one to verbalise to then I think 

…you can‟t just get it out and express it. But I think they should teach 

new graduates…get them the American Rugby stuff gear and put it on 

and see if you can run from one end of the oval to the next carrying 

this weight on you and that‟s what its going to be like…That‟s how I 

see it. If you can just wear that padding it will protect you, you won‟t 

be hurt.  

 

Access to resources is also a problem for Nicky‟s students. They do not bring basic 

stationary to class and keeping them supplied with pencils and paper is difficult. She has 

bought her own supplies, but is frustrated by the student‟s lack of responsibility for 

items. The dilemma is that by supplying students with resources other students have 

stopped bringing them, but without the resources the work can‟t be done: 

I say “Right, I‟m going to shut this door, no one‟s going out until I‟ve 

got all these pens” and I hate doing that…it‟s a survival mechanism in 
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order to get everything back in order to get on with the work. I don‟t 

think…these kids wake up to the fact that they have to take 

responsibility. Nothings going to change and I know sometimes it‟s a 

culture thing, but…you have to start taking responsibility. 

 

There has been a meeting, while Nicky was absent and she has been told that the LSP 

will be closed down next year. Nicky has sought clarification from the Deputy Principal 

and is unclear about what is happening. Restructuring is being discussed and the 

appointment of someone into a promotional position. She is adamant that she won‟t 

accept a classroom teacher position in the secondary school. She is concerned about the 

negative perception of the programme and the students. The connections Nicky made at 

the professional development are particularly valuable because they are teaching in 

similar contexts with similar students, and she has finally found a source of support – 

people that can identify with her issues of concern. She has also identified other 

positions for which she can apply: “The contacts, getting some ideas and making friends 

with people that know the job, know that you don‟t have to rely on this one job, that 

you‟ll never get another job in the rest of your life”.  

 

Nicky‟s level of comfort is conveyed by these statements: 

This is the irony of it. I guess I‟m really aware that now I don‟t want to 

go back to primary school. 

This third term is really the first term I‟ve ever felt a part of a 

community, a school community, the whole community. 

This is the first time she has indicated a professional identity as anything other than as a 

primary school teacher. She is acknowledge by other staff members and surprised when 

consulted by Heads of Department. She is now considering staying at the school for two 

to three years. She can only explain the change in terms of her increased interaction 

with other staff and her continued presence: 

I guess I just talk to everybody and they talk back and...because I‟ve 

hung around...The fact that I actually do something. I‟m in their faces 

about my kids all the time. They think “oh my God! Here she comes”. 

She made a conscious effort to greet people when feeling very homesick: 

Because I was so homesick I went to the extreme…I can‟t stand feeling 

homesick so I started going up and saying “Good morning, how you 

going?” 

She is concerned that her level of involvement with the students and her passion for the 

area is likely to result in “burn out” so she may need to look for other options at least for 

a short term change. She still ponders what it would be like to be a primary school 

teacher and considers alternative career opportunities because of uncertainty about the 

LSP for next year: 

I‟ve been left in the dark about LSP, but I saw [Year Coordinator]… 

And he…said “No, LSP will be here next year. They‟re going to 

change it….They're going to make it more like primary school. 

They‟re going to be taken off the grid lines so it won‟t be tied to 

them”, but then [Colleague] said “I‟ve heard rumours that they‟re 

going to get rid of it anyway”.  

I‟ve had all this time to establish myself and find out who does what…I 

walked into a school I found really hard to break down all the barriers, 

talk to people and now most people talk to me, and that‟s really great. 
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I‟ve walked into an environment with the way things run before didn‟t 

work very well because they did stuff all….people have put me into that 

category without even knowing me and now I‟ve had to change their 

opinion of me. I‟ve had to work hard figuring out how this LSP works 

for these kids. I‟ve put a lot of time and effort and if you take it away 

from me…I can‟t do anything else. 

Nicky has consulted with the union representative at the school about what she sees as 

her very precarious appointment. She is aware that there are many other employment 

opportunities within the region. 

 

Nicky is now experiencing worries and changes in her home environment. She agreed 

to share her house with another teacher, looking for the company out of school hours. 

However, the experience hasn‟t been positive:  

We're just different people…We just communicate different. I‟m more 

of a doer – I just get up and do things. I don‟t say this is what I‟m going 

to do I just go off and do it where she‟s more like let‟s share and care 

and do the garden together. It‟s a bit of conflict of personalities… I find 

it really hard to socialise with someone that you‟ve spent the whole day 

with. I find it really frustrating – I just want to go home and relax. I 

don‟t want to bring up stuff from school. 

I don‟t have much say in where I live. I don‟t have much say in what sort 

of house I have…All I have is the choice to come here. My personal 

freedom has been taken away from me…What flashes through my head 

is when I was at Murdoch Uni and…people from EDWA would come 

and say there are great bonuses for you…I feel like going back and 

saying to these kids – just be wary of these bonuses because they‟re 

bullshit. 

 

She is also concerned about the welfare and health of her mother living in the distant 

south west of the state. She is very keen to spend time with her mother, but she cannot 

afford to travel at the next holidays, while she is saving for a vehicle: 

It costs too much to go down all the time…once I‟ve bought a car maybe 

I can drive home more…and it‟s hard coming home and coming back I‟ll 

be honest with you. I bawled my eyes out when I went down…I had to 

move Mum…on Saturday and I had to come back and catch the plane on 

the Sunday. We were bawling. I just can‟t do this. This is too heart 

breaking…I don‟t want to leave her here on her own, my heart is hurting 

…I hadn‟t realised how really isolated I am up here. I‟ve only just come 

to understand that. When I first got up here I thought, why do people 

think they‟re isolated but basically now I absolutely understand.  

 

Towards the end of term Nicky had to rely on a friend to transport her to hospital when 

she became sick. She‟s looking forward to purchasing a vehicle for the next year so that 

she can travel further within the area. She has been unable to continue with the SES 

without transport to meetings: 

I can‟t get a lift there but I‟m going to get a car next year. The lifts I get 

are unreliable so I‟ll stay on my home ground. So I play squash now, I 

play tennis, I play softball. 
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Nicky exercises at home on a cross-trainer and swims after school every day. The 

exercise helps to “relieve a lot of tension to do with issues”. Later in the term she 

commenced Lawn Bowls in a staff-based team, where she became more familiar with 

some of the administrative staff she had previously criticised. 

 

She really misses access to a choice of films at the cinema and this impacts on her 

ability to connect with her friends in other locations – she believes she‟s losing the 

connection because they are unable to share common experiences – even common 

viewing, a former favourite pastime. 

 

Term 4 

I spoke with Nicky on three times during term 4. Despite the increasing comfort that 

Nicky had felt during term 3, term 4 has become another period of turmoil and unrest. 

The major issue influencing Nicky this term is the restructuring of the LSP which 

creates uncertainty about Nicky‟s role within the school and reignites dilemmas about 

her career direction; however many of the issues that have troubled her continue to 

haunt her thinking.  

 

Nicky is wary of the woman appointed to be responsible for the LSP next year. She is 

critical of the process of appointment and there is tension because Kathryn had wanted 

the position. Now Nicky feels as if she has divided loyalties: 

Kathryn is pissed off that this woman is going to come along and take 

over and boss us around which I don't mind as long as she gets it all right 

and works it out and makes it better. Not just for me but for the kids as 

well. It‟s not clear, where is my loyalty going to lay? 

In week 7 of term she is not clear about what her role will be in the programme. Her 

queries are dismissed by the school administration. Instead, Nicky gets information 

from the Head of Department of Science that she will be teaching Science next year. 

There has been no process of consultation or discussion: 

I feel like I have no direction, what are we going to do? Everyone else 

knows where they‟re going and what they‟re doing…There‟s no 

communication, what‟s going on. I don‟t know these things. 

 

By the last week of term: 

I realised that basically they‟re legless, they don‟t know what they‟re 

going to do with LSP next year, but I do have a job and this woman is… 

going to be the coordinator and her skills are in ESL…its all up in the air, 

I‟ll teach for one term the year 9s or the semester, I‟ll teach them what I‟m 

doing now and then they‟ll move into the classrooms and I don‟t know 

what they want then, whether I‟m meant to go into the classroom with 

these kids or pull them out. I really don‟t know 

I just think of next year as a very professional year for me…getting my 

skills under my belt so I can use them, ready for jobs like teaching in 

China. They say we like you to have an ESL background; I need to find 

how I feel about next year. I‟m a bit hesitant about what I‟m going to face 

and I‟m still a bit disappointed about that. I‟ll be second year out and I‟ll 

feel like a first year and that frustrates me. Everything that I‟ve learned 

this year and all my programmes it‟s just going to go down the drain if 

they‟re going to go back to Mainstream. Do I do programming in that 

classroom? Who takes charge of the classroom? Where do I fit it? Do l 
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lose my authority in front of a lot of the kids? I want all of those things 

sorted out. 

It‟s the uncertainty in itself. I agree that I‟m tired, but I get around and I 

talk to people, that‟s how I am and when you hear other people saying 

we‟ve got plans for next year this is what I‟m doing and you still don‟t 

know. I like to know things in a reasonable time. I don‟t like to be told 

when I turn up on Monday of next year and they say we‟re going to 

change the programme. 

 

The return of her colleague Kathryn, after her long service leave stirs up workplace 

politics. Nicky encounters the same problems as she experienced earlier in the year 

associated with her colleague‟s absenteeism, lack of relief materials, the impact on her 

workload and a lack of support. She resists her imposed expectations. Kathryn has also 

stirred up issues and resentment from other staff which Nicky is concerned will reflect 

on her. While Nicky is critical of Kathryn‟s relentless absenteeism, she can see the 

value of “time out” as a stress management approach:  

I met teachers who have been teaching…for so many years and said if you 

ever feel like you need to have a day off don‟t feel guilty just do it. That‟s 

the best thing that I was ever told, and I was told that by three people and 

it stopped me from feeling guilty…I did it once this year…took the Friday 

off and I came back by the Monday and I felt ready and it was probably 

the best advice I‟ve ever been given. I don‟t feel sick and they said what‟s 

the problem and I said I feel really burnt out and I can‟t take any more and 

they said you‟re sick go home. Don‟t come tomorrow. Low on energy, 

tired, not doing too well. 

 

Nicky lashes out at other staff members because she is feeling frustrated, anxious, 

stressed and unsupported. She becomes angry about a push on behaviour management 

strategies which Nicky doesn‟t believes are workable with her students: 

The system there, behaviour management doesn't work with my kids. It 

just doesn‟t. 

Look at situations that we have up here, we tell you all the time your 

behaviour management does not work. I get exhausted from my boys 

and they say “Piss off Miss” and they‟ll go home. I don‟t want my boys 

going home, but I have to find something for their behaviour 

management. Give them detention, give them a pink slip. The kid says 

“Miss you can stick that up your bum I don't want it.” Who do I go to? 

…I‟m saying what are you going to do about this kid? I got a letter from 

DP saying these are the rules you must follow. No hats in class...if the 

kid is late make them stay in for recess or lunch. There goes my recess or 

lunch because I‟ll never get out. I had one boy who was very 

embarrassed and shy that he wanted to wear his hat, he couldn‟t handle it 

not having his hat, he had his head shaved off and he didn‟t want to take 

his hat off and I‟m thinking, my kids wear their hats in class, they do 

their work. [Name] will not sit down and do any work unless I promise 

him he can have the head phones on…to work. If I do those little things 

and meet them half way it works. If I don‟t, we end up fighting and 

screaming and ranting and raving. 
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She believes there is a lack of appropriate support in dealing with the extreme behaviour 

she faces: 

There‟s a whole massive John Wayne mentality up here, that you do it on your 

own. There is that mentality. If I go down and bitch they say well what‟s wrong 

with you? Are you soft or something? 

I went through a stage there, about a month ago and I thought I‟ve been 

put in a classroom of kids; I had 2 suicidal kids in my class. On one side 

it‟s a really great learning experience but I thought I felt like I put myself 

in a situation where I had no experience and I had no protection, no 

boundaries…it just shocked me, the anger. It‟s really weird because I 

had anger but it was like you weren‟t there to protect me. You put me in 

a classroom with all these kids saying yeah she‟s fine…My law used to 

always be, to be there for them but I‟m thinking are they going to be 

there for me? They haven‟t proved themselves so I‟ve still got anti 

establishment things happening. 

When I‟ve looked back and though my god I've got all the crappiest kids 

you could possibly have, I‟ve never been given any training to deal with 

suicide and I think I put my career on the line, these kids getting on the 

roof and jumping off, and I thought gee if it had happened I don‟t think 

any of them would have stood up for me they would have watched their 

arses. So I‟m cynical that way. 

 

The antagonism she feels towards other staff sometimes results in angry outbursts. She 

has had some feedback from one of the Heads of Department: 

You have to learn to tone down because you are scaring people. That 

really bothered me…She said you‟re really passionate about what you do, 

and I am, but other people don‟t know that, they don‟t understand why 

you‟re so angry or aggressive. 

Life is sometimes for me like a minefield. I don‟t know whether I don‟t 

have the social skills or I just find it hard to understand. 

 

She regrets such outbursts, later reflecting: 

I hate it when I blow up. I hate that I have to get to this point…I look 

childish and immature as if I can‟t handle my role and I hate that…I‟m not 

asking them to fix the problem, because I know they‟re busy, just sit down 

and work through things, what can we do here? 

I went home. I was embarrassed, I had a good cry. I‟ve been feeling 

overwhelmed by so much and I know it‟s to do with me and how far have 

I got so far this year and I feel like…the end of the year has come and I 

just don‟t know enough. It frustrates me. I‟m wanting to know more and 

I‟m terrified of going back to the same situation. All the rumours that go 

around a school…Everyone seems to know what is supposed to be my role 

except me. 

The positive endorsement of others is important for Nicky: “I feel like I‟m a really 

good teacher but will they?”  

 

She is frequently frustrated and dissatisfied with her professional growth and 

achievements at this end point of the year: 
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I woke up this morning and I thought I‟ve been 12 months teaching and I 

still have not gained any knowledge. I do not think I am any better than 

when I was the day I walked out and I feel angry because...I want to have 

skills and knowledge in order to make these kids lives better and people go 

you‟ve got too many high expectations of these kids…well what 

expectations am I supposed to have of them? 

I really want to be a really good teacher and I really want the good advice 

and sometimes it‟s great because I have to work through things myself and 

other times it‟s a pain in the arse because….I‟m frustrated. 

I guess my need for my skills to improve and to be a part of a team is not 

being met so that creates frustration and that frustration wants me to leave, 

but because I love the unique circumstances that I find myself in, but I 

actually am on my own. I have to make a lot of decisions myself. 

To address her concerns about lack of knowledge and experience, she has put in an 

application for a scholarship to complete further study in the area of learning disabilities 

for next year. 

 

Nicky is tired of comments that she only has a small number of students to deal with. 

She has recently been working with students in mainstream classes and taking whole 

school detention periods. Her comment to the coordinator was: 

If they were your worst kids in mainstream I will do detention every day. 

You try and go into my classroom and get my kids to do it. 

All the new staff get all the crappy kids. No experience and they get them 

and that‟s just bizarre. 

 

She is critical of the school culture – she talks consistently about the school 

environment negatively – the lack of team work, the lack of commitment, the gossip, 

the lack of effective communication within the organisation and the lack of outcomes: 

I don‟t know, I love people up here socially…but I just find, I don‟t 

understand that school….I‟ve never been in an environment where people 

really don‟t work as a team or when you do get people together you find 

so much insulting in the air. I sometimes see very little dedication and 

commitment. 

The best way to deal with things in a high school is just to avoid them. 

I feel like saying what do you do in all those bloody meetings. There never 

seems to be any outcomes. I‟m very much a practical person, an action 

orientated person. I like to see an outcome from what‟s been happening. 

I‟ve heard them talk about the same things for the last 8 months. I haven‟t 

seen anything come out of it…I‟ve never seen so many meetings in my 

life. 

 

Nicky feels frustrated by continual changes to her role. She is now teaching a year 10 

mainstream English class and filling staffing gaps within the school due to teacher 

turnover. This has involved dealing with hostile parents, incensed because Nicky is the 

eighth English teacher the children have had this year:  

I said to him I have rumours that you will be short a drama teacher and 

home economics. I said I‟m happy to give things a go but I don‟t want you 

to come up to me on the first day of school and say you‟ll be teaching 
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home economics this term. Because that will blow me out of the water 

because I know nothing, give me a chance to learn. 

 

Nicky is aware of the broader staffing issues at the school and is prepared to assist new 

staff:  

I know there‟s going to be a high staff turnover next year – 15 people are 

leaving…I know they‟ll have new graduates and I‟d like to be able to 

help them about and show them the way. I‟m happy to be at school in 

the middle of January to start programming; if my car makes it I‟ll be 

fine. I‟m happy to do that. I‟m married to my job. I am. I love it. But I 

have to have back up support.  

 

Many of the issues are recurring problems that she has encountered throughout the year 

such as: criticism of the reliability of the support of AEIOs; the relevance of the 

curriculum for her students; inadequate resources; criticism of the school administrative 

team and poor communication within the school. The AEIOs are seen as unreliable: 

They never turn up…and I‟m not being horrible, but I don‟t go to DP, then 

I‟m a baddy because they don‟t accept the reality that person never goes to 

his class…So I have to put up with having 3 different levels in my 

classroom, students, trying to teach them and have no AEIO and suffer the 

consequences or blow out and get crappy about it and have everyone hate 

my guts…So you lose out either way. 

 

Nicky continues to question the relevance of the curriculum for her students: 

Why do we make our kids go to high school when we teach them 

nothing but shit? I see primary schools being where you teach them 

basic skills and get them involved in reading and writing and basic 

numeracy, but when you go to high school it‟s just shit, not relevant. 

They‟re so bored shitless. They can‟t understand. It has no meaning; 

boys of that age don‟t want to be sitting around reading about the 

Depression. They want to go out and do stuff. They‟d be better off doing 

more time down at that D&T place…some proper hands on skills, 

because I don‟t believe that pumping them with all this information will 

do any good for them.  
Nicky tries to make the tasks relevant to the practical needs of her students, including making 

telephone inquiries about employment and completing forms to receive unemployment 

allowances. 

 

She is suspicious of and cynical about the effectiveness of the school administrative 

team: 

I just…need people with vision…I need people who have good 

communication skills. I need a captain who is going to steer the ship and 

people know where you‟re going. 

I have not a lot of faith in administration. If you ever want to make 

things work properly or be taken care of, take care of the secretaries, 

that‟s what I‟ve learnt. 

I wouldn‟t trust those bastards as far as I could throw them. Teaching, 

I‟ve come to understand, is very much a cut throat kind of business. 

In particular, the poor communication in the school continues to frustrate Nicky: 
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That‟s why I go to the drinks for, I love hanging out with the people too, 

but one of the main reasons is so that I know going on. I can‟t stand 

…not knowing about things until the last moment 'cos that drives me 

insane. Cos I need it in my head that this is going to happen. 

 

She is aware that concerns about her mother are having an impact on her response to 

issues within the school: 

I‟m 19½ hours away from my mother, 2 ½ hour plane ride plus 2 ½ hour 

drive, and I just think, I just find that EDWA is not accommodating… 

she‟s got major issues and I‟ve got to bring her up here and they‟ve put 

barriers upon barriers up for me and I just think obviously you really 

don‟t; want teachers here so I don‟t give a shit, I‟ll just go home. 

I was not wanting to go home for Christmas and thinking how do I get 

back here fast enough and now it‟s like, I can‟t wait to go home, but I 

know I‟ll pine to be back up here and when I get up here I‟ll be really 

depressed, because I‟ll miss my family and that‟s really hard. When I 

went to my PD I was really depressed for about two weeks. I wanted to 

go home. I couldn‟t handle it. 

 

The end of the year has produced disappointment for some staff seeking transfers to 

other locations. Nicky has realised some of the failings of the transfer system: 

It‟s unfair for all those people who come up here, willingly do four years 

and get told they can‟t go anywhere else. It‟s unfair. I think it‟s wrong. 

These people have worked hard for it and they can‟t go anywhere… 

Teachers are glugged down south and I think it‟s really unfair…they‟re 

going to lose a lot of really good teachers and…people will become 

cynical and start looking out for their own best interest and schools are 

going to suffer.  

 

The career options she is considering include teaching in a remote indigenous 

community, returning to complete her social work degree, teaching overseas and 

changing to the Catholic Education system: 

I‟m waiting for the letter that‟s going to come to me in the mail saying 

you will no longer be required at LSP at Buttsea Senior High School, but 

...I‟ll pray that that won‟t happen, but they keep saying you‟ve got a 

fixed contract, so they can‟t make me leave the school, but then the other 

woman at work says they can put your on priority lists where…they can 

give you…the pick of a bunch of schools to go to, because you‟ve been 

displaced. So I don‟t know. One never knows. 

However Nicky considers that while these other options are appealing: 

It‟s running away. And I hate running away. What problems am I going 

to face here that, there‟ll be problems there. My issue is how I deal with 

it without blowing up. That‟s my big issue. 

I was going to take stress leave because I don‟t know where I stand with 

you people. I have a job and I still don‟t trust you guys and I‟m still 

waiting for them to say on the first day of school you don‟t have a job 

here and everyone keeps saying don‟t worry, don't worry you‟ve got a 

two year contract they can‟t touch you. But I don‟t trust all that shit. I 

don‟t trust them. 
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She is also concerned for her options within EDWA. She feels she may be trapped with 

jobs only with the most difficult students: 

I think LSP has become the dumping ground for every kid that no one 

else wants and…I think have I trapped myself in a situation where I will 

try to go back to a primary school and I‟ll ring up the education 

department and they‟ll say we‟ve seen that you‟re working in the area of 

LSP there‟s another job like that going would you like to take that on. I 

have that fear because no one else wants those jobs…I don‟t think I 

could last any more than three years in this job because it‟s stressful. It‟s 

full on for me; it sucks your soul out. 

 

The tension remains that while she is passionate about her work and very 

committed to assisting these challenging SAER students, she finds her work 

exhausting, especially at the end of the year: 

I never went through what I go through with these kids when I was 

doing my teaching prac. It was always how do I make these kids learn, 

how do I get them up to a certain level? These kids it just rips my heart 

out. That‟s why I don‟t think I can last too long. 

I‟m at the point when I think I‟m just tired of fighting, I don‟t want to 

fight anymore. That‟s just human nature. You just want work where it‟s 

easy. 

 

While Nicky‟s housemate has resigned and left the school, Nicky is very concerned 

about the prospect of having to share the house with someone next year:  

I want to come back to a place, a home where I can just rest and 

recuperate and not having to worry about someone living in the house 

with me. 

[I need] a place to go home, like a refuge that I know I can go home, turn 

on my music and not have to worry about anything else. 

She would resign from the position rather than share again. She believes that her case for 

living independently (or with her mother) is strong because of the nature of her role in 

schools which she believes is more demanding than other classroom teachers. 
 

Nicky‟s uncertain work situation is additionally stressful because she is contemplating 

bringing her mother up to the region. In order to justify this upheaval she needs some 

certainty of remaining in the location and this has not been consistent with the options 

she has been considering: “There‟s no point bringing my mum up if I‟ve going to be 

here for two days and then we have to go”:  

I just think that GEHA doesn‟t do a very good job of explaining what‟s 

required of you...They don‟t tell you anything, you just learn by chance 

…I talk to everybody at school and get to know what‟s going down. 

That‟s how I‟ve learnt so much, because if you don‟t you won‟t learn 

anything…I know a teacher who has been up here for six months now 

and didn‟t even know that you could get your electricity money back. 
 

While Nicky has claimed that permanency is not a top priority, she has returned to 

concern about permanency at different times throughout the year. She is still considering 

other employment options, but permanency appears to have some attraction for her: 

“I‟ve got one more year before permanency and…need to be focussed on that”. 
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Nicky reaffirms her attachment to the location: 

Basically I love it up here…it‟s definitely not the climate…but the kids. 

I love the Aboriginal kids up here…I mean I love all the kids up here, 

but because I work mainly with Aboriginals I get to know them more. I 

love being a part of their crowd and knowing their lingo and getting to 

know them. They‟ve taught me so much. It‟s opened doors for me which 

never would have been opened in Perth. 

I could stay here. Living here is fine; it‟s not a bad place honestly. I see 

it as an opportunity to travel and do things;  

I‟ve always felt perfectly safe in Buttsea. Never felt as if my life was in 

danger…at the end of the day I think it‟s a good place to be. Most people 

…outside of school, they have your heart at interest. 
 

At the end of Nicky‟s first year her evaluation of her experiences is inconsistent and 

ambiguous. She experiences turmoil of positive and negative emotions about her role 

which continue to create stresses in all aspects of her life. The following quotations 

some up these fluctuating evaluations: 

Seeing myself as being a band aid on a dripping tap. 

It‟s just been challenging, it‟s been pushing me to the limits on all levels 

…Being in a new career, being so independent in that career, having to 

face things that I think God I‟m a graduate and this is scaring me, but 

that‟s Ok. I mean if anyone had said to me you‟ll finish uni and you‟ll 

end up in a high school teaching these kids, I would have cracked up 

laughing. I would have said “no, I‟m going straight to a primary school” 

and now I don‟t want to. I‟m terrified to go back to a primary school…I 

don‟t ever want to teach in high school but I like what I teach. 

I‟ve had a great time…overall I‟ve had a really good time at the school 

I‟ve learnt lots, it‟s been a great learning experience for me on all levels 

here. Helped me focus on my values and my principles and what I 

believe in.  

I want to hang out with other people than teachers, I‟m sick of teachers, 

I‟m sick of everywhere we go there‟s a teacher involved. 

 

Second Year 

When I spoke with Nicky in March of her second year, she was still in her LSP position 

at Buttsea SHS. Nicky had adopted some different perspectives on issues that concerned 

her the previous year: 

You come back differently I guess...feel like you‟ve been through the 

war zone already. You've got...lots of new people. About sixteen new 

people at the school. So you start to be looked on as veteran…people 

treat you different. That was quite funny and...you're taken more 

seriously. I put forward certain things and I said “Will you look at this?” 

People said “Yeah, I think it's a good idea”. So that was a bit of a 

shocker. 

The hardest thing I have come to learn is that you just have to accept the 

system for what it is…Instead of trying to be a crusader and trying to 
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fight and getting angry with the thing…I don't do that anymore...there's a 

saying…God grant me the strength...you know to do blah. I can't 

remember how it goes…And I think I started to realise you've got to 

know where you can change and when you can't and what to do about it 

...I feel I‟m in the situation where not a lot will change. Part of it is 

because of the kids...the way they are...part of it's because of social, 

economic area, part of it's because of remote, partly it's because we've 

got a lot of teachers that are new, and part of it's because we've got 

teachers who don't really give a shit and are just there to write resumes 

…I can understand...why there's a high turnover at a lot of risk schools. 

I just feel that there's not a lot of connection to a lot of people and people 

just go off in their little tangents and do their own little thing and it's not 

like a coming together as a school. And I've learnt to lower my 

expectations I guess as well. 

I just don‟t care any more. I‟ve become a bit more laid back. I just don‟t 

care, I honestly, don‟t care. I go to school, I hang out with people, I play 

tennis still with staff, I have a social life and I deal with my class as best 

as I can. I just don‟t care. I don‟t get upset and overwhelmed by a lot of 

staff that I did in the first term of the year. I just don‟t care. All I know is 

that my contract runs out at the end of the year. At the end of the year I 

get permanency hopefully. 

I‟m just more accepting this year…I do my job, I get on and do it and go 

home. I don‟t really feel disillusioned or angry…It‟s a job, you do it. I‟m 

still very passionate about it, but it‟s passion with boundaries. You 

control the things you can control and you don‟t get upset and angry 

about the things you can‟t…and I can‟t change the fact that I can‟t 

understand how authority cannot get their shit together and get a decent 

IT person…there are things like that and part of me goes, they‟re 

stressed, they‟re constantly going to meetings their life is just one big 

circle, chasing their tail and that‟s what I don‟t want to become. I 

wouldn‟t want the extra $20,000 to end up like that. 

I‟ve definitely become more blasé this year. I‟ve become more, I have 

proved myself and I don‟t think I was doing that last year, I didn‟t think 

I'd ever be a really good teacher. I think it‟s more this year, I still want to 

be a really good teacher but I have to work within the system. That‟s 

basically the change in me. I guess the turning point is instead of trying 

to get these kids to work within the system I‟m now like, well you have 

to play a role and you have a responsibility you need an education 

 

Nicky appears to be trying to be open minded about the new Head of Department for the 

LSP, but she has reservations. She sees many of the same problems that are not being 

addressed and there is continuing tension between Kathryn and the new HOD which 

places Nicky in an uncomfortable position: 

I think, they‟ve got her going in to other classes and no one wants her to 

go in. A lot of teachers are saying we don‟t want Kathryn going in to our 

class. So I‟m questioning whether they‟ll say the same thing about me or 

doing it to [name]. I guess [names] trying to seek me out because they‟re 
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preying on her more than they are on me. I‟ve still got my class so 

nobody comes near me. 

 

Nicky‟s role is still changing. In addition to her role in LSP, Nicky picked up a Year 10 

English class. This year she is now teaching Home Economics: 

Because they didn‟t have a teacher to do four periods of Home Ec and 

[DP] asked me last year if there were three areas what would you do? I 

said I‟ll do drama or Home Ec. Well I got Home Ec and I said “[DP] let 

me know before it happens”. I got wind of it before school ended and I 

was really shitty. “Why don‟t you let me know because I don‟t want to 

turn up on the first day of school and have you say you‟ve got home ec 

to teach?” I need to prepare myself for this shit. 

She is enjoying working with students that are cooperative and attentive. 

 

Her indecision about her career direction still remains: 

Still the same old same old stuff...So I kind of go through every day 

wanting to leave and loving it and wanting to leave and loving it. And 

…I've got to figure out what I seriously want at the end of year and...my 

heart is actually calling myself back to primary school. 

I guess I realise...you're fighting a never ending...battle, is never going to 

be won...there's too many people writing...their own resumes for a start 

…it's just like climbing a mountain sometimes and you just think 'what's 

the point?' You know 'what is the bloody point?'…I guess I've become a 

lot more softer towards authority figures now. I don't think I tend to be 

as harsh on them. I feel that their hands are probably tied...as much as 

mine are. I'm probably a little more lenient that way. 

I miss having my own classroom I think some people look at me and 

think you‟ve only got 8 kids aren‟t you lucky. I‟ve never been a primary 

school teacher, that‟s what I trained for and I‟d like to give it a go. I‟d 

like to say I am a primary school teacher this is who I am and this is 

what I do and this is what I‟m going to work in. 

 

Nicky is still very concerned that because she is being assessed for permanency in a 

secondary school that this will discredit her as a primary school teacher. She has 

received conflicting information and has taken her concerns to the union. This has 

reinforced her distrust of those in administrative positions and the broader system: 

I can really start to relate to why teachers leave EDWA. The raw deal 

because you‟re constantly getting teachers saying don‟t trust the 

bastards, stick with the union get everything down in black and white. 

You have to be so distrustful of people who employ you. 

Everyone has said that EDWA has ripped them off and I‟m being ripped 

off. They will not put in black and white stating clearly that when I get 

my permanency I will be a primary school teacher…I don‟t want to be a 

high school teacher and there‟s anger in my heart because I had said to 

them when I asked them will there be any implications that will affect 

me being a primary school teacher or getting back into primary school 

and they said “no it won‟t”. They lie to me. Adwa‟s not in my good 

books at the moment. They lied to me. 
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The implications of being displaced in a secondary school continue to provide pressures 

and uncertainty. 

 

She has adopted a different position in relation to the responsibility of the students: 

Basically the kids have to get off their own butts if they want to get an 

education. They have to use that system. If they don't then well that's their 

problem. 

So you can never beat them...you can't give them a goal to aim for and go 

after...I'm not trying to be negative, it's just that...they're caught in their 

little world doing their little thing and they don't see the reason to be at 

school.  

We‟ve had so many issues at the school with kids this year, fighting we‟ve 

had cops called to the school...the community want the cops to stop these 

kids running amuck at midnight…The kids are rioting, they‟re running 

wild and the system doesn‟t do a lot…So I‟ve learnt that the onus is on the 

student it‟s not just the teachers to get the whip out and get the kids 

working. I know some of the students and they need to wake themselves 

up. 

I‟m learning that, there‟s no point being a rescuer if the person doesn‟t 

want to be saved. Every one has choice in life and they have to make the 

decision themselves. Whether they choose to do that…is there choice. 

She is still challenged by the behaviour management of her students and the behaviour 

management policies of the school. The school has recently had professional 

development in this area but Nicky is sceptical of the approach: 

I thought this guy and his book was more like “I have a magic wand and 

if you use this book, just shake it three times or tap it to your right and 

left and miracles will happen”. 

 

She is dissatisfied with the budget constraints and the limitations on access to resources. 

She also sees the budget as an indicator of the degree to which the LSP and her work 

are valued and supported by the school: 

Do you know what my budget this year is for LSP? $500. I don‟t know 

where that‟s going to take us…I‟m somehow supposed to teach English, 

social studies, science and maths on that and that includes photocopying 

money too. Why would I want to stay in a shit hole of a job that doesn‟t 

even respect the area that I do, crappy little budget? I felt like saying 

why do you bother running it? I put my heart and soul into anything that 

I believe strongly in. I‟ve started to realise that I need backing and I 

can‟t do it on my own. So I‟ve changed in that way. 

However, within these constraints she is still trying to improve her learning programmes 

to maximise achievement of students in practical and engaging ways: 

I actually went back this year early and started looking at my lesson 

plans and seeing…how do I improve on making them better and that‟s 

where getting p on p will be assessed…I‟m really trying to get it a lot 

more hands on stuff for my kids…trying to find ways around it but it‟s 

very limited...I‟m limited with resources. I can‟t get bloody wood and 

…there are issues like that. 
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She believes the distribution of workload in the school is very inequitable. There has 

been criticism by other staff of the workload of the newly appointed HOD. Differences 

in workload are ascribed to influence with significant people in the administration. 

 

Nicky has organised for her mother to move up and join her in the coming months. She 

is happy with the housing arrangements agreed to by GEHA. She continues to enjoy the 

location and the social interactions she has: 

I just love it. I think the people are very friendly. I like the laid back 

social way of being. I love being so close to everything. I just like the 

idea of having everything close...I like the people I‟ve met up here, the 

teachers, I‟ve had some real bonds with some people 

She could see herself remaining in the locality for up to 5 years: 

I‟d like to create some real friends and I guess, I just like Buttsea. I‟m 

looking for a place to call home for a while rather than moving around 

and I like this place. I love the [region], 

If you could just get enough people to stay at the school to get it up and 

running to a good standard for 3 or 4 years. We‟ve got 16 new teachers 

and 12 of them are inexperienced and the kids are running riot on them. 

We had 2 who wanted to leave last year, one did leave. We haven‟t got 

enough experienced staff to help them out and their…I looked out the 

other day and thought I‟m in a war. It was just like it. You think shit! It‟s 

getting to the point where nothing will surprise me at this school. 
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CASE STUDY OF PORTER: OVERSEAS-QUALIFIED TEACHER 
 

Background 

Porter is a secondary Mathematics teacher, in his 50s with a wife and two children. He 

has arrived in Western Australia from New Zealand where he lived for 25 years. 

Originally born in the UK, he has spent 5 years in Africa, teaching computing. He 

completed a Maths Education degree, and then studied for five years to qualify as a 

British air force pilot. He taught in England for five years before moving to New 

Zealand. Porter‟s daughter is completing her final year of secondary education and his 

son is at university. His wife intends to join him after a period of time. This allows 

Porter time to establish himself in his new job and location and allows the family to 

retain a home base in New Zealand for the children in the short term.  

 

Current Context: Scootara Senior High School 

Porter has accepted a position at a Senior High School in the coastal northern mining 

town of Scootara, with a population of approximately 10,000 people. He arrived at the 

end of the second term of the school year.  

 

Porter applied for a position with the Remote Teaching Service of DET, a year ago, but 

he was never contacted about his application. He contacted them after 2 to 3 months and 

they could not find his application. He downloaded more forms from the internet and 

sent them in again. He received no acknowledgement. He spoke to a person in the 

Remote Teaching Service, but still nothing happened. He persisted by filling in forms 

for a general teaching position and was offered a placement at the beginning of the year, 

which he declined, because it was a location that did not provide access to the 

geographical area he was interested in. He applied directly to the school at Scootara, 

contacting the principal, sending a letter and filling in the required forms according to 

the guidelines on the internet. His persistence finally secured this position – originally a 

short term contract which has since been converted to a permanent on probation 

position. He comments “You‟ve got to be persistent with any administrative process. 

After Africa I understand that you have to do everything.” Porter has been supplied with 

GEHA accommodation. 

 

Scootara Senior High School has a population of approximately 700 students with 18 

percent of the population consisting of indigenous students. The school has 61 teachers. 

Sixteen percent of the staff are novice teachers in their first or second year of teaching. 

Twenty-five percent of the staff have remained in the school for longer than three years. 

The region is experiencing significant economic growth and this has led to an increase 

in the population of the town and specifically the Senior High School. The school is 

considering plans to cope with the expansion, but is experiencing staffing shortages to 

cope with the current enrolments and expected growth. 

 

Six months after arrival (Term 4) 

I first spoke with Porter while visiting Scootara at the end of the year. Porter had arrived 

at the end of the second term. He reflected back on his experiences over the previous six 

months.  

 

Porter was “pleasantly surprised by the school. When you walk into a place – been to 5 

new places in my career, you pick up the vibrations. The tone is really good. When I 

looked at the curriculum it was detailed.” This is despite the fact that he walked into a 
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department that had experienced an extremely high level of instability during the year. 

In a department of 6 staff, thirteen different teachers had passed through. Porter was 

unable to identify any specific problems that contributed to this high turnover, he 

indicated that there had been cases of illness, family issues and some English language 

problems.  

 

Porter decided to come to Scootara unaccompanied, initially so: 

I can spend time on my own – go into school on the weekend and spend 

a few hours without any barriers. I did the same in Africa for 3 months. I 

was not sure what I was getting into. It was time to check it out… 

There‟s maximum flexibility...Because of the kids being home until 

March I needed to se what it was like in person before totally uprooting 

everything. Didn‟t want to burn our bridges. 

His decision to come to Australia was motivated by a desire to see new locations and 

have new experiences because “we‟ve done our stint in NZ – it‟s a beautiful place. Time 

to move on. You only live once”. He believes himself to be well suited to working in 

rural and remote locations, because “I might be the kind of person that‟s…a bit 

nomadic, regard myself as a nomad, I certainly have itchy feet. Maybe that kind of 

person thrives in that position”. He was well informed about the region prior to his 

arrival, particularly aware of the industrial developments in the area; however he still 

describes his initial reaction as one of “shock” at “the colours of the environment”. He 

makes comparisons with his experiences in Africa, noting aspects of the scenery, 

geography and climate that have appealed in both places. 

 

He anticipates remaining in this location for two to three years before heading to other 

remote locations within Western Australia and then perhaps returning to Africa. His 

wife had travelled to the area the previous year and already, during the term three 

holiday break, he has travelled further a field to gain an impression of other geographic 

regions for future employment. His travels confirmed his desire to spend time in other 

locations after teaching in Scootara.  

 

Living independently poses a financial burden on the family, from the need to maintain 

two households and the costs of communicating and travelling between the locations. 

The subsidies provided by DET are valued by Porter: 

There is a financial disadvantage – maintaining two households. The 

allowances are pretty good. Australia is a richer country than NZ. Not 

being used to the subsidies I think it‟s pretty good. Some people 

complain. You need subsidies to attract people to the [region]. 

However the initial relocation subsidy of $5000 does not come anywhere near the 

amount required to cover costs. There is also the personal cost of being separated from 

his family. He is “concerned about not being there to provide moral support for 

daughter while studying…. not there to get constant feedback, not able to detect her 

feelings…There are disadvantages not being part of the family scene”. Porter has not 

experienced difficulty adapting to the cultural context:  

I regard myself as a New Zealander so sliding across to Australia, it‟s 

not too much different – there‟s no culture shock. I could imagine 

someone coming from England would have more of a culture shock. 

There are English speaking countries around the world where the 

teachers would have difficulty teaching here…Australians are friendly to 

Kiwis. 
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Porter has become socially active through a range of sports: 

I do some mountain biking, also squash, tennis and jogging…Easy 

school to get involved in. Never played golf – on Wednesday it‟s the 

main social activity. Got into that. Easy to get into because there‟s a lot 

going on. 

 

Porter is teaching mainly senior maths classes and has responded positively to the 

students. He was previously worked with a high percentage of indigenous students in 

New Zealand: 

The students are brilliant…It‟s rewarding that the audience is more 

receptive…I haven‟t taught this clientele for 7 years, doing technology 

with kids who are comfortable with it. It‟s nice not to have to go from 

zero. The kids are good citizens. The students are the best – manners, 

respect, and ability to communicate. 

 

He had accessed information about the curriculum prior to his arrival in Scootara. The 

curriculum of the Western Australian education system appealed to him and influenced 

his decision to apply for positions. He considers the curriculum to be detailed and he 

felt familiar with some aspects of it. He feels confident with his ability to adapt. He 

says “it‟s easy to implement the ideas. Having a task, making it relevant, this is not 

new…Once you‟re exposed to ideas you get the main drift”. He is missing access to a 

computer at home and internet connection, something which he previously used as a 

valuable resource for preparation and planning. It means “I have to go into school to 

access it – so I don‟t. I would have if I had had it at home”. 

 

Nine months after arrival (Term 1) 

I spoke to Porter again in March of the next year, his third term at the school and the 

beginning of a new school year. He had returned from holidays in New Zealand with his 

family and was readjusting to the climate. He feels positively about his experiences. 

This year he is teaching three senior maths classes and two senior computing classes. 

He enjoys working with the senior students, as he previously worked in an adult 

education environment. He finds it “academically satisfying”. He is also working 

collaboratively with another teacher, who does not have a senior mathematics 

background. He is providing support and assistance. One of the problems Porter has 

identified is that many of the staff in the mathematics department have a primary 

education background rather than a mathematics degree. They lack the experience to 

teach at the senior maths levels and the department is still looking for additional staff to 

teach maths and computing. The school lost 50% of its teachers at the end of the year. 

While Porter has familiarity with the school from the previous year, he still considers 

himself to be “learning the ropes in a new country. Things are done differently here”. 

 

Because of student enrolments, class sizes and shortages of teachers, changes were 

made to class allocations within the first few weeks. While this was disruptive, Porter 

has adopted a flexible attitude, placing priority on what is best for students and the 

school: 

Because of what happened last year. That gave me a basis for starting at 

the beginning of the year…we changed around a bit too this year. You've 

got to accommodate the school. You're there to teach. You're not there to 

get into your own thing. If you resent any changing around. So you've 

got to facilitate what ever you can for the school…It's a case of people 
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[mucking] in and doing what they can under the circumstances until 

other teachers arrive and the classes get a little bit smaller. 

Porter acknowledges the value of starting the school year with the students, rather than 

arriving in the middle of the year, as happened the previous year: 

Starting at the beginning the kids know you're responsible for what's 

happening to them…you know what work they've done and how well 

they've done it….It's far easier from the beginning of the year. 

 

In considering the new teacher arrivals, he comments on the impact of settling into a 

new location on teachers and their work context: 

Arriving in a new place you've got other challenges like where's the Post 

Office and how do you get to the bank and things like that. You don't 

have to think about them at the start of the year, because having been 

here six months. So all those things get relegated to trivialities and you 

can get on with the main issues at the school…It's really a case of 

organising your priorities and sub-consciously you just cope with it. You 

just do it. But I could imagine a younger person arriving and being 

disorientated and trying to cope with the work situation…[A young 

teacher] would definitely need…about four or five [extra DOTT] 

compared with the normal teaching person. Just in the first year I… 

certainly the first six months. Just gives them a breathing space so they 

can sort of catch their breath during the day, probably even make a 

couple of phone calls, set up a charge card or arrange to pay the 

electricity…Things that once you've done them, organised all that sort of 

thing you don't really have to think about. 

Organising transport was one of the most significant issues for Porter on arrival the 

previous year. He used a bicycle to get to school, and this was fine in the winter months, 

but he identified accessing transport as a priority if you arrived during the heat of 

summer. He has now purchased a vehicle. 

 

To keep familiar with the junior students and the curriculum at the lower levels he has 

opted to work in homework classes, three days a week, after school at an annexe of the 

school in a nearby community. He is working with indigenous students. He is also 

assisting with an aeronautics programme run by the school after school hours.  

 

Porter continues to respond positively to the students: 

I like the kids. Kids are the same wherever you go really. They've got a 

few extra good features. I've taught in a few places and…these kids are 

probably the most polite…they seem able to put themselves into 

somebody else's position far more than the kids I've met. It's an ability to 

see the other person's side of things which probably contributes to the 

general reliance and good character…I like the kids here very much. 

However, he finds the parents less engaged with their children‟s education: 

There's not as much involvement from the parents as in other places. 

Then again that's determined by the circumstances…Parents contribute 

financially, but don‟t spend a lot of time working with the school. 

He believes that teachers in Scootara are more ready to initiate contact with parents than 

he has experienced in other locations: 

I think the teachers' initiative really is to involve the parents more than it 

is overseas. But that comes from the teachers. The telephone's quite a 
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major thing there. But I think overseas the attitudes more that the 

teachers get on with teaching and involve the parents as a last resort. 

Whereas it might be an Australian or a Western Australian thing, I don't 

know, but the attitude here is that it was like keep the parents in the 

picture which is a good thing.  

The contact he has had with parents he describes as “quite amenable”. 

 

At home, Porter is still surviving with limited personal affects until the arrival of his 

wife later in the term. She will bring their household and personal belongings. In the 

meantime he is “still living out of a suitcase basically”. He is looking forward to having 

computer access at home, the resource he has most missed: 

If I want to do any work on the computer [I have to go into school]. 

Then you always have a second thought about well is it really worth it. 

Sometimes it is, sometimes not. So it's a case of rescheduling your time. 

So I tend to do a few hours in the school outside the normal school time 

which I suppose from the outside it would look as though I was being 

conscientious…I would definitely do more at home because the subject 

as it is, you really need [open] time. When I go into school or I stay 

behind [I‟m] certainly not going to stay 'til nine o'clock at night. So it's 

probably not as effective. 

Porter compares his preparation and planning to a work of art. There are moments of 

inspiration when you need to be able to act on an idea. If you are limited to working in a 

set time when there is no inspiration then it‟s more like painting by numbers. 

 

Without the comforts of home he has spent more time socialising with others: 

You move in circles of new friends anyway. You've got new friends that 

you make, so you're not sort of a hermit really as such…because my wife 

is still in New Zealand, I was here. So it was a case of getting involved 

again in things like squash and tennis and sort of heading into the school.  

They have yet to decide about the future of their home in New Zealand. Both children 

are now at University in other capital cities in Australia. 

 

Twelve months after arrival (Term 3) 

In the middle of the year Porter is sounding quite relaxed and satisfied with his work. 

With classes of senior students he doesn‟t experience behaviour management problems 

in class. He says “I have the senior kids I don‟t have to worry about behaviour 

problems. My job's not too stressful”. In Scootara, a demerit point system is used with 

the senior students to manage their behaviour. He also describes his work at the 

homework annexe as “gratifying to teach aboriginal kids”. He is aware of some of the 

difficulties indigenous students experience with their hearing and concentration. He 

describes the approach he adopts: 

Make sure you‟re getting it into the gap while they are concentrating… 

these are kids who are already…attending the homework centre so 

they‟re partly motivated. Their attention span wanders so you have to do 

things speedily. You get them into groups while they‟re concentrating. 

It‟s different in the classroom…You just do whatever seems to work, 

just work on that and try and improve it.  

 

He has noticed that many of the students he teaches has what he calls “gaps in their 

academic knowledge.”: 
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The kids in our particular subject don‟t have the necessary background, 

big gaps. Rather than gaps to be filled, it‟s sometimes a case of yawning 

spaces that will take a long time to fill. So I would have certain 

expectations of kids [ability at 12]…Some kids have moved around. A 

combination of lots of different things. It‟s a country school. I think it‟s 

the usual story. 

 

He makes comparisons between his experiences of teaching in the UK, Africa, New 

Zealand and Scootara, noting differences between the characteristics of the students and 

their community and home contexts. He feels that he has successfully adapted to the 

Australian cultural context and that he has been accepted by his students: 

They seem to listen pretty carefully. They don‟t wind you up because of 

your accent. It‟s pretty close to the Australian so I don‟t think there‟s 

been any problem. I have a bit of a Yorkshire accent.  

He adopts a democratic approach in his classroom, involving students in decision 

making processes: 

Get kids to choose – give them a bit of power…It means they‟re not 

being dictated to, sort of freedom, which is a good thing. It‟s nice to be 

involved in decision making. If the kids are not empowered they soon 

get fed up. It has to be real decision making, something that has an effect 

on the outcome not just page three or page four [of exercises].  

 

The main change for Porter is the arrival of his wife. His children have also now left 

New Zealand and are settled at their respective Australian universities. His wife is 

enjoying the climate, but hasn‟t found work as yet. Without an established garden in 

their GEHA house, she spends her time “arranging rocks in the garden”. She is settling 

in comfortably, according to Porter: 

She‟s settling in pretty well. People here have a good social life which is 

what we wanted really, but also just walking really, just the two of us. 

It‟s a beautiful place when you get used to it. There‟s quite a lot to it. 

 

He now has to regulate his out of hours working time more than in the previous year: 

I think in terms of flexible hours, you sort of [do something when you 

think of it] when you‟re on your own. You sit down and do a bit of work, 

whereas with people there you have to negotiate those things. So you 

lose your freedom, but you gain [so much]…It‟s a case of when time 

slots are there you have to be more efficient. It just depends on whatever 

is necessary, you don‟t waste time. 

He is pleased to have access to a computer and the internet from home, however, the 

arrival of their personal effects has been problematic. Some of the goods they require 

have been placed in storage in Perth and they are unable to access them. 

 

His social activities now are focussed more on interactions with other couples. He is 

anticipating that they will develop a wider group of friends once his wife starts work. 

She gets a job there will be a social circle there as well which will 

balance the mix…I admit I like teaching but where ever possible I try 

and socialize away from teachers. 

Already some of the friends he has made have moved on to other locations. He accepts 

the inevitability of the transience of relationship in a location such as Scootara, 

commenting “There‟ll always be people coming in. It‟s good to organise one or two 
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barbecues and [meet new people]”. However he is concerned about the impact of the 

transience of teachers on the achievement of students. Porter has made friends beyond 

the teacher community because many of the employees from the local mining and 

industrial companies are involved in sporting activities. 

 

After twelve months in the school, Porter is feeling comfortable with his teaching and 

his continuing appointment at the school. He is familiar with the curriculum, the context 

of the school and his students: 

When you‟ve been there for that length of time, you know what kids are 

supposed to be doing, uniform regulations, where kids are supposed to 

be or not supposed to be…there is less opportunity for the kids to pull 

the wool over your eyes…and also I think your perspective changes, so 

that you can see where things fit into the whole curriculum. When you 

first arrive you‟re just teaching you own subject. It makes it more 

relevant. 

 

While he doesn‟t think he is “anywhere near fully understanding” the curriculum, he is 

comfortable with his current stage of development and continuing to learn by talking 

with colleagues. Porter has used holidays to travel extensively in the region. He 

reiterated his intentions of staying in Scootara for two to three years before travelling to 

other location in Western Australia to teach.  
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CASE STUDY OF RHIANNON: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Rhiannon is a new graduate English teacher, female, single and in her late 20s. She 

grew up in a variety of urban locations on the East Coast of Australia before completing 

her secondary education in Western Australia. She has previously held clerical and 

retail employment positions. She was motivated to become a teacher by her need for a 

role with greater intellectual stimulation and a higher professional status. However, 

teaching was not Rhiannon‟s first choice; she would have liked to complete a 

professional writing course, but financial issues prevented this. Rhiannon is known to 

the researcher because she was a student in a class taught by the researcher as part of a 

Graduate Diploma of Education. The researcher supervised Rhiannon‟s practicum 

teaching experience. 

  

Current Context: Widderwodka Senior High School 

Rhiannon has a one year contract to teach English at a Senior High School in 

Widderwodka, a regional centre in a mixed farming locality. It has a population of 

approximately, 4,500 people. Rhiannon accepted the position with some uncertainty, 

moving to Widderwodka before the beginning of school. 

 

Widderwodka Senior High School has a population of approximately 800 students and 

90 staff. Thirty percent of the students are indigenous. The school catchment includes 

students from the local town (40 %), students bussing in from other towns (30%) and 

students who board at a local hostel (30%). The staff consists of approximately 30% of 

older long term residents, 20% of temporary and probationary teachers and a group of 

transients who remain at the school for about four years.  

 

Term 1 

Rhiannon has had a rocky beginning to teaching and living in Widderwodka. She 

describes her first experiences as “a nightmare. The silence was a nightmare. It was very 

scary…I then found out I was living on a heavy vehicle route…the noise of trucks 

driving past would wake me in the middle of the night”. Within the first few days she 

considered leaving; the isolation was most extreme in the first couple of weeks: 

I don‟t know if it helped being alone in those first couple of weeks. I 

mean I think that was going to be a terrible experience no matter 

whether I had a social outlet or not…I think if I‟d been in Perth in 

that situation I would have been out of there in a second. 

Her financial commitments and the attitude of her family helped her to remain. She had 

borrowed money from her parents to set herself up and needed to remain employed for 

her financial needs. 

 

Things improved when school began, although she felt very much like “the new kid”. 

She has found the staff and local people to be very friendly:  

Pretty much everyone at Widderwodka is absolutely wonderful. I 

love my department, I love my HOD, everyone smiles or says hello 

when you pass them in the corridor - it's amazing…I'm glad for the 

camaraderie here. 

But she experienced extreme stress reactions: 
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I was coming home crying, I think it was just complete and utter 

nerves every day. I started that horrible sick feeling in my stomach 

and I think that‟s what was turning me off more that anything else. 

 

She tried to hand in her resignation at the end of the second week, a response to her 

difficulties with the behaviour management of classes and difficulties in preparing and 

planning. She had a particularly difficult year 10 class that had been given to all the new 

graduates in the school. She was persuaded not to resign by the Head of Department 

who negotiated some support structures to assist Rhiannon. These include a reduced 

load from five to four classes, reorganisation of students within a particular class to 

reduce some of the management issues and help with preparation and planning. She 

describes her reaction to some of the students: 

Some of those kids were just horrible. The last lesson I'd had them, 

before the day I tried to quit (when I didn't want to face them again), 

I'd been a total Nazi on them. I had them in single rows, quiet, and 

taking dictation on the classroom rules…It was somehow horrible 

and hilarious at the same time!...A real light bulb moment, where I 

realised that they really need some strict discipline. 

 

Because of the approach she had taken with the class, Rhiannon was very afraid that 

students would retaliate against her. When she began smelling strong manure odours 

she checked her vehicle, fearing that it may have been smeared with excrement. She 

was relieved to find that it had not, and only worked out weeks later that the odour 

emanated from an animal production facility nearby. 

 

She began to despair again when the reduced class allocation did not transpire, and she 

was continuing to struggle with her planning. 

I'd been trying to work in front of the TV from the time I got home, 

basically just preparing one subject at a time and moving on to the 

next when I felt I'd completed each. But because I had no time limit 

for each subject, I was sitting up until midnight each night preparing 

and still not feeling like I was getting much done. I spent 1-2 of the 

last weeks doing almost no preparation, because I'd got to the point 

where I felt like they were never going to take this extra class off me, 

so I couldn't do a good job, so why try. 

However, the school has now offered her external assistance with planning for five 

hours a week until the end of first term and possibly into second term and the appointed 

person is someone who is previously known to Rhiannon and with whom she feels very 

comfortable. 

 

By about week six of first term Rhiannon feels like she is starting to achieve control in 

the area of behaviour management: 

I have…been absolutely blooming over the last couple of weeks in 

terms of [behaviour management]. I've even started the 'tuck your 

shirt in' line, just before a telling off! I've red-carded about six 

students from years 9 and 10 (withdrawal from at least one class and 

a note to the parents)…and one Year 11 student. And this better 

employment of [behaviour management] strategies, plus better time 

management has meant that right now I feel great!! I'm not half as 

stressed any more. 
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And later in the term she was able to reflect on her professional growth, commenting 

that she was glad she had remained in the position: 

I just wasn‟t enjoying it much at all in those couple of weeks and 

now I‟m able to see that while I might be making a lot of mistakes in 

a lot of different ways, each time I make a mistake I can just see how 

I could have done it, how I can do it better in the future, but it‟s kinda 

like until I've made the mistake I don't realize what I need. So I'm 

accepting that now and it‟s kinda like ok that‟s just how it is and I 

can‟t be perfect from the start. And starting to enjoy the students…I 

could just not do that at the beginning it was so hectic. 

 

Her time management, particularly with preparation and planning, has improved 

although she still feels as if her marking load is not under control. She is able to see that 

she has used assessment tasks as management tools, resulting in an overload of work to 

be checked; however, she now adopts a more functional approach to her correction, 

accepting “that the only way I‟m going to get through it is to read it and tick a few of 

the things that I‟ve collected…you just can‟t help it.” She is also developing a clearer 

understanding of the curriculum and resources that are available and all of these 

developing skills are reducing her workload. 

 

While she is accessing the support teacher that has been provided for her, Rhiannon is 

caught be the dilemma that to use the support teacher indicates that “I‟m not yet 

capable”. So while she values the opportunity, she is reluctant to use it. She is also 

continuing to receive valuable support from other teachers within the department and is 

only just beginning to enjoy her teaching role: 

It‟s a bit weird, I mean I was thinking about a week ago how I‟ve just 

started to really accept the whole role; for awhile it‟s just what am I 

doing? I don‟t know what I‟m doing in this job and now it‟s ok, it‟s 

tough and it‟s a lot of work, but I can‟t imagine anything else being 

more interesting even though it can be quite assaulting at times. 

She finds it both emotionally and physically “assaulting”. By physically assaulting, she 

is overwhelmed by how exhausted she feels. However there is a sense that the effort is 

now worthwhile. She is gaining satisfaction from her job:  

I can definitely see how much I‟ve learnt now and I just know that 

I'm just going to keep on learning. I can see that by the end of term 

two I‟ll be so different; by the end of term 3 I‟ll be so different. 

It wasn't until about a week ago that I suddenly realized, I‟m walking 

into the classroom now and I don‟t have these horrible feelings any 

more and it didn‟t matter if all I had on a piece of paper in front of 

me was…like three lines…it was like I can do this…you get more 

comfortable with your students. You know what the worse scenario 

can be and you‟ve seen it before. Maybe that's what it is. It didn‟t 

matter if you got the worse scenario because you‟ve dealt with it 

before. 

 

Rhiannon is generally satisfied with living in Widderwodka, primarily because the 

people in the location are so friendly: 

It‟s the whole situation of just this small country town and everyone 

really knows each other and…you‟ve just got to get on with 

everyone. I‟m definitely quite happy with being placed here. 
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She feels a tension between valuing the lack of leisure opportunities which she believes 

would be a distraction to her work and missing the lack of opportunities to go beyond 

the four walls of her classroom and her home. She is experiencing some isolation from 

others:  

If I was in Perth there would be so much going on that I think I‟d be 

going off the to movies still and trying to cram all my work around 

all these other things that are going on and there‟s just not a lot to do 

around here. I mean I„ve gone out to a few dinners and a few drink 

nights…but sometimes I think that if I did have the opportunity to go 

out more then I‟d probably use my time more effectively when I was 

trying to work. I don‟t know. 

 

She sees the main social opportunities as drinking at the pub and participation in team 

sports. She was unimpressed by the Gym and would like to participate in the local 

theatre group, currently putting on a production, but she declined an offer due to her 

work commitments, feeling that she couldn‟t balance both. Most of her social 

interactions have been with teachers and yet she wants some space from being 

surrounded by them.  

 

Her next challenge is interaction with parents for parent interviews. She is anxious 

about this experience, but has been advised by other staff. She believes her previous 

employment in customer service should be good preparation for the experience. 

 

Financially, the move is a positive one for Rhiannon. She has the benefits of some 

subsidies and because of the limited range of shops, her spending is kept to a minimum. 

She is looking forward to holidays in Perth where she can both continue her work and 

enjoy access to friends and other leisure opportunities. 

 

Term 2 

By the middle of term 2 Rhiannon is facing a significant career dilemma. While she is 

increasing in skill level, is developing a better rapport with students and gaining a sense 

of control in relation to classroom management, she is still not coping with the 

workload, particularly with marking, and she is starting to resent the time commitment 

in the face of the formation of a new relationship. In relation to her developing skills, 

she notes: 

I‟ve realised how much better control I‟ve got of the class, walking in 

there just knowing how much teacher time I have to do at the 

beginning of the class to really get them settled and focussed and… 

once I‟ve got that done…they can be brilliant…I‟ve realised I can 

talk to them civilly now when I‟m telling them off and they‟ve got 

some kind of respect for me. I don‟t need to do the whole scream and 

shout thing anymore…So that‟s kind of nice. 

 

With some students…it‟s just taken me a while to bring up my 

standard of what I expect them to do in the classroom, whereas 

before I just wanted them to behave. I just want them to shut up, but 

now I don‟t want them sitting there and being quiet and staring off 

into space. I want them to do stuff. Now it‟s getting a bit further. 

Despite these successes she explains her dilemma and dissatisfaction: 
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I‟m still…considering going at the end of this term…I don‟t know. It 

still feels so life consuming and…I still don‟t know if I‟m going to 

make out the year…I think it‟s good that I care a lot about what I‟m 

doing, but I also think I‟m putting a bit too much time in to doing 

some things at the expense of my own life and I shouldn‟t really be 

doing that. 

I don‟t think the job is right for me as a full time job, because I do 

have other things that I want to do. I want to do music and all this 

other stuff…it does take so much of your time. But I would like to do 

it on a part time basis, because it‟s challenging sometimes. You 

worry and you can be creative and it‟s one of the better jobs I‟ve had 

in terms of being able to use my brain. But I just think it‟s too much 

for me as a job. 

 

While she is comfortable with the staff and is satisfied with the level of support from 

everyone (colleagues, HOD and Deputies), she lacks confidence and is afraid of 

appearing incompetent by being unable to cope with the demands of the job: 

I haven‟t asked for it and I haven‟t wanted to ask for it because I feel 

like if I can‟t handle this now then I won‟t learn what I need to learn 

about organising myself…I mean I could definitely do with some 

help in terms of the amount of marking that I‟ve got here at the 

moment, but I think it just feels like a cop out for me and even 

though it‟s stressing me out, it just feels like a cop out and I don‟t 

want to ask for it. 

I think I kind of feel like I‟m still on prac and I‟m waiting for 

someone to tell me that I‟m doing something wrong. 

Just sometimes I‟m just afraid of saying “I don‟t know what you‟re 

talking about” and…I don‟t want to be constantly taking up 

everyone‟s valuable DOTT time. 

 

She is considering other career options including commencing a professional writing 

course, working part time or doing relief teaching. She does not regret having 

completed her teaching qualification because she believes that it provides her with 

better career opportunities than the work she was doing previously and she feels a sense 

of achievement at having completed the Graduate Diploma in Education. At this point 

in time she seems very uncertain about her future career direction. 

 

Despite the ambivalence she feels for her employment, she is starting to feel 

comfortable and attached to the location and community. She is starting to train at the 

Gym, something she had resisted doing earlier in the year because of her wish to retain 

some anonymity. She has formed a relationship with a well known local. She notes the 

way her feelings about the location have changed after reacting strongly to a description 

of the location as "the asshole of the Earth": 

It seemed like the worst and most unlikely place I could ever have 

put myself in January, but now I really do have great respect for the 

place and the people. And I have some kind of a life here. I think 

maybe I could have described it the way he did at the beginning of 

the year, but now I really couldn't. It's opened my eyes, living here. I 

know I'm in the country, but I don't think the people are really that 
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much different - I wouldn't call this hick country, as it might be 

perceived…by most city people. It's kind of like a suburb gone 

astray. 

 

After Resignation 

At the end of week three of term 3 Rhiannon resigned and left the school. Her 

resignation was prompted by an offer of a position to teach in Japan, something she had 

instigated at the end of the previous year. She was interviewed for a position earlier in 

the year, when she was feeling very unsettled. She still experiences a mixture of 

emotions. While she is excited to be heading off for new opportunities and experiences, 

she is sad to walk away from the school and her students when she was making so much 

progress. She would have liked to complete the year with her classes for her own sense 

of achievement. She recognises how far she has developed from the beginning of the 

year, and is still learning, reflecting on the errors she believes she has made and 

recognises ways of moving forward. She comments on the professional and personal 

elements involved in her decision: 

Professionally…I still wanted to stay, because…I still felt like I was 

learning and I just wanted to get the year out and see ok, what was 

this going to be like at the end of the year, being given a whole year 

with these kids. I knew that I was still evolving and I still did want to 

see how things were at the end. Personally, I wanted to go, because I 

thought…I‟d been given a couple of other good opportunities in my 

life that I‟d passed up…and I felt that this was going to be the same if 

I didn‟t take it up.  

 

She received a positive response from colleagues and students on her departure: 

I was quite surprised actually…they were sorry to see me go, and 

then one of the other teachers…she was upset too, and they got bits 

and pieces from the school and the department, and individual 

presents and then presents and some cards and I‟m just thinking, OK, 

I didn‟t realise I was appreciated. 

One comment from a student “Thanks for all the great lessons” prompted her to 

comment “I feel I did have some good relationships with the students, but I still didn‟t 

feel like I was necessarily the good teacher that I wanted to be or the good teacher I felt 

I could be, if I just had a bit more time.” 

 

Reflecting back on her experiences before her departure for Japan the main issues for 

Rhiannon were very obvious. She had primarily struggled with the workload, because 

of difficulties with her own organisation and time management. She struggled with 

planning and then marking loads. She spent most of her home time involved in school 

work, to the detriment of participation in the local community. A developing 

relationship then placed additional pressures to find time for planning and socialising. 

She really enjoyed the opportunities to participate in the wider community and valued 

the opportunity to make new friendship and meet new people:  

If I hadn‟t met [boyfriend]…it still would have been difficult and I 

probably still wouldn‟t have lasted longer than this year. I don‟t 

know, but that just put things into perspective because it was like, I 

don‟t have time for a relationship…Up until then, everything was 

sacrificed for work. 
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Some of her anguish over her own performance as a teacher was related to her idealism 

as a novice teacher. She was unable to achieve the type of teaching that she aspired to 

because of the workload and difficulties with time management. She believed that 

teaching full time was unlikely to satisfy her desire to teach effectively: 

If I was part time I could be that teacher that I wanted to be, or at 

least feel like I was getting close to that. Sure I would still have a 

million things to learn, but at least I would be delivering the kind of 

lessons, the idealistic thing I came into the whole thing for. 

I don‟t think there‟s anyway that I could do full time teaching in 

Australia if I had to do the kind of ordinary teaching that I was doing. 

I want kids to enjoy themselves and I want to enjoy it myself. 

 

She reflected positively on her experience of living in a rural community: 

I had these expectations that I was going into the middle of nowhere 

and, and it is the middle of nowhere, and there is not a hell of a lot to 

do, but you adjust to that and people really made the place and I think 

that was really nice and I realised that I don‟t have to be going out 

every night of the week, or every night of the weekend to really enjoy 

myself, and you start finding other things to do and I think you start 

having a bit more quality relationships with people as well, and just 

learning to really talk to people again…Even last week when I was 

stressed out from everything I had to do…I could sit out the front of 

[boyfriend]‟s house and… right in front of his house is a paddock for 

sheep, so you just sit out there and look at this green that went on 

forever. It‟s nice. It‟s nice to have this every now and then. 

 

Within the school she felt comfortable and supported by her colleague. She described 

her department as a “safe haven” and that she would be happy to return to this location 

to teach again. In summary she says: 

I‟m quite happy that I‟ve done what I‟ve done even though I‟d 

probably be happier if I‟d done a good job of it, but I think it‟s 

OK, I did the best that I could with the time that I had. 
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CASE STUDY OF SAM: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Sam is a young male, in his early 20s who has just completed a Diploma of Education 

in Melbourne. He majored in English as a Second Language, with a minor in Society 

and Environment. He has moved to Western Australia to be nearer to his girlfriend‟s 

family. Sam has been appointed to Foldhill Senior High School on a one year contract 

as a Mathematics teacher. His girlfriend, who has just completed her education as an 

English teacher, has been appointed to the same school as a Home Economics Teacher.  

 

Current Context: Foldhill Senior High School 

Foldhill is a mining location and regional centre with a population of approximately 

32,000. The school operates on two campuses: a senior and middle school campus. Sam 

is located at the middle school campus for students from year 8 to year 10. The school 

has a population of over 1100 students and approximately 118 full time staff. Over 800 

students are located on the middle school campus. Eleven percent of the student 

population are indigenous. Sam and Mandy have been provided with a 2 bedroom unit 

from GEHA. 

 

Term 1 

I first spoke with Sam in the beginning of March, about a month into the school year. 

Sam is in a support role, sharing classes with other teachers, focussing on the 

development of numeracy skills in students at educational risk. Placed as a mathematics 

teacher, he is operating outside his main areas of expertise and experience. The classes 

are small, but consist of students that are disengaged and challenging.  

 

Even from this point, Sam seems uncertain and ambivalent about his experiences: 

I think it‟s pretty good. I think the classes are going pretty well some 

of them, I wouldn‟t say like I‟m a fantastic teacher or anything…I 

think it‟s getting better. 

While his own evaluation of his teaching is cautiously positive, he reveals that he has 

concerns about succeeding with his performance appraisal: 

She‟s [the Head of Mathematics Curriculum] really into really 

authoritarian behaviour management stuff and although she said I‟ve 

got to be wary of how I‟m choosing to…I sort of have a different 

approach to behaviour management than the one she‟s advocating so 

I‟m not sure if I‟ll pass my appraisal. 

 

Sam has had one appraisal visit which he describes as “fairly positive” but he identifies 

that he has difficulties with the behaviour management of students and their 

engagement in learning: 

Some of the bottom stream classes…they just don‟t want to be doing 

maths and stuff and it‟s really hard to engage them and I try and 

encourage them to do work and I get work done, but I don‟t usually 

get the work done that I‟ve planned for each lesson…the students in 

the class [are] supposed to be integration students and they‟re really 

difficult to deal with…When it comes to the last resort I‟ll yell at 

them and go crazy to get their attention, do whatever I have to, send 

them out of the room, but I really don‟t mind a bit of mucking 

around if they get the work done. 
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Sam considered resigning from the position within the first month because of his initial 

experiences with the students: 

A lot of kids, they really should have an aide, having a lot of trouble 

I‟d never had kids get up and do crazy stuff in the classroom. So I 

was just about ready to go back at that stage. After a day or two I 

started to get used to it and then you start to develop some strategies. 

I was going to other people and saying, like we have a team leader 

and if you have any serious problems or behaviour management 

problems you can go and ask her a bit about it. The second time it 

happened and she said try a few strategies 

 

There seem to be some tensions betweens Sam‟s beliefs about acceptable behaviour 

management and student behaviour standards to those of his colleagues or the 

administration. There also appear to be some tensions with the colleagues with whom 

he shares the class: 

I say things to kids about…the kids told me that the other teachers 

did nothing, not all of them a couple were really good and if I keep 

getting undermined so those sorts of things. 

Despite talking to his team leader, he appears to feel unsupported in some areas of 

behaviour management. He is getting conflicting feedback about his classroom 

management. He has received positive feedback from an AEIO who works with him in 

the class: 

She came into my class today, on a Wednesday, the class was out of 

control and she said that because she‟s been here for the last few 

weeks and she said it was actually quite good. So maybe I just feel 

out of control. 

His feeling of being “out of control” is not consistent with his statement that “I think the 

classes are going pretty well”. 

 

Sam expresses concern for the welfare of students in areas from the nutritional value of 

the food provided, the lengths of the breaks they have during the day, the curriculum 

and it‟s relevance to their needs:  

They get shorter lunch breaks and the food in the tuck shop‟s not 

very good and sometimes they‟re a bit hard to manage for that 

reason. They don‟t have nutritional value…the food at the tuck shop 

is garbage and the lunch break is only about 25 minutes…so by the 

time they‟ve lined up they‟ve only got about 5 minutes left so they 

sit down and then they go back to class and they don‟t really work 

off their teenage energies…so they get in to class and they‟re 

bouncing off the walls. That‟s one of the things that I‟m pretty 

concerned about so that sort of thing they should do something about 

it. 

I‟m actually teaching maths in a music room, a huge music room. 

Kids would probably really enjoy [doing music]…They don‟t offer 

much. It just seems a real grind for these kids. If they had some more 

vocational things…They treat kids like machines. It‟s hard to keep 

kids engaged. Don‟t worry about anything else, first just get the 

classes in control, don‟t worry about anything else. 
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Sam believes he is achieving some results with students and it is this, and the financial 

rewards, that he most values from his role: 

The main thing that makes me feel comfortable is because it‟s a job 

and you‟re getting paid and stuff. In a way I am actually contributing 

to something. I know a lot of the time the kids find it boring and a lot 

of the time they don‟t like me very much, and I don‟t try to be their 

friend or anything but when I give them a test after a couple of days 

they have actually learnt stuff…it just feels like it‟s a worthwhile job. 

 

Despite experiencing some difficulties with students in classes, it is this area that he 

enjoys most. He is less comfortable with other elements of the teaching role: “I just find 

the bureaucratic stuff the most stressful. I don‟t enjoy it”. He has developed some 

collegial relationships, but he identifies tensions between other colleagues as well. 

Because of the organisation of the school, teachers are not located within subject 

departments and Sam feels disconnected from his colleagues in the curriculum area: 

There are other male maths teachers, but I don‟t have any real 

contact with them, with other faculty staff, except at meetings and 

even then I don‟t really say much because…because you‟re so busy 

you don‟t really. 

However, he makes a more positive evaluation of his experiences with other staff: 

The people here at the schools are nicer than the people on my 

teaching rounds…get to know people a bit better they seem…the team 

that I‟m in have been very welcoming they‟ve been very helpful…if it 

wasn‟t for that I would have left. 

 

He indicates positive feelings about his new location: 

I‟ve never lived in the country before…if I go riding my bike and I 

ride for about 5 minutes and you‟re on the edge of the suburbs, it‟s 

pretty good, it‟s peaceful, it‟s a big town, it‟s a bit slower and there‟s 

no travel time to school. We drive the car and it only takes about 1 

minute…here you have a bit more time because you don‟t have that 

travel time. We don‟t have to catch up with many people…I really like 

the weather here…I like the heat and the sun. 

 

He identifies access to permanency as part of the motivation for taking the position, but 

he indicates some uncertainty about his career future: 

There‟s no single reason why we came here, partly that permanency I 

suppose, but not really sure either of us about teaching as a career 

anyway. 

 

Term 2 

By the middle of term 2 Sam has had some negative experiences and says early in the 

interview “We‟re 80 % sure that we‟re leaving at the end of this term.” He and Mandy 

are both experiencing issues with their line managers and are challenged by working 

outside their area of expertise. 

 

Sam focuses on his performance appraisal experiences, his unsatisfactory relationship 

with his curriculum leader and warnings that he has been given about sub-standard 

performance, which he perceives to be unjust: 
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I‟m going through a process that I‟m not sure what the outcome of 

this process will be, but I was told by my Curriculum Leader, the 

same one that has been harassing me last term, she said to me, after I 

had a performance appraisal…that “this is fine, you‟re doing a great 

job, but I‟m not going to be able to appraise you at the end of the 

year because you‟re teaching small groups of students”…she said…I 

would not be appraised until the end of the first semester 2003 so I‟d 

have to teach an extra 6 months just to be appraised as satisfactory or 

unsatisfactory and I‟m only on a 12 month [contract]…I called the 

union and they told me that they shouldn‟t be able to do this. My 

main issue is that…I was not told this at the beginning of the year; 

they‟re springing it on me, part way through the year. I was just 

shocked…I put it in writing. I said that I thought I was being treated 

unfairly and I had spoken to a union representative who told me I 

should be eligible for a grading at the end of the year so I‟m waiting 

to hear back on that one…It just seems like…with the maths 

department especially, they do their best to make me feel 

uncomfortable, they don‟t really encourage you to stay, if they had 

been really supportive and encouraging and not really springing all 

this stuff on me then we probably would have…it's just continuous. 

 

Last term I was warned. I was given an official warning for 

inappropriate work to a student and the correspondence was sent to 

the team leader, the deputy principal, the principal, the curriculum 

leader in my team as well…and it turned out, I hadn‟t been consulted 

about this at all. It turned out that the piece of homework that was 

referred to as being inappropriate that I sent home was something 

that said 5 + 8 and the parent went off his nana and said this is easy 

this is grade 3 work…It was the first day of term, last term and I was 

actually required to send the homework home. I was given a 

homework package at the start of the year and told to send it home, 

so I was doing exactly what I was told, giving it out and sending it 

home and I was given this official warning and they hadn‟t even 

bothered…find out what homework the complaint was referring to 

and I called the parent, and clarified it with them and they said 

there‟s really actually no problem…so I took that to the curriculum 

leader of mathematics and said what are you doing sending these 

letters around about me when you haven‟t even bothered to call the 

parent, consult me about the homework that was supposed to be sent 

home. I received nothing about the parent even making the 

complaint. I just got this letter in my pigeon hole, sent to all these 

people. I said I'll resign if you don't send another letter out clarifying 

so she sent out another letter with a warning about this other 

thing…that I had done, with out the warning about the homework 

thing. So she was basically saying I‟m taking that warning off you 

and warning you about something else now…it‟s like being taken 

through the wringer every week. It‟s got nothing to do with teaching 

it‟s to do with this weird stuff. 
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Sam is aware of other staff receiving what he perceives to be unfair treatment from this 

curriculum leader. He identifies other cases of poor treatment of staff in both 

professional and social contexts, describing a culture of bullying and racism: 

You can‟t believe what it‟s ok to say at this school. 

She told us about this guy [Frank]. They wanted to take him to the 

pub one night and he doesn‟t drink so they kept harassing him and he 

said OK I‟ll come and then one of the other team leaders started 

putting beer up to his mouth and started forcing him to drink it. This 

is a team leader. 

They play power games with you like the DP plays power games 

with the staff. She goes around yelling at them in front of the 

students…playing silly games with me. 

I think I feel disappointed about actually leaving, I suppose just 

going before the end of the contract…as far as the appraisal process 

goes the things they‟ve said to me have been ok and I have tried to 

work on the things I need to work on, but I‟ve been treated really 

unfairly and I‟m not going to work for an employer who treats 

anyone like this. They‟re not going to change because she‟s not 

going to move or get sacked or anything so I might as well go so that 

I can find somewhere else that I feel better  

 

What is evident here is that despite feeling maligned, harassed and provoked, Sam still 

feels a sense of commitment to fulfilling his contract. A decision to leave is not taking 

lightly or as an easy way out of a difficult situation. He provides further comments on 

this issue in relation to other staff: 

They‟ve been through so many maths teachers here…Why would so 

many maths teachers come out here and quit before the end of the 

year like they do? They went through about 3 maths teachers last 

year throughout the year. Why would that happen? Why would they 

bother coming out here if they were going to quit after a few 

months? There has to be a reason. If they were being supported 

there‟s a chance they‟d stick it out. It‟s only a year. 

 

Sam is not experienced or prepared as a Maths teacher and this is not his preferred area 

of curriculum, yet he appears to be listening to the feedback and attempting to develop 

his skills: 

They asked me whether I should try to work on my planning a bit 

more. I‟ve never planned a unit of maths work before or taught a 

maths class before so I‟m starting to get a handle on that and I had an 

appraisal from the maths curriculum leader last week and she said 

my planning‟s good now and they haven‟t really said anything to me 

they haven‟t really pointed anything out as being a real cause for real 

concern…Basically she‟s trying to push me into a mainstream maths 

class next term although she‟s already employed 2 new maths 

teachers for some reason she thinks one of them is not satisfactory 

and he‟s only been here 3 weeks and they‟re both experienced 

teachers and…so she wants to swap me to a mainstream maths class 

when I don‟t want to teach a mainstream maths class because I‟m an 

ESL teacher and I‟d like to teach literacy and numeracy. 
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From a positive perception of the friendliness of the school at the beginning of first 

term, he now feels alienated from the school culture: 

I think it‟s the approach of a lot of the people in authority at the 

school. I think it‟s just the vibes of the school, there‟s just something 

seriously wrong…and I did a prac at some schools last year that I 

didn‟t think were the best schools that I would necessarily want to 

work there but they were a whole lot better than this one like many 

miles better. I just feel like I can‟t really to talk to the people here. 

 

Sam feels like the efforts he has made to use his skills and interests to engage the 

students have not been valued or supported. He has tried to integrate cooking into his 

class for a cultural week and developed a cross-cultural music programme: 

You go out of your way, like I was doing something for cultural 

week…I was going to get the kids to cook something. We're doing 

the main base 20 numbers…so I said I‟d put this in writing and tie it 

in with my planning and it became, every second day there would be 

something in my pigeon hole saying you have to do and then I‟d do 

everything and send it all back and then get another note back so it 

would take another week and then I ended up being told I could only 

be given $30-$40 towards it.  

They don‟t really encourage you. I made this radio programme as 

well about this harmony day thing and they didn‟t bother to give me 

any feedback for about a month and I gave them the CD that I‟d 

made and then I got just a comment from the Deputy the other day 

“Oh that‟s quite good you‟ve got some hidden talents” so why don‟t 

you give me a bit of time to work with them like suggest developing 

a programme alternative for the kids who aren‟t really engaged in the 

mainstream?  

 

He is critical of the approach taken with students both academically and socially: 

The culture of the school is to give kids really busy work and if you give 

them work like word sleuths or even you give them some kind of puzzle 

thing, but not some sort of puzzle enough to extend them, just something 

to colour in this block then they‟ll just sit quietly and do it, but if you 

give them something challenging they go off the handle and they can‟t 

handle thinking. It‟s because they‟re so used to being given the work. 

It‟s really primary oriented. 

There are so many kids on drugs and they say even someone from 

student services, the youth worker said to me, she likes it when they‟ve 

had a few cones or a bit of marijuana before speaking to her because 

they‟re a bit more settled…The ideas is to control the students and the 

ultimate way to control them is to have them zoned out on drugs. 

The more important thing is whether they‟re dressed in the correct 

uniform and all this really inane stuff. When their welfare should be the 

most important thing. 

He no longer feels positive about the rural environment; although he concedes that he 

has made some friendships and enjoyed the experience of working with indigenous 

students: 
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I‟m a city person and I‟m from Melbourne and I don‟t like it here. I 

don‟t like the school I don‟t like being out here either…it just bores 

me. As far as cities go this is one of the crappiest. No I don‟t want to 

say that. I‟ve enjoyed being in [place] for some reason like the change 

and the people are nice, you get closer to people and you make good 

friends and stuff and people do let down their guards a bit. They tell 

you more about themselves and you support one another, because it 

can be pretty depressing and stuff some times and you meet a lot of 

different places and the kids are quite good and I like them, especially 

like I‟d never really taught any aboriginal students before and it‟s been 

good to do that. 

But Sam is unable to find sufficient stimulation outside of work. There are no outlets for 

his main interest in popular music, engineering music, he misses a coastal location and 

he cannot find place of interest to visit in the local area: 

We do other stuff with people, but there‟s not many places to go – 

we‟ve been to all of them. 

I play music and I was actually starting to play more gigs and stuff 

before I came here and there‟s just no avenue for me to do any of 

that stuff here and I haven‟t done anything musical since I got 

here…I‟ve just stopped because there‟s no interest, they‟re not even 

interested in the radio thing, which is actually related so I just find 

that‟s the sort of thing that keeps me going because it‟s my creative 

side and it‟s just stopped. 

 

Sam considered applying for another job advertised locally in the area of youth work, 

but ultimately he decided:  

That was the sort of job that I‟d be really interested in doing but in 

the end I didn‟t apply for it because I don't really want to stay. 

You try to do stuff outside of work, but you can‟t really get away 

from it. There‟s nothing to do. 

 

Sam indicates that he is experiencing a high level of uncertainty and stress, which is 

impacting on his relationship with Mandy. Because she is experiencing a range of 

challenges in her role at the school they are both feeling unhappy, but their combined 

indecision results in almost daily changes of direction: 

Well that‟s the thing, I‟ve been on and off every day whether I 

should apply…And it sort of has to be a bit mutual as well, even 

though I seem to be going in the direction of leaving, if Mandy said 

to me no we shouldn‟t go and then she does and that‟s maybe when I 

think we should stay…And then it‟s hard because we don‟t really 

know, like I was saying may be we should go back to Melbourne and 

try and work, because there‟s heaps more jobs and stuff and then 

Mandy doesn‟t really want to do that and then I don‟t really know if 

I want to go back there and get another job straight away or start 

applying for stuff for next term. 

It‟s hard teaching at the same school as well. It‟s good like, at lunch 

time all we want to do is just hang out together. We get on well, but 

still it‟s been pretty hard, you don‟t really have your own thing…. 
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And if you‟ve got a problem and some one says “I had a bad day 

with this person” you don‟t get an outside perspective on it. 

 

Sam and Mandy have been investigating other options, teaching in other Australian 

locations and teaching overseas. Despite their experiences, Sam still seems to be able to 

see some benefit from this appointment: 

No our idea was to work and get a full time job and instead of a relief 

straight up so we‟d get confidence in our own teaching and in our 

ability to manage a class, to plan and do that sort of thing and I think 

we‟ve both managed to do that I think like outside our method areas 

so we have gained confidence like if I went into a classroom as a 

relief teacher or another job I wouldn‟t be like a first fresh out 

teacher I‟d have six months experience teaching in a pretty hard 

place working with kids who don‟t want to learn and trying to 

connect them to everything so I think it‟s been pretty valuable. 

I sort of find this more bearable than other jobs I‟ve done, because I 

worked as a bike courier and I was a hospitality person, all spectrums 

of hospitality type occupations and so I actually find that I am a 

better teacher than I ever was a bike courier or hospitality person…I 

actually feel quite comfortable with the job teaching and it‟s good to 

be paid a little bit better than I‟ve been paid previously, because we 

get paid for holidays as well, but I‟ve found that harassment, I‟d say 

it was harassment, unfair treatment by the especially the HOD of 

Maths and just I suppose the feeling of isolation and not a lot to do 

because, hanging round the town for me, not really as much as an 

escape from the school environment because we do hang around with 

other people that we know from the school who invariably talk about 

school, I do talk with a couple of people who don‟t work at school. I 

feel more relaxed here than I suppose in the city in some ways. I 

actually am a bit more laid back, but then I‟m really stressed and 

depressed as well…I‟m actually really stressed and depressed. 

 

Term 3 

When I tried to contact Sam in term three I was only able to speak with Mandy. They 

had finished at Foldhill Senior High School at the end of term 2 and relocated to Perth. 

Sam had taken some relief work before taking an overseas teaching position in London. 

 

Second Year 

When I spoke with Sam in March of the following year he provided an account of his 

experiences of leaving Foldhill, his employment experiences since then and his thoughts 

about his future career. He reflects: 

I think the Head of Department actually [said she was sorry I was 

leaving and thought I was doing good work. I didn‟t care. I‟d started 

to develop a thick skin. Stopped taking things on board. I didn‟t like 

working under people]. I think a lot of the people there at that school, 

looking at the people, and especially at [Metro school], they had a lot 

more ideas about teaching. I just didn‟t fit in there very much. [City 

schools are better. It was a funny place. It made me feel 

claustrophobic. Your whole life was school. I don‟t want to live my 

job].  
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[It felt] like it was never going to end. [I was sick of it. We put 

everything in the car and] we left on Friday afternoon [I was really 

sick of it. We stayed too long. I haven‟t had any regrets about 

leaving…I don‟t really see myself teaching full time for years and 

years. It‟s not a vocation – it‟s a way to get money.] 

I went to work at [Metro school] and did a couple of months there. [I 

was working with students with disabilities. It was a composite class 

for 4 days a week. I taught Maths for 4 months in South London. I 

stayed with Mandy‟s brother and then came back and I‟m doing 

relief. 

I‟ve been looking at full time teachers and it‟s not fulfilling. I‟d like 

to do other things – not just teaching for 4 days. 

This year just chill out and not do much at all. I‟ll just do relief work 

until a job comes up. 

I do sometimes think about teaching as a career type thing, but I 

can‟t think of anything else that I want to do. I don‟t want to work in 

music. I may do Upper school teaching but I‟d have to brush up a bit 

on my Maths. I prefer older students. I don‟t like 30 little yappers] I 

find it too stressful…[Maybe I‟ll do some more study, some 

supplementary units in maths]. 

 

Sam was looking forward to moving into their new house and continuing to search for a 

new direction. 
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CASE STUDY OF SARAH: YOUNG NOVICE 
 

Background 

Sarah is a young, single teacher in her early 20s who has completed a Bachelor of 

Education, with a focus in Early Childhood. She completed a teacher internship in Term 

4 of the previous year at a rural primary school in her home town. Sarah lived in her 

southern rural home town for 17 years and completed all her schooling in rural schools 

in the area. She moved to Perth for the completion of her tertiary studies. 

 

Current Context: Bearinora District High School  
Sarah has accepted a 2 year contract to the District High School in Bearinora. She has 

been allocated a combined Year 4, 5, 6 primary school class. Her main motivation in 

accepting this position was to gain permanency with the Education Department. The 

location is not aligned with her stated preferences which included “anywhere near the 

coast” because of her work as a swimming teacher. Bearinora does not have a 

swimming pool.  

 

The town has a population of approximately 1500 people and hosts a fly-in/fly-out 

mining population. The school has 194 students, 58 % indigenous. These are distributed 

as 21 in pre-compulsory, 121 in the primary section and 52 in the secondary section. 

There are 36 full time staff – 17 teaching staff, 17 non-teaching staff and two full time 

administrators at the school. 

 

Term 1 

Sarah travelled 1200 kilometres to Bearinora with her Mother from their home in the 

rural south of Western Australia to set up in her 2 bedroom GEHA unit. When they 

arrived in Bearinora they had no clear directions on how to find the house – Sarah had 

to ring the police station for assistance. They experienced mechanical problems with the 

vehicle, requiring Sarah‟s mother to drive the car away for mechanical repairs, leaving 

Sarah without a vehicle for the first few weeks. The option of having her car transported 

to Bearinora was difficult for someone not resident in Perth.  

 

Sarah had previously lived away from home, but not by herself. She notes that this takes 

some adjustment, describing it as “really weird living by myself”. While she was living 

away from home in Perth she had family and other relatives “whereas up here you‟re 

totally on your own. There‟s no one that you can go over and see”. She has adjusted to 

“living in a strange place”, the unfamiliar noises and the heat of her new location: 

So hot. I refuse to sleep with the air-conditioning on. I‟d have the fan 

on, but even then it was still hot and just getting used to that and 

having the noise of the fan. Living in a strange place, anyway… there 

were frogs that croaked up the drain and you were just sitting there 

going what is that? And then the next door neighbour‟s pipes go 

through my house or something so every time they turn on…you can 

hear it and all these noises that you weren‟t used to. 

These things contribute to poor sleep and tiredness. 

 

Sarah has found that there is only one other single, young female at the school and she 

begins to develop a friendship with Kate, drawn together by their similar circumstances. 

There is another young graduate who is accompanied by a partner. Sarah feels isolated 
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from the demographics of other staff who are predominantly mature aged and married, 

with many couples teaching at the school. She says: 

It‟s very hard sometimes especially when you‟re young and single. 

They can‟t go out and do something because they‟ve got kids and 

husbands as well, so me and the other girl [Kate], we get on really, 

really well. We were both saying the other day that we don‟t think we 

would have lasted up here without the other one. It‟s just that other 

opinion and same age group, big difference, they‟re really nice and 

friendly. 

The major thing is because every one is so old here, well not old, but 

older than us and they‟ve already got a life, where as we‟re just 

starting out. They‟re all settled down, they all know exactly what they 

want and that‟s why they are here whereas we‟re just here because we 

are. 

Sarah and Kate provide a mutual support network saying “we stick to each other like 

glue”. 

 

Sarah had accepted the position because “everyone says you‟ve got to accept your first 

offer”. This included sources from within the Education Department: “Everyone said 

you had to take it, because the likelihood of getting another one was very slim”. Sarah 

required a secure regular income to meet housing mortgage payments.  

  

Sarah has been left no information about the work previously completed by the 

students: 

Usually a teacher leaves something for you. I had nothing. I walked in 

there and I had no idea what they had done. Usually they go this is what 

they can do, this is what they‟ve done, these are the books we‟ve read, 

something. Nothing, hmm ok and none of the other teachers could tell 

me anything so it was here you are. Sink or swim.  

Sarah initially judges the academic level of the students as below the grade levels of 4, 

5, 6. She has 15 students in the class and by the third week of term she comments: 

My class started out alright, but they are now over the initial new teacher 

shock and trying it on. I find that even though there are only 15 students 

just dealing with all the behaviour management, is hard, as apparently they 

bring the family feuds into the class room. So I will try to stop that. 

 

By the end of the term she has revised her assessment of the ability of the students 

down, with the lowest working at about year 1 level and a wide spread of achievement. 

Some of the students are transient, being absent for four and five weeks at a time. Many 

of them arrive at school at varying times throughout the day. These characteristics have 

provided challenges for the planning and preparation, assessment and behaviour 

management of students. She is reassured by contact with another school that now has 

one of her students enrolled. Within two days at the school they were telephoning 

Bearinora and reporting similar difficulties with managing his behaviour. Sarah 

comments that this contact gave her:  

Kind of a relief to know that it wasn‟t just you. So that was nice… 

Because you‟re only first year out and could I have done it differently? 

But when it‟s him and it was exactly the same…it‟s very reassuring. 

She believes, by the end of term, that she is starting to deal with some of the behaviour 

management difficulties she is experiencing. She identifies different approaches being 
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adopted by a previous teacher of the class (who is taking a similar aged group this year) 

as creating expectations of continual rewards that are not consistent with Sarah‟s 

approach to behaviour management. 

 

Sarah‟s initial impression of the other teachers at the school is positive describing them 

as “really friendly”. The school has organised induction days on topics such as dealing 

with parents, behaviour management and Ear Nose and Throat problems, which she 

describes as helpful, but a heavy time commitment that interferes with her preparation 

and planning.  

 

By the end of term some tension is developing with one colleague who Sarah believes 

takes too many days off from work – a week and a half in individual days. This results 

in the amalgamation of her class with Sarah‟s class which creates an extra burden, 

particularly in relation to behaviour management: 

It just puts more work on to me when she does take time off, that I 

didn‟t need at that time – especially when you‟re trying to get to know 

your class, establish some sort of routine and they‟re getting to know 

who I am. They‟re getting to know what boundaries they can push. 

 

Sarah is very aware that she and her friend Kate are a significant novelty in the 

predominantly male mining town, describing herself in the first week of the term as “the 

talk of the mining sites”. She comments: 

We are now regulars down the pub and apparently on our first night 

they made more than they do if a band is playing even on the next 

night when we weren't there!!! Have yet to go down to the single 

men‟s camp for tea, but apparently it‟s on the cards next. 

While she initially describes the attention as “interesting” by the end of the term she 

sees her status as young and female as highly isolating. She describes her experiences: 

It doesn‟t go down too well in the community either. Especially, there‟s 

a lot of miners here and there are some of them were thinking yeah great 

there's two single women who we could go out have some fun, but I 

think, hold on a minute, I‟m not that type of person they kind of think. 

Then you‟ve got the local people who absolutely hate your guts. 

WHY‟S THAT? 

We‟re basically a threat to them and we‟ve tried to be friendly to them in 

everything. It‟s so hard because they see us talking to a guy, they‟ll 

come up and start flirting right in front of him and there‟s no bonding or 

anything. It‟s so weird. I‟m not up here to find a guy, but it‟s like this big 

huge threat. Well it might not be that, but that‟s the kind of feeling that 

we‟ve got. It‟s just been weird. 

 

She feels ignored when she has greeted local people on the street. Other teachers have 

acknowledged that they only associate with other teachers or professionals such as the 

police within the town. Sarah is not used to having a restricted and proscribed social 

circle “I‟m used to having lots of friends”. 

 

Sarah also feels the pressure of the expectations of others: 

Some people are really thingy about you socializing. They don‟t like 

you girls going down the pub or talking to any of the community.  
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SO DO YOU GET QUITE A LOT OF PRESSURE TO BEHAVE IN 

CERTAIN WAYS? 

Oh definitely! There are some of the teachers that look down on us 

because we go down the pub. We try not to go down the pub more than 

once a week, but there is nothing else to do. And then the first time I 

went down the pub one of the teachers came back with me and said, 

“Oh look you‟ve got to watch how many times you go down the pub, 

how much you drink and everything otherwise you‟re going to get 

called all sorts of things” and I‟m going, “Oh ok thanks for that”. One 

of the publicans, he‟ll come straight back to the principal and tell him 

exactly what you were drinking, who you were talking to and what 

time you left. Which is, I suppose, in some ways the principal needs to 

know, but in others he doesn‟t. He doesn‟t need to know everything 

you do. It‟s nice to have some privacy…there's no privacy in a town 

like this. 

She is also aware of the difficulty of communicating openly in a small school:  

Everybody warned us, “don‟t talk to too many people because it gets 

back and misconstrued” so you can‟t be your true self up here. 

Someone asked me how are you coping? You have to be cagey about it 

you‟ve got to say “Oh everything is going fine”…because we didn‟t 

know the teachers, well most of them got bitchy and so people talk 

about other people and…you just have these frustrations that you want 

to get out and say, you might end up liking the person the next day, but 

you just needed to let it out. Kate‟s classroom is right next to mine and 

she takes half of my kids anyway so at lunch time I just go in or just 

after school just to let off steam which is really good and because I can 

trust her and she can trust me whereas we didn‟t know about these 

other people. So we‟ve learnt now which teachers you can talk to, be 

your true self to and which one‟s you‟ve got to watch what you say. 

 

Sarah has found that there are very few leisure options and certainly none of her chosen 

recreational activities such as swimming, belly dancing or yoga. She says: “There is 

nothing to do so you get so bored”. The absence of these forms of exercise are 

particularly problematic for Sarah because of a previous neck injury which required 

swimming or yoga as a form of treatment. Access to these services is now two and a 

half hours away at the regional centre. She notes the difficulty that Kate has experienced 

in accessing a Doctor and the problem of no access to a chemist. While prescriptions 

can be faxed and posted through the local post office, other teachers have commented 

about the lack of privacy and confidentiality of this process. 

 

Shopping is limited to one general store which Sarah says is both expensive and the 

quality of the goods is undesirable. She tries to do most of her shopping at the regional 

centre every 2 to 3 weeks. She and her friend Kate try to take some time out of town, go 

to the regional centre and stay overnight for some access to entertainment and groceries. 

They have found accommodation where they can freeze the groceries. 

 

Sarah relies on contact with her family and distant friends by telephone. When she‟s 

“stuck in the house by myself” she telephones people all evening; however, she‟s 

running out of people to talk to. She finds the separation from her family difficult and 

believes she is missing roles in important events such as the weddings of her friends.  
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She is frustrated by the local hotels being the only entertainment option and even these 

are closed by 12am. Driving to other locations, especially at night is considered 

dangerous with wildlife such as eagles, goats, emus and kangaroos posing a driving 

hazard. Even the local video store is “six months behind” in access to new release 

movies and her TV reception is poor because there is not television aerial supplied in 

the GEHA unit. However, she is aware that there are other places with even worse 

conditions. She has formed a social network with other young, single female teachers in 

two of the closest towns. She met these teachers at a regional induction day. 

 

She is experiencing frustration in dealing with the payment of rent and her salary from 

the Department of Education. She is only being paid as a three year trained teacher 

instead of a four year trained teacher and rent has not been deducted from her pay. She 

has already sent many faxes and made many phone calls. This is not resolved until the 

6
th

 week of term. She describes the experience: 

We had this huge big drama with our pays…Now nobody has come 

out of education on a 3 year. teacher trained for the last two to three 

years so why were we automatically put on to it? It took us about 5-6 

weeks to get that changed, with countless phone calls, faxes, 

everything. It was ridiculous. And that was another thing you didn‟t 

need and then they weren‟t taking rent out and now they‟ve decided to 

up our rent and it‟s just a never-ending saga…They‟re supposed to 

reimburse you with the phone, but I haven‟t got anywhere with that 

yet. We‟ll keep trying. 

 

Sarah is critical of the state of her accommodation when she arrived and problems with 

ongoing maintenance:  

Nothing was clean. The previous tenants had left, like everything, I 

had to get rid of all her stuff and I‟m still getting rid of half her 

boxes...Left stuff like, she had a garage sale and just left the stuff in the 

garage…Get rid of those and then I might be able to start putting my 

stuff in. 

 

Sarah doesn‟t think she would have stayed without the friendship of her colleague Kate. 

By the end of February Sarah was feeling stressed and distraught: 

Some of the bad days were when you‟ve got kids threatening to throw 

chairs at you…you‟ve got another kid refusing to do any work and just 

chucks the biggest sad and sulks and sat on the floor, and then the rest 

of the class is just chaotic and then my neck was really sore and I was 

getting really stressed out and then [colleague], the other teacher she 

decided she needed a day off so then I had her class in there as well 

and…it was just a nightmare, it really, really was…it was just like 

overwhelming…you almost felt like screaming because it was just too 

much on you. 

WHAT DID YOU DO? 

I went straight down to Kate‟s and spent an hour and a half crying and 

basically realizing that it was so bad, I had to spend an hour and a half 

realizing I had to take a step back and not let it worry me so much.  
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From these initial experiences Sarah demonstrates the development of coping strategies 

which help her to build resilience in this situation:  

Kate and I started buying yoga tapes, doing yoga and stuff, trying to 

find some escape from it, so trying to do things, instead of just 

worrying about things, trying to do everything and then I started 

talking to the other teachers because a lot of them were friendly 

enough, but you didn‟t feel you could really talk to them, but once you 

started to do that you started to realize you were doing such a good job 

so it was really encouraging finding out that I‟m not that bad. You are 

doing a good job and it‟s just the kids that are really bad. Because I‟ve 

got the second worst class. You kind of don‟t think of that all the time, 

am I a bad teacher? 

She feels positive about the level of support that she has had from the Deputy. 

 

After 6 weeks Sarah has her first performance appraisal. She describes the process: 

My I thought Uni appraisal were bad. The deputy came in and took 

notes about the class and my teaching. Then I had to sit down with him 

for about ½ hour and go through what I thought were my good and bad 

points. Looking at my daily work pad, 10 week overview and 

programs, that wasn't too bad. After that though I had to do the same 

with both the principal and the deputy for about an hour, which was 

quite intimidating. But overall it went very well. I have to work on 

minor behaviour management and put all of my teaching strategies into 

my program, which shouldn't be hard. 

In addition to the formal appraisal visit the Deputy informally drops into Sarah‟s 

classroom and has assisted with the removal of students from the class. Seeing other 

teachers, the Deputy and specialist teachers struggle with some of her students also 

helps Sarah to develop resilience. She notes that she is beginning to be able to detach 

herself from the behaviour of the students and not take it “personally”. 

 

At the end of term she has a negative experience where she is physically pushed by a 

student during sport. Sarah managed to remove her from the field and isolate her until 

another teacher was able to take her to the office. The girl was internally suspended, but 

returned to Sarah‟s class due to a problem with communication. The girl was then 

suspended for a further 2.5 days. Sarah was assisted in dealing with this issue by a 

mentor from another school in the area. Sarah had applied for a mentor through the 

Centre for Excellence at a Department Induction Day. She found it to be worthwhile. 

 

Sarah has looked at options for trips to Perth during the first term holidays. She 

comments on the cost and the difficulty of accessing flights that leave during the school 

day, the driving distance with hazardous conditions and has opted to return by bus.  

 

Term 2 

In term 2 Sarah is beginning to sound more confident and comfortable. She is swapping 

her class with the year 1 teacher for social studies and science curriculum, a level with 

which she feels more comfortable than the mid-primary students because it relates to 

her practicum experience and her pre-service education.  

 

Within her own class she feels that she is starting to modify the behaviour of the 

students. “The kids are learning not to bring their anger and frustration in to the 
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classroom”. Some of Sarah‟s students were suspended on the first day of the term – 

even before they appeared in class. She believes that the approach she is taking with 

behaviour management – sending students to a buddy classroom rather than to the office 

is being more effective. She believes they were getting stimulation and gossip from 

sitting in the administrative area. There is still a high rate of absenteeism, with 11 or 12 

out of 17 students regularly attending. She has become used to students moving 

between schools and returning again some time later in the term. She has adjusted her 

assessment processes to deal with these difficulties.  

 

Sarah is starting to develop more positive relationships with her students, showing an 

interest in indigenous culture and incorporating it within the curriculum. The students 

enjoy touching her skin and watching the changes of colour and the pinkness. They are 

now sharing stories with her and she is more aware of the difficult home environments 

of some of the students. She is adopting a more understanding approach: 

I got rid of this boy and now he‟s back again. The kid that had an 

attention span of about 30 minutes…he‟s had a really troubled life 

…and he‟s so disruptive so I was kind of glad when he went to [other 

town] and now he‟s back...We had a really bad day yesterday, but 

today he was a model student…and he keeps giving me hugs. He left 

his mum down there and he‟s up here with his rellies. Like he really is 

a delightful kid, but he‟s shocking. If he doesn‟t want to do something 

well he doesn‟t want to do it and he‟s basically had to fend for himself 

his entire life so for a while there he wasn‟t coming to school because 

his clothes weren‟t clean. It‟s pretty depressing, really. He‟s a bit of a 

character...You have no idea how many kids aren‟t living with their 

parents. Now that I‟m finding out about them, my behaviour problem 

ones, mum‟s somewhere else and dad‟s at home or mum and dad have 

left them for the week…but at least we‟re dealing with it now so they 

don‟t take that anger into the classroom. 

 

Sarah is honing her professional judgement, identifying when to intervene and in what 

situation some leniency is required. For example she has allowed one student to wear 

his hat in class, despite it being against the rules, because it can be detrimental to the 

whole class to insist on the enforcement of this rule.  

 

She has spent a day out in the bush with some of her students, taking photos and is 

incorporating more aspects of indigenous culture within her teaching programme. One 

of the student‟s Mum‟s came into the class to talk about bush foods. 

 

Sarah is developing strategies to deal with the diversity of student achievement within 

the class and is making use of Teaching Aides to provide assistance. She is developing 

open ended tasks, utilising concrete materials and seeing some improvement in the 

skills of her students. She is gaining a higher level of participation in speaking and 

listening activities: 

We have news in the morning now and we‟ll sit in the circle. We used 

to go around that circle and every third or 4
th

 one would pass and now 

they‟re like going “you missed me!” They say what they did yesterday, 

but now they like really wanting to share what they did and they‟ll cut 

in over top of everyone. That‟s starting to get somewhere too. 

She summarises her own development: 
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If I look at myself in term one, 125% better. Just more comfortable, the 

kids are responding. It‟s just a much nicer class. Kids going up to the 

office, I don‟t even think I‟ve sent one kid up this week. Usually it‟s 

like 4 a day or the same ones, because nothing seemed to work and 

now they‟re staying so it‟s a lot nicer. Less disruptive, which is good 

…They‟re in control of their own behaviour. I feel like…they would 

rather stay in the class now than because of what we‟re doing or 

whatever they don‟t want to go out. 

 

Some of the greatest frustrations that Sarah is feeling this term relate to her interactions 

with GEHA about the rate of her rent and the availability of single or shared 

accommodation. Issues associated with incorrect taxation rates, accessing subsidies and 

allowances are exasperating her: 

Even just getting anything changed or anything done. You have to 

send it through, like they said we could get an air-conditioning 

allowance, had to send that through 5 times before they gave that to 

me. You just keep faxing, and faxing and faxing. Unbelievable. 

 

She describes the Principal as being supportive “behind the scenes” only finding out at a 

later date that he has been providing some assistance or intervention on the behalf of the 

staff. The principal is seen as a remote figure: 

There‟s not the same rapport. He‟s just there and he‟s really got no 

ideas what‟s going on with us or in our personal lives or anything. 

There is also some negative community gossip about the principal. 

 

Changes are being muted in the Administrative positions of the school for second 

semester. The Deputy Principal is going on leave and will be replaced by a classroom 

teacher in an acting position. Sarah sees the Deputy Principal as taking a much more 

active role in the school than the principal: 

You walk past [the principal‟s] office and he‟s playing solitaire, 

whereas the deputy, you walk past his office and he‟s doing behaviour 

management. [The Deputy] does all the performance management. 

He‟s always doing something. 

 

The Deputy Principal is seen as providing a high level of support, has a positive rapport 

with the teachers, is seen as sociable and encourages collaboration. His conduct of the 

performance appraisal has been a positive experience for Sarah: 

They come in and sit down the back and take notes…how you interact 

and he‟ll go “Do you know how many times such and such got out of 

her seat?…did I miss that? Really talks it out with you…So he‟ll make 

you justify things which is really good. It makes you think…it‟s been 

fantastic….Every so often he‟ll pop in and he‟ll say that‟s part of your 

performance management as well. Then he‟ll have a look at the kids; 

see how they‟re interacting with you 

 

With illness in the school there has been a lot of relief teaching assigned during DOTT 

time. Sarah remains frustrated by the absenteeism of a particular staff member and the 

negative impact that it has on her time and class. Some weeks she doesn‟t get any 

DOTT time at all. She has other issues with this colleague who solicits copies of 

Sarah‟s resources, but does not reciprocate with any of her resources. 
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The opportunity to gain permanency continues to be one of the main enticements for 

Sarah to remain for the duration of her 2 year contract. She can already see some 

benefits to remaining a second year: 

I want permanency and…you can get used to it, but no longer than 2 

years...No other place will have the same sort of kids. It‟s not going to 

be as hard next year at all because you know the kids, you‟ve developed 

their respect, they‟re behaving almost like normal. 

 

Going to the hotel remains the only social activity in Bearinora. She knows the publican 

and family in one of the hotels: “they‟re a really nice family so you go in there and just 

talk to them and sit in your own corner which is a lot nicer”. Her feelings about the 

attention of the miners is ambiguous. It was reported back to Sarah that the Miners were 

asking: 

“Have you seen the new blood in town?” and just the connotations to 

that was nuh, no way. So we stopped going [to the hotel] for quite a 

while…But they say that about any new female in town, any new 

person that comes to town anyway. It was just I don‟t want to be 

thought of in that way. You want to be thought of as the person you 

actually are…“Have you seen the good looking teachers, oh there‟s a 

good looking teacher”. Would you just speak to us like we‟re normal, 

not just this piece of meat dangling in front of you...You‟re not this 

piece of meat, you‟re a normal person. They‟ve gotten over that. 

Thank goodness. 

It was nice attention, but it was unwanted as well…You felt like this 

piece of meat when you first walked in there and every time for a 

couple of times after that it was uhhh and now they accept us as a piece 

of furniture…but basically the whole pub would stop talking and just 

gaze as soon as you opened the door. 

We used to go down the pub, we used to have fun, the music would be 

up loud and you‟d probably have a few too many drinks and what not, 

and just be loud. We made the mistake of getting with these partners 

and we all went out for drinks and everything got quite rowdy and just 

the backlash the next day over that. It wasn‟t bad, but it was like have 

you seen the teachers they‟re so rowdy and we kind of thought oh we 

really should tone it down. 

 

Sarah has become aware of her visibility as a young single female and the local 

community expectations of the behaviour of teachers. She has modified the clothes she 

would normally choose to wear to reduce the amount of unwanted attention. She has 

experienced duplicitous and opportunistic interactions with some of the men, many 

who are significantly older and has heard accounts of sexual predation of the miners. 

Consequently she has developed a „code‟ of safe conduct: 

You try to get to know the people that are there, but you really have to 

be careful who you spoke to because some of the comments were just 

shocking…you just go and chat with them for fun and you always 

know that you go down with a group of people and you always leave 

with that group of people so you don‟t put yourself into a 

compromising situation. 
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At any time, she is likely to be approached by parents to discuss and comment on the 

children she teaches. In this sense she feels she is continually in her professional role 

and that she needs to be very careful about public comments that she makes because of 

the potential for misinterpretation through the “grapevine”: 

I went out another night and these parents from my class are trying to 

talk to me and can‟t you see I‟ve got one drink in my hand and you‟re 

trying to talk to me about what happened at school or something. Can‟t 

you see me at school? So after meeting a few of them you‟re going 

well really you can‟t have more than a couple because you still need to 

talk to them and they ask you like how were the kids today? You can't 

say they were little shits. You can‟t say that. You go “oh yeah they 

were alright”; mask exactly how you feel about the town. It will go 

back and you‟ll say I didn‟t say that really I said this so we have to 

watch things in that respect. 

 

She feels safe within the general community because of a strong police presence and 

community patrol that circulate through the streets. If a group of teachers are walking 

home at night they will often be shadowed by the police for some of the way and 

checked later that they have arrived home safely. There are times when there are groups 

of people transient within the town that she acts with extra caution.  

 

Sarah misses her family and is aware of the distance in time of travel to get to see them. 

She misses family occasions. Her friendship with Kate provides some support though 

they are spending less time together this term than previously. She certainly does not 

consider Bearinora to be “home”. 

 

Access to appropriate physiotherapy for treatment related to Sarah‟s neck injury is a 

significant difficulty. A physiotherapist is in the community every 4 to 5 weeks, but is 

available only for 20 minute appointments. The alternative is to travel the 2 ½ hours to 

the regional centre, but the return travel destroys the value of the treatment. There is no 

community pool in Bearinora, and while the mining camp has a pool, the potential for 

unwanted attention makes this option unsuitable. Ease of access to health and 

recreational facilities are the main disadvantages that Sarah notes. She would be happy 

to remain in a rural area, but one with greater access to services, including banking 

facilities. An ATM is available in town, but the cost is higher because it is not the ATM 

of her own bank. 

 

At both work and within the community, Sarah is starting to feel much more 

comfortable: 

I‟ve got teachers saying you‟re doing a fantastic job…and you can 

really see the improvement, just with the rapport. It might not seem 

like you‟re doing a lot with the actual academic side of it…beginning 

to know everybody so much better and it‟s a lot nicer you don‟t feel 

like the outcast, the outsider you‟re actually one of the people now. 

And like before you didn‟t want to do any of the committees at the 

school because it was so daunting, but now you want to be involved, 

you want to plan things. Really starting to settle in to the whole school 

system. 

And within the community she comments: “it‟s the familiarity, it‟s really a lot nicer. 

You start to feel like one of the locals”. 
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However, right at the end of term, after another physical assault from a student, Sarah 

reports: 

[I] got really quite down there and how am I going to get out of here? I 

was trying to think of all sorts of things. So that would have been very 

close to the end of term…“What am I doing up here really?” I mean I 

had other outsider influences as well - my neck, there are a lot of people 

who were really thinking of leaving. 

 

The outside influences she refers to were conversations with friends that she had in a 

visit to Perth towards the end of term and telephone conversations with family. The 

teaching experiences of her friends were totally the opposite of her own experiences. 

She describes her peers working in highly collaborative, well supported environments, 

working with children without significant behaviour management issues. While her 

friends were passionate and excited about their experiences:  

It made me feel absolutely horrible, because they were just so excited 

and bouncing off the walls almost and I‟m just going I can‟t really say 

that about my life or where I was at that point. I couldn‟t really say I‟m 

enjoying teaching because I wasn‟t…they were all on top of 

everything, they had programmes that they all networked within their 

school and you were just looking at it going oh my!…Plus they‟re 

doing early childhood which is what I really want to be too.  

 

Her family were urging her “to stick it out” advice which she didn‟t want to hear. She felt 

that the advice of people so far removed from the situation was worthless. A conversation 

with her brother helped her to resolve some of her problems. His advice was to “work out 

what it is that you are actually unhappy about”. She identified that her difficulty in 

accessing treatment for her neck injury was a source of discomfort and stress and that to 

leave after six months would mean a delay in gaining permanency – one of her main 

motivations. 

 

The New Teachers‟ Seminar in the final days of the term and the holidays then became 

a positive turning point in her experiences:  

I went down to Perth for the graduate conference and a lot of people 

were in the same boat, but then meeting up and working with all of them 

was like…you‟re going oh my goodness! Just so that you know that 

you‟re not the only one. 

 

Term 3 

When Sarah returns in Term 3 after an interstate holiday she claims “it‟s absolutely 

fantastic now”. Even her arrival back into the community has been positive with the 

teacher sub-community arriving back on the same plane and having to wait together for 

transport into town. When the one taxi doesn‟t arrive one of the airport staff who is also 

a part time teacher assistant transports them all back into town. 

 

Some internal staffing changes have meant that she is now able to work collaboratively 

with her closest friend who is now teaching the same year group. She has lost some of her 

more difficult children due to transience within the community and the changes to the 

administrative positions has had a positive impact. She has clarified the importance of 

gaining permanency for herself and consequently feels committed to remaining in 

Bearinora as the most effective means of gaining permanent status.  
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While Sarah previously felt supported and valued the work of the Deputy Principal she 

is finding that the acting Deputy Principal is more communicative, more supportive and 

she has rearranged the timetable to create extra time for staff collaboration: 

Because I‟ve got more support from admin it‟s just a lot easier. If I 

sent a kid up to the office now she‟ll find out, she‟s just really good at 

her job and because you know that you‟ll get supported no matter what 

it‟s really good. That‟s helped a lot. 

 

A new indigenous support programme is being funded within the school and this has 

also positively impacted on Sarah: 

Everything is just so much better. Finally…I‟m more comfortable 

living up here, more comfortable with the whole thing...My neck 

hasn‟t been a problem and the holiday was a whole genesis. I wasn‟t 

stuck around in Perth because I went to Sydney and Melbourne. Also 

yoga to unwind and I suppose [friend] and I really got to know each 

other where as before we were just acquaintances, forced to be 

friendly, but going away we really got to know each other. So it just 

cements the friendship 

 

Her performance appraisal in week 3 of the term provides further evidence of her 

development as a teacher: 

They said that everything was going really well and they were really 

impressed with how well I‟d come along because at the beginning or 

even last term I would never expect my kids to do things, but…they‟re 

just loving it and they're actually taking an interest because I‟ve been 

able to get their behaviour to an acceptable level...just really, really 

good….Were doing a theme on the sea now because I teach 

swimming. The whole back wall we've created into an aquarium so all 

during the first week they were just making fish to go on the back wall 

and that really got their enthusiasm and we got a net up, and the 

enthusiasm that the kids have got, if they finish then they have to make 

something to go and stick up on the wall and because they‟re writing 

and drawing it‟s right up their alley…and they‟re coming to school 

right on 20 to 9 not right on 9 o‟clock or past nine so I‟ve been able to 

tell them now we‟ll come at this time, if you don‟t come at this time 

there‟ll be some sort of consequence like a point taken off. Even now 

I‟ve just introduced homework. They‟re not all bringing it back but 

50% of them are whereas last term I‟d send something home and it still 

wouldn‟t come back. They‟re growing up a little bit more. I don‟t 

know there‟s something there I‟m not sure about that one. 

 

Sarah notes that because things are going so positively, she is less reliant on telephoning 

her friends and parents for support. 

I spoke to [a friend] tonight and my parents have been on a holiday for 

the last three weeks, but it hasn‟t really phased me. I haven‟t spoken to 

them for the last 3 weeks and it hasn‟t phased me. I haven‟t needed to 

ring them up and go over this is what happened. 
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A further development has been the formation of a relationship with one of the miners, 

stemming from an initial meeting at the local “Firemen‟s Ball” and followed up with 

meetings at the local hotel. This relationship provides her with an important source of 

personal support, other opportunities for social activities and interaction. Her change of 

status from “single” to “partnered” has changed the dynamics within the community 

and her interactions with others.  

 

She has also organised a walking group – another positive leisure development. The 

group, including some of the married teachers or wives of the teachers, go out walking 

most afternoons, providing an opportunity to debrief on the day. Sarah has provided 

support to others with dilemmas about staying and leaving the locality. Others are 

experiencing similar feelings to herself and this helps to bridge some of the feelings of 

isolation encountered in second term. She is also developing other social networks - 

other staff that she feels comfortable to visit. This includes stronger ties with other 

young female teachers in surrounding schools. They have organised weekend get 

togethers and product parties. Sarah has missed “girlie” interactions because of the small 

numbers of young females in the area. Sarah attributes the changing interactions to 

perceptions by others that she is committed to staying, that she has passed the six months 

test. She believes that most people do leave within the first six months. This crucial 

point has also been noted by the Principal in a discussion related to Sarah‟s appraisal. He 

commented that first term was usually fine, but that second term could be a breaking 

point.  

 

Sarah comments again about the need to identify trustworthy sources for 

communication. In establishing social networks it takes time to identify trustworthy 

confidants who will be reliable sources of support. The importance of this has been 

highlighted with the development of the conflict which had been simmering with a 

particular colleague. A response to a question from this colleague about her 

performance appraisal resulted in the colleague taking a complaint to the principal about 

inequities with the performance appraisal process. This resulted in Sarah being 

reprimanded about her comment to the staff member:  

I got called into [principal‟s] office to be spoken about, watch what 

you say, it may have been said in jest or in passing, but the 

consequence has been this and that was really an eye opener... it was 

just like wow something you really have to cover your butt.…that was 

probably a turning point for me, really and just even with this walking 

group you know that what you say there doesn't go any further…But I 

was guarding what I said even then, and wow where did that come 

from?…I felt like a little kid being pulled out of your class into the 

Principal‟s office, doors being shut and he‟s just talking to you…and 

you get really emotional. So I couldn‟t help but have tears in my eyes 

…don‟t want to be in that situation again because…I saw it as an 

attack against my professionalism as well. 

 

Because of the changed dynamics with in the community, Sarah has made fewer visits 

to the regional centre. She also attributes this change to an increase in the workload due 

to some professional development, performance appraisals and the increased 

recreational opportunities locally. She‟s feeling more organised. 

 

Sarah also notes the value of the reflection gained by participation in this research: 
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It‟s certainly a learning and growing experience even just talking to 

you about what happened in the last 4 weeks of term 2. It‟s really good 

to see what you‟ve come through, what you‟ve worked through, 

probably wouldn‟t have thought about it, but now it‟s hang on a 

minute. So that‟s really helpful….All through our teaching we‟ve been 

told to reflect, to reflect to reflect and now you can, you‟re able to and 

it does help. 

 

Term 4 

In term 4 some new students have arrived in the class that have changed the class 

dynamics and diminished the effectiveness of classroom management. Sarah describes the 

class as reverting to the behaviour problems of Term 1. She experiences a further physical 

assault where a student in her class throws a tile at her. Despite the immediate trauma of 

the experience, Sarah‟s reaction to this incident is significantly different to her earlier 

reactions: 

I was really, really shaken, but because I‟d been through it the time 

before with my kids and now look where they are I thought perhaps he 

just needs time to settle in and what not, and they are slowly making 

progress and also because I had someone else who was right there I was 

able to talk to.  

Dealing with disruptive students has become more difficult because of changes once again 

in administrative positions in the school. The existing principal and Deputy Principal have 

both been on leave; a person has been appointed in an acting position – and has basically 

held down both jobs. The principal returned for two weeks but then left and the new 

principal was not appointed until the beginning of December. This has meant complete 

administrative turmoil and endless internal relief teaching. 

 

The instability in the school has been added to by rumours of mine closures in the area, 

likely to reduce the population of the community and the school which will have an 

impact directly on staffing.  

There‟s a rumour going around town that the mines are about to shut in 3 

months so everyone‟s feeling really stressed out and worried about it. 

Because if the mine shuts there‟ll probably be at least 20 kids that will 

go, almost a teacher. It‟s all rumours; you don‟t know what‟s the truth. 

The rumoured mine closure unsettles staff with partners employed in the mine. This has 

included Sarah and a close friend. Already there is discussion about predicted changes 

to staffing and some roles within the school that won‟t be continued.  

Sarah‟s relationship has continued to be a positive source of support for her – someone 

to debrief with about the events of the day. They have holidays together in Perth, testing 

the foundations of the relationship outside the context of Bearinora. She comments “it 

was nice to know that we‟re not just drawn together because of where we are”. 

 

Sarah remains feeling more comfortable with her leisure options. She has a more select, 

but active social circle. She has experienced gossip related to her relationship and has 

chosen to cut herself off from some of the sources of these communications. Sarah has 

become more self-sufficient and comfortable with her own company.  

We don‟t go down the pub as much because I used to go with them, but 

now that you find that they‟re saying all this stuff behind your back you 

don‟t want to associate with people who are like that so I‟ve probably 

cut myself off more from the social side of things in town. I won‟t 
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socialize with the town as much as before. I‟m more likely to stay home 

and go round to [name‟s] or [name‟s] place and spend time with 

[partner]…before you got the feeling that I have to get out I have to go 

and socialise…now I don‟t have to associate with them if I choose not to 

…so now I have other avenues, now, especially that I‟m…friendlier with 

the [place] girls and I can get out of the town and bitch or whatever you 

want to call it. 

She comments that she is now doing “more quality things”. 

 

She has also found the need to spend more time on her work outside of school hours 

because of the increased number of relief periods being taught and the consequent 

decrease in DOTT time for preparation. There has been a decline in staff morale and 

communication associated with the administrative instability:  

No one was saying anything to anyone, almost not coming out of the 

classroom, spending time in their classroom or away from it all so that 

made a lot of people self sufficient and plus you weren‟t getting the 

time so you were madly planning including recess and lunch 

 

There have been ongoing maintenance difficulties with the air-conditioning in her unit, 

with temperatures hovering around 40 degrees Celsius. She has been without air-

conditioning for over 5 days without any indication of how long before it will be 

repaired. Once the air-conditioner is repaired it lasts two weeks before again breaking 

down. Sarah is left without an air-conditioner for a further week. Items that were noted 

as needing repair at the beginning of the year are still not repaired 10 months later. Sarah 

relates the similar experiences of her colleagues. She has contacted GEHA every day for 

4 consecutive days waiting for a response. 

 

She has had difficulties when her telephone was disconnected, without warning, and her 

number assigned to another household. This occurred on the day the student threw a tile 

at her, and she was feeling desperate to talk with people as a form of support. Instead, 

she felt even more isolated. That weekend she felt very relieved to escape from the town 

for a visit to another location.  

 

Sarah recently experienced the isolation of absence from her family when her 

grandfather was seriously ill. The cost, the distance and the time to travel made the 

decision about whether to take time off to visit her ailing grandfather a difficult one. The 

decision was also made difficult by a vacuum in the leadership of the school. In the 

absence of the replacement principal and the deputy Sarah was unable to gain 

authoritative advice. Finally she took a week‟s leave, organising for transport to the 

regional centre then a flight to Perth before driving with her sister to her home location.  

 

Sarah is feeling positive about the year ahead. She has been informed that she will have 

a year one class for the next year and this is her preference to work in early childhood 

rather than middle to upper primary. Her pre-service practicums were all in early 

childhood so this is an area where she feels comfortable and experienced. She feels some 

sadness about not continuing with her current class, particularly because of the 

improvements she believes she has made, but the opportunity to “to relax a little bit with 

a normal class where you don‟t have to be on everyone's backs the whole time, take a lot 

of the stress out of the situation” is something she is looking forward to. 
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Her growth in confidence has been boosted by positive feedback from colleagues, noting 

her successful development: 

Others have all made the point of coming to me and saying things, it‟s 

been a real confidence booster, but also it‟s been really nice to know 

that other people have noticed…but it‟s nice that other people are 

appreciating and can see. 

The process and experience of relocating to Bearinora has impacted on all aspects of 

Sarah‟s life: “Huge impact. In all areas, emotionally, socially, professionally, it‟s even 

impacted on my parents”. 

 

While she describes the year as a “rollercoaster” emotionally she is glad to have 

completed her time at the school. She feels strongly that people outside of the direct 

environment, people in the Education Department, people in universities and pre-service 

teachers have no understanding of the context and nature of experiences of novice 

teachers in rural and remote areas. Communicating this has been one of the main 

motivations for her participation in the research. 

 

Second Year 
In Sarah‟s second year she is sounding confident and happy. She was happy to return to 

Bearinora, to be back in her own space. She is surprised at the change of her feelings: 

If you'd told me that that's what I would have been feeling I would 

have said 'Nah, nah, nah. No way'…you never really looked at 

Bearinora as being your home as such. It was always...this is a means 

to an end. But it really isn't...to go away on I suppose a holiday and 

come back, it's just wow. It really is what you make it. And your home 

...I feel very comfortable in my own living space as well. 

 

She has a year 2/3 class with significantly different student characteristics to the year 

4/5/6 class that she had the previous year. She heard about the final class allocation via 

the gossip network – through one of the parents.  

Now that should never have happened. Never. Some how it got out and 

there was only [the principal] that knew really. He's the one that 

ultimately decided who got what class, so how else did it get out? One 

of [the] mum's told her and she told me. And then I was told later on 

that day.  

 

While the class is much bigger (twenty four students in comparison to the 12 to 14 

students previously) and involves more preparation because the completion of work is 

much higher, she is obviously enjoying the interactions much more. She describes the 

students as more motivated and engaged with very few behaviour management 

problems. She has, however, maintained a relationship with her former students who 

regularly visit her and she is aware of the difficulties that some of those students 

continue to cause other teachers.  

 

Sarah is critical of the placement of students (both some of her former and current 

students). She is accessing support services to have students psychologically assessed. 

Her focus this year is much more on issues associated with the teaching and learning of 

students rather than behaviour management which dominated her concerns in the 

previous year.  
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Sarah is very critical of changes made to the management of student behaviour within 

the school as a result of the new administrative team. She‟s sees the principal and 

Deputy Principal as less supportive of all staff and criticises their interventions which 

she perceives as rewarding inappropriate behaviour. She reflects that she is very 

thankful that she does not have her previous class in the current school climate. She 

comments on the new administration: 

Those two don't talk...basically what the principal says goes and if you 

don't do it, his way…then you're not doing it right. And they don't 

seem to have any communication. We've spoken to him about the way 

...he seems to come across to the youngest staff members as being 

patronising and he would hardly make any time for you. Everybody 

was always in there and he would always be busy, so there was never 

time to go and talk to him. So we all just chucked up a big stink. 

Already in first term staff have resigned. 

 

With the new administration, new requirements have been implemented for 

programming as part of the performance management of staff. Sarah believes that the 

amount of time required to basically reformat the content of her programmes is not 

worthwhile. She see‟s the decision to implement this format as part of the autocratic 

style of the new principal: 

We have had to change our whole way of planning…There's so much 

work involved. Unbelievable. So had to do all of them. Not all of us 

agree with them, but…we've had to set it up because that's how 

[Principal] wants us to do our programs…you don't get to decide how 

your program is…so it's going to take…ages, but there's better things 

to do with your time than programme so it looks presentable. 

There have been changes to the appraisal process with the announcement that the 

administration will not do formal classroom visits. Sarah feels ambiguously about this. 

While she is pleased to avoid visits from the principal who she describes as “disrupting” 

and “hyping up” her class, she doesn‟t believe that they can gain an accurate knowledge 

of skills and abilities without formal observation. 

 

There has been an increased focus on documentation of even simple requests and 

changed expectations about the responsibility of teachers for the management of student 

behaviour out of class. Sarah believes the climate of the school has deteriorated: 

The whole school's changed. No one seems to be too happy and not 

many people are really talking to each other…It just seemed a lot more 

friendly and less administrative…the whole vibe is...there's heaps of 

work, but not many people are really communicating and doing things, 

which is really sad actually. So I don't see it being fixed or solved in 

the near future. So people just go off in their own little world. 

There has been direct conflict with some staff and a number of contentious issues 

raised. Allocated DOTT time has been reduced, set without consultation with staff and 

access to professional development has been limited to days when staff have DOTT 

time. This means staff are not able to attend some professional development. Access to 

health services, that are often only available during school time have also been limited 

to DOTT time. Once again, because there was no consultation about the allocation of 

DOTT time, this has resulted in Sarah being unable to access physiotherapy without 

taking sick leave, something that staff are reluctant to do because they don‟t want to 

impose an additional relief burden on colleagues.  
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Fortunately, Sarah has discovered a resource within the community that is providing her 

with a substitute to physiotherapy and providing an alternative form of recreation. One 

of the female mine staff provides fitness classes and develops individual programmes 

for the mine staff. This is accessible to other professionals within the community. Sarah 

comments on the positive difference that this has made directly to her teaching: 

She does a lot of fitness things and she's seeing me at the moment. 

We're up to strengthening all my neck and everything. That's really 

helped with my coping with my stress and everything. Because they've 

put physio on only during the school time. And the principal would not 

allow us to go unless we had DOTTS…I'm not as sore anymore. So 

she's also helped in the way I teach things…because last year [I was] 

so stressed and a lot of the stress went to my neck and I was always 

sore from that you probably didn't deal with things the way you should 

have, but this time I'm able to get in there and do a lot more things. Not 

so much restrained, but you're able to do things a lot more. 

 

Sarah has been involved with the professional development of other staff, providing 

training for staff to gain their Bronze medallion swimming certification. She is also 

helping to organise the regional professional development day. There is some talk that a 

pool will be built in the community for the next year. While it almost tempted Sarah to 

consider staying longer she thinks that she will be ready to move at the end of this year. 

She would like to return to the city briefly before going to the country again. She has 

received her letter granting “permanent on probation” status.  

 

She is keeping herself professionally stimulated by maintaining a teaching log – a new 

requirement, but one which she is enjoying and she‟s started reviewing text books.  

 

Sarah‟s relationship continues to provide a source of support and stability. With the 

purchase of a four wheel drive vehicle they are able to enjoy the local environment 

through a higher level of access to locations.  

 

Sarah has established a positive relationship with the parents of her students, though she 

has had to work hard to achieve this. She found the parents to be initially reactionary: 

[The parents] had told people that if I wasn't up to scratch they'd 

definitely go and tell the principal…and I walked into the school 

knowing that this was all happening. It took me a couple of weeks and 

the parents were great eventually. They wanted to know exactly what 

was happening so I'd make sure that I sent lots of notes for them and 

we do cooking with the home ec. Teacher…and we go up there with 

two other parents…so that was a nice way to get the parents in. 

 

While Sarah feels less supported within the school environment this year she now feels 

better able to cope with situations. She has developed her own support network and her 

skills have developed to a stage where she is able to be more independent and self 

reliant.  
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CASE STUDY OF TATE: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Tate is in his late 20s, married with two small children. His family has relocated to 

Westham. Tate is a novice secondary mathematics teacher. Tate grew up in rural New 

South Wales, for 10 years and left school to pursue a career in hairdressing. He 

attempted to complete tertiary studies in Sydney, but found the experience of living in 

Sydney too daunting and he returned to his former rural location. They moved to Perth 

for proximity to family and Tate returned to his university studies.  

 

Tate was seeking a “country lifestyle” when he applied for the position in Westham as 

his first preference:  

I actually came from the eastern states originally and the first time I 

drove through Westham and I stopped here and had lunch…I thought 

this is a nice place. It was in winter and it was nice and green and for 

some reason we stayed in Perth for four or five years and set out 

back here. Came for a drive out here and this was the only place we 

came for a drive. It was like fate I suppose.  

 

The location is seen as having proximity to Perth and family, while offering the 

advantages of rural living, including opportunities for his wife to own a horse. The time 

of the move is desirable with his children just about to commence primary school. 

 

Current Context: Westham Senior High School 

Tate has accepted a one year position as a Mathematics teacher at Westham Senior 

High School. He has been placed in GEHA housing after an extended period of 

haggling. The town of Westham has a population of approximately 6000 people. It is 

located east of Perth in a predominantly agricultural area with a high proportion of 

families in low socioeconomic circumstances.  

 

Westham Senior High School has a student population of 700 with 57 percent enrolled 

in lower secondary school and 43 percent enrolled in years 11 and 12. Ten percent of 

students are indigenous. Forty-nine percent of students receive some form of secondary 

education assistance allowance. A third of students are bussed to the school from 

surrounding rural towns and 5 percent of students are in residential boarding facilities. 

There are 50 full time teaching staff. A high proportion of the staff live in the local 

town or surrounding rural locations. Some staff commute daily from the metropolitan 

centre.  

 

Term 1 

The period between notification of his placement at Westham and commencement were 

consumed by anxiety over housing. Tate assumed, from information provided to him 

during his pre-service education, housing would automatically be provided for families 

moving to rural locations. After making enquiries about housing since December of the 

previous year, he was informed on the 10
th

 of January that no family accommodation was 

available. He drove to Westham and looked at private accommodation, but found that he 

was in a bind – having previously been a student, supporting a family, he did not have 

the money to provide a bond for private rental. While in Westham, he was able to contact 

a staff member living locally: 
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[Teacher] was to be my saviour. She was my first contact at the 

school and reassured me and my wife that everything would work out. 

We shared some stories of her first placement and the difficulties she 

remembered. Her warmth and energy was contagious and I left 

Westham that day still homeless, but reassured and reinvigorated. 

 

The next day his numerous phone calls to the Manager of Housing and Transport, 

pleading his case, resulted in the allocation of a house. The experience was quite 

traumatic, but Tate saw this as a learning experience. The experience has made Tate 

“feel more confident in my ability to stand up for myself”. Tate relocated, with his 

family, to Westham a week before school commenced and was very happy with the 

quality of the accommodation in a quiet street, surrounded by other teachers and police. 

 

Tate attended the Department induction days and described himself as a “sponge trying 

to absorb everything” in the first few pupil free days at school. The school provided a 

“First Day” package which Tate considered very useful. Special sessions were run for 

all new staff to the school and a new position of “Staff Mentor” had been created to 

provide support to staff specifically in the area of student behaviour management.  

 

Tate was surprised to be consulted and given a choice with the allocation of his classes. 

His department appeared quite progressive with the implementation of state-wide 

curriculum changes and they welcomed the contribution that Tate could make to their 

understandings of the new curriculum, with his recent university studies. Tate already 

felt valued, that his opinions would be sought and this impacted on the development of 

his professional identity. Already, on day two, he was “starting to feel like a teacher”. 

 

Tate wrote extensively about his first encounters with his students. He was very 

focussed on getting to know each class and each individual. In Tate‟s reflections, he 

commented on aspects of his current environment and context, linking this to his prior 

experiences as a student and as a prac teacher to develop a position on a broader issue. 

For example, in describing his year 10 class as “streamed” he reflected on his own 

experience of Year 10 commenting: 

Unlike 20 or 30 years ago when many students received a leaving 

certificate after year 10 and went out to work, there are very few 

intrinsic goals now at the end of year 10.  

 

In his subsequent descriptions of “categories” of students he clarified his position on a 

range of issues associated with streaming classes, the nature of curriculum for students 

and the wider goals of education. This was then linked back to his specific role with his 

class, which he was “briefed” on by his department. Such role clarity by a Department 

and for a teacher is unusual.  

 

The speed at which Tate picked up and responded to situations was amazing. In period 4 

on his first day, in 40 degree heat, Tate found his attempts to convey his position on 

classroom management were not being received: 

It became alarmingly obvious that…my message was not getting 

across. I stopped. Told everyone to get up and go outside and have a 

drink and come back ready for a new start. It seemed to work. And I 

have written in my journal a note on every Monday to allow them to 

have a drink before coming into class.…After that day I now let all 
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my students bring in a water bottle. They have a responsibility to fill 

it up before class and most do. They appreciate my leniency, most 

teachers don‟t allow this…If they start throwing water around they 

will lose the privilege. 

But his greatest challenge that day was in the next period. Tate gave a full account of his 

year 9 class and one student in particular: 

Teachers claim they have learned more from their „horror classes‟ 

than their gifted and talented kids and if that is true I am sure at the 

end of the year I will have many stories to tell about my year 9-3 

class. Thirty five students in the class, eight students who have been 

diagnosed and are medicated for ADHD, a large group of Noongar 

students, two students with physical disabilities and one, who I will 

call Jacob, who has sociopathic tendencies…just a few things he did 

on the first day: 

 Came into class ten minutes late, no note, no reason given. He 

walked in and clipped another boy across the ear causing minor 

scuffle. I had a chat to him outside. He made no eye contact and just 

shrugged when I asked him questions. 

 Twenty minutes into class he just got up and walked out of 

classroom. I followed him and asked where he was going. „To get a 

fuckin‟ drink‟, was his reply. 

 Upon returning he sat down and broke the chair.  

 I gave out workbooks for students to keep for the year (low socio-

economic level in school so we give out books and paper to 

students). Jacob proceeded to write obscenities over his cover. I 

asked him to either rub them out or cover them up. He tore the cover 

off and threw it out the window (second floor). Again outside, quiet 

chat, no eye contact. At this stage I was thinking, what am I doing 

wrong? He really hadn‟t given me a chance. 

 3 o‟clock, fifteen minutes to go, Jacob again just stands up and 

walks out of class. I ask where he was going. “home” was his 

comment going out the door. Again I followed him, he walked 

straight passed my HOD and kept going. 

When I got back to the staffroom, I didn‟t even have to comment. In 

chorus the other math‟s teachers said „so you‟ve met Jacob‟. He is 

apparently a student with hard core behaviour problems. He was 

suspended a dozen or so times last year. The deputies usually keep 

files on year groups with incident reports and suspension in it. Jacob 

has one of his own. 

I didn‟t know whether to feel good or bad. I was reassured that 

maybe it wasn‟t just me, but I felt sorry for this poor kid. He 

obviously needed something that the school wouldn‟t or couldn‟t 

supply. I decided that the next day would be a fresh start and I would 

make Jacob my personal source of PD for the first few weeks.  

 

In this confronting situation, on his first day, Tate demonstrated a capacity to take 

events within his stride, an ability to remain calm in the face of strongly challenging 

behaviour and to take up this individual as a positive learning experience. Tate‟s initial 

response, to consider his own actions, demonstrates his reflection for growth and 
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improvement. He uses the strategy of consulting with his colleagues to gain information 

which allowed him to make a judgement that “maybe it wasn‟t just me”. He was 

developing the skill of depersonalising incidents, to try to understand the experience of 

others involved in an empathetic manner and to develop his professional expertise to 

meet the challenge. 

 

After Tate‟s initial concerns with behaviour and classroom management, he focused on 

understanding his students to quickly identify concerns and develop responses. He 

contacted parents about the behaviour of two students and followed up a boy in year 11 

with very weak academic skills. He identified resources within the school for 

consultation, made contact with the boy‟s previous school and called a case conference 

to develop a plan to support the student: 

It was a really powerful experience for me as my actions led to some 

change…He is staying in my class, but will be given extra time and 

feedback before handing in assessments. Should be an interesting 

teaching experience for me.  

It is no wonder then, at the end of the second week that Tate described himself as 

“tired, but enjoying it”. He recognised the challenges, but already felt “part of the 

school community” and was starting to “develop good relationships in the staffroom”. 

He was planning collaboratively with another teacher, starting to “relax more in class 

and students are responding well”. Not surprisingly, he hadn‟t been into town at all due 

to “school work to mark and plan” and interaction with his family.  

 

Term 2 

Tate‟s continual growth and development were a constant focus of his reflections: 

It has been an interesting term so far. I think the kids are accepting 

me more. I feel comfortable in my role. I love the school yet feel 

challenged everyday. (Beginning of term 2, journal reflection) 

 

I feel a lot more relaxed in my position and I don‟t feel like 

someone‟s looking over my shoulder all the time. I think I have a 

better rapport with the kids as well. I really see myself as a teacher 

now. I think that related to kids and staff. I‟m being treated as an 

equal in a lot of ways. (End of term 2 site visit) 

 

The relationship with his peers in the Maths department was collegial and social.  

I think we‟ve got the best department. We had a party last night, all got 

together and that really helps because we‟re just really collaborative in 

our ideas…We share everything and everybody knows what 

everybody‟s doing so it really makes it easier…We don‟t have any one 

letting the side down.  

The Maths department had several long staying staff members, people who had been at 

the school in excess of 20 years. These teachers were strong role models because they 

were experienced, but remained progressive in their approaches to teaching and the 

curriculum:  

Even though they‟ve been here a long time; they‟re not stuck in their 

ways. They‟re embracing the whole idea of outcomes and this whole 

collaborative approach. 
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The staff member assigned as the staff mentor was a Maths teacher who sat next to 

Tate, providing him with very direct access to his assistance. He frequently talked 

through issues both with Rob, the mentor, his Head of Department and other 

colleagues. Talk was a coping strategy which allowed Tate to process events and reflect 

on his actions. He followed up discussion with written reflection: 

I feel comfortable now talking to anyone, particularly [the mentor], 

[the HOD] and the [principal]. They‟re very approachable...I think 

particularly [principal]…if you‟ve got an issue you can talk to her. 

Particularly if you‟re not trying to be judgemental. She likes that – 

let‟s look at the positive side and what we can do about it rather than 

there‟s a problem and we have to fix it. She certainly doesn‟t agree 

with the philosophy that all you‟re kids are bad…What can we do to 

help? If you have that sort of philosophy she‟s pretty good.  

 

He found support in the school context at all levels, though not all staff perceived the 

school to be supportive: 

We need that collegiality in the school. We have that in our maths 

dept, but I don‟t know that we have it anywhere else. I just notice in 

staff meetings. We‟re very close knit in the maths dept. Things seem 

to change pretty quickly. I think the science dept was very strong a 

couple of years ago, they‟re one or two staff members down and 

their HOD‟S almost at breaking point…It‟s such a stable 

environment where I am. 

 

The faculty-based structure of the school created different contexts. Because of the 

proximity to Perth, some staff commuted from the metropolitan area every day, in 

carpools. Tate believed that commuting staff were less connected with the school and 

that it made it harder to work collegially with staff leaving immediately at the end of 

day bell, to return to Perth. 

 

Tate developed an awareness of indigenous education issues. His experiences with 

Noongar students challenged and stimulated his awareness of social injustice. He felt in 

adequately prepare to meet the needs of indigenous students, but he was establishing a 

positive rapport with them:  

In general these kids come to school unprepared (no books, no 

stationary, no bags, sometimes no shoes). This has a huge impact on 

my role as teacher. There are plenty of non-aboriginal students that 

come to school unprepared, but they are in the minority. ALL of my 

Noongar students are unprepared. What is the school doing about it? 

I think they are doing a lot. The school has a well staffed AEIO 

office, they encourage kids to use the facilities and if they want they 

can leave their gear at school. The problem is that as soon as stuff 

leaves the school it never returns. I have some quite talented 

Noongar students, but they are at a huge disadvantage to their peers. 

He considered the issue of indigenous disadvantage by comparing two students, an 

indigenous student with academic potential, but very limited external support for 

education, and a non-indigenous student of more limited academic potential who was 

strongly supported by her family. From this comparison he observed: 

I tried to treat everyone the same and I didn‟t really even consider 

race as a factor, but this was naive. These kids need a bit of extra 
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help just to level out the playing field. Some don‟t take it, but those 

that do have really shined. 

 

He was initially “shocked” by the language used by some of the students and their 

loudness. After discussions with the Mentor he accepted that the behaviour is often a 

reflection of the environment and values of students, but he felt uncomfortable with it 

and still attempted to modify the behaviour: 

I‟ve got two year 10 classes, they‟ve both got 34 kids in the class, a 

large group of Noongar girls who are just really loud and if you 

weren‟t used to them you‟d just think they were rude and crude. I 

would have thought to say a word like fuck in class would be 

completely unacceptable, but this is something they do in normal 

language and I‟ve started to accept it which I don‟t know if it‟s right 

or wrong. I‟ve talked to [the Mentor] about that too and [he] has the 

same situation...it‟s really hard…not react as you would have 20 

years ago, but I think you have to be careful not to overreact to 

things that they don‟t consider to be important, at the same time you 

have to set standards and values.…I tried to push values, the way we 

talk to each other and…I think that it‟s bouncing off the wall a bit at 

the moment…I feel that there are some behaviours in the school that 

would have been unacceptable when I was in school and yet they‟re 

becoming common place. It‟s not that I don‟t have support if a 

student tells me to fuck off or something. They are certainly going to 

be in trouble for that, but if I had of done it when I was at school 10 

years ago it would have been a huge consequence where now it was 

more like what was the context you told him. I‟m beginning to 

accept that, but that‟s been a hard thing for me.  

 

This is a further example of the way Tate examined his own values and attempted to 

integrate new perspectives. Despite the magnitude of the issue, Tate was committed to 

achieving change. He conveyed a sense of efficacy and agency that this may be 

achievable: 

Maybe there‟s a bigger issue here. I feel that it‟s across the board; 

respect for teachers and the way kids talk to each other and teachers. 

It‟s a huge change. I would like to change that. I don‟t think I can 

overnight. I certainly don‟t allow harassment or discrimination or 

anything like that in the class. 

Tate had a positive relationship with students, using humour to interact with them and 

applying strategies from a school professional development session, discussing issues 

with the staff mentor and attempting to deescalate situations. He reflected on incidents 

in class and his impromptu decision making: 

If someone says something, it depends how you want to react to that, 

depends on what consequences. I‟m saying that‟s not all that 

important, but at times I sit back and go, it really is important and I 

should have done something about that here before it comes to this 

level. It‟s hard to know when to draw the line. 

 

One of the ways that Tate connected with challenging students was by taking a 

leadership role in an extracurricular programme called Bushrangers. The group, run by 

the school chaplain, gets involved in community projects, particularly with a 
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conservation focus. The group targets students identified as at educational risk. Tate 

went away camping with the students for a tree-planting weekend and was planning a 

week long hike on the Bibulmann Track to challenge the students. He enjoyed the 

visibility of being a teacher in a small community, interacting with students 

incidentally:  

I actually quite enjoy bumping into the kids down the street too. We 

go shopping, I have some of my yr 11 students work at Woolies on 

Thursday nights and stuff and it‟s good. I actually went to the shops 

the other day and about 4 kids in a row said “Sir, how you going 

Sir?” Sir and the girl that served me said “Are you a really important 

person or are you a teacher?” 

 

Tate had some potentially traumatic situations to deal with both in class and as part of 

his broader school duties and yet he managed to take these events in his stride. The 

account of one of the incidents is best provided in Tate‟s own words: 

We had a huge incident a couple of weeks ago...where there was a 

fight between 2 kids in one of my classes…and one of the kids hit 

down on this other kid and he had an epileptic fit in the class. He‟s 

still in [Princess Margaret Hospital] at the moment. He‟s been there 

for a couple of weeks and…I‟ve tried to use this as an example about 

consequences of your actions. The kid that first did it is very sorry 

about it; he‟s actually dealing with it really well. His whole thing 

was I didn‟t hit him that hard. He did, but they play act and they 

muck around and do stuff like this and they don‟t realise that there 

are real consequences.  

It was a big shock, because it was a normal sort of classroom 

incident as far as a normal incident can be. Kids don‟t stay in their 

seats and sit quietly. Kids are quite often punching each other and 

stuff and muck around. It was a bit more serious, they were fighting 

over a calculator and one kid pushed the other kid, the other kid hit 

him back, but he must have hit him in the wrong spot. This kid was 

already an epileptic as well…I thought he was mucking around. The 

sort of kid that will play act a bit so he had his head on the desk and I 

thought he was mucking around, but luckily, the other kid that hit 

him got out of the classroom quickly. I had a quick chat to him. 

[Rob, the Mentor] was next door…he had his year 12s, can you 

come in, could be a situation, there‟s other kids in there and then it 

started happening and we put him down on the floor and got the 

nurse and all that sort of stuff and the rest of the kids I then took 

outside on to the basketball courts. In a small room with 34 kids all 

loud and crowded and that just seemed to be the better thing and then 

Rob got another teacher who‟s a first-aider and they sorted him out 

and took him away in an ambulance and [the students] were starting 

to comment about it and they deal with it in different ways I think, 

but some were obviously shocked…Is he going to be alright, you 

know? Other kids were making jokes about it, but you could tell it 

was their way of dealing with it in some way. It wasn‟t hurtful. It 

was like is he going to die type jokes. It was a big incident, but a 

surprise incident. But I was really happy with the way the school 

dealt with that. [Principal] in particular was really supportive and she 
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asked if I needed to have any counselling. For quite a while there it 

looked like he may even die and so I had to make sure that I had 

done all the right things and I was a bit worried, but I got a lot of 

support from every body saying that I had done everything well, 

safely and we‟d looked after him, put him in the right position, got 

help, did everything that way well. I was quite impressed with my 

class…it could have quite easily become a situation that was out of 

control. So I was well supported there which helped. 

And at the beginning of the term: 

We had a social, which was held in the school gymnasium. There 

was a big fight and I was right in the middle of it, trying to break it 

up. It was a dispute between some aboriginal boys and non-

aboriginal boys. It was quite ugly for a while but we managed to 

defuse the situation fairly rapidly. 

 

Both these incidents required quick thinking and immediate action in the face of violent 

behaviour and a life threatening event. On both occasions, Tate‟s actions were 

subsequently praised by other teachers. He reflected in writing about each experience, 

debriefed by talking with others and focussed on the welfare of both individuals directly 

involved and the impact on the broader student body. There was an absence of any form 

of hysteria, drama or personal trauma in his comments. He thought through the question 

of “what more could I have done?” 

 

He was able to accept that “Kids do violent acts as common place. Violence is an issue. 

There‟ve been quite a few fights at school.” Tate‟s positive rapport with the kids 

enabled him to successfully deal with these very difficult situations: 

We had developed a rapport with them, [so] that although they were 

really angry they complied, that was a good learning experience for 

me. 

Even these highly challenging and confrontational experiences are perceived positively 

as opportunities for learning and professional growth. Amidst all of this Tate maintained 

his sense of humour: 

And then we had a fight last week. I tend to be bumping in to 

everything. A fight between two of the kids in the Ed support unit. 

They tried to kill each other, bleeding everywhere, had to break that 

up as well. All I‟m doing is filling our incident reports at the 

moment. Other than that it‟s been pretty quiet. 

 

He managed to see these difficult and troubled students as: 

just kids and most of the time they just need a big hug, but you can‟t 

do that 24 hours a day. They don‟t really know what they‟ve done 

wrong. You talk to them outside and you say why are you outside the 

classroom and “Oh I don‟t know. I said something” but they do not 

know what they did, but they can‟t help but get in trouble either. 

The high representation of students at educational risk was a characteristic of the school 

context. 

 

His high level of commitment to students was evident in his approach to marking and 

assessment. He achieved a one day turn around on students‟ tests. 
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[I] find it easier to go home and mark it. I can sit down in one 

session…More consistent that way…they like it back the next day so 

….I make marking a priority. I‟ve recently been a student so I know 

what it‟s like…Even the low achieving kids want it back almost as 

soon as they‟ve done it. Because they do move on. I notice if we do 

something last week and then try to do some sort of assessment, they 

need a refresher. 

 

The commitment to helping kids was a strong motivation for Tate‟s decision to become 

a teacher: 

I had a really good 11 and 12 maths teacher who I suppose inspired 

me, particularly and…I always liked mathematics, and I liked 

helping people…That was why I went into it. Now I‟m learning 

more about it, I think the decisions becoming better every day. I 

enjoy this; I just enjoy helping kids really. I considered doing youth 

work and stuff, but I just chose the role of the teacher. 

However, the way he believed he can help students had already changed within the first 

six months of his career. He was less focussed on mathematical content and concepts 

and more focussed on life skill development: 

When I first started I was blaming kids. You guys should be able to 

do this, but now I‟m not expecting that at all…I‟m just going to say 

what can we do? We‟ve got a really good coordinator of the 

aboriginal programme…one of the things he said, “You have to be 

careful of what you expect kids to be able to do. If you can take a kid 

from here to here, just a small step you‟ve actually had a win there 

and some achievement”…for some kids just bringing a pen to school 

is an achievement…if they don‟t have that they…they‟re not going 

to learn. Maybe then we can start teaching them about mathematics. 

I‟ve at least got to move from one place to the next. At the start of 

the year I wouldn‟t have considered that to be an achievement. 

The biggest change in me this year is to say I‟m not expecting at the 

end of this programme kids can do this. I‟m hoping that a kid can do 

a little bit more than he could do before. It‟s hard to report on that, 

but I think I‟ve changed perspective on that completely…We‟re 

getting there, but the steps are very small. 

 

Tate‟s family have settled into the community successfully. Jan was completing tertiary 

studies, attending weekend classes. She will complete her qualification this year and 

hopes to gain part time work in Westham, where there are plenty of opportunities:  

She‟s really relaxed now. She‟s started to do more, she‟s got a horse 

and the kids have settled into school…starting to make friends. The 

lifestyle suited us as well. 

I feel stable and that‟s good, because that‟s what I‟m looking for. I 

think I‟m happy, my kids are happy my wife‟s happy. In the future 

things will be better, like in 6 months time we‟ll be getting to this 

more complete stage because I‟m still paying back years of 

commitment, but I‟m certainly I feel like I‟m in the right place right 

now. 
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He was feeling “at home” in Westham and the principal gave him her support by 

negotiating for his fixed term appointment to be extended for a second year. For Tate 

there is the potential for a lifetime in Westham, something which has changed from his 

initial intentions: 

Originally I was talking about until the kids were going to high 

school and going back to Perth for high school, but now, being here I 

don‟t know if that‟s even an issue any more. I had this sense about 

Perth high schools somehow being better, but now that I‟m here I 

think that‟s a bit hypocritical if I was going to teach in this school 

and want to be proud of this school and send my kids elsewhere. 

That‟s not what I want to do. I don‟t know. We could settle here for 

life. 

 

Work commitments dominated Tate‟s time, leaving little time for other interactions. 

Planning, preparation and marking were priorities in his life: 

I have given a priority to making sure I am organised. I could leave 

at 3.00 or whatever and do stuff. You need to be well planned and 

ready to go in the classroom so you can enjoy it as well. I‟m trying 

to enjoy it, enjoy every lesson, even the challenging ones. I think the 

more you find yourself sitting behind the teacher‟s chair the more 

you‟re losing it. You need to be out there and in their faces a bit. 

That gets tiring as well. 

 

He enjoyed activities with his children, socialising with parents of his children‟s friends: 

but my week just goes. Some weeks I don‟t even go into town to the 

shops or anything…I think we‟ve got more family life now than we 

did in Perth. Westham is pretty well set up for the kids…Good parks 

and stuff that we get out to and there‟s [close town] and [close town] 

that are only a half an hour drive. We know another teacher with a 

couple of kids in our street so they play quite a lot. 

The family felt that Westham provided all the facilities needed, including shops and 

access to government offices. 

 

While Tate was very happy with their accommodation, he was dissatisfied with 

maintenance on the property, and remained troubled by the difficult interactions needed 

to acquire accommodation at the beginning of the year:  

The whole appointment and getting the house and getting here 

process was a bit more challenging than I thought it would be 

considering everything you hear about the department being 

desperate for teachers. I felt that I wasn‟t treated all that well. I 

didn‟t think I was treated badly, but it wasn‟t as good as I thought it 

might have been...It was a little fish in a big pool and it‟s 

intimidating not being in the system. I think I‟d deal with it better 

now if I was going to move somewhere else, but…I was at the point 

where I was nearly ready to give up. There are plenty of jobs for 

maths teachers in private schools. Luckily it worked out well in the 

end. 

His interactions with the Department of Education and Training have been frustrating: 
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I have had very little communication at all with the department. 

Other than getting my pay slip. I‟ve never been able to contact and 

get any sort of reassurance about anything. 

 

One of the major difficulties experienced by the school is a shortage of relief teachers to 

take classes when teachers are sick or attending meetings and professional development:  

Staff morale is very low; we have a desperate relief problem in town. 

No relief teachers and lots of need for some. I have done about six 

periods of relief so far this term and that is less then most. That‟s 

part of teaching in a difficult to staff school I suppose. 

Relief teaching reduced his Duties Other Than Teaching (DOTT) time. Fortunately, the 

collaborative planning of his department reduced some of the pressure this would 

otherwise place on his lesson preparation. 

I just find in our collaborative environment in the department, we 

have our programme and preparation done so well in advance that 

I‟m not finding that I‟m having to think about what I‟m going to do 

tomorrow…We‟ve got a pool of resources that have been built up 

over a long period of time. We‟re changing it continually. Let‟s try 

this, but we‟ve got a solid basis to work on. I still do a lot of that 

[resource development] myself to try to respond to what the kids are 

like here, but it‟s not like I have to do everything. 

 

While Tate was very tired from his efforts, he evaluated his experiences positively: 

Tiring, but worthwhile. I never even thought for an instant that 

maybe I‟m doing the wrong thing. Or certainly I‟ve been tired with 

different things, tired, I am tired, I know it‟s the end of the term, but 

I think that‟s only because I put in 100% effort as well. I‟ve probably 

got 50% back, but I‟ve got something back and it‟s good. Quality 

wise I think that I‟m really supported…I feel that I am really lucky 

because of that support. 

 

Term 3 

Tate returns to school after spending one week of his holidays successfully completing a 

walk on the Bibbulman bushwalking track with a group of students from the Bushranger 

group. The trip, accomplished in very difficult weather, was a personal achievement for 

Tate and a success for the students. While not all of the students completed the trip, he 

describes the experience as: 

A life changing experience for all of us. A couple of the kids who 

made it were amongst the „worst kids in the school‟, they were 

constantly outside classes, in faculty withdrawal, detentions or 

suspended. I hope the personal struggle they went through makes 

school seem like a pretty easy option and their behaviour is changed. 

For me personally I was proud of myself for pushing through the 

pain barrier, but most of all I was proud of the kids, they reassured 

me that I was doing the right thing in life. It made me more 

determined to make a difference, however small.  

 

In this term, Tate acquired a different focus – from a concentration on behaviour 

management to a focus on curriculum and pedagogy. 
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I found that the kids loved reading the paper. I have had a struggle in 

the past trying to get them to read anything, yet give them the paper 

and they all engaged. It was quite amazing. We got into a routine of 

coming into the class, picking up a copy of the paper and quiet 

reading for about ten minutes. Once the kids had settled down, read 

the comics or fashion or sport sections they tended to engage for the 

rest of the lesson. They even started to negotiate the types of tasks 

we did. I was really amazed, and other teachers also commented how 

the kids loved reading the paper. I assume that they do not get the 

opportunity to do so at home. It worked so well that we intend 

getting at least one copy of the daily paper in each class as a reward, 

where students on task or who have completed work can grab the 

paper and have a read. It is amazing how sometimes the small things 

make a huge difference.  

I am trying to negotiate the curriculum with my year nine class. Not 

in a lovey-dovey…way, but I am saying to the kids things like “these 

are the skills I want to expose you to…we have several ways of 

doing it…do you have any ideas of your own?” As a consequence 

we have been using technology more, we have done more group 

work and also we get outside the classroom on a regular basis. At 

first I would have been a bit afraid of how the kids would behave 

outside the comfort of the classroom, but as the process is negotiated 

I have had very few problems. It is seen as a reward and most 

importantly meaningful. I am not claiming to have turned non-

engagers into model students, but I have seen progress. 

 

He continued to engage with other teachers, discussing of teaching approaches, working 

collaboratively on cross-curricular planning and improving assessment tasks:  

As an optimistic young teacher I just like to think there could be 

more. It has to happen in small groups. With the Commonwealth 

Games happening we could have done more cross curricular stuff 

with English and S & E. It‟s my goal to do more of that happening 

next year. I‟ll approach the teachers that I know. Some teachers are 

keen to stick with their programmes.   

 

Tate believed change and improvement were possible. He actively initiated change and 

was confident in taking a „grass roots‟ approach – working with individuals to achieve 

small, cumulative results. In all areas of Tate‟s professional development he perceived 

himself to be “making progress”. 

 

Attendance at a professional conference provided Tate with some valuable networking 

opportunities; however, his immersion in his subject specialty highlighted some of the 

difficulties in the Westham context: 

It is frustrating. I would like to walk in and give the lesson that I‟d 

like to give…it actually happens, but they‟re not ready to receive it. 

Got a bit more frustrating when I went to the maths conference and I 

was talking to teachers and they were saying we don‟t have any 

behaviour management we just teach and for me behaviour 

management is 90% of my day and teaching is 10%. But I love 

teaching at Westham and I love the challenge, but I‟d like one day 
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where I could just get on and teach and I think that‟s why I was 

getting fed up…I love the Upper school classes where you just walk 

in and teach the kids. They‟re ready to absorb it. I love the yr 9s as 

well, but I have to do more preparation for them knowing that if I 

don‟t get it right there will be chaos. 

At this stage in the year, Tate‟s strong positive attitude was being challenged: 

The only thing that may get me down is the apathy of the kids, 

struggling with the whole school experience. The kids really drain 

the positives.  

 

By the end of this term Tate delivered professional development to teachers of the 

feeder District High Schools. He was involved in a project to open communication 

channels between schools to ensure students are adequately prepared for the upper 

secondary maths curriculum at Westham Senior High School. Tate was interested in the 

project because of his own observation of difficulties with students in his Year 11 class, 

but he was asked to co-ordinate the project because of his current curriculum 

knowledge. He received positive feedback from the Principal and the Head of 

Department for this work. 

 

He experienced frustration with the limited resources within the school, particularly 

computer and internet resources: 

The internet access is really unreliable and it has been all year. 

We‟ve had two weeks access since just after the start of third term 

…They‟re supposed to be getting an upgrade next year – they don‟t 

have a big enough band width. There‟s ample computers for kids to 

use and you can book the lab. 

Simple resources such as pens and papers and calculators for students were also an 

issue. Because of the characteristics of the students, many attended school without basic 

equipment, while still having access to Walkmans [personal music equipment]. 

 

While Tate had positive, collegial relationships with other staff he encountered a 

difficult situation with one colleague. His confidence and the development of a strong 

professional persona enabled him to resolve the situation. After discussing the issue 

with a range of colleagues he approached the teacher directly: 

I had a bit of an issue with another staff member…she was very 

officious and she actually had a chit at me about something in front 

of my class which I thought was very unprofessional. I had a word 

with my head of department and my mentor. They recommended 

going to see her...So I did. It cleared the air. I felt good about it. 

His actions were contrary to the advice often given to first year teachers –“hang low, 

don‟t go for the bumps. Don‟t get involved with the gossip”, but for Tate this was an 

issue about collegial respect. He felt sufficiently secure in his professional identity and 

role to take his concerns directly to the teacher. He gained considerable respect from his 

peers through his actions and his comments on the experience of other “new teachers” 

projects a gap between his perception of others and his perception of himself. 

Some of the new teachers are out of their depth – kids pushing them 

around. And then the good kids are influenced by the classroom 

behaviour. I wish the context was different. I can change my 

classroom, but not the whole school. I‟m seeing some big steps 

forward, the way they treat me. I‟m looking forward to next year…In 
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the first term I felt like a student for the lot of the term, it was a long 

term. Only recently have I felt like a teacher on parallel with other 

teachers…I‟m becoming more assertive. I‟ve grown as a teacher. A 

lot of the things that I did I wouldn‟t do now. I think about things 

that don‟t work. 

 

Because of Tate‟s own self-monitoring, reflection and commitment to continual 

improvement, the process of performance appraisal did not intimidate him in any way: 

Performance appraisal finished – basically going well. Submitted by 

the end of term. HOD always in and out of my room. You learn by 

walking past rather than sitting in. HOD made it very relaxed. He 

went through the criteria and wrote out what I had achieved. It was 

good to consider. More useful than uni stuff. He‟s been helpful with 

planning. The process wasn‟t scary. I was told day 1 that if things are 

going wrong you‟ll know about it. If you‟re left alone then things are 

going OK. My performance appraisal is going really well. The last 

person didn‟t make it. If you‟re not doing a good job it‟s obvious. It 

should be part of your career and accountability. I won‟t shut the 

door to anyone.  

 

Tate was invited to a range of school activities even with year groups that he did not 

teach. He was prepared to get involved and take risks, agreeing to be a fashion model 

for the school fashion show. 

 

Term 4 

In term 4, Tate continued his active involvement in broader curriculum issues, working 

on cross curricular initiatives with Science and Society and Environment teachers. He 

conducted the professional development planned for the District High School teachers: 

We hope that it will be something which is ongoing next year. We 

put in for new teacher funding for next year for net working hoping 

that…we can have some sort of general assessment once or twice a 

year across the whole district, just to get some idea of the kids that 

are coming into the school, some similar standard. 

I was worried they might be threatened by me, a graduate presenting 

this thing, but they certainly didn‟t. They were all pretty warm and 

positive about the whole thing. That was really good. It‟s been good 

since because within the school they‟ve now encouraged the other 

key areas all setting an exam...What started off as a pretty small 

thing in the maths dept has become structured and also the principal 

has been quite positive about the way we got the feeder schools 

involved as well and she‟s trying to encourage the other departments 

to do that, not just our thing, let‟s get them all involved. 

 

Already he was planning to share his professional learning: 

I‟ve already put in to be presenting at the MAWA Maths association 

conference and not quite sure what I‟ll be doing yet, but it might be 

on surviving your first year of teaching and what it means to be a 

maths teacher in your first years. It‟s given me confidence to be able 

to do that, which is good.  
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Tate was looking ahead to challenges and opportunities in the next year, to extend 

himself professionally with new projects and roles and in the development of his 

interaction with students: 

Next year I‟ll be doing more with the year 8s. It‟s good to be 

proactive in this area. It will be my baby. I want to try and be in 

contact with the primary schools. 

 

At the end of the year Tate was able to look back with some clarity at his achievements 

with his students and the development of his pedagogical approaches: 

I was told by the staff mentor that it takes some time for the kids to 

embrace you I suppose. You need to build up a rapport, which you 

would anywhere, but Westham, having a lot of staff that stay for 

only a short period of time, the kids…they don‟t want to get attached 

to a teacher and then they leave. So it took me at least the first term, 

maybe even longer to develop a strong rapport, but once I did I 

noticed a huge change with behaviour management and all sorts of 

things because I could ask for things to be done and generally I don‟t 

have a huge amount of classroom management issues. Somebody 

looking from outside might, believe but I don‟t considering what it 

was. 

I started off at the beginning of the year believing that I could take 

every kid from one point to the next, academically. I now see that 

there is a lot more value to what I can do to them as people and 

socially and some kids all I‟ve done with them throughout the year is 

get them to bring a pen and paper to school and hopefully keep their 

work in a file. Some kids I‟m struggling to do that with, but it‟s a big 

change and for some kids that‟s a huge effort. Getting some kids in 

class on time or relatively on time, staying engaged, all those social 

things about not disrupting other people‟s education and valuing 

your peers and all that sort of stuff. 

It‟s very hard day in day out to see how much you‟ve changed unless 

you look back through their portfolios and see stuff they did at the 

start of the year and how they‟ve changed and I know some of them 

have…At the start of the year they were struggling with this part, but 

while they‟re still not getting the trigonometry they are able to do the 

decimals which is some progress anyway. 

 

Tate experienced some extreme student behaviour, numerous fights, student epileptic 

fits in class, but the experience that caused him most distress this year was the poor 

exam results of his year 11 students: 

My year 11s exam was a pretty low moment for me and that was just 

on my own expectations. It‟s hard coming from the fact that school 

was pretty easy for me to see where some kids really struggle with it. 

Probably having to lower my expectations. I had some kids really 

happy to just get 51% and pass where I would have been shattered. I 

possibly look at things differently. 

I was really disappointed…I talked to the mentor about that. I still 

feel disappointed about it…We marked it on the Friday and I had a 

pretty bad weekend and I was feeling a bit down and depressed about 
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it. It was good to be able to talk to people about it as well….I was 

wondering whether I should have stressed more exam technique in 

teaching them…this is a bunch of kids I have struggled all year to 

motivate them to actually get ready for TEE…I‟ve really stressed 

independent study, getting yourself organised…I think it‟s easy to 

assume that they‟ve got those skills and not actually teach it. That‟s 

something that I think next year when I teach the same group I will 

spend more time on that. It‟s hard to know.  

After my year 11s didn‟t do too well in the exam I certainly felt 

maybe it would be easier to be at a posh private school, but that was 

only a few days where I was feeling a bit down…There‟s certainly 

been pretty torrid days when I go home and have few beers and lie 

on the sofa, but there hasn‟t been…many moments when I‟ve felt I 

made the wrong decision...I‟ve thought there‟s got to be easier things 

to be doing. But it‟s really only been glimpses, it hasn‟t been 

anything that I regret. 

Overall, Tate maintained an optimistic approach to even the most negative of his 

experiences: “I‟ve had some pretty hairy classroom management issues over the year, 

but I‟ve looked at all that as experience and professional development”. 

 

Tate stepped into leadership positions both within the school and with the community 

Bushrangers group. He has taken over the role of chief instructor for the Bushranger 

group, which involves an additional administrative role. He was willing to take on a 

variety of new experiences: 

I‟m now the chief instructor, taking charge of the training so I‟m 

doing programming and planning stuff with them. I‟m going to 

continue to work in with the maths staff on the feeder schools. I‟ll be 

looking to take more active roles in minor things around the school. 

I‟m probably, unless somebody puts their hand up, chairing the staff 

meetings next year which is not that big a role, but it‟s something to 

do. They‟re looking for volunteers and I‟m the only person who put 

their hand up. 

 

His level of commitment within the school and to the Bushranger group impacted on his 

involvement and familiarity with the broader community of Westham: 

No, I‟m not really looking for other activities outside school. I‟ve 

been tired. I don‟t really socialise a great deal in town…Our kids are 

small and our activities are centred around what they can do. We 

socialise with other teachers. [Wife] has other friends in town. 

However, he was satisfied with the way his family has settled into the community. And 

despite having a limited involvement in the broader community, he really enjoyed local 

events such as race days and local celebrations. He was surprised by how many people 

he knew. He attributed some of his success to the high levels of support he has received 

both at home and in all areas of the school: 

Having a solid family structure. We both supported the move. 

Initially there were transition problems, but we‟ve embraced it. It 

won‟t work if you go on a whim. It‟s a strong school and a strong 

faculty. Everyone is supportive.  
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I‟m happy where I am. There are times when you think there are 

easier places and easier things to do. I‟m surprised I haven‟t felt like 

leaving. The kids say “Don‟t you hate teaching?” But no, I‟m 

starting to understand more about adolescents, puberty and 

hormones. What the teacher says is not important. They just absorb 

little bits. Things that will click next year. You‟ve got to enjoy 

working with them. 

 

Once again, Tate demonstrated his proactive response to difficulties and problems. He 

was involved in a committee to examine aspects of relocation, including allocation of 

housing within the district. His own experience at the beginning of the year motivated 

his involvement to improve the situation for others: 

Moving the family up and getting into GEHA housing and that took 

a little bit of work at first. It wasn‟t the automatic process that I 

assumed it might have been and that was the big thing to start with. I 

feel that there could be more done, particularly for graduates, for that 

transition period and since I‟ve been up here I‟ve been on a 

committee working with GEHA as far as how we could better do it 

in this area. I think that‟s an important thing and [place] is not far 

away from Perth. If you were to go to Fitzroy Crossing or wherever 

it would have been a bigger thing, particularly with the family. But 

even just as a young person, 21, just out of uni it would be a pretty 

scary thing. 

 

The strength of Tate‟s professional identity is unusual amongst new graduates: 

I was given advice at the start of the year at a graduate seminar. 

You‟re the only person who is in charge of your professionalism and 

nobody else so if there‟s issues that happen I‟m certainly going to 

stand up for myself and I think that‟s pretty good advice for anyone. 

It doesn‟t mean you have to be outspoken. You have to be quite clear 

about what your position is. Even stuff that happens in the 

classroom. Some teachers think I‟m a pretty easy going teacher, but 

I‟m pretty firm about my professional standards. I don‟t allow kids 

to leave my class early or talk me into going and doing privileges 

when they should be in my classroom. That stuff affects the whole 

school if you let kids out of classrooms and that can be from 

experienced teachers or new ones, particularly if you‟re a new 

teacher, people are watching you. I think that it‟s important that you 

can be the nice guy without scrapping all the rules. 

 

Tate‟s greatest satisfactions are clearly the kids: 

The best moments so far, the little things like I‟ve got quite a few 

Christmas cards from kids, from kids that you know haven‟t got a 

great deal of money, done small things, made them themselves. I‟ve 

had fun with the Bushrangers instructing this year. Next year it‟s 

outside of school, but still within a controlled environment. There‟s a 

different relationship there. I‟m generally considered to be a pretty 

good teacher among students. I had a good moment in the year 12 

graduation – they gave me a certificate and wrote some really nice 

things on it. 
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He has received consistently positive feedback from all sources – the students, 

colleagues and the principal. 

 

Second Year 

Tate continued to take additional responsibilities and his rapport with the students has 

been harnessed to work more broadly with students. Although he hasn‟t been assigned a 

specific role, he has been invited to meetings and “kept in the loop” in relation to 

behaviour management of individuals and the development of whole school responses. 

So while he is having fewer behaviour management issues within his own classes, he is 

involved with talking with kids in other classes and issues occurring during break times. 

This does have an impact on his preparation and planning time: 

My problem is spending less time planning. I feel a lot more 

confident and I'm more able to walk into the room and wing it a little 

bit I suppose and I already do have a fairly good back up of 

resources that I can use…I'm probably coming to school a little bit 

earlier in the morning and leaving a bit later, so when I'm not using 

my DOTT time I'm trying to catch up. 

I don't have the same level of behaviour issues in the classroom this 

year as I had last year. I'm finding that I can get more done [more 

teaching]. So I'm actually getting through a lot more than I ever did 

last year. 

 

He is very happy with the allocation of classes for the year and the continuation of 

collaborative planning within the department. While he is able to use some of his 

material from last year with some classes, he is aware of the needs to prepare material to 

meet the specific needs of the classes. This means adaptation and changing of resources. 

Tate is also taking responsibility for the assessment within the year 11 class, working to 

support the other teacher, a new graduate. He attributes his ability to move through 

more material with his classes partially to the different attributes of the students and to 

his own development of “presence” within the class: 

I have confidence as a person who teaches. I mean nearly everybody 

in the school knows me. All the kids know, so you bring a reputation 

to yourself. 

A lot of the other kids will try you on for a while until they know 

you're going to stay. Because [other teachers stay for a] short period 

of time then go. And so they don't want to develop relationships. A 

lot of our kids really do need to build up a relationship with the 

[teacher]. And that takes time. It makes it so much easier to do the 

teaching.  

 

Tate values the opportunities that teaching at Westham has given him. He doesn‟t 

believe that the same opportunities would have been available in a metropolitan school: 

But the experiences that I've had...going camping. I've been hiking. 

I'm going to get my bronze medallion and my bus licence. That's the 

things that I would probably have never done had I been [at a metro] 

school. Had I not been a teacher for that matter. So they‟re the kind 

of things that you get out of being involved. Extra to what you do in 

the classroom. 
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He sees the continuing opportunities for involvement in curriculum development within 

the school and the district in a similar way. He says “I'm trying where ever possible to 

take up opportunities”. He is working with the feeder District high schools and working 

within his department on the implementation of new curriculum. 

 

Tate notes that there has been an escalation of violence within the local community 

which has overflowed into the school context. He feels challenged by a sense of being 

unable to change these external events, but feels strongly that the school needs to 

manage the consequences: 

I feel that we can't change the situation. We try to promote other ways 

to deal things. Maybe we can, but I don't think we can [change] it very 

quickly anyway. 

 

Tate and his family have bought a house in Westham and are just about to move in. 

While this is part of a larger financial strategy, it is also an indication of Tate‟s 

commitment to remaining in the location for at least the next four or five years. 

There is a sense of total integration of Tate and his family into the workplace and the 

community: 

For me it's great. I'm doing lots of things…I have the confidence of 

surviving and starting again. And at the same time I've got a position 

in the school where I‟m seen as a figure – someone who is fun, but 

an authority figure. Everything‟s good. 

 

It seems like I've been at the school forever actually. I know 

everywhere and last year I wasn‟t confident. Now it‟s just a part of 

life.  
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CASE STUDY OF TONIA: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Tonia is a mother of two children who has been completing the last units of her 

Bachelor of Education as she commenced work at Garralarda District High School. She 

is less than 25 years of age and is qualified in the area of primary education. She has 

relocated to Garralarda with her husband who is completing a tertiary degree and their 

children. Tonia‟s children are 3 and 5 years old. Tonia has previously taught swimming 

to early-childhood aged students. She grew up in country areas and her husband has 

spent time in a remote area. 

 

Current Context: Garralarda District High School 

Tonia has accepted a two year contract to Garralarda District High School. She is 

initially employed as a Support Teacher with an undefined role. She has been told that 

she will be able to move into a classroom teaching position as one becomes available 

within the school. The family have moved into GEHA housing.  

 

The District High School caters for students from K-10, with approximately 200 

students: 150 students in the primary and 50 in the secondary area. It has approximately 

19 teaching staff, a similar number of non-teaching staff and 3 administrators. Ninety 

percent of the students are indigenous. Garralarda is an inland pastoral and mining 

community with a population of just over 2000 people.  

 

Term 1 

I first spoke to Tonia about 6 weeks into term 1. Tonia has spent time during the school 

holidays and at the beginning of the year studying two units in Aboriginal Education to 

complete her Bachelor of Education which had been extended over 5 years due to 

family responsibilities. She and her family had initially been very keen to go to a remote 

indigenous community but some concerns about access to information technology, 

which her partner needs to continue his own study prevented them from going ahead 

with this; and issues associated with the children. Instead they selected Garralarda 

which they felt would still provide them with an opportunity to have a different cultural 

experience. Tonia was looking for a challenge. 

 

She demonstrates an interest and awareness of indigenous culture but believes a town 

like Garralarda represents a challenge to motivate students, deal with disruptive 

behaviour from students and parents. 

 

Her appointment is as a support teacher in early childhood K-3, however, her role has 

been poorly defined, both for herself and other staff:  

The first week I was at the school, I didn‟t have a job to do. They told 

me not to plan just to hang around and I was down with the pre-

primary and year one; there was about 5 adults down there and 10 kids 

and I just came back up and said I don‟t think I‟m needed there. And I 

think the next part, up with the year ones with a teacher who did my 

job last year and he had a class for the first time and he didn‟t really 

want me to be there. So that was really quite hard that week. 

She has been assisting from year 1-6 with the withdrawal of students primarily for 

students at risk and one group of extension children. She also does relief as required. 

She has not had a room or designated space that was appropriate to work from. This has 
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added to behaviour management difficulties with students. She has been waiting for an 

electrical problem to be fixed and the room to be painted. Her partner has completed the 

latter task when she became tired of waiting for the job to be done. Her role was not 

defined until about week 6 of term. 

 

While Tonia likes the overview of the whole school that she has obtained, seeing family 

connections across the years she finds the withdrawal of students for individual periods 

does not enable her to build a rapport with the students and this makes it difficult to 

manage their behaviour. She feels still like a student rather than a fully autonomous 

professional because she has to wait for direction from the classroom teachers about the 

work to be completed:  

I don‟t feel like I‟m really purposeful in what I‟m doing and I love 

teaching because of that relationship you build up with kids and I‟m 

stunted with that because I only see them for a couple of hours and I 

find that I try to cram all I can in to that hour and that sort of thing. So 

that‟s quite frustrating. 

It‟s hard to develop [a relationship] because I don‟t spend all day with 

the kids. I can‟t really get to know them a lot, as much as I would like 

to. 

She feels insecure in the role and lacks confidence with her interaction with some of the 

other teachers. While generally she has a positive interaction with other teachers she 

admits to feeling concerned that others may perceive her: 

I don‟t like to complain to the rest of the staff because I know 

they‟ve got classes and challenges as well but I find my position 

quite powerless. 

I usually, I try to deal with [behaviour management] myself I 

guess because I want to be seen as being able to deal with it I 

guess. [Deputy Principal]‟s pretty good and if I ring up, up here, 

she‟ll come down or she‟ll or I can send them up. So I‟ve only 

had to do that a few times, but I probably should have done it 

more…it‟s not knowing whether to and I guess it‟s how you 

don‟t want people to perceive you as not coping with what‟s 

happening. 

Tonia has had positive support from the Deputies who have been approachable and 

actively supportive with behaviour management of students. She has had little 

interaction with the principal who is more distant.  

 

Tonia had some negative expectations about the town and the community that have not 

been fulfilled. She had expected a higher degree of visible alcohol abuse in the town, 

more overt racism. She had been warned that living in remote communities placed 

stresses on relationships, however, her initial response to the community was very 

positive: 

I love it. [Partner] really enjoys it as well actually. Very laid back, 

good to enjoy. Haven‟t really noticed any overt racism or anything 

like that. We were worried about that when we came up because 

we had heard lots of things, a lot of them are quite unfounded or 

have changed or whatever the case may be but yeah, no it‟s been 
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fine. Haven't had any problems fitting into the community at all – 

either community. 

 

Tonia and her family have established a good friendship with the family next door. 

They have similar aged children, one parent is also a teacher at Garralarda District High 

School. Tonia has also made connections into the wider community through a yoga 

class which she has helped to establish and through other parents of the children in her 

daughter‟s kindy class. She notes that some of the staff who have been at the school for 

longer are “a bit guarded” and she attributes this to the previous transience of staff. 

 

Most of the information about the location came from direct contact with the principal 

rather than the Department of Education. Tonia experienced difficulties with 

information about housing, which was dirty and without curtains when they arrived. 

She has had difficulty with the paper work to obtain allowances, having to fax the same 

paperwork on 3 occasions.  

 

Six weeks into the term Tonia has discovered that she is pregnant and expecting her 

third child in Term 4. This has significant implications for the family as the prime 

income earner and employment with housing attached. She has been trying to establish 

her entitlements for leave, the continuation of her contract and housing. She would like 

to stay but there are issues about her husband‟s completion of his course and prospects 

for employment. 

 

At this point in time, some of the stresses of the uncertain role and the lack of 

professional autonomy, professional isolation within the school are beginning to 

frustrate and stress Tonia. The word “frustration” constantly recurs in the interview. 

I don‟t feel like I can do anything. I just feel like a student, frustrating 

finding activities and things to do. I don‟t feel like I know my kids 

well enough…I'm taking kids out at different times and to different 

places and all that stuff that‟s been hard that‟s been frustrating, it 

frustrates me. I can‟t practice my skills…This week I‟ve been saying I 

don‟t want to go to work tomorrow. 

I‟m sort of just…not really doing the same things as everybody else… 

I‟m not in the same situations as people. I don‟t reckon anybody‟s 

going to help…I‟m on my own and I don‟t really think they see me as 

doing anything that essential or necessary…You know that my role is 

just, what is it? 

She copes by “pushing on” and having a cry at home. “Just think OK I‟ll just get on 

with it. I‟ll make it through the day…it‟s not actually that bad if you look at it, that‟ll be 

OK, that‟ll be alright, and I just do it”. She attributes some of her emotions to her 

pregnant state. She admits to having lost some of her enthusiasm. Her changing attitude 

has been paralleled by a change in her partner‟s attitude. He‟s:  

starting to feel bored doesn‟t know what to do in [town] had enough of 

being in the house...Has to start looking for a job but that‟s inhibited 

by the fact that there‟s no day care We were told that there was a day 

care before we came. We got here and it had closed down. We‟ve been 

waiting for the shire and we‟ve been told not to hold out breath, in the 

next month. So that‟s frustrating. 
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Lack of childcare facilities posed a significant problem when they first arrived – having 

been told that childcare was available in the town. It had closed down shortly before 

their arrival. This prevented Tonia‟s husband from obtaining fulltime work. 

 

The children have overcome some initial anxiety about “the brown people” and are 

generally happy, although they miss the access to the extended family and there are 

fewer activities to stimulate the 5 year old daughter. 

 

The uncertainty about her future employment and all the implications including 

financial issues such as the potential cost of relocating the family all add to the stress 

that Tonia feels. Financially, the move has been positive for the family, but as a single 

income family there are limits to their ability to travel and socialise. 

 

She has felt the isolation from access to goods and services, particularly medical 

services and consumer outlets. Access to medications is delayed and supermarket 

shelves can be empty of goods. She has also been confined within the town since the 

beginning of the year so an opportunity to explore to the next town on a recent long 

weekend produced excitement. She misses her family and the ocean but despite these 

things she would like to stay in the community. She concludes that overall “we‟re pretty 

happy”. 

 

Term 2 

By the end of term 2, Tonia and her family have made the decision to return to Perth. 

She has been struggling to cope with her work, aspects of the community, the location.  

Tonia identified a number of issues that have influenced this decision. 

 

She is concerned about crime, social disorder in the community. They have had 

someone break into their bedroom while they were sleeping and her husband chased the 

intruder from the house. She reports that there “have been 30 assaults or break-ins in 3 

weeks” and a colleague was assaulted in the street. She feels insecure in the house when 

her partner is not present and there is dissatisfaction with the response time and advice 

from the police. While earlier in the year she had dismissed the information she had 

been given about the location by others she now says: 

I think it's always been like that. When we came here, what did we 

hear from the removalists? There‟d been 20 break-ins in a week before 

Christmas or something like that. But the thing that amazes us now is 

that people have…rung the police and have left messages on a message 

bank and have never been rung back. So…you feel like if something 

was to happen, maybe nobodies going to be there to respond to you 

…And also the police stance at the moment is…if you‟re in your house 

you need to lock yourself in…It seems to me, we haven‟t been here 

that long, but it seems to be getting to crazy point. In such a small 

community for that amount of crime to be going on, a bit out of 

control. 

 

The issue that seems to have been most influential is her lack of satisfaction with her 

work role. She says: 

The job is not very enjoyable for me because I do that support role 

…These kids, especially, you need to have that relationship with them 

before you can get, especially the boys, before you can get anything 
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out of them or get them to work for you and I have them for an hour a 

week or a couple of hours a week and it‟s really difficult and it don‟t 

enjoy it. I just end up doing that reprimanding sort of stuff all the time 

and I…don‟t enjoy it so I get quite stressed out about it. 

She believed that the support role was only a short term position until another staff 

member left the school and given the transience amongst staff this was likely to happen 

within the first half of the year. Now that she is pregnant she believes that this is 

unlikely to happen. She finds the support role dissatisfying because she has no 

ownership of the students or the programmes that she implements. She does not see it as 

a professional role, identifying her status as less than that of a pre-service teacher. With 

the exception of one of the teachers, she is given at risk students to give the class 

teacher a break from behaviour management issues. This results in Tonia working with 

behaviour management difficulties all week. She does not have access to resources and 

is reliant on other teachers. Because she has the students for short withdrawal periods 

the day is fragmented and the outcomes for the students are very limited. In her own 

words: 

I just find it really difficult, don‟t really enjoy it…The deputies tried to 

do it so that I‟ve got ownership of whatever lessons, but really it‟s just 

whatever the teachers need…so usually I get the lower end of the class 

who need a lot of extra work with numeracy and literacy…I plan for it, 

but it‟s usually the kids that the teacher needs a break from...it's 

battling up hill really. And there‟s stuff that I can see that would work, 

but I don‟t have time for in an hour or in 45 minutes by the time I get 

them there and get them back. It‟s not an ideal situation so I guess I‟ve 

progressively been getting more and more dissatisfied with it because 

it‟s frustrating. 

I feel like a student. I still feel like a student. And not even an ATP 

student, just taking a few groups here and there…I don‟t have my own 

equipment…as far as materials and equipment and that sort of thing, I 

have to go begging. Scrounging around. So that‟s really annoying, I 

don‟t just have things there and some teachers, it‟s really hard to get 

things out of them. 

The quality of my work life…I don‟t have good quality there at all…. 

There‟s no quality there, no, not a lot. I mean I don‟t enjoy going to 

work. I feel tired when I come back. I have more bad days than I have 

good days with kids.  

At the beginning of the term she was in tears everyday for a bout a week.  

 

There are also issues related to her husband‟s employment, continuing tertiary study and 

the schooling of the children: 

[Partner]‟s having trouble with his study as well, because he‟s studying 

externally. He‟d rather be at uni. 

Another big part is that I really don‟t want [daughter] to do year 1 

here. The year ones have to contend with a lot of teasing and bullying 

with kids right up to year 10. There‟s been faeces on the toilets and 

handles and kids looking under the cubicles and I don‟t really want to 

put her in that situation…I'd rather not have her here for year 1 next 

year. 
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And I don‟t think she‟d cope with the bullying of the older kids and I 

don‟t really want her to even be exposed to that, hanging around the 

door. Plus I‟d just be concerned, I mean, apparently a couple of the 

boys have been, not assaulted, but they‟ve been, older kids have been 

looking underneath and that‟s quite traumatising and kids have their 

lunch taken and just all of the other things they‟re going to see – the 

spitting and the swearing. 

It‟s a hard life at school for some of the non-aboriginal kids and even 

for the aboriginal kids, the quieter ones. You got to toughen up to 

make it through. 

 

Other issues include the quality of the GEHA housing, the limited range of experiences 

that are available and the separation from family. She feels isolated: 

We‟re so isolated here; it takes so long to get anywhere. If we were 

closer to the ocean we‟d probably do, you know what I mean. Those 

sorts of things. If there were things to do, go out for the weekend and 

not have to drive for a whole day to get somewhere then possibly that 

would make it better. 

There‟s nothing to do here. We find it really hard to keep ourselves 

from being bored, basically. 

It takes us all weekend to get our energy back. And we don‟t have 

family and we used to have a lot of contact with [partner‟s family].... 

We‟ve been getting progressively more depressed about being here. 

Hate this place. You know really getting quite dark about it. 

There‟s no blinds I‟ve asked for them, but there‟s no blinds so there‟s 

no privacy here. The carpet is filthy, disgusting. There‟s still dog hair 

form the last person, it hasn‟t been cleaned...There‟s cracks in the 

shower and the doors, just little things I guess…And the air 

conditioner could have been serviced. Just niggly things that have 

never been fixed…There‟s a big who ha about that at the moment, 

particularly in this area up here…A better standard of housing and 

security would have made it more pleasant anyway. 

 

The relocation has had financial implications of a positive and negative nature. Because 

partner was unable to work full time, due to an absence of childcare facilities they have 

only been on a single income. This, however, has been significantly better than their 

financial position in previous years. They have been able to save up some money, but 

they have also had significant costs with the relocation and are now facing having to 

completely pay for their relocation back to Perth. 

 

In reflecting back on the process of appointment, she believes she accepted the position 

out of concern that nothing else would be offered to her: 

I didn‟t think there was anything else going and if I hadn‟t accepted it I 

would have worried about getting a job…I heard these rumours that 

you get put on the bottom of the pile if you don‟t accept. You don‟t do 

your time so you don‟t get anything else. They sort of brush you aside. 

She believes she received inaccurate information: 
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When I got here I was told you‟re going to be Ed. Support, that‟s what 

you‟re going to do. If I‟d been given more accurate information. I was 

also told there was day-care here, running. So those things might have 

influenced us to decide not to come. I didn‟t want to do Ed support. I 

knew that before I came. And when I got here it was the start of the 

year and everything was a little bit exciting. I said, oh O.K. whatever. 

And went along with it. 

From her experiences she believes “I‟d definitely look into going private or independent 

school after being here”. 

 

Term 3 

Tonia continued at Garralarda District High School until the 3 weeks before the end of 

the term. The time for her departure was determined by her health. She experienced 

some difficulties with her pregnancy that prevented her continuing until the end of term. 

Her intention of leaving the school decreased her likelihood of taking on a full time 

classroom position. She remained in the support role and because of her health issues 

the use of her time was altered so that she worked with some additional groups of 

extension children rather than focussing predominantly on children at educational risk. 

 

The family were relocated back to Perth at the expense of the department but any 

subsequent relocation will have to be met by the family. 

 

Second Year 

Tonia is on parental leave until August of the following year. Usual circumstances 

would have seen Tonia relocate back to Garralarda, however, a significant violent event 

within the community, which impacted strongly on the school and staff has seen the 

Department accommodate staff concerns not to return. Tonia is waiting to hear what 

position she will be offered. 

 

Tonia reflects that despite their anxiety early in third term, by the time they came to 

leave the community they were still ambivalent about their departure. The new friends 

that the family had made and the smaller community were aspects that they were sorry 

to leave: 

We were actually a bit sad to leave people and actually a little bit in 

culture shock when we got back to the city. For a while we kind of 

missed being in the country. It‟s a simpler life and we ended up quite 

enjoying it by the end. 

 

She liked the lifestyle, the proximity of places within the town and contact with others. 

Despite this nostalgia, Tonia is adamant that they could not return because of their 

concerns about personal safety and crime and the impact of the location on her children. 

This will be the deciding factor in their choice of any subsequent location: 

That‟s going to be the deciding factor when they offer me something 

else. It‟s going to be is the place going to be OK for them because I 

don‟t want them to have a terrible time or be unsafe. 

 

There is a tension between her enjoyment of seeing people in the street and her dislike 

of living in a “fishbowl”: 
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Everywhere you go you‟re known. You go down the pub…you go 

down to the supermarket…which I kind of like. It made me feel quite 

secure…kind of a nice…but also it gets a bit intense. 

 

She also misses the financial advantages that accrued from the appointment and sees 

these as an incentive for returning to a rural or remote position.  

 

She still feels that she was misinformed about the position and influenced by the 

mythology of the appointment “pile”:  

The Department could have definitely been a bit more honest with me. 

I would have liked to have known if there was day care. It would have 

made a big difference. I would have liked to have known what would 

have happened if I had knocked it back [town], like I couldn‟t get an 

answer out of anybody. Now what‟s going to happen if I don‟t take 

this position? Everybody had a different answer, you‟ll go to the 

bottom of the pile, you‟re not going to get a job. 

 

She would have liked “an educated view of what I was getting myself into”. She retains 

her dislike for the idea of working in a support role rather than as a classroom teacher. 

She felt that the support role was not the role she had trained for, and that it did not give 

her an opportunity to develop a professional identity. 
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CASE STUDY OF UKEN: OVERSEAS-QUALIFIED TEACHER 
 

Background 

Uken is a married male Mathematics teacher in his thirties from Myanmar. He qualified 

as an electrical engineer in Myanmar, gained further qualifications in the United States of 

America and gained a teaching qualification in Fiji. Uken has worked as a lecturer in 

Electrical Engineering at the Fiji Institute of Technology before moving to Australia. He 

has been living in Australia for five years and has taught Mathematics and Technology to 

senior secondary students. He has been teaching for a total of 8 years. Uken is hoping to 

teach in a tertiary institution and sees this appointment as a stepping stone to other 

employment options. He hopes that his current postgraduate study will help in to achieve 

this goal. 

 

Current Context: Foldhill Senior High School 

Uken has been appointed as a Mathematics teacher to the middle school campus of 

Foldhill Senior High School. He has a 2 year contract. Uken and his wife moved to 

Foldhill and have rented private accommodation, because GEHA accommodation was 

not available. Uken has no transport so he has chosen accommodation close to the 

school so that he is within walking distance. 

 

Foldhill Senior High School is located in an inland mining location and regional centre 

with a population of approximately 32,000. The school operates on 2 campuses: a senior 

and middle school campus. Uken is located at the middle school campus for students 

from year 8 to year 10. The school has a population of over 1100 students and 

approximately 118 full time staff. Over 800 students are located on the middle school 

campus. Eleven percent of the student population are indigenous. 

 

Term 1 

Uken has been seeking secure employment since his arrival in Australia, firstly as an 

Engineer and secondly as a teacher. He was concerned that his language skills would 

not meet the required IELTS band to gain entrance to an Australian university, because 

of the difficulties he experiences with Australian accents; however he has recently been 

accepted into a Postgraduate Diploma in Science Education and he believes that this has 

assisted with gaining the position to teach in Western Australia.  

 

Uken felt grateful for being granted the position, but apprehensive about teaching at 

Foldhill Senior High school. He was concerned that: 

I might be only an Asian teacher among staffs and students. Will they 

appreciate my use of language? Will the students think that I am a 

very strange person whom they have never met in their life? As every 

child wants to cry when they are brought from their parents by a 

strange person, I may be a strange person for them as through their 

childhood, they have only experienced teaching and looking after by 

the teachers whose appearance and use of language are familiar to 

them. 

 

With only one weeks notice from the time of his appointment to the commencement of 

school, Uken had little time to worry over these issues. He purchased mathematics 

teaching resources in Sydney to bring with him, prioritising these over household 

effects.  
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I could manage to bring important books, computer, softwares which 

are very important to use in preparation of my lessons although I had 

to throw away a lot of my household items which are difficult for me 

to pack up in a short time. 

 

Uken feels safe in the community of Foldhill, but is restricted by his lack of transport 

and a lack of public transport. He needs to take a taxi to do the shopping. He will apply 

for GEHA housing if it becomes available, but he finds the price of renting is 

significantly less than he was paying in Sydney. He is aware that he will be culturally 

isolated because there is no Burmese community in Foldhill, but he believes that the 

career and financial security of the position is more important. 

 

When Uken begins work at the school he experiences difficulties, particularly with his 

language skills. He reports that the students find it difficult to understand him and that 

he relies on the board to write his instructions and lesson details. Other teachers have 

complained that his classes are very noisy. He believes that the students are going 

through a transition from primary school to high school and that they are not yet able to 

work independently. They expect a lot of attention from the teacher, typical of their 

experience in Primary school. Uken has been working with senior secondary students 

and adults so he is trying to use more primary school based approaches:  

I worked as an engineer and got my electricians license. I also worked 

in a college for students aged 15 to 17. Here I am working with 

different younger students…I‟m trying to use more primary school 

methods.  

 

He is also adapting to a very different assessment system that requires continual 

monitoring of progress rather than an exam based system. The school has provided him 

with a mentor and he has been given some assistance with planning and programming. 

 

An unfinished story 

When I next attempted to contact Uken, he had left the school and the town without 

providing information for further contact.  

 

Contact with other participants in this research, located at Foldhill Senior High school 

indicated that he had been having difficulties in the school, particularly with his 

language. Other teachers believed that he had not been adequately supported by a 

Mathematics Curriculum Leader and that his skills were not valued. Other rumours 

suggested that Uken‟s wife had been found to be working illegally and was being 

investigated by the Department of Immigration. Uken left personal belongings at the 

school and did not return school resources when he left.  
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CASE STUDY OF WARREN: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Warren is a mature age graduate in his 30s, in the Design and Technology (Agriculture) 

field. He has accepted a position at Westham Senior High School to teach Agriculture 

and manage the school farm. He has returned to Westham, a place he some years ago as 

a single parent. Now, he is accompanied by his wife and twelve year old son, with 

another child on the way. Warren and his wife already owned a house and property in 

Westham which had been rented. They had intended to move to Westham previously, 

but had moved elsewhere instead. Part of their motivation in returning to Westham is to 

spend time renovating their property. Warren‟s wife was able to transfer her 

employment, also in agriculture, to the area and the school was considered an 

appropriate location for the completion of his son‟s schooling. 

 

Warren has extensive previous experience in agriculture, including shearing, vegetation 

monitoring, chemical reseller and advisor. Both he and has wife have lived in rural and 

remote areas of Australia. Warren was lived on a large property and was educated in the 

Goldfields for 16 years. Warren had entertained ideas of teaching for several years, but 

the difficulty of completing a tertiary qualification from a non-metropolitan location 

delayed his efforts. He had previously enrolled in tertiary studies in business but had not 

commenced his course. They prefer living “out of town” in agricultural environments. 

 

Warren completed an internship with the Department of Education, based on a one year 

contract for training and then a two year country posting. 

 

Current Context: Westham Senior High School 

The town of Westham has a population of approximately 6000 people. It is located east 

of Perth in a predominantly agricultural area with a high proportion of families in low 

socioeconomic circumstances.  

 

Westham Senior High School has a student population of 700 with 57 percent enrolled 

in lower secondary school and 43 percent enrolled in years 11 and 12. Ten percent of 

students are indigenous. Forty-nine percent of students receive some form of secondary 

education assistance allowance. A third of students are bussed to the school from 

surrounding rural towns and 5 percent of students are in residential boarding facilities. 

There are 50 full time teaching staff. A high proportion of the staff live in the local 

town or surrounding rural locations. Some staff commute daily from the metropolitan 

centre.  

 

Term 1 

Limited contact was available with Warren in the first term because of his workload. 

This was made more difficult by the sudden resignation of the technical officer, 

responsible for assisting with the practical work of running the farm. Warren describes 

himself as “run off my feet trying to stick to some sort of learning program and run the 

farm at the busiest time of the year”. 

 

Towards the end of second term Warren comments “I still don‟t know that I feel that 

I‟m here yet, you don‟t feel as if your feet have really touched the ground”. One of the 

significant challenges Warren faces is being a “single person faculty”. Warren‟s role 

involves teaching agricultural subjects to students in years 9-12 (horticulture, animal 
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production, plant production, facilities) and managing the school farm, with the 

assistance of a technical officer. With the loss of the technical officer the workload was 

“really, really hectic” and without other colleagues to discuss issues he has been left 

“wondering how is it? Am I doing it properly? Are you addressing the outcomes? How 

am I going? Am I challenging them enough…all sorts of things like that”. He is 

technically “under load” of classes although he believes the allocation of time for the 

management of the farm is inadequate.  

 

Managing the farm involves “quite a bit of work aside of normal teaching hours” 

The extra farm work is: 

What keeps you sane because you‟re actually doing 

something…you‟re working with stock and you‟re working with the 

soil…but it does pinch a bit from what would otherwise be your own 

time so you never get the full 16 days on the holidays…because you 

have to go out because there‟s a sheep who‟s not birthing properly 

…herbicide to put on…it does make the job more fulfilling. 

But it also allows Warren a higher degree of autonomy because the farm provides an 

income to the school. Warren has some control over the budget and is able to acquire 

resources that he needs. 

 

The main challenges have been “getting a handle on the resources and the requirements 

of the job”. The office is filled with files that he has not had time to examine and the 

office and farm are both well resourced. The profit that is made by the farm is retained 

by the school and he believes that the farm has been “moderately profitable and…quite 

poorly run” so he is anticipating a higher level of profit in subsequent years.  

 

Warren‟s first love is farming and if he “had the opportunity to farm I would full stop. I 

don‟t have a lot of confidence that if all I was doing teaching… that I‟d stick at it for a 

long time. In teaching agriculture, that‟s always been my passion”. He believes that the 

passion for the subject impacts on the students – that they pick up on his commitment. 

He says: 

I‟ve had some pretty good responses from the kids…I‟ve had some 

real…pains, but they pick up on that [the passion] and you get some 

good results from it and knowing something about what you‟re 

teaching I think goes a long way.  

 

His agricultural networks have enabled him to facilitate the placement of students on 

work experience into areas of their specific interest and this has provided them with 

more worthwhile learning experiences: 

They come back really a bit more enthusiastic about it…a more 

fulfilling experience for the kids, a better learning experience for the 

kids. 

Warren believes that his subject is more intrinsically motivating for many students and 

this reduces some of the behaviour management difficulties; however, he recognises:  

You may need a bit of a thick skin when you‟re talking to them...I‟ve 

had to drag kids aside that have done something really dumb or hurt 

another student or threatened self harm or harm to another student just 

plain out refusing to work. I don‟t know, I think I got a bit lucky with 

my students, but I don‟t know, I have got a good cross section. 
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He has had one year 10 student removed from his class because of the potential for 

physical harm to other students and animals due to the equipment that is available. The 

school policies regarding student behaviour in Upper School provide and effective 

“stick to hold over them”. 

 

Warren knew some people in the community from his previous time in Westham and 

they are meeting new people. He believes he know more people from his involvement 

over the last six months than he previously met in the three years he spent at Westham. 

However, there are significant numbers of “commuters” to the school – people who live 

in Perth and car pool to travel daily to Westham. Although initially interested in some 

of these people, he lost interest when he realised they were not locals. His work load has 

been the main deterrent from other social interactions. This has also impacted on his 

renovation plans for the house: “I had great vision for the house, all these jobs to be 

done on the house and AI haven‟t touched them”. Warren has connected with the local 

community through his sport involvement, playing cricket and his wife is involved in 

the local church. He also umpires children‟s football. Other involvements have been 

prevented by the workload, especially in the absence of the technical officer.  

 

Their current intentions are to spend at least 5 years in Westham, completing the 

restoration of their home. Intentions beyond this time will be guided by issues of career 

advancement for both Warren and his wife and access to family. Warren‟s family is 

located in other areas of Western Australia and his wife‟s family is located in other 

states of Australia.  

 

Warren is happy with the educational opportunities provided by Westham Senior High 

School for his son. He says: 

I‟m quite happy with my son going through his 5 years of high school 

here and I know it‟s not the greatest, but it‟s far from the worst school. 

 

Warren has established a positive relationship with the principal who is his direct line 

manager. She has instigated the performance appraisal process: 

Had just come down to a couple of classes unannounced which is 

probably the way to do it. She‟s given me some positive feedback 

which is lovely…[Principal‟s] been very supportive in we‟re going to 

make sure you‟re staying beyond that [2 year contract]. You‟re not 

going anywhere else. 

 

He is not aware in detail of the performance appraisal process, although he is aware that 

other colleagues and peers from university in other locations have received “adverse 

reports” and believes that it would be very hard to do the job “if you were looking over 

your back as well”. 

 

He is critical of his pre-service education and the degree to which it prepared teachers 

for the diverse contexts of Technology and enterprise. He feels that many of his 

colleagues did not have the necessary content knowledge and skills to teach in their 

chosen field of Design and Technology. 

 

Warren has had some relief teaching within the school, though less than many of his 

colleagues as a result of his farm responsibilities. Because the school is a “difficult to 

staff” site the school is frequently understaffed.  
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Warren is satisfied with his situation. He is already planning ahead to change the 

programme in the next semester. He attributes some of his satisfaction to the level of 

support he has received within the school:  

The school has been very supportive. There are no glaring areas where 

I feel the school is lacking support or infrastructure or anything like 

that. It has been, if I was to pick one thing out which is not the fault of 

anyone, being in a single person faculty as a novice teacher is really 

quite challenging, you just don‟t have the opportunities for 

professional support no excuse me Mr Gossiper what do you think 

about this? I was doing so and so with students the other day what do 

you reckon about that? There‟s none of that, there is no network of 

ears bouncing there. 

The school has developed a mentor for new teachers, who has a strong role with 

behaviour management within the school. An external mentor was also assigned within 

the district but this has not been a useful support structure and has not progressed 

beyond the initial telephone call.  

 

Warren is attempting to establish his own professional network through attending 

conferences. 

 

At times Warren questions what he is doing starting out on a new career at 35 and he 

wishes that he had taken the step earlier, however, he recognizes the value of his 

previous work experience to his credibility in this new position. Opportunities for career 

advancement are uncertain because of the small field in which he works. He has no wish 

to go to other curriculum areas in order to achieve career advancement. This may mean 

that it‟s necessary to go interstate or into another part of the system. 

 

Term 3 
In term 3 Warren is still carrying an additional workload that the new technical officer 

has not been able to do because of a lack of skill and knowledge. This means that 

Warren has an additional training role, developing the skills of the technical officer to 

the necessary level. It also added to his work responsibilities during the second term 

holiday break: “I can‟t just say feed the…I have to go off and show them how to feed 

the sheep… I‟m still training him”. 

 

Warren is still ploughing through the resources that are available in the office and has 

discovered texts of value. He is also beginning to recognise the administrative 

documents most needing his attention – documents related to moderation and 

accountability which would normally be the responsibility of a Head of Department. He 

is also aware of the administrative areas that need further development: 

I don‟t know what happened with reporting. You get this sheet of 

paper that you have to fill out in depth. You‟re supposed to put 

numbers on it and I don‟t know…one of the goals I‟ve got for next 

year is to really understand the system a bit better because like all of 

the first…going through reports are due – reports oh hell – well I‟d 

better get on to it I guess. You‟ve had a bit of paper for a fortnight and 

I just need to learn the system a bit better. 
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As a single person faculty Warren is also responsible for these areas, however, he sees 

these extra responsibilities as worthwhile for the autonomy he gains: 

I think that the net position is positive because you've got the freedom 

to make a whole lot of decisions that you normally wouldn‟t have the 

freedom to do so. In that sense it‟s been very positive, but crikey 

there‟s a bit of work involved that you wouldn‟t have otherwise have 

had so that‟s the down side. 

 

The lack of collegial support is the most significant disadvantage: 

The hardest part is just not having a peer around the place, a direct 

mentor or someone like that that you can go to and say I‟m really not 

sure about this, what do you think? That sort of thing has probably 

been the hardest and that probably comes back to something more of a 

teaching learning issue rather than a faculty issue, but it‟s the nature of 

being a single person faculty anyway. You don‟t have those other 

people there. 

Warren is still satisfied with the level of support available within the school, particularly 

from the school based mentor who provides valuable support particularly in the area of 

behaviour management:  

He‟s been good because you can come to him and say I‟ve got this 

fellow in my class and I‟m scratching my head a bit about now this is 

what‟s happened, this is how I dealt with it, what do you think and in 

that sense there‟s been no comment or syllabus that he‟s given you, but 

it‟s just been a general teaching mentor role that he‟s had. 

 

He has a collegial relationship with other staff, particularly in the Science Faculty and 

Design and technology. He would have liked to extend his social network but this hasn‟t 

happened yet: 

I would have liked to have had more involvement with staff, not that I 

haven‟t had any, because they‟ve all been very good, but I haven‟t had 

as much as I perhaps would have liked. 

He notes that one of the limiting factors is the number of people of a similar age and 

family demographic: 

There‟s a number of not new graduates, but they‟re young single 

teachers and then there‟s a lot of teachers who‟ve got grown kids, kids 

that are off at university and there‟s not many people in between, 

people who are around my own age…The people around my own age 

invariably commute.  

His family appears to be comfortably settled: 

Well [partner‟s] obviously working, [Son‟s] going fine, he‟s playing 

footy and cricket this year and doing what ever…[partner‟s] got some 

good friends in town 

 

Warren missed a couple of social functions because he was not aware of how they were 

organised. Being a single person faculty, located at the back of the school sometimes 

contributes to information being missed. However he claims: “I‟m quite happy to stay 

right down there and spend every second lesson out on the farm, very much out of 

sight”. 
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Warren has established some technical networks through attendance at a conference – 

providing technical updates, but what he lacks most is access to other teachers to 

discuss pedagogical and curriculum specific issues. He comments: 

The pedagogy that I‟m employing now isn‟t working and I‟m thinking 

where do I go now, looking for new ideas? 

I‟m sure they have a dedicated languages person or a dedicated science 

person and people like that in the curriculum areas, but they haven‟t 

got a dedicated agriculture person. They‟ve got a dedicated technology 

and enterprise, design and tech. people, but in the vast majority of 

cases they know nothing about the learning areas, in a technical sense. 

The network that I have got with educators that are slim to start with, 

many are not very helpful anyway because they‟re at the Ag. Colleges, 

so they have only an upper school curriculum so you can pull those 

guys out for lower school. I certainly, I could have a chat to them, 

they‟ve always been very welcoming with that, but there‟s a very 

limited pool of people in similar positions in lower school 

programmes. 

I think that the lack of a network of teachers is really limiting. We just 

don‟t know who‟s where and what they‟re doing and all those sorts of 

things. These are the questions that a six or seven staff faculty could 

do, sit down over a cup of coffee and you know that the person over 

there is talking about the circulatory system, in the science dept. for 

instance and another one‟s talking about a periodic table and another 

one‟s talking about levers and fulcrums, and things like that. To 

actually know that someone else is talking about goats and they 

actually hold a goat naming competition, which we recently did here. 

We had an orphan…we had a naming competition and we raised 

$70.00, a dollar a name. So it‟s just little things like that that would 

have been tremendous to say, look can I have a look at your 

programme – do you mind if I have a look at your programme, have 

you got any resources for this? 

Warren also finds contact with colleagues from university provides a support network: 

It‟s useful in terms of reassurance. You just hear about other people 

that are not comfortable, but who are not finding it, just to know that 

other people are there and that they‟re finding it hard to cope and all of 

that, not just something wrong with me. 

 

Staffing issues within the school continues to necessitate the allocation of relief teaching 

extensively in the school: 

I get the sense that there‟s been a bit of a relief problem at school. We 

haven‟t had suitable and available relief teachers and we spend a lot of 

the year with one or two teachers short. There‟s been a bit of turnover 

due to people leaving, stress leave, pregnant people, transfers, things 

like that. We had a domino effect when our deputy disappeared, the 

head of manual arts took over which left a vacancy down there which 

means someone had to pick up responsibilities in Manual arts, couple 

of periods short and on it goes 
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Most weeks I do, yeah most weeks I do – had 2 periods last week and I 

think I had one the week before and one the week before that. So most 

weeks you do get a relief. I don‟t mind one a week, two a week you 

can abide by, depending on what they are – if they‟re hard work well 

that‟s a bit different, 3 a week is a bit beyond the pail, I think. 

 

Warren is not aware of the specific processes involved in his performance appraisal. The 

principal has made regular casual visits to his classroom, he has contributed to the 

faculty plan and setting goals for improvement. 

 

Computer resources at the school have been unreliable with internet access unavailable 

for the last 5 weeks. Warren‟s knowledge of the school system is limited. 

 

As a single person faculty, Warren has responsibility for ordering all the resources, 

including library resources and: 

When I first started in the job, you first start off and you think hell 

what am I going to do? You think and all of a sudden you go at it with 

a wet tail and you‟re going at it with a full head of steam and you‟re 

doing too much really, but then all of a sudden you‟re up till midnight 

preparing lessons and all this sort of thing, but you‟re just going at it so 

hard and fast and I was about 4 weeks into the job, 3 weeks, 4 weeks 

into the job and I broke out in a whole bloody mouthful of cold sores – 

I had about 5 on my lips and I thought oh I have been under a bit of 

pressure, but yeah I do have trouble sleeping in fits and starts – I think 

that‟s probably…started taking pen and paper to bed…It doesn‟t help 

me get to sleep, but it helps me remember the next day. 

I‟m at the bottom of the ladder, I‟ve got the water up to my ears and 

I‟m wondering when it‟s going to shelve out and I‟m going to touch 

the bottom… I‟m hoping that these little duck legs will reach solid 

ground one day…It‟s been a pretty hectic year. 

 

Warren is taking the last week of term off for an extended trip, with the approval of the 

principal. This adds to his workload, planning for his trip, planning relief lessons for 

while he is away and trying to plan ahead for the final term – planning that he will be 

unable to do during the holidays. 

 

Term 4 

In Term 4 Warren is feeling a sense of achievement with the results of some of the 

students and the relationships that he has developed. He comments about a year 11 

class: 

It‟s going to be quite sad really to see them go. I just hope they all 

come back again next year…They just seem to have jelled well with 

the course. They‟ve been very enthusiastic. There‟s been no kids that 

have been passengers and one kid at the start of the year, one young 

fellow, he turned around in the first week and said oh he wasn‟t going 

to do it and sort of stayed in the class for the next couple of lessons. 

Then about mid way through the second week he turned around and 

said „no I‟m going to stick with it‟ and he‟s been very good. They‟ve 

all been very enthusiastic.  
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He feels that he has made a contribution to the education of the student who achieved 

the School Dux award and who now plans to go on and study agriculture at tertiary 

level. 

 

Another indicator of success is the retention rates of students within agricultural 

subjects. Many of the students he describes as “ratbags” have chosen to continue with 

his subjects next year: 

There‟s four in particular that had come into the class and said „oh I‟m 

only here because I couldn‟t get in anywhere else‟ or some of them had 

actively said „I don‟t want to be here. I‟m trying to get out and get into 

something else‟ and they‟ve gone from that to they want to do it next 

year. 

He recounts a number of examples of students responding positively and changing their 

attitude to subjects that he‟s teaching. Students have commented: 

We‟re outside and we‟re actually doing things and I can see how we‟ll 

actually use these things in a career so they like the idea of being in an 

outside classroom…They just like the idea of doing something 

physical. We‟re out there and we‟re handling sheep and… doing all 

that sort of thing which is really interesting…but they‟ve done no 

driving of machinery yet and I‟ve told them, we‟re not going to do it 

this year while you guys are behaving quite irresponsibly. I‟m not 

going to let you do it and they said „oh we‟ll do it next year won‟t we?‟ 

and I said the same thing applies. You won‟t get to do it if you‟re 

behaving in an irresponsible manner, but as long as you guys respond, 

of course you‟ll do it. It‟s part of things that you need to do…less of 

the stick thing. It‟s the carrot thing. 

He feels confident that students have acquired new skills and recognise their personal 

growth: 

I went through a couple of enterprise projects that I was a bit nervous 

about put in place because they were very free wheeling, in that typical 

way, when you‟ve thrown it over to students and they, immediately 

you think hell how‟s this going to go? And its absolute bedlam, what is 

going on here? And then the students' feedback, and a number of 

students feed back that they enjoyed it and learned a lot from it. That‟s 

been a milestone, with lower school. Upper school, the students have 

come through the whole programme and they look at it and have learnt 

something…They‟ve learnt something. They… show me evidence of 

skills they didn‟t have before…It gives you a bit more confidence and 

experience in running another project.  

 

He appears to have had some success with developing positive relationships with 

students. He talks more enthusiastically about students during this interview than on 

previous occasions. Warren identifies familiarity with students as an asset that will assist 

him as he already starts to think about next year: 

I‟ve seen my class lists. In year ten next year and there‟s a good 

proportion of those kids coming on through so that bodes well. I‟ve 

already got that relationship with them and I know that they are 

challenging in other areas and they haven‟t been in mine and I hold no 

fear of them getting out of hand. I know that they can be ratty and I 

know that I can get pull them into line.  
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I would expect that next year, from what it looks like in the classroom, 

that every class that I front up to, I‟m going to know a third or a half or 

more of the kids already and that‟s a huge plus, especially when you‟re 

faced with a class that‟s a little bit difficult, in going in there and 

seeing oh right, I‟ve got you, I know you‟re a good student, I‟ve got 

you, I know you‟re a bit talkative, but you‟re a good hearted kid, I‟ve 

got you, yep I know that I‟m going to have to keep an eye on you and I 

know how far I can push you and all that sort of thing. And I see that 

OK, I don‟t know you, but you‟re hanging around with so and so. You 

must be alright and so on. 

 

In reporting to a local meeting he has commented: 

Having now got a full year under my belt…I‟m really looking forward 

to both aspects of the job next year, which is the academic program 

and the farm…I know where things are on the farm now and which dirt 

produces what stuff, all that sort of thing. I‟ve also I‟ve got the benefit 

too of a full years program under my belt and I know it might only 

seem like a little thing, but I know what resources we‟ve got now and 

how they work and where do we get our chook pellets from and where 

do we find…all that sort of thing. I‟m really looking forward to the 

sort of outcomes we can have next year. I think the kids will really do 

well from my having done one year and…next years year elevens will 

reap the benefits from that and next year‟s year nines will really see the 

benefits of that next year. 

 

He has developed some confidence in his ability and is looking forward to future 

improvement and development. He believes that the year has presented some challenges 

but that with his previous work experience he was well prepared for his curriculum area. 

He has received positive feedback from the principal indicating that she believes he has 

coped well with some significant challenges. While the preparation has been arduous at 

time, it has not been difficult.  

 

However, he has experienced frustration when students do not perform. He describes 

the feeling of disappointment of a father, the emotions of paternity – when the students 

do well you feel proud but when they “don‟t deliver” there‟s disappointment – he sees it 

as a reflection on his own performance. He is working on developing the independence 

of students rather than “babying” them. He believes there needs to be a point where 

they‟re responsible for their own successes and failures. He has been surprised by the 

level of student indifference and resistance that he has witnessed more widely within the 

school but has been pleased that he has not experienced very much of this behaviour 

directly, largely because of the intrinsically motivating nature of his subject area. 

 

He identifies the area of Behaviour management as something which has disconcerted 

him at times. He comments: 

Sometimes you feel like you‟re lurching from one get out of jail to 

another. 

I mean class room management is very difficult, but I think I expected 

that to be, but maybe I hoped it wouldn‟t be as hard...That one or two 

really, really difficult students. What on earth do I do with these two? I 

mean that‟s something I always thought I‟d get through to them 
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eventually, but [there] have been a couple that I haven‟t got through to. 

I don‟t know what‟s going on there, but I just can‟t seem to…no matter 

what we do. It is disappointing and I must admit…you‟ll rock back on 

your pillow sometimes and think well maybe I didn‟t do the right 

thing; maybe I should have done it differently, maybe I should have 

done it better and you possibly have a look at yourself sometimes and 

you‟re a little bit hard on yourself.  

 

A further challenge has been the interpretation of curriculum documents: 

The curriculum is shocking, well alright, so we‟ve got a group of 

animals and students in front of me. Here, what are you guys supposed 

to be learning? You refer to the curriculum documents and they could 

do anything, they could do anything at all. 

It‟s just there‟s absolutely no direction given to…the level of the 

content. Whereas the higher school, the upper school subjects, which a 

lot of people actually find very challenging, because of the reporting 

and structured requirements, I really much prefer that because at least 

you know that everyone is going to be doing an exploratory project. 

They‟ve got one major project. They‟ve got a couple of major 

activities that they‟re all supposed to be doing and that‟s what 

everyone is doing...I just don‟t appreciate the vagueness of it all. 

Warren has also found the role of managing staff, his technical officer to be one of the 

most challenging. Because the technical officer does not have the stock handling skills 

it means an extra load to be carried by Warren. 

 

With the approach of a new baby, Warren and his wife are satisfied with access to 

medical services and consumer goods. He has been touched by the level of interest 

amongst students and others in the birth of their child. People that he has had nothing to 

do with have shown an interest and he considers this to be very special. They have 

family arriving for the birth of the baby and this causes Warren to reflect on the issue of 

separation from family. It is this which may prompt a move in the future, however 

Warren remains committed to staying in Westham for the next five years. Warren 

remains satisfied with the school opportunities for his son. 

 

Warren feels very positive about the culture of the school and its collegiality: 

Whenever you plonk yourself down with them they are always 

interested and keen to know what you are doing. I think the staff here 

are really outstanding. There‟s been no one that you feel 

uncomfortable with, which has been great…that‟s been interesting too, 

because it‟s a moderately high turn over school - as well in terms of 

staff, but it does have a good sense of community about it. There‟s 

staff who seem to have a bit to do with each other and you can sit at 

any one table at smoko time and quite readily expect to be included in 

conversations. That‟s been good, can go to the principals table down to 

the admin support table, whatever and everyone is always keen to 

know what is going on. 

 

Warren is already thinking and planning ahead for next year. He plans to spend some 

time on this during the holidays. He enjoys “envisaging” the programme and delivering 

it, but he doesn‟t really like constructing the programme. He also has plans to complete 
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his Certificate 4, a qualification which is necessary for the delivery of vocational 

subjects. He sees this as a “tedious” process, but admits that he felt similarly about his 

pre-service education: “I can appreciate its value and it helps me individually but I don‟t 

enjoy doing it but I didn‟t with my teaching qualifications either”. 

 

Warren gains great satisfaction from working on the farm. He treats the farm as “rest 

and relaxation”, the work involved in his own time is worth the effort. Conversely, he 

claims that if he had to teach maths he would “jump off a tall building”. He has enjoyed 

the year professionally, experienced “no great ructions” at home from the move. 

 

Participation in the research has encouraged his reflections. He was motivated to 

participate to help others and to provide a different perspective to that of young novices. 

 

Second Year 

In the second year, Warren is engaged with thinking about course improvement, ways 

of adapting course structures and is already planning for future years. He is attempting 

to change the profile of the subject as a dumping ground for disengaged students and 

increase the number of students taking the subject by providing a “taster” class in year 

9. He is confident with his interactions with students, valuing the knowledge he has 

gained of students from the previous year, but concerned at the level of motivation of 

some of the students: 

More comfortable in that the classroom was reasonably familiar. The 

students were reasonably familiar. You had some...expectation is the 

wrong word, but some advanced knowledge. 

His familiarity with the students allows him to “get your firebreaks in at the right place 

before you actually see the fire break out.” Despite his success he still feels very 

“junior” in the school. 

 

He has picked up a metal work subject, which increases his workload from last year and 

while he enjoys teaching the subject he is continuing to negotiate his workload. He 

believes he is receiving a sympathetic hearing from the school, however, without 

another appropriately qualified and experienced teacher there are limits to what can be 

done. He is looking at bringing in another member of staff with some agricultural 

experience to teach one class. He has used negotiations over workload as leverage to 

achieve structural changes within some of the units. 

 

He recognises that the changes that he has made and is continuing to make create 

additional workload with changes to programming and preparation, but he is motivated 

by the desire to do better, to achieve continual improvement. He wants to ensure that 

classes are not repetitive from year to year in order to keep students stimulated. He 

seems to have a more cohesive grasp of the curriculum and is able to articulate the 

pathways and connections between content, courses and learning principles. He also 

feels that cohesive planning provides students with a stronger sense of direction. 

 

His technical officer still requires a high degree of supervision and is not reliable at 

times. Warren chose not to take responsibility for his technical officer‟s performance 

appraisal but indicates that there shouldn‟t be anything in his performance appraisal that 

should surprise him; Warren has given him feedback to indicate the areas in which he 

needs to improve: 
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I mean we've talked about things. You know he knows that I've been a 

bit disappointed at him…But I don't think there will be anything in the 

performance appraisal that would be a surprise to him. 

Warren is still satisfied with the structural supports provided by the school, particularly 

in relation to behaviour management. He feels supported by the processes and personnel 

with “procedures in place”. 

 

He continues to work through the resources within the department, finding new material 

which he can incorporate in future programmes. 

 

He has been nominated to be on two advisory boards by one of the Heads of 

Department and the president of the state agricultural body. He values being “thought 

of” for these positions, and indication that he is well respected within the school and 

within his professional field. 

Issues within the community have impacted on the general school context, though not 

directly on Warren. Tensions between families have resulted in aggression in the 

school, but Warren believes that these issues have been responded to appropriately by 

the school. 

 

He appears to be achieving a better life/work balance, fulfilling responsibilities at home 

and managing the workload. While he is satisfied with the educational experiences of 

his son at the school, he comments, as a parent on the issue of the transience of staff: 

But having said that, we've got a really good teacher at the moment. 

He took from over from a teacher who I feel, while she was very 

competent I don't think she was successful in really getting involved 

and I understand that our teacher has just bought a house in Beechboro 

and I get a sense that he's shaping to move down to the Perth. And he's 

only just come here and I find that quite annoying… And what about 

the kids you've got here? 

It's not a cliquey town this one. I didn't feel so anyway. You know 

we've got a small group of friends that are nice. No, we're comfortable 

here. 

 

He maintains that his passion for the subject is what attracts him to the position. He 

comments: 

I'm just keen to just make my mark here and see what teaching pace is 

really like. See where I go to then. I mean if things got really 

unpleasant and I couldn't see a future in teaching I'd have…to go back 

to industry again. 
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CASE STUDY OF WENDY: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

Wendy is a mature-aged graduate in her 40s. She has previously worked in nightclubs 

and hospitality, after leaving school at an early age. She later worked in a crèche after 

returning to education and continued on to university. Wendy is married with a nine 

year old daughter. Her daughter has accompanied her to the new location and has 

commenced school at Garralarda District High School. Her husband will join them at 

the end of first term. He is self employed and is able to continue with his employment in 

Garralarda. 

 

Current Context: Garralarda District High School 

Wendy has accepted a two year contract to Garralarda District High School. She is 

employed as a pre-primary and kindergarten teacher. The District High School caters 

for students from K-10, with approximately 200 students: 150 students in the primary 

and 50 in the secondary area. It has approximately 19 teaching staff, a similar number of 

non-teaching staff and three administrators. Ninety percent of the students are 

indigenous. Garralarda is an inland pastoral and mining community with a population of 

just over 2000 people. The family have moved into GEHA housing.  

 

Term 1 

Wendy was excited to be in Garralarda. She is looking forward to the financial and 

career security (including the option for gaining her permanent employment status), but 

she was also excited by the opportunities to meet new people and have different 

experiences, especially those of living in a community with a majority of indigenous 

people:  

I just wanted to know that there was going to be regular income and the 

other attraction was I really wanted to meet people that weren‟t who 

I‟ve always dealt with in my whole life...I like to think of myself as 

being broad minded and social justice is really important to me, but I 

feel how can I have these grand opinions on the way things should be if 

I have never actually met an aboriginal person...it‟s quite different to 

living in a community. And I wanted to experience that and I wanted to 

…know that my opinions were based on my experience and not just 

reading what somebody else has to say on the matter…I‟m so grateful I 

came because I‟ve just had lovely experiences and met nice people 

…and I have seen for myself what I‟ve read is to be true. 

 

She is looking forward to the lifestyle for the opportunities available to her daughter: 

She‟s been to the creek and caught tadpoles and stuff you don‟t do in 

Perth, you just don‟t get to do that and go fossicking in our back yard 

and finding things, and it‟s been really great. And the other children 

she‟s met have been lovely, so that‟s good and when we came up 

here I explained to her that we would look at Garralarda as if it‟s 

…not another suburb of Perth, it‟s like going to another country. It‟d 

be slightly different, people would do things differently and let‟s 

pretend that we‟re in a new country and she has taken that on board 

too and she has noticed that kids play differently and, it is different, 

but she has enjoyed the difference and so have I. 
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She has quickly engaged in social activities, sharing meals and coffee with people, but 

these relationships are still at an early stage and when Wendy became sick she was 

aware of the lack of personal support. She was also sensitive to the information 

networks in the community, valuing the interaction with the researcher as an 

opportunity to “spill my guts” to someone: “If you talked with someone at school they 

might be best friends with someone, you keep your mouth shut, I‟m really trying hard to keep 

my mouth shut.” 
 

While aspects of the lifestyle have met their expectations in Garralarda, the quality of 

housing has not:  

My first week here before I started a school, I was just full on cleaning 

and I was cleaning until 3 o‟clock in the morning – it was really bad. 

When [principal] came round and saw my house he said, “Don‟t move 

in”. Well I couldn‟t not move in, I‟ve got my daughter. I‟ve got all my 

stuff and I had to move in so...I was coming home from school and still 

cleaning things here…I don‟t think that it‟s fair that you move into 

somewhere and it should be clean. If nothing else. But other little 

things like I‟ve got a dripping tap which I keep reporting and nothing 

happens…I‟m supposed to have a freezer, I haven‟t got a freezer…I 

didn‟t have a table and chairs for ages and when it finally came it‟s 

wobbly and had to shove bits of cardboard under it and it had to be 

cleaned, and there‟s a hole in the septic tank which someone‟s just 

stuck a rock over the top of it, but the smell is appalling and I‟ve got a 

kid and I‟ve reported it and nothing‟s happened so, how many times do 

you have to. I don‟t want to spend my energies chasing up stuff that 

should have been there in the first place and the garden, you can‟t look 

out there, forget it.…I think your house should be clean…that would 

have really helped me a lot, because then I could have concentrated on 

what I had come here for which was to teach. 

 

While there was some initial professional development in the first two days of school, 

Wendy did not receive any formal induction. She would have appreciated more 

information about processes, particularly for her administrative responsibilities such as 

ordering resources and managing her budget. Accessing resources, particularly 

computer resources, was a problem. The pre-primary didn‟t have computer access and 

there was limited access to printing from the available computers. Access to computing 

facilities was not likely to be available at home until Wendy‟s partner joined her at the 

end of term 1. She was also coping without access to a car during this interim period, 

relying on assistance from her next door neighbour when transport was needed. 

 

Wendy was passionate about her teaching and her students and was keen to discuss her 

beliefs about teaching pedagogy, curriculum and the development of relationships with 

her students. She believed that her position on most of these issues was different to her 

predecessors in the position and this was causing her anxiety. She lacked confidence to 

assert her beliefs, in the face of some opposition, particularly from some of the support 

staff, the teaching aides who had been at the school for significant periods of time. She 

was experiencing conflict with a particular aide who operated from a belief system very 

different to Wendy‟s: 
She doesn‟t like noise, so if I put out noisy things on the table for kids to 

experiment with, if I wait long enough they‟ll be gone off the table and put 
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away in the cupboard somewhere because she can‟t cope with it; 

whereas it doesn‟t bother me. It doesn‟t bother me if they‟re making 

woop noises or they‟re rattling noises. If that‟s part of their learning I 

don‟t mind...if they‟re making banging noises…she‟ll say, “It‟s too 

noisy, put it away”. Well that‟s a bit of a problem. She is only the 

assistant; I‟m the one who has done the four years training. Gradual, 

gradual change. I don‟t want to make an enemy. Mainly because I‟m 

always worried that I‟m going to upset the teacher assistant, because 

I‟m not doing things the way it‟s always been done. 

What I‟m hoping is that I can get people to see that if there's a certain 

criteria that students must reach by the end of the year, they need to be 

able to do these things then I can get them there, but I want to be able 

to do it in what ever way I see fit. I don‟t want to use worksheets and 

there‟s books around that I just loathe and detest, books that have got 

pictures that half the time I can‟t even work out what the picture is 

supposed to be so how are kids? It really irritates me. I don‟t want to 

use those books. I want to do it in a more real context, meaningful 

context to the kids. So on Sunday nights…if I‟m thinking about 

coming to school the next day, I‟m a little bit here and a little bit here 

(raising one hand up high and one hand down low). Part of me is 

saying I want to be there I want to be with the kids and part of me is 

thinking who am I trying to satisfy? Am I trying to satisfy the 

expectations of my assistants and my line manager? Or am I trying to 

satisfy the needs of the kids? I want to satisfy the needs of the kids, but 

I feel that I have this obligation to satisfy the expectations of these 

people. 

 

In contrast, she was nurturing the thinking and understanding of another one of her 

support staff by explaining her philosophy and providing her with videos and literature 

to help her understand different approaches: 

One of my assistants is great and I show her the books – this is 

interesting this books talks a bit about aboriginal English; you might 

like to go home and read it. There‟s another one with some ideas about 

what we can do and she‟s reading it and she‟s really enjoying it…she‟s 

great because she wants to know more and I can give her stuff that she 

takes home. I‟ve given her a couple of videos to look at. The videos 

show how I imagine this class could be like…and she‟s appreciative 

too because she said nobodies ever done that. So I‟m sharing those 

things with her. 

 

She was strongly committed to creating positive relationships with her students and 

nurturing them, even to the point of preparing lunch regularly for a child who comes 

without it: 

I‟m making lunch for one of the kids because he never brings lunch, so 

I make lunch for him…this boy, he‟s actually year one, but he‟s in my 

class, he hardly ever went last year. He‟s a lovely kid, but he‟s got 

family problems…the first day that he actually came, when it came to 

morning recess he was just as depressed as anything, everyone else had 

morning recess, he had none and I said “Oh you can have some of 

mine”. Didn‟t want it, but the next day I made lunch and I‟d written his 
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name on it and put it in the fridge and when everyone went to get their 

lunch I just said there‟s yours [name] and he could be like everyone 

else. He was very happy so I just make lunch for him and it‟s just there 

and it makes such a difference. He‟s just so happy. It‟s like he didn‟t 

want anyone else to know he didn‟t have lunch. 

 

She was sensitive to indigenous education issues, including the use of Aboriginal 

English, observational approaches to learning, eye contact, respect and issues of 

“shame”. For Wendy teaching is all about the students: “The kids‟ part of it is the best. I 

just like it when they look at you and they give you a big hug. It‟s lovely. They‟re gorgeous”. 
 

She struggled with the process of documenting her planning and was gaining support 

from the administration to work with a curriculum officer from District Office. She was 

able to outline her ideas, and she spent a great deal of time thinking through her plans 

for the learning of students, but she found documenting her ideas in an acceptable form 

to be quite a challenge: 

I‟m not great at writing a programme…and the fact that I‟ve been sick 

has made it really hard for me to actually sit down and do it…they‟re 

quite happy with my performance in the classroom. I just really need 

help with that. So they have got someone coming to help me with that. 

I actually asked them if…she could come…she is a Curriculum 

Improvement Officer…And I just want her to come and give me some 

help with that aspect because it‟s so overwhelming. You look at…all 

the outcomes and…we‟ve been taught at uni about integrating across 

the curriculum. That‟s where you get confused about writing it up „cos 

you often see a lesson that you do, you can actually satisfy heaps of 

different criteria and if you are working with children as individuals 

you might be aware of the fact that these kids are going to be getting 

this out of it and these kids are getting that, how do I write that up?  

If I can just learn how to make a programme that expresses my way of 

doing things then I think I‟ll be a lot happier because then I can show 

that I am doing it and that‟s what‟s worrying me. That‟s what I do 

need. I have to have that and I worry about it. 

 

She was pleased with the level of support that she received from the administration and 

from other teaching staff: 

I find the principal has just been…fantastic. He‟s the person I can ring 

up and say [principal] I‟ve locked myself out of my house and I didn‟t 

really ring I went round there and said [principal] I‟ve locked myself 

out of my house. He‟s just great…I really clicked with him…the 

Deputy Principal is really lovely. 

 

She found access to consumer goods difficult, particularly the absence of a chemist and 

book shop and places to acquire resources such as carpet squares for her classroom. 

 

Wendy was not sleeping, had been ill and was experiencing anxiety about her conflict 

with the support staff, concerns over programming and attitudes to the different 

philosophy and pedagogy from which she operates from. She was not yet confident with 

the application of her strong beliefs: 
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I feel a little bit worried that I‟m doing things the wrong way…and 

part of me is saying I believe that it‟s right, but that‟s the way it‟s 

been. 

I‟ve been waking up at one o‟clock, two o‟clock, three o'clock, four 

o'clock thinking about what I should be doing, not what I really want 

to be doing what I should be doing, should be writing. 

I just think this year is going to be hard, but next year they‟ll be more 

used to me and the following year they‟ll be more used to me and I 

plan to be here for three years at least and I‟m not running away. I 

felt a little bit like saying maybe I shouldn‟t be here, but I‟m 

encouraged by other teachers who come up to me and say we love 

coming in to your class, your kids do what we ask them to do your 

kids try really hard to write their names…so I feel encouraged by that 

because something is working. 

 

Term 2 

By the end of second term Wendy had begun to “feel more like a teacher”. The assistant 

who she had found difficult had left and she had a new assistant who she felt more able 

to control. But most of all she felt like she was “making a difference” with the children. 

The issue that has impacted most on the staff most in recent times is to do with their 

safety within the community and their homes: 

Quite a few teachers at the school have had their homes broken into or 

attempted invasions. A younger female teacher was harassed by a 

group of youth and is now going to court. Another teacher was bashed 

in the street and so emotions are very high about the safety issues for 

teachers in this district…last week someone tried to break into our 

house and [partner] was home. So if [partner] had not been here they 

would have got in. 

The issue was taken to the union, along with concerns about the quality of housing. 

I think that GEHA…should act more promptly when they‟re given a 

complaint because I‟ve been living here now since February. I‟ve 

complained about the fact that my tap drips, the actual whole handle 

has come off and it‟s worn down. You have to use pliers to turn your 

tap off and on and it‟s really frustrating and that should be fixed. I 

shouldn‟t have to keep hassling them about that. 

 

The concerns about events external to school have been compounded by staff conflict 

within school and the community, described by Wendy as “bitching about people” and 

some division between teaching staff and support staff. While Wendy felt removed from 

events, being physically located away from the other classrooms and staff rooms she 

was perturbed. “I have to be very careful about what you say and do. I hate being in that 

environment”. She was wary now about her own communications. She attributed some 

of the issues amongst staff to “isolation from friends” external to the school and 

community: 

I don‟t have that good friend to go home and unload to…most of us are 

in that situation. We don‟t have somebody who is not involved in the 

school to go and unload to. Many of them are single and don‟t have a 

partner. Maybe that‟s why it‟s starting to happen. People need a second 

circle of friends removed from the school because I find everybody I 
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know is either a teacher or a parent and that's it. I don't know anybody 

else really…you go to the shop and say hello to the lady on the 

counter, but that‟s not a friendship, not at all. That may become even 

more of an issue the longer you‟re here. 

 

During this term, Wendy had to tackle the issue of parent apprehension about her 

teaching methods. Parents had confided in an assistant who they knew from previous 

years. The assistant was uncomfortable with this and confided the concerns to Wendy: 

Apparently, the way I run my room is diametrically opposed to the way 

it was run last year. The person last year was not early childhood 

trained and she ran with worksheets and very structured, I don‟t believe 

in worksheets. I don‟t have them. It‟s very free play. It‟s very child 

centred…parents have known her for a whole year so rather than come 

to me with their concerns and questions they‟ve been going to her and 

telling her and then that‟s put her in a really difficult position...So I‟m 

really glad that she told me. I said fine, what we‟re going to do is have 

a parent‟s meeting…next Tuesday night and I will explain the CF first 

to them and explain that that is mandated and this is how we are 

supposed to be teaching now and my own personal philosophy. 

In addition to this strategy, Wendy implemented a fortnightly newsletter involving lots 

of photos and samples of student work. Her strategy to communicate her philosophy 

and keep parents informed had positive consequences: 

I had a student taken out of the kindy and brought up to my class 

because his parents weren‟t happy with him at Kindy. They‟re very 

difficult parents to deal with apparently. She…said I want to tell you 

that my husband and I are really happy with this class. We like the 

newsletters that you send out…they also spoke to the DP so that was 

such a nice feeling that a parent has bothered to say something positive 

to me and to the principal and another parent has come down from the 

Kimberley…they can‟t wait to get their kids in my class…so obviously 

I‟m doing something right if parents who I have never seen before are 

coming down to have a look.  

 

She felt well supported by the Principal and Deputy Principal and is winning over the 

support of colleagues by offering to share resources and work collaboratively with 

them. She is overcoming criticisms of her play centred approach by achieving excellent 

results. For example, a year one teacher commented that she expected all the Pre-

primary children to know their shapes by the time they start year one. Wendy assessed 

her students on their ability to do this, implemented some active teaching and learning 

strategies and now claims: 

I can say without any fear of being proven wrong that my kids know 10 

shapes and that didn‟t take me very long at all to do that. All she has to 

do is to tell me what she wants and I'll get it done in a way, I don‟t 

really want to go and pour through some commercially produced book 

which is made by teachers who say this worked for me when I can do it 

myself in my own way which reflects the needs of my children in my 

class.  

She talked fondly about her students, recalling anecdotes of their learning, reward 

systems she used to recognise the success of children and ways…to improve a team 

approach with her assistants. She clarified the way they can most effectively support 
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Wendy and the children. She has empowered the staff by identifying their strengths and 

has adopted a system of open communication. She placed her daily work pad which she 

said was a “classroom document” rather than “my document”, and invited staff to jot 

down notes on this during the day. At the end of the day they discussed events; Wendy 

wrote up a reflection in the evening and posted it on the wall for comments by all staff. 

She was aiming to create a cohesive team with a process of open communication. 

 

During the first term holidays Wendy returned to Perth to organise the removal of their 

household effects and the relocation of her partner to Garralarda. She really valued the 

additional support of her partner to share household chores and parenting, especially 

when Wendy experienced migraines that incapacitated her for days. The migraines were 

associated with stress and anxiety in relation to a visit by the Curriculum Officer from 

District Office. While she welcomed the support, she felt anxious about her need to 

produce appropriate documents. Her fears were allayed by the visit. 

 

The arrival of her partner and their personal effects brought her the resource she most 

missed – computing facilities at home. She was frustrated by continuing problems to 

supply computer access within her classroom. The computer she was supplied with 

didn‟t work; there was no power supply in the required location within the room and no 

email or internet access. The absence of what she saw as an essential resource was an 

unnecessary burden on a new teacher. She also now accessed her digital camera 

regularly, using it as a teaching aide – recording student work for reporting to parents. 

 

She still worked long hours on her organisation and preparation, describing herself as a 

“bit of a tortoise with its head pulled into its shell at the moment. And you can see this 

has been a mammoth, mammoth task. A huge amount of work.” While her partner was 

socialising, and participating in the school by sharing some of his skills and knowledge 

with the students, Wendy focussed on her work: “I was invited out; I didn‟t go because I 

wanted to work” 

 

Wendy saw reflection as a critical tool in her professional growth: 

That reflective teaching thing I cannot stress strongly enough how 

important that is. To feel that you can be the teacher that you want to 

be you need to reflect on what has happened in the day, how you 

handled it, how you could do better, whether you thought it went 

wrong where you need to go from here. You need to be able to do that 

…I need to be spend a lot of time reflecting on the day and thinking 

where I want to go from here and that is what‟s helped me be a better 

teacher. I noticed in the classroom that because I‟m doing this…I‟m 

spending my next day more efficiently. I‟m going to do this and then 

this will happen…but in the back of my mind I‟ve got little 

contingencies if that doesn‟t happen. 

Her level of confidence increased to the point where “I know that if people ask me 

something about why I do it that way I‟m feeling more confident in expressing it”. As a 

result of this, she feels that she is developing as a teacher: 

Things are just getting better. I think they are. I said to my assistant the 

other day that this was my first year teaching and I‟m learning and next 

year I‟ll be better. The year after that I‟ll be better again and I‟ll just 

keep getting better…To get to the goal where I want to be is definitely 

achievable. 
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Despite the concerns felt by staff at the school about the safety within the local 

community, Wendy is pleased to be in Garralarda: 

I feel really happy. I feel as if, you know that expression that today is 

the first day of the rest of your life. I feel like I‟ve begun the rest of my 

life and I‟m going the way I want to go. I‟m glad I came to Garralarda. 

 

Term 3 

On a personal level, during term 3, Wendy experienced a sequence of negative events, 

illness and injury. Coping with these events, removed from a strong support network, 

impacted negatively on Wendy‟s satisfaction with her environment. On top of this she 

was exhausted from an influx of new students and the preparation of student portfolios. 

 

She worked tirelessly, under frustrating resource conditions to produce photographic 

portfolios of student work. This involved “nights back at school till 11pm, midnight, 

3am and finally 5am just to get them done. It was worth it because the parents LOVED 

them, but it is not something I will ever do to myself again”. 

 

There has been a large turnover of teachers and administrators at the school, two 

teachers resigned, and one leaving due to pregnancy. All three administrators were 

planning to leave the school at the end of the year. The changes make Wendy nervous. 

Wendy describes the morale of the staff as low: “teachers are walking around with long 

faces”. 

 

With a colleague, Wendy drove down to Perth to attend the New Teacher‟s Seminar in 

the last two days of term. They were given only a half day of travel time for the 10 hour 

trip. Consequently, they travelled at night and hit a Kangaroo in the vehicle. Only two 

days into the term and Wendy found out that she had a health issue requiring unpleasant 

treatment in Perth. She endured the ordeal with “no friends to talk to, no friends to 

support me when I got back, no extra time off school”. 

 

In the second week she had her most frightening experience. On a stressful day, trying 

to prepare lunch for students who did not bring any to school, she incorporated cooking, 

as part of her daily programme, using eggs from the school farm. On this particular day, 

still feeling unwell from her treatment, coping with new children in the class, she took 

an egg cooking from the microwave, which she had left too long and when she stuck the 

fork in, the egg exploded in her face. She was administered first aid by her assistant 

who also called the Deputy and she was taken to hospital. She received blistering to her 

chin, neck and around her eyes and stinging eyes. 

 

The new students, Wendy described as “feral”, “HARD WORK” and “exhausting”. She 

gained a special needs child from the year 2 class, who comes from a “dysfunctional” 

family and encouraged his daily attendance at school after attending for only 14 days in 

term 1 and not at all in term 2. Rather than receiving praise for achievement with this 

student, she received racially-based parent criticism which added to her pressure and 

stress.  

 

Under these circumstances she felt the pressure of the small community. She 

questioned, once again, her ability to fulfil her pedagogical beliefs and pined for some 

escape from the pressure. She missed “the civilised world”:  
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The worst thing is that there is no escape from the day to day. My class 

follows me home. This town is so small that you can't get away from 

anybody. There are no secrets. No other life. You are on show 24 hours 

a day 7 days a week. There just aren't enough hours in the day to do the 

basics let alone try to create a refuge for yourself. No cinema to escape 

to, no bookshops to bury yourself in, no lovely restaurant to take the 

night off at, can't even go window shopping. 

She felt under attack, literally, at home with a new pair of trousers stolen from the 

washing line, and the back fence and whole panels of the car vandalised. She describes 

life at home as having a “dark cloud” hanging over it. 

 

With so many issues impacting on her life, Wendy and partner decided to take some 

“positive action” identifying that they need “more adult company in our lives”. She 

invited people for meals so that she can immerse herself in the preparation of food, 

within the limits of what is available locally. It provided an opportunity to relax and s an 

excuse to take time off from working on school work out of school hours. Entertaining 

at home prevented exposure within the community. 

 

Term 4 

Wendy started the term positively, sounding refreshed, despite dental and mechanical 

problems during their holidays at the coast. By the end of the previous term she had 

been very run down, but early in November she described herself as “having a brilliant 

time so far” this term. She recognised the importance of being able to break the school 

year into chunks and “get yourself refreshed each term”. 

 

Her workload remained high with the early production of portfolios and the preparation 

of an assembly item. She prepared the room for the morning tea after the assembly with 

parents so that they could see current student work. She had very positive peer feedback 

on her portfolios again and while she had fewer difficulties this time, computer access 

issues still made the job difficult. She identified lack of computer expertise within the 

school and the community as preventing relatively simple developments from 

occurring: 

We‟re in Garralarda and there‟s not the people here that can do stuff 

like that. That‟s the problem. We‟ve got this deputy principal, doesn‟t 

know how to use a computer. 

 

An influx of new children created difficulties with classroom management and the need 

to socialise the newcomers to the rules and expectations of the class. The new students 

had limited academic skills and independence. Wendy temporarily abandoned her 

academic programme and returned her focus to behaviour management. She described 

herself as being in “damage control”. She felt like all of her achievements had 

“unravelled a little bit, fraying at the edges”, but she remains optimistic. “I‟ll just focus 

on them. Get them up to scratch and just move on”. 

 

She felt less optimistic about changes to the executive staffing. The person appointed as 

the acting deputy was described by Wendy as: 

The most unliked teacher…by parents, students and other teachers. 

She‟s just a nightmare. She‟s a racist. They call her “old school”, 

which means colouring in, yelling, demeaning and she‟s just awful and 

so we were really disappointed that she got that position as acting 
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deputy principal of the primary…she‟s not even permanent and so you 

think how could someone who is not even permanent, who has been 

given warnings about the way she handles students…she gets rough 

with them. She is a racist. How can this person have been promoted to 

that position? It‟s not good. 

 

Wendy still felt professionally isolated because of the physical location of the pre-

primary on the perimeter of the school grounds, distant from the staff room which 

precluded her from recess and lunchtime interaction. She made suggestions to increase 

the level of collaboration at the staff collaborative meetings which were frequently only 

information sessions for the teachers. She was still not confident about who to contact to 

address specific issues and to acquire resources; however, she felt that the staff were 

more cohesive than in the beginning of the year and that a high level of support was 

being provided to new staff commencing during the year: “new people are coming in 

and there‟s already a lot of that ground work done and we can pass it on to them, give 

them hints. That‟s been really great”. She also worked with other teachers such as the 

Art teacher and the Year 6/7 teacher in curriculum-based activities. 

 

She had positive feedback from one of the Aides who was allocated extra time in the 

classroom for the next year. She was looking positively forward to the next year and 

could see how the work done this year could be developed and improved in the future: 

Now that I‟ve gone through this year, I can definitely see that there‟s 

been…a flow that I could sit down and say, OK, well that worked 

really well. So next year I can actually plan to do similar things that I 

did instinctively this year. Next year I know that a lot of what I actually 

did in the beginning of the year was perfect for that time of the year 

and I will do that, if not the same, similar kinds of activities that I did 

with the children and I can write down whereas before it just happened. 

Now I can say, well this is what I am planning to do and if someone 

came in and they can see that I understand that I‟ve learnt a lot this 

year…a hell of a lot and…I feel quite confident about being able to do 

that in an effective way…I‟m more confident and still not as good as I 

want to be. 

 

Wendy‟s child is happy and settled with friends, developing her own home enterprise, 

but Wendy has some reservations about the quality of the education she‟s receiving:  

I think, if she weren‟t the sort of child that reads so much and listens so 

well and enjoys, she enjoys the kind of television that we watch…I‟m 

not too worried. I don‟t know how it compares to other schools. That‟s 

all I just hope she‟ll be fine.  

 

Wendy has joined a book club that involves people in the local community, other than 

teachers. 

 

Issues to do with law and order and the quality of housing within the community have 

directly negatively impact on Wendy‟s life. The fencing around Wendy‟s GEHA house 

was damaged for seven weeks and is still waiting for repairs, the rubbish bin was stolen, 

washing can‟t be hung on the line with the exposed backyard, rocks have been thrown 

at the house, and the back shed has been trashed. She laid an official complaint with the 

police against the children involved, children living across the street. The family 
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promptly left town and according to Wendy “the whole tone just calmed down again”. 

The experience had been a “nightmare”; however, worse is yet to come. 

 

At the end of November, Wendy‟s family experience violent crime. What follows is an 

exceptionally tragic experience for Wendy and her family which resonates throughout 

the school and the greater community. Wendy takes immediate leave from work for the 

remainder of the year. The experience was perceived by Wendy as “Garralarda has 

given us another blow”. 

 

Despite overwhelming circumstances, Wendy‟s personal strength and commitment to 

her role as a teacher and to all the people she has connected with in the community was 

quite astounding: 

We all feel exhausted just now. The police business was very time 

consuming and draining. I just want things to get back to normal as 

soon as possible, but it will take time because we are in Garralarda. I 

can't just run out on the children and their families and I need closure 

with those people who feel saddened or ashamed or helpless. My AIEO 

is helping me to arrange a time and place so that I can meet with any 

person who feels a need to see me before I leave the town. I am so sad 

on so many levels and feel that this person has…stolen my hopes and 

dreams to make a memorable impression on the town as a teacher and 

a citizen. 

And to add to her grief and anger only a week later another neighbour‟s child who 

regularly visited the house stole her purse and other children were observed drying 

themselves with her missing towels. She says: 

I feel sick to my stomach that these people are abusing us right now 

when I have been so generous to them since the very time I first met 

them and have continued to support them when their son was blamed 

for what happened…Talk about bite the hand that feeds you. 

 

However, Wendy received great support from people throughout the community and 

she commented on the generosity of people from across the town. This tragic event 

opened many personal wounds for people who subsequently sought counselling. This 

event comes on the heel of other tragedies within the community. It also created strong 

bonds. Wendy believes “it‟s brought us closer to aboriginal people…they‟re really upset 

that we have to leave. They were crying when they heard we were leaving”. Wendy 

wrote a public letter in the local community paper hoping that the community would 

come together; she doesn‟t want the incident to cause any further “wedges” between 

people. 

 

Wendy appreciated the support from DET who quickly appointed her to another 

location and organised for the family to relocate. 

 

Second Year 

Wendy relocated with her husband and child to Scootara, a northern mining town. The 

move was an uncomfortable one, initially. After being collected from the airport they 

were dropped at their accommodation and left feeling “hellishly lonely” for the two 

weeks before the commencement of school. The condition of the housing was once 

again unsatisfactory – unclean, small, peeling lino, electrical problems, damaged 

cupboards, dog faeces in the garden and then the upheaval of dealing with tradespeople 
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and movement of furniture for repairs to be completed. They felt angry and wanted to 

leave. The only thing that prevented them taking this action was the effort of once again 

moving. She felt “pushed” to the point where she felt hurt and was merely surviving. 

She said “please leave us alone and let us get comfortable again”. 

 

She appreciated the security and safety of the location, being able to leave washing on 

the line and doors unlocked. She appreciated a higher degree of anonymity and 

described Scootara as feeling “more like a grown up place”. There was a higher 

presence of adults rather than the presence of children without supervision in the streets. 

 

However she does miss aspects of the previous location, primarily her connection with 

indigenous children and indicates that she would like to return there. She has had 

contact from parents of the children in the previous school, bemoaning the loss of 

Wendy. She appreciated the acknowledgement of her success, but wished that some of 

these parents had acknowledged this more when she was present.  

 

She made interesting comparisons between her current location and previous 

experiences. She felt significantly less isolated within the school. Physically she was 

located close to others and was able to have a lunch separate from the children. She 

enjoyed the level of social interaction both in and out of school. And despite her initial 

reaction to the town, she is discovering “a secret well-hidden cultural seam in the 

bedrock of ockers”. Her partner has joined a band and there are opportunities for 

intellectual and artistic film viewing rather than popular culture alone. 

 

She is still very aware of the “different” pedagogical approach that she adopts and was 

initially concerned about comparisons with colleagues teaching the same class with a 

very traditional approach. However she has been positively supported by the school 

administration, in particular a Deputy Principal who has encouraged her to “hang on to 

what you believe”. Already, another teacher has been influenced by her approach. Her 

colleague who runs the programme for one day a week has: 

Embraced it. She said she'd never worked like the way I do it before, 

but she can see how much she's learning about these kids by doing it 

the way I do it and having so much one on one with them. 

 

She was also positively referred to by one of her colleagues as “the early childhood 

guru”. She noted the difference with her experience last year, where she was the only 

kindy-pre-primary teacher, without anyone with whom she could compare herself. She 

noticed the different needs of the children, who were predominantly non-indigenous 

students. She found the indigenous students from last year to be more open and 

confident in some of their interactions. 

 

The access to relief teachers provided more positive opportunities, including the luxury 

of having time off when feeling sick rather than feeling guilty about the difficulties that 

an absence would cause to the other staff and students. When she had time off for 

illness she was told by the Deputy: 

“That's okay. You take the three days. Take care of yourself and come 

back when you're feeling really well” and I thought goodness. In 

Garralarda you couldn't do that. You'd have to cut back from school 

because there was nobody to work for you. So that was a luxury that I'd 
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not experienced. Being allowed to be sick and not feel guilty. That was 

nice. I liked that. 

 

She still lacked confidence in her ability and was concerned about the perceptions of 

others. In being absent, she was concerned that her replacement would be a better 

teacher; this is despite the fact that she had very positive feedback from parents. 

I've had three different mothers come to me and say honestly...one 

woman said parents are so happy. I can see an improvement in her 

after only four weeks. This environment is just perfect for her. That 

was one mother. Another mother, her little boy had really bad 

separation anxiety for the first few days and she said to me Toby's 

just really happy and he's very helpful around the house. He comes 

home from school happy every day. Can't wait to come in. Hates the 

weekends and so she's really happy. 

Wendy felt that her planning had improved and she was benefiting from having other 

colleague as a model in this area. 

 

Wendy reflected on the impact of the staff transience in Garralarda for both staff, 

professionally and socially, and for students. She noted that in Scootara, everything was 

a lot more “established”. At the previous location staff spent time building up structures, 

getting things organised knowing that “at the end of the year it‟s all going to fall apart 

and next year they‟re going to start all over again”. This also impacted on the 

community: 

It must be awful for the community. It must be and at the end of the 

year we were all so sad and saying goodbye to each other and I said to 

one of the other teachers 'I wonder how the kids are left to feel 

constantly saying goodbye to teachers'. Every year they're leaving and 

someone else is coming in and then they've got to go through all that, 

building up a rapport and trusting their teacher every year. 

 

She noted how the impact of having left one school has already impacted on her process 

of settling in to the next environment. Wendy had planned to remain in Garralarda for at 

least three years, developing a relationship with friends in the community, endeavouring 

to make a positive difference: 

That was the plan. That was how we were going to be. But it was all 

torn out from under us, and now we're here and now we have a taste of 

what it's like to leave somewhere…you can begin with the sadness 

that...all the friendships that you make here aren't going to last forever. 

You are going to leave which, even though we knew it, we didn't know 

what it felt like before and it hurts, that really hurts. Leaving people. 

And I'm not looking forward to having to leave when I've already 

started to make some very nice friends. 

 

Her child is not yet settled and is having some difficulties which Wendy feels may be 

attributable to material not covered in the previous school. 
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CASE STUDY OF WILLIAM: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 
 

Background 

William is a mature aged, graduate in his 40s. He has previously been in the army, 

worked in retail and warehouse positions, before completing his retraining as a 

geologist in 2000 and working in the field. He is now beginning a career as a Maths and 

Science teacher. William has lived in the regional centre, approximately two hours from 

his current location and worked, as a geologist, in the wider region. He is currently 

single and has a close relationship with family in Perth. 

 

Current Context: Bearinora District High School 

William has accepted a three year contract to the District High School in Bearinora. The 

town has a population of approximately 1500 people and hosts a fly-in/fly-out mining 

population. William has a small GEHA furnished unit. 

 

The school has 194 students, 58% of these are indigenous. The school has 21 in pre-

compulsory, 121 in the primary section and 52 in the secondary section. There are 36 

full time staff – 17 teaching staff, 17 non-teaching staff and two full time 

administrators. 

 

Term 1 

William described himself as “flat out” and “strapped” in his first few weeks. He had 

five classes of Maths and Science at year 7, a combined 9/10 class and a VET level 

maths group. He also fills the role of Maths and Science co-ordinator for the whole 

school, responsible for the ordering of all equipment and resources. He has a science 

laboratory that requires him to fulfil a technician role. He says: 

I‟m doing TAG [Talented and Gifted Programme] late at night till 11.30 

and the remedial stuff. Morning tea and afternoon tea I spend in my 

room just getting ready for the next class. I have to get stuff ready for the 

other teachers…I give myself one day off a week – Saturday – to do the 

housework, baking, cleaning. 

 

He tried to access support from subject specialists outside the school, but with little 

success. He believed a mentor was necessary, but he has not had a response from the 

specialists at the Senior High School in the Regional Centre. 

 

Within the school, his dominant concern was behaviour management with his classes. 

He described the students as “giving me a nightmare. Making my job hell.” But he was 

persisting with looking at ways of engaging them with the curriculum: “I‟ve had to 

change my track three or four times”. He talked through the variety of approaches and 

strategies he was trying or had tried with them. He made contact with parents of 

difficult students and has had some success through this approach. “It‟s very trying. I‟ve 

had wins and losses, but the losses out weigh the wins”. In contrast, he found solace 

with his year 7 classes who are described as: 

Absolute darlings. They make it a pleasure to come to school. Really 

great people. They‟ve got a bit to learn with group work. Some of my 

teaching skills need honing. I‟m coming through OK with the 7s. 

 

While generally the community was friendly “everyone‟s friendly and helpful, give you 

a wave”, he noted a disjunction within the community: 
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My first impression is that the community‟s really polarised – 

Aboriginal/non-aboriginal. Some get together. Many aboriginals will not 

mix with the whites. At the P&C meeting every white in town was at the 

meeting, but only one or two aboriginals. 

 

As yet, he has not been involved in anything other than work: “I‟ve been asked out to 

lunch, but I just didn‟t have time to go”. The work load is a significant pressure: “I 

nearly pulled out, just so much to do. There‟s so many committees”.  

 

Term 2 

In term 2 behaviour management and the motivation of students with two of his classes 

were the central concerns for William. He continued to search for alternative strategies 

by consulting with colleagues and the Deputy Principal. He explored alternative 

pedagogical processes, looking for alternative resources to more successfully engage 

students: 

It‟s like these guys are hard to move, like lumps of rock, so I‟ve got to 

come up with a whole pile of you beaut win them over…get them 

motivated…you have got to try and make it fun…for them to stop and 

say, „Hey I want to learn about this.‟ And I‟ve come across these kids, 

it‟s like what happened? You have this great idea, and you walk into 

class and they go, yeah yeah, done that before, boring, can we do 

something else. 

So I‟ve had to change the way I‟m teaching and my assessments with 

them and every period I‟ve got to get something back from them and 

I‟ve got something to show what they‟ve done. They are very 

uncooperative. I get them to pick the topic that we are going to be 

studying and then they don‟t want to do it. It‟s been less rewarding than I 

expected. 

I‟m getting a lot of help from more experienced teachers in the school, 

bringing in a more proactive reward system which I use and at least four 

times a period I go physically and look for someone to reward, and it 

might be something little, might be something bigger, but I go out of my 

way to reward them, but they just don‟t seem to respond. 

 

He instigated both reward and consequence systems for classroom management, 

generated a variety of approaches to engage students in the curriculum, however, the 

“toughness” to manage their behaviour continued to challenge him. 

I stop and think and I think, there is something wrong with me. I‟m too 

easy on them. I think, I let them get away with too much…the deputy is 

prodding me, go hard, go hard, go hard, ease up at the end of term, not at 

the beginning, it just feels funny…I‟ve been a foreman, I‟ve been a hirer 

and a firer, and I‟ve had to fire people and that‟s a really heart wrenching 

sort of a job, toward someone who has been working for you, however 

long, an hour or week or year. I‟m sorry, but you‟re fired…but I‟ve been 

there and I‟ve had to do that, and I just don‟t know, I don‟t have the 

heart to say right that‟s it. 

 

While the other teachers have similar experiences with this group of students and he 

sees the experiences as typical of the beginning teachers, he still feels a strong sense of 
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frustration – this is the most commonly occurring emotion he describes. With this 

particular group of students he describes teaching as “less rewarding than I expected”, 

but overall he seems to remain buoyant about his work. 

 

His interaction with his year 7 students helps to keep his experiences in perspective. He 

reflects on his long term vision for teaching, and ideas for developing the area of maths 

to integrate it more with other curriculum areas to engage students. And he is 

experiencing some successes along the way. 

We did an oral presentation and they also had to design a poster…one 

boy, he did a full blackboard poster; he actually did it with chalk, a very 

talented young man. Everybody in the end, even young [name] who was 

in school suspension that day sat in the office and drew me up some 

poster stuff and that was very nice...Everybody‟s got an opportunity 

because my key word is inclusivity and I try to make everything as 

inclusive as possible.  

Even when I have the SAER kids which are little nightmares…I sat 

down and drew pictures of the solar system and I had teachers out there 

looking through my door saying, “Hey William you‟ve got them sitting 

down”. I just must have hit on the thing that they love to do the most – 

drawing – so now I‟m armed and ready. Whatever it‟s going to be it‟s 

going to have drawing in it. 

 

He spends at least three hours a day on planning and preparation outside of school 

hours; however he describes this as a form of recreation rather than a chore. “Doing a 

bit of school work is something I look forward to…it‟s just another hobby”. William‟s 

attitude to his preparation and planning is indicative of his total commitment to 

teaching. He feels passionate about the profession:  

I‟m having my ups and downs in this new career that I‟ve started, but 

this is a job that I have chosen to do. In my previous work, I didn‟t get to 

choose them…I needed to financially support myself…I had a perfectly 

good job, earning over $50,000 a year working for Australia Post, I quit 

that and went to school. And I was on Aust study which was $6,000 a 

year. And I did that for 6 years so I could get the job that I‟m going to 

enjoy. 

He commented that in every previous job he was involved in a training role. People had 

previously commented that he seemed suited for teaching.  

 

He felt well supported by the Deputy Principal who was responsible for his performance 

appraisal. He gave William “a lot of literature”, had “come in and sat down and he‟s 

made a lot of notes”: 

He is really supportive and…this is what you‟ve got to do, and I‟ll go 

away and do it and come back and he‟ll say “Oh you‟ve already done it”. 

It‟s like, he‟s so full of support and enthusiasm, and if I do something 

like a fatal error, he‟ll point it out and say, “Don‟t do that…and will sit 

down with me for an hour or so and try and point out the repercussions 

and try this…and he knows when he comes to a brick wall. He will say, 

„I‟m at a brick wall.‟ Let‟s try and find someone who can help you with 

this. I‟ve got all the support I need and then some. 
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He believed there was plenty of support from staff, with a mix of about half the staff 

being new or transient and the other half having remained in the location for periods of 

10 to 18 years. He values the mix of the new ideas and the experience of the staff. 

 

He described himself as “a loner”, “not a real social sort of person” and the only single 

male at the school. While he was happy with his “own company” he took up offers to 

socialise, although he was not a big pub drinker. He was sensitive to the relationships of 

other people, married couples with family responsibilities and described his “female 

counterparts at school” as “they still don‟t know me and I‟m still getting the feeling 

there‟s a little apprehension. They don‟t know who I am and what I am about”. He 

maintained contact by telephone with his mother and sister in Perth and looked forward 

to opportunities to socialise with friends in Perth during holidays. He identified a couple 

of school-based social activities – sundowners at the pub and a male only barbecue. He 

attributed the shortage of social activities to the workload, given that the school had 

eight new teachers this year: “we are all busy, prepping and developing our teaching 

techniques”. He saw many of the staff who had lived in the town for long periods of 

times as “self-contained”. He was aware that, as a newcomer to the community, he had 

to make an effort to become involved and that this was likely to take time: 

I‟m constantly…sticking my head out. I know most of the names of the 

shopkeepers, constantly wave at people. It‟s automatic; it‟s a country 

style of living…it will come round, it‟s time. 

 

His personal interests involved viewing Star Trek videos, playing with computers and 

sound technology, the broad areas of science and indoor gardening. He enjoyed modest 

social drinking, but did not spend a lot of time at the hotel. He considered joining the 

local rifle club as a further opportunity for social interaction. The main opportunity that 

he missed was fishing. 

 

He summarised his level of satisfaction with his work life in this way: 

It‟s the best step I‟ve made in my life I think. I might go home a bit 

frustrated, but that‟s because of my inexperience and a bit warn out 

sometimes, but my whole of life satisfaction is 300 or 400% more than it 

was in any other career. The whole of life satisfaction. I‟m achieving 

stuff that I‟m getting somewhere and I‟m looking forward to the next 

day and I‟ve got the monster group; it‟s like satisfaction, personal 

satisfaction is just really good. I haven‟t looked back. I physically feel a 

whole lot healthier than what I‟ve done in previous jobs…here I am just 

so happy to be where I am right now. 

It‟s like a new born baby opening their eyes to something and they stand 

there in awe and wonderment.…“Mr taught us this, this and this” and the 

other kids going “Oh that‟s right, I remember” and it‟s like they‟re 

gaining stuff and they‟re taking it with them and I‟m making a 

difference, I‟ve made a difference and it‟s so much reward just to hear 

that and it melts me…In this job you have control of your successes even 

though that belligerent ignorant child who refuses to learn you can take 

slow steps, small steps and they may seem insignificant to anybody else, 

but you‟ve moved them you‟ve actually stopped the mountain and 

you‟ve moved it. It might be a mountain of resentment, but you‟ve 

moved it and there‟s other places where you can work hard all your life 

and achieve nothing. 
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Term 3 

By Term 3 William is starting to achieve some successful outcomes from his previous 

efforts to motivate students: 

They‟re really taking it seriously and then one [boy] who I didn‟t expect 

to be able to, is…getting his work done and taking an interest and it‟s 

like, what‟s going on here? I gave him a merit certificate today and a 

chocolate bar to sweeten the deal because he‟s done such a damn good 

job and he‟s really participated and it‟s like where is this coming from? 

It‟s like he‟s really trying so hard. 

There are these really great things happening. I got the year 10s to put a 

bit of wire in a flame and it turns in to all different colours, nickel and all 

these different metals…and this young bloke said didn‟t we do 

something like this last term? And my face lit up and he took a step 

back, what's wrong with him and I said “Can you think, it started with 

S?” and it‟s one of those funny words like astronomy and he went oh 

spectroscopy and I went Bwahh! I just about gave him a hug. You got it! 

Something sinking in there. You made my day, you made my week. 

He was very excited by evidence that he was making a difference.  

 

His passion for teaching was evident in many ways. He enjoyed both the opportunity to 

do relief lessons and marking. By doing relief he had an opportunity to see other 

classes and he enjoyed engaging with younger children: 

It‟s a real challenge for me to get into the groove and bring some 

enthusiasm to the classroom...It‟s like an artist. You give them a block of 

clay and you say make something of it and I‟ve been given a medium 

and an audience and off I go. 

The thing is with relief, you get to see the other side, you get to meet 

new people, you get to form new friendships, you get to get a 

perspective of the challenges that teacher has and compare it to yours. 

 

He enjoyed the process of marking student work because it allowed him to monitor the 

achievement of students: “Oh I look forward to marking in some cases because I look 

forward to seeing where they‟re at, what are they doing? How are they going? What the 

hell are they doing here?” 

 

He often wove his previous occupational experience into lessons and connected the 

concepts being studied with real life experiences. He looked for curriculum links with 

the local community: 

Giving them details of things on how my programme‟s linking to 

metallurgy which is a form of chemistry and we‟re in a mining town 

surrounded by mines that rely on metallurgists and how we‟re trying to 

organise a couple of excursions, one down an old copper mine. We can 

scam some copper and crush it and do a little mini mill bench test, 

flotation, skimming, digesting…getting the copper out of it our own 

home made copper. 

 

While behaviour management still represented a challenge to him, he continued to try 

different approaches and believed that he has finally adopted the necessary level of 

authority in the classroom. He realised that:  
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I‟m not the only one struggling and so it‟s not necessarily me, it‟s not 

100% my problem, it‟s the problem that this particular group of 

students have and they‟ve been dragged out, singled out, pulled out, 

put down on the bench, been given the fact that there‟s zero tolerance 

now…I should have done that from day one. Boom you know the rule, 

you broke it. 

 

There was a school wide crack down on the unacceptable behaviour of this particular 

group of students, as a result of community concern:  

Someone was…bantering about town that this particular group of kids was 

out of control and it was disgraceful and the parents got a bit upset about it 

and in this town I sneeze and in about 20 minutes someone comes up and 

says William died...The principal was overawed. He couldn‟t believe what 

was being bantered around town about the school. 

 

William described the community as “very red necked, it‟s very intolerant” in its beliefs 

and values. While he was still struggling to find time to integrate within the community, 

he was comfortable living in the location. He enjoyed returning to Bearinora because “it 

is very quiet here, very peaceful here. It‟s something I really look forward to.” Because 

of his passion for his work – something which he described as a “hobby” he put in long 

hours outside of the school day: 

I haven‟t got time. Somebody asked me at the [Local Community] day 

how many hours a week I put in to school. I said about 60 and they 

said you must be kidding. 

I have a hobby – a past time, that they actually pay me to do…Would 

you like to be paid for something you enjoy doing? Something you 

look forward to? When the alarm goes off I don‟t roll out of bed and 

go “I‟ve got another 20 minutes to get ready.” It‟s like “Oh, what are 

we doing today? That‟s right we‟re mixing up, making indicator paper 

and then we‟re going to have a look at measurement, run up and down 

the classroom and time them and see how fast he runs, and how many 

heart beats in a year” and my brain's going while I‟m doing those 

routine things getting ready for school. It‟s a different thing. 

But he also noted that there were limited opportunities to socialise other than by 

drinking in the local hotel: 

I‟m missing regular outdoor, outside of the home things...Everything is 

associated with drinking in the town and I‟m not a very good drinker so 

it puts a real big restriction on things; plus being a single white male 

guy, I don‟t fit in well because mostly it‟s couples and families here. 

There is no group of single white male guys that I can go running down 

to and if there is a group they‟re miners who go to the pub all the time. 

 

He maintained contact with family and friends by telephone and accessed consumer 

goods, like fresh food by trips once a fortnight to the regional centre, where he stayed 

the night to see a movie. He described the access to medical services within the town as 

“not really crash hot”. 
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Term 4 

In Term 4 William was continuing to achieve confidence and success, interacting with 

students. He noted improvements in his relationships with the students, although 

significant behavioural incidents continued to occur: 

I‟ve got a damn sight lot better relationship now than I had with them in 

the beginning of the year…There‟s a greater deal of respect. Yeah I‟m 

enjoying it. 

One of my boys who‟s very volatile, we were getting on quite well. I 

managed not to confront him so much and he walked into the classroom 

one day and kicked the desk top off the top of the desk and I think he 

just meant to walk in and go oh damn it and kick the desk a little bit; 

being a 15 year old, look at me, I need attention, but he went a little bit 

too far and he kicked the desk top right off the top of the desk so I 

thought about it for about half a second and said just go to the office and 

he got upset and picked a chair up and threw it at the wall and smashed 

it. It was a bit disappointing…But then he went to the office and anyway 

that was all sorted out. 

 

Williams' achievements were recognised in his performance appraisal. He was labelled 

as “best practice”. He completed a portfolio documenting his achievements, his 

programs and his database for monitoring student achievement. 

 

He was still troubled by the level of academic achievement of the students and their 

lack of motivation. He considered alternative ways of engaging students. He was 

frequently disappointed by the attitude of students and their level of achievement, 

questioning himself: “Maybe I‟m expecting too much”. His concern stemmed from 

consideration of the welfare of the students:  

I worry about them because they‟re people with such low academic 

capabilities. They‟re not going to survive very well in the world we‟ve 

got. 

There has been a bit of disappointment on my behalf. Maybe I expected 

something and I didn‟t get it, but I think it‟s more related to the 

individuals that disappoint me. They don‟t take education seriously and I 

find that really frustrating, trying to convince them that education is a 

very important thing. 

 

William copes with such difficulties by thinking through the issues and consulting with 

his colleagues – other teachers and administrators at the school. These people provide a 

strong collegial professional support network: “their doors are always open, everyone 

here is fully approachable. I think there‟s a pretty good relationship within the staff”. 

He sees the problems he encounters with students as “hurdles” to be crossed: 

There‟s been all these hurdles or corners, you get around the corner, it 

might be something positive or negative, but you get around these 

corners. It‟s like a maze and most of the time it‟s something really 

amazing. I‟ve done all that and all I need to do is this…That‟s something 

pretty normal I think in any job when you start, you have in your mind 

how you should do it and when you get there you realise there are 

alternatives. 
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He notes the way his pedagogical approach has evolved during the year from direct 

teaching to a “discovery” approach: 

I was very disturbed about their attitude, but it must have been half way 

through the year I realised this was a test for me. It‟s allowing me to 

learn how to, I want to use the word survive; to learn how to deal with 

people like this; to learn how to make learning meaningful for them. I‟ve 

gained a lot of experience out of them...I‟m learning how to deal with 

people like this. I could go anywhere in the state now and come up with 

the same sort of people. 

Despite the difficulties and disappointments he recognised the appeal of working with 

these students: 

I can do it and then the point occurred to me, I might have a difficult 

time with them and I might be disappointed with their attitude, but I 

don‟t mind teaching with them. There are those times when things work 

really well and at that level, that age group they talk about more mature 

levels of topic. Then there are other times when you think you‟re back in 

kindergarten. There are other rewards; being able to talk to these people, 

communicate with these people, almost at an adult level and talk about 

real life things, cars and drinking and the effect of alcohol and all that 

sort of stuff. 

William shifted the locus of responsibility for the behaviour of the students back on to 

the students, recognising that the students were responsible for the choices they made. 

 

The development of his skills was evident in his approach to assessment, recording and 

parent interaction. He was developing a database to record student achievement and 

report to parents. William took a firm stance in his interaction with parents. He 

contacted them about problems, but believed in being direct with them. He cultivated 

positive relationships with parents when he saw them around town; however he 

believed that the parents in the local community generally have a poor perception of 

teachers and limited expectations of educational achievement. In his words, the school 

is seen as a “not very good child minding service”:  

It‟s not just the kids‟ attitudes; it‟s the parents‟ attitude as well. They are 

very blasé and they‟re not very supportive. Letters and letters and letters, 

some 24 letters I‟ve written and they‟re unanswered, not even a phone 

call or even to talk in the street, “Oh I got your letter, but haven‟t had 

time”, but not even that. They don‟t even want to talk about it…and I 

write on these letters urgent, failing. I get no response. That‟s really 

disappointing. I think some of the kids are sent to school wholly as a 

child minding service. 

He defused the reaction of hostile parents by explaining what he was doing – providing 

a significantly different representation to the one given to the parents by the children.  

 

He continued to feel the pressure of the workload, especially from his additional 

responsibilities for coordination of resources and management of the laboratory. He 

described himself as “feeling like the Hindu God with eight arms”. There was a 

significant relief load for all teachers with the departure of a staff member. They were 

without a Society and Environment teacher for the previous term. William took 

responsibility for trying to coordinate a work programme for the students to be 

administered by relief teachers because he was concerned about the welfare of the 
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students and the lack of continuity in their study when they were consistently having 

different relief teachers: 

I‟ve taken on a bit of responsibility there at least coordinating each of the 

three groups, coordinating something that follows on instead of just 

giving them relief lessons. It‟s been eight or nine weeks of school. You 

can‟t keep just dumping them and going “We‟ll do a quick video”. 

 

His concern for the students led him to propose the development of a homework club for 

students. This initiative developed, though not in the way William envisaged. He was 

deterred from being involved by the level of bureaucracy required to establish it.  

While William was satisfied with the level of support available within the school he 

reflected that the support available from the DET was less satisfactory: 

I got told of this huge support system with the Dept and the Curriculum 

Council and all that and I tried to get in contact with them several times 

and sent them emails that weren‟t responded to, ringing them up and 

they gave me these blank stares over the phone. Didn‟t know what the 

hell I was talking about or what resources. I gave up on the Dept very 

quickly, very early and didn‟t seem to be any sort of support. There was 

a teachers' bulletin board, like a chat room that you could go to. I would 

go on there four or five times and there‟d be one person…If it wasn‟t for 

the amount of resources this school does have I would have floundered 

pretty badly…Like deep end of the pool stuff. Had to try and swim, sink 

or swim.   

 

The social opportunities within the community and among staff at the school were still 

limiting. Despite his experience at living in small communities he described the process 

of settling in as “slow”. He felt that he did not fit comfortably with the demographics of 

the staff being a mature-aged, single male. “The towns mainly made up of couples and 

being an individual presents some problems”. Although he went to parties and 

organised social events he seemed socially separate. Within school he continued to offer 

and receive collegial support. He chose to spend much of his “leisure” time involved in 

preparation, planning, resource identification and development for school: 

There‟s a lot of learning to do. I‟ve spent a lot of my free time…I make 

work for myself because I intend to go that little bit further, to get more 

research…doing what I wanted to do…this year my work has been my 

priority. I think in your first year or two it‟s got to be. You start a new 

career and you have to get a good foundation. You have to be realistic. 

It‟s worthwhile in the end. I‟m settled in to what I‟m doing and I‟ve got 

all my programmes and understand exactly where I‟m going. Other years 

are going to be easier, much easier; I‟ll be able to get involved in more 

community things. 

 

William was already planning ahead for next year. He was committed to remaining at 

the school, claiming to “quite like it here”. He valued the “relaxed lifestyle” and the 

professional autonomy. “I don‟t have a dozen department heads standing over top of me 

expecting me to jump through fiery hoops. I‟m basically left to my own devices”. He 

sometimes wished he could “just go down the road and see Mum or my sister. It is a 

very isolated town.” Opportunities for entertainment or places to mix socially with 

others were limited: 
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Sometimes you just need a change of environment and it could be to get 

away from the work or get out of the house syndrome…Choices are 

limited, but that‟s part and parcel…I thought there would be more 

choices available in Bearinora but it‟s not happening…I‟ve never before 

managed to exhaust most of my options for entertainment. 

However, he is determined to remain in this location with “a desire to make Bearinora 

my home”. His passion for his work is evident in his claim: 

I‟m having a ball here…It‟s a really great experience. All my mates say, 

“You could be sitting on the dole now being a geologist”. Because 

there‟s not a lot of work for geologists in the mining industry, doing 

nothing, scrubbing around for a horrible contract job and there you have 

to deal with ankle-biters and I say you don‟t know what you‟re missing. 

They just can‟t understand it‟s the best move I‟ve ever made. 

 

Second Year 

William happily returned to Bearinora, the place that he considers his home. He was 

happy to return to his own place and space, but still considers himself isolated from the 

community and from other staff at the school:  

Here this is my personal space where I sit down and rest and...do the 

things that I like to do…I get involved in as many community things as I 

possibly can, but the community is very transient and even so now 

because some of the mines are shutting down and...a lot of the mining 

related people are moving on. 

 

While he took opportunities to be involved in social events he was very aware of his 

difference from others. He saw himself as different from the primary school teachers 

being a secondary subject specialist:  

There's a lot of people in there that are general teachers. You know 

primary school teachers all right. They're all very similar because they 

all do rather similar things…But I'm a specialist teacher, so I'm very 

much on my own. I specialise in science and mathematics. Without 

patting myself on the back too much, I'm pretty proud of being a 

scientist. And I read professionally...and [there‟s] nobody in that school 

that I could discuss any topic out of New Scientist or something like 

that. And I feel a bit arrogant about it, so I keep my mouth shut. 

 

The primary teachers were predominantly young and female and therefore of a different 

social demographic. He also seemed isolated from other secondary staff because of their 

subject specialisation. William had a strong sense of his professional identity as a 

science teacher and believed that his interests were significantly different to the English 

teacher, the health teacher and the SOSE teacher.  

So I don't socialise with the English guy and I don't socialise with the 

home ec/art guy. I have no taste in art what so ever…And I don't 

socialise with...the primary school teachers because we're different. So 

nobody to socialise with…I have a television and a telephone and I read 

and that's it…I'll go down and have a couple of light beers and I'll go 

home. And they'll all say 'oh come on William, stay a bit longer' and I'll 

think 'no I've got work to do'.  

William‟s passion and commitment separate him from other staff: 
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I take...what I do passionately, because I'm a scientist and...I go into the 

room saying this is the concept we've got to learn. This is the reason 

we've got to learn it…I go in there with a reason. I don't go in there and 

say, 'Fifty-five minutes to go'…I go in saying, 'Oh my goodness we don't 

have enough time. How are we going to do this in only fifty-five 

minutes?” And the teachers are saying to me 'Oh it's Friday'. And I say 

'Yeah damn it's Friday!' And they go “what do you mean?” I say 'I wish 

there was another week...can't we do school an extra hour longer'. 'Are 

you crazy?' And I said 'well I'm not getting enough time to do what I 

need to do'. And they go 'Oh you must be kidding'. To them it's like a 

real tragedy that they're stuck in the classroom for six hours with kids…I 

need more time. I need more space. I need more resources. I need to give 

these kids every opportunity that I can possibly get. 

 

He remained perplexed by the attitudes of the students and their parents, however, this 

year he was more accepting of the situation. He continued to try to achieve outcomes for 

students, but was more accepting of the limitations within the context.  

I used to get myself really worked up. Then I've learnt last year that there 

are just some things that are...I've got to take a totally different approach 

with them. 

 

William observed that the workload caused tensions for other teachers with families. It 

placed a strain on their relationships. Some of the more experienced staff were not 

sensitive to the workload of novice teachers. When four young staff members left a 

function early they were ridiculed: 

There's always preparation for a class…they were negative towards these 

four girls who were trying to do the right thing. Sacrificing their Sunday 

to do their preparation. 

 

He believed the workload was even harder this year because he had an additional class, 

the nature of the individual needs of the students in his classes and because he was 

making more effort with his additional coordination responsibilities: 

Everyone's got to be catered for. So you've got to write programs and it's 

almost got to the point where I'm almost writing individual education 

programs for each student. And it‟s...easy with one person, with ten 

people in the classroom, or ten different programs, running them, you 

just can't...you know what I mean? 

I'm...going in deeper into my responsibilities as a department...yes 

realising the actual work that should be putting in....the true depth of my 

dual role is coming to the fore.  

 

There were additional workload requirements with the performance appraisal system 

implemented by the new principal to the school. The change of leadership was viewed 

negatively by William: 

This is the “gunnah” guy. He's going to do this, we're going to do that, 

and we're going to do it by the book…And I say, 'Well I hope you're 

gunnah come up to the classroom and demonstrate to everybody how 

we're going to do it your way'…And he's got all these glorious things 

about how you're going to do it.  
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I can get there at seven o'clock in the morning and I could leave there at 

seven o'clock at night and he is busily talking to someone on the phone 

or he's got somebody in the office...you've got to make a three-week 

ahead appointment…It's just disappointing that you can go from one 

really good supportive environment to...if you walk in that room the air 

smells artificial. The paint looks artificial, the handshake's artificial, the 

smile's artificial...the 'how you going?' It's artificial… down to the very 

basis of the genetic code…I didn't see so much of the boss last year, but 

you know if I needed to see him...I could go in...stick my head around 

the door and he'd say 'come in, come in, come in'. Heaps of time, 'come 

and sit down'.  

 

While William indicated every intention to remain at Bearinora, aspects of the 

educational bureaucracy perturbed him, especially the change of administration: 

I could handle doing another stint out here. It's not the place and it's not 

the kids and it's not the school…It's the bureaucracy....it was different 

from one year to another...because there were different people.  

This is the first indication that William would even remotely consider a change of 

location to anywhere else. 

 

William has demonstrated a passionate commitment to the teaching of his chosen 

subject, attempting to motivate, engage and manage students that he has found 

challenging in a context that he believed was not strongly supportive of education. He 

continually reflected on problems and exhaustively sought alternative approaches to 

enhance student cooperation and learning. 

 

He remained both professionally and personally isolated within the town, on some 

levels, but continued to engage with staff, at least superficially. At this stage he seemed 

content with his own company and his work as a source of leisure. 
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CASE STUDY OF WILMA: MATURE-AGED NOVICE 

Background 

Wilma is a mature-aged novice in her 50s, formerly a tertiary lecturer in physiotherapy. 

She has qualified as a primary teacher. Wilma changed careers for a new challenge and 

reduced hours in order to achieve a balance between work and home life. Wilma has a 

partner in Perth and a recently widowed mother. Wilma has lived in rural towns, 

including one within 500 kilometres of her current location. She had expectations that 

Bicnobus would be similar to the previous location. 

 

Current Context: Bicnobus Senior High School 

Wilma accepted a 2 year appointment in a “support role” at Bicnobus Senior High 

School. The school has a student population of 300 and 25 teachers. Approximately 50 

percent of students are indigenous. The school has a daily attendance rate of 

approximately 70 percent of students. Bicnobus is a northern coastal town with a 

population of approximately 6,000 people. It is an agricultural and tourist region 

 

Term 1 

Wilma‟s initial reaction to the location is not positive. It is smaller in size with a larger 

indigenous population than she had anticipated. The community lacks many of the 

attractions she had expected. Her GEHA housing, while old, with a neglected garden, is 

well air-conditioned and she is happy with the subsidised rent. 

Her reaction to the school is more positive, finding it welcoming and staffed by many 

new graduates; however, she describes herself as “a fish out of water” and questions her 

decision to accept the position. She sees herself as different because she is a primary-

trained educator working in a secondary school, the oldest female on staff and working 

with an entirely indigenous class. She says “I feel like a middle aged, middle class white 

woman (who is a bit culturally irrelevant) trying to solve a problem (aboriginal 

illiteracy) with no moral right to be doing so”. She also feels removed from her family 

and partner, including a recently widowed mother, for the purpose of “this rather 

dubious job”. 

Wilma struggles to define her teaching role. There is no information about the 

programme from previous year, nor information about the students and their 

achievements. Her students have literacy and numeracy problems that Wilma believes 

are related to high rates of absenteeism, behavioural, social and historic problems. The 

support programme operates from premises on the perimeter of the school, distant from 

the main buildings. This physical separation isolates Wilma from contact with other 

teachers. Only 3 other staff are located in this building: another new graduate, a social 

trainer and Wilma‟s line manager. 

Part of Wilma‟s role involves providing in class support to other teachers. She finds this 

team-teaching component more challenging than working with the students in isolation. 

The situation is intimidating for the classroom teachers, who find it stressful having 

Wilma observes their struggles. Offers of support to new teachers are very limited. By 

week 4 she observes that “the support for new teachers wanes after the first few weeks – 

now its sink or swim”. She feels “awestruck about the seeming immensity of the job”.  

Wilma is lonely, especially on weekends, missing her partner. She has transported only a 

few personal effects and misses the familiar comforts. She describes her experience as 

“camping in someone else‟s home”. She has attempted to make connections with the local 
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community, joining the Tennis Club and the Soroptimists‟ Club; however, her initial 

experiences have not been positive:  

I was hoping that members would be a bit more friendly, but it seems 

that Bicnobus people are used to itinerant people as being people not to 

put yourself out for. Itinerant people, like teachers, nurses, police and 

banking officers form their own cliques. 

She has become aware that staff get-together on Friday afternoons, but she has been 

unable to discover where they go. Being absent from the main staff room limits access 

to information.  

 

Term 2 

In term 2, Wilma is finding the workload easier than she expected and certainly lighter 

than in her previous occupation as a lecturer in physiotherapy. She separates her work 

from her non-work life by completing her work at school before going home. She 

attributes her ability to separate these parts of her life to her maturity:  

I prefer to stay at work for an hour, an hour and a half, after school 

finishes to do my work and then come home and just forget about it. So 

although the situation at work is not fantastic, I don‟t come home and 

get miserable about work. I‟ve got old enough now to not do that. 

She is involved with other teachers out of work hours at the Tennis Club, but it‟s “an 

unwritten law you don't talk about work at the tennis club”.  

 

The dominant concerns for Wilma relate to aspects of the school culture which she finds 

uncomfortable. She comments: “few people say good morning to you in a cheery 

way…it just seems to be an unhappy place”. She describes the culture of the school as 

being affected by “a bit of turf war [that] goes on between different learning areas. And 

I keep putting my foot in it…because I don't really have my own patch of turf”. 

Teachers appear openly disaffected with the school and some of the administrators. She 

comments: “several people have made comments to me about…you don't get any 

respect at the school…And somebody else said the same thing about not being 

respected and…I thought ah that seems like being an issue”. The culture operates on a 

survival mentality according to another teacher who comments:  

People that will help you out are other new graduates and some second 

years”…it's like the rites of passage, you have to make it otherwise you 

might as well opt out. If you don't make it through the first two years 

…you don‟t deserve to be here sort of thing…There‟s that sort of trial 

by fire and then there‟s that's what we had to go through so therefore 

you have to go through it as well. 

 

After a recent staff meeting Wilma commented to a colleague that “I feel like slitting 

my throat...It‟s all so depressing. It‟s all these 'don't do this' and 'don't do that'…You 

think are they ever going to say that we do anything well”. 

She has an uncomfortable relationship with her Line Manager which causes anxiety 

about her performance appraisal. Wilma‟s Line Manager has “failed” predecessors. This 

has alarmed Wilma: 

I thought performance appraisal was about finding out what things you 

need help in, what things you like to do best, offering suggestions or 

professional development or read this book or try this. With [Line 

Manager it‟s] more like if you do this you‟ll fail. Or if you can‟t manage 

to do that you‟ll fail and I‟m thinking “Oh my God.” So now if she says 
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anything to me like “How did it go?” I say 'Oh it's good'. I've developed 

that – don't say anything, don't tell anything, don't let them know that 

the kids are all rioting today, and jumping out of the window…you don't 

tell her. 

 

Wilma doesn‟t have other experienced colleagues to consult. The physical isolation of 

the classes contributes to her professional isolation. Her only collegial support comes 

from the other new graduate located in the building and telephone conversations with a 

pre-service education colleague. She doesn‟t have a “baseline” against which she can 

judge her experiences, being a new graduate and a primary trained teacher in a 

secondary school. She comments: “I just bounce along from one experience to another 

and think, I wonder if this is normal? I wonder if this is normal?” 

Her maturity is a double edged sword: it has given her an advantage with the students, 

but it has increased the expectations of other staff, that are unaware she is a graduate. 

Other teachers expect her to have students literate and numerate by the end of the year, 

whereas she believes achieving any small improvement is a more realistic outcome. Her 

main satisfaction is gained from working with the children. “If the job was just teaching 

kids it would be wonderful.” She is still keen to develop her competency:  

[I haven‟t] got to the point where I feel like I‟m doing it competently 

enough to say that it‟s satisfying…I don‟t stress that it‟s not satisfying I 

just think that oh well that might happen when I get a bit more 

experienced. I‟ll just keep tinkering away at it and maybe that will 

happen. 

But she is critical of the school‟s attempts to address the indigenous education issues 

which directly affect her students. She believes that: 

Most of the students that I have are Aboriginal and have behaviour 

problems and social problems...all the little routines that are in place, 

doesn‟t [sic] suit the Aboriginal students and…nobody seems to really 

care about that…the school never seems to address that. 

 

Her discomfort in the school has prompted her to consider alternative prospects for next 

year: 

I‟ve been thinking about what I would change to make me stay next year 

and I was thinking about…asking…to be attached to a different learning 

area, attached to the English learning area rather than the [specialist 

programme]…But I don‟t know if I‟ll do it because I might not come 

back next year…it probably won‟t happen. 

She believes that her partner would move to Bicnobus next year, but difficulties still 

remain with the care of her elderly mother. She is considering moving to another 

desired country location and working as a relief teacher.  

 

Her attempts at involvement with the community through Soroptimists and the Tennis 

Club have been disappointing. The tennis club segregates into teachers and other 

residents. She finds that she has too much time on her hands. She has had visits from 

her partner and mother and while she claims to not mind living on her own – she notices 

the long periods of time by herself. 

Term 3 

Wilma has made the decision not to return to Bicnobus next year. She made enquiries 

about employment in the location that she preferred and was informed that relief work 

and other positions would be available next year. After considering all her options she 
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concluded “I don‟t particularly enjoy working up here…I thought about what I might do 

to change my situation…and then I thought, nup, I really want to go”. When she found 

that relief work was available at Southern District High School she decided “that‟s good 

enough for me. I‟m out of here…I‟m not going to bother with this process [performance 

appraisal] any longer”. 

 

Her main concerns are with management structure, difficult personalities, the 

implications of this for her performance appraisal, the negative environment and a belief 

that change is unlikely, because the problems appear endemic. They revolve around 

staff who have been at the school for a very long time. She believes that the problems 

and conflict are unlikely to be resolved by the principal because of his limited 

interpersonal skills. She describes him as:  

A non communicating person. You never know what he‟s doing or 

thinking, because he doesn‟t tell anybody and sometimes I think too that 

the political problems in the school are too big for him to think about 

what he could do. 

 

Wilma‟s interaction with the students remains the only source of professional 

satisfaction. She says “I quite enjoy teaching the kids as it‟s been a bit better this term”:  

The kids that I teach are difficult but they‟re not the reason that I‟m 

leaving. In fact they would even be, if I stayed it would be for them. I 

basically quite like the job. The kids, although they can be highly 

frustrating at times, that‟s not an issue for me. 

 

This term Wilma has modified her role, taking more responsibility for the team 

teaching. By taking control, she is gaining a higher degree of ownership of her teaching 

programme: 

I‟ll organise what they‟re going to do and I‟ll get the other teacher to 

spend some one to one with the student…and then we come together at 

the end to see what we‟ve been doing. So I sort of tell the other teachers 

what to do…with me organising it I feel a bit better…It means that the 

teachers take it a bit more seriously. 

 

She has found the transition from a primary to a high school context very challenging:  

I didn‟t have the experience of that age kid and I didn‟t have the 

thinking of the periods and the interactions between lots of different lots 

of kids and the interaction between lots of different teachers and year 

groups either so all to that was a whole new experience for me. 

The transition has been difficult because of the departmental fragmentation of the 

secondary school structure.  

 

Wilma continues to be concerned about the outcome of her appraisal. She has received 

some negative written feedback and consequently has asked a peer to sit in on her 

performance review panel for “moral support and…I wanted her to be there to be a 

witness to what transpires”. She is concerned that an “unsatisfactory” wouldn‟t be 

helpful for her future employment prospects: 

If the job was better I would stay to get my permanency, but I can‟t see, 

weighing up the trials and tribulations of going through another year 

here with the advantage of getting permanency, that‟s not going to 

guarantee a job in [other town] and not being able to see any way of 
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being able to change my position here. I weigh it all up and think the 

permanency thing is not worth it. 

 

Permanency is not an incentive for Wilma because of her mature-age status. She 

believes her career span will not warrant the effort and based on her prior employment 

experience she‟s not prepared to “put up with” the stress. Wilma is waiting for the 

outcome of the performance appraisal before tendering her resignation. She would like 

to inform the school of her reasons for resigning, but other staff have not been satisfied 

with the exit interview process. Wilma will complete the year because of her “protestant 

work ethic”. She would not be fulfilling her responsibilities by leaving earlier and she 

believes that it will be “good for my learning curve as a new teacher to see out a whole 

year with one school”.  

 

Wilma believes that aspects of her non-work life have not strongly impacted on her 

decision to resign. She has had regular visits from her partner and mother, interspersed 

with visits to Perth for holidays. She finds the separation bearable. She manages to keep 

herself occupied with hobbies and gardening. Despite two burglaries of her house, at the 

end of second term and during the school holidays, she claims “I wasn‟t that upset”, but 

she is unsettled knowing that “I can‟t secure the house, that it‟s actually quite easy to 

get in through these windows.” GEHA will consider moving her, but they will not 

improve the security in the house. Wilma has taken most of her belongings back to 

Perth because “it pays to not have too much stuff up here”. 

 

Term 4 

In term four Wilma is operating in survival mode. She is counting down the days to her 

departure. She says “I‟m on the decline, the road to home, with my nose pointing 

forward, well pointing towards out of here anyway…virtually I‟m already out of here. 

I‟ve been out of here most of the term”. She is more detached as a result of having made 

the decision to leave. She notes that she is: 

Less ambitious for the students I just think oh, cruise through this term. I 

haven‟t been at home worried…and I just think I‟ll deal with it and then 

I think to myself, but not for much longer. So in a way it‟s made it 

easier. 

This job probably wasn‟t a good career move….I feel a bit cheated 

because I think a contract is a 2 way thing so I accept that I will work 

here for 2 years and your part of the deal is that you will do your 

management thing adequately which I don‟t think actually happens, so 

they haven‟t met their side of the deal…but I‟m the one for whom the 

consequences will be there. 

 

Several experiences have reinforced the decision to leave. At the end of term three 

criticisms of the local school were published in the media. Wilma has continued to 

receive negative feedback from people when they hear where she is employed:  

There is a feeling amongst the general town that the high school‟s 

hopeless and that does impact at times. People say “Where do you 

work?” and they say “Oh you poor thing”. I‟d probably cope with being 

away from my family if the job was ok. If I was happy at work then I‟d 

stay the two years…You feel like you‟re not working for a worthwhile 

organisation and I think too that if you want to turn that level of 
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dissatisfaction around it would take a long time and some fairly strong 

leadership which is not there at the moment. 

 

Although she has submitted her resignation, there has been no response from anyone:  

I‟m not surprised, but you would think in a normal organisation the first 

question would be why, but nobodies asked me…I didn‟t put it in 

writing why I was leaving, I just said I wasn‟t coming back and that‟s 

what I‟ve done and I‟ve had no response from the principal other than 

he gave me a funny look.  

And from her line manager: 

I told her here‟s my form back and it says I am not coming back next 

year, that‟s what‟s happening I‟m not going to be here next year and she 

said “Alright. That‟s fairly normal”. 

Unlike the administration, the students have expressed sadness that Wilma is leaving. 

This surprised her because she expected that students would be used to staff transience: 

I sort of feel a bit sad really. I was a bit surprised…They said “why do 

you want another job for? Why are you leaving? Why don‟t you stay? 

Don‟t you like this school?”…it‟s not the kids that are the problem for 

me. 

 

There has been a high level of staff transience throughout the year, including someone 

who lasted only six weeks. She believes that staff leave because “they don‟t like 

working at the school. They‟re unhappy”. 

 

Wilma is pleased and surprised that she has formally passed her performance appraisal 

because her line manager “couldn‟t find anything to fail me on” but the whole 

experience was negative: 

It‟s supposed to make you think about what professional development 

you need to know, but it‟s not what happened in my case…it‟s a good 

vehicle for a power trip…When I started…I wanted to learn about 

teaching literacy and I wanted to develop my skills…but that all went by 

the board and it was like produce lesson plans like this…toe the line. 

 

Wilma could not implement the school behaviour management policy because of her 

Line Manager‟s perception that seeking assistance demonstrated incompetence. Wilma 

read all the policy documents and implemented the policy, following each step. When 

she reached the point of referral to her line manager, Wilma was told:  

This is not that long into the term, that if I couldn‟t organise the 

behaviour management I would fail my performance appraisal and I 

thought OK. Anything that was a problem after that I would just sort it 

out myself…I had a few instances that happened that were quite 

dangerous and there really was no plan….The implication is you‟re on 

your own. You‟re definitely on your own and if you don‟t get it right on 

your own then you‟re out of here. 

GEHA has relocated teachers in surrounding houses to other locations. She feels 

increasingly isolated without colleagues in the vicinity. Her isolation within the school 

has also worsened: 

I‟ve given up a bit in the school in terms of making contact with other 

teachers. I was sitting there the other day thinking there can‟t be too 

many teachers who sit at recess and lunch time by themselves. 
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And the systemic support seems non-existent: 

It‟s sink or swim and some time you can‟t tell the difference between 

whether you‟re sinking or swimming…it‟s a difficult school and I tend 

to think there‟s a very fine line really between sinking and swimming 

and I don‟t know if the deputies know who is sinking or swimming.  

She has found it difficult to develop relationships with others, despite joining 

community organisations. She believes that local people do not bother to form 

relationships with the professionals who they perceive to be transients.  

 

Wilma reflects on her decision to take the support role position in a high school. She 

describes herself as “naively” enthusiastic and feels that in hindsight, taking the position 

was not a good career move: 

I started off being enthusiastic, being the eternal optimist thinking I can 

do this. Which didn‟t last long…in a way I still have a little bit of 

enthusiasm but that‟s mainly related to trying to do something with 

these poor students when there doesn‟t seem to be anything else in the 

school for them…towards the end of second term I was fairly despairing 

and frustrated and that‟s when I started ringing up the union and 

investigating about going on the year 8 team and deciding that I 

wouldn‟t do any of that.  

I wasn‟t really trained for [the job] and…I think well I was crazy really 

because I had no experience…I have no special expertise in literacy and 

numeracy. What did I really expect? In a way it‟s a kind of job I could 

really have got my teeth into and liked to do, but it‟s just the 

organisation of the job and the school.  

Wilma would have valued a clear, consensually agreed role, supported by planning 

documents and access to an experienced mentor.  

 

She still attempts to engage in the end of year planning and prepares handover materials 

for the next incumbent; however, information is not communicated effectively. 

Networks and gossip provide the basis for most information. She perceives her efforts 

to be futile. There has been talk of improving the handover from staff to staff; but 

Wilma‟s Line Manager only expects “you to hand in your keys and clean up!” 

 

Wilma‟s decision to leave is most strongly influenced by an absence of self efficacy in 

this situation: 

There‟s nothing that I have any control over or can do anything about 

…It‟s really the job; it‟s the dissatisfaction with the job that has had the 

most impact. 

 

Second Year 

When I next spoke with Wilma she has relocated to Southern Town and has 

commenced a 0.6 part time position at the local primary school, after relief teaching 

from the beginning of the year. She is very happy with her position and in comparison 

to her previous experience she sees her class as “little angels”. She says: 

I‟m quite happy and in some ways I don‟t know why I didn‟t just do this 

last year, why I did the year in Bicnobus…I didn‟t understand the relief 

teaching and I thought that for the first job that I would really have to go 

where they sent me. 
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She is very happy with the transition back to primary teaching stating “I do feel now 

that I‟m doing what I did my uni course to do”. She works collaboratively with her 

colleague and receives support with behaviour management from the Deputy. She 

makes other comparisons: 

They have lots of ways of rewarding good students…and they have a 

good behaviour management policy, implemented all the way down the 

line. They have a lot of support from families. There are a lot of parent 

helpers that come in for all sorts of things. You never saw any parents at 

all at the high school at Bicnobus…You don‟t have to worry about 

locking the room, there‟s no alarm system to turn on and off when you 

go in and out…things like that…it‟s a different town and it‟s a 

differently managed school and an easier group of students. 

 

Wilma had been contacted by staffing and offered another remote teaching position, 

despite indicating that she would not consider such an appointment. She believes the 

whole system of staffing, appraisal and permanency is badly managed by DET. 

 

Her previous experience is only valuable as a cautionary tale - how things should not be 

done in schools. She says “I probably learnt how not to do a lot of things. How not to 

run a school and how not to encourage parents to come to school”. Although 

performance appraisal has not been arranged as yet, Wilma feels much more positive 

about the experience in this location.  

 

Because of the transition process, moving housing and the proximity to Perth, Wilma 

has yet to establish herself within the community. She has been valuing the opportunity 

to interact with her mother and provide the care that was missing during the previous 

year. 


